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Preface 

This book contains the Proceedings of the APPIA-GULP-PRODE'99 Joint Con
ference on Declarative Programming held in L'Aquila (Italy), September 6-9, 1999. 
APPIA-GULP-PRODE'99 was organized by the University of L'Aquila. 
Previous italian GULP conferences on Logic Programming were held in Genova 
(1986), Torino (1987), Roma (1988), Bologna (1989), Paclova (1990), Pisa (1991), 
Tremezzo (1992) and Gizzeria (1993). Previous spanish PRO DE meetings in Declar
ative Programming were held in Terremolinos (1991), :Madrid (1992) and Blanes 
(1993). Then, GULP and PRODE joined together in Penfscola (1994) and Marina 
eli Vietri (1995). In 1996, the Portuguese Association for Artificial Intelligence AP
PIA joined GULP-PRODE with the aim of also collaborating in subsequent editions: 
Donostfa (1996), Grado (1997), A Coruiia (1998) and, finally, L' Aquila (1999). 
The technical program of the conference includes 40 communications. All the pa
pers are evaluated by at least two reviews. The program also includes three in
vited lectures given by Remo Pareschi (Telecom Italia, Italy), Paul Tarau (U. North 
Texas, USA) and Mirek Truszczynski (U. of Kentucky, USA), as well as two tutorials 
given by Michele Bugliesi (U. Venezia, Italy) and Alberto Policriti (U. Ucline, Italy). 
We thank them for their willingness in accepting our invitation. 
The papers in this book are printed in their order of presentation at the conference. 
Thus they are grouped into thematic sessions. 
We wish to express our gratitude to all the members of the Program Committee 
and to all outside referees for their care in reviewing papers. VIe extend our sincere 
thanks to all authors who submitted papers and to all conference participants. \\Te 
gratefully acknowledge all the institutions and corporations who have supported 
this conference. Finally, we would like to especially thank the contribution of the 
Organizing Committee whose work has made the conference possible. 
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L'Aquila, Italy 

Iviaria Chiara Meo 
Manuel Vilares 
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Design Patterns for Multi-Threaded 
Logic Programming Languages 

Paul Tarau 
University of North Texas 

Abstract· 

3 

We introduce a set of reusable design patterns and programming techniques for 
multi-threaded logic programming languages. 

Vve show how synchronization and distributed execution are made simple using 
blackboards, agent threads and constraints on data objects, how multiple logical 
engines enhance the expressiveness of declarative programming and eliminate the 
need for side-effects, while improving orthogonality of the underlying programming 
language constructs. 

We describe some typical patterns for building reusable components, and show 
how complexities of networking are encapsulated as mobile code. 

Finally, we introduce (and demo) components built in a declarative style with 
multi-threaded BinProlog and Jinni, exhibiting reusable patterns for distributed 
programming, event driven visual programming and knowledge exchange protocols 
for cooperative agent systems. 
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Answer Set Programming 
Mirek Truszczynski 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Kentucky 

Abstract 

APPIA-GULP-PRODE'99 

In this talk we reexamine the place and role of stable model semantics in logic pro
gramming and contrast it with a least Herbrand model approach to Horn programs. 
We demonstrate that inherent features of stable model semantics naturally lead to 
a logic programming paradigm, called answer set programming, that offers an in
teresting alternative to more traditional logic programming styles of Horn logic pro
gramming, stratified logic programming and logic programming with well-founded 
semantics. The proposed approach is based on the interpretation of programs as 
constraints and is especially well suited for declarative solving of constraint satisfac
tion problems. In our setting, a program does not describe a single intended model, 
but the family of its stable models. These stable models encode solutions to the 
constraint satisfaction problem described by the program. Our approach imposes 
restrictions on the syntax of logic programs. In particular, function symbols are 
eliminated from the language. 'Ne discuss several recent results on complexity and 
expressive power of answer set programming and argue that the resulting logic pro
gramming system is well-attuned to problems in the class NP and, more generally, to 
a certain class of search problems. \iVe point out that answer set programming has a 
well-defined domain of applications, and an emerging methodology of programming. 
\iVe illustrate how answer set programming can be used as a general problem-solving 
tool by discussing applications in planning, reasoning about action, satisfiability 
of propositional formulas, combinatorial optimization and combinatorics. vVe dis
cuss recent advances in implementations of computational systems for answer set 
programming and discuss their performance. 
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Work Force Management in Telecommunications 
and beyond Telecommunications 

Remo Pareschi 

Telecom Italia 

Abstract 

5 

In operating its network, an integrated telecommunication operator such as Tele
com Italia deals daily with some 100.000 technical tasks spread over its entire ter
ritory. The tasks are extremely varied in nature and range from maintenance in
terventions, addition of residential or business customers, provisioning of additional 
services or features requested by customers, minor upgrades to switches etc. Typ
ically, this requires some 20.000 skilled technicians with different equipment and 
training (about2/3 are dedicated to the access network, 1/3 to the main transport 
network where higher and different skills and training are required) being dispatched 
over a vast territorial network. 

Hard pressed by the incoming competitive environment, all major telecommuni
cation operators have in the course of time devised ways to rationalise and automate 
such a major management problem. Although these solutions have been developed 
(mostly internally) in a telecommunication context, they tackle a problem that is 
widely acknowledged elsewhere and are general enough to be utilised in different 
markets. All work Force j\!Ianagement systems (\~TFMS) developed since the late 
80s strive mainly to: Reduce reaction times to requests coming from various parts 
of the company (Commercial, Operations and Maintenance etc.) Improve the speed 
of provisioning new services to customers in a deregulated environment Improve 
the quality of interventions through a better matching of skills to tasks. Reduce 
operating cost through an efficient allocation and a reduction in staff and inventory 
levels. 

Today the best systems in operation provide an automatic and optimised alloca
tion for about 75% of all tasks with savings ranging from 15% on access network 
technicians to 30% on supervisors. 

Usually VIFMS are made of an operation centre (very large networks may require 
up to 4 centres, sometimes dedicated to certain parts of the network) that controls 
the whole system and links up with all the legacy systems of the company. A WFM 
system developed at CSELT (the Telecom Italia corporate research center) called 
RAPID has a core part made of about 4 million code lines and makes extensive 
use of constraint propagation techniques in its scheduling module called ARCO. 
Specifically, ARCO tackles the task of dispatching activities to technicians. This 
involves the combination of three NP-Hard problems: resource allocation (Knap
sack problem), scheduling in the presence of time constraints and the travelling 
salesman problem. ARCO is capable of solving this task in nearly constant time 
by narrowing the search space (e.g. only one area of the territory, only a limited 
number of technicians, XXX), by stopping after the first reasonable solution, and 
by heavily applying search heuristics. Thus, the optimal solution is not guaranteed, 
but the search process goes in any case much deeper than the search capabilities of 
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a human supervisor. Constraint propagation techniques play a crucial role in order 
to optimize ARCOs heuristic search and are supported through the adaptation and 
integration of the ILOG Solver and the ILOG Schedule libraries. 

Through the capabilities offered by ARCO, RAPID can program up to four days 
of tasks and can handle problems such as customer preference for a certain tech
nician, previous experience with the same equipment, legal requirements (e.g. for 
safety reasons dangerous activities may require more than one person), contractual 
constraints (overtime or priority to tasks involving penalties) etc. It is worth noting 
that information flows are bi-directional as an important feature of the system is the 
"Field access information System" that allows field technicians to access essential 
technical data and obtain support in performing their task with significant qual
ity improvement. To achieve this, groups of field technicians on the receiving end 
are equipped with portable computers (the most advanced solutions feature lap
tops with a Java or W'l\rv,r interface and specific applications that create a unique 
"Mobile Office" environment) linked to the GSM mobile network, vans (soon to be 
equipped with GPS devices) and a small inventory of spare parts. In his way, tech
nicians can leave for their destination from home without wasting time to register 
at their working center to receive task orders. At the same time the supervisor at 
the operation centre can see, in real time, the situation of all scheduled activities 
and technician availability, using predefined interfaces showing on line costs and 
performance indexes. 

It is immediately obvious that the problems encountered by telecom operators in 
managing their field organisations have many facets in common with those of other 
companies. The core functionalities of a WFMS (Radiolocalisation, Geographical 
Information System, Task Scheduling, Dispatching and Reporting) are strategic to 
many other markets. Public utilities manage large networks to distribute power, 
water or natural gas. To gain new customers, competing cable operators rely heav
ily on their ability to connect new subscribers as quickly as possible. Generally 
speaking, an efficiently run, strongly reactive field organisation is a great asset for 
any business that may need this type of service. Indeed, many other sectors come 
to mind, such as express mailing services, after sale assistance, healthcare, logistics 
and transportation. i\IIoreover large retail chains would greatly benefit from the re
duction in inventories deriving from a "just in time" delivery organisation driven by 
an efficient operation centre. 

Each of these markets have different targets and strategies for their workforce (i.e. 
different level of education, contracts, service agreement, geographical distribution, 
work-day shifting, etc.) but they all share the same goals of cost reduction and 
service enhancement. These objectives may be obtained with an intensive use of 
the \VFM environment, to manage the workforce, control performance and quality, 
move towards a really virtual enterprise. For all these new sectors telecom operators 
can position themselves as providers of the core driving modules, or even as system 
integrators of \VFM systems. They can capitalise on several years of experience in 
tackling a particularly challenging problem with many facets, constraints and far 
reaching implications but offering also great insights and opportunities. 
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Temporal Logics and Time Granularity 
Alberto Policriti 

Dipartilnento di Matematica ed Infonnatica 

U niversita di U dine 
policrit@dirni.uniud.it 

Abstract 

In this tutorial will describe and discuss some of the main formalisms and instru
ments adopted to specify and reason about time in various contexts. To this end 
we will survey some of the most popular temporal logics, present some relationships 
between game theory and temporal logics 

In the last part of the tutorial we will discuss various issues related the notion 
of time granularity. ·we will start by showing how such notion can be used to pro
vide a common framework to (metric) tense logics and (real-time) temporal logics 
of programs. Then we will present a few logics allowing to specify the timed be
haviour of a system at different levels of granularity. For such logics decidability 
results and problems, together with techniques for their study, will be presented. 
Vve will conclude with a recent proposal for a modal counterpart of time granularity 
operators. 
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Interpretations of Objects in 
Functional and Logic Languages 

Michele Bugliesi 
Dipartimento di Informatica 

Universita "Ca Foscari" di Venezia 

The work on interpretations of object calculi is motivated by the desire to give 

sound and formal foundations to object-oriented languages and their specific con

structs and techniques. In most of the existing work in this area, interpretations 

are given in terms of a reduction .of object oriented constructs and techniques to 

functional and (linear) logic languages. 
In the first part of the tutorial, I will survey the main concepts and ideas behind 

object calculi and their type systems. Then I will describe existing work on func

tional interpretations, from Cook's "generator model" and Kamin's self-application 

semantics, to recent work by Bruce, Abadi and Cardelli. In the second part, I 

will review recent proposals for logical interepretations of objects in linear logic 

languages. 
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Specification and Sin1tllation of Multi-Agent 
Systen1s in CaseLP 

lVIaurizio :i'vlartelli Viviana Mascarcli Floriano Zini 
D.I.S.I. - Universita eli Genova 

Via Doclecaneso 35, 16146 Genova, Italy 
E-mail: {martelli ,mascardi ,zini}©disi. unige. it 

Abstract 

Nowadays software applications are characterized by a great complexity. 
It arises from the need of reusing existing components and properly integra.t
ing them. The distribution of the involved entities and their heterogeneity 
makes it very useful the adoption of the agent-oriented technology. The paper 
presents the state-of-the-art of CaseLP, an experimental logic-based proto
typing environment for multi-agent systems. CaseLP provides a prototyping 
method and a. set of tools and languages which support the prototype realiza
tion. At the system specification level, an architectural description language 
can be adopted to describe the prototype in terms of agents classes, instances, 
their provided and required services and their communication links. At the 
agent specification level, a rule-based, not executable language can be used 
to easily define reactive and proactive agents. An executable, linear logic 
language can define more sophisticated agents and the system in which they 
operate. At the implementation level, new primit.ives are defined to extend the 
target prolog-like language. Finally, simulation tools are integrated within 
CaseLP to visualize the prototype execution and to collect statistics on it. 

/(eywords: logic pmgmmming, multi-agent systems, prototyping. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays applications are strongly characterized by their complexity. They are 
usually composed by heterogeneous and distributed entities which must cooperate 
and coordinate in an "intelligent" way to exchange and share knowledge. 

The agent-oriented pamdigm [23, 17] is an emerging technology that faces the 
problem of modeling such kinds of applications. It is suitable for modeling entities 
(agents) which communicate (social ability), monitor the environment and react to 
events which occnr in it (reactivity), are able to take the initiative whenever the sit
uation arises (proa.ctivity) without the intervention of human beings or other agents 
(autonomy). Societies of agents are called Mu.lti-Agcnt Systcm.s (MAS). They tab'! 
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into account the distribution of the involved agents and the integration of hetero
geneous software and data, fundamental aspects for the success of today's software 
systems. 

Unfortunately, at this time there is no evidence of a well-established engineering 
approach for building MAS-based applications. Due to the inherent complexity of 
those applications. the prototyp·ing approach seems more promising than the classical 
waterfall model thanks to its greater flexibility. 

The paper presents the state-of-the-art of CaseLP ( CmnpleJ: Application Specifi
cation Enviromnent Based on Logic Programming), an experimental logic program
ming based prototyping environment for MAS. The development of CaseLP started 
two years ago as an applied research on .MAS rapid prototyping by means of logic 
programming [13]. The applications modeled during this period of time helped in 
understanding how to extend the framework. New features have been progressively 
added to cope with the emerging necessities. 

CaseLP has been profitably used to develop prototypes in very different areas. 
Two applications were related to transport and logistic problems. The former 
has been developed in collaboration with FS (Italian railways) to solve problems 
of freight train scheduling along the railway between La Spezia and Milano [4]. 
The latter involved the planning of goods transportation, and has been realized 
in co-operation with Elsag s.p.a., an international company which provides service 
automation. Another application concerned the retrieval of medical information 
contained in distributed databases [19]. In this case CaseLP has been successfully 
adopted for a reverse engineering process. Finally the combination of agent-oriented 
and constraint logic programming techniques have been applied to the management 
of distributed database transactions [14]. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces CaseLP agents. Section 
3 describes the six-steps method that is used to realize a prototype. Sections 4, 
5 and 6 focus on languages and tools that can be used in different stages of the 
prototype development. Specifically, Section 4 presents tool and languages used 
in the modeling phase of the prototype. Section 5 describes instruments used in 
the implem.entnhon phase. Section 6 is related to the execution phase. Section 7 
concludes the paper outlining the related and future work. 

2 Agents in CaselP 

A CaseLP agent can be represented from two different perspectives. From a descrip
tive point of view, a CaseLP agent is characterized by a kind, an architecture, an 
interpreter and a set of services. 
J(ind identifies an.agent as logical, interface, facilitator or manager. Logical agents 
provide control and coordination among MAS components using their reasoning ca
pabilities. lnte·r:face agents provide an interface between external software modules 
and the agents in the MAS. J!a.cilitato1' agents supply other agents with a yellow
pages service. Manager agents create and delete other agents in an application1 . 

Architechtre refers to the internal architecture of the agent. An architecture speci-

1 Facilitator and manager agents are still to be fully integrated in CaseLP. 
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:fies both the data structures that form the agent's internal components and the flow 

of control that masters components activity. Interpreter depends on the type of 

external module to which an interface agent is linked. The interpretation approach 

to software integration in a MAS [7) is adopted in CaseLP. External modules can 

be written in many programming languages. Finally, services define functionalities 

that the agent provides or requires for accomplishing its purpose. Services typically 

depend on the domain of application of the prototype. Some provided services can 

be exported to external users or other MAS. On the other hand, some services can 

be imported from outside the MAS. Thus, eJ;ported and imported services represent 

an interface between the MAS as a whole and the external world. They are the 

functionalities that the MAS provides or requires to external users, both humans 

or other MASs. E:t:ported and imported services are a subset of the provided and 

requi?'ed services set. If the CaseLP prototype is used as a decision support tool, at 

least one exported service must be provided in order to interact with the human 

user. Otherwise, if the prototype main purpose is simulation, the set of exported 

and imported services can be empty. 
Abstracting from the architecture adopted, from a co·mzmtational point of view 

a CaseLP agent is formed by a state, a behavior and an engine. 

State, behavior, and engine are architecture-dependent components. -State includes 

data structures to represent the current situation of computation. Behavior repre

sents knowledge used by the agent to accomplish its task, i.e. providing its services. 

According to the agent's architecture, behavior can range form simple rules to com

plex plans. Engine encodes the task control that governs the flow of control of 

agent's activities. 
Interacting agents with the outlined features can be described in the CaseLP 

framework at different levels of abstraction, using the different languages and tools 

that the environment provides. A method guides the user in the various prototyping 

stages, from the informal description of the application to the development of a 

working prototype. In any step the user can adopt the more suitable languages and 

tools among the provided ones. 

3 CaselP prototyping method 

The realization of a MAS-based software prototype can be performed according to 

the following steps. Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of the method. 

1. Static architectural description of the prototype. The developer de

cides the static structure of the MAS. This step is further broken down to: 

(a) determining the classes of agents the application needs; (b) for each class, 

· determining the kind of the agents belonging to the class, their architectu:re, 

their eventual interpreters and their set of services ; (c) determining the set of 

necessary instances for each class; (d) defining the interconnections between 

the instances of agents, linking appropriately requested and provided services. 

This phase defines the agents that form the prototype, and the communication 

channels among them. Notice that architecture can refer either to an architec-
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START 

END 

Figure 1: The development method. 

ture already available in a library or to a "new" architecture that has still to 
be defined. 

2. Description of conununication between agents. Each provided or re
quested service needs a specific conversation between the agent that provides 
the service and the one that requires it. This step allows to specify the 
sequence of exchanged messages. Some conversations can start some other 
(sub )conversations. This is properly captured in this step. The conversa
tion model of the 1VIAS includes the set of all the conversations and the sub
conversation relationship among them. 

3. High-level specification of the system and the agents. At this stage 
a high-level specification language is used to model the prototype. Three 
different levels of modeling can be identified: 

(a) specification of interactions among agents in the JVIAS, abstracting from 
their architecture and taking into account the interaction model specified 
in step 2; 

(b) specification of the "new" architectures chosen in step 1, i.e. modeling of 
the interactions between the internal components of an agent; 

(c) specification of the agents' behavior. 

4. Verification and testing of the systern. This step verifies and/or per
forms a preliminary validation of the abstract specification defined in step 3. 
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Validation is possibl0 if the specification language ns0d in the previous step 
is e~:ecutable. V0rification is possible if proof mechanisms are available for 
the used specification language. If the specification is given using a logical 
language, goal-directed 0xecution is a proof procedure. In this case, given a 
prototype specification and an initial configuration, it is possible to follow the 
evolution of a particular MAS in detail. It is possible to verify whether a 
particular computation may be carried out or, what is more important, that 
every computation starting from a given configuration leads to a final state 
which satisfies a given property. 

5. lmplernentation of the prototype. This step transforms the abstract speci
fication of the application into the final prototype. An extended concrete logic
programming language is used for prototype implementation. Interfaces to
wards external software and data are provided using appropriate interpreters. 
Moreover, message passing communication, and other lower-level details which 
were abstracted in the previous steps, are now implemented. 

6. Execution of the obtained prototype. Prototype execution is used to 
validate the prototype against the client's desiderata. Execution provides the 
user and the developer with information about the events that occur in the 
MAS, and allows them to check if the prototype behaves as expected and if it 
encompasses all the desired features. Any error or misbehavior discovered in 
this step may imply a revision of the choices made in the previous steps. 

We can distinguish three different phases in the method adopted by CaseLP. 
Steps 1 through 4 form the modeling phase of the prototype. Step 5 represents the 
implementation phase and step 6 represents the e.?:ecution phase. The next three 
sections focus on languages and tools that CaseLP provides to face each of the phases 
listed above. 

4 Prototype specification 

This section describes the languages and tools which can be used during prototype 
modeling. 

4.1 MAS-adl: a simple architectural description language 

In the first step of the method MAS-ad! [1!] is adopted. It is a simple, customized 
architectural description language (12] for MAS and it is used to describe th0 var
ious classes of agents involved in the MAS and the interconnections between their 
instances. For any class, the architectural description gives information about the 
kind, the architecture, the interpreteTs and the services of agents in that class. Here 
is a template for the definition of an agent class using MAS-ad!. 
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agentclass <ClassName> { 
kind: <Kind>; 
architecture: <Arch Type>; 
interpreter: <lntName>; 
provides: <ProvServices>; 
requires: <ReqServices>; 
exports: <ExpSevices>; 
imports: <lmpServices>; 

} 
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Multiple instances of a class can be defined. Each service provided by an agent 
instance is linked to one or more services required by another instance. Conversely, 
several provided agent services can be linked to a single agent instance. The com
munication structure among agents can be set up by specification of links. 

4.2 Tools for conversation model 

The second step of the method describes the conversation model of the MAS. The 
agent communication language is a subset of KQML (15]. The conversation model 
is defined by cl~oosing, for each service, the sequence of messages (conversation), as 
well as their pe·JjoTmative and the content of each message. Some conversations may 
start in the middle of other conversations. For example, imagine agent a, requested 
for a service by agent b, that has to require an accessory service to agent c, in 
order to reply to agent b. A relation .sc defines which conversations eventually start 
during other conversations. Let c1 = {m1, ... , mk} be a conversation composed by 
messages mt, ... , rnk and let c2 be another conversation. c1scm, c2 denotes that c2 

must start after message rn; in c1 has been handled by the receiving agent. c1.sc?m,c2 

denotes that c2 eyentually starts after message rn; has been handled by the receiving 
agent. In the latter case, the decision about starting c2 is up to the receiving agent. 

The linear logic language £hhf (6] is an executable language for modeling concurrent 
and resource sensitive systems based on the general purpose specification logical lan
guage Forum (16]. £hhf is a multiset-based logic combining features of extensions of 
logic programming languages like >.Prolog, e.g. goals with implication and universal 
quantification, with the notion of .foTmulas as resov:rces at the basis of linear logic. 
A £hhf-program is a collection of multi-conclusion clauses of the form: 

A1 '18 ... '18 A, o- Goal, 

where the A;'s are atomic formulas, and the linear disjunction A1 '18 ... '18 An cor
responds to the head of the clause. Furthermore, A o- B (i.e., B -<J A) is a linear 
implication. Clauses of this kind consume the resources (formulas) they need in 
order to be applied in a resolution step. £hhf provides a way to "guard" the appli
cation of a given clause. In the following extended type of clauses 

Gt & ... & G, =?(At '18 ... '18 An o- Goal), 

the goal-formulas G;'s must be solved in order for the clause to be triggered. 
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Referring to step 3 of the CaseLP development method, [hhf can be used to specify 
all the three levels of modeling. At the MAS level, a [hhf specification can prove 
useful to check properties of the communication among agents (for instance deadlock 
detection). At the architecture level, a [hhf specification includes details on agent 
data structures, and rules to model the architecture engine. At the behavior level, 
specific architecture dependent rules are defined. At any level, a [hhf description 
can be used to observe the evolution of an agent or, by using backward analysis, 
to detect violations of the requirements of the specifications. In (1] a £hhf-based 
framework for MAS is defined. It is used to model MAS in which agents with het
erogeneous architectures can co-exist. 
Note that one of CaseLP aims is to provide a set of specification languages together 
with their associated compilers into the prototype implementation language. The 
MAS developer will pick up and use the most suitable or familiar ones among them. 
At present [hhf is a mandatory choice if a. high-level specification of the system 
is needed. The adoption of other high-level specification languages in CaseLP, as 
alternatives to [hhf> is part of our future work. 

4.4 The library of architecture specifications 

The specification of an agent architecture is certainly one of the most difficult phases 
of the development method. To help the developer in this phase, CaseLP furnishes a 
library of already-tested architectures specified in [hhf from which he/she will pick 
up the desired model. Currently, the library contains four specifications: specifica
tion of reactive, proactive and reactive-proactive architectures, and specification of 
the Proced1lm1 Reasoning System (PRS) (8], fully described in (3]. 

4.5 ACLPL 

ACLPL is a rule-based language that is used to program the behavior of reactive, 
proactive and reactive-proactive agents. The behavior of a reactive agents is ex
pressed by means of event-condition-actions ACLPL rules. Proactive agents behave 
accordingly to condition-actions rules. In order to execute actions, an agent has to 
be (eventually) triggered by the perception of a particular event, currently imple
mented as a message sent by an agent, and condition has to be satisfied by the agent 
state. Actions are either updates of the agent state or the sending of messages to 
other agents in the system. Behavior for reactive-proactive agent is obtained mixing 
proactive and reactive rules. The syntax of ACLPL is sketched below. 

Behavior ::= behavior Ruleslist endbehavior 
Ruleslist ::= Rule I Rule Ruleslist 
Rule ::= ReactiveRule I ProactiveRule 
ReactiveRule ::= on message Msg check Condition do Actionslist 
ProactiveRule ::=check Condition do Actionslist 
Msg ::= Performative { content: Content; sender: Sender; receiver: Receiver; } 
Condition : := StateCondition and AuxiliaryCondition 
State(ondition ::= true I Goal 
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AuxiliaryCondition ::=true I Goal 

Goal ::= A I A and Goal I A or Goal 

Action ::= asserLstate(Fact) I retracLstate(Fact) I send(Receiver, Msg) 

An agent is given an india! state that is a (possibly empty) set of atomic ground 
formulas. A reactive rule is fired by a message taken from the agent's ma.il-bM:, 
and if the condition is satisfied, corresponding actions are executed. Condition is 
actually formed by two distinct conditions. The former is about the agent state, 
and expresses what the state must contain in order to execute a sequence of actions. 
The latter is an auxiliary condition, and is actually a set of calls to auxiliary pro
cedures. If these calls succeed, the auxiliary condition is satisfied and the sequence 
of actions is then executed. An auxiliary procedure is either a prolog-like clause 
defined in the agent code, or a bui It-in procedure. If the prototype contains only 
reactive, proactive or reactive-proactive agents, ACLPL can be used in step 3 of the 
development method as alternative to Ehhf· Use of ACLPL is limited to the behavior 
specification level. Notice that the syntax of ACLPL could be extended in such a 
way behavioral specification of more complex agents can be performed. 

5 Prototype implementation 

Step 5 of the method deals with implementation of a "concrete" version of the 
prototype. The target language for implementation is Prolag (Prolog for Agents), 
an extended platform-independent prolog language2

. 

5.1 Extending Prolog to develop agents 

Prolag is defined as standard Prolog extended with communication capabilities and 
with safe state updates. Two predicates allow an agent to update its state. 

• assert.._state(Fact) asserts Fact to the agent's state. Its implementation is 
safe since, when the predicate is backtracked, the previously asserted fact is 
removed from the state. 

• retract_state(Fact) removes the first fact in the agent's state that unifies 
with Fact. If it is backtracked, the fact is re-asserted. 

Three predicates allow an agent to inspect its mail-box and read messages from it. 

• sync.xecei ve (Message) blocks the calling agent until a message unifying with 
Message enters the mail-box. 

• async.xecei ve_one (Msg_input, Msg_output) searches the calling agent's mail
box for a message unifying with Msg_input. If such a message is present, 
Msg_ontpnt is unified with it, otherwise Msg_output unifies with the atom 
no_message. 

2The CaseLP environment, initially developed in ECLiPSe, has been successively implemented 
also in SICStus Prolog. Prolag is assumed as the language for prototype implementation; automatic 
compilers have been developed from Prolag t.o ECLiPSe and SICStus Prolog. 
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• async_recei ve_all (List_of _messages) fetches all the messages in the the 
mail-box of the calling agent. These messages are unified with LisLof_·messages. 

One predicate allows an agent to send a message. 

• send(Receiver, Message) sends Message from the calling agent to the agent 
Receive'/'. The send predicate is implemented using the safe update predicates 
assert_state and retract_state. These predicates are actually called to 
execute updates to the agents' mail-boxes. 

5.2 Implementing a working prototype 

To implement a working prototype, the proper Prolag code must be supplied for any 
agent in the system. This code must 

1. implement all the computational features characterizing an agent: its initial 
state, its behavior and its engine; and 

2. respect the specifications of the agent and of the system given m steps 1 
through 3 of the method. 

For inte·J:face agents, the Prolag code must also define the inieT]J1'eter predicates. 

The ability of automatically translating the agents' specifications into Prolag code 
and of reusing already implemented structures, should avoid the burden of a hand
made prototype implementation developed by scratch. The research in this direction 
is quite recent and far from resulting into a completely automatic translation process, 
but some preliminary, promising results have already been obtained. 

In (3] an engine for the PRS architecture (8] have been specified using Ehhf· An 
approach to the translation of Ehhf rules into Prolag code has also been given. The 
Ehhf clauses used for specifying the PRS engine assume the general form 

Gt & ... & Gm =?(At 28 ... 28 An o-- Gm+l & ... & Gm+k & An+l 28 ... 28 An+h), 

where all the formulas Gt, ... , Gm+k? A1, ... , An+h arc atomic. In order to translate 
in Prolag a multi-conclusion guarded clause C of such a form, it is necessary to 
introduce an auxiliary predicate pc, defined as 

pc :- retract_state(At), ... , retract_state(A,), G,, ... ,Gm+lu 
assert_state(A,+t), ... , assert_state (An+h) . 

where retract_state and assert_state are the predicates for state update de
scribed in Subsection 5.1. The execution of retract_state(A 1) , ••• , retract_stateCAn) 
consumes the atomic formulas A1, ••• , An, the proof of G 1, ••• , Gm+k tests both 
the clause guard and the condition over the current state, and finally the execu-
tion of assert_stateCAn+J), ... , assert_stateCAn+h) adds new information to 
the state. Applying this transformation to every [hhf clause, a corresponding set of 
Prolag clauses is obtained. Such a set can be partitioned by grouping together clauses 
regarding the four main activities performed by a PRS agent that are pe1'ception, 
plmLiTiggering, plan_eucution and action_cxecution. 
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The engine of a Prolag agent is defined by a predicate cycle. The cycle defining 
the PRS engine results into: 

cycle :- perception; plan_triggering; plan_execution; action_execution. 

Each activity can be defined by the clauses belonging to the corresponding activity 
group, for example 

plan_triggering :- PClt; ... ;pc,. 

where Jic1 , • •• , ]Jc, are the clauses of the plan triggering group. 

Another issue that have been considered is the compilation from ACLPL into Pro
lag. Due to their rule-based nature, ACLPL specifications can be easily translated 
into a form that can be manipulated by a reactive-proactive engine. A working com
piler has been implemented, which takes as input an ACLPL program and generates 
a code of this form. 

reactive_rule(Message, Condition, Actions). 

proactive_rule(Condition, Actions). 

pi ( .. ) 

prn ( .. ) 

reactive_rule is a reactive rule, proctive..rule is a proactive rule and pi, 
pm are Prolag predicates. 
The cycle for a reactive-proactive agent may have the form 

cycle :-
async_receive_one(Msg_input, Msg_output), 
(Msg_output == noJnessage -> 

Actions! = [] 
select_reactive_rule(Msg_output, Actions!) 

) ' 
select_proactive_rule(Actions2), 
choose(Actions1, Actions2, Actions), 
execute(Actions). 

... ' 

The predicate cycle defines a simple engine for the agent architecture. First, the 
mail-box is inspected and a message is picked up from it. Then, a fired reactive 
rule is selected from the agent behavior and the set of associated actions is re
turned. Selection among proactive rules is also performed, and a set of proactive 
actions is returned. Finally, a set of actions is chosen and executed. Obviously, 
more sophisticated strategies for rules selection and actions choice can be taken into 
a more complete engine. The integration in CaseLP of the compiler for ACLPL and 
the engines for reactive, proactive and reactive-proactive architecture has still to be 
completed. 
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. 6 Prototype execution 

After all the agents have been implemented as Prolag pieces of code, they can be 
compiled into the target language and then loaded into the memory, to make their 
code available for running the simulation. The compile_agent primitive has been 
implemented to take more than one file as its input: this furthers the reuse of the 
same Prolag file for agents which differ only in small portions of their state or behav
ior. The output of this primitive is a file containing a SICStus Prolog or an ECLiPSe 
module. 
Once all modules have been generated, the system developer must choose if he/she 
wants to load the agents, initialize their mail-boxes, start the simulation and follow 
its execution by means of a graphical interface, or issuing commands within the 
SICStus Prolog or ECLiPSe shell. 

6.1 The CaseLP Visualizer: a graphical simulation interface 

The CaseLP Visualizer (18] provides documentation about events that happen at 
the agent level during MAS execution. According to the developer needs, the code 
of some agents can be automatically instrumented after it has been loaded. In
strumentation adds probes to agents code; events related to state changes and/or 
exchanged messages can be recorded and collected for on-line and/or off-line vi
sualization. Windows for initializing some agents mail-boxes and for setting the 
simulation length and the on-line visualization granularity3 are provided. During 
the simulation, views related to instrumented agents are shown. At the end of the 
simulation a more complete trace of all the instrumented events can be visualized. 
Instrumentation is completely independent from execution. This will not influence 
a possible future change of the execution support. 
Figure 2 shows the off-line trace of execution of the prototype for train traffic man
agement (4]. 

6.2 Shell commands for the simulation execution 

If the developer prefers to type in commands within a shell, he/she can use a set of 
primitives to execute the simulation. 
To load an agent from a file, load (File..name, Agent ..name) can be used. 
ini tialize(List_oLini tiaLmessages) is used to initialize the agents' mail-boxes. 
globaLparameters(Iter, Min_time_unit, Out, Verbose) sets the global simu
lation parameters. Iter is the number of iterations the simulator will perform, ex
pressed in the unit Min_time_unit. Out is the name of the file where all exchanged 
messages will be collected, and Verbose is a flag setting whether the messages have 
to be visualized on the monitor or not, during the simulation run. 
net_parameters (From..ag, To_ag, Failure..rate, Min...latency, Max_latency, 
Unit) allows to define, for any couple of interacting agents, the failure rate and 

3 The simulation must stop to visualize the events occurred. The periodicity of these interrup
tions (after any occurred event, after .50 occurred events, ... ) is decided by the developer. 
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Figure 2: Off-line trace of execu~ion. 

the minimum and maximum latency of the communication channel. Failure_m.te 
sets how many messages, on 100.000.000, are lost due to communication problems. 
M"in_la.tency and JV!a.3;_{a.tency are the minimum and maximum values, expressed in 
Unit, of the delay over the communication channel. If, for a couple of communicat
ing agents, net_parameters is not defined, the channel between them is assumed to 
be without delay and completely reliable. 
start_simulation starts the execution of the prototype built during the loading 
stage, respecting the parameters described above. The ti1ne-driven simulation starts, 
with a round-robin scheduler which activates in tum all the agents in the system, 
allowing them to call their cycle predicate. 
Finally, after the simulation execution has stopped, the primitive get_statistics 
can be used to collect information on it. It allows setting the start time, the end 
time and the length of intervals in which the simulation period is divided, as well 
as the "weights" (representing number of bytes, importance, ... ) assigned to the 
monitored messages. 
The file where statistics are collected contains, for any simulation interval, the num
ber of messages received in that interval and the sum of their weights. The total 
number of exchanged message, the maximum and average number of messages per 
interval, the maximum and average weight per interval, and the weight standard 
deviation are also provided. . 
This information proVes useful to evaluate the communication channels occupation, 
which is of fundamental importance in those applications where the communication 
bandwidth is limited. 

7 Related and future work 

The tools and the method constituting CaseLP represent an agent-based approach 
to software prototyping. The potential of such an approach has been demonstrated 
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by the adoption of a MAS-based prototyping technology for developing applications 
in very different areas. The choice of Logic Programming as the base for our proto
typing environment has proven successful, as discussed in (2]. The modularity and 
expressiveness of LP are extremely useful to describe in a clear and concise fashion 
the complex behavior of agents. It also proves useful to model the non-deterministic 
MAS execution, the meta-reasoning capabilities of agents and to support the inte
gration of external software. 
There are several environments for MAS specification and implementation that are 
based on logic languages. Logic Programming has been adopted by Kowalsky and 
Sadri (11] for developing an architecture that unifies rationality with reactivity. All 
the interesting objects that form the architecture are represented using a logical for
malism and the agent task control is performed by a meta-interpreter that executes 
a perception, reaction and proof procedure cycle. Wagner (22] takes an approach 
similar to the previous one. He defines Vivid Agents and Vivid Reagents that is, 
respectively, rational ad reactive agents whose behavior is represented by action and 
reaction rules. The exploitation oflogic programming to realize applications based 
on MAS can be found in Schroeder et al. (21], which present a formalism for speci
fying and implementing diagnostic agents based on extended logic programming. 
Other not-executable logic formalisms have been used to define agent languages: 
ConGolog (9] is a concurrent multi-agent programming language based on a logical 
theory of action, while AgentSpeak(L) (20] uses a restricted first-order language with 
events and actions to model the internal mental state of an agent and its behavior. 

Our future work will mainly aim at improving different aspects of our environ
ment and in evaluating its applicability in new areas: 

Distribution of the simulation. From a simulation point of view, CaseLP is 
a time-driven, centralized simulatot<, with a global time known from all the agents 
in the system. To improve the efficiency of CaseLP it is necessary to change the 
simulation from time-driven to event-driven, and to distribute it. 
To cope with the distribution of simulation, CaseLP agents should be equipped with 
additional data structures. Any agent should be simulated by an active process. A 
local simulation engine should be added to any agent to implement its life cycle, 
which would mainly consist in the inspection of the communication channels and 
the internal events list and the management, if possible, of the received event(s). 

Integration of specification languages and legacy software. As already ob
served, the set of available specification languages needs to be extended, and tools 
for animating the not executable ones should be provided. Also the set of languages 
and tools which can be interfaced by means of an inte·1:face agent should be aug
mented. These extensions will be faced within the ARPEGGIO project (5]. 
The purpose of ARPEGGIO (Agent based Rapid Prototyping Environment Good for 
Global Information Organization) is the integration of different research experiences 
based on Logic Programming, including CaseLP, into a common joint project. It 
will lead to the development of a general open framework for the specification, rapid 
prototyping and engineering of agent-based software. 
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Development of new applications in hot areas. One of the wider field of ap
plication of MAS technology is the Web. We are extending CaseLP with ontologies 
[24] in order to semantically integrate data coming from different domains, which is 
a typical situation when exploring and collecting data from the vVeb. However, we 
have not yet developed a Web model and our research in this direction is still at the 
beginning. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses an approach to adding explicit ontologies in multi
agent systems based on logic programming. Ontologies are cont:ent theories 
about knowledge domains, developed to clarify knowledge structure and en
hancing knowledge reuse and standardization. Ontologies allow explicit organ
ization of knowledge in agent-based applications, and unambiguous descrip
tion of characteristics and properties of agents. We consider in detail the use 
of explicit ontologies in CaseLP, a declarative logical framework for prototyp
ing agent-based applications. Our running example comes from the domain 
of sport results, to which CaseLP has been applied. Concepts such as sport, 
competition, competitors are included in the ontology, as well as relationships 
that relate these concepts. \~1e introduce an agent level ontology to formalize 
attributes and functionalities of CaseLP agents, for example their kind, archi
tecture and services, either at the domain level or at the agent level. Domain 
and agent level ontologies are exploited in CaseLP to perform semantic checks 
of agent architectural descriptions, to check agent behavioural rules used by 
an agent to provide its services, and as a knowledge repository to be exploited 
during agent execution. 

Keywords: Ontologies, Multi-Agent Systems. 

1 Ontologies and their use in n1ulti-agent systen1s 

Ontologies are content theories about objects, their properties, and relationships 
among them that are possible in a specific domain of knowledge [3]. In knowledge
based systems, an ontology is that part of the system which specifies what things 
exist and what is true about them. Ontological analysis clarifies the structure of 
knowledge. An ontology related to a domain forms the heart of any system of 
knowledge representation for that domain. \Nithout ontologies, there cannot be a 
vocabulary for representing knowledge. Ontologies enable knowledge sharing, since 
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they capture the intrinsic conceptual structure of the domain using a suitable know
ledge representation language. This language can he shared with others that have 
similar needs for knowledge representation in that domain, thereby eliminating the 
need for replicating the knowledge-analysis process. 

In the setting of knowledge-based agents and multi-agent systems, an ontology 
is a description of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an agent or a 
community of agents. Roughly speaking, ontologies specify the vocabulary used to 
talk about both the agents, their characteristics and functionalities, and the domain 
in which agents operate. It is an "official" set of attributes and relationships related 
to the agents and their domain of application. 

A multi-agent system (MAS) enables an application developer to decompose a 
particularly complex task into simpler and easier-to-implement subtasks. Each agent 
in a MAS has a specific task (or set of tasks) according to its role. There are 
two organizations that should be considered in the context of multi-agent systems. 
The allocation of tasks to agents determines the task-based organization of MAS 
development. The way knowledge is embedded in agents is the essence of knowledge
based organization. 

Explicit ontologies make the knowledge-based organization in a MAS clear. An 
ontology is designed for the purpose of enabling knowledge sharing and reuse. An 
ontological commitment is an agreement between agents to use a vocabulary in a 
way that is consistent (but not complete) with respect to the theory specified by an 
ontology. 

From the point of view of a single agent in a MAS, three different sources of 
knowledge may be necessary: 

• domain knowledge; 

• agent knowledge; 

• computational knowledge. 

Agents manipulate information related to some particular application domain. Do
main knowledge can be incorporated into a domain ontology. A proper structuring 
of domain dependent knowledge could be profitably shared among different agents 
and/or reused for building multi-agent systems that operate on similar domains, 
either from the point of view of enclosed objects, or the point of view of structuring 
of relationships among objects. 

On the other hand, agents need to know characteristics and properties of other 
agents with which they interact. Agent knowledge is expressed in an agent ontology, 
which describes features that do not depend on the domain to which a multi-agent 
system is applied. An agent ontology can be used to realize several MAS that operate 
on different application domains. Furthermore, the most debated issue in the agent 
community is still a clear definition of what an agent and a multi-agent system are 
(4]. A suitable agent ontology could certainly help in the definition of a set of general 
and unambiguous features to characterize different classes of agents. 

Finally, computational knowledge is formed by agent state and agent behavioural 
rules and plans, and it is exploited by agents to execute their tasks. 
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Multi-agent system~ have a lot of potential to facilitate our interaction with the 
Internet. Information finding agents can cooperate to return knowledge to the user. 
In [11], the activities of the Intelligent Agent Lab at the University of Melbourne 
are described applying to a range of activities, including finding sports scores, a 
prototypical information finding task on the Internet. In this paper we extend finding 
sports scores to a MAS. A domain ontology is given for an application that finds 
the "best" sporting city in Italy1

. Our prototype MAS compares city results from 
most popular Italian sports and, according to a heuristic analysis, the best city 
is returned. Moreover, we present an agent level ontology for agents that can be 
defined in CaseLP, a declarative framework for rapid proto typing of agent-based 
software applications. Domain and agent level ontologies are joined in CaseLP to 
allow analysis of MAS architectural description and single agent behaviour. Agents 
exploit domain level ontology during computation as knowledge repositories. 

Our paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the ontology we have 
defined for the domain of sport results. Section 3 sketches the main characteristics 
of CaseLP and introduces the ontology we have defined for CaseLP agents. Section 
4 gives some examples !Jl~ hmy ontologies can be used in CaseLP. Finally, Section 
5 briefly discusses benefits and drawbacks of our work and compares it to other 
proposed approaches to build ontologies. 

2 A don1ain ontology for sport results 

The domain of sports results is interesting as it highlights the contrast between the 
uniformity and diversity of information on the 'Neb. Our prototype MAS copes with 
this diversity. It is capable of answering the question: 

"Which is the most successful sporting city in Italy?" 

The answer is found from searching a number of sport information sources. The 
starting point for this application [12] is SportsFinder [7], an information agent to 
extract sports results from the \'Veh. The sports considered include cycling, soccer, 
basketball and volleyball. The competitors considered include Italian cyclists in the 
first 50 positions of "UCI road rankings", "Serie A" and "Serie B" soccer teams, 
and "Al" and "A2" basketball and volleyball teams. Competitions for cycling are 
the 10 world cup races and the two main stage races, that is ''Tour de Ftance" and 
"Giro d'Italia". For soccer, we consider "Serie A" and "Scrie B" championships. 
"A 1" and "A2" championships are considered both for hask~thall and volleyball. 

A major issue is how to measnre the "success" of a particular city, in such a 
way it can be compared with other cities. For doing this, each Italian city taken 
into account is given a score that represents its success. The values for scores are 
influenced by various factors, including 

• relative importance sports are given in Italy; 

• relative importance competitions of a same sport are given; 

1 It should be straightforward to find the best sporting city in Australia or the U.S. 
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• how different competitions of the same importance contribute to the city score. 

The score for a city is calculated using a heuristic function that considers the factors 
above. Partial scores are calculated by aggregator agents, one for each sport, 
that interact with a resulLfinder agent to collect results related to the sport. A 
besLfinder agent receives partial scores from each aggregator and calculates the 
final score of every city. Cities whose score is maximum are returned to the user, as 
well as the maximum score. 

Relevant objects for this application domain are sports, competitors, competitions 
and cities. They are incorporated in the domain ontology we have defined. 

The natural way of modelling an ontology for an agent-based system based on 
logic programming is as a 5-tuple 

<name, terms, predicates, kb, constraints> 

where na.me identifies the ontology, tenns is a set of constants and function symbols, 
predicates is a set of predicate symbols to be applied to terms, the knowledge base 
kb is a set of definite Horn clauses, and finally constraints is a set of constraints 
that kb has to satisfy. 

For our running example, the name of the ontology is sports. The terms are 
a union of the constants denoting sports, competitors, competitions, competition 
classes, and competition types. There are no functi-on symbols in sports. The 
predicate symbols are sport/1, competitor/1, type/1, cla.ss/1, competition_of /2, 
competition_type/2, competition_class/2, pm·ticipant/2, and plays/2. 

Part of the knowledge base of the ontology sports is presented below. The know
ledge base contains facts for every sport. They are 

sport( cycling), 
.sport( soccer), 
sport( basketball), 
sport( volleyball). 

Each sport is associated to a set of cmnpetitions that, in turn, are associated to a 
competition type and a competition class. Competition type distinguish competitions 
organized as a series of matches between pair of competitors (soccer, basketball, 
volleyball) from competitions whose result is a ladder containing all the competitors 
(cycling). Competition class refers to the importance of a competition. For example, 
"Serie A" is more important than "Serie B" and "Tour de France" is more important 
than whatever world cup race. 

Part of the corresponding section of knowledge base is 

competit·ion_of( serie_a., soccer), 
competition_of(seric_b, soccer), 
competition_type( serie_a., rnatch), 
compet-ition_type( tour _de_.france, ladder), 
competit·ion_class( serie_a., 1 ), 
competition_class( serie_b, 2). 
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Arguments of competition_of are a competition and a sport, whereas arguments of 
competition_type and competition_class are respectively a competition and a type 
and a competition and a class. 

Each competition has participants. 'vVe define a predicate participant that holds 
for a competitor and a competition. For example, 

pa?'iicipant( marco_pantani, giro_italia ), 
participant( tori no, serie_a.) 

are part of the knowledge base. Participant of a competition are competitors, so 
predicate competitor is defined as 

competititor(X) +-participant( X, Y) 1\ competition_o.f(Y, Z). 

Furthermore, each competitor plays a sport, then 

plays( X, Y) +- pa?'iicipant(X, Z) 1\ competition_o.f(Z, Y) 

is included in the knowledge base. 
'vVe also need an ontology for cities consisting of the names of the cities and 

the names of the competitors as constants, and two predicate symbols city/1 and 
is_.from/2 that hold respectively on terms that represent cities and for pairs of 
competitors and cities. The knowledge base for the city ontology is expressed with 
facts as 

city( tori no), 
city( bologna), 
is_from(torino, tori no), 
is_from(marco_pantani, bologna). 

The ontology for the multi-agent system is the union of the sports and city onto
logies. Note that the participant names are assumed to be the same. The semantics 
of our union operation is analogous to composing logic programs as described by 
Brogi (2] and applied in LogicWeb (6]. 

The set of constraints is the union of the constraints belonging to both the sport 
ontology and the city ontology. Furthermore, new constraints can be defined. For 
example, 

plays( X, Y)-+ competitor( X) 1\ spm·t(Y), 
is_from(X, Y)-+ competitor(X) 1\ city(Y) 

are two constraints. The first constraint states that relationships plays holds on a 
competitor and a sport, the second one that is_f?·om holds between a competitor and 
a city. Constraints can be exploited to check knowledge base consistency whenever 
the ontology is updated. 

3 Adding ontologies to CaselP 
CaseLP is a framework for rapid prototyping of agent-based softWare applications2 . 

It is built upon the logic programming language ECLiPSe(l J. CaseLP provides both 

~The state-of-the-art of CaseLP is described in detail in (8]. This paper presents some extensions 
that have still to be fully integrated in t.he current release. 
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an iterative method for specification, implementation, execution and testing of MAS
based prototypes, and a set of languages and tools to facilitate agent development. 
The method allows an application developer to build a prototype following a sequence 
of steps, refining the prototype against the client's desired requirements. 

In CaseLP there are four kinds of agents. Logical agents provide control and 
coordination among MAS components using their reasoning capabilities. Interface 
agents provide an interface between external software modules and the agents in the 
MAS. }'acilitator agents supply other agents with a yellow-pages service, that can 
be used to find agents that provide some services. Manager agents create and delete 
other agents in an application. 

A CaseLP agent is characterized by a kind, an architecture, an eventual interpreter, 
a set of provided services, a set of required services, a set of e.Tported services and a 
set of imported services [8]. The agent level ontology contains domain independent 
knowledge. Values for attributes defining kind, architecture and interpreter do not 
depend on the particular domain of application for which the prototype is being 
constructed. Instead, they depend specifically on the fact that agents are CaseLP 
agents. Values for hind define the type of an agent. This value constrains the 
possible further attributes that the agent has and the values that attributes can 
assume. :For example, interpreter is only defined for interface agents, that also have 
necessarily a reactive architecture. 

The name of the ontology we have defined is agent. First, we need terms for 
expressing the available kinds of agents and a predicate that says these terms are 
proper values for that agent kind. The natural choice is defining four constants 

logical, interface, facildator, manager 

and a predicate 
agentJ;;ind/1. 

Then, the knowledge base of ontology agent will contain four facts of the form 

agentJ;;ind( logical), 
agentJ;;ind( interface), 
agentJ;;ind(.f acilitator ), 
a.gentJ;;ind( manage1·). 

Similarly, we need to express the available agent architectures. We have the terms 

reactive, JWoact·ive, hybrid( 1·eactive, proactive), prs 

and the predicate 
agenLa.rchiteCture /1. 

The corresponding part of knowledge base is 

agenLarchitectu.1·e(rea.ctive), 
a.genLarchitecture(proactive), 
a.genLm·chitecture(hybrid(rea.ctive, proactive)), 
a.genLa.rchitecture(prs). 
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To understand the ag~nt architectures in CaseLP we briefly discuss the rule language 
of CaseLP. More details can be found in (8). ACLPL is a rule based declarative 
language that is used to define initial state and behaviour of single instances of 
agent. By reactive, we mean an agent whose behaviour is given by event-condition
actions ACLPL rules. By proactive, we mean instead agents behaving according 
to condition-actions ACLPL rules. In order to execute actions, an agent has to be 
(eventually) triggered by the perception of a particular event, currently implemented 
as a message sent by an agent, and cond-ition has to be satisfied by the agent state. 
Actions are either updates of the set of beliefs that form the agent state or the sending 
of messages to other agents in the system. A hybrid architecture is obtained mixing 
proactive and reactive rules in the behaviour of an agent. Finally, prs refers to an 
agent whose architecture is a procedural reasoning system [5], an implementation of 
the BDI model for agents (10). Each of the above terms refer to an architecture for 
which an engine has been realized. An engine is actually a meta-interpreter that 
implements the particular architecture tasl.~-contml. New terms will be enclosed into 
the ontology as soon as other architectures are available in CaseLP. 

An interface agent is given an interpreter to access an external legacy module. 
This part of the ontology is defined as 

inte1·preter( c_int), 
interp1·eter( eclipse_·int), 
interweter( eclipsedb_int). 

Predicate interpreter/! holds for terms that represent possible interpreters. Cur
rently we have interpreters for C modules, ECLiPSe modules, ECLiPSe database mod
ules. 

In addition to the previously mentioned features, an agent provides a set of basic 
services. These services are implicitly provided by certain CaseLP agents, but have 
to be made explicit by the agents that require them. Agent basic services can include: 

• creation or deletion of an agent; 

• provision of information about agent kind, architecture, services; 

• link of a service provided by an agent with a service required by another agent; 

• search for an agent that provides some services. 

The ontology agent includes vocabulary to identify basic services. Predicate 

a.genLservice /1 

holds for all the terms that represent basic services provided by agents, and the 
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corresponding part of the knowledge base is defined as 

agenLservice( creatcag), 
agenLservice( dest?·oyag), 
agenLservice( agent _type), 
agenLservice( archdecture_iype), 
agcnLservicc(provserv), 
agenLscrvice(rcqserv), 
agenLservice( e:rpservices ), 
agcnLservice( impscrvices), 
agenLservice( link...services), 
agenLservice (who_prov·ide.Lscrvice). 

APPIA-GULP-PRODE'99 

Each service needs a specific cotwersation between the agent that provides the 
service and the one that requires it. A conversation is actually composed of messages 
that are exchanged between pairs of agents. 

CaseLP allows the specification of conversations, as well as (sub)conversations 
that can be started in the middle of another conversation. The agent communica
tion language is a subset of KQM L[9]. Terms for possible contents of KQM L mes
sages are defined in the ontology agent, as well as predicates agenLmsg/l and 
associatecLto/2, that respectively identify a term as a message content and associate 
message contents to services. Advantage is taken of variables in logic programming 
to allow incomplete messages where answers can be returned. For example, a term 
for expressing the message content related to service agenLtype is 

agenLtype(Type). 

This term is the content of a KQML message that may be sent by an agent a to 
another agent b to ask· b's kind. Variable Type will be instantiated by b before 
replying to a. Content of the knowledge base related to agent_type(Type) is 

agenLrnsg( agenLtype(Type) ), 
associated_to( agenLtype(Type), agenUype). 

To give another example, service creatag is associated to the message content 

crcateag( Agentname, [( ind, Arch, [ nt, Provserv, Reqserv, E:J;pserv, I mpserv) 

and service destroyag to the message content 

destroyag( Agcntname). 

These messages commit the manager agent that receives them respectively to create 
a new agent Agentname with characteristics provided by other parameters, and 
to delete the agent named Agentname. Finally, service who_provides_se?·vice is 
associated to the message content 

prov·ide(S'ervice, Agentname). 
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It is received by a facilitator agent, that instantiates Agentnamc before replying 
to the agent that submitted the request. 

Not all kinds of agents provide the same set of services. Thus, relationships to 
relate services to particular kinds of agents are needed in the ontology. For example, 

se1·vice _of( createag, manager) 

states that creation of a new agent is a service provided by manager agents. Similarly, 

service_of( who_provides_service, facilitator) 

states that the service who_provides_service is given by facilitator agents. 
The predicate architccture_of /2 defines a relationship between kinds of agents 

and their allowed internal architectures. l<or example, it does not make sense that an 
interface agent can have a prs architecture. This because of the task that interface 
agents have to accomplish. They have just to translate requests from other agent 
In the MAS into queries to be submitted to the external module to which they are 
linked. A simple reactive architecture certainly suits this task more appropriately. 
On the other hand, logical agents can be built using all available internal architec
tlires. Their task is coordinating and controlling activities of the MAS. According 
to the complexity of their task, the suitable architecture can be chosen. Similar con
siderations can be done for facilitator and manager agents. Facilitators reactively 
respond to questions about service providers so they can be thought as purely react
ive agents. Managers can either react to creation request performing initialization 
of a new agent or, according to their internal state and plans, autonomously create 
new instances. Their architecture should be as flexible as possible. 

The remarks above are captured in the ontology knowledge base as 

architech1re_{) f( logical, reactive), 
m·chitecture_{)f( logical, proactive), 
m·chitechtre_of( logical, hybr·id(reactive, proactive)), 
architecture _{)f( logical, prs), 
architectvre_{) f( inter.f ace, rwctive), 
architect·ure _{).f(facilitatm·, ?'eactive), 
architectm·e_o.f( manager, react-ive), 
architecture_{).f(manager, p1·oactive), 
arch:itectw·e_{)f( manager, hybr·id( react·ive, proactive)), 
architechJre_{)f( manager, Jn's ). 

So far, we have presented the domain independent part of the ontology for CaseLP 
agents. Besides the agent level services already presented, agents have at their 
disposal domain level services that are related to the application domain of the MAS. 
In the following, we define domain level services and message contents for the domain 
of sports results, as well as constraints on the ontology. vVe introduce the predicate 

domain_service /1 
to express that some terms represent services at the domain level. Predicate domai?Lservice 
represents a "link" between the agent level and the domain on which an agent oper-
ates. Furthermore, we need a predicate 

donwin_rnsg/1 
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to express that some terms are domain level message contents, as well as a predicate 

domain_associated..io /2, 

to associate domain level message contents to domain level services. 

IS 

Part of the ontology knowledge base for domain services for the sports application 

domai?LSe?·vice(last_J·esv.lt), 
dorna.in_service( lastladde?' _position), 
domain_service( city...sporLscore ), 
domain_se?·vice( best_cities), 
donwin_service( besLcity_score). 

Service la.sLresult is provided by ?'esu.lLfinder agents and is of use for aggregator 
agents to retrieve the last result obtained by a competitor in a competition. Service 
lastladder _position is provided as well by resu.lt_finder agents and is of use for 
aggregator agents to retrieve the last position of a competitor in a competition 
ladder. Aggregators combine these two results to calculate the competitor score 
in a competition. These scores are in turn combined to obtain the city score for a 
particular sport. The city score for a particular sport is transmitted from aggregator 
agents to the besLfinder agent via service city...sporLscore. Services besLcitie.s and 
besLcity_.score are exported by the besLfinder agent to provide answers to external 
users. 

For each of the above (not exported) services, we include some terms for messages 
contents in the ontology sports. For example, the content message for lasLresult 
and its association to the service are expressed as 

domain_msg(lasLre.sult(Sport, Competition, Competdm·, Result)), 
domain_a.s.sociated_to(lasLresult(S'port, Competition, Competitor, Res1tlt), 

last..:resu.lt) 

Similarly, content message for city~~porLscore and its association to the service arc 
expressed as 

domain_msg(score( City, Sport, Score)), 
domain_associated_to( .score( Cdy, S'pod, Score), city...sporLscm·e ). 

The last component of an ontology is a set of constraints on the knowledge base. 
For example, relationship a.ssociaterLto holds only between an agenLmsg and a 
scnnce. This is captun':d by the constraint 

as.sociated..io(X, Y)-+ agenLmsg(X) 1\ service(Y). 

Analog(msly, relationship so·vice_of holds only between a serv·ice and a kind. The 
corresponding constraint is 

scrvice_of(X, Y) -+service( X) 1\ kind(Y). 

Similar constraints can be set to state other properties that the knowledge base has 
to satisfy. 
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As far as domain level is concerned, constraint 

domain_associated_to( X, Y) ---+ 
domain_rn.sg(X) 1\ domairLser·vice(Y). 
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states that relationships domain_associated_to(X, Y) holds on domain message con
tents and domain services. 

In the next section, we give some ideas about how ontologies we have defined can 
be used in CaseLP. 

4 Exploiting ontologies in LP agents 

The ontology agent can be exploited to perform a semantic check on an architec
tural description of a CaseLP MAS. In CaseLP, the domain-independent architectural 
description for an agent class is 

agentclass <ClassName> { 
kind: <Kind>; 
architecture: <ArchType>; 
interpreter: <IntName>; 

} 

In order to realize a MAS prototype, various classes of agents are defined. From class 
descriptions, deriving a theory Tad is straightforward. Tad is a clausal representation 
of the architectural description of a MAS. For each class definition, it contains clauses 
of the form 

agenLcla.ss( ClassN arne) +--
agenLkind( Kind) 1\ 
agent_architecture( ATchType) 1\ 
architecture_of(Kind, ArchType) 1\ 
interpreter( Int Name). 

We can check semantic consistency of this theory proving that 

where a.gentkb is the knowledge base of ontology agent. For example, if we define 
class TesulLfinder in which kind assumes the value logical, this definition does not 
pass semantic check, because of logical agents have not an associated interpreter. 
The same happens if we define a fac-ilitator agent with a woactive architecture, or 
if the service createa.g is linked to a non-manager agent. 

We can use the domain dependent part of the ontology agent to check agent 
behavioural rules. Every reactive event-condition-action rule that is defined in the 
behaviour, has to be related to a service provided by the agent. For example, the 
event part of the rule used by a resulL.fr:nder agent to provide service lasLresult 
is the following: 

on mes.sage 
ask( content(la.sL:result(S'port, Competition, Competitor, Result)), 

sender( Aggr)) 
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Content of the message in the head of the rule has to be a content that is associated 

to the mentioned service. 
As far as domain-dependent ontologies are concerned, predicates that are defined 

in the domain ontology can be exploited in agents' behaviour as conditions to be 

satisfied to proceed computation. For example aggregator agents use predicates 

plays and participant in ontology sports to retrieve, respectively, all the players 

of the sport under their responsibility, and the competition in which these playei·s 

participate. The agent besLfinder uses the predicate is_frorn to select all players 

that live in a city. 

5 Discussion 

In this paper we have sketched how ontologies can be defined in the setting of CaseLP, 

a framework based on logic programming. Logic programming has undoubtedly 

many good characteristics that make it a suitable paradigm for implementing on

tologies. For example, LP languages naturally provide declar<ttive representation 

and organization of symbolic knowledge. LP incorporates inference and reasoning 

capabilities that can be exploited either to derive information based on ontological 

knowledge, or to verify whether or not ontology constraints are satisfied. In CaseLP 

agents are finally implemented as logical modules. Ontologies are implemented as 

logical modules as well, in such a way as they can be easily included in agent code. 

We plan to realize an ontology manager for automatic creation and updating of 

ontologies. 
This paper is the first step towards the integration of ontologies into the CaseLP 

framework. Tools for implementing the various kinds of analysis outlined in Section 

4 are under study. In particular, semantic check of a MAS architectural description 

can be executed after it has been defined in step 1 of CaseLP prototyping method 

[8]. Check on behavioural rules of agents is performed using domain dependent part 

of the ontology agent. This check can be executed by the ACLPL compiler, that can 

properly exploit the agent level ontology. This ontology reflects the current definition 

of CaseLP agents. Even if we retain that this definition is accurate enough, it could 

be changed in the future to include new useful agent features. In this case, the 

ontology will be properly updated. 
Our approach to the definition of ontology is certainly a bottom-up approach. For 

the definition of ontology agent we started from the particular model represented by 

CaseLP agents and to define ontology sports our start has been a specific domain of 

application. This is certainly a drawback, since we started from scratch to create 

an organization of concepts that could be borrowed from some general ontologies. 

Research on general ontologies (see [3] for a survey) has led to task-independent 

ontologies, for example CYC, Wordnet, Urn-Thing and Sowa's. Currently an ontology 

cannot cover all possible potential uses, and choosing the most appropriate general 

ontology for a particular application domain is problematic at best. General ontolo

gies are huge tree structures of concepts. If we cannot identify a suitable subtree for 

our application domain, we are obliged to include a very large set of concepts that 

may not be of interest. 
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The choice of keeping agent and domain ontologies separate has been driven by 

the necessity of facilitating ontology management and improving ontology compre
hension and standardization. Features captured by the ontology agent enhance the 
comprehension of what a CaseLP agent is. Moreover, it can be a starting point for 
the definition of a more general ontology that represents and organizes characterist.ics 

of a broader class of agents and MAS. As far as domain ontologies are concerned, 
this separation keeps them as independent as possible from their use in a MAS. 
Knowledge in a domain ontology can be defined without regard to how it will be 
manipulated by CaseLP agents, which certainly enhances reuse and standardization. 
Agent and domain levels have to be linked, and part of the agent ontology must 
include terms that will be manipulated at domain level. Predicates domain_.service, 

domairun.sg and domain_assoC'iated_to have been included in the agent ontology 
for this purpose. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we study the semantics of normal open programs. In partic
ular, we consider normal open logic programs in full generality, without some 
usual restrictions considered in previous approaches: in our case, Q-union is 
defined allowing to close some, but not necessarily all, open predicates. In 
this context, two semantic definitions are presented: Qp,fl. defines the seman
tics of P as a certain set of formula (from a given domain) which are logic 
consequences of the completion of P: This semantics is shown to be compo
sitional and fully abstract with respect to Q-union. The second semantics, 
FQn(P), easier to compute than Qp,fl., is defined as the least fixpoint of an 
immediate consequence continuous operator associated to P. This semantics 
is only proved to be weakly compositional and fully abstract. 

1 Introduction 

The full applicability of program analysis tools largely depends on the possibility of 
being able to decompose large programs into units that could be analized separately. 
But this is only possible if adequate semantic definitions are given to the kind of 
units considered. In the case of logic programming, different kinds of modular units 
have been proposed for the design of large programs that could be an adequate 
basis for such kind of separate analysis. One of such kind of unit, that we consider 
especially interesting due to its generality and its applicability in connection to 
deductive databases and to the incremental definition of predicates, is the notion 
of open logic program [4]. In this sense, the aim of this paper is the definition of a 
semantics for open logic programs satisfying the following requirements: 

- Following ideas from [11 J, the semantics should be defined in terms of a syntactic 
domain of formulas and its definition should be constructive. The idea is that tools 
for program analysis could use directly the semantics or some abstraction of it. 

- The semantics must be compositional. This means that it should be possible to 
express the semantics of the it-union of two programs in terms of the semantics of 
both programs. Compositionality is, actually, the property that guarantees that to 
analyze a complete program it is enough to independently analyze its components. 
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-The semantics should be fully abstract with respect ton-union and a reasonable 
observation criteria. This means that the semantics of two open programs coincide if 
and only if both units behave equally in every context. In particular, if a semantics is 
fully abstract in this sense, this guarantees that our notion of program equivalence 
is the right one for dealing about implementation, i.e. a program unit could be 
substituted by another unit implementing the same abstraction if and only if they 
have the same semantics. 

According to these requirements, in this paper we present two semantic definitions 
for open norn1al programs: Q P.n defines the semantics of Pas a certain set of formula 
(from a given domain) which are logic consequences of the completion of P. This 
semantics is shown to be compositional and fully abstract with respect to n-union. 
The second semantics, :FQP.n, easier to compute than QP.n, is defined as the least 
fixpoint of an immediate consequence continuous operator associated to P. This 
semantics is only proved to be weakly compositional and fully abstract. 

There are already a number of a approaches for defining the semantics of various 
kinds of open programs, usually paying special attention to the problem of composi
tionality. Unfortunately, none of these approaches provides a satisfactory solution to 
our requirements. The approaches presented in (9, 7] impose a restriction on the pro
gram units that we consider too severe. In particular they require that, for putting 
together two program units, the sets of predicates defined in each program should be 
disjoint. This means that there cannot be clauses defining the same predicate in two 
programs or, similarly, that open programs should not include any clause defining 
an open predicate. This restriction makes impossible the incremental definition of 
a predicate, for instance through some form of inheritance (2]. On the other hand, 
none of these approaches provide full abstraction results. In (21] a slightly more 
general framework is considered. In particular they study open programs where 
the open predicates can be axiomatized by arbitrary first-order axioms. However, 
compositionality is proved under certain sufficient conditions that are quite close to 
the restrictions imposed in (7]. In addition, that approach is based on well-founded 
semantics, hence not satisfying our first requirement. ln (3] it is proved that Fittings 
immediate consequence operator can be used for defining a semantics for arbitrary 
program fragments v1rhich is compositional with respect to union, intersection and 
filtering. The main problem here is that, if only union is considered, the given se
mantics is too concrete to be of any use. Finally, in (16], using algebraic techniques, 
we proposed a semantics for program fragments which is compositional and fully 
abstract with respect to union. However, the semantics is very abstract, defined in 
terms of some categorical constructions, making the definition hardly constructive 
and not easy to fully understand. Actually, the original motivation of this work was 
to provide a concrete version of that semantics, but the results obtained have gone 
fat; beyond our original intentions. The new semantics presented in this paper is 
more powerful (a limitation imposing that the signature of function symbols should 
be unique for all programs has been removed) and simple (we do not have to deal 
with ranked models since we directly deal with three-valued models). 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the basic 
notions and terminology for presenting our results. In section 3, we present the two 
semantic definitions showing their soundness and completeness. Finally, in section 
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4, we prove the results about compositionality and full abstraction. 

2 Preliminaries 

In this paper, we assume on the reader a certain knowledge of the basic literature 

on Normal Logic Programming (e.g. see (1)). A countable signature is a pa:ir I; = 

(F8, II) such that F8 = { F8,}nEii and II = {IIn}nEN are, respectively, families of 

sets of function and predicate .symbols for each arity n E N. F8-terms and I;-atoms 

are built, as usual, using functions and predicates from I; and, also, variables from a 

prefixed countable set X of variable symbols. In particular, HFs(X) denotes the set 

of all FS'(X)-terms. Similarly the set of all I;(X)-atoms is denoted by Atom~(X). 

Terms will be denoted by t, .s, ... , and atoms by a, b, ... , maybe with subindices. 

Terms and atoms are called gmund if they contain no variables. The sets of ground 

terms and ground atoms are, respectively, written HFs and Atom~ and, they are 

respectively called the Herb·mnd universe and the Herbmnd Base. 

Greek lowercase letters 'lj; , </;, ~(, ... are used to denote formulas and Greek upper

case letters <P, r , ... to denote sets offormulas. A literal is either an atom b (positive 

literal) or a negated atom -.b (negative litera0. Literals will be denoted by f1 , ... /-k, .. 
. 'f, f, a or l will denote, respectively, tuples of variables, terms, atoms or literals. A 

variable is free in a formula if it is not quantified. Given any expression E, var(E) 

will denote the free variables appearing in E. (iiven any set offormulas <P, pred(<P) 

will denote the set of predicate symbols appearing in <P. Free variables of a formula 

will not be made explicit if they are not relevant. 1j;(.'f) indicates that var( 'ljJ) ~ .'f. 

Formulas 'If;\ 'lj;3 stand for the universal ancf existential closures of 1/J, respectively. 

A normal L;-progra.m is a set of normal I;-clauses of the form: 

a: -£J, ... ,en 
where a is a I;(X)-atom, for each i, 0:::; i:::; n, £; is a I;(X)-literal. 

For simplifying some technical constructions, we consider that any normal I;

program is written as its equivalent constraint normal program with flat head. That 

is, any clause: 
p(tl) ... , trn) : -£]) ... ,en. 

is written as the constraint clause 

or 
p(.:r) : -lox =f. 

Moreover, we assume that all clauses defining a predicate pin a program have ex

actly the same head p(.r 1 , ... ,xn)· Then, Hdp(p(.:r)) denotes the set {p(.'f): _fkOx = 

illl:::; k:::; m} of all the clauses with head p appearing in P. 

Constraints appearing in programs are just equality constraints, i.e. arbitrary 

first-order formulas over equality atoms. We denote constraints by c, d, ... (possibly 

with sub- or super-scripts). We deal with constraints in a logical way, using logi

cal consequence of the free equality theory. The free equality theory FE'T'r, for a 

signature I; is the following set of formulas: 
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\la;(.T = :1:) 
\I.T\Iy(.r. = Y f--t f(.r.) = f(y)) for each f E FS'r, 
\I.T\Iy(.'i; = y -t (p(.r.) f--t p(y))) for each p E PS'r, U { =} 
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\I.T\Iy(f(.r.) =J g(Y)) for each pair f, g E FS'r, such that f ¢ g 
\I.T(.T =J t) for each I:-term t and variable .T such that 

.1: E var(t) and x ¢ t. 

Besides, whenever I: is finite, F ETr, also includes the weak closure domain axio·m.: 

\f.T( v 3y(.T = f(y)). 
JEFS 

F ETr, is a complete theory, that is F ETr, f= c or F E1'r, f= -.c for every constraint 
c. As a consequence, all models of F ETr, are elementary equivalent. 

We deal with substitutions by means of constraints. In particular, every sub
stitution () = {.Tr = tr, ... ,.Tm = tm} is identified with the equality constraint 
.T 1 = t 1 1\ ... 1\ .1;m = tm- In this context, a ground substitution () = {.r. = t} (l 
are ground terms) is a solution for a constraint c(.7;) iff FETr, f= (.7; = l-t c). 

From a logical point of view, the meaning of a normal program Pis its completion 
[5], denoted by C omp( P) and consisting of F El'r, and, for each predicate symbol 
p E I:, a formula: 

\f.'i;(p(.r.) f--t v 3yk(.7; = £k ;\ fk)) 
l:<=;k:<=;m 

where yk = va.r(tk, fk)\.1; and Hdp(z{c)) = {p(.7;): -fkD.r = t1il:::; 1.~:::; m.} ls1the 
set of all clauses with head p(x) in P. 

Conjunction ( resp. disjunction) of an empty set is simplified to the atomic formula 
true (resp. false). 

As usual, this completion is interpreted in a three-valued logic [15]. ln particular, 
in this logic the three values are true (t), false (f) and undefined (:1f). The connec
tives •, V and 1\ are interpreted in Kleene's partial logic [14]. The connective f--t 
is interpreted as the identity of truth values, so it is two-valued. Existential quan
tification can be seen as infinite disjunction, and universal quantification is treated 
as infinite conjunction. With respect to implication, in the context of completion, 
any three-valued extension of classical implication can be considered. The reason 
is that implication does not appear in predicate completion formulas and F E'T'r, 
contains only implication between two-valued formulas. In our case, we have chosen 
Przymusinski's interpretation of implication ([17]), because the connective f--t can 
be interpreted as a two-sense implication, i.e. with this interpretation the following 
formulas are equivalent: ·lj; B ¢, (V; -t ¢) 1\ (¢-tV;) and (lj; -t c/Y) 1\ (•VJ -t •c/J). 
Specifically, the Przymusinski's interpretation of-t is two-valued and is defined as: 

-t .t f .\l 

.t .t f f 
f .t .t .t 
.\l .t f .t 

A three-valued I:-structnre A consists of a universe of values A and an int.erpre
tation of every function symbol f by a total function fA from An to A (of adequate 
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arity n) and of every predicate symbol p by a partial relation, which can be seen as 
a total function from An to the set of the three truth values: {t, f, :!!} The value 
of any first-order 2::;-sentence 'ljJ in a three-valued 2::;-structure A wiTI be denoted by 
A(1jJ). A three-valued structure A is a model of a set of sentences <!>, denoted by 
A 1=3 <!>, iff A( V;) = t for any formula ·1/; E <!>. 'ljJ is a three-valued logical consequence 
of<!>, written<!> F3 ·'1/J, iffor every three-valued structure A if A 1=3 <!>then A 1=3 v). 

A Herbrand three-valued 2::;-structure is a structure whose universe is the Her
brand universe Hps and the function symbols Aps are trivially interpreted. A 
Herbrand three-valued 2::;-structure A can be represented as a pair of disjoints sub
sets of the Herbrand base, A= (A+, A-), where A+ is the set of true ground atoms 
and A- is the set of false ground atoms, so that any other atom is undefined in A. 

A constrained I;-atom is a pair p( x )De( x) such that p E II and c(.:r) is a satisfiable 
2::;-constraint. A Herbrand three-valued 2::;-structure of constrained atoms A, also 
called three-valued constrained interpretation, is a pair, A= (A+,A-) such that: 

• A+ and A- are sets of constrained atoms, 

• A+ and A- are closed under variable renaming, 

• (Consistency condition) For each p E II if there exist 2::;-constraints c and d 
such that p(.:r)Dc E A+ and p(.:r)Dd E A- then c 1\ dis unsatisfiable. 

From now on, £De E A stands for: 

• pOe E A+ if £ = p, and 

• pOe E A- if £ = •p. 

According to the logical interpretation of equality constraints, the pair pOe (that 
is, p(.:r) De( .1:)) can be logically interpreted as the formula ( e --+ p) v if pOe E A+, but 
has the logical meaning (c--+ •p)'~ if pOe EA-. Consequently, we can define the 
following sets: 

(A+)'~= {(c--+ p)'~ipDc E A+} 

(A-)'~= {(c--+ •p/lpDc E A-} 

A'~= (A+)'~ U (A-)'~. 

Given a three-valued 2::;-structure of constrained atoms A= (A+, A-), [A) denotes 
the set of all ground instances of the constrained atoms in the positive (respectively 
negative) part of A, that is, p(f) E [Aj{+.-} iff there exists a constrained atom 
p(.:r)Dc(.T) E A{+.-} such that FETz; I= c[fj.:r) or, equivalently, FETz; I= .1: = F--+ 
c(.:r). If cis less general than d then [p(.:r)Dc(x)) ~ [p(.Y-)Dd(.?:)). 

Let us define the following closure operators with respect to disjunctions of con-
straints and less general constraints, respectively, over sets of constrained atoms: 

D(C) = {pDcl3pDc; E C fm· i = 1, .. , n such that FETz; F3 (c--+ VI<i<n e;)'~} 
L( C) = {pDcl3pDd E C such thatF ETz; 1=3 ( c--+ d)'~}. - -
If a three-valued 2::;-structure of constrained atoms A= (A+, A-) is closed with 

respect to less general constraints, that is L(A) =A, then 

p(t) E [A]f+,-} iff p(.:r)Dx = [ E A{+,-} 
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In [16] the truth-value of any first-order sentences in three-valued constrained 
structures is defined as follows. The first step is to assign truth-values to constrained 
(not necessarily flat) atoms: 

Let A = (A+, A-) be a three-valued constrained .B-structure, p( s) a (not neces
sarily ground) .B-atom and c a satisfiable .B-constraint: 

• A(p(s)Oc) = f if there exists {p(.'r)Odk(.'r)l1 ::; k ::; m} ~ A+ such that 
F ETz:, f= ( c 1\ .1: = s -+ V 1 <k<m dk) v and c 1\ .1: = s is satisfiable where .1: are 
dictint new variables. - -

• A(p(.r)Oc) = f if there exists {p(.'r)Odk(.r)l1 ::; h~ ::; m} ~ A- such that 
FETz:, f= (c 1\ l = s-+ VJ<k<m. dk)v and c 1\.1: =sis satisfiable where .1: are 
dictint new variables. - -

• A(p(s)Oc) = Y: Otherwise. 

Notice that, in the above definition, there is not requirement vat(c) ~ vat(s). 
However, (c 1\ .1: = s -+ Vl<k<m. dk)'~ is logically equivalent to (3yc 1\ .r = s -+ 
Vl<k<m dk)v for y = var(c)\v~t(s), and this implies A(p(s)Oc) = A(p(s)03yc) 
wit11 vm·(3yc) ~ vat(s). 

vVhen the structure A is closed with respect to both less general constraints 
and finite disjunctions of constraints, the above definition can be simplified for the 
particular case of flat atoms p(x)Oc(.r) (written pOe) as follows: 

A( fOe)= t if eoc E A, A( ROc)= :u: otherwise, 
where if e = •p then A(·pOc) =tiff A(pOc) =f. 

This particular case of the above definition~is used to simplify some proofs. 
Moreover, it is not difficult to prove the following property: 

For every three-valued constrained 2::-structure A= (A+, A-) such that it is closed 
with respect to both less general constraints and finite disjunctions of constraints 
and for every (flat) constrained .B-at om pOe: 

1. A(pOc) = f <=? F ETz:, U (A+)'~ U (A-)'~ F3 (c-+ p)'~ 

2. A(pOc) = f_ <=? F ETz:, U (A+)'~ U (A-)'~ F3 (c-+ •p)'~ 

The above definitions can be easily extended to any arbitrary constrained formula. 
See, for instance [19, 16]. 

Now, let A = (A+, A-) be any three-valued constrained 2::-structure. Then, the 
value of any first-order .B-sentence 4J in three-valued constrained structures is defined 
as 

A(!jJ) = A(I/JOT) 

To end this section, we now define the /vt-closure operator :\A()= (A1+(), .;\11-()) 
that given any set of first-order formulas <P, returns the set of all its atomic con
strained logic consequences: 

M+(<P) = {p(.r)Oc(.'r)jFETz:, U <P F3 (c-+ p)'~} 
M-(<P) = {p(.r)Oc(.:r)IFETz:, U <P f= 3 (c-+ •p)'~}. 
Then, given a program P, we denote by .;\lip the set of all the atomic consequences 

of Comp(P), i.e. Mp = M(Comp(P)) 
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3 The semantic definition of open programs 

AnD-open program Pis a logic program where some of its predicates (those included 
in D) are considered to be open, i.e. not completely defined. As a consequence, it is 
assumed that additional clauses defining these predicates will be included in other 
units. The operation for composing open programs, and hence adding definition to 
open predicates, is D-union. In particular, given two open programs PI and P2, 
the D-union of PI and P2 is defined only if the predicates shared by PI and P2 are 
open and, in this case, the result is an D-open program consisting of all the clauses 
of PI and P2. The set of open predicates of the result, D, may not include all the 
open predicates of PI and P2. In this case we may consider that these predicates 
have been closed. 

Definition 1 An D-open program is a logic program P together with a set D of 
predicate sym,bols. n is called the set of open predicates i.e. the predicates which 
are considered pa?'tially defined. If PI is an DL-open program and P2 is an D2-open 
pmgmm and pred( PI) n pred( P2) ~ m n D2 and D ~ m U D2, then the D-union of 
PI and P2, noted PI Un P2, is the fl-open program P1 U P2. Otherwise Pl Un P2 
is not defined. 

The usual approach (see e.g. [4, I3]) for defining a compositional semantics of logic 
program units consists in, first, defining as the semantic domain a class of clauses 
having only open or imported predicates in their tails and, second, defining the 
semantics of a program Pas the subset of this domain obtained by certain inferences 
from P. For instance, in [4] the semantic domain considered is the class of all clauses 
having only open predicates in their tails, while in [I3] the corresponding domain 
defined for the kind of modules studied consists only of such clauses which are 
minimal. Then, in [4] the semantics of an open program is defined as the set of all 
clauses in that semantic domain that can be obtained, by successive unfolding, from 
the given program. In this paper we follow a similar approach. However, dealing 
with normal programs poses some additional difficulties that should be considered 
carefully. 

The first problem is related with the definition of the semantic domain associated 
to open programs. In the case of definite programs [4, I3], as said above, the 
semantics of an open or modular program is defined as a set of Horn clauses with 
only open predicates in their tales. This means that the semantics of a program is 
also a (special kind of) program. Unfortunately, this is not possible here. In our 
case, our semantics will be defined in terms of sets of implications {! +--- ¢, where.{! 
is a (positive or negative) literal and¢ is an arbitrary first-order formula built over 
open predicates. It should be obvious why we need to allow having negative literals 
in the heads of these formulas. With respect to the tails of these implications, the 
following example shows why conjunctions of literals may be insufficient. Let P be 
an open program consisting of the clauses: 

p(.T) {- 3y(•q(.T, y), r(y)) 

q(.x, y) +--- 3z(Tl(y, z), r(z)) 
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where p and q are closed predicates and r1 and r are open predicates. Now, the 
formula: 

p(a:) +- 3y(Vz(•rl(y, z) V •r(z)) A r(y)) 

obtained by unfolding would need to be included in the semantics of P in order to 
ensure completeness and compositionality. 

Definition 2 Given a. signature I; = ( FS', II) and 0 ~ IT, the semantic domain for 
0-open programs over L;, Fonn(L;, 0), is the pair (Form+(I;, 0), Fonn-(L;, 0)), 
where: 

• Form+(I;,0) = {p(.T) +- <,b(x)IP E II and <,b is a. (FS',0 U {=})-formula built 
ove1' the connect·ives { •, V, A, V, 3}} 

• Form-(I;, 0) = { •p(x) +- <,b(x)IP E IT and <,b is a (FS', 0 u { =} )-fonnvJa. built 
over the connectives { •, V, A, V, 3}} 

Another aspect that, in our case, must be taken into account concerns the closed 
world assumption (CWA) considered when dealing with negation in logic program
ming. This means that, in our case, we should define the semantics of a program 
P as some set of formulas which are inferred from some kind of completion of P. 
However, it does not seem very sensible to apply the CWA to the open predicates or, 
equivalently, it seems reasonable to apply the completion to the closed predicates 
only. Actually, this is what is done in [7]. Unfortunately, this only works for open 
programs not including any clause defining an open predicate. The problem can be 
seen in the following counter-example: 

Exam.ple 3 Let P be the 0-open program: 

p: -s,q.,s: -s. 

with 0 = {p, q}. If we apply the completion only to s, but not to the clauses defining 
p and q, we obtain the following set of formulas: 

p+-sAq,s<c-+s 

Now, the only impl£ca.tions of the form e +- <,b , which are logical consequences 
of P, where e is a. litem! and ¢ includes only open predicates, are tautologies. This 

means that the semantics of this program, whatever the kind of inferences are used 

to define it, as long as these inferences are sound, will at most contain ta.utolog·ies. 

The same happens with the 0-open program P': 

]J: -s.,s: -s. 

This means that the semantics of P and P' are logically equivalent. Now, let Pl 
and Pl' be, respectively, the 0' -union of the empty program with P and P', where 
0' is the empty set, i.e. this is equivalent to closing the predicates in 0. However, 

•p is a logic consequence of the completion of Pl but not of the completion of Pl'. 
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Unfortunately, using the standard Clark-Kunen completion also poses problems. 
The first one is quite obvious. The union of the completion of two programs sharing 
predicates is, most often, inconsistent: if the completion of the programs P1 and 
P2 include, respectively, the formulas p +-+ ¢1 and p +-+ ¢2 then the union of P1 and 
P2 is inconsistent unless ¢1 and ¢2 are logically equivalent. On the other hand, it 
should be evident that any reasonable semantics defined in terms of the completion 
will inherit the problem. 

However, this problem can be avoided easily. The idea consists in defining the 
semantics of the 0-union of P1 and P2 in terms of the "intersection" of the negative 
definitions of the open predicates and in terms of the union of the rest of the defini
tions. In particular, this would mean, in the example above, that the semantics of 
the 0-union of P1 and P2, if we assume that the predicate p is open, would include 
the formulas p +-- ¢1, p +-- ¢2 and •p +-- •¢1/\ ---,<,&1, as needed. 

The second problem is a little bit more subtle: some inferences that may be used 
to define the semantics may cause a similar problem to the one just described above, 
but now with respect to the closed predicates. Let us see an example. Let P1 be 
the program consisting just of the clause p +-- •q, where q is considered open and p 
is considered closed. Its completion consists of the formulas p +-+ •q and q +-+false. 
Now, if the semantics of P1 includes these formula and, in addition, it also includes 
the formula p +-+ tnte, inferred from the other two, then the semantics of the n-union 
of Pl and P2 will be inconsistent if, for instance, P2 just consists of the clause q. 
The actual problem, in this case, is that inferences over negative open literals may 
be unsound after 0-union. As a consequence, the solution consists in not allowing 
this kind of inferences (in the example, the unfolding of •q by q +-+ false would be 
forbidden). 

Following the above ideas, we define two different semantics for open programs. 
The first one, called Qn, is defined as the set of all logic consequences (excluding 
the forbidden inferences), in the domain Form(l;, 0), of the completion of the given 
program. The second semantics, called :FQn, is defined as the least fixpoint of a 
continuous immediate consequence operator. 

Definition 4 Let Qn() = (Q~(), Qfi()) : 2Form(E) -+ 2Fonn(E,n) be the logical con
sequence 0-closuni operator defined fo·r every <P E 2Form(E) as follows: 

Q~(<P) = {p +-- cjJ E Form+(r;, D)JFETE U <t>+ U <P-Irr\n F3 (¢-+ p)v} 
Qfi(<P) = {•p +-- ¢ E Form-(l;,0)l-J1 +--~IE <P- and FE'1Y;u<P+u<P-Irr\l1F3 
(¢-+ l)v} 

Then, the Qwsemantics of a normal l;-program P, Qp,n, is defined as: 

Qp,n = Qn(Comp(P)) 

The immediate consequence operator needed for the second semantics is defined 
as follows: 

Definition 5 Let P a normal l;-progmm and n ~ II. Then, we define an immediate 
consequence operator: 
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such that for each set of formulas <I> E 2Fm·m(~,!1): 

FQt,n( <J>+, <r>-) = {p(.'r) +-- ~fip( x) : -€ 1 ( .St), .. , fn( s-n)D:r = t E P and there c.rist 
(renamed apart) formulas: fj(.ij) +-- ¢j(fj) E <J>+ U <r>-lrr\!1 U IDn, 
1::; j::; n, ~~ = 3y(f\1<j<n <f>j[si\.fj] 1\.1: = t) and 
f)= var{¢jll::; j::; nn-

FQ?,n(<f>+, <r>-) = {-.p(.?:) +-- ~tL ifVp(.f2: -£T(s-1), .. , e~k(s~k)O.T, = £1 in Hdp(p(.?:)) 
= {p(.?:): -LkO.?: = tk'll::; k::; m} there e;dst ·h ~ {l, .. ,nk} 
and (renamed apart) formulas, j E .h: •fJ(.1~J) +-- ¢j(.1~j) E 

<J>+ U _<r>-ln\11 U I Dn, 1 = /\ 1$k),m Vi/(V iE.Jk ¢j[.·;}\.;j] V .1: =1- {k) 
and yk = var{ <Pjlj E .h, 1 ::; /,~ ::; m}} 

where I Dn = { f +-- fipred(£) E f!}. 

Theorem 6 For each no·rmal 2:,-pTOgram P, FQP,!1 is monotonic and continuous 
with respect to ~ in 2Form(~,!1). 

Proof 
The operator FQP,!1 is monotonic since for each <!>, r E 2Form(~.!1), such that 

<I>~ r, FQp,n(<l>) ~ FQp,11(r) is a direct consequence of the definition of FQP,n· 
Being FQp,n monotonic, to show that it is continuous, we have to prove that it 

is finitary: FQp,n(U;o<l>;) ~ U;oFQp,n(<l>;) for every increasing chain <l>o ~ <1> 1 ~ 
... ~ <l>n ... Let us suppose 1/J E FQp,n(U;Er<l>;). . 

(a) If 1/J = p(.f) +-- 3y(/\ 1< ·<n <Pi 1\ c) E FQt,n(UiEI<I>;) then, we know there exists 
_)_-

a clause p(.f) : -€1 , .. , fnD.?: = t E P such that, 1/J is built over the following finite 
set of formulas: 

r = {fj +-- <f>jll ::; j ::; n} ~ U;EJ<I>; U I Dn 

Then, since 2Form(~,!1) is a cpo with respect to ~' we know that every finite set 
r ~ U;o<l>; has a least upper bound in <!>iiEI· This means, r ~ <l>n for some n E I. 
Therefore, 1/J E FQt,n(<r>n) ~ U;EIFQt,n(<l>;). 

(b) In the same way, if tjJ = •p(.i) +-- 1\t<k<m Vyk(VjE.h <PJ V ck) E FQ?,n(UiEJ<I>;) 
then tjJ is built over a finite set: - -

such that r ~ <l>n for some n E [and, 1/J E U;oFQ?n(<l>;). 0 
Now we can define our second semantics: ' 

Definition 7 The FQn-semantics of a normal 2:,-program P, FQn(P), is defined 
as: 

FQn(P) = FQp,n t w 

The following theorem establishes the relations between the two semantics, show
ing that if we close FQn(P) under the allowed logical consequences, we obtain Qp,n. 

Theorem 8 For each twr1na.l 2:,-program P, Qn(FQn(P)) = Qp,n. 
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Proof sketch 
To prove Qn(FQn(P)) ~ Qp,n, it is enough to show that FQp,n(Qp,n) ~ Qp,n, 

since, as a consequence of monotonicity and continuity of the operator FQp,n, this 
implies: 

But, since Qn is closed under the allowed logical consequences, we have: 

Conversely, according to the definition of Qp,n, to prove Qp,n ~ Q11 (FQ11 (P)), 
we have to show that 

1) Compn(P) 1=3 ( ¢---+ p)" implies F ETy:, u FQn(P)+ u FQn(P)-/rr\n 1=3 ( ¢---+ 
p)" 

2) If •p +-- 1 E p- and Compn(P) 1=3 (¢---+ 1)" then, there exists a formula 
•p +-- 5 E FQn(P)- such that FETr, U FQn(P)+ U FQn(P)-/n\n F3 (¢---+ 5)" 

1) Let us suppose that there exists e +-- ¢ E Form,('£, Sl) such that 

and prove Comp11 (P) ~3 (¢---+e)", where Compn(P) denotes the completion of P, 
where the definitions of the open predicates are not closed. 

Let A be the constrained structure satisfying A(¢Dc) = i but A(eDc) -/: i for 
some satisfiable constraint c. Therefore, we have that 

but 
F ETy:, U FQn(P)+ U FQn(Pt/n\n U A" ~3 (c---+ e)" 

and this implies 

but 
M(FQn(P)+ U FQn(Pt/rr\n U A")(eDc)-/: i 

It is not difficult to see that A1(FQ11 (P)+ U FQ11 (P)- /nw U A") is a constrained 
model of Compn(P) since, by definition of FQp,n, we know that for every e +-- 7 E 
Compn(P) an:d for every n EN: 

eoc E M((FQP,n t n + 1)+ U ( FQp,n t n + 1t/n\n U A") 

iff 

iff 
M((FQp,n t n)+ U (FQp,n tnt/ Pi\fl U A")bDc) = i 
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Finally, let A be a model of M(FQrl(P)+ U FQrl(P)-Irrw U Av)v satisfying 

A f=3 (c--+ <!J)'i, A 1"3 (c--+ C)v and A F3 Compn(P). It is not difficult to show the 
existence of this model. Then, we can conclude that Compr2(P) ¥'3 (¢--+ €)"'. 

The proof for 2) is similar. 0 
To end this section, the following theorem proves that QP,rl and FQn(P) are 

sound and complete with respect to /vl(Comp(P)): 

Theorem 9 For every normal L.-progra.m P: 

M(Comp(P)) = M(QP,n) = M(FQ12(P)). 

Proof sketch First of all, M(QP,n) = JVi(FQrl(P)) is direct from the previ
ous theorem. On the other hand, M(QP,rl) = M(FQrl(P)) ~ M(Comp(P)) is 
straightforward because Comp(P) F3 QP,rl· 

The other inclusion can be proved showing, by induction, FETE U FQ12(P) f=3 

(Tp t i)v for every i EN, since M(Comp(P)) = M(Tp t w), being 1'p the Fages' 
immediate consequence operator [8). 0 

4 Compositionality and Full Abstraction 

In this section we study the compositionality and full abstraction of the two se
mantics defined above. The first result shows that the FQwsemantics is weakly 
compositional, in the sense that, for any two open programs P1 and P2, the FQn
semantics of Pl Un P2 is logically equivalent (but not necessarily equal) to the result 
of an expression defined in terms of the FQwsemantics of P1 and P2. Note that, 
as described in the previous section, the semantical operation associated to !i-union 
is defined as a kind of intersection for the negative clauses defining open predicates. 

Theorem 10 Let Pl and P2 be two normal L.-pmgm.ms such that pred(P1) n 
pred(P2) ~ n, n~ II. Then, 

Qrl(FQn(Pl Un P2)) = Qn(FQn(P1) V FQn(P2)) 
n 

where for each <P1, <P2 E 2Form(E): 

• <P1+ Vn <P2+ = <P1+ U <P2+ 

• <Pl- Vn <P2- = {•p t- <P E Form(L.,!i)l•p t- ¢ E <PI- u <P2- if p ~ n, 
and </J = ¢1/\ ¢2 with •p t- </Jj E iPj- j = 1, 2 zf p E !i} 

Proof sketch 
The right-to-left inclusion is straightforward because 

FQn(P1) V FQrl(P2) ~ FQ12 (P1 Un P2) 
n 
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ror the converse inclusion, as in the proof of Theorem 8, it is enough to prove 
that 

F'QPlunP2,n(:FQn(P1) v :FQn(P2)) ~ Qn(:FQn(P1) v :FQn(P2)). 
rl rl 

Let us assume£ f- 4> E F'QP1UnP2,n(:FQn(P1) V n :FQn(P2)). Let us just see the 
case •p(x) f- ¢(.r) E F'Q?w

11
p 2,0 (:FQn(P1)V0 :FQn(P2)) with pEn. The other 

cases are similar, but simpler. Let us suppose 

Hdp1(p(x))" = {p(.r) f- :::Jyk( 1\ €J(s-j) I\ .r = t")l1 S:: k S:: s} 
1:0:j:O:nk 

Then, for some Jk ~-{1, .. , nk}_for every 1 S:: k S:: rn, there exists a set of (renamed 
apart) formulas {•€j(.Tj) f- ¢j(.Tj)J1 S:: k S:: m and j E A} included in 

:FQ~(P1) U :FQ~(P2) U :FQfi ( P1)ln\n U :FQfi( P2)Jn\n U I Dn, 

such that 4>(x) = At<k<m v;jk(yjE·h c/>j[sAfj]) v X =1- t1 ). 
Consider the follo\vil1g two subsets of all formulas with closed literals in their 

heads: 

• {-,€j(.1~}) f- ¢j(.1~j)j1 s; k s; s, j E hand pted(£j) E pted(P1)\fl} ~ 
FQn(P1) u :FQfi(P1)lnw 

• { .. ej(~}) f- 4>j(~})is < k s; m, j E hand pted(€j) E wed(P2)\fl} ~ 
FQn(P2) u FQfi(P2)In\n 

for some h ~ Jk for each 1 S:: k S:: s and s < k S:: m. 
Now, we can define the following two formulas: 

On the one hand, we have that •p(.:r) f- Jj(.r) E FQfi(Pj), for j = 1,2, thus, 

•p(.T) f- Jl(.r) I\ J2(.r) E FQfi(P1) V FQfi(P2). 
rl 

On the other, since {-,ej(:~}) f- ¢j(.;})J1 S:: 1.~ S:: m and j E ·h\h} is included in 

FQ~(P1) U FQ~(P2) U FQfi(P1)In\n U FQfi(P2)In\n U I Dn, 

we have: 

F' ET~ u FQ~(P1) U FQ~(P2) U (FQfi(Pl) V FQfi(P2))In\n 1=31./J(.:r) 
rl 

where 1./J(.r) = (¢(.r)-+ J1(.r) I\ J2(.r))". D 
Now, we have that Qn() is compositionaf with respect to Un as a direct conse

quence of the above theorem and theorem 8. 
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Corollary 11 Given two normal 2',-progmms Pl and P2 such that pred( Pl) n 
pred(P2) ~ n, for n ~II J then QplU,1P2,n = Qn(QPl,n Vn Qp2,n). 

In addition, Qn() is fully abstract with respect to Un, taking as observables the 
class of all constrained literals which are consequence of the completion: 

Theorem 12 Given two normal 2',-progmms Pl and P2 and !1 ~ II Then the 
following three statements are equivalent: 

1. Qn(Pl) = Qn(P2). 

2. For each 2',-progmm P such that pred( Pi) n pnrd( P) C fl,J or i 1, 2: 
Qn(P1 Un P) = Qn(P2 Un P). 

3. Fo·r each 2',-progmm P such that JWed(Pi) n pred(P) C !1, for i 1, 2: 
M(Cornp(P1 Un P)) = M(Cornp(P2 Un P)). 

Proof sketch 
(1) implies (2) as a direct consequence of compositionality of Q0 and, it is trivial 

that (2) implies (3) as a consequence of theorem 9. 
To prove that (3) implies (1), let us suppose that e +-- <P E Qn(P1)\Qn(P2). 
Let A be a constrained model of FET'r, U Qn(P2) such that A(<PDc) = j;_ but 

A( fOe) =/:- f;_ for some satisfiable constraint c. 
Consider the following program 
P = {q : -Ddjd is satisfiable, q(s) E ¢ and A(qOd) = f;_} U {q -qDdjd is 

satisfiable, q( s) E ¢ and A( qOd) = :!.!} 
Note that P" = QMP)andQ;(P)Irr\n = 0. Hence, we have: 

but 

FETr; U Qn(P) l=s (c--+ ¢)" 

F ETr; U Qn(P2) V Qn(P) Jt3 (c--+ £)", 
n 

because A is a model of FETr; u Qn(P2) Vn Qn(P). Therefore, eoc ¢c A1(Qn(P2) 
Vn Qn(P)). In contrast, FETr; U Qn(P1) Vn Qn(P) l=s (c---+ £)",and, this implies 

A1(Qn(P1) V Qn(P)) =/:- A1(Qn(P2) V Qn(P)), 
n n 

so, we can conclude that /vi(Com.p(Pl Un P)) =/:- M(Comp(P2 Un P)). 0 
Finally, as in the case of compositionality, we can only show, as a consequence of 

Theorem 8, we can only show that FQ0 () is only weakly fully abstract with respect 
to Un: 

Corollary 13 Let P1 and P2 be two normal 2',-progmm.s. Then, the following are 
equiva.l ent 

1. Qn(FQn(P1)) = Qn(FQn(P2)) 
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2. For each '2:,-progmm P such that pred( Pi) n pred(P) ~ n, fori= 1, 2: 

Qn(FQn(P1 Un P)) = Qn(FQn(P2 Un P)) 

3. for any '2',-program P such that pred(P;) n pred( P) ~ n, fori = 1, 2: 

/vl(Comp(P1 Un P)) = /vl(Comp(P2 Un P)). 
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Proving the completeness of theory-based 

variants of resolution 

ANDREA FORMISANO 

Abstract 

Completeness plays a extremely crucial role in automated theorem proving 
and it represents an essential desiderata for any calculus one could introduce. 
As far as a particular calculus is concerned, its Completeness Theorem con
nects the syntactic aspect of the reasoning activity to its semantic counterpart. 
This work emphasizes two, somehow orthogonal, aspects of completeness for 
first-order calculi. From the syntactic point of view, we single out minimal, 
albeit sufficient, requirements on the underlying language to ensure general 
completeness results. On the other side, concerning the semantic aspects of 
automated reasoning, we generalize standard completeness arguments to the 
case of theory-reasoning (i.e., inference in the context of an underlying and 
implicit first-order theory), and in particular to the T-resolution approach. 

Keywords: Theory 1·easoning, resolution theorem proving. 

Introduction 
Automated theorem proving, as well as logic in general, is characterized by a fun
damental and sharp dichotomy between syntax and semantics. The syntactical side 
regards the structure of reasoning, its formal correctness. Or, in other words, it 
concerns the concept of derivability in a calculus. We could say that the focus is 
not on "what we are talking/reasoning about", but on "how we do it". From the 
statement of the axioms one makes his inferences by using an (effective) set of syn
tactic rules. A priori, there is no need of deep knowledge about the meaning of 
the handled objects. On the other side, the "meaning of things" is the realm of 
semantics, which takes the task of describing or defining (usually, with respect to 
a specified domain) the things that syntax deals with. This yields the concept of 
logical truth. Here the completeness arguments comes into play, usually in form of 
a Completeness Theorem, solving the task of connecting the two aspects with each 
other in a suitable and acceptable manner. 

For any possible choice of a pair (calculus, notion-of-logical-truth), an instance 
of the completeness problem can be stated and, whenever it is proved, "The two 
notions of derivability and of logical consequence are shown to capture the same 
relation on the set of sentences, and give rise to the same set of theorems (derivable 
sentences, logically valid sentences). When completeness holds, the calculus is said 

Dip. di Matematica Pura ed Applicata, U niv. di L 'Aquila. E-mail: fonnisanCdsi. uniromal. it. Work partially 
supported by the CNR, coordinated project SETA, and by MURST 40%, "Tecniche formali per Ia specifica, l'analisi, 
Ia veri fica, Ia sintesi e Ia trasformazione di sistemi software". An extended abstract of this paper appeared in 
P. Kolaitis and G. Koletsos eds., Proc. of the 2nd Panhellenic Logic Symposium, July 1999. 
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to be complete with respect to the semantics." ([13]). Hence, given a calculus, the 

theorem states explicitly that its rules are in a sense "sufficient". 
As completeness theorems arise from a variety of formalized contexts, not only 

they can be phrased differently, but also they admit several proofs. Each of them 

with its own features and enlightening different aspects of the question. 

In this work we mainly emphasize two, somehow orthogonal, aspects of com

pleteness for first-order calculi. Firstly, from the syntactic point of view, our aim 

is to sing·le out minimal, albeit sufficient, requirements on the underlying language 

to ensure general completeness results. Secondly, concerning the semantic aspects 

of automated reasoning, we are interested in generalizing standard completeness 

arguments to the case of theory-reasoning ( cf. Sect. 2). 
As far as resolution-based calculi are concerned, after the first proof was given 

( cf. [19, 20]), several completeness proofs have been obtained for different refinements 

of the original rule ( cf. [3, 13]). These techniques are mainly based on reduction 

to the finite ground case by recourse to compactness, e.g. through the Herbrand 

Theorem, cf. [15, 14], and then by generalizing the result to the quantified case by 

some kind of "lifting" argument. Other approaches are based on the concept of 

semantic tree. In this case, the main drawback consists in the assumed finiteness 

of both the language and the sets of clauses (though, often, the basic argument can 

easily be generalized to the countable case). Methods to overcome this limitation 

have been proposed too. For instance, in order to prove the completeness of equality

based resolution-calculi, the notion of transfinite semantic tree is exploited in [9]. 

Consequently, a generalization of the Herbrand Theorem is proposed in order to 

deal with the lifting of derivations of (potentially) transfinite length obtained from 

(potentially) transfinite sets of clauses. 
Approaches that explicitly avoid any assumption on the cardinality of the objects 

they deal with, are presented, for instance, in [1] and [16]. The completeness proofs 

for different strategies of standard resolution are given in a uniform way. In partic

ular, [1] resorts to Zorn's Lemma in dealing with infinite sets of ground clauses and 

obtains completeness of calculi (just for the ground level) in a manner completely 

independent of the cardinality of both the language and the sets of clauses. 

FQllowing this philosophy, [16] paved the ·way for the work we are about to present. 

The approach it proposes is free from any assumption on the cardinality of the 

language and, at the same time, avoids the use of a compactness argument (such 

as recourse to the Herbrand Theorem), yielding a unified proof of completeness and 

compactness of the pair calculus-semantics in the case of first-order resolution. It 

merely presumes that the underlying language be well-ordered. 
Since the introduction of resolution-based theorem provers, several refinements, 

strategies and heuristics (see, [3, 14]) have been applied to the original procedure 

in order to control its computational inefficiency. However, the main source of 

difficulties seems to be the intrinsic syntactic nature of the method. The lack of use 

of semantic knowledge in the development of the derivation process is considered as 

one of the major defects of resolution-based theorem provers ( cf. [2]). A possible 

answer to this criticism comes from the hybridization of the resolution paradigm by 

means of mechanisms supplying the domain-knowledge that human beings exploit 

in their reasoning. 
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The T-resolution rule is an inference rule introduced in [17] as a generalization 
of standard resolution. It represents an attempt to avoid some of the drawbacks 
ensuing from the extreme versatility of resolution. As a matter of fact, the generalr 
ity of resolution-based theorem provers is deemed in part responsible for their low 
efficiency in dealing even with simple theorems; as a remedy, the specific nature of 
the problems being tackled should enter explicitly into play. 

Within the T-resolution framevvork (as well as in other similar proposals such 
as [21]), the reasoning activity develops at two levels; combining a decider expert 
on a specific domain with a general foreground inference engine ( cf. Sect. 2). 

In this paper we extend to T-resolution the last of the above mentioned ap
proaches to completeness proofs. 

1 Unified view of compactness and completeness 

In what follows we borrow the standard notions of language, formula, interpretation, 
model, etc. (see, for instance, [4, 12]). Given a language .C, a theory 8 (over .C) is a 
set of sentences (of .C) which is closed w.r.t. logical consequence,1 that is: if A~ 8 
and cp is a formula of .C such that A I= cp, then cp E 8. In other words, 8 is a theory 
if and only if Cn(8) = 8. By abuse of terminology, one often says that a formula 
7/J (with free variables) belongs to a theory 8 to mean that its universal closure 'ljJ'~ 
belongs to 8. A theory Cn(8) such that each formula in 8 is a universal sentences 
is said to be a universal theory. 

Whenever we are interested in a particular set of universal sentences T, to be 
intended as the set of axioms of the theory 8 = Cn(T), we specialize the standard 
notions ([4, 12]) to the theory case as follows. A model of the set of axioms Tis said 
to be a model of 8, or briefly a T -model. A formula cp is said to be T -satisfiable if 
it has a T-model and T -unsatisfiable otherwise. A formula cp is said to be T -valid if 
it is satisfied in every T-model (i.e., it is consequence of the theory 8 = Cn(T)). 

In this section we describe a unified treatment of compactness and completeness 
that will be carried on in the following sections. The main result of this section 
(viz., Thm. 1.3) can be uniformly employed in order to obtain compactness and 
completeness of several calculi. Compactness of clausal logic ( cf. Sect. 1.1) is proved 
first to illustrate how the general approach works. Then, completeness of standard 
resolution procedure ( cf. Sect. 1.2) and ofT-resolution ( cf. Sect. 4) are shown. All 
of these proofs have a common structure: first, a class of sets (of clauses) t>x 0 
is characterized by specifying a suitable property X (for instance, to be finitely 
unsatisfiable, or to be refutable by resolution, and so on). Whenever this class is 
shown to satisfy the hypotheses of Thm. 1.3 below, we immediately obtain the 
desired result that links the syntactic nature (e.g., refutability) to the semantic one 
(e.g., unsatisfiability) of the particular ca!Gulus under consideration. 

In order to capture the concepts of compactness and completeness in a sufficiently 
general manner, we choose by means of the following definitions, a suitable level of 
abstraction independently of the characteristics of any specific calculus. 

1Given a set A of sentences, we denote by Cn(A) the set of logical consequences of A. 
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Given any set X, we denote by :7(X) the set of all finite subsets of X. Moreover, 
P(X) denotes the powerset of X (i.e., the set of all subsets of X). 

Definition 1.1 Given a set£, a function c : £.., ---+ £.., is a GALOIS CORRESPON

DENCE if for each f E £ it holds that2 gc =/= f and ( gc)c = f. 

Definition 1.2 Let£.., be a set which is domain of a Galois correspondence c, t>D 

be a subset of P(::t(L)), and£..,' ~ £. t>D is said to be SATURATED w.r.t. £' if for 

all S, S1, S2 E P(:7(£)) the following conditions hold3 

0) if S1 t> D then S2 t> D for each S2 2 S1; 

1) foreachfE£' ifSU{{f}}t>D andSU{{ec}}t>D thenSt>D; 

2) for each f E £.., { { f}, { gc}} [>D. 

Provided that a class of sets (of clauses) satisfies suitable syntactic conditions, 
Thm. 1.3 below establishes a link between the syntactic side of a calculus and the 
semantic one. The latter is expressed by the notion of logical consequence (I=) 
of a (parametric) theory 8 = Cn(T). As mentioned, the proof does not require 
any assumption on the cardinality of either the language or the sets of clauses 
(cf. Remark 1.4, below). 

From now on, unless differently specified, letT be the set of axioms of a universal 
theory over the language .C and c be logical complementation. Moreover, let Lits 

be the set of all literals of the language .C and Lits' ~ Lits be the set of all ground 
literals. The proof proceeds along the lines usually followed in standard compactness 
arguments. 

Theorem 1.3 Let t>D ~ P(::t(Lits)). If t>D is saturated w.r.t. Lits' and for each 

clause 'Y E :7(Lits) it holds that T I= 'Y implies that { { Lc} I L E 'Y} [>D. Then for 

any S, if S ,II> D then S is T -satisfiable. 

Proof: We assume that S,ll>D and show how to obtain a T-model of S (i.e., a 
model of S U T). Let Ats be the set of the ground atoms of .C, and let A 0 , A1, ... 

be an enumeration of Ats. Let S 0 = S and for every n E N, let In = An if 
Sn U {{An}} ,il>D, and In= A~ otherwise; Moreover, let Sn+l = Sn U {{In}}, so that 
Sn U {{In}} ,il>D inductively holds. Finally, let I= { Ij I j E N}. It turns out that 
I is an interpretation (to be precise, a Herbrand interpretation) of the language .C, 
and, for each n, exactly one between An and A~ belongs to I (this comes from 1) of 
Def. 1.2). To show that I is a model of SUT, let us first prove that I is a model for 
T (which is a set of purely universally closed formulas). Suppose that there exists 
a formula <p in T falsified by I. I falsifies <p, i.e., it falsifies a ground instance <pfJ· 

of <p. Consider the clausal form ry1 1\ · · · 1\ 'Ye of the ground formula <pf-1.. Clearly, it 
holds that T I= ry1 1\ · · · 1\ rye; hence, by hypothesis, for each i = 1, ... , f! we have 
that { { U} I L E ry;} [>D. Since we have that I I= •<pf-1., I I= ''Yl V · · · V ''Yt holds 

2Given an element x, xc stands for c(x). 
3Since in this work we are mainly interested in the completeness issue for first-order resolution

style calculi, the use of the symbol "!>IT' (read 'get-box') to denote a class of sets of clauses should 
remind us that we want to characterize the sets that are refutable w.r.t. to a given calculus. 

V•le are denoting the fact that Sis a member of t>D by the shorthand notation Si>D. Analogously, 
S.¢-0 denotes that S does not belong to t>D. 
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too. Suppose for simplicity that If= •71 . Then, by assuming 71 = L1 V · · · V Lh, 
it follows that I f= •(L1 V · · · V Lh) holds. Hence, for each i = 1, ... , h, it holds 
that If= Lf (i.e., Lf E I). Therefore, If= {{U} I L E 71}. Hence, there exists a 
suitable integer r such that {{Lc} I L E 71} <;;;Sr. Since {{Lc} I L E 7r} [>0, by 0) 
of Def. 1.2, we have that Sr t>D. This yields a contradiction. Hence I is aT-model. 

Let us now show that I is a model of S: consider a clause o: E S. Suppose 
that there exists a ground instance o:' = { L 1 , ... , Lk} of o: which is falsified by I, 
i.e., L~, ... , L'k E I. There exists an integer m such that { Ll}, ... , {Lk} E Sm. It 
follows that Sm [>D. This yields a contradiction, hence I is aT-model of S. D 

Remark 1.4 For the sake of simplicity, and in sight of the application of Thm. 1.3 
to the design of semi-decision techniques for the validity problem, we have assumed 
in the preceding proof, that IAtsl = ~0 . To get rid of this assumption, we can fix a 
sequence (A1,) 11 <€ for a suitable ordinal~ =IAtsl, by resorting to Zermelo's theorem 
(actually, this theorem is equivalent to the axiom of choice, cf. [8, 5]). Then given 
two ordinals v + 1, .\ < ~' we can define Sv+1 and Iv as follmvs: a) S0 , Sv+b and 
Iv as before; b) s).. = UJl<A SJl if.\ and h = Io if.\ is a limit ordinal. Moreover, 
we define I = { ! 11 I p, < 0· On this ground, the details of the proof would not 
significantly differ from the above. 

1.1 Compactness theorem for clausal logic 
In this section we show how Thm. 1.3 can be exploited to prove the Compactness 
Theorem for clausal logic ( cf. [ 4]). Assuming the underlying theory be predicate 
calculus we introduce the following class of sets. 

Definition 1.5 Let l>satD <;;; 'Y(g:'(Lits)) such that St>satD if and only if there exists 
a unsatisfiable finite subset of S. 

Note that the set Sin the previous definition turns out to be a (possibly infinite) 
set of clauses. Considering such a set is equivalent to consider a formula in CNF. 

Let us start by showing that the class l>sat D, is saturated in the sense of Def. 1.2. 

Lemma 1.6 l>satD is saturated w.r.t. Lits'. 

Proof: The proof amounts to verify that the conditions 0)-2) in Def. 1.2 hold for 
l>satD. This is immediate for conditions 0) and 2). Let S be a set of clauses and 
L E Lits' such that S¢-sato, S U { {L} }l>satD, and S U { {Lc} }l>satD. There exist 
two satisfiable finite sets S1 , S2 <;;; S such that S1 U { { L}} and S2 U { { Lc}} are both 
unsatisfiable. Let S3 = S1 U S2 . Then both S3 U { { L}} and S3 U { { U}} must be 
unsatisfiable. Consider any (Herbrand) interpretation M for £. It must be the case 
that M satisfies either L or U. In any case S3 can not be satisfied by M. Since this 
holds for any interpretation M (of£), it follows that S3 is unsatisfiable. This yields 
a contradiction because S3 is a finite subset of S which is assumed to be satisfiable. 
Hence, 1) of Def. 1.2 holds and l>satD is saturated w.r.t. Lits'. D 

The clausal form of the Compactness Theorem immediately follows from Lemma 1.6: 

Theorem 1. 7 A set S of clauses is unsatisfiable if and only if St>sat D. 
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Proof: ( <=): If there exists a unsatisfiable finite subset of S, then S is unsatisfi

able. ( *): Assume the underlying theory 8 = Cn(T) be predicate calculus. By 

Lemma 1.6, l>satD is saturated w.r.t. Lits'. Then, for each 'Y E :J(Lits), F 'Y if and 

only if 'Y is valid. Hence, { { Lc} I L E 'Y }1>sa1D. By Thm. 1.3 we conclude. D 

1.2 Resolution 

Following (16], in this section we apply Thm. 1.3 to prove completeness of standard 

resolution independently of the cardinality of both the underlying language and the 

set of clauses (a similar approach can be found in (1)). As in the previous section 

let us assume that the underlying theory is predicate calculus. We borrow from (19] 

the following definitions (see also (20, 3, 14)). 

Definition 1.8 (Resolution) Leta= a 1U{LI> ... ,Lh} andf3 = ,B1U{H1, ... ,Hk} 

be two clauses of C. The clause (a1 U ,81 )8 is a RESOLVENT of a and J3 if the 

substitution B is an m.g. u. of the set { L 1, ... , Lh, HJ., ... , Hk}. 

A substantially equivalent definition of resolution can be given by means of two 

different inference rules: a restricted form of the above rule which imposes h = k = 1; 

and the factoring operation (cf. (14)) that allows one to merge (by instantiation) two 

(or more) unifiable literals of a given clause (see in particular (10, 11 J for a comparison 

between different concepts of resolution as introduced in literature). · 

Definition 1.9 Given a setS of clauses, a DERIVATION of a clause 'Yn is a sequence 

of clauses "'(o, ... , 'Yn such that, for each i = 0, ... , n, the clause "'(; is resolvent of 

clauses (said to be its parent clauses) inS U {'Y0, ... , "'f;-J. A REFUTATION is a 

derivation of the empty clause. 

Def. 1.10 characterizes the class of those sets of clauses having a refutation. 

Definition 1.10 Let !>nD ~ 'Y(:J(Lits )) such that S 1>n D if and only if there exists 

a refutation for S. 

Since, as we will see, the resolution rule is a proper instance of the T-resolution 

rule (cf. Def. 2.2 below), we omit the proofs of the following results (a detailed 

presentation can be found also in (16].) These missing proofs can be easily obtained 

by considering the analogous results regarding T-resolution ( cf. Prop. 4.13). 

Lemma 1.11 t>nD is saturated w.r.t. Lits'. 

Theorem 1.12 Given a setS of clauses, if S is unsatisfiable then S 1>n D. 

2 Theory reasoning 

The deduction theorem guarantees that in order to perform automated deduction in 

the context of a first-order theory, one can use a first-order theorem prover applied 

to sentences that are implications whose antecedent is the conjunction of the axioms 

of the theory. This technique has two obvious disadvantages: in general, very large 
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sentences must be manipulated to prove even simple theorems; moreover, no specific 
knowledge relative to the particular problem is used in the process. 

In order to overcome these disadvantages, the T-resolution rule (as well as, for 
instance, the theory resolution rule, cf. [21]} was proposed in [17]. This rule permits 
one to eliminate the axioms of the theory from the theorem to be tested, and exploits a decider at each step of the inference process. Theoretical results were presented 
that make it possible to express in a natural manner, for a specified underlying 
theory, conditions under which T-resolution can be mechanized ( cf. [17, 18]). 

The fact that it is a binary rule whose behavior is very similar to that of (stan
dard) resolution, will play a fundamental role in generalizing the treatment presented 
in the previous sections. Within the T-resolution framework the reasoning activ
ity develops at two levels: a foreground reasoner, which performs basic derivation 
steps in a resolution-like fashion, exploits a background T-decider, "expert" on a 
underlying theory e, which decides for the satisfiability of existential sentences of 
the theory. An important fact is that the nature of the T-resolution rule permits 
a complete separation between the two levels of the theorem prover, giving rise to 
further investigations of refinements, strategies, and heuristics (see [7] for a detailed 
treatment). 

Let us recall the general T-resolution rule and the notion ofT-derivation for the 
case of a first-order theory 0 = Cn(T) (see [17, 7]). Assume £ be the language of 
0, Lits be the set of all literals of£, and Lits' be the set of all ground literals of£. 

Definition 2.1 Let <p be a quantifier-free formula of£. A COMPLETE SET OF 
T-REFUTERS for <p is a set CST(<p) of substitutions for the variables in <p such that: 
• for each T-REFUTER f-l E CST(<p) it holds that T I= 'V(•<pf-l), and 
• for each substitutions u such that T I= 'V ( 'ifJCJ), there exists a f-l E CST ( <p) and a 

substitution e such that (J = f-le. 

Definition 2.2 (T-resolution) Let o: = o:1 U o:2 and f3 = ,81 U (32 be clauses. A 
T-RESOLVENT of o: and f3 is a clause"( such that one of the following holds 
• "( = ( o:1 U ,81)8 for a substitution 8 E CST(-,( 0:2 1\ ,82 -+ 0:1 V fJ1)); or 
• 'Y = o: U {L} for an L such that either L E f3 or-,£ E ,8 {LOADING of L into o:). 

Remark 2.3 It is easy to verify that if the underlying theory is predicate calculus,· 
then T-resolution properly generalizes standard resolution. 

Notice that the correctness and the completeness of the procedure do not depend 
on the effectiveness of rule application (see [17] or [7]). In order to mechanize T
resolution, the underlying theory should have suitable decidability properties: a 
satisfiability test for simple formulas of 0 is needed. To be specific, it must be 
algorithmically decidable whether or not the condition T I= ( o:2 1\ (32 -+ o:1 V ,81 )8 
holds for any substitution e. If it holds, then the algorithm should supply the 
foreground reasoner with (the set of) such substitutions. In Def. 2.2, we implicitly 
assume that the T-decider is able to provide (a set of) T-refuters. It might be 
the case that none of the complete sets of T-refuters of a given formula is finite; 
nevertheless, denumerability ofT-refuters is an adequate assumption to permit the 
mechanizability of the procedure. An explanation of this, referring to the notion of 
£-covering (strictly related to that of complete set ofT-refuters) is proposed in [17]. 
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Definition 2.4 Given a set S of clauses, a T-DERIVATION of a clause "'n is a 
sequence of clauses "fo, ... , "'n such that, for each i = 0, ... , n, the clause "/i is T-
resolvent of clauses (said to be its parent clauses) in S U { "fo, ... , "f;-1}. 

A T -derivation is said to be LINEAR if for each i = 1, ... , n, 'Yi has "f;-1 as a 
parent clause. A T -derivation is said to be LINEAR INPUT if it is linear and for each 
i = 1, ... , n, "f; has a parent clause in S. A T-REFUTATION is aT -derivation of a 
T -unsatisfiable clause. 

Definition 2.5 Let !>rD s;; P(::f(Lits )) such that S !>rD if and only if there exists a 
T -refutation of S. 

We write S t>r a to mean that there exists aT-derivation of the clause a from 
the set of clauses S. Soundness ofT-resolution is guaranteed by the following result 
(see [17] or [7]). 

Theorem 2.6 If there exists aT-refutation of S, then Sis T-unsatisfiable. 

3 A refined treatment for the theory-case 

In the definition of the loading operation (cf. Def. 2.2), it is imposed that the loaded 
literal must occur (possibly with different polarity) in the given set of clauses. If we 
drop this requirement and allow the loading of any literal of £, then the complete
ness ofT-resolution could be proved following exactly the same scheme depicted in 
the previous sections and using Thm. 1.3. However, loading is the main source of 
inefficiency in theorem provers based on T-resolution. Hence, in view of practical 
purposes, it is convenient not to avoid this restriction in our treatment. Obviously, 
further strategies and heuristics should be adopted to control the loading operations 
(cf. [7]), but the study of these techniques goes beyond the scope of this paper. 

There are t>vo orthogonal aspects to be taken care of. The first is due to the 
presence of two levels of reasoning. The other ensues from the need of considering, 
in the inference process, just the portion of L directly involved in the specific problem 
being faced (i.e., in the given set of clauses). Intuitively speaking, those literals that 
are extraneous to the given set of clauses should be treated in a different manner to 
gain efficiency in the procedure. These two distinctions must be taken into account 
in adapting our completeness argument to T-resolution. To be specific, we need an 
abstraction of the Completeness/Compactness Theorem, less general than Thm. 1.3 
and able to embed such a concept of extraneousness. Def. 3.2 below, makes the 
notion of extraneousness clear in a rather general context. This notion turns out to 
be strictly connected with the concept of instantiation, that in turn, at a sufficiently 
abstract level, corresponds to the notion of partial ordering over the domain of a 
Galois correspondence. The following definition characterizes the class of orderings 
we are interested in. 

Definition 3.1 Let£ be a set which is domain of a Galois correspondence c. A 
i-ORDERING on :J(£) is a partial ordering~ such that 
• for each f E :7(£) there exists k E :7(£) minimal in (:7(£), ~) such that k ~ f; 

• for each fo, £1 E £ it holds that { fo} ~ {£I} -+ { £g} ~ {en. 
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Consider the ordering induced by =;< over £: given e0 , e1 E .G we assume €0 =;< e1 if and 
only if { e0 } =;< { et}. Moreover, let L ~ £., be the set of all minimal elements in .G. 

Let =;< be ani-ordering on :J(.G). If S0 , S1 E :P(:J(.G)), we write S0 =;< S1 if and 
only if for all f E So there exists k E S1 such that f =;< k. 

Definition 3.2 Let e E £.., and S E :P(:J(.G)). f is sa.id to be EXTRANEOUS to'S if 
and only if there is no element f in S such that { { e}, { ec}} =;< {!}. 

Def. 3.3 below, refines the concept of saturated class of sets ( cf. Def. 1.2). 

Definition 3.3 Let£.., be a set which is domain of a Galois correspondence c, =;< be 
ani-ordering on :J(£.,), i>D be a subset of:P(:J(.G)), and let£..,' be such that L ~ £' ~ 
.G. Then i>D is said to be i-SATURATED w.r.t. £' if for all S, sl> s2 E :P(:J(.G)) the 
following conditions hold 
0) if S1 1> D then S2 1> D for each S2 2 S1; 
1) for each e E £..,'not extraneous to S if SU{ {e}} !>D and SU{ {ec}} !>D then S!>D; 
2) for each e E £., {{ e}, { ec}} 1> D. 

The major difference between Def. 1.2 and 3.3 regards item 1); in the latter case 
the condition is required to hold only for the set of non-extraneous elements. 

Remark 3.4 If i>D is i-saturated w.r.t. £..,', then for each e0 , £1 if eo =;< £1 then 
{{e0},{el}}!>D. 

Thm. 3.5 below, is a refined version of Thm. 1.3. It takes advantage on the new 
concept of saturation just introduced, to correctly handle the loading operations 
(cf. Sect. 4). The most significant difference between the proofs of Thm. 3.5 and 
Thm. 1.3 regards the treatment of those atoms of £ that cannot be obtained by 
instantiation from atoms occurring in the given set of clauses. Analogously to Sect. 1 
we assume c to be logical complementation and =;< to be the ordering so defined: for 
L0 , L1 E Lits, L 0 =;< L1 holds if and only if L 0 is an instance of L1 (consequently, the 
minimal elements are the ground literals). Under these assumption the following 
result holds: 

Theorem 3.5 Let i>D ~ :P(:J(Lits)) be i-saturated w.r.t. Lits'. Moreover, suppose 
that for each clause 1 E :J(Lits) it holds that T f= 1 implies that {{ Lc} I L E 1} !>D. 
Then for any S, if Sjt.D then S is T-satisfiable. 

Proof: If S = (/J then Sis T-satisfiable. Let S =/= (/J. There exists at least one ground 
atom not extraneous to S. Let it be A'. We assume that Sjt.D and shmv how to 
obtain a T-model of S (i.e., a model of S U T). Let Ats be the set of the ground 
atoms of£, and let A0 , Ab ... be an enumeration of Ats. Let S 0 = S, I 0 =A', and 
for every n > 0 
- if An is not extraneous to S, let In = An if Sn U { {An}} jt.D, and In = A~ 

otherwise; moreover, let Sn+l = Sn U {{In}}; 
- if An is extraneous to S, let In= In-1 and Sn+l = Sn; 

so that Sn U { {In}} jt.D inductively holds. Finally, let I= { Ij I j E N}. 
I turns out to be a partial interpretation (to be precise, a Herbrand interpreta

tion) of the language £, and, for each n, at most one between An and A~ belongs 
to I (this comes from 1) of Def. 3.3). There exists an interpretation :1 2 I which 
is a model of S U T. To prove this claim let :10 =I and, for every n > 0, 
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- if An is extraneous to S, let ..1n+1 = .Jn U {An} if .Jn U {{An}} ji>D, and .Jn+l = 
.Jn U {A~} otherwise; 

- if An is not extraneous to S, let ..1n+1 = ..1n; 
so that ..1n ¢> D inductively holds. Finally, let ..1 = UnEN .Jn. 

Let us show that ..1 is a model for T (which is a set of purely universally closed 
formulas). Suppose that there exists a formula <p in Cn(T) falsified by ..1. ..1 
falsifies <p, i.e., it falsifies a ground instance <pfL of <p. Consider the clausal form 
f'1 1\ · · · 1\ 'Yt of the ground formula <pp,. Clearly, it holds that T I= f'1 1\ · · · 1\ f'e, 
hence, by hypothesis, for each i = 1, ... ) e we have that { { Lc} I L E 'Yi} !>D. 

Since we have that ..1 I= 'ifJfL, ..1 I= '1'1 V · · · V ''Yt holds too. Suppose for 
simplicity that ..1 I= 'f'1 . Then, by assuming f'1 = L 1 V · · · V Lh, it follows that 
.J I= --,(L1 V · · · V Lh) holds. Hence, for each i = 1, ... , h, it holds that ..1 I= Lf (i.e., 
Lf E .J). Therefore, ..1 I= { { Lc} I L E f'1}. Hence, there exists a suitable integer r 
such that {{ Lc} I L E 11} ~ ~ .. Since { { U} I L E 11} !> D, by 0) of Def. 3.3, we 
have that ..1 t>D. This yields a contradiction. Hence ..1 is a model forT. 

Let us now show that I is a model of S: consider a clause a E S. Suppose 
that there exists a ground instance a' = { L 1, ... , Lk} of a which is falsified by I, 
i.e., Li, ... , L'j, E I. Clearly, there exists an integer m such that { Ll}, ... , { Lk} E 
Sm. It follows that Sm !>D. This yields a contradiction, hence I is a model of Sand 
..1 is a model of S U T. D 

Remark 3.6 As for Thm. 1.3 (cf. Remark 1.4), Thm. 3.5 can be proved avoiding 
the assumption on Ats to be denumerable. In fact, to get rid of this assumption, we 
can fix a sequence (All)!'<~ for a suitable ordinal~= IAtsl, by resorting to Zermelo's 
theorem. Then given two ordinals v+ 1, A <~'we can define Sv+1 and I" as follows: 
(a) So, Sv+l, Iv and .Jn as before; (b) S>. = Ull<>. Sll, !>, = Io and ..1>. = .Jo if/\ is a 
limit ordinal. Moreover, we define I= {Ill IlL< 0 and ..1 = {J!l IlL< 0. On this 
ground, the details of the proof would not significantly differ from the above. 

4 Completeness ofT-resolution 

To prove completeness of T-resolution we proceed as follows: first we introduce 
a variant of T-resolution by defining a set of instances of the general rule. The 
major step consists in exploiting Thm. 3.5 to show the completeness of the variant. 
Finally, we show that the completeness of the general rule is a consequence of the 
completeness of the variant. As mentioned, the only assumption we make is the 
existence of a well-ordering on the set of atoms of .C (cf. Thm. 3.5 and Remark 3.6). 

The T-resolution rule is a powerful rule and this fact allows one to perform 
inference steps which are "longer" of those permitted in standard resolution. The 
lemmas of the theory can be implicitly used by the T-decider to justify the derivation 
steps ( cf. [17]). Def. 4.1 introduces a variant of the original rule that gives up part 
of its generality and power in order to permit an easier and more simple treatment. 

Definition 4.1 Let a and (3 be clauses, and L E a and M be literals. 
RESOLUTION. If J.V[ E (3 and fL is a m.g.u. of {L, Me}, then derive the clause 

((a:\ {L}) U ((3 \ {M}))p,. This is written as: a r~ 'Y· 
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UNLOADING. IfT f= (L ---t (a\ { L} ))J-L, for a substitution J-L, then derive the clause 

(a\ {L} )J-L. We write: a ~ 'Y· 
LOADING. If M is such that either M E f3 or Me E (3, then derive the clause 

. load({)) 
aU{M}. Wewnte:a -----'t 'Y-

Each of the inference rules introduced in Def. 4.1 can be mimicked by T-resolution 
(this is true provided we drop the requirement on substitution to beT-refuters; we 
will see how to reintroduce this restriction in the sequel). For instance, if a'() is 
obtained by means of unloading from a' U { L} in virtue of T f= (L ---t a')B, then 
for any arbitrarily chosen clause o it holds that T f= (L 1\ 0 ---t a')B. Hence, a'() is 
derivable by T-resolution from a' U {L} and 0. 

Soundness of the above inference rules follows from soundness of T-resolution 
(cf. Thm. 2.6). Moreover, as for general T-resolution, the above rules generalize the 
standard resolution rule when the underlying theory is predicate calculus. 

Definition 4.2 LetS be a set of clauses. :F is aT-DERIVATION FOREST for S if: 
• any edge (v1, v2 ) of :F is a directed edge (from v1 to v2 , with v1 =/= v2 ); the SINKS 

of :F are its nodes having null out-degree; the SOURCES of :F are its nodes having 
null in-degree 

• each node v is labeled by a clause, let us denote it by av; 

• for any two sources V1, v2 of :F, av, and av2 are variable-disjoint clauses; 

• for each node v of :F, if (v1, v), ... , (vb, v) are all the edges incident in v, then we 
have that either: 

- b = 0 and av = fJJ-L where f3 E S and J-L is a alphabetic variant for /3; or 

I I d 
unW 

- b = 1 and av, > 1 an av1 -----+ av; or 
load(av2 ) 

- b = 2 and I av, I > 1, v2 is a source, and av, -----+ av; or 
res( av2 ) 

- b = 2 and av, -----7 av. 

The clause av is said to be DERIVED from the clauses av,, ... , avb. 
A T -derivation forest containing only one sink is said to be aT-DERIVATION TREE; 

if v is the sink of such a tree T, we say that T is a T -derivation tree of av. A node 

v is said to be ISOLATED if it is a sink and there are no edges incident in v. 

Note that in aT-derivation forest no clause can be derived from a unit clause by load
ing or unloading. This because of the restriction on the cardinality of av, imposed 
in the fourth item of the previous definition. This property is a key point in the 
proof of the completeness of this variant ( cf. Corollary 4.11). 

We write S f>r a if there exists aT-derivation tree for S, where a labels the sink. 

Remark 4.3 Note that for any T-unsatisfia.ble clause a, different from the empty 
clause D, if S l>r a then S f>r { L}, where L is an instance of a literal in a (consider 
a sequence of applications of the unloading rule). We implicitly use this fact to 
simplify the following presentation. 

Remark 4.4 Observe that any T-derivation forest :F can be "linearized" so as to 
obtain aT-derivation in the sense of Def. 2.4. 
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Definition 4.5 A T-derivation forest :F for S is aT-REFUTATION FOREST for S 
if and only if one of the following condition holds: 
• one of its sinks v is such that av is T -unsatisfiable; or 
• there exist two sinks v1 , 1/2 such that av1 = { N} and av2 = { .i\1}, and a most 

general unifier of { N, Me}; or 
• there exist k > 0 sinks v1, ... , vk such that for each i = 1, ... , k it holds that 

av; = {L;} and T I= (•L1 V · · · V 'Lk)IL for a substitution p,. 

In order to exploit Thm. 3.5 to prove the completeness of the variant of T
resolution introduced above, we need to characterize a suitable class of sets of clauses. 
Namely, those sets having aT-refutation forest. 

Definition 4.6 Let t:::J:-0 ~ 'Y(:f'(Lits )) and let t:::J:-0 be such that S t:::;r 0 if and only 
if there exists a T -refutation forest for S. 

Def. 4. 7 characterizes a particular class of T-derivation trees by introducing a 
notion of linearity which is strictly related to the notion of linear input T-derivation 
(cf. Def. 2.4). 

Definition 4. 7 A T -derivation tree T is said to be LINEAR if v2 is a source ofT 
res(av2 ) 

whenever (v1, v) and (v2 , v) are edges ofT and av1 -----1' av. 

We denote a given linear T-derivation tree T and, consequently, the corresponding 
linear input T-derivation, by writing: 

ir1 ir2 irs irn-1 irn 
avo -------=-+ av1 -------=-+ av2 -------=-+ 0 0 0 ----+ aVn-1 ---'-'+ avn 

where, for each i = 1, ... , n, either ir; = res(aryJ (TJ; a source by Def. 4.2), or 
ir; = load(aryJ, or ir; = unld. 

For linear T-derivation trees the following two rather technical results hold. The 
proofs of both lemmas proceed by straightforward induction on the length of the 
linear T-derivation trees (see [6)). 

Lemma 4.8 LetS be a set of clauses, L E Lits1 and let 

T 
res({L}) ir2 ira irn-1 irn 

: a --'-'--t 11 -------=-+ 12 -------=-+ .•• ----+ ln-1 ---'-'+ In 
be a linear T-derivation tree for S, where the clause {L} does not occur in any ir; 
for all i = 2, ... , n. Then there exist a linear T -derivation tree T 1 

T l . _ ir2 ir3 irn-).. irn . a - f\:1 -------=-t f\:2 -------=-t ••• -----7 Kn-1 ---'-'+ Kn, 

a literal L 1 E Lits, and, for each i = 1, ... , n, two substitutions !J;, P,i such that 
K; = li u { L 1

} p,;, with li!J; = li, and L1P,i!Ji = Lc 0 

Lemma 4.9 LetS be a set of clauses, L E Lits1 not extraneous to S and let 

T 
load( { L}) ir2 ira irn-1 irn 

: a --'-'+ 11 -------=-+ 12 -------=-+ ••• ----+ ln-1 ---'-'+ In 
be a linear T -derivation tree for S, where the clause { L} does not occur in any ir; 
for all i = 2, ... , n. Then there exist a clause 6 E S, a linear T -derivation tree T' 

T l load(J) 1 ir2 1 ira irn-1 1 irn 1 
: a ----+ 11 -------=-+ 12 -------=-+ 0 0 0 ----+ ln-1 ---'-'+ In, 

and, for each i = 1, ... , n, a substitution p,; such that 1:1Li = li· 
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The previous lemmas allow one to restrict and control the use of unit clauses in 
the derivation process. This is guaranteed by Corollary 4.11 below, to proof which, 
we need another simple lemma: 

Lemma 4.10 Let T be a T -derivation tree of a from S U { { L}} and let L be a 
ground literal not extraneous to S. There exists a T -derivation tree :F' of a' from 
S U { { L}} such that the clause { L} is not used as parent clause in any loading step, 
and a substitution t-t such that a = a' f.t· 

Proof: Consider each occurrence, in T, of the clause {L} as label of a source v, 
which is used as parent clause in loading steps of the literal L. Let bv the path 
from the sink to v. The T-derivation tree sought for can be obtained by applying 
Lemma 4.9 to each linear T-derivation tree Tv corresponding to the path bv. D 

As a consequence of the previous three lemmas we have the following immediate 
result (see (6] for a detailed proof). 

Corollary 4.11 Let S be a set of clauses and L E Lits' be a ground literal not 
extraneous to S. Given a T -refutation forest :F of S U { { L}}, there exists a T
refutation forest :F' of S U { { L}} such that the clause { L} labels at most one node, 
and, in this case, it is isolated. 

Recall that Lits' ~ Lits is the set of ground literals of the underlying language 
.C. Prop. 4.12 and Prop. 4.13 below, prove that I>:FD is i-saturated w.r.t. Lits'. 

Proposition 4.12 LetS be a set of clauses and L E Lits' a literal not extraneous 
to S. If S U { {L}} I>:F D and S U {{Lc}} I>:F D, then S I>:F D. 

Proof: By Corollary 4.11 we·can obtain aT-derivation forest :F1 (resp., :F2 ) for 
S U {{L}} (resp., S U {{Lc}}) such that {L} (respectively, {Lc}) occurs at most 
once in :F1 (resp., :F2 ) and, if it does, it is a label of a single-node tree 7i (resp., 72). 
Consider :F = (:F1 \ Ti) U (:F2 \ 72). If both {L} and { Lc} occur as sinks in :F ( {L} in 
:F2 \72 and { Lc} in :F1 \ Ti, to be precise), then we can join the corresponding trees by 
a standard resolution step, obtaining aT-refutation tree for S. Otherwise, consider 
the set U of unit clauses labeling the sinks of :F. There are two possibilities. If U 
contains a pair of literals that can be made complementary by instantiation, then a 
standard resolution step gives a T-refutation tree for S. On the other hand, there 
exists a set U' ~ U of unit clauses, whose conjunction is T-unsatisfiable. Hence :F 
is a T-refutation forest for S. D 

Proposition 4.13 I>:FD is i-saturated w. r. t. Lits'. 

Proof: The proof amounts to verify that the conditions 0)-2) in Def. 3.3 hold 
for I>:FD. 0) is obviously true, while 1) holds by Prop. 4.12. It remains to show 
that 2) holds for I>:FD. This is immediately seen by considering that for the set of 
clauses S = { {L}, {Lc}} (for any literal L) the T-derivation forest consisting in two 
isolated nodes labeled {L} and {Lc}, respectively, (modulo renaming of variables) 
is a T-refutation forest for S. Hence, { { L }, { Lc}} I>:F D. D 

From Prop. 4.13 it follows the completeness of our variant ofT-resolution: 
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Theorem 4.14 Let Cn(T) be a consistent universal theory and S be a set of clauses. 
If S Jl>.rD then S is T -satisfiable. 

Proof: By Prop. 4.13 ()yO is i-saturated w.r.t. Lits'. Let us prove that the hy
potheses of Thm. 3.5 hold for ()yD. Assume the clause { Ll> ... , Lk} be such that 
T f= L1 V · · · V Lk. Consider the set S' = {{Li} I i = 1, ... , k}. The T
refutation forest sought for, simply consists of k single-node trees 71, ... , 7k such 
that for i = 1, ... , k, the unique node (i.e., the source/sink) of Ti is labeled { Li}. 
:F = 71 U · · · U 1k is aT-refutation forest for S'. Then S' ()yD. Hence all hypotheses 
of Thm. 3.5 hold. Then, S Jl>.rD implies that SUT is satisfiable. Since Tis consistent 
S is T-satisfiable. D 

Now we derive the completeness of general T-resolution from the completeness 
of its variant. We should note that in Def. 2.2 we imposed the substitutions used in 
any T-derivation step to belong to a complete set ofT-refuters. This restriction in 
not imposed in the variant introduced in the previous description. The proof of the 
completeness of the general rule should then include a sort of "lifting" argument in 
order to fulfill the requirements of Def. 2.2. We will proceed by showing how, from 
any T-refutation forest for S, we can obtain a T-refutation of S where there is no 
restriction on the choice of substitutions. The next lemma states the refutational 
equivalence of the general T-resolution and its unrestricted version (the proofs of 
this lemma and of Proposition 4.16 can be found in (6]). 

Lemma 4.15 S f>rD if and only if there exists a unrestricted T-refutation of S. 

The following proposition states that if there exists a T-refutation forest for a 
given set S of clauses, then S f>rD. 

Proposition 4.16 LetS be a set of clauses. If S ()y D then S f>rD. 

Thm. 4.17 states the completeness of general T-resolution. 

Theorem 4.17 (Completeness ofT-resolution) Let Cn(T) be consistent and S 
be a set of clauses of .C. If S Jl>rD then S is T -satisfiable. 

Proof: Suppose S be T-unsatisfiable. By Thm. 4.14 it holds that S¢-.rD· From 
Prop. 4.16 it follows that SJl>rD. D 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a general method for simultaneously proving compactness 
and completeness of several calculi in a variety of contexts and under minimal syn
tactic requirements on the corresponding language. The method, in the spirit of (16), 
is general enough to be applicable to calculi that are parameterized by an underlying 
first-order theory. Consequently, >ve exploit this technique to prove completeness of 
a theory-based variant of resolution such as T-resolution. 

Future work in this research will be the study of the possibilities offered by the 
technique we presented to treat completeness of refinements of (theory-)resolution 
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calculi which exploit, for instance, linearity, orderings, or other heuristics proposed 
in literature. 

Further work should also be done in applying this technique to other calculi such 
as the connection method, the tableaux method, etc. 

The author would like to thank Franco Parlamento for paving the way to this 
work, Eugenio Omodeo and Alberto Policriti for precious advice and fruitful discus
sions on the subject of this paper. 
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An Incremental Needed Narrowing Calculus for 
Curry 

M. Alpuente, S. Escobar, S. Lucas 

Abstract 

Functional logic programming integrates the most interesting features of 
modern functional and logic languages. Needed narrowing is currently the best 
complete strategy for integrated languages. The multi-paradigm declarative 
language Curry is an extension of Haskell whose operational model is based on 
needed narrowing and which is intended to become a standard in the area. 
We compare UPV-Curry, an efficient and rather complete implementation of 
Curry, with already existing implementations and provide experimental evi
dence of the fact that the techniques used in implementing UPV-Curry, which 
exploit incrementality both in the basic operational machinery and in the 
data structures used to guide the computations, actually speed up the Curry 
execution mechanism. 

Keywords: Curry, Functional logic languages, Implementation, Needed nar
rowing. 

1 Introduction 

Functional logic languages combine the best features of the most important declara
tive programming paradigms, namely functional and logic programming (see [Han94] 
for a survey). Throughout this decade, many practical proposals have been made to 
amalgamate functional and logic programming lang'tlages. However, these models 
have not succeeded in becoming widely used by the functional or logic programming 
communities. Currently, needed narrowing [AEH94] is the best complete strategy 
for integrated languages. The multi-paradigm language Curry [HKMN95, HAK+99] 
is an extension of Haskell [HP\iV92] whose operational model is based on needed 
narrowing and which is supported by an international initiative with the aim of be
coming a standard in the area. Curry incorporates almost all the desirable features 
of an integrated language: types, modules, higher-order facilities, and declarative 
input/output from the functional side; and non-determinism, partly-instantiated 
calls, logical variables, search for solutions, and a logical view of concurrency from 
the logic side. 

DSIC, UPV. Camino de Vera, sjn, E-46022 Valencia, Spain. E-mail: 
{ alpuente, sescobar, slucas }<Msic. upv. es. This work has been partially supported by 
CICYT TIC 98-0445-C03-01 and Acci6n Integrada hispano-alemana HA1997-0073. 
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In order to ease and extend the use of Curry, it is essential to make efficient and 
practical implementations available. Program transformation techniques which aim 
to derive better semantically equivalent programs have recently been investigated 
for functional logic languages [AFV98a, AFV98b, AFMV97] and adapted to their 
use in Curry [AAHV99, AHLV99]. In this paper, we consider a different approach for 
improving the execution of Curry programs which relies on the incremental definition 
of the needed narrowing strategy. In Curry, each evaluation step for an expression e 
is performed on a needed redex of e, i.e., a subexpression of e which is an instance of 
a left-hand side l of a (possibly conditional) program equation l I c = r and which 
is really necessary for a complete evaluation of e. As is usual in functional logic 
languages, it is allowed to adequately instantiate variable occurrences of e in order 
to reduce this redex. Curry uses definitional trees [Ant92] for implementing these 
computational mechanisms. \'Ve develop a novel representation of definitional trees 
which not only saves memory but is also better for defining the variable instantiations 
which make the needed steps possible. Moreover, it also makes the pattern matching 
between program equations and goal expressions faster. 'Vile also implement an 
incremental optimization of the basic evaluation strategy of Curry which is able 
to locally resume the search for a new redex after performing each single evaluation 
step. We show that all these modifications are actually (and independently) effective 
by comparing the basic non-optimized version of UPV-Curry, a novel and almost 
complete implementation of Curry, and three refined implementations. Finally, we 
compare our implementation with TasteCurry, the most popular (and, the only public 
one currently available1

) implementation of Curry. 
In Section 2, we give some preliminares. Section 3 describes definitional trees and 

the proposed optimizations. Section 4 gives some experimental results. Section 5 
concludes. Benchmark programs are given in Appendix. 

2 Preliminaries 

We assume familiarity with basic notions of term rewriting [DJ90] and functional 
logic programming [Han94]. We consider a signature I: partitioned into a set C 
of constructors and a set :F of (defined) functions or operations. The set of terms 
and constructor terms with variables (e.g., x, y, z) from X are denoted by /(I:, X) 
and /(C, X), respectively. VVe write On for the list of objects o1 , ... , On· The set 
of variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Var(t). A term is linear if it does 
not contain multiple occurrences of one variable. root(t) denotes the symbol at the 
root of the term t. If root(t) E :F (root(t) E C), the term tis said operation-rooted 
(constructor-rooted). A pattern is a linear term of the form f ( dn) where f E :F is 
n-ary and d1, ... , dn E /(C, X). 

A position pin a term tis represented by a sequence of natural numbers (A denotes 
the empty sequence, i.e., the root position). Pos(t) denotes the set of positions of 
t. Positions are ordered by the prefix ordering: p :S; q, if there exists p' such that 

1 After the acceptance of this paper, a new Curry implementation named PACS, the Po1·tland 
Aachen Curry System, has been made publicly available. Unfortunately, we have not completed a 
comparison with PACS yet. 
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p.p' = q. tiP denotes the subterm oft at position p, and t[s]p denotes the result of 
replacing tip by the term s (see (DJ90] for details). :FPos(t) is the set of positions 
of operation-rooted subterms oft. 

We denote by {x1 H t1, ... , Xn H tn} the substitution a with a(x;) = t; for 
i = 1, ... , n (with x; =1- Xj if i =1- j), and a(x) = x for all other variables x. The 
identity substitution is denoted by id. Substitutions are extended to morphisms on 
terms by a(f(tn)) = f(a(tn)) for every term f(tn)· Given terms t, s, we write t:::; s 
if 3a.s = a(t). A unifier of two terms sand tis a substitution 0' with O'(s) = O'(t). 

A set of rewrite rules l ---+ r such that l, r E 7(2',, X), l rf_ X, and Var(r) s;; Var(l) 
is called a term rewriting system (TRS). The terms l and r are called the left-hand 
side (lhs) and the right-hand side (rhs) of the rule, respectively. A rewrite step is 
an application of a rewrite rule to a term, i.e., t ---+p,R s if there exists p E Pos(t), 
a rewrite ruleR = l ---+ r and a substitution 0' with tiP = O'(l) and s = t[O'(r)]P' 
The instantiated lhs O'(l) is called a redex. To evaluate terms containing variables, 
narrowing non-deterministically instantiates the variables such that a rewrite step 
is possible. Formally, t '"""(p,R,a-) t' is a narrowing step if p is a non-variable position 
in t and a(t) ---+p,R t'. We denote by t1 '"""~ tn a sequence of narrowing steps 
tl '""".,-, ... '"""o-n-1 tn with (]' = O'n-1 0 ••• 0 (J'l· 

3 Definitional trees 

The definition of needed narrowing computations uses definitional trees. Given a 
program R, a definitional tree T with pattern 7f is an expression of the form2 (Ant92]: 

T rule(1r = r') where 7f = r' is a variant of a program equation l = r E R. 

T branch( 7f, o, 7i, ... , T,.) where o is a variable position of 7f (called the induc-
tive position), c1, ... , Cn are different constructors for n > 0, and each 7i is a 
definitional tree with pattern 1r(ci(x1, ... , xk)]o where k is the arity of ci and 
X1, ... , Xk are new variables. 

A defined symbol f is called inductively sequential if there exists a definitional tree 
T with pattern f(x1, ... ,xk) whose rule nodes contain all (and only) the program 
equations defining f. In this case, we say that T is a definitional tree for f. A 
program R is inductively sequential if all its defined function symbols are inductively 
sequential. An inductively sequential program can be viewed as a set of definitional 
trees, each defining a function symbol. 

Example 3.1 Given the following function definition: 

first Z y = [] 

first (S n) (x: xs) = x : (first n xs) 

2We ignore the exempt nodes which are in the original definition of [Ant92]. For simplicity, we 
also ignore the or nodes used in Curry in the development of our technical results, though they 
have been considered in our implementation. 
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The associated definitional tree is: 

branch( first x y, 1, 
rule(first Z y = []), 

branch( first (S n) y, 2, 
rule(first (S n) (m:ms) = m: (first n ms)))) 

Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of this definitional tree. Each branch 
node shows the associated pattern and its inductive position, which is enclosed by a 
box. 

first [!] y 

~ 
first Z y = [] first (S n) II] 

i 
first (S n) (m:ms) = m:(first n ms) 

Figure 1: Definitional tree for the function first 

Definitional trees are used for describing needed narrowing computations as fol
lows. A function ,\ from terms and definitional trees to sets of triples (p, R, o-) 
determines each evaluation step. Here, p is a position in t, R is the rule to be ap
plied, and a is a substitution which should be applied to t before reducing it. Given 
an operation-rooted term t and a definitional tree T with pattern(T) = 7f such that 
7f :::; t, then .A(t, T) is defined as follows (AHLV99]: 

(A, I-t r,id) if T = rule(l = r); 
(p, l--+ r, a o T) if T = branch(1r, o, 1i, ... , In), tia = x EX, T = {x r-+ c;(xk)}, 

pattern(Ti) = 7r[c;(xk)] 0 , and (p,l--+ r,a) E >.(T(t), Ti); 

>.(t,T)3 (p,l--+r,a) 

(o.p, l--+ r, a) 

if T = branch(7r,O, 1i, ... , In), tia = c;(tk), 
pattern(Ti) = 7r[c;(xk)]0 , and (p,l--+ r,a) E >.(t, Ti); 

if T = branch(1r,o, 1i, ... , /n), tj 0 = j(tk) for f E F, 
T' is a definitional tree for f, and (p, l --+ r, a) E >.( tj 0 , T') 

This definition ensures that, whenever (p, l---+r, a) E .A(t, T), t '"'-'(p,l-+r,a-) s is a 
valid narrowing step which is called a needed narrowing step. Needed narrowing only 
evaluates subterms which are needed to compute a value and it is the best narrowing 
strategy for inductively sequential programs due to its optimality properties w.r.t. 
the length of derivations and the number of computed solutions (AEH94]. 

3.1 Incremental definitional trees 

By means of the function .A, definitional trees guide the search for a redex (with 
possible variable instantiations). By looking at the definition of .A, it is immediate 
to see that the pattern 7f of a branch node branch(1r, o, 71, ... , Tn) and the patterns 
of its sons are almost the same except for a flat term c;(xr, ... , xk) which is placed 
on the inductive position o of 7f at the root node of each Ti for 1 :::; i :::; n. On the 
other hand, the decision about the next immediate definitional tree which is going 
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to be visited, only depends on the constructor symbol ci rather than on the entire 
pattern of the son. 

We have developed. an optimized representation of the definitional trees which 
moves the pattern matching information to the exact place where it is needed. Given 
a program R, an incremental definitional tree T' with pattern 1r is an expression of 
the form: 

T' rule'(1r = r') where 1r = r' is a variant of a program equation l = r E R. 

'T' branch' ( o, ( ClJ T{), ... , ( Cn, I;:)) where o is a variable position of 1r, ClJ ... , Cn 

are constructors for n > 0, and each T;' is an incremental definitional tree 
with pattern 1r[c;(xb ... , xk)]o where k is the arity of the constructor c; and 
x 1, ... , Xk are new variables. 

The pattern of an incremental definitional tree, which is not explicitly included 
in its syntactic structure, can be easily obtained as follows: 

{ 

1r if T' = rule1(1r = r); 
pattern'(T') = pattern'(7]')[x] 0 if T' = branch'(o, (c1, 7]'), ... , (en, T,i)) and 

x rf_ Var(pattern1(7]')). 

Standard and incremental definitional trees are related by means of a function p 
which maps standard definitional trees to incremental definitional trees: 

{

rule'(l = r) if T = rule(l = r); 
p(T) = branch'(o, (ell p(Ti)), ... , (en, p(i;,))) if T = branch(1r, o, Ti, ... , T,), and 

pattern(Ti) = 7r[c;(xk)] 0 , for 1 :S: i :S: n 

Example 3.2 The definitionaltree of Example 3.1 is represented as follows: 

branch'(!, (Z, rule'(first Z y = [] )), 
(S,branch'(2, (:,rule'(first (S n) (m:ms) = m:(first n ms))))) 

Figure 2 shows the corresponding graphical representation. As differences w. r. t. 
Figure 1, note that: a) patterns have been removed from branch nodes, b) a dashed 
box encloses the inductive position which labels branch nodes, and c) we label arcs 
with the corresponding constructor. 

fi1 

~ 
first Z y = [] 

l : 
first (S n) (m:ms) = m:(first n ms) 

Figure 2: Incremental definitional tree for the function first 

In [AEL99], we analyze the connections between incremental definitional trees and 
different data structures for guiding needed reductions in functional programming. 
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3.2 Incremental evaluation 

Since each step ei "-"'(p;,R;,u;} ei+1 in a needed narrowing sequence e1 "-"> e2 "-"' · · · "-"' en 
is scheduled by ;\(e;, Ti) (where Ti is a definitional tree for root(e;)), and it usually 
changes only small parts of e;, it is obvious that, if p; E Pos(ei)- {A}, then the 
needed narrowing step for ei+1 (i.e., the computation of ;\(e;+J, Ti+1)) might waste
fully examine some of the same symbols considered in the preceding step and take 
almost the same decisions. Hence, we look for an incremental definition of;\ which is 
able to locally resume the search from e;+ljq; for some q; :::; p;. Intuitively, whenever 
(p, 1---t-r, a') E ;\(t, T) and t "-"'(p,l-+r,u) s, we can ensure that the symbols occurring 
at the position above p have not been modified, and the term sip may or may not 
be operation-rooted. If root(s!P) E :F, then sip should be further narrowed until a 
constructor-rooted term or a variable is obtained. If root( sip) E CUX, then the next 
needed narrowing step is determined by the definitional tree T of root(s!q), where 
q < p is the position of the defined symbol occurring at the position immediately 
above p. 

Proposition 3.3 Let t be an operation-rooted term, such that t "-"'(p,R,u) s using 
(p, R, a') E ;\(t, T), where Tis a definitional tree such that pattern(T) :::; t. LetT' be 
a definitional tree such that pattern(T') :::; s and q = max( { q' E :FPos( s) I q' :::; p}). 
If (p', R', cJ') E ;\(s, T'), then p' ~ q. 

Corollary 3.4 Let t be an operation-rooted term, such that t "-"'(p,R,u) s using 
(p, R, a) E ;\(t, T), where T is a definitional tree such that pattern(T) :::; t. Let 
T' be a definitional tree such that pattern(T') :::; s. If sip is operation-rooted and 
(p', R', a') E ;\(s, T'), then p' ~ p. 

Since each step ei "-"'(p;,R;,ui} ei+1 in a needed narrowing sequence e1 "-"' e2 "-"' · · · "-"' 

en is performed using (pi, R;, a;) E ,.\( e;, Ti), where Ti is a definitional tree for root( e;), 
Corollary 3.4 ensures that, whenever ei+IIp; is operation-rooted, then Pi+l ~ Pi· 
Thus, we take (Pi+l,Ri+1,a;+1) = (p;.p,R,a), where (p,R,a) E ;\(ei+llpp T') and T' 
is a definitional tree for root(ei+llpJ If ei+llp; is constructor-rooted or a variable, 
then it is necessary to resume the evaluation somewhere above Pi· Proposition 3.3 al
lows us to come back to e;+liq by taking the ('most defined') definitional subtree T;' of 
the definitional tree ofroot(e;iq) which has been used in the computation of ;\(e;, Ti) 
immediately before obtaining T;. Thus, we let (Pi+l> Ri+l> a;+1) = (q.p, R, a), where 
(p, R, a) E ;\(ei+liq, T;'). 

Thus, we define a data structure £ which contains the information needed to 
perform the needed narrowing steps incrementally. Given a term t, we let £ denote 
a list of pairs (p, T') where p E :FPos(t) and T' (such that pattern'(T') :::; tip) is the 
incremental definitional subtree needed to evaluate tiP in a forthcoming computa
tion. The incremental needed narrowing strategy is denoted by ;\' ( t, £). It takes as 
arguments a term t and a suitable auxiliary list £ which plays the role of the defini
tional tree Tin the original strategy >-(t, T). Given an operation-rooted term t and 
a list£= [(q, T'), .. . ] with pattern'(T'):::; tiq, we compute (p,R,a,£') E A'(t,£), 
where p is the position pointing to the subterm oft to be narrowed, R is the rule to 
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be applied, CJ is the computed substitution, and £' is a list containing the informa
tion which allows us to proceed with the subsequent evaluation steps incrementally. 
Formally, 

(q, l-+r, id, .C') if T = rule'(l = r)and 
.C' = { [(q, T')I.CJ if B(r) is operation-rooted 

.C otherwise 
where tl 9 = B(l) and 
T' is a definitional tree for root(B(r)) 

(p,l-+r,u o T,.C') if T = branch'(o, (c1, 7i), ... , (en, 7;,)), 
tiq.o = x EX, T = {x f--t c;(xk)}, 

>.'(t, [(q, T)I.C]) 3 and (p,l-+r,u,.C') E >.'(T(t), [(q, 7i)I.C]); 

(p, l-+r, u, .C') 

(p, l-+r, u, .C') 

if T = branch1(o, (c1, 7i), ... , (en, 7;,)), 
tiq.o = q(tk), 
and (p, l-+r, u, .C') E >.'(t, [(q, 7i)I.C]); 

if T = branch'(o, (q, 7i), ... , (en, 7;,)), 
tiq.o = f(IiJ for f E F, 
T' is a definitional tree for f, 
and (p, l-+r, u, .C') E >.'(t, [(q.o, T'), (q, T)I.C]); 

The following proposition states that X is able to compute the same needed 
narrowing step than A starting from a given term and an initial list of incremental 
information. 

Proposition 3.5 Lett be an operation-rooted term and 'T be a definitional tree such 
that pattern(!) ::; t. Then, (p, l-+r, u) E A(t, 'T) if and only if 3£.(p, l-+r, 0', £) E 

X(t, [(A, p('T))]). 

Now, we have to ensure that the defined function symbols occurring at positions 
which are above (or at) a previously narrowed position are obtained by the strategy 
X and thus considered for the subsequent narrowing steps. 

Proposition 3.6 (Completeness) Lett be an operation-rooted term and 'T be a 
definitional tree such that pattern(!) ::; t. Let t '""'(p,l--tr,u) s using (p, l-+r, 0') E 
A(t,'T): Let (p,l-+r,O',£) E X(t,[(A,p('T))]), F = {q E :FPos(s) I q::; p}. Then, 
q E F if and only if3/'.(q, T) E £. 

The following theorem shows that the needed narrowing steps performed by the 
incremental strategy X and the computation steps carried out by the original needed 
narrowing strategy A are equivalent. 

Theorem 3.7 (Correctness) Let R be an inductively sequential program, e1 '""' 

e2 '""' • • • '""' en be a needed narrowing derivation where 7i is a definitional tree 
such that pattern(/;) ::; e; for alll ::; i ::; n, and £ 0 = [(A, p('li))]. Then, for all 
1 ::; i::; n, (p;, R;, 0';) E A(e;, 7i) if and only if (p;, R;, 0';, £;) E X(e;, £i-1)· 
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4 Experimental results 

Curry (HAK+99] is a functional logic programming language based on needed narrow
ing that combines the best ideas of declarative languages such as Haskell (HP\~T92] 
and SML (MTH90] (functional languages), Godel (HL94] and ,\Prolog (NM88] (logic 
languages), and ALF (HS91], Babel (KA96] and TOY (LS99] (functional logic lan
guages). More specifically, Curry includes higher-order features, a type system, 
a module system, modern evaluation strategies, non-determinism, (encapsulated) 
search, partial data structures, existential variables, constraints, and declarative 
I/0. 

UPV-Curry is a novel implementation of Curry which has been developed by the 
ELP group at the Technical University of Valencia (UPV), and is publicly available 
from the following URL: http: I /www. dsic. upv. es/users/ elp/ soft. html. For a 
complete description of UPV-Curry, see (EAL98]. The system is written in SICStus 
Prolog v3.6 and provides an almost complete implementation of Curry according to 
(HAK+99] (it lacks Curry modules and encapsulated search). 

In order to demonstrate that the proposed refinements are actually (and inde
pently) effective, we have performed an empirical comparison of the original needed 
narrowing strategy and the optimized definition when used in the implementation 
of Curry. We use five Curry implementations in our experiments. The first four are 
(slightly different) UPV-Curry versions, while the fifth one is the public TasteCurry en
vironment3. We first consider a basic UPV-Curry implementation which mechanizes 
the standard ,\ function, and the original definitional trees. The second UPV-Curry 
implementation includes the refinement due to the incremental definitional trees. 
The third UPV-Curry implementation includes the incremental strategy X, but it 
considers the original definitional trees. ~Te finally consider a completely refined 
implementation, including all optimizations. 

We have measured the improvements of our optimizations by some benchmarks 
whose results are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 summarizes the runtime 
differences for some examples using the four UPV-Curry implementations. Table 
2 shows the runtime goals and compares the execution times of the benchmarks 
using the original UPV-Curry implementation, the completely refined, incremental 
UPV-Curry implementation, and the TasteCurry environment. Times were measured 
on a SUN SparcStation, running under UNIX System V Release 4.0. They are 
expressed in milliseconds and are the average of 10 executions. UPV-Curry imple
mentations and TasteCurry are SICStus Prolog compiled programs running onto the 
SICStus Prolog interpreter. The benchmarks used for the analysis are given in Ap
pendix; most of them are standard Curry test programs4 . The functions ackermann, 
fibonacci, last, quicksort and mergesort are the standard ones; horseman com
putes, by means of constraints, the number of men and horses that have a certain 
number of heads and feet; assembler translates arbitrary jump-instructions into 
a certain machine code using logical variables to resolve forward jump addresses; 
finally, iter produces a sequence of n nested calls to a given function and is used 

3 TasteCurry is available from http: //www-i2. informatik. rwth-aachen. de;-hanus/ curry/. 
4 Look at the URL http: //www-i2. informatik. rwth-aachen. de;-hanus/ curry/ examples/ 

for a list of available Curry test programs. 
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Benchmark Original Incremental Incremental Both Global 
def. trees evaluation optimizations Speed-up 

iter 3345 1145 395 344 9.72 
ackermann 2097 1112 834 653 3.20 
merge sort 556 466 340 323 1.72 
quicksort 4137 3114 2668 2658 1.55 
fibonacci 869 717 678 622 1.40 
horseman 3342 3180 2762 2751 1.21 
last 1025 1008 983 968 1.05 
assembler 998 1006 962 977 1.02 

Table 1: Comparison between UPV-Curry implementations (in ms.) 

I Benchmark I Goal I Original I Incremental I TasteCurry I 
iter iter 100 sub1 100 3345 344 1174 
ackermann ackermann 20 2097 653 2505 
merge sort sort (intMerge) [3 ,1, 2] xs 556 323 870 
quicksort qsort L' 4137 2658 1829 
fibonacci fibonacci 10 869 622 2262 
horseman horseman x y 8 20 3342 2751 3542 
last last [1] 1oo 1025 968 58736 
assembler assembler L 998 977 748 

Table 2: Runtime goals and comparison with TasteCurry (in ms.) 

to set the potentiality of our method off. Runtime input goals were chosen to 
give a reasonably long overall time, and are included in Table 2. Natural numbers 
are implemented using Z/S-terms, and lists are shown in goals using a subindex 
which represents its size. In the assembler benchmark goal, L represents the 
list: [Label LO, Jump L1, Jump LO, Label L1, Label L2, Label L3, Jump L3, 
Label L5, Label L4, Jump L5, Jump L4, Jump L2] . Similarly, L' in the goal for 
quicksort denotes the list [10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 ,1, 0] . 

Table 1 reveals that goals which require much computation, such as ackermann, 
fibonacci, quicksort, and mergesort get a substained speed-up when incremen
tality is used (e.g. get a 3.20 speed-up for the ackermann example). Indeed, the 
iter benchmark highlights the benefits which are brought by the incremental evalu
ation when the goal contains some nested calls and the innest one must be evaluated 
first. On the other hand, even in the cases when no significant speed-up is obtained 
(last, and assembler) execution is not punished with any appreciable overhead. 
In other words, the use of incremental definitional trees causes no overload, which is 
justified by the fact that it is a simplification of the standard definitional trees. On 
the other hand, the use of incremental evaluation can lead to considerable speed-up 
in program execution while guaranteeing no appreciable slowdown. 

A comparison between the UPV-Curry and the TasteCurry environment is more 
difficult since they use a different internal representation for Curry expressions. Nev
ertheless, the figures in Table 2 show that, in general, our Curry implementation has 
a better overall behaviour. 
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I Benchmark I Saving II Benchmark I Saving I 
iter 65% fibonacci 25% 
ackermann 43% horseman 33% 
merge sort 60% last 33% 
quicksort 0% assembler 60% 

Table 3: Spatial savings 

Another interesting aspect for the comparison concerns the spatial savings due 
to the use of incremental definitional trees. For the comparison, we strictly con
sider the information which is necessary for defining the needed narrowing strategy. 
Table 3 shows the ratio between the number of symbols of inner nodes of standard 
definitional trees and incremental definitional trees, respectively. The results of Ta
ble 3 clearly evidence that incremental definitional trees can also bring substantial 
savings in memory space (up to 65% in these tests). 

5 Conclusions 

In order to improve performance, we have introduced incremental definitional trees, 
a data structure which permits a more compact representation of the information 
which is necessary to guide needed narrowing computations. Then we have adapted 
the Curry evaluation strategy in order to take the most of such an incremental 
representation of the definitional trees and we have shown that this representation 
can substantially improve the evaluation of goal expressions. 

We have also implemented and proved correct an incremental ( re )definition of the 
basic evaluation strategy of Curry which is able to locally resume the search for a new 
redex after performing a previous incremental narrowing step, and which reduces 
the number of redexes to be considered in a needed narrowing derivation. Finally, 
we have shown that these refinements can significantly speed-up the execution of 
Curry programs. 
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A Benchmarks code 
ackermann fibonacci 

data Nat = z I S Nat data Nat - z I S Nat 

ackermann n = ack (S (S Z)) sum z y = y 
n 

sum (S x) y = s (sum x y) 
ack Z n = S n 

fib z = s z ack (S m) z = ack m (S Z) 
fib (S x) S X ack (S m) (S n) ack m (ack (S m) n) 

= = 
fib (S (S x)) (fib (S x)) (fib x) = sum 

iter last 
data Nat - z I S Nat 

iter z f X = X append eval flex 
iter (S y) f X = f (iter y f x) append [] y = y 
sub1 (S Z) = z append (x:r) y = (x:append r y) 
subi (S (S Z)) = s z last 1 I append _ Lxl =:= 1 =_x 
subi (S (S (S Z))) = s (S Z) 
subi (S (S (S (S x)))) = s (S (S x)) 

horseman 
data Nat - z I S Nat 

int2nat .. Int -> Nat 
int2nat n = if n<=Z then z else s (int2nat (n-1)) 

add Z n = n 
add (S m) n = S (add m n) 

horseman m h heads feet = heads =:= add m h l'l feet =:= add (add m m) (add (add h h) (add h h)) 

assembler 
data Labelid - LO I Li I L2 I L3 I L4 I L5 I L6 I F I L8 I L9 
data Instruction = Jump Labelld I Label Labelid 

assembler .. [Instruction] -> [(Labelid, Int)] -> Int -> [Int] 
assembler [] - - = [] 
assembler ((Jump 1): ins) st a I lookup 1 st _label ..sti = 9: _label: assembler ins _sti (a+2) 
assembler ((Label 1) :ins) st a I _sti =:= insert 1 a st = assembler ins _sti a 

insert 1 a [] = [(l,a)] 
insert 1 a ((11 ,ai) :st) I (1==11)=:=True l'l a=:=ai = (11,a1) :st 

I (1==11)=: =False = (11,a1): (insert 1 a st) 

lookup 1 [] a st1 = sti=:=[(l,a)] 
lookup 1 ((11,a1) :st) a stl = if 1==11 then a=:=a1 & st1=:=(11,a1) :st 

else let st2 free in lookup 1 st a st2 & st1=: =(11, ai): st2 

quicksort 
-- quicksort using higher-order functions: 
qsort .. [Int] -> [Int] 
qsort [] = [] 
qsort (x:l) :::: qsort (filter (<x) 1) ++x : qsort (filter (>=x) 1) 

merge sort 
- merge sort: sorting two list by merging the sorted first 

-- and second half if the list 
firsthalf xs = take (length xs 'div' 2) xs 

secondhalf xs = drop (length xs 'divt 2) xs 

sort .. ([a] -> [a] -> [a] -> Constraint) -> [a] -> [a] -> Constraint 
sort merge xs ys = 

if length xs < 2 then ys =:= xs 
else sort merge (firsthalf xs) _us 

& sort merge ( secondhalf xs) _vs 
& (merge _us _vs ys) 

intHerge .. [Int] -> [Int] -> [Int] -> Constraint 
intHerge [] ys zs = zs =:= ys 
intHerge (x:xs) [] zs = zs =:= x:xs 
intHerge (x:xs) (y:ys) zs = 

if (x > y) then intHerge (x:xs) ys -US l'l zs =:= y:_us 
else intHerge xs (y:ys) _vs & zs =:= x:_vs 
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Abstract 

A constructor-based rewriting logic (CRWL) has been recently proposed 
as an appropriate basis for functional logic programming. In this paper we 
extend such framework, to cope with disequality constraints, which are a 
useful and expressive resource from the point of view of programming. As an 
important application of the enhanced framework, we show how to express 
within it a sophisticated narrowing strategy which is widely accepted to be 
appropriate for lazy functional logic languages, but which previously suffered 
the lack of a formal justification in the original framework. This is achieved by 
means of a simple, incremental program transformation which can be proved 
to preserve the semantics of the original program. 

Keywords: Functional logic programming, disequality constraints, nar
rowing, rewriting logic, non-deterministic functions 

1 Introduction 

Multiparadigm declarative programming has been subject of active research, spe
cially for the case of functional logic programming (FLP in short; see (12] for a 
survey). Recently [10, 11], an approach to FLP has been proposed ·which takes possi
bly non-deterministic non-strict functions as the fundamental notion. Programs are 
theories in a constructor-based rewriting logic (CRWL) for which proof and model 
theories are given, as well as a sound and complete lazy narrowing calculus. The 
interest of non-deterministic functions for programming has been demonstrated by, 
e.g., Hussmann [16], and the particular usefulness of the CRWL-approach to that 
issue is shown for instance in [5, 6], where practical programs and programming 
methodologies have been developed using TOY [21], a system which implements 
(an enhancement of) the CRWL framework. 

In this work we extend the CRWL framework by allowing disequality constraints 
- which are a very expressive resource - to appear both in programs and answers. 

The authors have been partially supported by the Spanish CICYT (project TIC 98-0445-C03-
02 'TREND') and the ESPRIT Working Group 22457 (CCL-II). 
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Although there exists deep theoretical work on unification and disunification pro
blems (see [17, 7] for surveys), it is valid for equational logic and therefore does not 
readily apply to our setting. 

In the next two sections we motivate the interest of our work, discuss some related 
one and clarify our contributions. Sect. 4 contains some preliminaries and notations. 
Sect. 5 presents the rewriting logic with disequalities which constitutes the semantic 
foundation of our proposal. Sect. 6 is devoted to the operational semantics in the 
form of a sound and complete calculus for goal solving which combines lazy narro
wing with constraint solving. In Sect. 7 we discuss some important drawbacks 
of our narrowing calculus from the point of view of efficiency. Then we propose 
and prove the correctness of a program transformation which makes a simple use of 
disequalities and that, without the need of modifying the calculus, achieves the effect 
of an efficient (previously known) strategy. In Sect. 8 we give some conclusions. Due 
to space limitations, proofs are not included or simply sketched; complete proofs, 
together with other auxiliary technical definitions and results, can be found in a 
longer version [22]. 

2 The problem of equality in FLP 

A prominent feature of narrowing-based FLP, when compared to functional pro
gramming, is the possibility of performing reductions over expressions containing 
variables, which may become instantiated in the process. This is roughly what 
narrowing does. It is usual to speak of reversibility or multiples modes of use of 
functions when referring to this ability, one of the nicest that FLP shares with logic 
programming. But reversibility is not easy to be kept in FLP programs requiring to 
make equality tests, which are very usual in practice. 

Consider, for instance, the following standard definition: 

member(X, []) =false 
member(X, [YjYs]) =if (X eq Y) then true else member(X, Ys) 

The symbol eq expresses here some suitable notion for equality. In presence of 
lazy languages allowing non terminating but still meaningful programs, the sensible 
notion (see e.g. [12]) for eq is that of strict equality, which means that e eq e'reduces 
to true if both e and e' are reducible to the same data term, and to false if e and e' 
can be reduced to some extent as to detect inconsistency, i.e., different constructor 
symbols at the same position in e and e'. 

Now, what if we consider an expression containing variables like member(X, [Y])? 
One possible reduction for it gives the value true together with the substitution 
X/Y which can be also seen as a constraint X = Y. But member(X, [Y]) can 
also be reducible to false if X and Y are given inconsistent values. An attempt of 
covering such values by means of substitutions results in infinitely many answers. 
For instance, if the signature includes the constructors 0 and s, among the answers 
we would find 

X =0, Y =s(U); X =s(U), Y =0; X =s(O), Y =s(s(U)); X =s(s(U)), Y =s(O); ... 
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This family of answers cannot be replaced by any equivalent finite set of substitu
tions. The situation changes drastically if we consider disequality constraints, since 
one single disequality, namely X =/= Y, collects all the information embodied in all 
those substitutions. 

It seems then interesting to be able to explicitly handle disequality constraints 
(it is recognized so, for instance, in [15]). This has not been done in most of the 
works related to FLP which use the notion of strict equality. In some cases, like in 
[2, 9, 23, 24], the situation is even worse, since the treatment given there to equality 
implies that even the positive solution X = Y is split into an infinite number of 
ground substitutions. Other approaches, like [10, 19), are only able to deal properly 
with the positive case. 

Thus, our first contribution has been to enhance the CR\~TL framework of 
[10, 11], by extending both the logic and the lazy narrowing calculus there with 
new rules for dealing with disequalities, and obtaining correctness and completeness 
results for the narrowing calculus. 

This is not the first time that the problem of disequalities has been addressed 
in the context of lazy FLP. [18] incorporated disequality constraints to a restricted 
class of Babel programs [24] and proposed an abstract machine for implementing the 
resulting language. That work focused on implementation and lacked any formal the
oretical treatment. In [4] the approach to disequality was closer to our present work, 
but there are still many differences: the framework assumed by [4] was CFLP(X) 
[20], a general scheme conceived for constraint functional logic programming, more 
general than CR~TL in some aspects (CFLP(X) serves for many constraint systems) 
but less general in others (CRWL functions can be non-deterministic, CR~TL pro
grams have a proof theoretic semantics in addition to model theoretic semantics). 
Furthermore, we obtain here stronger completeness results for the operational se
mantics, both with respect to the generality of solutions (in [4] only completeness 
·with respect to ground solutions was obtained), and with respect to the narrowing 
strategy ([4] only dealt with a naive strategy). 

3 The problem of the narrowing strategy 
Our narrowing calculus, as happens with the case of [10, 11], is not intended to be 
directly applied as operational model, since it implies a 'naive' narrowing strategy in 
which many computations may be wasted (see Section 7 for further explanations). 
In [10, 11] this drawback is pointed out but not technically solved. In practice 
we must use more efficient strategies, like the Demand Driven Strategy (DDS) of 
[19], which is very close to needed narrowing [2, 3]; both are based on the notion 
of definitional tree [1]. Experimental data related to the impact of adopting such a 
strategy can be found in [13]. Real implementations, like the systems TOY [21] or 
Curry [15], use DDS (combined with residuation for the case of Curry; see [14]). 

Our second contribution has been to address the question of how to accommo
date DDS within the CRWL framework. For this purpose, instead of reformulating 
the narrowing calculus from the scratch, we have followed a different approach: we 
define a very simple program transformation (that makes use of disequalities even 
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if they were absent in the original program) ·which has the effect of splitting into 

small steps the 'demand driving' effect of definitional trees. We prove that the trans
formed program is semantically equivalent to the original one. We then propose an 
algorithm for iterating such transformation in an appropriate ordering as to achieve 
the global effect of definitional trees. Therefore, there is no need of complicating the 
simple 'naive' calculus, it is the program instead which is transformed in such a way 
that, under the naive strategy, it behaves as if the efficient demand driven strategy 
would have been used. 

We compare now our work with [19, 2, 3] in relation to the strategy. In [19] 
there are no formal justifications, such as soundness and completeness results. With 
respect to [2, 3], they refer to less general classes of rewriting systems (unconditional, 
inductively sequential [1], and for the case of [2], confluent). As a counterpart, they 
obtain some optimality results which are missing here. Anyway, we think that 
our 'program transformation approach' is a valuable alternative to their proofs of 
soundness and completeness of the strategy, based on a sophisticated redefinition of 
the narrowing rule. Finally, let us mention that our transformation presents some 
similarities with unification factoring [8] for logic programs. Obviously, our setting 
is very different; in particular, we must take care of functions and lazy evaluation. 

4 Technical Preliminaries 

We assume a signature I: = DCz:, U F Sz:, where DCz:, = UnElN DC£ is a set of 
constructor symbols and F Sz:, = UnElN F S£ is a set of function symbols, all of them 
with associated arity and such that DCz:, n F Sz:, = 0. We write sometimes cjn, f /n 
for indicating that c E DC£, f E FS£, i.e., c, f have arity n. We also assume a 
countable set V of variable symbols. We write Termz:, for the set of (total) terms 
built up with I; and V in the usual way, and we distinguish the subset CTermz:, of 

(total) constructor terms or (total) c-terms, which only make use of DCz:, and V. 
The subindex I; will usually be omitted. 

Vve will frequently work with the extended signature I:1_ which is the result of 
incorporating the new constant (0-arity constructor) ..l to I; (this constant plays the 
role of the undefined value). Over this signature we can built up the sets Term1_ 
and CTerm1_ of partial terms and partial c-terms respectively. (Possibly partial) 
c-terms are meant to represent (possibly partial) data values, while terms represent 
possibly reducible expressions. 

We will say that two partial c-terms t and t' are inconsistent if there exists a 
position in which t and t' have two constructor symbols c and d such that c =/=. d and 

c =/=. ..l =/=.d. 
As usual notations, we will write X, Y, Z ... for variables, c, d ... for constructors, 

J, g, .. for functions, e, e', ... for terms and t, s, ... for c-terms. 
The set of partial c-substitutions (substitutions, in short) is defined as C Subst 1_ = 

{0 : V -t CTerm_1_}. We write tO as the result of applying the substitution 0 to 
the term t and f-1,0 as the composition such that t(tJB) = (ttJ)O. As usual 0 = 
[XI/t1 , ... ,Xnftn] stands for the substitution that satisfies X;O = t; for all i = l..n 
and YO= Y for allY E V- {Xt, ... ,Xn}· 
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5 A Constructor-based Rewriting Logic with Dis
equality ( C RW L=J) 

The Qonstructor-based .ReWriting 1.ogic (CRWL) of [10, 11] defines a semantics 
embodying angelic non-determinism with call-time choice (see e.g. [25]) for non
strict functions. We now add disequality constraints to obtain a new logic CRW L-cp. 
We have only addressed the 'proof-theoretic face' of the CRWL-framework, but to 
extend also the model-theoretic semantics of [10, 11] would not be difficult. 

Programs are theories in CRWL-cp. More precisely, assuming a given I:= DC U 
FS, a CRTV Lop-program is a set n of conditional rewriting rules of the form: 

f(t) = e <== C 

where f E FSn, tis a linear tuple of c-terms and C = e1<>ei, ... ,em<>e;, with 
e;, e~ E Term and <> E { ==, =/=}. When C is empty we omit the symbol <==. 

From a given n we want to derive statements of the following kinds: approxima
tion statements of the form e -+ t (e E Term1., t E CTerm1.), intended to mean 
that t is an approximation to a value resulting of reducing e; equality (or joinability) 
statements of the forme== e' (e, e' E Term1.), intended to mean that e, e1 are both 
reducible to a common total c-term t; and disequality (or divergence) statements 
of the forme=/= e1 (e,e' E Term1.), intended to mean that e,e' are reducible to 
inconsistent partial c-terms t, t'. 

Formal C RW L-cp-provability is governed by the rules of Table 1. They use the set 
of partial c-instances of n defined as [R]J. = {(l = r <== C)B I (l = r <==C) E 
R, B E CSubst1.}. To consider partial c-instances is needed because of call-time 
choice non-strict semantics, whose intuitive meaning is: for reducing f ( e1 , ... , en), 
one first chooses some fixed (possibly partial) value for each argument e; before 
applying a rule for f. The fixed value is then shared in all occurrences of e; in the 
right hand side of the rule. We will write R 1- <p for indicating that the statement 
<pis CRW L-cp-provable using the program n. 

(1) e-+ ..l (2) X-+ X for X E V 

(3) el-+ tl, ... ,en-+ tn 
c(et, ... ,en)-+ c(t1, ... , tn) 

forcE Den, t; E CTerm1. 

(4) et-+St, ... ,en-+Sn C 
f(et, ... ,en) -+ t 

e-+ t 

(5) a-:~:; t if t E CTerm 

if t:;E..l, (f(st, ... , sn) = e <==C) E [R]J. 

(6) a -+ t b -+ t' 
a=Jb if t, t' E CTerm1. are inconsistent 

Table 1: Rules for C RW L-cp-provability 
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Example 1 Let I:= {0/0, s/1, [ J/0,: /2} U {f /1, coin/0}. We will use '[ J' and ':' 

as constructors for lists, but we will write lists in Prolog-like notation, that is, the 

expression [0, s(O)ILJ represents the list (0 : (s(O) : L)). Let n be a program over 

I: with the following three rules: f(N) = [Nif(s(N))J and coin= 0; coin= s(O). 

Notice that, as a rewrite system, this program is not confluent (due to the rules for 

coin) nor terminating (due to the rule for f). 

As a first remark, notice that the semantics given to == and =/=, which is reflected 

in the rules (5) and {6} for CRW Lf-, enables to prove both coin== 0 and coin=/= 0. 

This is not a nonsense, it simply reflects the fact that == and=/= are meant to operate 

over single values picked up from the set of possible values of both sides ({0, 1} for 

the case of coin). If only deterministic functions are involved, == and=/= behave as 

usual. 
Notice also that call-time choice, reflected in rule {4) of the calculus, allows 

to prove f(coin) --+ [0, s(O) I j_J and also f(coin) --+ [s(O), s(s(O)) I j_J, but not 

f(coin)--+ [0, s(s(O)) I j_J. 
We next show a complete CRWL1--prooj of a disequality, !(coin)=/= [0,0], that 

involves the non-deterministic function coin and a potentially infinite list produced 

by the function f. The proof should be read from the bottom. At each step, the 

applied CRW L1--rule has been indicated. 

(3)o:::+o 

3 
( 3l~ (:) s(O) -1 s(O) Kl] /(s(O)) -1 _L 

(
3
)-- (

3
)-- i4~s(O) -1 s(O) () [s(O)!/(s(O))J -1 [s(O)!_L] 

~ 0 -1 0 f(s(O)) -1 [s(O)j_LJ 
d]l coin -1 0 (

3
) [O!/(s(O))J -1 [0, s(O)j_LJ 

(a) !(coin) -1 [0, s(O)j_Lj (3)[0, OJ~ [0, OJ 
f(coin) =J [0, OJ 

Notice that sharing is implicit in step I (4) I and coin is reduced only once when 

evaluating !(coin). Step I (1) I captures laziness by allowing to evaluate only a frag

ment of the list. The approximation statement [0, OJ --+ [0, OJ on the bottom right 

side can be proved by successive application of rule {3 ). 

6 A Lazy Narrowing Calculus with Disequalities 

(LNG=!=) 

In the spirit of logic languages, computing in our framework means solving goals, 

which in turn means obtaining values (in the form of constraints) for the variables in 

the goal, such that with these values substituted for the variables the goal becomes 

CRTV L1- provable. We first define goals and solutions. 

Definition 1 (Goals) A goal is an expression G = 3U.PDRDo-Dr5 where: 

• P is a multiset of approximation statements (also called productions) of the 

form e --+ t with e E Term, t E CTerm. 

• R is a multiset of constraints eOe', where e,e' E Term,O E {==,=/=}. 
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• 0' is a set of equalities of the form X = s where s E CTerm and X does not 
occur elsewhere in G. 

• o is a multiset of disequalities of the form X -=/= t, where t E CTerm. 

The form for an initial goal is G = DRDD and for a solved goal is G 
3U.DDO'Do. 

Definition 2 (Solutions) Let n be a program. We say that B E CSubstj_ is a 
solution for a goal G = 3U.PDRDO'Do, and write BE Sol( G) if: 

i) n f--- (P, R, o)B, ii) o-8 consists of identities, iii) XB E CTerm VX </; U 

Table 2. contains the rules for a calculus, LNCo~, specifying how to perform one 
step G """ G' of goal solving. Here, the symbols == and -=/= are seen as symmetric. 
The main difference with the calculus presented in (10] is the addition of disequality 
constraints. For reasons of space, some failure rules have been omitted in Table 2. 

Some distinguished sets of goal variables are used in the calculus: the set of 
produced variables of G is pvar(G) = {X I X E var(t) for some e--+ t E P}, and 
the set of demanded variables is dvar-(G) ={X I (XOe) E R,O E {==,=/=}}.The 
set of secure variables of a term e, svar( e), consists of all variables occurring in e at 
some position whose ancestor positions are all occupied by constructors. 

Goals that are in fact reachable in LNCo~-computations starting from an initial 
goal satisfy a number of technical conditions, related to produced variables, which 
are needed for proving soundness and completeness of LNCo~. In a short summary, 
they are: produced variables appear as such only once, are existential, do not occur 
in solved parts 0' and o, and do not present a cycle of dependencies. We skip the 
technical details. 

Some remarks about the rules on Table 2 follow. Two notations used in the 
calculus can be illustrated by means of the rule (Obind) (outp·ut binding), which 
solves approximations X--+ c(t) by applying the substitution [X/c(t)]. If X has not 
been introduced by some derivation step, but appeared in the initial goal, then the 
substitution must take part of the answer, which means that it must be added to 0' 
in the form X = c(l). Otherwise, X is an existential variable which can simply be 
deleted, and there is no need of recording its binding. For this distinction we use 
the following notation: if G = 3U.PDRDO'DO then 

(G l±J y = t) = { 3U.PDRDX = t, O'Do if X <f; U 
,. - 3(U- {X}).PDRDO'Do if X E U 

The other notation is justified by the following fact: all the disequalities in o 
have been introduced by Store in solved form Y -=/= s, wit.\1 Y E V, s E CTenn. 
In particular, o may contain disequalities like X -=/= s that miss their solved form 
when the substitution (X/c(t)] is applied. The resulting disequalities will take the 
form t -=/= s and must be returned back to the constraints R for further processing. 
In order to extract them from o vve will introduce the notation ox to represent all 
disequalities associated to the variable X, Ox= {X-=/= t I (X-=/= t) Eo}. 

These notations are also used in the rule Bind and in two rules of term structure 
imitation, Imit== and Imito~. In other rules, like Ibind_, (input binding) and 
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..,.. Rules for --+ 

Decamp--; :JU.c(e) --+ c(t), PDRDaD8 ""' :JU.e--+ t, PDRDaD8 

Obind 

Ibind 

I mit--; 

:JU.X--+ c(t), PDRDaD8, 8x ""' :JU.(PDR, 8xDaD8)[Xjc(t)]l±l X= c(t) 

:JX,U.t--+ X,PDRDaD8 ""' 3U.(PDRDaD8)[X/t] ift E CTerm 

:JX, U.c(e)--+ X,PDRDaD8 ""' :JY, U.(e--+ V, PDRDaD8)[Xjc(V)] 

if c(e) !f. CTerm, X E dvar(G), V new vars. 

Elim :JX, U.e--+ X, PDRDaD8 ""' 3U.PDRDaD8 if X !f. var(P U R) 

Narrow--; :JU.f (e) --+ t, PDRDaD8 ""' :JY, U.e--+ s, e --+ t, PDC, RDaD8 

if (t !f. V V t E dvar(G)), 
f(s) = e <==Cis a variant of a rule inn with new variables V 

..,.. Rules for ==, =/= 

Narrow0 :JU.PDf(e)<>e', RDaD8 ""' :JY, U.e--+ s, PDe<>e', C, RDaD8 
if f(s) = e <==Cis a variant of a rule inn with new variables Y 

..,.. Rules for == 

Decamp== :JU.PDc(e) == c(e'), RDaD8 ""' :JU.PDe == e1
, RDaD8 

Id 

Bind 

..,.. Rules for =/= 

Clash 

Store 

:JU.PDX ==X, RDaD8 ""' 3U.PDRDaD8 if X !f. pvar( G) 

:JU.PDX == t,RDaD8, 8x ""' 3U.(PD8x,RDaD8)[Xjt]l±l X= t 

ift E CTerm,var(t) npvar(G) = 0,X !f. var(t) Upvar(G) 

:JU.PDX == c(e), RDaD8, 8x """ 
3Y,U.(PD8x,Y ==e,RDaD8)[Xjc(Y)]I±lX = c(V) 

if (c(e) !f. CTerm V var(c(e)) npvar(G) =!= 0), 
X rf.pvar(G),X !f. svar(c(e)),Y new vars . 

:JU.PDc(e) =/= d(e'), RDaD8 ""' 3U.PDRDaD8 

:JU.PDX =/= t, RDaD8 ""' 3U.PDRDaD8, X =/= t 
if X !f. pvar(G), t E CTerm,X is not t,pvar(G) n var(t) = 0 

Decomp,e :JU.PDc(e) =/= c(e'), RDaD8 """ :JU.PDe; =/= e;, RDaD8 i E {1, ... , n} 

:JU.PDX =/= c(e), RDaD8, 8x ""' (choose one of the following two) 

{ 
:J!!_, ~.(PDR, 8xDaD8)[Xjd(V)]I±l X~ d(Y) d ~C, d =/= c 
:JU, Y.(PDY; =/= e;, R, 8x DaD8)[X/c(Y))l±l X = c(Y) 

if X !f. pvar(G), (c(e) !f. CTerm V var(c(e)) npvar(G) =/= 0), V new vars. 

Table 2: Rules for LN C,e 
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Imit-+, there is no need of such notations, since in that cases the variable X is a 
produced one, and then it does not appear in b and does not need to take part in 
the answer. 

Notice also that solving disequalities might involve don't know choices. For the 
case c(e) # c(ft) the rule Decamp# chooses one argument, while for X # c(e), 
Imit# guesses a possible substitution [X/d(Y)J. If d is not c, the disequality has 
been solved without further reduction of c(e); otherwise, a decomposition is needed, 
which implies a new choice. 

The rules Narrow0 and Narrow-+ work when a functional expression must be 
reduced, for solving a constraint in the first case and for solving an approximation 
statement of the form f(e) -t t (where t is a non-variable c-term or a demanded 
variable X) in the second one. Both two try to apply a rule of the program by making 
parameter passing in the form of new approximation statements, and solving the 
constraints in the condition of the rule. The rule Elim cleans the goal by deleting 
unnecessary productions in P. 

Example 2 Consider R as in example 1. One solution for ](coin) # [XjXs] is 
given by XB = s(Y) and one LNGrcomputation capturing B is the following: 

Narrowo Decomp# Df(coin) oft (XIXs]DD """' 3Y.coin-+ YD(YI/(s(Y))] oft (XIXs]DD """' 
3Y.coin -+ YDY oft XDD Nar:;sw-+ 3Y.0 -+ YDY oft XDD I~d DO oft XDD S~e 
DDDX oftO 

The last goal is a solved one that yields the answer X # 0. 

Example 3 The definition of member in Sect. 2 can be completed with definitions 
for the functions (written in infix and mixfix notations) _ eq _ and if _then_ else _ 

.X eq Y = true<== .X== Y 
X eq Y =false <==X # Y 

if true then X else Y = X 
if false then X else Y = Y 

It can be checked that the only two solved goals obtained by LNG# for the initial 
goal G := 0 membeT(X, [Y]) == T DO are G' := DDT = tTue, X = YO and 
G" := DDT= false D X# Y. 

The relationship between the logic G RTtV L# and the goal solving mechanism 
LNG# is established in the following results: 

Theorem 1 (Correctness of LNG#) If G is an initial goal, G ~ G' and B' E 
Sol ( G'), then there exists B E Sol (G) coinciding with B' over vaT (G). 

Theorem 2 (Completeness of LNG#) If G is an initial goal and B E Sol( G), 
then there exist a solved form G' and B' E Sol(G') coinciding with B over vaT( G) 
such that G ~ G'. 

The proofs of these results are non-trivial modifications of those in [11] and are 
technically involved. The intermediate results which are needed allow to characterize 
the kind of indeterminism that can appear when proceeding with a computation: 
if several LNGrrules are applicable to a given goal, the choice among them is 
don't care (this is sometimes called strong completeness [23]); when the don't care 
selected rule implies a choice (this is the case of Narrow0 , Narrow-+, Decomp# 
and Imit#), it is don't know, thus determining a search space. 
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7 Demand Driven Strategy 

Our calculus LNCo~, if directly adopted as operational model, implies a 'naive' and 
inefficient way, with respect to backtracking, of evaluating functions. For exam
ple, consider the following definitions for functions leq/2 (less or equal for natural 
numbers) and add/2: 

(leq1) 
(leq2) 
(leq3 ) 

leq(O, Y) 
leq(s(X), 0) 
leq(s(X), s(Y)) 

=true 
=false 
= leq(X, Y) 

add(O, Y) = Y 
add(s(X), Y) = s(add(X, Y)) 

If we want to solve the goalleq(add(O, s(O)), add(s(O), s(O))) == B, trying the 
rules of functions in textual order and with chronological backtracking in case of 
failure, the computation would have the following structure: 

(leq1) { add(O,s(O))-+ 0 ... IFaill (leq2) { add(O,s(O))-+ s(X) 
----'+ add(s(O), s(O)) -+ Y ----'+ add(s(O), s(O)) -+ 0 ... 1 Fail I 

(leq ) { add(O, s(O)) -+ s(X) 
~ ~~d(s(O), s(O))-+ s(Y) 

By using (leq1) our calculus will try to solve add(O,.s(O)) -+ 0. It will perform 
some steps for evaluating add(O, s(O)) until failure is detected. Then, it will try 
(leq2) and add(O, s(O)) will be evaluated again from the beginning because previous 
computation steps have been lost. A new failure is detected and then it will try the 
last rule (leq3 ) for leq. The expression add(O, s(O)) -+ 0 has been evaluated three 
times. 

One can proceed in a different way: notice that all of the rules of leq have a 
constructor as first argument, what means that the first parameter of any call to leq 
must be reduced to one of these constructors. So, there is no forfeit if we perform 
some reduction steps on the first argument add(O, s(O)) to obtain a head normal 
forms( ... ) before applying any rule of leq. Doing so, the first rule for leq will fail, 
but we can reuse the head normal form computed before for trying the next rules 
of leq. This is the idea in which the Demand Driven Strategy (19] is based. 
. Now, how can we suit this idea into our formal framework? \~Te have the problem 

that, although there is freedom for the ordering in which the LNCo~ rules are applied, 
yet there is no way of evaluating an argument of a function call before a program 
rule for the call has been selected. In a real implementation we may use control 
mechanisms for evaluating head normal forms. Here we do not have control, but 
we have the expressive power of disequalities instead and they will suffice. Notice 
that a disequality X =/= e, where e is in head normal form, can be solved in LNCo~ 
(either by Store or by Imito~), without needing to perform any further reduction 
in e. An example may help to understand this: if we consider the disequality 
X=/= add(s(O), 0), we could have the following LNCrderivation: 

l\'arrowo 
DX =/= add(s(O), O)DD ..,... (with the second rule of add) 
::JY1, Y2.s(O)-+ Y1, 0-+ Y2DX =/= s(add(1'1, Y2))DD Decomp_.,-!Jind,Ibind 

!mit# 
DX =/= s(add(O, O))DD ..,... DDX = OD 
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This suggests the following idea: to get a head normal form for an expression we 
can solve a disequality between this expression and a new variable; our calculus will 
reduce the expression only until it can solve the disequality, i.e., until reaching a 
head normal form. 

The idea of using disequalities to force the computation of hnf for arguments of a 
function call can be achieved by means of an incremental program· transformation. 
For the case of leq this would be: 

leq([Q], Y) = true 
leq([Ij(X), 0) =false 
leq([Ij(X), s(Y)) = leq(X, Y) 

leq(A,B) = leq1(A,B) <== U =/=A 

9.l leq1 (0, Y) = true 
leq1(s(X),@]) =false 
leq1(s(X),[Ij(Y)) = leq(X, Y) 

leq(A, B) = leq1 (A, B) <== U =/=A 

leq1 (0, B) = true 
leq1(s(A),B) = leq12 (s(A),B) <== V =/= B 

leq12 (s(A),O) =false 
leq12 (s(A),s(B)) = leq(A,B) 

{2) ___.., 

In step (1) we handle the first argument of leq and in (2) a similar transformation 
is done for the second argument of the last two rules of leq1 . Now there is only one 
rule for leq with a condition U =J- A (U is a new variable) in its condition whose 
effect is to compute a head normal form for the first argument and then call to leq1 , 

which distinguishes if this head normal form is 0 or s(-). In the first case the value 
true is returned and in the second one a head normal form for the second argument 
is evaluated through the solving of the disequality 11 =J- B. If it is 0 then false is 
returned; otherwise leq is invoked again. V/e show below how to use LNG# to solve 
the goalleq(add(O, s(O)), add(s(O), s(O))) ==X, using the transformed program. At 
each LNCrstep the (don't care) selected condition for applying a LNC#-rule has 
been underlined. 

Dleq(add(O, s(O)), add(s(O), s(O))) == XDD Na~wo 

3Yi, Y2,U.add(O,s(O))-+ Y1,add(s(O),s(O))-+ Y2Dleq1(Yr, Y2) == X,U =/= Y1oo Nar~w-+ 
:JY1, Y2, U, Z.O-+ 0, s(O)-+ Z, Z-+ Yi, add(s(O), s(O))-+ Y2D 

leqr(Yl, Y2) ==X, U =/= YlDO Decomp-+!}:ind,!Bind 

:JY2, U.add(s(O), s(O)) -+ Y2Dleq1 (s(O), Y2) ==X, U =/= s(O)DD s~e 
( ( ) ) ) ( ( ) ) 

N arrowo 
:JY2, U.add s 0 , s(O -+ Y2Dleq1 s 0 , Y2 == XDDU =/= s(O) ___.., 

Now, before applying any rule of leq1 we have got the head normal form s(O) for 
the first argument add(O, s(O)). Then the first rule of leq1 will fail in a few steps, 
but the computations steps for add(O, s(O)) are not lost when trying the other rule 
for leq1 . 

\~Te have reached our purpose, but also introduced an undesirable effect: we have 
to solve disequalities that do not appear using the initial program. They can suppose 
an overloading of the constraint store 6 and, in fact, we are not really interested in 
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solving them, they are only used to get head normal forms. Fortunately, it is not 
difficult to solve this problem; we can add a new rule to our calculus LNG#: 

Elimf 3X, U.PDX =/= e, RDcrDJ ""' 3U.PDRDo"D6 
if X does not appear elsewhere in G and (e = c(e) ore E V- pvar(G)). 

This rule gets rid of this kind of disequalities once we have got the desired head 
normal form. It is easy to see that this rule cannot destroy the completeness of 
LNG# and preserves also its correctness if there are at least two constructor symbols 
in the signature (since in this case, independently of the form of e in Elimf, there 
is a possible value of X satisfying X =/= e). We remark that, although the rule 
Elimf overlaps with Imitf (and the same for Store), to use one or the other for 
a given X =/= e is a don't care choice. The use of Elimf can be then restricted 
to those artificial disequalities introduced by our program transformation; in such 
cases the test 'X does not appear elsewhere in G' is unnecessary since its success is 
guaranteed. 

\~Te now provide a formal definition of the transformations and prove that they 
preserve the semantics. 

7.1 Program Transformation 

~Te need in this section some usual terminologies about positions in terms: positions 
are sequences of positive integers p1 · ... · Pm· A position u in a term e identifies both 
the sub term of e at u and the symbol of e at u. We write 11 P( e) for the set of 
positions in e occupied by variables. We will also need the subsumption ordering :::; 
over GTermj_: s:::; tiff 38 E GSubsh such that sB = t 

Given a program n and a function symbol f, we write n 1 for the set of defining 
rules for f. A position u is demanded by a rule j(tr, ... , tn) = e <== G if the 
left hand side f(tr, ... , tn) has a constructor symbol at position u. A position u is 
demanded by a set of rules S if u is demanded by some rule of S; if u is demanded 
by all the rules of S, we say that ·u is uniformly demanded by S. 

Definition 3 (Transformation of Sets of Rules) Let R be a program over~' 
f a function with rules n f' and 

• S = {(f(lr) = er <== Gr), ... , (f(tn) =en<== Gn)} a subset ofRJ, 

• f(s) a pattern compatible with S, i.e., s is a linear tuple of c-terms and 
f(s):::; j(t;), for all i = l..n, 

• u E 11 P (! (s)) a position uniformly demanded by S. Let X the vaTiable in f (s) 
at position u. 

The transformed set of S using f(s) and u is T(S, f(s), u) =def {R} U Su, 
wheTe 

R = f(s) = fu(s) <== U =1- X 
where f u is a new function symbol and U is a new vaTiable. 

Su = {fu(tr) = er <== Gr, ... , fu(tn) =en <== Gn} 
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Now we want to prove that the semantics of a program is preserved under trans
formations, that is: given a program R and a program R' which is the. result of 
transforming some function definition in R then the same statements are provable 
using R or R'. Of course, as in R' there is a new function symbol, statements that 
use this symbol make no sense for R, but they have no interest for us. 

To prove this result we use an additional hypothesis: the signature must contain 
at least two constructor symbols. This condition guarantees that the disequalities 
introduced by the transformation can be proved by rule (6) of CRlVL,, taking an 
appropriate c-instance of the ruleR produced by the transformation1. Nevertheless, 
in practice this condition may be dropped because these disequalities are not really 
solved, but are eliminated by the new rule Elim# that we have incorporated into 
our calculus. 

Lemma 1 (Equivalence under Transformations) Let ~ be a signature with at 
least two constructor symbols, R a program over~~ f a function of~' S ~ R 1, 
f(s) a pattern compatible with S, and u a position in it. Assume R' = (R- S) U 
T(S, /(s), u) and <p a condition of the forme -t t, e == e' ore=/= e' involving only 
symbols of ~1_. Then R f- <p <=? R' f- <p 

Proof sketch. 
'*) We proceed by induction over the length l of the proof for R f- rp (number of 

steps of the CRW L#-derivation). The base case l = 0 is immediate. For the case 
l + 1 things are also easy except when <p takes the form f(e) -t t, with t =/=. ..l. In 
this case, there exists a c-instance Q = (f(t) = e <==C) E (R]_!_, so that the proof 
R f- f(e) -t t is reducible by rule ( 4) of CRW Li"' to R f- e -t t, C, e -t t. With 
respect toR' we can take a c-instance R11 of the ruleR= f(s) = fu(s) <== U =/=X 
introduced by the transformation in order to reduce the prooffor <p, also by rule (4), 
toR f-- e -t Sfl, (U =/= X)fl, fu(sfl) -t t. Choosing the c-substitution 11 appropriately 
we can get: (e -t sp) = (e -t I) which is provable with respect toR' by i.h.; using 
the fact that ~ contains at least two constructor symbols it is easy to make X 11 
and U11 inconsistent; and for the approximation fu(sp) -t t we can use the same 
c-instance Q that appears also in R', but with name fu and then apply i.h. 
~) We proceed also by induction over the length l of the proof for R' f- rp. 

Now, the critical case is when rp = f(e) -t t and its proof with respect R' is 
reducible by rule ( 4) of C RHl L#, using a c-instance of the rule Rp. introduced by the 
transformation. The result of this step '1-Vill be R' f-- e -t sp, (U =/= X)p., fu(sp) -t t. 
The last statement must be reducible also by rule (4) making use of a c-instance 
Q' = Uu(t) = e <== C) E (R'h to R' f- sp -t t, C, e -t t. It can be proved 
that the relation -t is transitive, therefore, from R' f-- e -t sp, SfL -t t we can 
conclude R' f- e -t t. ·with respect to R we can use a c-instance Q identical 
to Q' except for the function name, that will be f, in order to reduce the proof 
R f- f(e) -t t to n f- e -t I, C, e -t t, which are all provable by i.h. and then whe 
have n f- f(e) -t t. • 

1There is another possibility: the transformation can also introduce a new constructor; in this 
case the rules of LNG¥ should prevent the appearance of such fictitious constructor in rJ and 6 in 
solved forms. 
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7.2 Transformation Algorithm 

By iterating in a convenient way the transformation of the previous section, we 
obtain an algorithm for transforming function definitions which works in a similar 
form to the process of translation of functional logic programs into Prolog programs 
described in (19] as a specification of the Demand Driven Strategy. The essential 
difference is that in our case the result of the transformation lies inside the same 
formal C RH! Let-framework, thus making more feasible to obtain correctness results 
like Lemma 1 or Theorem 3. 

The transformation is performed by the function trans defined in Table 3 that 
takes a set of rules S and a pattern compatible with S, f (s), and returns the 
transformed set of rules of S. For transforming full programs we simply need 
to apply this algorithm to each function f of the program whit the initial call: 
tmns(R1, f(X)). The recursive calls will have the form tmns(S, f(s)), where Sis 
a set of function rules and f (s) a pattern. 

If S is empty or a singleton then return S, otherwise, apply one of the following 
(mutually incompatible) alternatives: 

a) Some position u in VP(f(s)) is uniformly demanded by S (if there are 
several, choose any). 
Let /( S, f (s), u) = { R} U Su and let c1, ... , en be the constructors at position 
u in left hand sides of rules of S. Consider the following partition over Su: 

Let s~ be the subset of Su demanding C1 at position u. 

Let s~ be the subset of Su demanding Cn at position u. 

Let X be the variable at position u in f(s). For each constructor c; build the 
pattern Pi= fu(s)[Xjc;(Yl, ... , Ym)] where Yare new variables. 

Return {R} U trans(S~,p1) U ... U trans(S~,Pn) 

b) Some position in VP(f(s)) is demanded by S, but none is uniformly 
demanded. 
Let u 1 , ... , Uk be the demanded positions (ordered by any criterion). Consider 
the following partition over S: 

Let Su 1 be the subset of S demanding position u1, Q1 = S - Su,. 
Let Su2 be the subset of Q1 demanding position u2, Q2 = Q1 - Su2 • 

Let Suk be the subset of Qk-1 demanding position Uk· 

And let S0 be the set of rules of S that do not demand any position. 

Return SoU trans(Su 1 , f(s)) U ... U trans(Su,, f(s)) 

c) No position in V P(f(s)) is demanded by S, then returnS 

Table 3: Function trans 
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Theorem 3 (Correctness of the Algorithm) Let I; be a signature with at least 
two constructor symbols, n a program over I;, f a function of n. Then: 

i) The transformation algorithm terminates, for any initial call trans(n1, f(X)). 

ii) The program R' = (R- RJ) Utrans(RJ, f(X)) is equivalent ton in the sense 
of Lemma 1. 

Proof sketch. We first remark that all calls to trans(U, f(u)) produced by the 
algorithm satisfy the invariant condition: f(u) S fCl) for all rules (f(t) = t <== 
C) E U. Therefore in the alternative a) the transformed set T(S, f(s), ·u) is al
ways calculable according to Definition 3. For termination, note that when a call 
trans(U, f (u)) generates another call trans(U', f (u')) then one of the following con
ditions yields: 

• the cardinal of U is greater than the cardinal of U' (if first a) applies), or 

• the number of constructor positions in f(u') is greater than the number of 
constructors positions in f(u), and this number is bounded by the maximum 
number of constructor positions in the rules of n f (because of the invariant). 

With these two ideas it is not difficult to define the complexity of a call to trans 
and to prove that it decreases in each call. Part ii) can be proved using Lemma 1.11111 

8 Conclusions 

We have improved CR\iVL (10, 11], a previously known framework for functional 
logic programming, in two directions: first, we have enhanced the expressive power 
of framework by allowing disequality constraints in programs and answers. Second, 
we have defined an incremental program transformation under which programs be
have as is an efficient demand driven strategy in the sense of [19] would have been 
followed. Disequalities play a very simple, but important, role in the transforma
tion; the main interest lies in the fact that the transformed programs are still in the 
same formal framework, thus allowing us to easily obtain correctness results for the 
transformation. 

All these improvements are formal counterparts of different aspects of the func
tional logic system TOY [21], which is a concrete implementation of the CRWL 
framework enriched with HO features, types, demand driven strategy, disequality 
constraints and real arithmetic constraints. Therefore, TOY has now more solid 
formal foundations. Nevertheless, there are still many non trivial and interesting 
optimizations related to equality and disequality which are done in TOY but are 
not covered by this work. Their formal justification is subject of future work. 
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Constraint Solving on Lattices 

Antonio J. Fernandez and Patricia M. Hill 

Abstract 

We present a simple generic framework to solve constraints on any domain 
(finite or infinite) which has a lattice structure. The approach is based on the 
use of a single constraint similar to the indexicals used by CLP over finite 
domains and on a particular definition of an interval lattice built from the 
computation domain. We provide the theoretical foundations. for this frame
work, a schematic procedure for the operational semantics, and numerous 
examples illustrating how it can be used both over classical and new domains. 
We also show how lattice combinators can be used to generate new domains 
and hence new constraint solvers for these domains from existing domains. 

Keywords: Lattice, constraint solving, constraint propagation, indexicals. 

1 Introduction 

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) systems support many different domains such 
as finite ranges of integers, reals, finite sets of elements or the Booleans. The type 
of the domain determines the nature of the constraints and the solvers used to solve 
them. Existing constraint solvers (with the exception of the CHR approach [7]), 
only support specified domains and assume no direct interaction between these do
mains. In particular, the cardinality of the domain determines the constraint solving 
procedure so that existing CLP systems have distinct constraint solving methods for 
the finite and the infinite domains. On the other hand, CHR [7] is very expressive, 
allowing for user-defined domains. Unfortunately this flexibility has a cost and CHR 
solvers have not been able to compete with the other solvers that employ the more 
traditional approach. In this paper we explore an alternative approach for a flexible 
constraint solver that allows for user and system defined domains with interaction 
between them. 

Normally, for any given domain, a solver has many constraints, each with its 
own bespoke implementation. The exception to this rule is CLP(FD) [4] which is 
designed for the finite domain of integers and based on a single generic constraint 
often referred to as an indexical. The implementation of indexicals uses a simple 
interval narrowing technique which can be smoothly integrated into the \i\lAM [2, 6]. 
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This approach has been shown to be adaptable and very efficient and now integrated 
into mainstream CLP systems such as SICStus Prolog. 

This paper has two contributions. First, we provide a theoretical framework for 
the indexical approach to constraint solvers. This is formulated for any ordered 
domain that is a lattice. 'Ne have observed that most of the existing constraint 
solvers are for domains that are lattices. Thus our second contribution is to provide 
a theoretical foundation for more generic constraint solvers where a single solver 
can support any system or user-defined domain (even if its cardinality is infinite) 
provided it is a lattice. One advantage of our framework is that, as it is based on 
lattice theory, it is straightforward to construct new domains and new constraint 
solvers for these domains from existing ones. In this paper, we describe different 
ways of performing these constructions and illustrate them by means of examples. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls algebraic concepts used 
in the paper. In Section 3 the computation domain, the execution model and a 
schema of an operational semantics are described. Section 4 shows the genericity 
of the theoretical framework by providing several instances which include both the 
common well-supported domains as well as new domains. Section 5 describes with 
examples how the framework can be used on the combination of domains. The paper 
ends with some considerations about related work and the conclusions. 

2 Preliminaries 

Notation. V(e) denotes the set of variables in an expression e. 

2.1 Ordered Sets 

Definition 1 {Ordering) Let C be a. set. The binary relation ~ on C is a. weak 
order if it is reflexive, a.ntisymmetric and transitive. The binary relation --< on C is 
a. strict order if it is transitive and irTejiexive (hence necessarily asymmetric). Note 
that if equality and inequality are defined then it is possible to define --< wrt ~ and 
vice versa. as follows: 

c :=; c1 1\ c 7= c1 ·<=? c--< c', 

c--<c1 Vc=c1 <=?c:=;c'. 

·we assume equality and inequality are defined for any two elements of a set. Let 
c = cl X ... X Cn be a cartesian product of sets cl, ... ) Cn. Then, two elements 
(c1, ... , en) and (ci, ... , c~) of Care equal if and only if Ci = c; for 1 ::::; i::::; n. 

Vle write c ~c c' (when necessary) to express that c :5 c' where c, c' E C. 

Definition 2 (Total and partial orderings) Let C be a. set with elements c and c' 
and a. (weak or strict) ordering relation R. Then we write c "" c' if either eRe' or 
c'Rc and c f c' otherwise. We say a. set Cis totally ordered if\lc, c' E C, c rv c'. We 
say the ordering R in the set C is partial, if 3c, c' E C such that c f c'. Evidently 
any order relation for a. set C is an order for any subset of C. 

Definition 3 (Dual of an ordered set) Given any ordered set C we can form a. new 
ordered set 6 (called the dual of C) by defining, for any two elements a., b E C, 
b ~ a if and only if a ~ b holds inC. In general, given any statement<!? about order 
sets, the dual statement <i> may be obtained by replacing each expression of the form 
X :5 y by y :5 X. 
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Definition 4 (Bounds) Let C be an ordered set. An element s in C is a lower 

(upper) bound of a subset E <;;; C iff \fx E E: s ~ x (x ~ s). If the set of lower 

(upper) bounds of E has a greatest (least) element, then that element is called the 

greatest lower bound (least upper bound) of E and denoted by glbc(E) (lubc(E)). 

For simplicity, we adopt the notation glbc(x, y) and lubc(x, y) when E contains only 

two elements x and y. 

Definition 5 (Predecessor and successor) Let C be an ordered set and let c, c', c" E 

C. Then c is called a predecessor of c' and c' a successor of c if c ~ c'. We say c is 

the immediate predecessor of c' if c -< c' and c ~ c11 -< c' implies c = c11
• Similarly, 

we say c' is the immediate successor of c if c -< c' and c -< c'' ~ c' implies c' = c". 

Definition 6 (Direct product) Let C1 and C2 be ordered sets. The direct product 

C = { C1 , C2 ) is an ordered set with domain the Cartesian product of C1 and C2 and 

ordering defined by: {x1, x2) ~c {Yl> Y2) {==} x1 ~c1 Y1 and x2 ~c2 Y2 

Definition 7 (Lexicographic product) Let C1 and C2 be ordered sets. The lexico
graphic product C = (C1, C2 ) ·is an ordered set with domain the Cartesian product 

of cl and c2 and ordering defined by: 

(x1, x2) jc (Yl> Y2) {==;> x1 -<c1 Yl or x1 = Yl and x2 jc2 Y2 

2.2 Lattices 

Definition 8 (Lattice) Let L be an ordered set. L is a lattice if lubL(x, y) and 

glbL(x, y) exist for any two elements x, y E L. If lubL(S) and glbL(S) exist for all 

S <;;; L, then L is a complete lattice. 

Definition 9 (Top and bottom elements) Let L be a lattice. glb L( L), if it exists, is 

called the bottom element of L and written _l_L· Similarly, luh(L), if it exists, is 

called the top element of L and written T L· The lack of a bottom or top element 

can be remedied by adding a fictitious one. Thus, we define the lifted lattice of L to 

beL U { _l_L, T L} where, if glb L(L) does not ex·ist, _l_L is a new element not in L such 

that \fa E L, _l_L -< a and similarly, if luh(L) does not exist, T L is a new element 

not in L such that \fa E L, a-< _l_L· 

Lemma 1 (Dual·ity principle for lattices) The dual of a statement for lattices phrased 

in terms of glb and lub is obtained simply by interchanging glb and lub. Let L be 

a lattice. The dual of L, denoted by L, is the lattice obtained by interchanging 

glbL(a, b) and lubL(a, b) for any a, bEL. 

Proposition 1 (Products of lattices) Let L 1 and L2 be two (lifted) lattices. Then 

the direct product {L1 , L2) and the lexicographic product (L1, L2 ) are lattices when 

we define: 

glb((xl,X2),(yl,Y2)) = (glbL 1 (Xl,Yl),glbL2 (X2,Y2)) 

glb((x1,x2),(y1,Y2)) = ifx1 = Yl then (xl,glh2 (x2,Y2)) 

elsif x1 -< Yl then (x1, x2) 

elsif X1 >-- Yl then (yl, Y2) 

else (glb£ 1 (x1, Yl), T £ 2 ) 
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lub is defined dually to gW. 

Proofs and more information about lattices can be found in [5]. 

3 The Constraint Domains 
3.1 The Computation Domain 

The underlying domain for constraint solving is called here the computation domain. 
This domain is a partially or totally ordered set (finite or infinite) which must be 
defined by the system or the user. The only restriction on the computation domain 
is that it is a lattice. 

Let D 0 denote the computation domain over which constraints must be solved. 
It is assumed that D 0 has been lifted to include a top and bottom element, T Do 
and _l_Do respectively, and that for any two elements a, b E D0 , glbDo (a, b) and 
lub Do (a, b) exist, so that D 0 is a lattice. Let VDo be a set of variables associated with 
the domain D0 . 

The domain that is used for the constraint solving is a set of intervals on the 
computation domain and called the interval domain. As the computation domain 
may be infinite, we allow for the bounds of the interval to be either open or closed 
and denote these bounds with open and closed brackets, respectively. Thus, for the 
definition of the interval domain we need to define an ordering between the pair of 
open and closed right brackets ') ', ']' (and dually, the left brackets '[' '(') so that the 
domain of brackets is itself a lattice. 

Definition 10 (Bracket domain) The bracket domain B is the lattice of two ele
ments) and] with ordering) -<3 ]. Any element of B is denoted by}. 

Definition 11 (Bounded computation domain) The bounded computation domain 
D is the lexicographic product (D0 , B). 

By Proposition 1, Dis a lattice. For clarity we write a} to express (a,}) in D. For 
example, if D0 is the integer domain, then in D = (D0 ,B), 3) -:5.D 3], 4]-:S.D 7], 
glbD(3], 5]) = 3] and lubD(3], 3)) = 3]. Note that _l_D = _l_Do) and that T D = T Do] 

Definition 12 (Mirror of D) The mirror of D is the lexicographic product (Do, B) 
and is denoted by D. The mirror of an element t E D is denoted by I. By Proposi
tion 1, D is a lattice. For convenience, we write {a to express a}. 

Note that for any t1, t; E D with t1 = ai}l> t2 = a2}2 and a1 =1- a2: 
(1) t2 -5.IJ t1 {::? t1 -:5.D t2, 
(2) glhiJ(T;, t;) = lubD(t1 , t2) and luhiJ(tb t2) = glbD(tb t2) 
(3) _l_I5 = T Do) = (T Do> T I5 = _l_Do] = (_l_Do· 

For example, in the real domain (i.e.,D0 = W), 3.1] = [3.1 and 6.7) = (6.7, 
[5.2 -5.IJ (3.1 -5.IJ [3.1 -5.IJ [2.2, glhiJ([5.0, [7.2) = [7.2 and luhiJ([5.0, [7.2) = [5.0. 

1 Note that T L 2 must be also changed to its dual .l£2 • 
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3.2 Indexical functions and operators 

Let D = (D0 , B) be the bounded computation domain for D0 . 

Definition 13 (Indexical functions) The functions 

max :: Vn0 -+ D, min:: Vn0 -+ D 
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are called indexical functions. The argument of these functions is called the indexed 
variable. 

Definition 14 (Constraint operators) The functions 

o :: D1 x D2-+ D where D1,D2 E {D,D} 

are called constraint operators. For each operator o a mirror operator o is defined: 

0:: Dl X D2-+ D 

Definition 15 (Monotonicity of operators) Let o be a constraint operator o :: D1 x 
D2 -+ D where D1, D2 E { D, D}. Then, o is monotonic if, for all t1, ti E D1 and 
t2, t~ E D2 such that t1 ::Sn1 ti and t2 ::Sn2 t~ we have 

(tl o t2) -:5.D (t~ o t2) 

(t1 o t2) -:5.D (tl o t~). 

Lemma 2 The constraint operator o is monotonic if and only if the mirror operator 
o is monotonic. 

We impose the following restriction on the constraint operators. 
Law of monotonicity for constraint operators. 
• Each constraint operator must be monotonic. 
In general, the constraint operators will be defined on the computation domain Do 

and the bracket domain B separately. We require the law of monotonicity to hold for 
each domain. The system then has to infer the effect of the constraint operators on 
the bounded computation domain. For instance, suppose that t1 = ai}1, t2 = a2h 
are two terms in D and o is a (system or user-defined) domain operator on Do and 
B. Thenwedefinet1ot2 = (a1oa2)(}Io}2). 

For example, in the real domain 3.0)+4.0) = 7.0) where)+)=) and 3.0+4.0 = 7.0. 

3.3 Interval Domain 

Definition 16 (Interval domain) We define the interval domain Rn over Do as 
the lattice resulting from the direct product (D, D). The top element is T RD = 
(T 75, T n) = ((l-n0 , T n0 )). For example, T RD is [-oo, +oo) and [false, true] in the 
real and Boolean domain respectively. 

A range is an element of Rn. A range is simple if r = (s, t) and s, t contain 
no constraint operators or indexical functions (s and t are called constants in D). 
The range (s, t) is inconsistent if (1) s i)_n t (note that this means the range is 
inconsistent if s rfn t since f-lv E D such that s ::Sn v ::Sn t) or (2) s = a) and 
t = a} and consistent otherwise. 
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This means, for any s11 s2, tl> t2 E D and T1, T2 E Rn where r1 
T2 = (s2, t2), that 
(1) ~Rn is defined as r1 ~Rn r2 {===} (s1 ~75 s2) and (t1 ~D t2) 
(2) glbRn andlubRn are defined in the following way: 

glbRn (r1, r2) = (glbr5(s1, s2), glbn(tl, t2)) 
lubRn (Tr, r2) = (lubn(S1, s2), lubn(tr, t2)) 

(3) T Rn = (T 75, T n) and l_Rn = (1_-lJ, _in). 

(81, t 1) and 

For simplicity, (s, t) will be written ass, t. Thus an element (a}, b}) is written as 
{a, b}. As examples of the definition shown above and considering the real domain 
we have that [3.0, 4.0) ~Rn (1.8, 4.5], glbRn ([3.2, 6.7], (1.8, 4.5]) = [3.2, 4.5] and 
luhn ([3.2, 6.7], (1.8, 4.5]) = (1.8, 6.7]. It is important to note that ~Rn simulates 

the interval inclusion. 

3.4 Interval Constraints 

Let Rn denote the interval domain over D 0 . An interval constraint assigns a range 
in Rn to a variable in 1fn0 • 

Definition 17 (Interval constraint) Suppose r E Rn and x E 1fn0 • Then 

is called an interval constraint. x is called the constrained variable. The interval 
constraint x!;;;; T Rn is called a type constraint and denoted by x::' D 0 . An interval 
constraint defined on a vaTiable x with a simple (resp.non-simple) range is called 
a simple (resp. non-simple) interval constraint and denoted by c~ (resp. c~s) when 
necessary. A simple inteTval constraint is consistent (resp. inconsistent) if the range 
is consistent (resp. inconsistent). 

To illustrate these definitions: y, x::'Tnteger, b::'Bool, w, t::'Real, and n::'Natural 
are examples of type constraints; y !;:;;[1, 4), x!;;;; rnin(y), nwx(y)+3], b !;;;[True, Trne], 
t !;;;(1.21*rnin( w), 4.56), and n !;;;[zeTa, sue( snc(zeTo))] are examples of interval con
straints. where + and * are domain operators for the Integer and Real domains. 

Definition 18 (A paTt·ial ordering on simple interval constraints) Suppose x E 1fn0 • 

Let C[; be the set of all interval constraints over Do with constrained variable x. 
Suppose c1 = x !;;;; r 1 and c2 = x·!;;;; r 2 be simple constraints in C[;. Then c ~c;, c' 
if and only if r 1 ~Rn r 2 . As Rn is a. lattice, C[; is also a lattice. Note that 
glbc;, ( c, c') = x !;;;; glb Rn (r1, r2). If the variable is clear from the context, we usually 
write Cn instead of C[;. 

Definition 19 (Indexed variables) Let c be the interval constraint x!;;;; r. H!e define 
the set of indexed variables of x wrt c, and denoted by Vx(c), as Vx(c) = V(r). 

For example, given c~s = x!;;;min(z)+min(y),max(v) + 7] and c~ = z!;;;[5,9], 
Vx(c~8 ) = {z, y, V} and Vz(c~) = 0. 
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Definition 20 (Constraint store) A constraint store is a finite set of interval con
straints. The set of all variables constrained in a store S is denoted by X 5 . A 
constraint storeS is in a stable form (or is stable) wrt a set of variables X ~ X 5 

if 't:/x E X : 3c~ E S. If no set of variables is specified, we say that the store S is 
in a stable form if it is stable wrt X 5 . A store is inconsistent if it contains at least 
one inconsistent interval constraint. 

Definition 21 (Evaluation of Indexicals) Let S be a constmi·nt store stable with 
respect to X and let x E X. Then the values of the indexical functions min(x) and 
max(x) inS are defined as: 

min(x) = 8) max(x) = t. 

if x l;;;s, t is the simple inteTval constraint inS and 

min(x) = Tn max(x) = Tn. 

if there is no simple constraint for x in S. 

Note that although, for each constraint operator o there is a mirror operator o, 
this is not the case for the indexical functions max and min. The types of the 
operators and their arguments prevent arbitrary use of the max and min indexical 
operators. 

An indexical term is a generalisation of the indexical terms provided by CLP 
finite domain languages [4]) since the cases for semi-opened, semi-closed, closed 
and opened ranges (wrt the brackets of an interval) as well as infinite ranges are 
considered. 

Definition 22 (Monotonicity of ranges) Let r be a range where r = s, t. Then, 
r is monotonic if s and t are both monotonic. If a tenn is a constant, then it is 
monotonic. 

Law of monotonicity for ranges. 
• Each range in an interval constraint must be monotonic. 
~With this law we disallow a constraint such as3 x 1;:[10, 20]-max(y) by declaring 

the operator - as -::D x D ---+ D. Note that the range [10, 20]-max(y) is anti
monotonic because the term 20]-max(y) is not monotonic since as max(y) decreases 
the term increases (intuitively this means that the range will increase). Clearly, an 
increasing range cannot contribute to constraint propagation and this law, which is 
easy to enforce, prevents this. 

3.5 Execution Model 

The execution model is based on a particular intersection of simple interval con
straints and on two processes: the stabilisation of a constraint store and the con
straint propagation. 

2 3 denotes it exists "at most once". 
3It is easier to understand this constraint when written as x 1;;;[10, -max(y) + 20). 
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3.5.1 Intersection of simple interval·constraints 

Definition 23 (nD) The intersection in the domain D of two simple interval con
straints c1 = x ~ r1 and c2 = x ~ r 2 for the same constrained variable x is defined 
as follows: 

Note that this can be expressed in terms of ranges as follows: 

(x ~ r1) nD (x ~ rz) = x ~ glbRn (r1, rz) 

Theorem 1 (nD Properties) Suppose x E VDo and c~, c2 , c3 are consistent con
straints defined on the variable x where c3 = glbcn(cl> c2 ). Then nD has the follow
ing properties: 

(1) Contractance: (cl nD Cz) -:5cn Cj and (cl nD Cz) -:5cn Cz. 
(2) Correctness: Only values which can't be part of any feasible solution, are 

removed. If c -:5cn c1 and c -:5cn Cz, then c -:5cn c3. 
(3) Monotonicity: The inclusion is preserved. Let C4 nD Cs = c6 where C4, Cs 

and c6 are consistent constraints defined on the variable x; if glbcn ( c~, cz) -:5cn 
glbcn(c4,cs) then c3 -:5cn c5. 

(4) Commutativity: (cl nD Cz) = (cz nD cl) 
( 5) I dempotence: The final constraint c3 has to be computed once: ( c1 nD c3) = c3 

and (c3 nD Cz) = C3. 

Proofs. They follow directly from definition of glb. D 

Definition 24 (Stabilised store) LetS be a constraint store and, for each x E Xs, 
c~ the set of simple interval constraints constraining X in s. Then, the stabilised 
store S' of S is defined as follows: 

S' = (S\ U C~) u {glbcn(c;) I x E Xs} 
xEXs 

Note that, by Definition 18, if C~ = 0 then glbcn ( C~) = x ~ T Rn. This ensures 
that the stabilised store S' of S has exactly one simple interval constraint for each 
x E Xs. 

We write S 1--+ S' to express that S' is the stabilised store of S. 

Definition 25 (Propagation of a constraint) Let c~s be a non-simple interval con
straint x ~s, t and Sa store stable wrt Vx(c~s), We say that c~s is propagated to the 
simple interval constraint x ~ s1, t1 (denoted by c' ), when terms s1 and t1 are the re
sult of substituting, for all the variables y E Vx(c~s), the values min(y) and max(y) 
(wrt S) in the terms sand t respectively. If any min(y) (resp. max(y)) is evaluated 
to a lifted bottom or top element then no constraint propagation is executed. We 
write c~s --....+

8 c' to express that constraint c~s have been propagated to c' wrt S. 

Definition 26 (Store propagation} Let S be a stable store and C a set (possibly 
empty) of simple interval constraints. We say that S is propagated to C and denoted 
by S --....+ C if C = { c I 3c~s E S 1\ c~s ~s c}. 
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3.6 Operational Schema 

In this section we present as a schema an outline procedure for the execution model. 
Let C be a set of interval constraints to be solved and let V be the set of all the 
variables constrained or indexed in C. Suppose C = cs u ens where cs is the set 
of simple constraints in C and ens is the set of non-simple constraints in C. 

Definition 27 (Solution) A solution for C is a set R which contains exactly one 
simple interval constraint Cx for each variable x E V where 

(1) Cx ::Sen c~, Vc~ E cs 
(2) Cx ::Sen c~, Vc~s E ens such that cI-t C', C~8 "--+e' c~ 

We provide here a schema for the operational semantics. Let S be resulted from 
C H S and S' = 0. The operational schema is as follows: 

(1) while S =/= 81 do 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

8"--+ cs %% Constraint Propagation 

s' :=S; 

S' U 0 8 1--t S; %% Store stabilisation 

if Sis inconsistent then exit with fail endif 

(6) endwhile 

Y.le do not discuss possible efficiency improvements here since the main aim here 
is to provide the basic methodology, showing how the execution method of CLP(FD) 
may be generalised for constraint solving on any domain with a lattice structure. If a 
solution exists, the solution is the set of all the simple interval constraints belonging 
to S. 

Precision. New constraints, created by the propagation step (line 2), are added 
to the set of constraints before the stabilisation step (line 4). Thus, with infinite 
domains, the algorithm may not terminate (note that the constraints can be indefi
nitely contracted in the stabilisation step). To avoid it, we introduce the overloaded 
predicate precision/1 which is declared as precision:: RD ---+ ~ and is applied on 
simple ranges. This predicate must satisfy the following properties: 

(i) precision(r) = 0.0 if r = s, s. 
(ii) precision(r2) < precision(rl) if r 2 -<Rn r 1 (Monotonicity) 

The definition of this depends on the structure of the computation domain. Exam
ples of definition of this predicate are shown below: 

(a) On integer domain and real domain: precision( {a, b}) {?I b-a I . 
(b) On ~2 : precision( {(x1, Yl), (x2, Y2)}) {? J(xl- x2)2 + (Yl- Y2)2. 
(c) On set domain: precision({s1,s2 }) {? #h\s1). 
By abusing of the notation we define the precision of a simple interval constraint 

c~ = x!;;; r as precision(c~) = precision(r) and the precision of a store S, which is 
stable wrt V, as follows: 

precision(S) = L precision(c~) 
xEl',c~ES 

The predicate precision allows to control the infinite contraction of ranges in a store 
by defining a real computable4 bound E:. The predicate precision/1 and the real 

4 That is, representable in the machine which is being used - the computation machine. 
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bound c: are user or system defined for each computational domain. The real bound 
c: will be used to check if the ranges for the simple constraints in the store S have 
suffered a significant contraction (in the stabilisation process) with respect to the 
ones in the previous store S'. If this change is large enough then the procedure 
continues and the ranges in the store S are still contracted. Otherwise the set of 
simple constraints in the store S is considered a solution "good enough" and the 
procedure terminates. 

To guarantee the termination, the operational schema needs to be extended with 
an extra test by replacing line (1) as follows: 

(1) while (S =/= S') and (precision(S')- precision(S);::: c) do ... 

Note now that precision(S;) (1 :s; i :s; n) is a real value. As the ranges are 
contracted inS and S' then, precision( B) and precision(S') decrease by more than 
c: times the number of iterations n of the loop while. Thus, there is a maximum 
number of possible iterations, depending on c:. 

Note that the bound c: allows a direct control over the accuracy of the results5 . 

For example, c: = 0.0 for integers, c: = 10-s for reals and c: = 0.0 for sets. 

Properties of the extended operational schema 
(1) TeTmination. The procedure shown above always terminates returning a fail 

or a solution. (2) CoTrectness. If it exists, the algorithm reaches a solution which 
does not depends on the order in that constraints are chosen. (3) Completeness. By 
introducing backtracking the procedure calculates all the solutions. Each of these 
solutions is a solution for the original set of constraints. 

Proofs In the appendix. 

3. 7 Improving Constraint Solving on Discrete Domains 

\~Te introduce two rules to improve our generic framework on discrete domains in 
which the immediate pTedecessor pre(K) and immediate successor suc(K) of every 
value J( in the domain can be computed. It is possible to eliminate the (,) brackets 
in favour of the [,] ones using the following two mnge rules: 

{a,K) = {a,p1·e(K)] rleft 

(K,a} = [suc(K),A} n·ight 

If _iv and T D elements were added as fictitious bounds, we define: (1) pre(T D) = 
T D and (2) suc(_iD) = _l_D· 

As an example, consider the Boolean domain, an ordering relation defined by 
false < true and the constraint x ~[false, true). This constraint provides enough 
information to know the value of x must be false. For Boolean domain, suc(false) = 
true and pre( true)= false and by applying rleft, the constraint x ~[false, true) is 
transformed to x ~[false, false]. 

For finite domains, such as Boolean, this case could have been solved using an 
enumeration strategy6 as is usually done for the existing finite domain constraint 

5 (9] provided a similar idea but only over reals. 
6That is, each possible value is assigned in turn to the constrained variables in order to solve 

constraints. 
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languages, but using immediate predecessor and successor we can generate further 
constraint propagation without explicit labelling. 

4 Instances of Our Framework 

The framework can be used on many different domains. In this section, we present 
some examples. In the following, (D0 , jn0 , glbn

0
,lubn0 , j_n0 , T n0 ) denotes a lattice 

on D 0 . 

4.1 Classical Domains 

Iviost of classical domains can be viewed as instances of our framework. For exam
ple, (Integer, j, min, max, j_Integer 1 T Integer), (lR, j, ·min, max, j_!R, T !R), (Baal, j 
, min, max, false, true) and (Natural, j, ·min, max, zero, T Natural) are lattices un
der their usual orders. min and max functions return, respectively, the minimum 
and maximum element of any two elements in the computation domain. In the 
following we show some examples of constraint intersection in the interval domain 
on D = D0 x B: 

(1) i 1;;;[1,8) nn i I;;;(O, 5) = i 1;;;[1,5) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

r 1;;;[1.12, 5.67) nn r 1;;;[2.34, 5.95) = r 1;;;[2.34, 5.67) 

b I;;; (false, true] nn b !;;;[false, true] = b I;;; (false, true] 

n !;;;[zero, suc(suc(zero))] nn n I;;;[ zero, suc(zero)] = n I;;;[ zero, sue( zero)] 

4.2 Reasoning about Sets 

(Set D, ~, n, U, 0, T set n) is a lattice over which it is possible to solve set constraints. 
For example, consider { s ::'Set Integer, s ~[ {1 }, {1, 2, 3, 4}], s ~[{3}, {1, 2, 3, 5}]} for 
solving. By applying nn twice, it is solved as follows: 

si;;;[0,Tsetinteger] nn si;;;[{1},{1,2,3,4}) = s!;;;({1},{1,2,3,4}) 
s ~;;;[{1}, {1,2,3,4}) nn s ~;;;[{3}, {1,2,3,5}) = s 1;;;[{1,3}, {1,2,3}) 

4.3 User Defined Domains 
4.3.1 Binary Strings. 

We consider a binary string as a sequence (possibly infinite) of zeros and ones. We 
call the domain of binary strings I:;*. l_z:· corresponds to the empty sequence and 
we extend the domain with T z:·. We order I:;* by putting x jz:· y if and only if xis 
a prefix (finite initial substring) of y. Note that, in the case, x rf y, glbz:· ( x, y) is the 
largest common prefix of x and y (i.e.glbz:· (00010, 00111) = 00, glbz:· (01, 00101) = 
0) and lubz:·(x,y) is Tz:·· Then (.L;*,jz:·,glbz:-,lubz:·,l_z:·,Tz:·) is a lattice. 
This means is possible to define constraints on a interval lattice (D, D) (with D = 
I:;* xB) i.e. x,y ::' I:;*,x~[001 + min(y), Tz:·] defines the interval of all strings 
which start by the substring 001. + denotes the concatenation of strings. 
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4.3.2 Non Negative Integers Ordered by Division. 

Consider (Nd, ::SNJ as the set of non negative integers (plus value 0) ordered by 
division, that is, for all n, m E Nd, n ::SNd m iff 3k E Nd such that km = n (that 
is, m divides n). This defines a partial order. Then (Nd, ::SNd, gcd, lcm, 0, T NJ 
is a lattice where gcd denotes the greatest common divisor function and lcm the 
least common multiple function. Thus our framework will solve constraints on this 
domain as follows: X !:;;;(2, 24] nD X !:;;;(3, 16] =X !:;;;[6, 8]. 

4.3.3 Numeric Intervals 
' 

We consider Interv as the domain of the numeric intervals as usually defined in 
Mathematics. \Ve ordered I nterv as follows: a ::SJnterv b if and only if a ~ b. 
This defines a partial ordering where glblnterv and lublnterv are the intersection and 
union of intervals respectively. Our framework will solve constraints for the I nterv 
computational domain as follows: 

i [;;;([5, 6], [2, 10)] nD i [;;;((7, 9], [4, 15]] i [;;;([5, 6] u (7, 9], [4, 10)] 

5 Combinations of Domains 

Our lattice-based framework allows for new computation domains to be constructed 
from previously defined domains. The nevv interval domains are then derived using 
our generic framework. 

5.1 Product of Domains 

One way in which this can be achieved is by means of the direct and lexicographic 
products of lattices. 

As an example, consider No = N U 0 the domain of naturals plus 0. Then No is 
a lattice under the usual ordering for naturals: 0 -< 1 -< 2 -< 3 ... etc. Note that 
.1N0 = 0 and T No is lifted. 
(1) Let Point be the direct product domain N0 x N0 . Then, Point is a lattice. Note 
that l_Point = (0, 0) and T Point= (T No, T No). 
(2) A rectangle can be defined by two points in a plane: its lower left corner and its 
upper right corner. Let 0 be the direct product domain Point x Point. Then, 0 is 
a lattice. Note that ..lo = ((0, 0), (0, 0)) and To= (T Point. T Point) 

5.2 Sum of Domains 
A lattice can be also constructed as a linear sum of other lattices. 

Definition 28 (Sum) Let L1 , ... , Ln be lattices. Then their linear sum L1 $ .. . EBLn 
is the lattice Ls where: 
(1) Ls = L1 U ... U Ln 
{2) the ordering relation ::SLs is defined by: 

x ~Ls y {===} x, y E L; and x ~L; y 

or x E L;, y E Lj and i-< j 

{3) glhs and lubLs are defined as follows: 
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glbL8 (x,y) = glbL;(x,y) and lubL8 (x,y) = lubLi(x,y) if x,y E L; 

glbL8 (x,y)= xandlubL8 (x,y)=yifxEL;, yELjandi-<j 

glbL8 (x,y) = y and luh£8 (x,y) = x if x E L;, y E Lj and j-< i 

and {4) _l_Ls = _l£1 and T Ls = T L,. 

It is routine to check that the linear sum of lattices is a lattice. As an exam
ple, consider the lattice AtoF containing all the (uppercase) alphabetic characters 
between 'A' and 'F' with the usual alphabetical ordering and Oto9 the numeric char
acters from '01 to '9'. Then the lattice of hexadecimal digits can be defined as the 
lattice Oto9 E9 AtoF. 

6 Related work 

In addition to related work already discussed earlier in the paper, there are two 
other approaches to the provision of a general framework for constraint satisfaction. 
These are described in [3] and [1]. We discuss these here. 

Bistarelli et al. [3] describe, for finite domains, a general framework based on a 
finite semiring structure (called c-semirings). They show that c-semirings can also be 
assimilated into finite complete lattices. This framework is shown to be adequate for 
classical domains and for domains which use a level of preference (i.e. cost or degree). 
However, unlike our proposal, they require the computational domain to be finite. 
Moreover, our framework does not require a level of confidence and, although they 
extended the approach of c-semirings to finite complete lattices and, in particular, 
for distributive lattices, they did not consider, as we have done, arbitrary lattices. 

One important part of the definition of a constraint solver is the algorithm for 
constraint propagation and we have provided a simple schematic algorithm suitable 
for our constraint solving framework. In contrast, in [1], Apt focusses on just the al
gorithms and describes a generalisation for constraint propagation algorithms based 
on chaotic iterations. He shows how most of the constraint propagation algorithms 
presented in the literature can be expressed as instances of this general framework. 
Further work is needed to investigate the relationship between our algorithm and 
this framework. 

7 Conclusions 
In this paper we have defined a theoretical framework for constraint solving on 
domains with a lattice structure. Using such a domain, we have shown how to 
construct an interval lattice which allows the use of open, semi-open, semi-closed 
and closed intervals as well as infinite intervals. Variables, constraint operators and 
indexicals for each domain provide the tools for constructing interval constraints. 
We have shown that these constraints are a natural generalisation of the indexical 
constraints used in [4]. A schema for the operational semantics which is a modified 
form of the procedure proposed in [8] is also given and the main properties derived 
from it are studied. This schema is only partially specified making the incorpora
tion of efficiency optimisations easier. To ensure termination, an idea from [9] for 
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controlling accuracy in the processing of disjoint intervals over the rea.ls has been 
generalised for our interval lattices. 

Since the only requirement for our framework is that the computational domain 
must be a lattice, nevv domains can be obtained from previously defined domains 
using standard combinators (such as direct product and sum). \Ve have provided 
examples to highlight the potential here. 

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach we have implemented a prototype 
(built using CHRs [7]). This is still being improved and extended but the latest 
version may be obtained from http :jjwww.lcc.uma.esfrvafdezfgeneric. 
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Proofs of Properties of the operational schema 
(1) Termination 

In the following S; denotes the store S at the end of the i'th iteration of the while 
loop (So denotes the initial set). Thus by step 4, at the start of the i + l'st iteration, 
S; is stable wrt V (So is also stable wrt V since is result from C H S 0 ). Also, by step 
3, S' = S;_1. Now, suppose it performs an i'th iteration. Then precision(Si_1 ) ?_ 
precision(S;) + E (1 :S i :S k). Thus precision( So)?_ precision(S;) + i x E 

However, for some k ?_ 0, precision(S0) < precision(S;) + k x E and so the 
procedure terminates after no more than k iterations. 
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(2) Correctness 

We use the notation shown in the termination proof and will denote by Cf the set of 

all simple constraints in S;. As shown in termination proof, S; (0 ~ i) is stable wrt 

V. In the following, cfx denotes the simple interval constraint x!;;; r~ for any x E V 
in S;. Assume the procedure terminates after k iterations (k ~ 1) without finding 

an inconsistency. Then, Ck is a solution for C because 
(A) c;; is stable wrt V and thus contains exactly one simple simple interval 

constraint for each x E V. 
(B) In any iteration i, S; is result from S;_1 U C;_1 H S;. By Definition 24, 

( i) cfx -:!,en cf-1x> Vx E V 

So (that is, S) is result from C H S0 . By Definition 24, cgx ~en c~ (Vc~ E cs). 

Thus, by (i) after k iterations, c'kx ~en c~ (Vc~ E cs) (since c'kx ~CD Cox)· This 

means that Ck satisfies the condition (1) in Definition 27 to be a solution of C. 
(C) S1 is the result from SoU C0 H S1 . By Definition 24 

and by union of sets, 

cfx -:!,en c~, Vc~ E (SoU Co) 

cfx -:!,en c~, Vc~ E So 

(ii) cfx -:!,en c~, Vc~ E Co 

C0 is result from So~ C0 and So is result from C H S0 . Thus, by Definitions 25 
and 26, (ii) can be expressed as follows 

(iii) cfx -:!,en c~, Vc~s E So such that C 1---t So,c~s "-+Soc~ 

Note that the set of non-simple constraints in Cremains unchangeable in S; for 
0 ~ i ~ k. Then (iii) is equivalent to 

(iv) cfx -:!,en c~, 'ic~s E ens such that C 1---t S0 , c~s "-+soc~ 

By (i), c'kx ~en cfx· Thus ckx -<en c~, Vc~s E ens such thatcH So, c~s ~Soc~. 

This means that Cf, satisfies the condition (2) of Definition 27 to be a solution 

of C. As, it was shown in B that Ck also satisfies the condition (1) of Definition 27 

and that Cf, is stable wrt C, by Definition 27 we conclude that Cf, is a solution for 

C. 
By commutativity property of nn (see Subsection 3.5.1), the simple constraints 

in S; (0 :S i :S k) are independent from the order in which the constraints in 

S;_1 U C;_1 H S;(1 ~ i ~ k) were chosen to be contracted by nn in each iterationi. 

Thus, after k iterations, Cf, is independent from the order in which constraints were 

chosen to be contracted. 

(3) Completeness 

The completeness of the procedure can be guaranteed by the introduction of back

tracking in the case of fails or disjunctive constraints. The correctness property 

of nn guarantees that no solution will be lost and the correctness property of our 

operational schema guarantees that any solution found is a solution for the original 

set of constraints to solve. 





Labeling and Partial Arc Consistency for Soft 
Constraints 

S. Bistarellil, P. Codognet2, Y. Georget3, F. Rossi4 

Abstract 

In this paper we generalize to soft constraints the techniques and approx
imations usually used for local consistency in classical constraint satisfaction 
and programming. The theoretical results show that this is indeed possible 
without loosing the fundamental properties of such techniques, and the ex
perimental results (on partial arc-consistency) show that this work can help 
develop more efficient implementations for logic-based languages working with 
soft constraints. 

1 Introduction 

In [3, 5, 4, 8, 9), a ne>v framework (called SCSP) has been defined and implemented 
where classical CSPs, fuzzy CSPs, hierarchical CSPs and others can be easily cast. 
The framework simply adds a semiring structure to a constraint system, in order 
to represent preferences among the variable instantiations, and thus also among 
constraints and solutions. The aim of this paper is to extend the local consistency 
algorithms, defined in [3, 5] for SCSPs, to capture some approximated algorithms 
which have been proved useful for classical constraints and current constraint pro
gramming systems like clp(FD)[6), Ilog Solver [13] and CHIP[l]. 

The SCSP framework comes with a class of local consistency (LC) algorithms, 
tha.t are useful to perform a simplification of the problem (and that can also be used 
during its labeling), cutting away some tuples of domain values that are shown to 
be useless w.r.t. its solutions. This class of algorithms is parameterized by a set 
of rules; each rules defines a subproblem, and the application of a rule consists of 
replacing a constraint with the solution of the subproblem defined by the rule. 

This scheme is in theory very useful but even the simplest non-trivial LC al
gorithm (which corresponds to Arc-Consistency [12, 2] extended to SCSPs) has a 
heavy complexity for most applications. Moreover, one has to apply it several times 
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if used during the labeling phase. Hence, the reduction of its complexity is a crucial 
point. 

To go in this direction, we define a class of Partial Local Consistency (PLC) 
algorithms, which perform less pruning than (complete) local consistency but can 
nevertheless be rather useful in reducing the search. Some instances of these algo
rithms are able to reduce the domains of the variables in constant time, and can 
work with· a convenient representation of the domains of the variables. Combining 
our PLC scheme and the labeling procedure allows us to obtain a complete solution 
of an SCSP problem. 

2 Soft constraints 

In the literature there have been many formalizations of the concept of soft con
straints. Here we refer to [3, 5], which however can be shown to generalize and 
express many of the others. In a few words, a soft constraint is just a constraint 
where each instantiation of its variables has an associated value from a partially 

ordered set. Combining constraints will then have to take into account such ad
ditional values, and thus the formalism has also to provide suitable operations for 

combination ( x) and comparison ( +) of tuples of values and constraints. This is 
why this formalization is based on the concept of semiTing, which is just a set plus 
two operations. 

Formally, a semiring S is a tuple (A,+, x, 0, 1) such that: A is a set and 0, 1 E 

A; + is closed, commutative, associative and 0 is its unit element; x is closed, 
associative, distributes over +, 1 is its unit element and 0 is its absorbing element. 
A c-semiring Sis a semiring (A,+, X, 0, 1) such that: + is idempotent with 1 as its 
absorbing element and x is commutative. Let us consider the relation S:s over A 
such that a "S:s b iff a+b =b. Then it is possible to prove that: S:s is a partial order; 
+ and * are monotone on "S:s; 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum; (A, "S:s) is a 
complete lattice and + is its lub. Moreover, if x is idempotent, then: + distribute 
over x; (A, "S:s) is a complete distributive lattice and x its glb. 

A constraint system is a tuple CS = (S, D, V) where S is a c-semiring, D is a 
finite set (the domain of the variables) and V is an ordered set of variables. Given 
a semiring S =(A,+, x, 0, 1) and a constraint system CS = (S, D, V), a constraint 
is a pair (def, con) where con ~ V and def : Dlconl ---+ A. Therefore, a constraint 
specifies a set of variables (the ones in con), and assigns to each tuple of values 
of these variables a suitable element of the semiring. This element can then be 
interpreted in several ways: as a level of preference, or as a cost, or as a probability, 

etc. The way to interpret such elements depends on the choice of the semiring 
operations. 

Given a constraint c = (def, con), we call type( c) the set con of the variables of 
c. Given a constraint set C, type(C) = {type(c)jc E C} and V(C) = UcECtype(c) 
is the set of all the variables appearing in the constraints of C. Consider two 
constraints c1 = (defl, con) and c2 = (defz, con), with jconj = k. Then c1 !:;;; 8 Cz if 
for all k-tuples t, defl(t) 'S:s defz(t). The relation !:;;; 8 is a partial order. 

Given a constraint system C S = (S, D, V), an SCSP constraint pToblem is a pair 
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(C, con) where con s;; 11 and C is a set of constraints: con is the set of variables of 
interest for the constraint set C, which however may concern also variables not in 
con. 

Note that a classical CSP is a SCSP where the chosen c-semiring is: Baal = 
({false,true},V,/\,false,true). Fuzzy CSPs [7] can instead be modeled in the 
SCSP framework by choosing the c-semiring: Fuzzy= ([0, 1], max, min, 0, 1). Fig
ure 1 shows a fuzzy CSP. Variables are inside circles, constraints are represented by 
undirected arcs, and semiring values are written to the right of the corresponding 
tuples. Here we assume that the domain of the variables contains only elements a 
and b. 

a ... 0.9 a ... 0.9 

b ... O.l h ... 0.5 

0------0 
na ... 0.8 

nb ... 0.2 

ba ... o 
bb, .. O 

Figure 1: A fuzzy CSP. 

Given two constraints c1 = (defl, con1 ) and c2 = (defz, con2 ), their combina
tion c1 0 c2 is the constraint (def, con) defined by con = con1 U con2 and def(t) = 
defl ( t .}~~~,) x deh ( t .}~~~J, where t t;~ denotes the tuple of values over the vari
ables in Y, obtained by projecting tuple t from X to Y. In words, combining two 
constraints means building a new constraint involving all the variables of the orig
inal ones, and which associates to each tuple of domain values for such variables a 
semiring element which is obtained by multiplying the elements associated by the 
original constraints to the appropriate subtuples. 

Besides combination, we need another operator, which we will call the disfunction 
operator. Given two constraints c1 = (defl> con1) and c2 = (defz, con2 ) over CS, 
their disjunction c1 EB c2 is the constraint c = (def, con) with con = con1 U con2 

and def(t) = defl(t .}~~~,) + defz(t .}~~~J. The informal meaning of the disjunction 
operator is to give more possibility to (or to enhance the level of preference of) certain 
instantiations. If we consider the semiring Baal which corresponds to classical CSPs, 
the meaning of having the disjunction of two constraints cl and c2 is to have the 
possibility of choosing not only the tuples permitted by cl but also those permitted 
by C2 . Figure 2 shows an example using the semiring Fuzzy, where, we recall, the 
operation + is the maximum. 

ann0.7 

@-------0------ nab 0.8 

aa0.5 1!110.7 ~ aba0.6 
nb06 nb0.8 ffi abbl 

hal ba0.2 baa I 
hbO bbl habl 

bba 0.2 
bbb I 

Figure 2: Disjunction example. 

Using the properties of x and +, it is easy to prove that: 0 is associative and 
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commutative; EB is associative, commutative and idempotent; ® distributes over EB; 
® and EB are monotone over !;;;5 . Moreover, if x is idempotent: EB distributes over 
® and ® is idempotent. 

The last operation on constraints we will consider is the projection. Given a 
constraint c = (dej, con) and a subset I of V, the projection of cover I, written c .jJ.1 
is the constraint (def', con') where con'= conn! and def'(t') = l:tft'con =t' def(t). 

+Incon 
Informally, projecting means eliminating some variables. This is done by associating 
to each tuple over the remaining variables a semiring element which is the sum of 
the elements associated by the original constraint to all the extensions of this tuple 
over the eliminated variables. It is important to notice that, given two sets S1 and 
s2, we have (c .U.s,) .IJ.s2= c .IJ.s,ns2' 

While combination and projection are standard operations on soft constraints 
(see [5]), we have defined disjunction in this paper because of its use in labeling 
procedures (see later in the paper). 

The solution of a SCSP problem P = (C, con) is the constraint Sol(P) = 
( Q9 C) .IJ.con. That is, we combine all constraints, and then project over the variables 
in con. In this way we get the constraint over con which is "induced" by the entire 
SCSP. 

For example, each solution of the fuzzy CSP of Figure 1 consists of a pair of 
domain values and an associated semiring element. Such an element is obtained 
by looking at the smallest value for all the subtuples (as many as the constraints) 
forming the pair. For example, for tuple (a, a) (that is, x = y = a), we have to 
compute the minimum between 0.9 (which is the value for x =a), 0.8 (which is the 
value for (x = a, y = a)) and 0.9 (which is the value for y = a). Hence, the resulting 
value for this tuple is 0.8. 

The best level of consistency of a SCSP problem P is defined by blevel(P) = 
Sol(P) .IJ.0· 'Ne say that: Pis a-consistent if blevel(P) =a; Pis consistent iff there 
exists a > s 0 such that P is a-consistent; P is inconsistent if it is not consistent. 

Consider two problems P1 and P2 . Then P1 !;;;p P2 if Sol(P1) !;;; 5 Sol(P2). If 
P1 !;;;p P2 and P2 !;;;p P1 , then they have the same solution, thus we say that they 
are equivalent and we write P 1 = P2 . 

2.1 Local consistency 

SCSP problems can be solved by extending and adapting the technique usually used 
for classical CSPs. For example, to find the best solution we could employ a branch
and-bound search algorithm (instead of the classical backtracking), and also the 
successfully used propagation techniques, like arc-consistency, can be generalized to 
be used for SCSPs. 

The main point in the generalization of local consistency techniques to SCSPs 
concerns the fact that, instead of deleting values of tuples, in SCSPs obtaining some 
form of local consistency means changing the semiring values associated to some 
tuples or domain elements. In particular, the change always brings these values 
towards the worst value of the semiring, that is, the 0. 

In the following of this section, we recall the basic formal notions and properties 
of local consistency over SCSPs. 
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First, we need the notion of local inconsistency: We say that the SCSP problem 
P = (0, con) is locally inconsistent if there exist 0' ~ 0 such that blevel(O') = 0. 

Consider a set of constraints 0 and O' ~ 0. If 0 is a-consistent then 0' is 
,8-consistent with a ~s ,B. As a corollary: if a problem is locally inconsistent, then 
it is inconsistent. 

Now, in order to define local consistency algorithms, we use the notion of typed 
location, which is just a set of variables, that will be used to identify a subproblem 
of a given SCSP. 

A typed location l is a set of variables. Given a problem P = (0, con), if there is 
a constraint c = (dej, l) in 0, then the value [l]p of the location l in P is (dej, l); 
otherwise it is (1, l). The value [{l1, · · ·, ln}]P ofthe set of locations {lb · · ·, ln} is 
the set {[h]P, · · ·, [ln]P }. 

An assignment is a pair l := c where c = (dej, l). Given a problem P = (0, con), 
the result of the assignment l := c is defined as [l := c](P) = ( { (dej', con') E 
Of con' =f. l} U c, con). In words, the assignment l := c in P produces a new problem 
P' which is the same as P, except that it has an additional constraint, c, over the 
variables in l, and that the old constraints over l are removed. 

A local consistency rule is written as l +- L, where l is a location, L a set of 
locations and l (j_ L. The result of applying the rule l +- L to the problem P is: 

[l +- L](P) = [l :=Sol( ([L U {l}]P, l) )](P). 

In words, the application of l +- L to P adds to P the constraint Sol( ([L U {l}]P 
over the variables in l. This constraint, by definition of Sol (see previous section), 
is obtained by combining all constraints identified by L U {l} and then projecting 
over l. 

The application of a sequence of rules r; R is defined by [r; R](P) = [R]([r](P)). 
It is important to observe at this point that, given a problem P and a rule r, 
P = [r](P). 

Given a problem P and a set R of rules for P, Pis said to be stable w.r.t R if, 
for each r E R, [r](P) = P. Given a set R of rules, a strategy for R is an infinite 
sequence of rules, that is, a value from R 00

• A strategy T is fair if each rule of R 
occurs in T infinitely often. 

We are now ready to define local consistency algorithms. Given a problem P, a 
set of rules R and a fair strategy T for R, a local consistency algorithm applies to 
P the rules in R in the order given by T. The algorithm stops when the current 
problem is stable w.r.t R. In that case, we write lc(P, R, T) to denote the resulting 
problem. 

Any local consistency algorithm satisfies the following properties [5]: 1) it ter
minates; 2) if x is idempotent, then P' = lc(P, R, T) then P = P'; 3) if x is 
idempotent, then lc(P, R, T) does not depend on T, so we will write lc(P, R) instead 
of lc(P, R, T); 4) given a problem P and a value v assigned to a tuple in a constraint 
of P, consider P' = lc(P, R) and the value v' assigned to the same tuple of the same 
constraint in P', then v' ~s v. 

Notice the important of the condition that the x operator be idempotent. This 
means that, if it is not idempotent, like for example in the semiring for constraint 
optimizations (where we have to minimize the sum of the costs, and thus x is 
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the sum), we cannot be sure that the local consistency algorithms have the above 
desirable properties. Since in this paper we will heavily need such properties, our 
results are applicable to SCSPs over semirings with an idempotent x operation. 

Arc-consistency [12, 2] (AC) is an instance of local consistency where one propa
gates only the domains of the variables. With our notations, this type of algorithm 
deals only with rules of the form: 

{x} +-- { {x, Y1, · · ·, Yn}, {Yl}, · · ·, {Yn} }. 

In fact, an arc-consistency rule considers a constraint, say over variables x, y1, ... , Yn, 
and all unary constraints over these variables, and combines all these constraints to 
get some information (by projecting) over one of the variables, say x1. Let us call 
AC this set of rules. In the follmving, we will write ac(P) to denote lc(P, AC, T). 

3 Labeling 

Local consistency algorithms, when applied on an SCSP P, can reduce the search 
space to find its solutions. However, solving the resulting problem P' is still NP
hard. 

This scenario is similar to what happens in the classical CSP case, where, after 
applying a local consistency algorithm, the solution is found by replacing P' with 
a set of subproblems { P1, ... , Pn} where some of the variables have been instan
tiated and such that P' is "equivalent" to { P1 , ... , Pn}, in the sense that the set 
of solutions of P' coincides with the union of the sets of solutions of P1 , ... , Pn. 
Usually, problems P; are obtained by choosing a variable, say x, and instantiating 
it to its i-th domain value. Then, the local consistency (usually arc-consistency) 
algorithm is applied again [10]. By doing this, one hopes to detect the inconsistency 
of some of the subproblems by detecting their local inconsistency (via the local con
sistency algorithm). ·when all the variables of the initial problem are instantiated, 
arc-consistency becomes complete in the sense that if the problem is not consistent 
then it is not arc-consistent. Therefore arc-consistency implies global consistency. 

Let us consider, for example, the following problem: 

Figure 3 shows the interaction between AC and the labeling procedure, since each 
node of the search tree (except the root) shows the CSP obtained after the applica
tion of an arc-consistency algorithm. In this particular case we have two solutions 
(the dashed line indicates the second solution found by the labeling). 

3.1 Labeling in SCSPs 

We will now study the properties of the labeling procedure, as defined in the pre
vious section, when applied to SCSPs. In the following we assume to work with a 
constraint system CS = (S, D, V), ·where S = (A,+, x, 0, 1). 

1 Actually, this is a generalized form of arc-consistency, since originally arc-consistency was 
defined for binary constraints only [11]. 
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X: I 

Y:empty 
Z:empty 

X: 1..3 

Y: L2 
Z: 1 .. 2 

X:2 

Y: empty 
Z:empty 

X:3 

Y:l 
Z: 2 

X:J 
Y:L2 
Z: 1 .. 2 

' \ Y=2 

~ 
X:J 
Y:2 
Z: I 

Figure 3: AC and labeling. 
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Given a set P = {PI,···, Pn} of SCSPs, the solution ofP is the constraint defined 
as Sol(P) = Sol(PI) EB · · · EB Sol(Pn)· Given x E 11, dE D and v E A, we call c,,d,v 
the unary constraint (def, {x}) where def(d) = v and def(d') = 0 if d' =f. d. In 
practice, Cx,d,v instantiates x to d with semiring value v. liVe call this constraint a 
simple instantiation constraint. Given a total order-< on 11, let H' ={xi, ... ,xn} 
be a subset of 11, and assume that XI -< · · · --< Xn. Given an n-tuple of domain 
values d = (di, ... , dn) and ann-tuple of semiring values v =(vi, ... , vn), we define: 
I~'rv = { Cx;,d;,v)i E [1, n]}. We ·write I~, for I~'r\ and we call it a W -instantiation 
set. In practice, I~, gives the best semiring value (1) to the assignment of di to 
variable Xi· Instead, I1~'r" gives semiring value vi to the assignment of di to variable 
xi. Given a problem P = (C, con), let W be a subset of 11(C) and t be a IWI
tuple. vVe call a W -labeling of the problem P the problem Plv = (C U Ifv, con). In 
words, a H' -labeling of P adds to P some additional constraints which identify a 
specific partial labeling for P (partial because it involves only the variables in H'). 
A complete labeling of Pis thus written P1\c)· Also, .Cw(P) = {P1:v/t E DI.WI} is 
the set of all W-labelings of P. We call it theW-labeling of P. 

Figure 4 presents a fuzzy SCSP and shows its solution, while Figure 5 shows 
the {x, y}-labeling corresponding to the original problem and the set of possible 
partial solutions, whose disjunction gives rise to the complete solution. Notice that 
the problem set solution coincides with the solution of the problem in Figure 4. 

naa0.5 

0---0----0 uah 0.5 

na 0.5 an 0.7 =V t~ba 0.2 
ab0.6 ah0.8 Sol uhh0.6 
ba I ba 0.2 baa 0.7 

bbO bb I bab0.8 

bbaO 

bbbO 

Figure 4: A fuzzy CSP and its solution. 

This is true also in general; therefore, we can compute the solution of an SCSP 
by computing the disjunction of the solutions associated to the labeling. This is 
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0--------0----- ::~~ 
a.a0.5 aJ0.7 i> ahaO 
tWO ab0.8 Sol abt>O 

baO 1>30 ~0 

bl>O l>bO b:IDO 

.... o 
I>N>O 

0--------0----- ::~ 
u0.7 i> oroo 
ab 0.8 Sol abb 0 
NO b3.3.0.7 

1:>1:>0 b.lb0.8 "'' 
oroo 

'"'0 

0--------0----- :: ~ 
.. o .. o i> ..... o., 
ab0.6 abO Sol abb0.6 
ba.O t>a0.2 ba..10 

bhO bbl t>WO 

..... o 
I>N>O 

0--------0----- :: 
"" .. o i> '"'" nbO abO Sol abbO 
NO baO.:!: b:uO 

N>O bb I babO 

'"'" ""'" 
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Figure 5: The set of the { x, y }-labelings corresponding to the problem. 

important, since it means that we can decompose an SCSP and solve it by solving 
its sub-problems. The following theorem formalizes this informal statement. 

Theorem 1 (disjunction correctness) Given a SCSP P = (C,con), a subset vV 
of V(C), and a set {cl> ... , cn} of constraints over W such that ffi; c; = (1, W), we 
have that Sol(P) = ffi;Sol((CU {c;},con)). Moreover, P = .Cw(P). 

This result allows us to compute the solution of a SCSP using the labeling pro
cedure. Moreover, if all the variables are instantiated, i.e. when the labeling .C 
is complete (W = V(P)), then the values found for the variables contain all the 
informations needed to compute (very easily) the exact solution of the problem: 

Theorem 2 (solution of a complete labeling) We suppose given a problem P = 

(C,con) where C = {cji E [l,n]} and ViE [l,n],c; =(de];, con;). Let Pt(c) = 
(C U Ihc)> con) be a complete labeling of P. Then Sol(Phc)) = (dej, con) with 

def(t +~he)) = TiiE[l,n] de];(t .J-~),~l), and dej(t') = 0 if t' i= t +~~). Moreover, 

blevel(P1
1;(c)) = TiiE[l,n] dej;(t .J-~h~)). 

As in the CSP case ([12]), it is sufficient to maintain AC during the labeling 
procedure to completely solve the problem (after a complete labeling has been ob
tained). 

Theorem 3 (correctness of AC) Given a SCSP P = (C, con) and a total order 
--< between the variables, assume that V(C) = {xl> ... , xp} with x1 --< · · ·--< Xp, and 
let P{,(c) = (C U Ihc)' con) be a complete labeling of P. Also, let P' = ac(P{1(c)) 
be the arc-consistent problem obtained starting from Phc)· Thenfor each i in [l,p], 
the value [ { x;} ]P' of location x; in problem P' is a simple instantiation constraint 

Cx;,t;,vp and blevel(P1~(c)) = TiiE[l,p] V;. 

4 Partial local consistency 

In this section we introduce the notion of approximated local consistency algorithms, 
and we give some sufficient conditions for the algorithms to terminate and be correct. 
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4.1 Approximated rules 

The idea of an approximation function is to replace the real computation (that is, 
the solution of the subproblem defined by a rule) with a simpler one. Notice that the· 
naive idea that consists in abstracting the SCSP to be solved into the corresponding 
CSP (where a value different from 0 would be replaced by true) does not work, since 
one would not get the right truth value at the end of the computation. 

The following definition states that a "correct" and "complete" approximation 
function should not enlarge the domains and also it should not loose any solution. 
Given a rule r = l +--- L, an approximation function ¢ for r is a function from 
type-1(L) x type-1(l) to type-1 (1) such that: 1) for all constraint set C of type L, 
for all constraint c of type l, Sol ( ( C U { c}, l)) !;;;;s ¢( C, c) !;;;;8 c, 2) for all constraint 
sets { cr, ... , cp}, { c~, ... , c~} of type L, for all constraints c, c' of type l, (Vi E 
[l,p],c; !;;;;8 c;,c !;;;;8 c') =} (¢({c1 , ... ,cp},c) !;;;; 8 ¢({c~, ... ,c~},c')). As trivial 
examples, one can consider the approximation function ·that does no approximation 
(let us call it ¢best) and also the one that does no domain reduction (¢worst). 

Example 4 Let r = l +--- L be a rule. Let </Jbest such that \:IC E type-1(L), \:fc E 
type-1 

( l), ¢best( C, c) = Sol ( ( C U { c}, l)), It is easy to see that ¢best is an appmxima
tion function for r. It is the "best" approximation function (in fact, there are no 
rule that compute an approximation closer to the solution). 

Example 5 Let r = l +--- L be a rule. Let ¢worst such that \:IC E type-1(L), \:fc E 
type-1(l), ¢worst(C, c)= c, It is easy to see that ¢worst is an approximation function 
for r. It is the "worst" approximation function (in fact, the rule does not change 
any information over the constraints). 

Given a ruler= l +---Land an approximation function¢ for r, the approximation 
of rule r by function ¢ is defined as rq, = l +---q, L. Given an approximated rule 
rq, = l +---q, L, the application of rq, to problem P is defined by [l +---q, L](P) = 
[l := ¢((L]p, [ljp )](P). That is, we apply toP the approximated rules instead of the 
original ones. 

This notion of rule approximation can be used to modify the definition of a 
constraint without changing the solution of the problem. In fact, as the following 
theorem states, applying the approximated rule leads to a problem which has better 
values that the problem obtained by applying the rule. Thus, we cannot loose any 
solution, since we obtain an SCSP which is "between" the original problem and the 
problem obtained by using the non-approximated rules, which we know by Section 
2.1 do not change the solution set. 

Theorem 6 [l +--- L](P) !;;;;p [l +---q, Lj(P)!;;;; P. 

Proof: By definition of rule application, [l +-- L](P) = [l := Sol(([L U {l})p,l)))(P) 
and (l +--q, L](P) = [l := ¢([L]p, [l]p)](P). Now, since the problem [l +-- L](P) and the 
problem [l +--q, L](P) differ only for the constraint over the variable set l and since, 
by definition of an approximation function, Sol( (C U { c}, l)) l;;;s ¢(C, c), the statement 
obviously holds. D 
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It is easy to verify that ¢best computes the same problem as the rule itself while 
¢worst does not change the problem. 

Theorem 7 (equivalence for rules) Given a problem P and an approximated 
ruler¢, P = h](P). 

Since the application of an approximated rule does not change the solution of the 
problem, we can define a correct and complete semiring-based partial local consis
tency algorithm, by applying, following a given strategy, several approximated rules 
to a given SCSP. 

Given a set of rules R, an approximation scheme <P for R associates to each rule 
r = l +--- L of R an approximation <P(r) = l +---¢ L. Given a problem P, a set R 
of local consistency rules, an approximation scheme <P for R, and a fair strategy S 
for R, a local consistency algorithm applies to P the <~?-approximations of the rules 
in R in the order given by S. Thus, if the strategy is S = s1s2 s3 .. . , the resulting 
problem is P' = [<P(s1 ); <P(s2 ); <P(s3 ); ... ](P). The algorithm stops when the current 
problem is stable w.r.t. R. In that case, we denote by plc(P, R, S, <P) the resulting 
problem. 

Proposition 8 (equivalence) P = plc(P, R, S, <P). 

Theorem 9 (termination) Consider a SCSP P over a finite semiring. Then the 
application of a partial local consistency algorithm over P terminates in a finite 
number of steps. 

Theorem 10 (order-independence) Consider a SCSP P and two different ap
plications of the same partial local consistency algorithm toP, producing respectively 
the problem P' = plc(P, R, S, <P) and P" = plc(P, R, S', <P). Then, P' = P". Thus, 
we will write P' = plc(P, R, <1?). 

4.2 Partial arc-consistency 

Given a SCSP P and an approximation scheme <P for AC, we will write pac(P, <P) 
instead of plc(P, AC, <P). Let ¢ be an approximation function for r = { x} +--
{ { x, Yl, ... , Yn}, {yr}, ... , {Yn}} (which, we recall, is the scheme for the AC rules). 
Let Y = {y1, ... , Yn} and 11 = { x} U Y. \file say that ¢ is instantiation-correct if, for 

d v { } d' v' ({ } d' v' ) all constraints c of type 11, for all I 1; = Cx U Iy' , we have ¢ c U Iy' , Cx = 
Sol( ( { c} 'u If/, {x })). 

Informally, ¢ is instantiation-correct if the rule <P('r) performs an exact com
putation as soon as all the variables appearing in such a rule are instantiated. For 
example, ¢best is instantiation-correct, but 4>wo,.st is not. For approximation functions 
satisfying the previous definition, partial AC performs the same domain reductions 
as AC, as soon as all the variables of the problem are instantiated. 

Theorem 11 (correctness of PAC) Given a SCSP P = (C,con), and an ap
proximation scheme <P for AC that is instantiation-correct, assume that 11(C) = 
{ xr, ... , xp} with x 1 -< · · · -< Xp· Let Pf,(c) = (C U Ihc)' con) be a complete label
ing of P. Let P" = pac(Pf,(c)' <P) and P' = ac(P~(c)). Then, for each i in [l,p], 
[{xi}]P' = [{x;}]P"· 
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Proof (sketch): We will study the computation of the two algorithms (ac and pac). 
Because of the property of order-independence, we can assume that the rules are applied 
with the same strategy. W is correct w.r.t. to the instantiation. Hence, for each step 
(rule application and approximation of a rule application), the two algorithms compute 
the same domains (since all the variables are instantiated). Finally, for each i in [l,p], 
[{x;})P' = [{x;})P"· D 

Corollary 12 With the notations of Theorem 11, for each i in [l,p], the value 
[{x;}]P" of location X; in problem P" is a simple instantiation constraint cx,,t,,u;· 
Moreover, blevel(P{'(C)) = TiiE[1,p] vi. 

5 Domains 

Y.fe are now going to restrict our attention to certain kinds of approximations for 
AC, for which there exists a "good" representation for the variable domains. Then, 
we will adapt the computation of the approximations to these representations. 

In the following we will always assume to have a constraint system C S = (S, D, V) 
where D is totally ordered. This means that there must be a way to compare any to 
elements of the domain D. Usually in current constraint programming this is done 
by mapping the given domain into (a subset of) the integers. 

Reasoning about approximation schemes is not easy. That is the reason why we 
will define the easier notion of approximation domain. \'Ve call a domain any unary 
constraint. Given a set of domains E, we are· looking for approximations schemes 
that build domains in E. Because of the properties of approximations, the set E has 
to satisfy the following three properties: 1) for each domain, there must be a bigger 
domain in E (by definition of an approximation function); 2) for each domain, there 
must be a smaller domain in E (by definition of an approximation function); 3) E has 
to contain instantiation constraints (by instantiation-correctness). Or, equivalently: 
E 2 { (1, { x }) jx E V} U { Cx,i,v/x E V, i E D, v E S}. We will call an approximation 
domain set a set satisfying the above properties. The following proposition states 
that the notion of approximation domain is sufficient for the purpose of this work. 

Proposition 13 Given an appmximation domain set E, there exists an approxima
tion scheme <P such that the application of an approximation function (corresponding 
to <P) build domains in E. 

The choice of an approximation domain set is very open. However, the approx
imation domains should have a fixed memory requirement. Here we will consider 
some generalizations of the min-max scheme. 

An up-down-stair is a domain d = (d(l), ... , d(n)) such that there exists k E [1, n] 
s.t. d(1) ~s ... d(k) ?.s ... d(n). Y.fe call m-up-down-stair any up-down-stair such 
that /d(D)/ 1 ~ m. We note S(m) the set of m-up-down-stairs. 

Note that the 1-up-down-stair corresponds exactly to the min-max scheme in 
the case where the semiring is the boolean one. Figure 6 presents an example of a 
3-up-down-stair in the case of the fuzzy semiring. 

Proposition 14 For each m > 0, S(m) is an approximation domain set. 
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Figure 6: A 3-up-down-stair. 

Note that an m-up-down-stair can be stored using 2m integers and m semiring 
values. A m-up-down-stair is made of m rectangles of decreasing width. Then, for 
each k between 1 and m, one has to store the interval [infk, supk] that defines the 
kth rectangle and the total height of the k first rectangles. For the example of Figure 
6, we get: ([2, 9), 0.2); ([4, 9), 0.4); ((5, 7), 0.5). 

Since implementing m-up-down-stairs is quite complicated2 and 1-up-down-stairs 
are sometimes not powerful enough, we present an alternative representation of 
domains. The idea is to split the domain of a variable in m intervals and to use an 
1-up-down-stair in each interval (cf. area approximation of function integral). The 
greater is the number of intervals we use, the more precise is the approximation, This 
approach is less powerful than m-up-down-stairs since the width and the position 
of the intervals are fixed, but, for some applications, it may be more useful than 
1-up-down-stairs. 

6 Implementation 

6.1 The clp(FD,S) system 

The clp(FD,S) system (6, 8) contains a logic-based language for semiring-based 
constraint solving, developed at INRIA and freely available by http at 
loco. inria. fr ;-georget/ clp_fds/ clp_fds. htrnl. Our implementation of partial 
AC in the clp (FD, S) system uses a unique constraint of the form X in r (see 
(6, 8)). However, the language of indexicals and operators has been extended: Table 
1 presents the set of operators and indexicals needed for writing ranges that will be 
in S(1). 

As an example consider the constraint x 2: y and its encodation 

X in (rnin(Y) .. infinity)*sigrna(Y), 
Y in (0 .. rnax(X))*sigrna(X). 

6.2 Benchmarks 

In order to measure the efficiency of our implementation, we have first compared 
the execution times of AC and partial AC (PAC) in clp(FD,S) on the well-known 

2 In the general case (ic m > 1): 0(S(m) x S(m)) \1: S(m). 
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r ::= sing( it) 
it .. it 
r + r 
r * r 
r + at 
r * at 

it::= n 
infinity 
min(Y) 
max(Y) 
add( it, it) 
sub( it, it) 
mul( it, it) 
floor _div(it, it) 
ceiLdiv(it, it) 

at::= a 
at + at 
at * at 
sigma(Y) 

(singleton) 
(interval) 
(union) 
(intersection) 
( + operation ) 
( x operation) 

(integer ( < oo)) 
(oo) 
(indexical) 
(indexical) 
(addition) 
(substraction) 
(multiplication) 
(division, rounded down) 
(division, rounded up) 

(element of the semiring 
( + operation) 
( x operation) 
(indexical) 

Table 1: Operators and indexicals needed for partial AC. 
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problem alpha (coming from the news group rec. puzzle). The results (obtained 
on a PII, 400 Mhz) are given in Table 2. 

II Name II AC (ms) I PAC (ms) II 
II alpha II 1752oo 1 459o II 

Table 2: AC vs PAC (using clp(FD,S)). 

This comparison shows that PAC is much faster than AC on problems that use 
a lot of arithmetic constraints, like the alpha problem does. 

Then, we have compared the execution times of PAC in clp(FD,S) [8] and PAC 
in clp(FD) [6] on a set of classical benchmarks which do not strictly require soft 
constraints. Note that the purpose of these experiments was not to solve the bench
marks as quick as possible but to compare the two systems, hence, we did not use 
heuristics or sophisticated methods. The results (obtained on a PII, 400 Mhz) are 
given in Table 3. 

Jl Name II clp(FP,S) (ms) I clp(FD) (ms) I c~i~~~~~) 
alpha 4590 730 6.3 
bridge 30 30 1 
20xcars 150 60 2.5 
20xcrypta 480 110 4.7 
donald 1170 230 5.1 
20xeq10 170 130 1.3 
20xeq20 300 240 1.3 
lauriere 1960 630 3.1 

Table 3: clp(FD,S) vs clp(FD) (using PAC). 

One should notice that clp (FD, S) always does more work since it is generic 
with respect to the semiring. Hence, it is slower: the mean value of c~i~~~~~) is 3.2. 
However, the loss of efficiency is acceptable, considering also that clp (FD, S) is a 
multi-purpose constraint solver, which can handle both semiring-based constraints 
and also classical constraints. Thus, from this experiments, we can see that even for 
problems which can be handled by clp(FD), the use of the clp(FD, S) system can 
be acceptable if PAC is applied. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) the extension of 
the definition and properties of the labeling procedure from the classical CSP case to 
the SCSP framework; 2) a general scheme for approximating local consistency in the 
semiring-based framework; 3) properties that are sufficient for the correctness of the 
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approximations; 4) some implementations results in the particular case of semiring

based arc-consistency. We plan to go further in the experiments with PAC. In 
particular, we plan to study the performances of AC and PAC on fuzzy and other 

soft constraint problems (we only give results for boolean problems in this paper), 
in order to choose the approximation with the best trade-off between precision and 
efficiency. Also, such experiments will be performed using clp (FD, S). 
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Extending clp(FD) by Negative Constraint Solving 

Antonio J. Fernandez and Patricia M. Hill 

Abstract 

In this paper we present a novel extension to the constraint logic program
ming on Finite Domains (clp(FD)) which combines the usual clp(FD) primi
tive constraint X in range with a new primitive constraint X notin range. We 
show that, together, they are more expressive and provide better constraint 
propagation than having X in range on its own. 

It is shown how the standard clp(FD) framework can be adapted to sup
port this extension by defining conditions for the checking of the consistency 
of constraints and new methods for their propagation. 

Keywords: Constraint Solving, Constraint Propagation, Labeling, Finite 
Domain, 

1 Introduction 

The finite domain constraint solver clp(FD) has a simple framework based on a 
unique primitive of the form X in r where X is a variable and r a subset of the 
integer domain. In (1], it is shown that this framework allows a highly efficient 
constraint solver with good expressivity. 

The clp(FD) framework is closed under negation. This means that that the 
constraint -{X in r) is just the complement X in -r where -r = { i E Intege-r I i ~ 
r}. This negative constraint highlights two problems: from a computational point 
of view, a negative constraint is expensive since it will introduce choice points in the 
solution search tree and, from a programming point of view, it does not provide much 
flexibility since it must be defined in terms of the range r and not the complement. 
For example, to say that X does not belong to the subset { i E N atuml I 3 :::; i :S 5} 
we must write X in {i E Natural! (0 :S i < 3) or (5 < i :S oo}. 

Typically the constraint satisfaction problems on finite domains (FD) involve 
several processes: constraint propagation, consistency checks, and labeling (also 
called enumeration). Constraint propagation entails updating the constraint store 
with new constraints. The revised constraint store may be checked for consistency. 

Antonio J. Fermindez is with Departamento de Lenguajes y Ciencias de Ia E.T.S.I.I., 29071 
Teatinos, lvlaJaga. Email: afdezl!llcc. uma. es 
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hilll!lscs.leeds.ac.uk 
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Labeling assigns domain values to some of the finite domain variables in order to 

solve the constraints. 
In this paper, we propose an extension to the clp(FD) framework based on index

icals. This extension provides a new primitive constraint X notin r which captures 

the meaning of the negated constraint •(X in T) in the standard clp(F D) frame

work. However, we also provide a means for these new constraints to actively interact 

with other constraints of the form X in T and, as a consequence, allowing for im

proved constraint propagation and thereby reducing the labeling needed for finding 

a solution (by reducing the solution search tree). 

Since, as shown here, high level constraints can be defined directly in terms of 

this primitive, by supporting this new primitive constraint, the expressivity of the 

clp(FD) framework is also improved. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the usual clp(FD) frame

work based on the constraint X in r . In Section 3 we describe the new primitive 

X notin T and explain how it affects to the standard clp(FD). Section 4 shows 

how constraint propagation is improved and in Section 5 some examples of solvers, 

which demonstrate the flexibility of the combination of the constraints X in r and 

X notin T , are shown. In section 6 a comparison of the current clp(FD) framework 

with our extension in the solving of several well known problems is clone. The paper 

ends with some conclusions and further work. 

2 Basic concepts 

2.1 Syntax of X in r 

The following definitions are from [1]. 
A domain in FD is a (non empty) set of natural numbers (i.e. a range). A range 

is a subset of {0, 1, ... , infinite} where infinite is a particular integer denoting the 

greatest value that a variable can take. A range is consistent if it is not the empty set 

and inconsistent otherwise. The notation a .. b represents the range {i E Natumlla:::; 

i :::; b}. Given a range r, min(r) (resp. max(r)) is defined to be the lower (resp. 

upper) bound ofT. Pointwise operations ( +,-, * ,/) between a range r and an integer 

i are defined as the set obtained by applying the corresponding operation on each 

element of T. The set of FD variables to have values in a given domain is denoted 

by 1fo. 
If X is a variable, then a constraint c is defined as follows: 
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c ::= 

r ::= 

-r 

r•t 

t ::= min(Y) 

max(Y) 

val(Y) 

ct 

tl. t2 

ct ::= infinite 

n 

(primitive constraint) 

(interval) 

(complementation) 

(union) 

(intersection) 

(pointwise operations; i E Integer; • E { +, *, -, /} 
(indexical term min) 

(indexical term max) 

(indexical term val) 

(constant term) 

(integer operations; • E { +, *, -, /} 
(greatest value in the domain) 

(n E O .. infinity) 

ctt • ct2 (integer operations; • E { +, *, -, /} 
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This syntax can vary depending on the different languages that employ this ap

proach (usually called indexical approach). Here we have presented only the stan

dard syntax. Intuitively, a constraint X in r enforces to X to belong to the range r 

that can be not only a constant range but also an indexical range using: 

• min( X) representing the minimum value of the current domain X 

• max(X) representing the maximum value of the current domain X 

• val(X) representing the delayed value of the current domain X (this value is 

only returned when X is instantiated). 

2. 2 Constraint consistency, interval narrowing and constraint 

propagation 

We say that a constraint X in r is simple if it does not use indexicals terms and 

non-simple otherwise. For example, X in 1..3 is simple and X in min(Y) .. rnax(Y) 

is non-simple. 

Definition 1 {Consistency of constraints) Let X in r be a simple constraint. We 

say that X in r is inconsistent iff r is the empty set and consistent otherwise. 

Definition 2 {Store) A store is a finite set of constraints. A store is in normal 

form if it contains at most one simple constraint X in r for each variable belonging 

to the original set of constrained variables. The normal form of a store S can be 

obtained by replacing, for each variable X E 110 , the set of all simple constraints 

for X, X in r1, ... , X in r n, by the constraint X in rd\ ... /\r n. This process is 

called interval narrowing. 
We say that a store is inconsistent if it contains at least one inconsistent con

straint. 
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For example, consider the store S = {X in 2 .. 10, Y in 4 .. 20}. By adding the 
constraint X in 5 .. 15, an interval narrowing process is executed and the new store 
is {X in 5 .. 10, Y in 4 .. 20}. 

When a constraint X in r uses an indexical term on another variable Y (the 
indexed variable), it must be checked each time the domain of Y is updated. This 
process, called constraint propagation, projects the value returned by the indexical 
term defined over Y on the constraint X in r and a new simple constraint on X is 
sent to the store. This may cause further interval narrowing on X. The constraints 
using indexicals remain in the store to propagate future modifications on the indexed 
variables. 

For example, consider the storeS= {X in 2 .. 10, Yin 4 .. 20, Yin min(Z) .. 20}. 
By adding the constraint X in min(Y) .. max(Y), constraint propagation enforces 
the constraint X in 4 .. 20. This constraint is sent again to the store S and, by 
interval narrowing, the new store is {X in 4 .. 10, Yin 4 .. 20, Y in min(Z) .. 20, 
X in min(Y) .. rnax(Y)}. 

During computation on a store, a constraint added to it can: 

• succeed: if the store becomes consistent. 

• fail: if the store becomes inconsistent. 

• propagate: if the constraint is non-simple and leads to constraint propagation. 
The resultant constraint is added to the store. 

• suspend: if the constraint is non-simple and any of its indexical terms cannot 
be evaluated so that constraint propagation is delayed until all its indexical 
terms can be evaluated. For instance, in the example shown above constraint 
propagation on the constraint Y in rnin(Z) .. 20 is delayed until rnin(Z) is 
evaluated. 

See [1] for more details. 

2.3 Negation 

The primitive X in r embeds· the core propagation mechanism. High level con
straints are built from this primitive. For example, the constraint X =/= Y /2 is 
defined into the clp(fd) system [2] as follows: 

XfoY:- Xin -{val(Y)}, 

Yin -{val(X)}. 

where the constraint X in - { val(Y)} (resp. Y in - { val(X)}) is delayed until Y 
(resp. X) is bound. 

The FD constraint system based on indexicals is closed under negation since the 
constraint •X in r is just the complementation X in - r. Intuitively, this means 
that a constraint •X in a .. b, where a, bE O .. infinity, is equivalent to the constraint 
X in O .. a-1 \fb + l..infinity. As consequence of it, a constraint X in - { val(Y)} 
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is equivalent to X in 0 .. { val(Y)} - 1\1 { val(Y)} +!..infinity. Note that this kind 
of constraint introduces a choice point (in form of union of ranges) to the solution 
search tree. 

2.4 Propagation plus labeling 

Most of the problems cannot be solved by just constraint propagation and interval 
narrowing but they need an additional process called labeling (or enumeration). 
Labeling is the process of assigning to the FD variables, values from the domain 
by following a given criteria. For example, a naive labeling chooses values from the 
minimum to the maximum in the domain of a FD variable and assigns these values 
to the FD variables sequentially. Labeling a FD variable X with a value n introduces 
in the solution search tree a choice point and two alternatives: X = n and X =/= n. 
Labeling is thus an expensive process which is executed when no more constraint 
propagation, over the FD variables constrained in the problem, is possible. 

Note that any improvement on the constraint propagation leads to a reduction in 
the solution search tree since less quantity of labeling (measured in the number of 
assignments to the FD variables that it is necessary to do in order to find a solution 
or an inconsistency) will be required. 

3 An alternative to the complementation of ranges 

We propose an extension to the clp(FD) framework which consists in an alternative 
approach for the negation of the primitive constraint X in r . In next sections, this 
approach is described as well as its advantages and differences wrt the constraint 
X in -r. 

3.1 The primitive X notin r 

·we extend the clp(FD) framework by defining a ne-..v primitive constraint X notin r . 
The syntax shown in section 2.1 is extended as follows: 

c ::= X in r (primitive positive constraint) 

X notin 1' (primitive negative constraint) 

The rest of the syntax remains unchanged. Intuitively, the constraint X notin r 

constrains X to have values that do not belong to r. Before explaining how this 
new primitive affects the clp(FD) framework, we introduce some concepts. 

The constraint X in r is called a positive constraint and is denoted as constraint+. 
The constraint X no tin r is called a negative constraint and is denoted as constraint-. 
Simple (resp. non-simple) and consistent (resp. inconsistent) negative interval 

constraints are defined analogously as for positive constraints. 
We denote by c~x (resp. c~~,J a simple (resp. non-simple) negative constraint, 

defined on a variable X, when necessary. Analogously, we denote by <Y (resp. cx8
) 

a simple (resp. non-simple) positive constraint, defined on a variable X. 
A store containing only negative (resp. positive) constraints is called a negative 

(resp. positive) constraint store. We write -.S (resp. +S) to express Sis a negative 
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(resp. positive) store. The set of all variables constrained at least with a constraint 
in -,s (resp. +S) is denoted by 11,5 (resp. 11+5 ). 

3.2 Considerations on the negative stores 
3.2.1 Constraint propagation 

Constraint propagation is executed analogously as for positive stores. This means 
that the constraints- using indexicals terms on other variables remain in the nega
tive store for propagating future changes on the indexed variables. 

Consider for example the following stores: 

+S ={X in 10 .. 20} and -.S ='{X notin 40 .. 60, X notin l..max(Y) * 3} 

By adding the constraint Yin 1..4 to the store +S, the constraint X notin l..max(Y)* 
3 is propagated to the constraint X notin 1..12. 

3.2.2 Constraint Normalisation 

The interval narrowing process is never executed on negative stores and is replaced 
by a process called constraint normalisation. This process is consequence of the 
interaction of both a positive and a negative store. 

Definition 3 (Normalised store) Let +S be a positive store in normal form and let -,s be a negative store. And let 11 = {X / X E W+s n 11,5 ) 1\ 3c~x E -,S} be the set 
of all variables constrained with precisely one simple constraint+ in +S and at least 
one simple constraint- in -,S. The normalised store of -,S wrt +S is a negative 
store defined as follows: 

nonn(-.S, +S) = -.S- U {c~x I c~x E -.S} u 
XEF 

U {X notin rt/\7'2) I X in 1'1 E +S 1\ {rt/\7'2} =10} 
XEF,X notin r2E•S 

This means that norm( -,S, +S) is the negative store obtained by 
(1) removing in -,S all the simple constraints- defined on variables which are 

constrained by a simple constraint+ in +S, and of 
(2) adding certain consistent simple constraints- which are the result of 
the intersection of the ranges of the simple constraint+ in +S for a variable X 

and a simple constraint- in -,s for the same variable X. 
Consider for example the following stores: 

+S ={X in 10 .. 20} and -.S ={X notin 40 .. 60, X notin 15 .. 30} 

Then ·norn1(-,S, +S) = {X notin 15 .. 20}. The constraints X notin 40 .. 60 and 
X notin 15 .. 30 were removed from -,S whereas the constraint X notin 15 .. 20 (which 
is the result of X notin (10 .. 20) /\ (15 .. 30)) was added. 
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3.3 Consistency checking wrt negative constraints 

The consistency of a positive store can be directly checked wrt a negative store. 

Definition 4 (Consistency of a variable wrt a negative store) Let +S be a positive 
store in normal form and let X in r 1 the simple interval constraint in +S for any 
variable X E 11+s· Let -,5 be a negative store. Then X is inconsistent in +S wrt 
,s if 

3(X notin 1"z) E norm(-,S, +S): 1"1 ~ 1"2 

and consistent otherwise. 
For example, consider the following stores: 

+S ={X in 3 .. 6, Yin 10 .. 20} and -,S ={X notin 5 .. 10, Y notin 8 .. 22} 

Then X is consistent in +5 wrt -,5 and Y is inconsistent in +S wrt -,S. 

Definition 5 (Consistency of a positive store wrt a negative store) Let +S and -.S 
be a positive and a negative store respectively where +S is in normal form. Then 
+S is consistent wrt -,5 iff for all X E 11+8 , X is consistent in +S wrt -,S, and 
inconsistent otherwise. 

4 Improving constraint propagation 

In this section we show how the interaction of negative and positive constraints leads 
to the improvement of the constraint propagation. 

4.1 The disjoint element 
Definition 6 {The disjoint range) Let r 1 = t 1 .. t 2 and r 2 = t3 .. t 4 be two consistent 
simple ranges. We call the disjoint range of r1 and T2 and denoted by Dr1 ,r2 , to the 
range defined as follows: 

if (rd\rz = 0) then 'Dr1 ,r2 = 1"1 

elsif (h :S; t3) and (tz < t4) 'Dr1 ,r2 = h .. t3- 1 

elsif (t3 :S; t1) and (t4 < tz) 'Dn,r2 = t4 + l..tz 
otherwise it does not.exist 

Examples. Table 1 shows some examples of the disjoint range for two ranges. 

Table 1: Disjoint ranges. Examples 
1"1 1"2 'Dn,r2 
1..15 10 .. 20 1..9 
10 .. 20 1..15 16 .. 20 
4 .. 7 9 .. 11 4 .. 7 
1..10 5 .. 7 it does not exist 
1..10 0 .. 20 it does not exist 

Definition 7 {The Disjoint constraint) Let c1 = X in r 1 and c2 = X notin r 2 be 
respectively a positive and a negative simple constraint defined on the same variable 
X. The disjoint constraint of c1 and c2 is defined as the constraint X in Dr1 ,r2 and 
is denoted as Dc1 ,c2 • 
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4.2 Further propagation by extending the positive store 

On FDs, when no more constraint propagation is possible an enumeration (labeling) 
process is activated. As explained in section 2.4, the assignment of domain values 
to the FD variables introduces backtracking in the form of choice points with .the 
corresponding penalty in efficiency. 

The importance of the disjoint element is that it can be used to get more propaga
tion before labeling is activated. In the follovving, we define the concept of extended 
store and show, by means of a simple example, how more constraint propagation 
can be got by extending the positive store. 

Definition 8 (Extended store) Let +S and --,S be a positive and a negative store 
respectively where +S is in normal form. Consider the positive store S' defined as 
follows 

S'= {c:,VIc',t'E+S} 
u { c~y I ex E +S /1. -.3c~x E norm( -.s, +S)}. 

Uc~xE~S {Vc~,c~x I C~y E +S /1. 'Dc~,c~x exists} 

Uc~xE~S {ex I c~y E +S /1. 'Dc~,c~x does not exist} 

The normal form of S' is called the extended store of +S wrt --,S and is denoted by 
ext(+ S, --,S). 

For instance, consider the following stores: 

+S ={X in 10 .. 20, Yin 1..3} and -,S ={X notin 3 .. 11, X notin 15 .. 30} 

As 

1. norm(--,S, +S) ={X notin 10 .. 11, X notin 15 .. 20}; 

2. Vx in 10 .. 20,X notin 3 .. 11 = X in 12 .. 20; 

3. Vx in 10 .. 20,x notin 15 .. 30 = X in 10 .. 14; 

4. S' ={X in 12 .. 20, X in 10 .. 14, Yin 1.., 3}. 

By the definition shown above, ext( +S, --,S) is the normal form of S', that is, 
{X in 12 .. 14, Yin 1..3}. 

Note that the constraint X in 10 .. 20 belonging to +S has been narrowed, by 
extending the positive store, to the constraint X in 12 .. 14. Note also that no addi
tional choice point (backtracking) has been added in order to get such a reduction 
in the range. 

4.3 Negative Constraints vs. Complemented Constraints 
Although in their meanings, a constraint X notin r is equivalent to the constraint 
X in -r, these constraints are solved in different ways. For instance, consider the 
example shown above ·where each negative constraint in --,5 is novv replaced in +S 
by their equivalent complemented constraint. +S becomes: 

+S ={X in 10 .. 20, X in - (3 .. 11), X in - (15 .. 30),. Yin 1..3} 
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This means that (see Section 2.3) 

+S ={X in 10 .. 20, X in (0 .. 2)\/(12 .. infinity), X in (0 .. 14)\/(3l..infinity), Yin 1..3} 

By interval narrowing, +S is expressed: 

+S = { X in ((10 .. 20)/\(0 .. 2)/\(0 .. 14)) \1 
( (10 .. 20) /\ (0 .. 2)/\(3l..infinity)) \1 
( (10 .. 20) /\ (12 .. infinity)f\ (0 .. 14)) \1 
( (10 .. 20) /\ (12 .. infinity)/\ (31..infinity)), 

Yin 1..3} 
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The resulting store is +S = {X in 12 .. 14, Y in 1..3} which is exactly the same 
solution got by extending the positive store in previous section. 

However, note that the use of negative constraints did not introduce choice points 
whereas the use of complemented constraints introduces additional choice points (in 
the way of union of ranges) to the solution search tree. This example shows how the 
use of negative constraints instead of complemented constraints can avoid unneces
sary choice points and thus reduce the cost of finding a solution or an inconsistency. 

5 Defining constraints by means of negative ones 

In usual clp(FD), high level constraints (i.e the constraint X =f. Y) are built from 
the constraint X in r at a user level so that the user controls the propagation mech
anism. One of the main advantages of the interaction of the constraint X in r and 
X notin r is that the user can also control the propagation with notin constraints. 

In the following we present some examples which demonstrate the flexibility and 
expressivity of the integration of the primitive X notin r in the usual clp(FD). 

5.1 Symbolic constraints: The alLdifferent constraint 

In most clp(FD) systems, many symbolic constraints are hard-coded inC to obtain 
the best performance so that the user has no control over the propagation mecha
nism. 

As an example, we consider the alLdifferent/1 constraint which is applied to a list 
L of FD variables and enforces the constraint X =f. Y for each pair X, Y of variables 
in the list L. 

This symbolic constraint has a number of alternative implementations. For ex
ample, in the clp(FD) system [2], it depends exclusively on the high level constraint 
X =f. Y which is defined there as: 

Xi Y :- X in - {val(Y)}, 

Y in - { val(X)}. 

The constraint X in - { val(Y)} (resp. Yin - { val(X)}) is delayed until Y (resp. 
X) is bound. This constraint is based on the complementation of ranges which, in 
the clp(FD) system, is coded in C. We refer to the source code of clp(FD) which 
is provided with the implementation1 . Note also that by the complementation of 

1 File fd_range.c. 
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ranges, a constraint such as X in - {val(Y)} introduces one choice point in the 
way of X in 0 .. { val(Y)} - 1\/ X in { val(Y)} +I.. infinity. 

As the constraint all_different/1 is based on the complementation of ranges, a 
constraint all_different(L) results in a solution search tree which grows with the 
number of constraints X =1- Y imposed for each X, Y E L. 

In other systems, such as SICStus Prolog 3#7.1 [3], the implementation of the 
all_different/1 constraint is really hard to follow since it is directly coded in C and 
very specialised for FDs. The aim is to get an extra efficiency. We remit to the 
source code of SICStus which is provided with the implementation 2 . 

VVe propose a definition based exclusively in the constraint X =1- Y, similar to 
that shown above for the clp(FD) system. The main difference is that this constraint 
is now defined by the constraint X notin r instead of the constraint X in r . 

Xi Y : - X notin val(Y), 

Y notin val(X). 

5.1.1 Compared definitions 

The clp(FD) definition and our definition are straightforward and easier to read 
than SICStus one which is coded directly in C. 

Although our definition is similar to the clp(FD) definition, several differences 
are highlighted. First, as already mentioned, our definition uses directly the range 
being negated and not its complement as done in the clp(FD) definition. Secondly, 
as consequence of the complementation of ranges, the clp(FD) definition introduces 
extra choice points (see Section 2.3) whereas our definition avoids them by the 
intrinsic meaning of the notin constraint. 

5.2 Boolean Solvers 

Boolean solvers have been used from a long time in various research areas. The 
idea of considering Boolean solvers as a particular case of FD was first introduced 
in the language CHIP [5]. However, in CHIP the Boolean solvers were coded by 
using low level routines. In clp(FD) [1] Boolean solvers were coded directly at the 
user level by means of the constraint X in r . These Boolean solvers are obviously 
more readable than the Boolean solvers of CHIP since the schema of propagation is 
coded in a constraint language and not in C. 

In this section we show an alternative definition for the Boolean solvers of the 
clp(FD) system. These definitions are based on the combined use of the constraints 
X in r and X notin T and highlight the expressive power of our extension. These 
examples show how, in several cases, the formulation is even more natural than that 
shown in the clp(FD) system and how the code of these constraints is even more 
readable. 

2 File fd.c. 
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5.2.1 Not/1 

The clp(FD) system codes the Boolean constraint not(X, Y), which means X= -,y 
as follows: 

not( X, Y) :- X in {1- val(Y)}, Y in {1 - val(X)}. 

Our alternative definition is as follows: 

not(X, Y) :- X notin val(Y), Y notin val(X). 

Note that our definition is more intuitive since it is expressed directly with the 
negated range. 

5.2.2 Or/3 

The Boolean constraint or(X, Y, Z), which means Z 
clp(FD) system as follows: 

X V Y, is coded m the 

or(X, Y, Z) : - X in 0 .. 1, Y in 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

Z in min(X) + min(Y)- min(X) * min(Y) .. max(X) + max(Y)- max(X) * max(Y), 

X in min(Z) * (1- max(Y)) .. max(Z), 

Yin min(Z) * (1- max(X)) .. max(Z). 

Our alternative definition is the following: 

or( X, Y, Z) : - X in 0 .. 1, Y in 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

X in O .. val(Z), Y in O .. val(Z), 

Z notin { val(X) * val(Y)}, 

Z notin {1- val(X) + val(Y)}, 

X notin {1- val(Z) + val(Y)}, 

Y notin {1- val(X) + val(Z)}. 

Note that it is based on the combined use of the constraints X in r and X no tin r . 

5.2.3 And/3 

The clp(FD) system codes the Boolean constraint and(X, Y, Z) which means Z = 
X 1\ Y as: 

and(X,Y,Z) X in 0 .. 1, Y in 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

Z in min( X)* min(Y) .. max(X) * max(Y), 

X in min(Z) .. max(Z) * max(Y) + 1- min(Y), 

Y in min(Z) .. max(Z) * max(X) + 1- min(X). 

Our alternative definition is shown below: 

and(X, Y, Z) : - X in 0 .. 1, Yin 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

Z in min(X) * min(Y) .. max(X) * max(Y), 

Y in min(Z) .. 1, X in min(Z) .. 1, 

Y notin val(Z) + l..val(X), X notin val(Z) + l..val(Y). 

Again note the combined use of the primitive constraints. 
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5.2.4 Other boolean constraints 

The boolean constraint equiv(X, Y, Z), which is true if Z =X {::} Y, is coded in the 
clp(FD) system as follows: 

equiv(X, Y, Z) - X in 0 .. 1, Y in 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

We code it as follows: 

Z in {1- ((val(X) + val(Y)) mod 2)}, 
X in {1- ((val(Y) + val(Z)) mod 2)}, 
Yin {1- ((val(X) + val(Z))mod2)}. 

equiv(X, Y, Z) - X in 0 .. 1, Yin 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

Z notin val(X) + val(Y), Z notin val(X)- val(Y), 

X notin val(Z) + val(Y), X notin val(Z) - val(Y), 

Y notin val(Z) + val(X), Y notin val(Z)- val(X). 

Other Boolean constraints are easily defined. For example, the Boolean constraint 
xor(X, Y, Z) i~ directly defined as follo-ws: 

xor(X, Y, Z) : - X in 0 .. 1, Y in 0 .. 1, Z in 0 .. 1, 

equiv(X, Y, H'), Z notin val(W), 

equiv(X, Z, W1), Y notin val(W1), 

equiv(Z, Y, TV2), X notin val(W2). 

The examples defined above show that the combined use of the constraints 
X in r and X notin r provides a way in which the expressivity of the clp(FD) 
framework increases since the propagation of both positive and negative constraints 
can be control at the user level. 

6 A comparison on the constraint propagation 

We have implemented a prototype to check the validity of the negative constraints 
as described here. This prototype is written in SICStus 3#7.1 by using the library 
chr which is based on constraint handling rules [4) and provided with the imple
mentation of SICStus 3#7.1. Our prototype is available in the following address 
http:/ jwww.lcc.urna.esfrvafdezjnegativeCons. 

The different versions of the alLdifferent constraint as well as the Boolean solvers 
shown in Section 5 were tested on a set of benchmarks. The comparison was focused 
on the quantity of constraint propagation. All the benchmarks were solved by using 
the minimum labeling possible: that is to say, by labeling the minimum number 
of FD variables necessary to solve the problem. This provided a measure of the 
quantity of constraint propagation. In each the case, we use a naive labeling strategy 
in which the values were chosen from the minimum to the maximum in the domain. 
The chosen problems were the following: 
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• A Colouring problem which involves 6 FD variables ranging in the domain 
1..3 with 9 constraints in the way of X -=f. Y. 

• The usual N queens problem which involves inequality constraints among the 
FD variables. 

• The Suudoku problem which requires a 9 x 9 square to be partially filled in 
such a way such that each row and column are permutations of [1, ... , 9], and 
each 3 x 3 square, where the leftmost column modulo 3 is 0, is a permutation 
of [1, ... , 9]. This problem makes repetitive use of the alLdifferent constraint. 

• A Pigeons-Holes problem. Put N pigeons in M pigeon-holes. This problem 
is coded by using the constraints aLrnosLone and only_one. These constraint 
were defined from the Boolean operators and and or. 

• A circuit diagnosis problem which uses the Boolean solvers or, and, xor and 
equiv and the inequality constraint X -=f. Y. 

• The Schur's Lemma problem. Color the integers 1, 2, ... , N with 3 colors so 
that there is no monochrome triplets (x, y, z) where x + y = z. This problem 
uses the Boolean solver and/3 as well as the high level constraints only_one/1 
and aLrnosLone/1 (which were defined by using the Boolean operators and 
and or). 

Our prototype solved all the benchmarks by using the same minimum quantity 
of labeling that SICStus and clp(FD) systems. This is surprising since we got the 
same solutions without using any specific built-in constraints (as the all_different 
constraint) or by use of C code. 

We also implemented a prototype which simulated the behaviour of the usual 
clp(FD). The results showed that the solution search tree was much reduced by 
using the constraint X no tin r instead of the constraint X in - r. This reduction 
in the number of choice nodes in the solution search tree depends on the number 
of FD variables involved in the range r. This result was expected since, as already 
explained, the complementation of ranges introduces in the solution search tree 
additional choice points. 

Unfortunately we could not compare running times since, to do this fairly, we 
need to implement the primitive X notin r at lower level. We plan to do this in 
future work. 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we have described how the clp(FD) framework based on the primitive 
X in r can be extended with a new primitive X notin r which captures the meaning 
of the constraint ...,x in r. The resulting clp(FD) framework provides better con
straint propagation as well as a way in which the expressivity of the usual clp(FD) 
framework is increased. 
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We have shown how the use of the primitive X no tin r reduces the solution search 

tree with respect to the use of the constraint --,X in r by avoiding the addition of the 
extra choice points which are the result of the disjunction of the ranges introduced 
by the constraint X in - r. 

The conditions for the consistency of the new primitive have been defined in this 
paper and we have also described how the constraint propagation of the existing 
clp(FD) framework is affected with the inclusion of this new primitive. 

The use the primitive X notin rand its combination with the primitive X in r has 
been illustrated by means of examples. By implementing a prototype, the results 

shown that constraint propagation improves wrt the usual clp(FD) and that an im
portant reduction in the solution search tree is got. However, we could not measure 
running times so that we plan to extend the current implementation of the clp(FD) 
system (2] to include the primitive X notin r . Then we will be able to compare 
performances. 

All the ideas shown in this paper have been tested on a prototype built by means 
of the library chr (4] which is included in the distribution of SICStus Prolog 3#7.1. 
This prototype is available in the following address http: I jwww.lcc.uma.es/ rv 

afdez/negativeCons. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we consider the relative expressive power of two very common 
operators applicable to sets and multisets: the with and the union operators. 
For such operators we prove that they are not mutually expressible and, in 
order to prove our results, canonical forms for set-theoretic and multiset
theoretic formulae are established and a particularly natural axiomatization 
of multisets is given and studied. 
Keywords. Foundations, Set and Multiset Theory, Constraints. 

Introduction 
In the practice of programming, as well in the problem of finding axiomatizations 
for set (and multiset) theory, two families of constructors are usually employed: 
• constructors of the form (with) that can build a (possibly) new set by adding one 

element to a given set. Typical element of this family is the cans-constructor of 
lists; 

• constructors (union) that can build a set made by all the elements of two given 
sets. Typical element of this family is the append-constructor of lists; 

Bernays in [1] put forward the first proposal for an ax!omatization of set theory based 
on the with constructor symbol. Vaught in [11] proved, by giving an (essential) 
undecidability result, the fact that such kind of theories are extremely powerful. 
On the other hand, classical set theories (e.g., Zermelo-Fraenkel [9)) are more often 
based on union-like symbols. 

In this paper we analyze the relationships between these two kinds of operators. 
In particular, we show that both in a set and in a multiset setting, it is impossible 
to express the union-like operators with open formulae based on with-like operators. 
We show also the vice versa in the set case. 

The technique employed consists in proposing a rewriting algorithm to reduce any 
constraint (i.e., first order formula) in a disjunction of canonical form constraints. 
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A canonical form constraint is either the formula false or a satisfiable conjunction of 
literals fulfilling some syntactic properties. For satisfiable constraints in canonical 
form we show that the family of truth assignments can not coincide with the family 
of assignments satisfying any union-based constraint of the form X = Y U Z. We 
lift the same results to two families of multiset-based constraints and, to this end, 
we propose a satisfiability decision procedure for these families of constraints. 

We have also proved that, in the case of sets, union-based constraints are not 
expressive enough to characterize the properties of the with-like constructors. 

This fact has several consequences, such as the choice of classes of constraints 
that can be managed by a constraint solver (e.g., for programming with constraints, 
or when analyzing programs by making use of constraints), or when choosing the 
basic operators for dealing with sets in programming languages. 

In Section 1 we briefly introduce the language, the axioms, and the notation used 
along the paper. In Section 2 we show that it is impossible to express the with using 
union-like constraints. In Section 3 the main result of the paper (concerning "sets") 
is proved. In Section 4 the results is repeated in the context of multisets. Finally, 
some conclusions are drawn. 

1 Preliminaries 
Let£ be a first-order language containing equality'=' and membership 'E' as binary 
predicate symbols. By Skolemizing the axioms (see, e.g.(l]. The theory NW is called 
Z1 in (11]): 

(N) 3N\/X (X~ N) 
(W) \/YV3W\/X (X E W +--t (X E V V X= Y)) 

where N stands for nullset and W for with, the constant symbol 0 and the bi
nary functional symbol {·I·} (also called with in, e.g., (10]) are introduced. The 
Skolemized axioms are: 

(N) \IX (X~ 0) 
(W) \/Y v X (X E { y IV} f--t (X E v v X= Y)) . 

The language £ of the theory consists therefore of the signature { =, E, 0, { · I · } } .1 

Capital letters X, Y, Z, ... are used for variables. When the context is clear, we 
denote a list Z1 , ... , Zn of variables by Z. We use the following syntactic convention 
for the set constructor symbol { · I · } : the term 

will be denoted by {St. ... , SnIt} or simply by { St, ... , sn} when t is 0. Any term 
of the form above can be rewritten in this simplified form where t can either be a 
variable or the emptyset constant symbol. 

1 Intuitively, the interpretation of {xI y} is { x }Uy. {·I·} is a list-like symbol, not the intensional 
set former { x : <p(x )}. 
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We use the notation <p(X1 , ... , Xn) for a formula of£ with XI! ... , Xn as free 
variables. The logical constant false stands for a generic unsatisfiable formula, such 
as X =1- X. FV is a function returning the set of free variables of a formula. The 
function rank, defined as: 

k( ) { 0 if X= 0 
ran x = max{rank(s),1+rank(t)} ifx={tls} 

returns the maximum 'depth' of a ground set, while the function find: 

find(x t) - {O} 
' - {1 + n : n E find(x, y)} 

if t = 0, X =/- 0 
ift =X 

ift={yl0} { 

0 

{1 + n: n E find(x, y)} U find(x, s) ift= {yls}, s=f-0 

returns the set of 'depths' in which a given element x occurs in the set t (there is an 
exception for the unique case find(0, 0)). For instance, if tis { {0}, {0, {0}} }, then 
rank(t) = 3 (it is sufficient to compute the maximum nesting of braces), and 

find(0, t) = {2, 3}, find( {0}, t) = {1, 2}, find( {0, {0}}, t) = {1}. 

The two above-defined functions will be used in Lemma 3.2 to build a suitable 
truth assignment for canonical formulae over the universe of hereditarily finite and 
well-founded sets [2]. With {0}n we denote the (simplest) singleton set of rank n: 

In Section 4 we will also use of the functions tail and detail, aiming at returning 
the innermost term (the tail) in a list-like term, and a term in which the innermost 
variabl~ is replaced by 0, respectively: 

{ 

tai1(0) 0 
taii(X) = X 

tail( {sIt}) = tail(t) 
(X a variable) 

{ 

detai1(0) 
detaii(X) 

detail( {sIt}) 

0 
0 
{s I detail(t)} 

The same functions will apply also on terms based on the binary function symbol 
~ · I·~' that will be introduced in place of {·I·} in Section 4. 

The results of the paper hold in any set theory including axioms N and l¥, and 
the two axioms: 

(E) 'VXY ('VZ (Z EX t-t Z E Y) --t X= Y) 
(R) 'VX3Z'VY(Y EX--t (Z EX 1\ Y tJ_ Z)). 

E is the classical extensionality axiom, while the regularity axiom R (also known 
as the foundation axiom; see, e.g., [9]) forces, in presence of other axioms, the well
foundedness of the membership predicate. NW ER is a subtheory of all classical 
set theories, e.g., Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF). In the rest of the paper we study the 
relationships between the functional symbol { · I · } and the functional symbol U 
that can be introduced by definition in the theory by the axiom: 
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(u) \IXY(\IZ(Z E XUY H (Z EX V Z E Y))) 

More precisely, we will make use of the binary predicate ~ (set-inclusion) that 
can be easily encoded using U: 

\IXY (X~ Y H Y =XU Y) 

Remark 1.1 As far as pure axiomatization problems are concerned, when the union 
function symbol is taken as primitive in the language another operator turn out to 
be sufficient: the singleton, to be introduced by the axiom, 

(S) \IX3Y(X E Y 1\ \IZ(Z EX---+ Z = Y)), 

which in skolemized form is, 

(S) \IX\IY(Y E {X} H X= Y), 

and which allows to introduce the symbol with as 

X = {Y I Z} H 3V (Y E v 1\ (\IW E V) (W = Y) 1\ X = v u Z). 

2 Union vs with 
In this section we show show that, in the language CY = { =, E, 0, U}, it is impossible 
to express the { · I ·} operator without using universal quantifiers. To prove this fact 
it is sufficient to verify that it is impossible to express the singleton operator, namely 
the formula X = {Y}, or X = {Y 10}. This is an immediate consequence of the 
following ·lemma. 

Lemma 2.1 Let U be the universe of hereditarily finite sets and cp a satisfiable open 
formula of CY. There is a valuation rJ over U, which satisfies cp, and such that for 
all X E FV(cp) either rY(X) = 0 or lrY(X)I 2:2. 

Proof. First of all notice that, w.l.o.g., we can restrict our attention to (satisfiable) 
conjunctions of literals of the form: X op Y, X = Y U Z, X = 0, where op can be 
=, =/:-, E, rt, and X, Y, Z are variables. 

Let rJ be a valuation which satisfies cp over U. If rJ fulfills the requirements, then 
we have the thesis. 

Otherwise we can consider the substitution B = [X/0: rY(X) = 0]. 
Let cp' be the formula obtained by 

1. removing from cpB all the literals of the form 0 = 0, 0 = 0 U 0, X tt 0, 0 tt 0, 
2. replacing the literals of the form X.= Y U 0, X = 0 U Y with X = Y, and 

3. replacing all literals of the form 0 =1- X with X =1- 0. 
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All the literals of cp' are of the form 

X=YUZ X=Y X#Y X#0 XEY 0EY Xtj:Y 0tj:Y 

and O"(X) # 0 for all X E FV(cp'). 
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Let n = maxxEFV('P') rank(O"(X)) and let c be a set of rank fi. We obtain a 
satisfying valuation 0"

1 such that 0"
1(X) is not a singleton for all X E FV(cp'), by 

adding c to all the non-empty elements in the transitive closure of the O"(X)'s. D 

Remark 2.2 The above lemma states that to encode {·I·} using U, the singleton 
operator ( cf. Remark 1.1) is necessary. The same proof technique can not be applied 
to the case of multisets. There are two main problems. The first is that a constraint 
X = Y l±J Z is no longer satisfied when we add one element to any multiset occurring 
in it. The second is that we can not restrict our analysis to hereditarily finite objects, 
since simple constraints (e.g., X= Y l±J X, Y # 0) have only infinite solutions. 

3 with vs set-inclusion 
In this section we show that it is impossible to express set-inclusion with an un
quantified first-order formula over the language .CS = { =, E 0, {·I·}}. This implies 
(c.f. Section 1) that the same negative result holds for U, as well. 

The presence of the symbols 0 and { · I · } in £/ allows us to make use of the 
following class r of assignments (valuations), which are (equivalently) defined in 
each interpretation of the language: r = {T I \IX Edam(!) 3n 2: 0 : !(X)= {0}n}. 

A conjunction cp = /\; cp; of .CS-literals is said to be in canonical form if each 
literal is either of the form 

A=t,rtj:B,C#s 

where A, B, Care variables and A does not occur neither in t nor elsewhere in cp, B 
does not occur in r, C does not occur ins, or cp =false. 

Notice that when cp = false the conjunction has only one literal. 
The following result is taken from [4, 5]. 

Lemma 3.1 Let cp(X) be an unquantified first-order formula on the language .CS, 
then there is a formula cp'(X,Y) = V;cp;(X;,Y;) such that {X;}~ {X}, {Y} = 
U;{Y;}, and each cp; is (a conjunction of literals) in canonical form. Moreover, 
NW ER f- \IX (cp H 3Y V; cp;) . 

The above lemma, guaranteeing that any formula can be rewritten as a disjunc
tion of canonic.al formulae, goes a long way towards providing a satisfiability test. 
In fact, consider the following 

Lemma 3.2 (1} If cp(X) is in canonical form and different from the formula false, 
then cp is sati~fiq,ble (i.e. NW E R I= 3X cp). 

(2) If cp(X, Y, Z) is in canonical form, different from false, and there are neither 
atoms of the form X = s nor of the form Y = t in cp, then there is an assignment 
1 such that NWER I= cp/, but NWER I= (X g: Y)J. 
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(3) Let <p be a formula in canonical form, different from false, in which there is at 
least one of the atoms: 

where A and B are different variables and B =/=- X, A =/=- Y. Then there is an 
assignment 1 such that NW ER I= 'PI and NW ER I= (X g; Y)J. 

Proof. We prove (1) finding a particular assignment that satisfies the condition 
(2) and helps us in proving (3). 

1) We split <pinto <p=, <p#, and <prt, containing=,:/=, and~ literals, respectively. 
'P= has the form X1 = h 1\ ... 1\ Xm = tm and for all i = 1, ... , m, X; appears 

uniquely in X;= t; and X; rf_ FV(t;). We define the mapping 

81 = [XI/tb ... ,Xmftm]· 

<prf. has the form r1 ~ Yi 1\ ... 1\ rn ~ Yn (Y; does not occur in r;) and '{J# has 
the form z1 :f. s1 1\ ... 1\ Zp =I- Sp (Z; does not occur in s;). Let l¥1, ... , wh be the 
variables occurring in <pother than X1 , ... , Xm, Yi, ... , Yn, Z1 , ... , Zp; we define 

Let s = max{rank(t) : t occurs in <p818z} + 1 and R1 , ... , Rj be the variables 
occurring in ( <prt 1\ <p#)8z (actually, the variables Y and Z) and n1 , ... , ni auxiliary 
variables ranging over N. We build an integer disequation system E in the following 
way: 
1. E = {n; > s: ViE {1, ... ,j}} U {nil :f. n;,: Vi1, iz E {1, ... ,j}, i1 :/= iz}. 
2. For each literal (R;1 :f. t) in <p#8z 

E = E U {nit :/= n;2 + c : Viz # i1, Vc E find(R; 2 , t)} 

3. For each literal (t ~ R;1 ) in <p¢.8z 

E = E U {nit:/= n;2 + c + 1: Viz:/= i1, Vc E find(R; 2 , t)} 

A system of this form admits always integer solutions. Let { n1 = rh, ... , ni = fij} 
be a solution, define 

83 = (R;/{0}n1
: ViE {1, ... ,j}]. 

Let 1 = 818z83 , and observe that 'PI is a conjunction of ground literals. We show 
that NW ER I= 'PI· We analize each literal of <p. 

X= t: X81 coincides syntactically with t81 = t. Thus, X1 = X818z83 = t8z83 = 
if. Hence, a literal of this form is true in any model of the equality. 

r ~ Y : two cases are possible: 

• if r = 0 orr is one of the variables W;, then Tf = r8z = {0}h, with i1 < s. 
Thus Tf cannot belong to Y 1 = {0};2 since iz > s 2:: i 1 + 1; 
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• Otherwise, r is a term containing at least one of the variables Yi or Z;. From 
the solution to the integer system E, we obtain rank(r-y) -=/= rank(Y!)- 1. 
Since Y 1 is a term denoting a singleton set, this is sufficient to force this 
literal to be true in each well-founded model of membership. 

Z -=/= s : similar to the case above. 

2) Consider the formula <p as in (2). Since X and Y are different variables and 
are not among the X 1, ... , Xm, then X 1 and Y 1 are two different (and non-empty) 
singleton sets. Thus, it can not be that X 1 s;;; Y f. 

3) Consider the formula <pas in (3). If only the atom X= {s1, ... , sm I A} is in <p, 
then also <p1 = <p 1\ A-=/= Y is in canonical form, since A=/=. Y. Thus, by (1), there 
is an assignment 1 which satisfies <p1 and A1 = {0}a and Y1 = {0}Y with a-=/= y. 
Hence, {0}a-l E X1 and {0}a-l ~ Y1: NWER f= -,(X<;;;; Y)f. 

If only the atom Y = {t1, ... , tn I B} is in <p, then consider 

<p1 := <p 1\ t1 ~ X 1\ · · · 1\ tn ~ X 1\ B -=/= X 

Remove all the literals t; ~ X from <p1 when X E FV(t;) and obtain <p11
• <p11 is 

equivalent to <p1 and it is in canonical form, since X =/=. B. Thus, by (1), there is 
an assignment 1 which satisfies <p1 and X 1 = {0}x and B{ = {0}b with x -=/= b. 
Since 1 is a solution, then tn ~ X f. Therefore {0y-l E X 1 and {0y-l ~ Y T 
NWER I= -,(X s;;; Y)f. 

If the two atoms 

X= {sl> ... , Sm I A}, Y ={it, ... , tn I B} 

are in <p and <p is in canonical form, then A and B are different variables not in 
those occurring as left hand side of an atom in <p=. Let X1 = t1, ... , Xm = tm be 
the remaining atoms of <p= and consider 

<p' = <p 1\ t1 ~ A 1\ · · · 1\ tn ~ A 1\ A -=/= B 

Remove all the literals t; ~ A from <p1 when A E FV(t;) and obtain <p11
• <p11 is 

equivalent to <p1 and it is in canonical form. Thus, by (1), there is an assignment 1 
which satisfies <p1 and A1 = {0Y and B{ = {0}b with a-=/= b. Since 1 is a solution, 
then tn ~A,. Therefore {0}a-l E X1 and {0}a-l ~ YT NWER I= -,(X<;;;; Y)f. 

0 

Lemma 3.3 Let <p;(X, Y, Z;) i E {1, ... , c} be canonical formulae containing: 
• an atom of the form X = s;, where s; is neither a variable of X, Z;, nor 0, or 
• an atom of the form Y = {tL ... , t!n; I X}, or Y = {ti, ... , t!nJ, m; ;:::: 0 {when 

m; = 0 the equations become Y = X, and Y = 0, respectively). 
Then, there are hereditarily finite sets x and y such that for all hereditarily finite 
sets z1 , ... , Zn, it holds that: 

NWER I= (X s;;; Y)! and NWER I= (('<p1) 1\ ... I\ ('<pc)h 

where 1 = [Xjx, Yjy, Ztfzl> ... , Zn/zn]· 
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Proof. Let 1h =max{ m; : i = 1, ... , c }. We prove that 

7 = [X/0, Yj{ {0}0
, ... , {0}'"}] 

fulfills the requirement. 
Clearly (X <;;; Y)'Y holds. Since they differ by m + 1 elements, every atom of the 

form Y = {ti, ... , t~; I X} can not be true, thus if <p; contains one of these atoms, 
it is all right. Otherwise, we need to prove that (X= s;)'Y is false. If s; is Y then it 
is the same as above. Otherwise, s; = {sIt} for some s and t. For any assignment 
7 of the variables in it, { s I t h is different from 0. D 

Theorem 3.4 Let D be any model of NW ER. There is no unquantified formula 
<p(X, Y, Z) on the language: £• such that: 

D F YXY (X<;;; y ++ 3ZVJ) 

Proof. X <;;; Y is equivalent to 

(X = 0) V (X =f:c01\ X <;;; Y) 

Thus, if there is a ({J equivalent to X =f:c01\ X <;;; Y, then X= 0 V <pis equivalent to 
X<;;;Y. 

Without loss of generality (c.f. Lemma 3.1), we can assume that ({J to be a 
disjunction of canonical formulae V~=l <p; each of them different from false. Moreover, 
we can assume that no atom of the form X = 0 is in <p; (since ({J; should imply X =f:c 0), 
and that also atoms of the form X = Z, Z = X, Y = Z, Z = Y with Z in Z is not in 
<p;, since Z is a new variable and therefore, such a conjunct can be eliminated after 
the application of the substitutions Z/X (Z/Y) to the remaining part of VJ;. 

Assume first c = 1, i.e., ({J be a canonical formula. We prove that one of the 
following two sentences holds: 

(a) D f= 3XYZ (<p(X, Y, Z) 1\ X g; Y) 
(b) D F 3XY (X<;;; y 1\ YZ-.<p(X, Y, Z)) 

1. If X and Y occur only in negative literals or in the r.h.s. of some equality atom 
of VJ, then by Lemma 3.2(2) we are in case (a). 

2. If Y = 0 or X= Y or Y =X or X= {s1 , ... ,sm} or Y = {t1 , ... ,tn} or 
X = { s1 , ... , Sm I Y} are in ({J, then it is easy to find two values for X and Y 
fulfilling the inclusion but invalidating ({J for any possible evaluation for .2. Thus, 
we are in case (b). 

3. If Y = {t1 , ... , tn I X} is in VJ, then, by Lemma 3.3 (with a unique disjunct, i.e. 
c = 1) we are in case (b). 

4. If X = { s1 , ... , Sm I Z;} and Y occurs only in negative literals or in the r.h.s. of 
some equality atom of VJ, then by Lemma 3.2(3) we are in case (a). 

5. If Y = {t1 , ... , tn I Zj} and X occurs only in negative literals or in the r.h.s. of 
some equality atom of <p, then by Lemma 3.2(3) we are in case (a). 
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6. X= {s1, ... , Sm I Z;} andY= {t1, ... , tn I Zj}, m, n > 0 are in rp. 
If Z; and Zj are the same variable, then we are in case (b) since we can find two 
sets s and t, s <.;;; t, differing for more than n - m elements. 
When Z; and Zj are different variables, by Lemma 3.2(3) we are in case (a). 
Assume now that rp be rp1 V · · · V 'Pc· We prove again that one of the two sentences 

holds: 
(a) 1J I= 3XL~ ((rp1 V .. · V 'Pn) /\X g; Y) 
(b) 1J I= 3XY (X<.;;; Y /\ 'VZ(''Pl /\ · · · /\ ''Pc)) 

If there is one of the rp; that fulfills case (a), then the result holds for the disjunc
tion. 

Conversely, assume that all the rp;s fulfill case (b). By the case analysis above, all 
these cases are those dealt by Lemma 3.3. Thus, we are globally in the case (b). 0 

Corollary 3.5 Let 1J be any model of NW ER. There is no unquantified formula 
rp(X, Y, Z, T¥) on the language: CS such that: 

1J I= 'VXYZ (X= Y U Z H 3TtT1rp) 

Proof. If a formula rp(X, Y, Z, T¥) exists, then also rp /\X= Z is quantified and it 
is equivalent to Y <.;;; X. A contradiction with Theorem 3.4 0 

A similar result can be obtained for n since X= Y n X H X <.;;; Y. 

4 with vs inclusion between Multisets 
An expressiveness result similar to that of the previous section can be obtained in 
a multiset framework. 

Let £m be the first-order language having= and E as binary predicate symbols, 0 
as constant, and ~ · I · ~ as binary function symbols, and consider the theory described 
by the axioms (see [7]): 

(N) 
(Wm) 
(E{:) 
(R) 

'VX(X rf:- 0) 
'VY v X (X E ~ y I v ~ H X E v v X = Y) 
vxyz ~x, Y 1 z~ = fY,X 1 z~ 
'VX 3Z'VY (Y EX---t (Z EX/\ Y rf:_ Z)). 

The extensionality axiom (E) for sets has been replaced by (E{:), which does not 
imply the absorption property, i.e.: 

The elements of the models of NWm E{: R are, for this reason, called multisets. 
The usual definition for inclusion between sets 

X<.;;; Y H 'VZ(Z EX---t Z E Y) 

does not seem to capture the intended meaning of inclusion between multisets, 
since, for instance, ~ 0, 0 ~ <.;;; ~ 0 ~ oppositely to intuition. A more tuned definition 
for multiset-inclusion can be recursively described by: 

X l;;;Y H X=0V 
3VW z (X = ~ v I w ~ /\ y = ~ v I z ~ /\ w r;;; Z) 
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This second definition of inclusion can be given in a non-recursive way using a 

language ,emn, more natural to deal with multisets, in which E is replaced by an 
infinite set of predicate symbols: E0

, E1
, E 2

, ... 

Intuitively, the meaning of X Ei Y, with i 2: 0, is that there are at least i 
occurrences of X in the multiset Y. Thus, X E0 Y is always verified. The axioms 
to model multisets in this language are: 

(0) 
(I) 

(N') 
(W') 

(E') 
(R) 

X E0 Y 
X Ei+l Y -+ X Ei Y 

X ¢'. 1 0 
X Ei+1 ~Y!Z} +-+ (X= Y /\X E; Z)V 

(X# Y /\X Ei+l Z) 
X= Y +-+ (Vi > 0)\IZ(Z E; X+-+ Z E; Y) 
VX :JZ\IY (Y E1 X-+ (Z E 1 X 1\ Y ¢:_

1 Z)) 

i2:0 

where i E N. In this theory '~~ and the other standard predicates can be defined 
by the axioms: 

(~) X~ Y +-+ (\In> 0)\IZ(Z eX-+ Z e Y) 
(l±!) X= Y l±J Z +-+ (\In> O)VW(W e X +-+ 

:lm1mz(W Em1 Y 1\ W Em2 Z 1\ n = m1 + mz)) 
(1+1) X= YI+!Z +-+ (\In> 0)\IW(W e X +-+ W e Y 1\ We Z) 
(\+) X= Y \+ Z +-+ (\In> 0)\IW(W eX+-+ 

:lm1mz(W Em1 Y 1\ W Em2 Z 1\ W lt'm2+1 Z 1\ n = m1- mz) 

Notice that: 

X ~ Y +-+ :JZ(Y = X l±J Z) 
X ~ Y +-+ X = Y!+iX 

X~ Y +-+ :JZ(X = Y \+ Z) 
Y=Xl±JY +-+ X=0 

We will prove that neither X s;; Y can be expressed in ,em, nor X ~ Y can be 
expressed in ,emn using an unquantified first-order formula. 

4.1 The inclusion <::;: in ,em 
From [5] it can be deduced a result for canonical formulae in a multiset context 
similar to that described in Lemma 3.1. To this end we use the unification algorithm 
for multisets of [7] to (non-deterministically) rewrite the equality part of a constraint, 
and the rewriting rules for membership, non-membership, and inequality constraints 
as in Fig. 1 (all the literals true are automatically removed to reach a canonical form, 
since they do not have effect on satisfiability). 

The termination of the whole process is ensured by: 

Lemma 4.1 Let rp(X) be an unquantified first-order formula on the language ,em, 
then there is a formula rp'(X, Y) = V;rp;(X;, Y;) such that {X;} s;; {X}, {Y} = 

U;{Y;}, and each rp; is a conjunction of literals in canonical form. Moreover, 

NWm E;' R f-- \1 X ( rp +-+ :JY V; rp;) · 
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( E 1) rE0 f-t false 
( E 2) rE~tjs} f-t r=tVrEs 
( E 3) rEX f-t X=~rjN} 

(~ 1) '/' ~ 0 f-t true 
(~ 2) r~~tis} f-t r=f=t/\r~s 
( ~ 3) r ~X, X E FV(r) f-t true 

(=/= 1) 0=/=0 f-t false 
( =/= 2) f(sl: ... , sm) =/= g(tl: ... , tn) f-t true 

f=J-g 
(=/= 3) t =/= X, t is not a variable f-t X=/= t 
( =/= 4) X=/=X f-t false 
( =/= 5) X=/= t, X=/= t, X E FV(t) f-t true 
( =/= 6) { t1 I 81} =/= ~ t21 82} f-t detail(~ t1 I s1}) =/= detail(~ t2 I s2}) 

tail(s1) and tai1(82) 
are the same variable 

( =/= 7) ~ t1 I s1 } =!= ~ t2 I 82} f-t (h =/= h 1\ t1 ~ s2)V (a) 
tail(s1) and tail(s2) ( ~ t21 82} = ~ t1 IN} 1\ 81 =/= N) (b) 

are not the same variable 

Figure 1: Rewriting rules for multiset inequality 

Proof. (Sketch) Logic equivalence follows trivially. As far as the termination is 
concerned, first notice that the (positive) membership part trivially terminates and 
no other constraints of this form are introduced. So, we can forget this part. We 
introduce a measure for a constraint C, compl(C) such that for each C, after a 
subsequent execution of the algorithms for ~~ =/=, and =, we have that compl(C) 
decreases unless a fail (thus, termination) is encountered. < is the (well-founded) 
lexicographical ordering among tuples. The first and third element of the tuple are 
non-negative integers. The second is a multiset of non-negative integers, ordered a 
la Dershowitz-Manna [3].2 We assume, without loss of generality, that constraints 
of the form X = t, with X nor in t neither elsewhere in C, are removed from C. 

compl(C) = ( a:(C) = # vars inC, 
(J(C) = ~size(s) + size(t): s opt E C~, 
r(C) = l:soptEC size(t) 

where size is the number of occurrences of functional and constant symbols in a 
term. The only trick is the introduction of an equality by action (i= 7b). Anyway, 
the successive application of unification causes the variable N is removed and all 
the other components of the tuple decrease. D 

For canonical form constraints of the language £m, the following lemma holds: 

Lemma 4.2 (1} If cp(X) is in canonical form and different from the formula false, 
then 'P is satisfiable, i.e. NWmE;;' R f= 3X cp. 

2 The ordering is obtained by the transitive closure of the rule { n1 , ••• , nh I s ~ < { m I s ~ when 
;,i < m for all i = 1, ... , h, h 2:: 0. 
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{2} If 1p(X, Y, Z) is in canonical form, different from false, and there are neither 
atoms of the form X = s nor of the form Y = t in 1p, then there is an assignment 
1 such that NWm E;;' R I= VJ/, but NWm E;;' R I= (X rz Y)'y. 

{3} Let 1p be a formula in canonical form, different from false, in which there is at 
least one of the atoms: 

where A and B are different variables and B =/= X, A =/= Y. Then there is an 
assignment 1 such that NWm E;;' R I= £PI and NWm E;;' R I= (X rz Y)J. 

Proof. We modify the assignment computed in the proof of the Lemma 3.2 to 
satisfy the conditions (1) and (2). Then, with the same technique used in 3.2(3), we 
prove (3). 
1) We split 1fJ into 1p=, 1pi, and 1prt, containing =, =/=, and tf:- literals, respectively. 

1p= has the form X1 = t 1 1\ ... 1\ Xm = tm and for all i = 1, ... , m, X; appears 
uniquely in X;= t; and X; tf_ FV(t;). We define the mapping 

Bt = [Xtftl> ... , Xmftm]· 

1prt 1\ 1pi is in canonical form. Consider the substitution B = 8283 , where 82 and 
83 are those defined in the proof of the Lemma 3.2. It holds that NliVm E;' R I= 
1prt 1\ 1piB, since: 

• every variable Yi which appears in r; tf:- Yi is mapped into a singleton multiset 
and r;B is not its element; 

• every variable Z; which appears in Z; =/= s; is mapped into a singleton multiset 
and the only element of this is different from every element of s;B. 
Hence, NvVm E;' R I= VJ/, where 1 := 818. Notice that the only difference between 

this 1 and the one defined in the proof of Lemma 3.2(1) is that here in 81 there are 
mul tisets. 

2) As in the proof of Lemma 3.2(2), XB and YB are two different and non-empty 
singleton multisets. Thus, NWmE;'R I= -.(X s;; Y)J. 

3) The proof can be obtained adding to 1p the same literals added in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2(3). 0 

Lemma 4.3 Let VJ;(X, Y, Z;) i E {1, ... , c} be canonical formulae containing: 
• an atom of the form X = s;, where s; is neither a variable of X, Z;, nor 0, or 

• anatomoftheformY=HtL ... ,t~;IX~, orY=HtL ... ,t~;~,m;2:0. 
Then, there are hereditarily finite multisets x and y such that for all hereditarily 
finite multisets z1 , ... , Zn, it holds that: 

NWmE;;'R f= (X s;; Y)J and NWmE;;'R I= ((•VJt) 1\ ... I\ (•VJc)h 

where 1 = [Xjx, Yjy, Ztfzl> ... , Znfzn]· 

Proof. The 1 used in the proof of 3.3 fulfills the requirement. And the proof still 
remains the s~me. 0 
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Theore~ 4.4 Let V be any model of NWm EJ: R. There is no unquantified formula 
<p(X, Y, Z) on the language: Lm such that: 

VI= \IXY (X~ Y +--+ 3Z<p) 

Proof. The same proof as Theorem 3.4 with references to Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3 
replaced by their multiset versions Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3. 0 

4.2 The inclusion [;;;; in .cmn 
Also for this theory the results for the canonical form hold. Multiset unification 
(from [7)) is still used for equality constraints. Rewriting rules for disequality con
straints of the previous subsection can be employed provided t 1 tj s2 is replaced 
by t1 tj 1 s2 in rule 7(a). The following rules are used for positive and negative 
membership: 

r E0 s I-t true 
r En 0, n > 0 I-t false 

r e+l ~tis},n ~ 0 I-t (r = t 1\ r En s)V (a) 
(r-=/= t 1\ r En+l s) (b) 

r En+l X,n ~ 0 I-t X= ~rjN},r En N 
r tfo s I-t false 

r tf.n 0, n > 0 I-t true 
r tf.n+l ~tIs}, n ~ 0 I-t (r-=/= t 1\ r tj.n+l s)V (a) 

(r=t/\rtf.ns) (b) 
r tf.n X,X E FV(r),n > 0 I-t true 

Lemma 4.5 Let <p(X) be an unquantified first-order formula on the language cmn I 
then there is a formula <p'(X,Y) = V;<fi;(X;,Y;) such that {X;}~ {X}, {Y} = 
U;{'fi}, and each <p; is a conjunction of literals in canonical form. Moreover, 
OJ N'W' E' R 1- \1 X ( <p +--+ 3Y V; <p;) 

Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.1. 0 

Lemma 4.6 {1) If <p(X) is in canonical form and different from the formula false, 
then <pis satisfiable, i.e. OIN'W'E'R I= 3X <p. 

{2) If <p(X, Y, Z) is in canonical form, different from false, and there are neither 
atoms of the form X = s nor of the form Y = t in <p, then there is an assignment 
'Y such that OIN'W'E'R I= <p"f, but OIN'W'E'R I= (X g Y)'Y. 

{3) Let <p be a formula in canonical form, different from false, in which there is at 
least one of the atoms: 

X = ~ S1, ... , Sm I A~, Y = ~ t1, ... , tn I B ~ 

where A and B are different variables and B ¥= X, A ¥= Y. Then there is an 
assignment 'Y such that OIN'W'E'R I= <p"f and OIN'W'E'R I= (X g Y)T 
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Proof. We modify the assignment found in the proof of Lemma 3.2 applying the 
conditions used for ¢-literals to ¢ 1-literals. 
1) We split ifJ into ip=, ~P'~, and ipri

1
, containing =, =/c, and ¢ 1 literals, respectively. 

ifJ= has the form X1 = t 1 1\ ... 1\ Xm = tm and for all i = 1, ... , m, X; appears 
uniquely in X;= t; and X; rf_ FV(t;). We define the mapping 

B1 = [XI/t1, .. ·., Xm/tm]· 

Consider the substitution B = B2B3 , where B2 and 83 are obtained as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.2 replacing every occurrence of¢ by ¢ 1

. It holds that OIN'TV'E'R f= 
ipri

1 
1\ ~P'~B, since: 

• every variable Y; which appears in r; ¢ 1 Y; is mapped into a singleton n1ultiset 
and r;B is not its element; 

• every variable Z; which appears in Z; =F s; is mapped into a singleton multiset 
and the only element of this is different from every element of s;B. ' 

Hence, OIN'TV'E'R F ifJI, were I= e1e· 
2) As in the proof of Lemma 3.2(2), XB and YB are two different and non-empty 
singleton multisets, so OIN'W'E'R f= -,(X!;;; Y)B1 B. 

3) The proof is similar to that of 3.2(3), replacing the occurrences of¢ with ¢ 1
. D 

Lemma 4. 7 Let ip;(X, Y, Z;) i E {1, ... , c} be canonical formulae containing: 

• an atom of the form X = s;, where s; is neither a variable of X, Z;, nor 0, or 

• an atom of the form Y = ~ ti, ... , t:,; I X~~ or Y = ~ tL ... , t:,; ~~ m;:::: 0. 
Then, there are hereditarily finite multisets x and y such that for all hereditarily 
finite multisets Z1, ... , Zn, it holds that: 

OIN'W'E'R f= (X!;;; Y)! and OIN'W'E'R F (('~PI) 1\ ... I\ ('~Pc)h 

where 1 = [X/x, Yjy, ZI/z1, ... , Zn/zn]· 

Proof. The 1 used in the proof of Lemma 3.3 still fulfills the requirement. D 

Theorem 4.8 Let V be any model ofOI N'W' E' R. There is no unquantified formula 
ip(X, Y, Z) on the language: ,emn such that: 

v F 'VXY (X!;;; y +-t 3Zip) 

Proof. Again, the same proof as Theorem 3.4, with references to Lemmata 3.2 and 
3.3 replaced by Lemmata 4.6 and 4.7. D 

5 Conclusions 
We have proved that set and multiset theories based on union-like symbols are more 
expressive than those based on with-like symbols. This has many consequences, 
such as the fact that testing satisfiability of with-based formulae (constraints) is 
easier than for formulae of the other case. This is a criterion for choosing the 
admissible constraints ([8]) of a CLP language. The conjecture of existence of this 
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expressiveness result has been used in [6] to enlarge the class of admissible constraints 
of CLP(S&T) [4]. Observe that the canonical form of this paper is very "explicit" 
and it might require a lot of time to be computed. To find more implicit but efficient 
normal forms is crucial when developing a CLP language but not for the aim of this 
work in which we have used the existence of a solved form for a theoretical proof of 
expressiveness. 
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Transitive Venn diagrams with applications to the 
decision proble1n in set theory 

Domenico Cantone, Eugenio G. Omodeo, Pietro Ursina 

The author was one of the 1·esearche1·s wo1·king on resolution type systems who 
"made the switch". It was in trying to prove a mther simple theo1·em in set 
theo1·y by pammodulation and resolution, where the program was experiencing 
a great deal of difficulty, that we became convinced that we were on the wmng 
track. (From (1], p.2. 1 ) 

Abstract 

The paper introduces the notion of transitive partitions and of transitive 
Venn diagram of a collection of sets and gives sufficient conditions in order that 
two transitive Venn diagrams satisfy a same family of set-theoretic literals. 

As a by-product, one of the hardest satisfiability results in computable 
set theory, namely the one involving unquantified set-theoretic formulae with 
Boolean operators, the singleton-former, and the powerset operator, is redis
covered. 

The method described is amenable to extensions able to deal with more 
general satisfiability decision problems for fragments of set theory. 

Key words. Satisfiability decision problem, Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, verifica
tion of set-based specifications. 

1 Introduction 

The availability of sets and functions in high-level specification languages [15, 16, 10] 
is extremely useful, and enhancements to the services offered by such languages 
critically depend on the development of specialized proof techniques. In particular, 
decision algorithms for portions of set theories (cf., e.g., [3]) are essential ingredi
ents of a platform that either assists one in verifying the correctness of detailed 
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1The 'rather simple theorem' to which Bledsoe is referring is !e>(A n B)= !e>(A) n !e>(B). 
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efficient-algorithm designs [13] (possibly through theory-dependent automated de
duction [14]), or directly handles set contraints [9, 11] in an advanced declarative 
programming language. 

Some of the decision algorithms for set contexts are, in the very prototypical form 
in which they were originally conceived, hard to understand, hard to implement, and 
even harder to extend with the treatment of set-theoretical constructs that were not 
built into them from the outset. This is why we deem it useful to re-examine in this 
paper one of the hardest of them, [2], in sight of generalizations that are along the 
way (see [5]). 

It is quite plausible, to mention one of these envisaged generalizations, that the 
unionset operator can be added without disrupting decidability to the fragment of 
set theory that will be treated in this paper, which comprises Boolean operators and 
the singleton and powerset formers. Nobody, though, dared to fill in the details of 
this·unified decidability result, because the combinatorial difficulties rapidly became 
unmanageable, curtailing the growth of computable set theory after the big harvest 
season of the eighties, when the main breakthroughs were attained (cf. [4]). 

A consolidation of the known part of computable set theory is essential not only 
to promote new discoveries on decidability, but also to convert the theoretical results 
into technological advances in the field of automated reasoning. Even the most basic 
layer of automated set reasoning, the so-called multi-level syllogistic, benefited from 
being revisited under a tableaux-based approach, which rendered its implementation 
far more efficient (cf. [6, 7]). 

Basic notation and presupposed notions 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with usual set-theoretic notation. Among 
others, we denote by [t1 , ... , tN] an ordered N-tuple; moreover, by R-1 and R o S, 
where R and S are dyadic relations (i.e., sets or classes formed by ordered pairs), 
we denote the relations 

R-1 -n.r {[Y, X] I [X, Y] E R} , 
R o S -n.r {[X, Y]l 3 z([X, z] E R I\ [z, Y] E S)} . 

Given a set or class Sand a function j, {S denotes the identity relation on S, p(S) 
denotes the collection of all subsets of S, and f[S], dam f denote the multi-image of 
S under f and the domain of f respectively: 

{s =n.r {[Y, Y]l YES}, 
f[S] =n.r {Y I (3 z E S)Y = j(z)}, 

As is customary, we call: 

p(S) 
dam f 

{Y I (V z E Y)z E S} , 
{Y I 3z [Y,z] E !}. 

PREORDER on S, a relation <l ~ S x S meeting the conditions {s ~ <l and <l o <l ~ <l; 
EQUIVALENCE RELATION on S, a preorder rv on S such that rv- 1 ~rv; 
(PARTIAL) ORDERING on S, a preorder :::; on S such that :::; n :::;- 1 ~ ~8 ; 
TOTAL ORDERING on S, a partial ordering :::; on S such that :::; U :::;-1= S x S; 
WELL-ORDERING on S, a total ordering :::; on S with respect to which every non-null 

set X~ S has a minimum: (V X~ S)(X =1- 0 -t (3m E X)(Vv E X)m:::; v). 
To briefly indicate that two sets x, y are not disjoint, i.e., x n y =1- 0, we employ 

the notation x 3E y. 
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A very quick recollection of basic notions on ordinal numbers follows (for a deeper 
presentation, see [12]). 

Definition 1 A set T is said to be TRANSITIVE if T ~ &J(T) or, equivalently, if 

UT~T. 
A set 11 is said to be an ORDINAL (number) if 11 is transitive and is totally ordered 

(and hence well-ordered) by the relation E U ~11" D 

As is well known, E U ~0 behaves as a well-ordering on the class 0 of all ordinals, 
it coincides there with ~, and hence is U-inductive in the following sense: 

For every non-null set C ~ 0 which is totally ordered by E U ~c (with 
E restricted to C), it turns out that U C E 0 and U C is the smallest of 
all ordinals m for which (Vv E C)(v(E U ~,0 )m) holds. 2 

One reason to be interested in ordinals is the following fundamental theorem: 

Theorem 1 Let <1 be a well-ordering on the set x. Then there exist, and are 

uniquely determined, an ordinal ~ and a function f : ~ -+ x such that f[~] = x 
holds and, for any pair v, f1 < ~ of ordinals: 

fv -=/:. f f1 holds when v-=/:. fJ, and moreover fv<Jf f1 when v :::; fl· 
0 

By virtue of the axiom of choice, a well-ordering can be imposed on any set. 
Therefore the following definition makes sense: 

Definition 2 The CARDINALITY of a set x, to be denoted lxl, is the least ordinal v 
such that there exist a function f : v-+ x with f[v] = x. A CARDINAL (NUMBER) 

is an ordinal f1 such that f1 = 11-LI· 0 

Example 1 Natural numbers, intended a lavon Neumann, which is by the rules 
0 =ner0, i + 1 =neri U {i}, . 

constitute the initial segment of the class of ordinals; their set, w =n.r{O, 1, 2, 3, ... }, 
is the first ordinal which exceeds all natural numbers, often denoted ~0 . 

Even for ordinals (such as w) which are not natural numbers, it is convenient to 
assign the meaning just indicated to the increment operation '+1': we will hence 
have, among ordinals, w + 1, w + 1 + 1, etc. The ordinals of the form f1 + 1 are 
called successors; all others, save 0, are called limit ordinals. The latter comprise w, 
w + w, w + ... + w, etc. (we are making an appeal to the intuition of the reader). 

'--v--' 
w times . 

All elements of w + 1 are cardinal numbers; but w + 1 itself is not such a number. 
0 

Definition 3 By ~-SUCCESSION, where~ is an ordinal, one means a function whose 

domain is~
By SUCCESSION (without indication of~), one means w-succession. 0 

2It is customary to denote the relation E U to between ordinals simply by :::; and membership 
between ordinals by <. We will adhere to such a convention throughout the paper. 
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In the traditional conception of sets developed by Zermelo, Fraenkel, Skolem, and 
von Neumann, one has that a function rk exists that is univocally defined on all 
sets through the recursive rule 

rk X = U { (rk Y) + 1 I Y E X}; 
this function associates an ordinal to each set X, and is called the RANK function. 
Thanks to the axiom of choice, a well-ordering <J can be imposed to any given set 
x so that 

y<Jz when rk y < rk z and y, z E x. 
The class VI' of all sets whose rank is smaller than f.L is, for every ordinal JL, a set, 

which is easily recognized to be transitive. Among these sets, one has the family 
Vw of the HEREDITARILY FINITE sets, which are those sets that are "finite and whose 
elements, elements of elements, etc., all are finite. 

Example 2 Putting 
0n =oer { { · · · { 0 } · · ·}} > ..__,__., ..__,__., 

n n 
we can briefly describe the initial stages of von Neumann's cumulative hierarchy as 
follows: 

Vo 
v1 
v2 
v3 
v4 

0 = 0, 
{ 0} = 01 = 1) 
{ 0, 01

} = 2) 
{ 0, 0\ 02

, V2} = 3 U 03 , 
{0, 0\02,03, {0, 01 

}, {0, 02
}, {0\ 02

}, ... , Va} 
ubE{0,3} (0(b+l)min3 u {3 u 0b} u {{i,j} u 0b I j E 3 !\ i E j + 1})) 

On this basis, one observes that 
rk 0 = 0, indeed 0 E V1 and 0 1c Vo; 

rk 02 = 2, indeed 02 E V3 and 02 1c V2 ; 

rk { 0, 02
} = 3, indeed { 0, 02

} E V4 and { 0, 02
} 1c V3. 

D 

2 Transitive partitions and Venn partition of a set 

Definition 4 A family I: of pairwise disjoint sets, none of which is 0, is said to 
be a PARTITION (of U I:); its members are called BLOCKS of 2::. The set <;r; = 
oer &0(U I:) \ U I: (to be often denoted simply as c;) will occasionally be treated as a 
block of the par-tition too; then it is called the OUTER BLOCK of 2::. D 

As is well known, the function 
I:~ {[X, Y]l (3b E I:)(X E b!\ Y E b)} 

establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the partitions of a given set S and 
the equivalence relations on S. 

A useful relation !;;; on p(p(S)) is defined by putting 
B!;;; A iffo,r (\fa E A)(3B ~B) a= UB. 
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One reads B ~ A as 'B is finer than A', or as 'A is coarser than B'; this is obviously 

a preorder relation (see appendix). When restricted to the set w(S) of all partitions 

of S, ~ becomes a partial ordering. 

Definition 5 A partition 2:: is said to be TRANSITIVE if U 2:: is transitive as by Def.1 

in Appendix 1. D 

Remarks 1 1. It is easy to prove that 0 E T holds for every non-null transitive 

set T (whereas 0 belongs to no partition).3 Hence no partition but 0 is a tran

sitive set, and therefore no confusion can arise from the abuse of terminology 

of calling a partition 2:: transitive when U 2:: is transitive. 

2. Notice also that saying that a partition 2:: is transitive amounts to the same 

as saying that its outer block <; fulfills the equality r(U 2::) = <; U U 2::. D 

The following lemma is easily proved: 

Lemma 1 Every transitive partition 2:: fulfills the following conditions: 

1. U 2:: E <;; (hence 2:: U { <;} is a partition too, and furthermore) 

2. 2:: U { <;} is a transitive partition; 

3. rk rJ < rk <; for every block rJ E 2::; 

4. <; is the only block /) for which there is no f ~ 2:: U { <;} that meet both ·0 E f 

and U r E <; U U 2::; on the contrary, 

5. for every block rJ :f= <;, one will have that U f E <; U U 2:: whenever rJ E f ~ 2::. 

Proof. 

1: One has U 2:: ~ U 2:: due to the acyclicity of membership, and, trivially, U 2:: E 

r(U 2::). Thus, by the very definition of<;, U 2:: E <; :f= 0 and rJ n <; = 0 for all 

rJ E 2::. 

2: Assuming that U 2:: ~ p(U I:), we have that <; u U 2:: ~ r(U 2::) ~ r( <; u U I:) 
too, thanks to the inclusion <; ~ r(U I:) entailed by the definition of ~. 

3: Since rJ ~ U 2:: E <;, we have rk rJ :::; rk U 2:: < rk <;, for all rJ E 2::. 

5: Assuming r ~ 2::, one gets U r ~ U 2::, and hence U r E r(U I:) = <; u U 2::. In 

particular this holds when f = { rJ }, for rJ E f. 

4: By contradiction, assume that <; E r ~ 2:: U { <;} and U r E <; U U 2::, so that 

<; ~ U f E rJ for some rJ E 2:: U { <;}, and hence rk <; :::; rk U f < rk rJ, against 

3. • 

3Let us assume that T /= 0 and T ~ p(T). The first hypothesis yields, by the regularity axiom 

of set theory, that there is a z E T such that z n T = 0. Then, thanks to the second hypothesis, 

we get z ~ T, i.e. z n T = z, and hence z = 0 E T. 
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As far as the Boolean constructs 0, n, \, U, =, =/-, s;;, <J:._ are concerned, all relevant 
information about a family of sets is conveyed by the following structure: 

Definition 6 Given a family F, we call VENN PARTITION ofF the coarsest of all 
partitions I:, of U F which fulfill the condition (V x E F) (V p E I:,) (p :3 E x ----+ p S: x). 

0 

Here is perhaps the most straightforward way of determining the Venn partition 
I:,.?" ofF: 

2:,.?" = { (nr) \ U(F\ r) IrE ba(F) \ {0}} \ {0}. 
It can be shown that the same task can be solved by an algorithm based on a positive 
strategy having complexity O(l U Fl). 

We will be interested not only in Boolean constructs but also in the operations 
of singleton and powerset formation, and hence we need to extract from a given F 
a more informative structure than I:,.?": 

Theorem 2 For any family F, there is a transitive partition I:, such that fo-r every 
X E F u {0} the-re is a r X s;; I:, such that X = u r X· 

When F has a finite number n of members, such a partition can be made to 
consist of 2n blocks at most. 

Proof. Let 11 2 FU{0} be a transitive set (e.g., 11 = V(rk.?")+l; moreover it is easy to 
see that there exists a smallest possible 11 w.r.t. s;;). Then let I:, be the Venn partition 
of FU{11}, so that clearly fx ={a- I (3-r S: F)(x E rl\a- = (n-r)\U(F\r)/\a- =I- 0)}. 

II 

3 Deciding a fragment of set theory by simulating 
a partition 

Let us consider a function 
M : X ----+ { sets } 

defined on a collection X of set variables. 
If someone supplied us with the Venn partition I:, relative to the set M[X], while 

keeping lvf hidden, lvf would be traceable among the functions v H U 'S( v) that 
biunivocally correspond to the functions 'S E p(I:,)x. 

When X is finite, I:, is also finite, and hence the host of 'Ss that may encode 
.M is finite too. The endless variety of possible values for 111{ hence narrows down 
-provided I:, is known- to a finite inventory of possibilities. More exactly, since 
the cardinality ji:,j does not exceed 2IXI- 1, the number 2i~I·IXI of possibilities for'S 
cannot exceed the number 2<21x'-1l·IXI. 

It should be apparent that the latter is an overestimate of the number of possible 
Ms; indeed, those 'Ss for which U 'S[X] =1- I:, should not be taken into account. The 
number can, moreover, drastically decrease when we know one or more set formulae 
(involving no variables outside X) th!t hold true in the set-value assignment M. 
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If we now consider a famiiy X of set variables, along with a partition I: and ·with 
a function 'S : X -t p(I:) representing the interpretation v H U 'S(v), to what 
extent ,;,ill it depend from the specificities of I: that certain literals of the forms 
V = W, V # W, V = 0, V = U*W, V ~ u, V rf:. u, V E W, V ~ W, V = {w1, . .. ,WH}, 

v = p(w), where u, v, w, wi EX and* E {n, \, U}, are true in the interpretation? 
As regards literals of the forms v = w, v # w, v = 0, v = u*w, v ~ u, v rf:. u, the 

only feature of I: that counts is its cardinality. In the following sense: Any other 
partition ~ for which an injective function f3 of I: onto ~ exists, will continue to 
satisfy literals of these forms, under the interpretation v H U fJ['S( v)]. 

In order to take also literals of the three forms v E w, v ~ w, v = p(w) into 
account, we will refer to the following notion: 

Definition 7 A partition ~ is said to SIMULATE another partition, I:, when there 
is a bijection f3 : I: -t ~ such that, for X, Y ~ I:, 

• U fJ[X] E U fJ[Y] if and only if U X E U Y; 

• UfJ[X] = p(UfJ[Y]) ifUX = p(UY). D 

Finally, to take also literals of the form v = { w1 , ... , w H} into account, our 
subsequent study will take advantage of the following notion, where L indicates an 
upper bound for the value of H: 

Definition 8 A partition~ is said to L-SIMULATE another partition, I:, when there 
is a bijection f3 I: -t ~ such that 

for X, Y ~ 2.:: 
UfJ[X] E UfJ[Y] if and only if UX E UY, 

U fJ[X] = p(U fJ[Y]) if U X = p(U Y) ; 

for X, Y1, ... , YL ~ 2.:: 
U fJ[X] = {U ,6[Y1J, ... , U fJ[YL]} if U X = {U Y1, ... , U YL}. 

(The last condition is vacuously satisfied when L = 0.) D 

It is then obvious that if a collection of literals of the above-said form is satisfied 
in 'S, then it holds true also in 'S o /3, where 7J : p(I:) -t p(~) is the function 
r H ,6[r]. 

Our strategy to establish ·whether or not a finite collection /( of literals is satis
fiable will be to L-SIMULATE a transitive partition associated (cf. Thm.2) with the 
family :F of sets assigned to variables in a hypothetical interpretation satisfying K; 
the simulating partition will have a finite rank, bounded by a computable function 
in the overall number of variables in /(. A direct simulation, however, is hard to 
perform; it ·will demonstrate easier to base the simulation on a 'formative process' 
suitably describing the inner constitution of :F. We will see in Sec.4 how such a 
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formative process can be conceived; then, in Sec.5, how to imitate the process in 
order to obtain the simulating partition. 4 

·In sight of these developments, let us for the moment introduce a convenient 
strengthening of the notion of simulating partition that may surrogate it in practice. 

For any set X, we put 

8J*(X) =ner{Y I Y ~ UX 1\ (\fz EX) z 3E Y}. 

Here are some useful, and easily verified, properties of 8J*: 

Remarks 2 

1. For every setS, if 0 E S, then 8J*(S) = 0, else USE p*(S). 

2. r*(0) = {0}. 

3. If M: X ---+ {sets } is such that M(z) ~ z for all z EX, 
then p*(M[X]) ~ p*(X). 

4. For every family :F, r(U F) = U r*[p(:F)]. 

5. For every partition 2:: and for all f 0 , f 1 ~ 2::, 

(a) p*(fo) =/= 0; 
(b) if fo =/= f1, then S'J*(fo) n S'J*(f1) = 0; 
(c) r* (I:) determines 2:: uniquely. 

6. For all partitions f 0 , f 1, if rb \ f 1_b = {ab} forb= 0, 1, where o-0 ~ o-1 and 
!o-1! = v + 1, then I8J*(fi) \ p*(fo)l 2: 2v. 

A verification of 4. runs as follows: on the one hand, the inclusions 8J*(r) ~ 
8J(U r) ~ 8J(U :F) hold trivially for all r ~ :F; on the other, if X ~ U :F, then 
X E p*( {Y I Y E :F 1\ X 3E Y} ). 

Concerning 5(a), notice that Ufo E p*(f0 ) by 1. As for 5(b), assume that 
a E fb \ f1-b: so that every set in 8J*(fb) shares at least one element t with 0'; then, 
since blocks are disjoint and r 0 , r 1 are formed by blocks, such at falls outside any 
T E r 1-b and, in consequence of that, t does not belong to any set in p* (r 1_b); hence 
S'J*(fo) n p*(f1) = 0. A verification of 5(c) runs as follows: clearly the maximum 
w.r.t. inclusion in 8J*(I:) is U I:; moreover, two elements a, b of U 2:: fall into the same 
block of 2:: iff for every element y of p* such that a E y, one has y \ { b} E 8J* (I:). 
Notice that the analogue of 5(c) with an arbitrary family :Fin place of 2:: does not 
hold: for example, :F0 =/= :F1 and p*(:F0 ) = p*(:F1) = { infinite subsets of w } hold 
together when :F0 consists of all sets of the form w \ Y, where Y has finite cardinality, 

4If we simplified Def.8, by requiring simply that for X, Y ~ ~ 
U j3(X) E U j3[Y) if and only if U X E U Y , 

U/3[X)\{UJ3[Z)IZ~~}=0 if UX\{UZIZ~~}=0 
(clearly, with this change we would be leaving out of consideration the literals v = SCJ(w)), then 
simulation could simply be based on knowing the function r I-t O'r, where r ~ ~. O'r E ~ U { <;"2;}, 
and U r E O'r. 
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and F 1 consists of all sets of the form w \ Y, where the cardinality of Y ~ w is both 
finite and even. 

Finally, concerning 6, notice that U r 1 \ r E p* (r 1) \ p* (r 0) for each r ~ G 1 \ { t}, 
where t E G1 \ G 0 . Ill 

From the preceding remarks and from Remark 1.2., we immediately get the fol
lowing: 

Lemma 2 When its domain gets restricted to a set of the form p(I;), where I; ·is 
a partition, p* is an injective function p* : p(I;) -----+ p*[&0(I;)] whose image is a 
partition p*[p(I;)] of p(U I;). 

If I; is transitive, then p*[p(I;)] is a partition of c; U U I;. Ill 

Definition 9 A partition f; is said to IMITATE another partition, I;, when there is 
a bijection (3 : I; -----+ f; such that, for X ~ I;, G E I;, 

• Uf3[X] E (3(G) if and only ifUX E G; 

• if p*(f3[X]) 3E (3(G), then p*(X) 3E G; 

• if p*(X) ~ U I;, then p*(f3[X]) ~ U f:. 

If in addition to f; imitating I; one has the condition 

• lf3( G) I = IGI when IGI < {! 

fulfilled, where {! is a fixed number, then f; is said to g-IMITATE I;. D 

Lemma 3 If I;, f; are partitions, the set U f; is transitive, and f; imitates I;, then 
f; simulates I;. If, furthermore, f; g-imitates I; and L < {!, then f; £-simulates I;. 

Proof. 

• U,B[X] E Uf3[YJ {o} (:J& E (3[Y])(Uf3[X] E &) {o} (:JG E Y)(Uf3[XJ E ,8(G)) {o} 

(:J G E Y) (U X E G) {o} U X E U Y. 

• Assuming now that U X = &C~(U Y), let us prove that p(U (3[Y]) ~ U (3[X]. 
Indeed, suppose t ~ U f3[Y] and let f;t be the subset off; for which t E &'J* (f:1) 

(so that f;t ~ ,B[Y]). As ,8-1[f:t] ~ Y, it follows that p*(,B-1[f:t]) ~ U X ~ 
U I;. Therefore, p*(f;t) ~ U f;, so that t E U f:. Let &t be the block in 
f; to which t belongs, and let Gt be the block in I; for which (3(Gt) = &t. 
Then, since p*(f:t) 3E &1, we will have that p*(,B-1[f:t]) 3E Gt, which yields 
UX = &C~(UY) 2 &C~*(f3- 1 [f:1]) 3E Gt, so that UX 3E Gt, Gt EX, and hence 
t E &t E ,B[X], which in turn yields t E U (3[X]. 

• Assuming again that U X = s0(U Y), let us now prove that U ,B[X] ~ p(U (3[Y]). 
Indeed, for each t E U f3[X] there is a unique Gt E X such that t E (3( Gt); more
over, by the transitivity off;, there is a unique r ~I; for which t E p*((3[f]); 
finally, since p*((3[f]) 3E ,8(G1), we also have that p*(f) 3E Gt· We can 
hence take a t' E Gt n p* (f), which, since Gt ~ U X = p(U Y), is to ful
fill t' E p*(Z) for a suitable Z ~ Y. In conclusion f = Z, and therefore 
t ~ U (3[f] = U (3[Z] ~ U (3[YJ. 
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• To prove the second statement of the lemma, assuming that U X = {U Y1, ... , U YL} 
where L < (2 and Yi, ... , YL are distinct, we must check that 
U ,B[X] = {U ,B[Yi], ... , U ,B[YL]}.· Since I:,-EX 10'1 = I U XI = L < (2, we have 
10'1 < Q and therefore 1,8(0')1 = 10'1 for each 0' EX; this easily yields the desired 
conclusion, because U ,B[Y;] E ,8( 0') {::} U Y; E 0' and because ,B[Y1], ... , ,B[YL] 
-and, accordingly, U ,B[Yt], ... , U ,B[YL]- are pairwise distinct. 11 

4 Formative processes and traces 
Definition 10 Let I: and L:' be two partitions. We say that L:' PROLONGATES I: 
VIA f when the following conditions are met: 

1. for all 0' E I:, there is a 0'
1 E I:' such that 0' ~ 0'

1
; 

2. r ~ I: is such that U I:' \ U I: ~ 8'-J* (f), which means: 

• 0'
1 

\ 0' ~ 8'-J*(r) for all 0' E I:, 

• T ~ 8'-J*(f) for all T E I:' that does not include a 0' E I:; 

3. I; =1- L:'. 

When condition 1. is met, possibly without 2. or 3. being fulfilled, then we 
say that L:' EXTENDS I:; if both 1. and 3. are met, then L:' is said to extend I: 
PROPERLY. D 

Definition 11 Let r, I:', and L:" be partitions, with L:' extending r and L:" extend
ing L:1

• Then L:11 is said to extend I;' COHERENTLY with f if no element of U I;" 
belongs to 8'-J* (r) \ U I:'. D 

Definition 12 Let e be an ordinal and let (D'p.)p.~t; be a (e +I)-sequence of functions 

all of which are defined on the same domain P so as to meet the following conditions:· 

• D'p.(q) n D'p.(P) = 0 when p, q E P, p =/= q, and fl:::; e; 

• D'v(q) ~ O'v+l(q) for all q E P when v < e; 

• O';.,(q) = Uv<J.. O'v(q) for every q E p and every limit ordinal).::::: e; 

I:o = 0; L:t; = D't;(P] is a partition; 

• L:v+l prolongates L:v via a suitable fv (cf. Def.10), and moreover 

• L:t; extends L:v+l coherently with f v ( cf. Def.11), for all v < e. 

Such a sequence is called a FORMATIVE PROCESS, and thee-sequences (Av)v<f;> 
(Av, Tv)v<f; such that both of the conditions 
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• lTv[Av] = r V) 

• {lTv+! (q) \ lYv(q) I q E Tv} is a partition of (~*(f v) \ U L:v) n U L:v+l 

hold for each v are called its TRACE, and a HISTORY of L:~, respectively. 

177 

(Note that p = Uv<~ Tv and that Av ~ ui'<V Tv for all v < 0 D 

For q E P, A~ P, J.L:::; !;, and v < f;, the images lTI'(q), lTI'[A], lTv+l(q) \ U L:v, 
lT~(q), and O"dAJ will also be denoted as q(l'), A(l'), D,(vl(q), q<•l, and A(•l. Thus, in 

particular, A):l = r v; moreover, we will have 0 f:; AS"l (and hence AS"l will be a 

partition) when v0 :::; v:::; Jl·, where Vo is the first ordinal for which Avo = Av. 

Remark 3 An indirection could easily be eliminated from the definition of for

mative process by requiring that I:~ = P and O"~ = ~p. Indeed, characterizing a 

formative process without P and O"l's -directly in terms of the sequence (I:!') we;~ of 

partitions- would lead to a more concise and essential definition; however it does 

not seem to be particularly convenient to proceed so either on the technical plan, 

or to convey a better intuitive grasp. D 

Lemma 4 Every constituent L:11 of a formative process is a transitive partition. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on J.l· 

Case JL = 0: The set U L:l' = 0 is vacuously transitive. 

Case JL = v + 1: Let us inductively assume that L:v is a transitive partition and 

that e E u L:w Then, since I: I' prolongates L:v via r V> we have e ~ u L:v ~ u I: I' 

if e E UL:v; otherwise we have e E ~*(fv) ~ ~(Ufv) ~ ~(UL:v) ~ ~(UL:I'), 

and hence we have e ~ U L:11 again. 

Case JL is a limit ordinal: Let us assume that e E 0"11 (q) for some q E P, so that 

e E lTv(q) for some v < J.L and hence e ~ U L:v by the induction hypothesis. 

Then e ~ UO"v[Pv] ~ UlTI'[Pv] ~ UL:I', where Pv is the subset of P for which 

lTv[Pv] = L:v. • 

Lemma 5 Let I: and L:" be partitions such that 

• I:" properly extends I: (cj. Dej.10), 

• I:" is a transitive partition (cj. Def.5). 

Then there are a r ~ I: and a partition L:' that both prolongates I: via r and is 

extended by L:" coherently with r (cf. Def.10 and Def.11). 

Proof. Lets be an element of smallest rank in U L:"\U I:. Thanks to the transitivity 

of I:", we have s ~ U I:"; therefore, every t E s belongs to U I:. By taking 

f =n.r { Z I Z E I: 1\ s 3 E Z}, 
we will have s E ~*(r) and we must put 

I:' = {~*(f) n 0"
11 U lT llT11 E I:" 1\ lT E I: 1\ lT ~ l1

11
} 

U{~*(f) nl1
11

ll1
11 E I:" 1\ ('tilT E L:)(lY C£ l1

11 /\,0" 11 3E ~*(f)}. 

Clearly I:' prolongates I: via r, since s E U I:'\ U I:; moreover, it is obvious that 

I:" extends I:' coherently with r. • 
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Corollary 1 (Trace theorem) Every transitive partition~ has a history (All, Til) ll<f. 
with the cardinality of~ not exceeding I U ~~. 

Proof. Given~' we can choose any set P with IPI = 1~1 to index the blocks of~: 
~ = { q(•) I q E P }. 

We begin with ~0 = 0 and then, for every ordinal11: 

• If 11 is a limit ordinal, we put 
~ll = U-r<ll{Ur<v<ll U(v) I t7 E ~'Y }, 

where u<v) indicates the block T of ~v for which a- ~ T. 

• In any case, we define ~ll+ 1 to be the same as ~ll if ~ll = ~; otherwise we 
choose a r ll ~ ~ll and a partition ~ll+1 that both prolongates ~ll via r ll and 
is extended by ~ coherently with r ll> as by the lemma. 

• If~ll+1 =/= ~ll' we take All= {q E PI (3u E rll)(u ~ q<•))} and Til= {q E 
PI (3u E I;ll+l \ ~ll)(u ~ q<•)) }. 

Since the sequence of the U ~lls strictly increases w.r.t. ~ until it has reached 
U ~' and since U I;ll ~ U ~ holds for all f1, certainly there will be an ordinal ~ for 
which U ~f. = U I; with 1~1 :::; I U ~I; the conclusion that (All, Tll)ll<f. is the desired 
history hence follows. 111 

Example 3 Resuming the notation 0n of Example 2, let us take~= {o<•), ... , 4(•)}, 
where 

o<•) = {0}, 1<•) = {01 }, 2<•) = {02, {0, 01} }, 
3(•) = {03, { {0, 01 }} }, 4(•) = { {0, 02 }} 0 

One readily sees that Uj=0 j(•) is a transitive set; hence~ is a transitive partition. 
With the elements s of U I; ordered by non-decreasing ranks, we easily associate 

with each of them the place A for which s E p*( { q<•) I q E A}): 

In this concrete example, the construction of the preceding corollary proceeds 
according to the following table: 

s I A; II oi I 1; I 
i=O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i=1 01 {0} {0} 0 0 0 0 
i=2 02 {1} {0} { 01} 0 0 0 
i=3 { 0, 01

} {0,1} {0} { 01} { 02} 0 0 
i=4 { 0, 02} {0,2} {0} { 01} { 02) { 0, 01 } } 0 0 
i=5 03 {2} {0} { 01} { 02) { 0, 01 } } 0 { { 0, 02}} 
i=6 - - {0} { 01} { 02) { 0, 01}} {03, {0, 01}} { { 0, 02}} 

The sequence (A; )i:::;5 is a trace of the partition~. 0 
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5 The thinning of a transitive partition through 
its trace 

Let K be a finite collection of literals of the form 

v=w, 

v = unw, 
v E w, 

v=f=w, 

v = u \ w, 
v ¢ w, 

v =0, 
v ~ u, 
v = p(w), 

v = uUw, 
v Cf:_ u, 
v = {w1, ... ,wH}, 

(1) 

and let X be the collection of variables occurring in K. Also, let L be a natural 

number greater than or equal to any number H for which a literal of the form 

v = {w1 , ... , WH} occurs inK. 
If p(•) is the smallest transitive partition containing the Venn diagram of sets 

satisfying K, then the following procedure imitate draws from the history of p(•) to 

build a finite-rank partition P that L-simulates p(•). In fact, it can be shown that 

the rank of P does not exceed the number 22
"-1 · (2n · e+ 1), where n = lXI and e is 

any number such that e 2: max{ L + 1, 3} and 2e-1 > (2n -1) · e + 1. Combining the 

above discussion with the remarks in Sec.3, it then follows that whenever a finite 

collection K of literals of the form (1) is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable by a set 

model whose rank is a computable function of K, thereby proving: 

Theorem 3 ( (2]) The satisfiability problem for the fragment of set theory consisting 

of Boolean combinations of literals of the form (1) is decidable. 111 

The execution of imitate refers as to an oracle to the formative process of p(•). 

Should p(•) not be available, an execution could nevertheless be performed, albeit 

non-deterministically, to take into consideration all possible response sequences from 

the oracle; then, at the tip of each branch of the non-deterministic execution tree, 

one could directly evaluate K in all possible assignments v H U 'S( v) with 
'S : X -+ p(P), 

until one be found -if any exists- that satisfy JC. 

procedure imitate( {2, P, (Av)v<E ); 
claim; IPI < ~o 1\ (} > L 1\ (} 2: 3 1\ 2e-1 > IPI· (} + 1/\ (A11 )1'<E is the trace 

associated with a formative process (a11)w:;E having dom all= P for every J.ti 

explanation: the formative process (al')w:;E will be taken as an oracle 

in what follows, by referring to the blocks q(l') with q E P and to the 

partitions Alfl as if they were available as additional inputs; 

lvft:= {Jt I Jt < ~ 1\ (Vq E All) (lq(llll <e)}; 

Mz:= { Jt I Jt < ~ 1\ (:l q E P) ( lq(l'l n p*(A}fl)l < el\ t,(lll(q) -=/0) }; 
Ma:= { Jt I Jt < ~ 1\ U A~•) = U A}fl E p*(A}fl) \ U p(ll) }; 

e := I M1 u Mz u Mal; ' 
for q E P loop q := 0; end loop; 

invariant: for all B ~ P, B =oer {q I q E B}; 
for i in [0, ... 'e- l]loop 

Jti := min/(M1 U M2 U Ma \ {Jto, ... ,J.ti-d); 
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1:!.. := if f-Li E M1 then 
revise1 (/-Li, ~) 

elseif f-Li E M 3 then 
revise3 (f-Li, ~, \7) 

else -- f-Li E M2 
revise2 (/-Li, ~, \7) 

end if; 
for q E P loop q :=qUI:!..( g); end loop; 
\7 :=surplus( ~ ); 

end loop; 
claim: P imitates p(•) A (Vq E P) (jq(•lj < (!--+ lifl = jq(•li), 

therefore P £-simulates p(•); 
return f:; 

procedure surplus( ~ ); 

forB<;:; PI UB ¢:. UqEP \l(B,q) loop 
if (Vq E B) (if¥ 0) A (:Jq E B) (ilfl2:: Q) then 
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assert ( :J{V(p)}pEP) ( 
is Partition( V, (t-J*(B) \UP)\ {U 8 I c <;:; P AU c(•J ¢:. U p(•l} )A 
('</ q E P) ( u B(•) E q(•) --+ u BE V(q) )A 
(V q E P) (if jq{•) n t-J*(B(•l)j <(!then 

); 

IV(q)l = j(q(•l \ q(~-tl) n t-J*(B(•l)i 
else 

IV(q)l 2:: (! 

end if 

) 

let {'V(q)}qEP be one such \7; 
e)se 

for q E P loop \l(B, q) = 0; end loop; 
end if 

end loop; 

claim (V q E P) (V f-L E M1 U lvh U M3) ( q(•) n t-J*(Ai")) = 0 V f-L E M1 ---t 

V(Ai•l, q) = 0 ); 
return \7; 

end surplus; 

procedure revise1 ( f-L, ~ ) ; 
A :=Al-l; 
assert 

( :J {l:!..(p)}pEP) ( 
isPartition ( 1:!.., t-J* (A) \ UP ) A 
(V q E P)( jl:!..(q)j = jl:!,.(l-ll(q)jA 

); 
( UA E l:!..(q) B UA(I-l) E 1:!,.(1-l)(q))) 

pick one such 1:!..; return A; 
end revise1 ; 



'fransitive Venn diagrams with applications to the decision problem in set theory 

procedure revise2 ( p,, -, '17 ); 
A:=A"; 
assert 

( 3 {t:.(p)}pEP) ('v q E p) ( 
t:.(q) ~ 'V(A, q)!\ 

); 

if Jq<•l n g:J*(A(Ill)J < f1 then 
lt:.(q)l = jt:_(lll(q)J 

elseif t:_(lll(q) = 0 then 
t:.(q) = 0 

else 
t:.(q) = 'V(A, q) 

end if 

pick one such t:.; return t:.; 
end revisez; 

procedure revise3 ( p,, -, '17 ); 
A:=A"; 
for q E P loop A(q) := 0; end loop; 
if g:J*(A(•)) ~ U p(•) then 

assert (3r E P) (Jt:.(lll(r)J 2: f1)i 
pick one such r; 
for q E P I t:,(lll(q) = 0 loop t:.(r) := t:.(r) U V(A, q); end loop; 

end if; 
for q E P I t:_(lll(q) f= 0loop t:.(q) := 'V(A,q); end loop; 
return t:.; 

end revise3; 

procedure isPartition( t:., S ); 
return 

U t:.(PJ = S !\ (V p, q E P lp f= q) ( t:.(p) n t:.(q) = 0); 
end isPartition; 

end imitate; 

6 Conclusions 

181 

We believe we have made simpler with the new approach, and hence easier to 
broaden, the result on the decidability of multilevel syllogistic extended with pow
erset and singleton operators. 

We do not have, as yet, a presentation of the decision algorithm in terms of 
semantic tableaux, and view this as a necessary future step in sight of any sensible 
implementation. 

Another goal we have in mind is to adapt the decidability result to a theory of 
sets where membership is not assumed to be well-founded, or perhaps is subject 
to Aczel's anti-foundation axiom. A decision algorithm of this kind would find 
applications in the automation of modal logics, along the lines indicated in (8]. 
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Abstract 

It is well known that for a given concrete domain C which is a complete 
lattice, the abstract domains of C form the so-called lattice of abstract in
terpretations of C. In general lattice-theoretic terms, this reads as Ward's 
[1942] theorem stating that closure operators on a complete lattice, ordered 
pointwise, give rise to a complete lattice. This result plays an important role 
in the general field of semantic domain theory. We strengthen Ward's theo
rem by showing that closure operators on any directed-complete partial order 
(CPO) still form a complete lattice. This result therefore applies straight to 

the lattice of abstract interpretations. Furthermore, we exploit it in order 
to significantly extend the operation of abstract domain complementation, so 
that, e.g., it can be applied to any abstract domain which is a mere poset 
satisfying the ascending chain condition. 

1 Introduction 

Closure operators (closures for short) find relevant applications in many fields of 
mathematics and theoretical computer science. In mathematics, closures play an 
important role in algebra, logic, and topology (see e.g. Gierz et al.'s [1980] "com
pendium" for a wide range of applications in topological algebra). In theoretical 
computer science, closures have been widely used in the semantics area, notably 
in domain theory (e.g. [Abramsky and Jung 1994; Sanchis 1977]), in program se
mantics (e.g. [Falaschi et al. 1997; Germano and Mazzanti 1991]) and in the theory 
of semantics approximation by abstract interpretation [Cousot and Cousot 1977, 
1979b]. 

One key issue concerning closure operators has been the structure of posets of 
closures ordered by the standard pointwise relation between functions, here denoted 
by !;;;;. If P is any poset and uco(P) denotes the set of all closure operators on P, 
then (uco(P), G) is a poset. It is not too hard to derive Ward's [1942, Theorem 4.2] 
basic theorem stating that if C is a complete lattice then uco( C) is a complete 
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lattice as well. This basic result turns out to be crucial especially in Cousot and 
Cousot's abstract interpretation technique for semantics approximation, widely used 
for designing and proving correct static program analyses. Within this framework, 
the approximated abstract semantics is obtained from the standard one by substi
tuting the actual domain of computation (called concrete) and its basic operations 
with, respectively, an abstract domain encoding some approximated properties of 
the concrete domain, and corresponding abstract operations. As argued by Cousot 
and Cousot [1979b], abstract domains can be specified as closure operators on the 
concrete domain. Thus, for a given concrete domain D, uco(D) turns out to be 
the collection of all possible abstract domains of D (up to domain isomorphism). 
Further, the pointwise ordering of uco(D) corresponds precisely to the standard re
lation used in abstract interpretation to compare abstract domains with regard to 
their precision: A1 is more precise than A2 iff A1 ~ A2 in uco(D). Since the con
crete domain D is generally assumed to be a complete lattice, by \Vard's theorem, 
uco(D) results to be the so-called (complete) lattice of abstract interpretations of D 
( cf. [Cousot and Cousot 1977, Section 7], [Cousot and Cousot 1979b, Section 8] and 
[Mycroft 1981, Section 2.4.2]). In practical cases, designing the abstract domain is 
the most critical step. Therefore, research has been devoted to devise operators that 
systematically refine and simplify abstract domains [File et al. 1996; Giacobazzi and 
Ranzato 1998b], like reduced product [Cousot and Cousot 1979b], disjunctive com
pletion [Cousot and Cousot 1979b], complementation [Cortesi et al. 1997], and least 
disjunctive basis [Giacobazzi and Ranzato 1998a]. Among the benefits, these oper
ators provide high-level facilities to tune static program analyses in accuracy and 
cost. The definitions of most of these operators heavily rely on the hypothesis that 
uco(D) is a complete lattice, since they work by minimally transforming abstract 
domains w.r.t. a given domain property. However, in many common situations, 
like e.g. in denotational semantics, often concrete domains are only required to be 
mere algebraic directed-complete partial orders (CPOs) or just something more, and 
therefore, in these cases, one cannot resort to Ward's theorem. For example, the 
concrete domains in Jensen's [1997, Section 4] abstract interpretation framevvork for 
disjunctive functional program analysis are not complete lattices. Furthermore, as 
remarkable examples, Plotkin and Smyth powerdomain constructions, in general, do 
not give rise to complete lattices, and the Plotkin powerdomain is used by Mycroft 
[1981] for strictness and termination analysis of lazy functional programs, while a 
modified Plotkin powerdomain is used by Mycroft and Nielson [1983] (see also [Niel
son 1984, Chapter 5]) for the so-called strong approach to abstract interpretation. 
These motivations stimulated us in trying to strengthen Ward's theorem, with the 
aim of proving that most posets ordinarily used in theoretical computer science give 
rise to complete lattices of closures. 

In general, it is not true that, for any poset P, (uco(P), ~)turns out to be always 
a complete lattice, as shown by Example 2.1 given later in Section 2. :Morgado 
[1960, Theorem 28] gave a theorem characterizing all and only the posets P such 
that uco(P) is a complete lattice, based on a notion of relative quasi-infimum in 
posets [Morgado 1960, Definition 4]. Unfortunately, Morgado's result is based on 
some erroneous lemmata (we refer to [Ranzato 1998] for details), and therefore it is 
unusable. 
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CPOs are largely used in various fields of theoretical computer science, and within 
the semantics area and in domain theory, being a CPO is definitely a very basic re
quirement for a poset. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no available 
results concerning posets of closures on CPOs - only recently and after having 
completed this work, we became aware of an unpublished related result by Abram
sky [1999], who proved that continuous closure operators on CPOs form complete 
lattices. Our purpose is to fill this gap by showing that closures on a CPO always 
give rise to a complete lattice. 

Although Morgado's [1960] results contain a flaw, our approach has been loosely 
inspired by his work, in particular by an erroneous interpretation [l'viorgado 1960, 
pag. 120] of the notion of relative quasi-infimum in posets. By generalizing Hawry
lycz and Reiner's [1993] use of maximal lower bounds for characterizing closure 
operators on finite (or satisfying the ascending chain condition, ACC) posets, we 
define a poset P to be relatively maximal lower bound complete (rmlb-complete for 
short) whenever for any Y ~ P and for any lower bound x of Y, the set of max
imal lower bounds of Y which follow x is nonem·pty. Our proof strategy consists 

in demonstrating that closures on rmlb-complete posets form complete lattices, and 
then that CPOs are rmlb-complete. For any rmlb-complete poset P, lub's, glb's 
and the greatest element in uco(P) are explicitly characterized: It turns out that 
the lub coincides with the one of \i\Tard's theorem - which is set-intersection of 
closure images - while the glb and the greatest element are characterized through 
a construction based on maximal lower bounds. \i\Te also give examples showing that 
if ·uco(P) is a complete lattice then P is not necessarily a rmlb-complete poset, and 
that the class of CPOs is strictly contained in the class of rmlb-complete posets. 

We exploit the above result for significantly extending the range of application 
of Cortesi et al.'s [1997] domain complementation operator. According to Cortesi 
et al. [1997], given a domain D and an abstract domain A E uco(D), the domain 
complement of A in D is defined as the lattice-theoretic pseudocomplement of A in 
uco(D). Existence of such pseudocomplements is ensured by a Giacobazzi et al.'s 
[1996] result showing that if Dis a meet-continuous complete lattice then uco(D) is 
pseudocomplemented. \i\Te present here two novel theorems of p:;;eudocomplementa
tion, which rely on our main result. 

(i) If D is a meet-continuous meet-semilattice then uco(D) is a pseudocomple
mented complete lattice. Thus, this result subsumes, in a nontrivial way, the 
aforementioned theorem by Giacobazzi et al. [1996]. 

(ii) The second result is more complex to state (the technical development will 
clarify it): If D is rmlb-complete and generated by maximal lower bounds. 
from the set of completely meet-irreducibles of D then uco(D) is a pseudo-. 
complemented complete lattice. As a consequence, we prove that if D is any·· 
poset satisfying the ascending chain condition (ACC) then uco(D) is a pseudo
complemented complete lattice. This second result is:shown to be orthogonal 
to the first one. It subsumes a result presented in [File and Ranzato 1996] for 
complete lattices, and enjoys the advantage of providing an explicit character
izion of pseudocomplements. · 
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These results constitute a significant extension to the domain complementation 
technology - the second result in particular, since most practically used abstract 
domains satisfy the ACC in order to ensure that fixpoint computations are finitely 
convergent. 

In this extended abstract, proofs are omitted - the interested reader may find 
all the details in [Ranzato 1999a, 1999b]. 

2 Basic Notions and Closure Operators 

Basic Notation. The identity operator on any set will be denoted by id. If X 
and Y are sets then X '... Y denotes their set-difference and if~ : X -+ Y then 
f(X) ~ {/(x) I x EX}. Let (P, ::=:;)be a poset. If x E P then tx ~{yEP I x ::=:; y} 
and 1)-x ~{yEP I x < y}. If x E P andY~ P then we write x ::=:; Y when xis a 
lower bound of Y, i.e., when for any y E Y, x ::=:; y. y+ will denote the set of lower 
bounds ofY in P, i.e., y+ ~ {x E PIx::=:; Y}. Let us remark that it follows that, for 
any x E P, x ::=:; 0, i.e., 0+ = P. Throughout, the notations x ::=:; Y and x E y+ will 
be used interchangeably. If Y ~ P then Y has least element lst(Y) when lst(Y) ::=:; Y 
and lst(Y) E Y. If Y ~ P then max(Y) ~ {y E Y I Vz E Y. (y ::=:; z) =} (y = z)}. If 
Y ~ P then mlb~Y) denotes the (possibly empty) set of maximal lower bounds of 
Y, i.e., mlb(Y) ~ max(Y+). In particular, let us point out that mlb(0) = max(P) 
and that, for any Y ~ P, mlb(Y) = { x }, for some x E P, iff x is the greatest lower 
bound (glb) of Y. Pointwise ordering between functions is denoted by the symbol 
r;;;: If j, g: Q-+ P, then f r;;; g iff for any x E Q, f(x) ::=:; g(x). 

Let (P, ::=:;, /\) be a meet-semilattice. Let us recall from [Gierz et al. 1980, Def
inition 4.6, pag. 33] that P is meet-continuous if P is a CPO (existing lub's are 
denoted by V) and for any x E P and directed subset Y ~ P, x 1\ V Y = V yEY x 1\ y. 
Thus, meet-continuous complete lattices form a subclass of meet-continuous meet
semilattices. In this definition, directed subsets can be equivalently replaced by 
chains [Markowsky 1976]. 

Given a CPO P, an element x E P is compact when for any directed subset 
D ~ P, x ::=:; V D implies that there exists some d E D such that x ::=:; d. The 
set of compact elements of P is denoted by lKp . Let us recall that a poset P is 
algebraic [Gierz et al. 1980, Exercise 4.28, p. 94] if P is a CPO and for any x E P, 
{y E lKp I y ::=:; x} is directed and x = V{Y E lKp I y ::=:; x}. 

Let (P, ::=:;, 1\, _L) be a meet-semilattice with least element L Let us recall that, 
given x E P, x* E Pis the (necessarily unique) pseudocomplement of x if x 1\x* = .1 
and for any y E P, x 1\ y = .1 =} y ::=:; x*. P is pseudocomplemented if all 
pseudocomplements exist. 

Closure Operators. An (upper) closure operator (shortly, closure) on a poset (P, ::=:;) 
is an operator p : P -+ P monotone, idempotent and increasing (i.e., \/x E P. x ::=:; 
p( x)). Fixpoints of a closure are also called closed elements. Closures will be denoted 
by lowercase Greek letters p, '!],f-L ... Let uco(P) denote the set of all closure operators 
on the poset P. Closures on posets are partially ordered by pointwise ordering, i.e. 
(uco(P), r;;;) is a poset. Throughout the paper, for any p E uco(P), we follow a 
standard notation by denoting the irm>ge p(P) simply by p itself: This does not 
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give rise to ambiguity, since one can immediately distinguish the use as function or 
set according to the context. Let us recall that the image of a closure p E uco(P) 
coincides with its set of closed elements: p = {x E PIx= p(x)}. Let p, T/ E uco(P). 
The following are some basic easy properties of closures on posets ( cf. [Hawrylycz 
and Reiner 1993; Ward 1942]). 

(1) The image of a closure is closed for maximal lower bounds: If Y ~ p then 
mlb(Y) ~ p; in particular, max(P) ~ p. 

(2) Pointwise ordering coincides with the superset relation on the corresponding 
images: p [;;; 7] ¢? 7] ~ p. 

(3) The identity is the least closure: idE uco(P) and id [;;; p. 

(4) A subset Y ~Pis the set of fixpoints of a closure p E uco(P) iff for all x E P, 
Y n tx has least element; in such a case, p = >..x.lst(Y n tx). 

(5) If P is a meet-semilattice then uco(P) is a meet-semilattice, where meets of 
closures are defined pointwise. 

Thus, by (4), closures are univocally determined by their sets of fixpoints. The 
following simple example shows that with no hypothesis on a poset P, (uco(P), [;;;) 
is not, in general, a complete lattice. 

Example 2.1 Consider the poset N of nonnegative integers endowed with their 
standard ordering (i.e., the first infinite ordinal), and let us show that uco(N) does 
not have the greatest element. Consider, for any k E N, Pk ~ tk. Clearly, any Pk is 
the set of fixpoints of a closure on N. Hence, if the greatest element T E uco(N) would 
exist, from Pk [;;; T for any k, by point (2) above, we would have that T ~ nkENPk = 0, 

which is a contradiction, since the set of fixpoints of a closure is never empty. D 

Ward's theorem [1942, Theorem 4.2] states that when C is a complete lattice, 
( uco( C), [;;;) is a complete lattice, which is dually isomorphic to the complete lattice 
of all complete meet subsemilattices of C, ordered by set-inclusion. More in detail, 
(uco(C), [;;;, U, n, /\x.T, id) is a complete lattice, where for all {p;}iEI ~ uco(C): 

- (uiEifJ;)(C) = n;EJp;; 

- >..x.T and id are, respectively, the greatest and least elements. 

In particular, let us remark that: 

(6) A subset Y ~ C is the set of fixpoints of a closure p E uco( C) iff Y is meet
closed, i.e., Y = M(Y) ~{AS I S ~ Y} (notice that T = /\0 E M(Y)); in 
such a case, p = >..x. !\ (Y n tx). 
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Figure 1: The rmlb-complete poset R. 

3 Rmlb-Complete Posets 

Definition 3.1 A poset Pis relatively maximal lower bound complete (rmlb-comple
te for short) if for any Y s;; P and x E P, x E y+ =} mlb(Y) n tx =/= 0. 0 

Let us remark that a weakening to finite subsets only of the dual definition of 
rmlb-completeness (i.e., involving minimal upper bounds) yields one of the defining 
conditions (within one of the possible equivalent characterizations, cf. [Abramsky 
and Jung 1994, Section 4.2.1]) of the so-called SFP or bifinite domai1~s, introduced 
by Plotkin [1977, Section 4]. Also, let us point out that if Pis rmlb-complete then 
any x E P is followed by some maximal element of P, because max( F) n tx = 
mlb(0) n tx =/= 0. Thus, for instance, the poset N of nonnegative integers con
sidered in Example 2.1 is not rmlb-complete. It turns out that any CPO is rmlb
complete. 

Lemma 3.2 Any CPO is rmlb-complete. 

The converse does not hold: In fact, it is easy to check that the poset R depicted 
in Figure 1 is rmlb-complete, although R is not a CPO. 

4 Closures on CPOs 

In this section, we will show that closures on rmlb-complete posets form complete 
lattices, thus obtaining as a consequence of Section 3 that closures on CPOs form 
complete lattices as well. 

Let us first introduce a key definition of mlb-closedness for subsets of a poset. 

Definition 4.1 Let (P, :::;) be a poset. A subset Y s;; P is closed for maximal lower 
bounds ( mlb-closed for short) if 

Y = M(Y) ~ U mlb(S). 
0 

S<;Y 

Let Y s;; P. Let us remark that if Y is mlb-closed then Y contains the maximal 
elements of P, since max(P) = mlb(0) s;; Y. Thus, in particular, notice that 
M(0) = max(P). Moreover, since for any y E Y, mlb({y}) = {y}, notice that 
Y ~ M(Y) always holds. 
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Lemma 4.2 For any poset P, mlb-closed subsets of P are closed under arbitrary 

set-interesections. 

Since (p(P), ~) is a complete lattice, by (6) in Section 2, Lemma 4.2 means that 
mlb-closed subsets form the set of fixpoints of a closure operator 9J1 on the powerset 
of P. Hence, the closure 9J1 E uco(p(P)) is defined by: 

9J1(X) ~ n{Y E p(P) 1 x ~ Y, M(Y) = Y}. 

Thus, 9J1(X), called the mlb-closure of X, is the least (w.r.t. set-inclusion) mlb
closed subset containing X - in particular, let us note that the mlb-closure of 
the empty set coincides with the mlb-closure of the set of maximal elements of 
P. Equivalently, the mlb-closure of X is the least fixpoint of 1Vf containing X. 

As a consequence, let us remark that, by the transfinite formulation of Knaster

Tarski's fixpoint theorem, 9J1(X) can be obtained by applying transfinitely often M 
starting from X: In fact, U~Ei(J)Ma(X) is the least fixpoint of M above X, where, 
for any ordinal a E ((}), the ordinal (upper) a-power Ma(X) is defined by transfinite 
induction as: X if a= 0; M(Ma- 1(X)) if a is a successor ordinal; U'Y<aM'Y(X) if a 
is a limit ordinal. 

Still concerning the aforementioned class of Plotkin's bifinite domains, let us 

recall that one of the possible equivalent definitions for such class involves a dual 
mlb-closure, i.e. the minimal upper bound closure (cf. [Abrarrisky and Jung 1994, 

Section 4.2.1] and [Plotkin 1977, Theorem 5]). 
The following result provides a crucial relationship between the notions of rmlb

complete poset and mlb-closure. This generalizes [Hawrylycz and Reiner 1993, 
Proposition 3, pag. 303] which was given under the strong hypothesis of finite (or 
satisfying the ACC) posets. 

Theorem 4.3 Let P be a rmlb-complete poset and Y ~ P. Then, Y is the set of 

fixpoints of a closure operator on P iffY = 9.n(Y). 

It is worth noting that if P is a complete lattice then, for any Y ~ P, 9J1(Y) 
results to be the meet-closure of Y in P. Thus, the above result can be viewed as 
a generalization of (6) in Section 2 from complete lattices to rmlb-complete posets. 
Theorem 4.3 is essential in order to prove the following key result. 

Theorem 4.4 If P is a rmlb-complete poset then (uco(P), !;;;) is a complete lattice, 

where if {p;};EI ~ uco(P), then 9J1(UiEIP;) and niEIPi are, respectively, the sets of 

fixpoints of the glb and lub in uco(P) of {p;};EI· 

By Lemma 3.2, we therefore get the following relevant consequence. 

Corollary 4.5 If P is a CPO then uco(P) is a complete lattice. 

Rmlb-completeness does not characterize all and only the posets P such that 

uco(P) is a complete lattice. In fact, the following example, analogous to [Iviorgado 
1960, Example 7], shows that the converse of Theorem 4.4 does not hold. 
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a\ J!\ 
c\ Jd 

Figure 2: The poset S. 
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Example 4.6 Consider the poset S diagrammed in Figure 2. Observe that Sis not 
rmlb-complete: In fact, for any i E N, mlb( {a, b, c, d}) n tx; = 0. In spite of that, 
uco(S) is a complete lattice. The reason why uco(S) turns out to be a complete 
lattice should be clear. All glb's of ·uco(S) do exist, because the unique closure 
whose set of fixpoints is contained in {a, b, c, d} is the greatest closure, whose set of 
fixpoints is {a,b,c}: In fact, the only other possibility is given by {a,b,c,d}, which 
is not the set of fixpoints of a closure on S. D 

Let us remark that, given any family of closures {p;};E1 ~ uco(P), Theorem 4.4 
characterizes explicitly its glb: In fact, by ( 4) in Section 2, the glb in uco(P) is 
/\x.lst(9Jt(U;EIPi) n tx). This is a trasfinite constructive characterization of the glb 
operation on closures, in the sense that each closed element lst(9Jt(UiEI p;) n tx) can 
be obtained from the possibily transfinite stationary limit of the iteration sequence 
for the operator ]\If of Definition 4.1 starting from the set U;EI p;. It is worth noticing 
that such approach is therefore reminiscent of the work by Cousot and Cousot 
[1979a], who gave a transfinite constructive characterization for the lub operation in 
complete lattices of closures defined on a complete lattice. As a particular relevant 
case, let us remark that Theorem 4.4 also characterizes the greatest closure of uco(P) 
as ,\x.lst(9Jt(max(P)) n tx), since, as noted above, 9J1:(0) = 9Jt(max(P)). The least 
closure, of course, remains the identity id. Hence, complete lattices of .closures on 
CPOs have been fully characterized. 

5 Extending Abstract Domain Complementation 
Complementation [Cortesi et al. 1997] corresponds to the inverse operation (in the 
sense of File et al. [1996] and Giacobazzi and Ranzato [1998b]) of Cousot and 
Cousot's [1979b] reduced product of abstract domains: Given two domains A and 
D such that A is an abstraction of D, the complement of A in D, when it exists, 
is the most abstract domain D '"'"'A whose reduced product with A is exactly D. 
Complementation turns out to be a very useful tool for decomposing abstract do
mains in minimal components [Cortesi et al. 1997; File and Ranzato 1996], thus 
providing compact representations for complex domains and allowing modular ver
ification. By the equivalence between closure operators and abstract domains, A is 
viewed as a closure operator on D and the glb operation of uco(D) coincides with 
the reduced product of abstract domains. Thus, Cortesi et al. [1997] argued that 
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such complement D "'A exists precisely when the lattice-theoretic pseudocomple
ment of A in uco(D) exists. In the following, we will provide two novel theorems 
of pseudocomplementation for closures, which significantly extend the best known 
results. 

5.1 The first result 

Let us recall Giacobazzi et al.'s (1996, Corollary 3.4] result. This has been the first 
result of pseudocomplementation for closures on complete lattices, and provided the 
foundational basis for Cortesi et al. 's (1997] work. 

Theorem 5.1 ([Giacobazzi et al. 1996]) IfC is a meet-continuous complete lat
tice then uco( C) is pseudocomplemented. 

We strengthen this result by showing that it holds for the class of meet-conti
nuous meet-semilattices recalled in Section 2. The proof follows and generalizes in a 
nontrivial way the one given by Giacobazzi et al. [1996, Theorem 3.1], where infinite 
glb's in complete lattices are replaced by maximal lower bounds. 

Theorem 5.2 If P is a meet-continuous meet-semilattice then uco(P) is pseudo
complemented. 

5.2 The second result 

File and Ranzato (1996, Theorem 4.1 J gave a nice constructive theorem of pseu
docomplementation for closures, which provides a useful explicit characterization 
of pseudocomplements of closures. Let us recall it. If C is a complete lattice and 
X ~ C then Cis meet-generated by X if C = M(X). An element x E Cis meet
irreducible if for all y, z E C, x = y 1\ z implies x = y or x = z. We denote by mic 
the set of meet-irreducible elements of C. Note that T E mic. 

Theorem 5.3 ([File and Ranzato 1996]) If C is meet-generated by mic then 
uco( C) is pseudo-complemented, where, for any p E uco( C), p* = M (mic '. p( C)). 

Moving from complete lattices to posets, things become quite more complex. Let 
(P, ::;) be a poset. Recall (see e.g. (Gierz et a!. 1980, Definition 4.19, p. 92]) that an 
element x E P is completely meet-irreducible vvhen lst( 1)- x) exists. Equivalently, x 
is completely meet-irreducible iff 1)- x is a principal filter of P. The set of completely 
meet-irreducibles of a poset P is denoted by 1\1lp. Observe that maximal elements 
are not completely meet-irreducibles, i.e., max( F) n 111/p = 0. 

For complete lattices, one usually adopt the following equivalent definition, which 
generalizes the finite version recalled above: If C is a complete lattice then x E 
Mlc iff for any Y ~ C, x = 1\Y implies x E Y. The following result provides 
an interesting generalization for generic posets of this standard definition, which 
involves maximal lower bounds. 

Theorem 5.4 Let P be a poset and x E P. The following statements are equivalent: 
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T • 

Xo 

Figure 3: The complete lattice C. 

(1) x E Mlp; 

(2) VY s;; P. x E mlb(Y) =? x E Y; 

(3) VY ~ P. X E 9n(Y) :::} X E Y. 
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The next definition instead generalizes to posets the concept of being meet

generated in complete lattices. 

Definition 5.5 Let P be a poset and S ~ P. Then, P is mlb-generated by S if 

P = 9n(S). In particular, P is mlb-generated by completely meet-irreducibles if 

P = 9n(Mlp ). D 

Theorem 5.4 turns out to be essential for proving our result. 

Theorem 5.6 If P is a rmlb-complete poset which is mlb-generated by completely 

meet-irreducibles then ·uco(P) is a pseudocomplemented complete lattice, where, for 

any p E uco(P), p* = 9n(Mlp "- p). 

Of course, it is important to show that Theorems 5.2 and 5.6 are one orthogonal 

to the other, and this is done by the following example. This also solves a problem 

left open by File and Ranzato [1996, Section 6]. 

Example 5.7 Consider the unit interval of real numbers U = ([0, 1), ~),where~ is 

the standard ordering on reals. Observe that, being a complete chain, U is a meet

continuous complete lattice, and therefore Theorem 5.2 applies to U. By contrast, 

it turns out that U is not mlb-generated by completely meet-irreducibles: In fact, 

since for any x E [0, 1), clearly 11 x does not have the least element, we have that 

Mlu = 0, and therefore 9n(Mlu) = {1}. Hence, Theorem 5.6 cannot be applied to 

u. 
On the other hand, consider the complete lattice C depicted in Figure 3. Then, 

observe that Mlc = {y;}iENU{z;}iEH and 9n(Mlc) = C, and therefore Theorem 5.6 

can be applied to C. Instead, observe that C is not meet-continuous: E.g., for any 

k E N, Yk 1\ viEN X; = Yk, while viEN Yk 1\ X; = Xk· Thus, Theorem 5.2 does not 

apply to G. D 
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X2~Y2 
Xl Yl 

Xo Yo 

Figure 4: The poset S. 

On mlb-generation by completely meet-irreducibles. It is known that algebraic com
plete lattices are meet-generated by completely meet-irreducibles (see e.g. [Abram
sky and Jung 1994, Theorem 7.1.7]). Given a poset P, by Theorem 5.4, one could 
reasonably term an element x E l\IJip as maximal lower bound irreducible. Thus, 
one could hope to generalize from algebraic complete lattices to algebraic CPOs as 
follows: If Pis an algebraic CPO then P = 9J1(111Jp). The next example shows that 
this is not the case. 

Example 5.8 Consider the CPO Sin Figure 4. Since lKs = S" {T}, S turns out 
be an algebraic CPO. On the other hand, we have that }.1!8 = 0, and therefore 
9J1(Mfs) = {T}. D 

On the other hand, any poset satisfying the ascending chain condition results to 
be mlb-generated by completely meet-irreducibles. 

Theorem 5.9 Any ACC poset is mlb-generated by completely meet-irreducibles. 

6 Conclusion 

'0le have shown that closures on a CPO, ordered pointwise, form a complete lattice. 
The usefulness of this result stems from the relevant role played by closure operators 
in numerous fields of the semantics area, in particular in abstract interpretation. \~Te 
have applied this result in order to provide an extension of the range of application 
of the operation of abstract domain complementation. This allowed us to apply 
complementation to abstract domains which are mere posets satisfying the ACC. 
This is a significant extension, since most abstract domains used in practical abstract 
interpretation frameworks satisfy the ACC in order to ensure finite convergence of 
fixpoint computations. That result could be also successfully applied to extend the 
constructive methodologies of Giacobazzi et al. [1998] for minimally making abstract 
interpretations complete: In fact, Giacobazzi et al. 's assumption of dealing with 
concrete and abstract domains that are complete lattices may be relaxed to CPOs, 
thus enabling a significantly wider range of application in denotational semantics. 
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On the verification of finite failure 

Roberta Gori, Giorgio Levi 

Abstract 

We first define a new fixpoint semantics which correctly models finite fail
ure and is and-compositional. We then consider the problem of verification 
w.r.t. finite failure and we show how Ferrand's approach, using both a least 
fixpoint and greatest fixpoint semantics, can be adapted to finite failure. The 
verification method is not effective. Therefore, we consider an approximation 
from above and an approximation from below of our semantics, which give two 
different finite approximations. These approximations are used for effective 
program verification. 

Keywords: Abstract interpretation, Pmgrarn verification, Finite failuTe. 

1 Introduction 

Assume we have a semantics defined as least fixpoint of a continuous operator F on 
the lattice <;>f "interpretations" and an interpretation I which specifies the expected 
program semantics. The program is partially correct w.r.t. I iff lfp(F) ~ I. A suffi
cient partial correctness condition, which can be verified without actually computing 
the fixpoint is F(I) ~ I. 

In the case of logic programs, this is the approach taken by declarative debugging 
(diagnosis) [21, 22], where the semantics is the least Herbrand model. The approach 
has been extended to model other observable properties such as correct answers [12], 
computed answers and their abstractions [7]. In [23, 17], this technique has been 
recently related to other techniques used in logic program verification by showing 
that all the existing methods [4, 11, 2] can be reconstructed as instances of a gen
eral verification technique based on the above defined sufficient condition, where 
the semantic evaluation function (and the notion of interpretation) can be chosen 
by using abstract interpretation techniques [9, 10] so as to model pre- and post
conditions, call correctness and specifications by means of assertions. The overall 
idea is that the property one ·wants to verify is simply an abstract semantics on a 
suitable abstract domain. 

There is one interesting and specific property of logic programs, finite failure, 
which is not an abstraction of none of the semantics used in the above mentioned 
techniques and/or verification frameworks. Diagnosis or verification of finite failure 

Roberta Gori and Giorgio Levi are with Dipartimento di Informatica, Universita di Pisa. E
mail: {gori, levi}@di. unipi. it 
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is somewhat related to the diagnosis of missing answers in (13], where the actual 
semantics is the greatest fixpoint of the standard ground immediate consequences 
operator (i.e. the complement of a set of atoms which contains the finite failure set 
and some atoms whose execution does not terminate). 

However, if we want to verify properties of finite failures, we need to start from 
a fixpoint semantics modeling finite failure. 

Unfortunately all the semantics defined for finite failure so far are not adequate 
for our purposes. The (ground) finite failure set Hp (the set of ground atoms which 
finitely fail in P) [3] does not model non ground failure. The Non-Ground Finite 
Failure set N GHp (the set of finitely failed non ground atoms in P) (16] was proved 
in [14] to be correct w.r.t. finite failure and and-compositional (i.e. the failure 
of conjunctive goals can be derived from the the behavior of atomic goals only). 
However, NGFFp has no fixpoint characterization. 

Our first step was then the development of a fixpoint definition for N GHp. The 
fixpoint semantics defined in [15] is derived from a semantics which extends with 
infinite computations the trace semantics in [8], by defining a Galois insertion mod
eling finite failure. The corresponding abstract fixpoint semantics correctly models 
finite failure and is and-compositional. 

In this paper we take this semantics (shortly described in Section 2) as the ba
sis for a verification method (defined in Section 3), which extends to finite failure 
Ferrand's approach [13], which uses two semantics (a least fixpoint and a greatest fix
point semantics) and two specifications. In particular, we apply Ferrand's approach 
using a least fixpoint semantics (Ttf j w) and a Ttf 1 w semantics. We obtain a 
nice interpretation for the verification w.r .t. Ttf 1 w semantics, i.e. Ttf 1 w models 
the atomic goals as introduced in [5]. The verification method is not effective. i,ll/e 
consider therefore an approximation from above (Section 4.1) and an approxima
tion from below (Section 4.2), which give two different finite approximations of the 
Non-Ground Finite Failure set and of the success set, the set of atoms which have 
a successful derivation. Finally, in Section 5, we make the techniques of Section 
3 effective by using the approximations from above and from below of Section 4 
applied to the least fixpoint semantics and to the Ttf 1 w semantics respectively. 

2 A fixpoint semantics for finite failure 

As already mentioned, the finite failure semantics operator of definition 2.3 is system
atically derived from a traces semantics by using abstract interpretation techniques, 
where the abstract domain is chosen so as to model finite failure and to make the 
abstract operator complete (i.e. precise1

). Here we just give the semantics, together 
with some technical definitions, which are needed to achieve a better understanding. 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology of and the basic results 
in the semantics of logic programs [1, 18] and with the theory of abstract interpreta
tion as presented in (9, 10]. Nioreover, we will denote by X and t a tuple of distinct 
variables and a tuple of terms respectively, while B and G will denote a (possible 

1 Let T the concrete operator, <X the abstraction function and T"' the abstract version of T, T"' 
is precise if T"' ·<X= <X· T 
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empty) conjunction of atoms. By -&1 :: ... :: -&n :: ... we indicate a (possibly infinite) 
sequence of relevant substitutions for a goal G such that G-&i :::; G-&i+1. 

Finite failure is a dovvnward closed property, i.e., if G finitely fails then G-& finitely 
fails too. Moreover it enjoys a kind of "upward closure". Namely, if the goal G 
does not finitely fail, then there exists a (possibly infinite) sequence of substitutions 
-&1 :: ... :: -&n :: ... , such that for every G 1 which finitely fails, there exists a j, such 
that G 1 does not unify with G-&11., for h > j. Note that the above mentioned sequence 
of substitutions can be viewed as the one computed by an infinite or successful 
derivation for the goal G. If we cannot find such a sequence for the goal G, then G 
finitely fails. Now, suppose we know that a given set C of goals finitely fails. \~Te can 
infer that an instance G-& of a goal G finitely fails if for all sequences of substitutions 
-&1 :: ...... :: -&n :: ... , there exists a G 1 E C such that V i, G 1, unifies with G-&i. 

The intuition behind the above remarks can be formalized by an operator on 
Goals, where Goals is the domain of goals of a program P. 

Definition 2.1 Let C ~ Goals and G E Goals. 

upg(c) = CU{G-& I for all (possibly infinite) sequences 
of relevant substitutions for the goal G 

{}1 :: ...... :: -&n :: ... ' 
there exists a G E C such that 

V i, G, unifies with G-&-&i }. 

upg is a closure operator, i.e., it is monotonic w.r.t. set inclusion, idempotent and 
extensive, i.e. upg (C) 2 C. Note that Uv(xl up~~xl is a closure operator too. 

The extended Herbrand base Bv for P is the set of atoms built with the pred
icate symbols of P (n r) on the domain of terms with variables T. Let S be the 
domain of downward closed subsets of Bv, which are also closed with respect to 
Uv(xJ up~~xJ· (S, ~) is our semantic domain. (S, ~) is a complete lattice where the 
least upper bound of X 1, Xz E S is the set Uv(xl up~~xl (X 1 U Xz), while the glb is 
simply intersection. 

The next operator, given two atoms p ( t) and A, defines all the instances of p ( t) 
which do not unify with A. 

Definition 2.2 Let p(t),A E Bv. 

NUnifp(tJ(A) = {p(t)y I p(t)y is not unifiable with A} 

Let us now define the fixpoint operator. 

Definition 2.3 Let I E S. 

Ttf(I) = { p(t) I for every p(t) : -B E P defining the procedure p, 
- ff p(t) E upp(x)(Nunifp(x)(p(t)) U 

{p(t)-it l-it is a relevant substitution for p(t), 
- ff B-&EupB({BuiB=B1, ... ,Bn .3 Biu EI})}) 
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Ttf is monotonic and continuous. Unfortunately Ttf is not finitary. In the next 
sections, we will define approximations of such an operator which will allow us to 
derive information on finite failure in an effective way. 

By defining the ordinal powers Ttf T i in the usual way, our semantics will be 
lfp(Ttf) = lub({ Ttf T iIi< w}) = up~~xl(Ui<w Ttf T i). 

Example 2.4 ------------------------
Assume Lp = {f, a} and P1 be the program 

pl: q(a): -p(X) 
p(f(X)) : -p(X) 

Tt~i1 =Tt;(0)={ q(f(X)),q(f(f(X))), .. . 
q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), .. . 
p(a), }, 

q(f(X)), q(f(f(X))), .. . 
q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), .. . 
p( a), p(f( a)), p(f(f( a))), ... }. 

Consider now 

P2: q(a):-p(X) Tt~i1={ q(f(X)), q(f(f(X))), .. . 

Finally, consider 

p(f(X)): -p(a) q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), .. . 
p(a) }, 

lfp(Tt~l = { q(X), q(f.(X)), q(f(f(X))), .. . 
q(a), q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), .. . 
p(X),p(f(X)), ... 
p(a),p(f(a)),... }. 

P3: p(f(X), f(f(X))): -p(X, f(X)) 
q(f(Y), f(Y)): -q(Y, Y) 

lfp(Tt~l={ p(fn(X),fln(X)), m#n+1, 
p(t1, t2), t1 or t2 ground terms 
q(tn(X), fm(X)), m # n, 
q(t1, t2), t1 or t2 ground terms}. 

As we already pointed out, this fixpoint semantics was routinely derived by abstract 
interpretation from the operational semantics of (possibly infinite) traces via a fair 
selection rule. This assures us that lfp(Ttf) really models the non ground atoms 
that have a finite failure. Moreover the following theorem shows how this automatic 
derivation also allows us to define simpler conditions than the one presented in [14] 
for and-compositionality. 

Theorem 2.5 Let G E Goals. 
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• lfp (T$f) = lfp (Tgl iff for every goal G, G finitely fails in P iff G finitely fails 

in Q. 

• the goal. G finitely fails in P iff 

The first property (correctness) assures that lfp (T$f) correctly models finite failure. 
\l'lhile the second property (and-compositionality) tells us how to infer the behavior 
of conjunctive goals from information on the finite failure of atomic goals only. 

Example 2.6 ------------------------
Consider the program P3 of example 2.4. The goal (p(H, V), q(H, V)) finitely fails in 

P3, since (p(H, V), q(H, V)) E upf~(H,V),q(H.Vll(C), where 

C = { p(fn(X), fm(X)), q(tn(X), fm(X)), m =!= n + 1, 
p(fn(X), fm(X)), q(tn(X), fm(X)), m =/= n, 
p(t,, t2), q(t,, t2l t1 or t2 ground terms} 

This is true, because, for all possible sequences of substitutions -81 :: ... tln :: . . . for 
(p(H, V), q(H, V)), there exists a (p(H, V), q(H, V))cr E C which unifies with each 
(p(H, V), q(H, V)){)i· 

Note that this property allmvs us to define a semantics for atomic goals only, since 
the behaviour of conjunctive goals can be derived from the atomic ones. Moreover, 
and-compositionality will also play a role in the verification method based on the 
Non-Ground finite failure semantics (or its abstractions) since it allows us to verify 
properties for atomic goals only. 

3 Using intended least fixpoiht and Ttf 1 w se
mantics in program verification 

Once we have a fixpoint semantics modeling finite failure, we can state the usual 
condition T$f(S) <;;; S, which is a sufficient condition for partial correctness since it 
implies NGHr = lfp(T$f) <;;; S, where Sis the intended Non-Ground Finite Failure 
set, i.e. the set of atoms which we want to finitely fail in the program P. The 
above condition is not effective because, as already noted, T$f is not finitary and 
S is an infinite set. 'Ne will tackle this problem later, by using finite computable 
approximations of the semantics. For the time being, we want to show that we 
can define stronger verification conditions, by using Ferrand's approach using two 
intended semantics. 

The semantics considered in [13] is based on the standard ground immediate 
consequences operator T p. Two different sets of intended properties are considered. 

• a set of properties S to be verified by the l fp (T p) (partial correctness means 
lfp(Tr) <;;; S). 

• a set of properties S' to be verified by the gfp(Tr) (S' <;;; gfp(Tr)). 
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The standard sufficient condition for partial correctness based on S (T p( S) s;;; S) 
allows us to reason about the ground success set. In addition, there exists a new 
sufficient condition (S' s;;; Tr(S')), which originally was viewed as a condition some
what related to sufficiency or missing answers (according to declarative debugging). 
The same condition allows us to reason about the behavior modeled by the comple
ment of the greatest fixpoint ofT p, which strictly includes the (ground) finite failure 
set. 

However, S' cannot be thought as the complement of the intended ground finite 
failure set, since the inclusion is strict. Remember also that the ground finite failure 
set does not fully characterize finite failure (for non-ground conjunctive goals). 

As the ground immediate consequences operator Tr, our fixpoint operator T$f is 
not co-continuous. Moreover, T$f l w has an interesting characterization, since, by 
theorem 3.1, it models unsolvable atomic goals (5]. 

Then we apply Ferrand's approach to our least fixpoint semantics and to T$f l w 
thus obtaining stronger results. In fact, let S be the intended Non-Ground Finite 
Failure set (which fully characterizes finite failure). The condition T$f(S) s;;; S guar
antees that the actual Non-Ground Finite Failure set (lfp(T$f)) is indeed included 
in the intended one. 

The following theorem shows that the complement (w.r.t. Bv) of T$f l w has a 
very interesting characterization as the set of atoms which have a successful deriva
tion. 

Theorem 3.1 p ( t) E Bv has a successful derivation if and only if p ( t) rf. T$f l w. 

Vve can then provide a specification S' of the complement of the set of atoms 
which are intended to succeed and derive another meaningful sufficient condition 
S' s;;; T$f(S'), which will guarantee that S' is indeed included in T$f l w, i.e. that 
the actual set of successful atoms is included in the intended one. 

As already mentioned, the above sufficient conditions can be turned into effective 
conditions, by taking finite approximations of the semantics (and finitary abstract 
versions of T$f). 

Using two semantics and two specifications will allow us to use two different 
(related) abstractions. In particular, in the next section, we will introduce an upward 
approximation and a downward approximation of NGFFr, both somehow related to 
depth k abstraction. The idea of considering upward and downward approximations 
for verification and debugging has recently been proposed in (6]. In Section 5, we will 
apply this idea by using the upward approximation of the least fixpoint semantics 
and the downward approximation of the T$f l w semantics. 

4 Towards effective approximations of lfp (Ttf) and 
Ttf 1 w 

The semantics of Section 2 is not "effective". In order to infer that an atom belongs 
to T$f I i + 1, we may need to look at infinitely many elements of T$f I i. 

It is therefore interesting to define an abstraction of lfp(T$f) and of T$f l w on 
an abstract domain which gives a "correct" approximation of the set of atoms which 
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finitely fail in P and of the set of atoms which have a successful derivation. The 

natural idea is to "approximate" an infinite set of atoms by means of a finite set of 

atoms whose depth is not greater than k. 

We consider here the definition of depth given by Marriott and Sondergaard in 

[19] for finite expressions, i.e. Exp = T U Bv. Let N be the set of natural numbers 

not including 0, Seq denote the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers, and 

£ E Seq denote the empty sequence. The length of a sequence s E Seq is denoted 

by lsi. 

Definition 4.1 Let e E Exp, s E Seq, lsi > 0. The subexpression of e at s, e(s] is 

recursively defined by e(is] = ei(s] if e = f(e, ... , en) otherwise .l, and e[e] = e. 

The position of e, Pos(e) = {s E Seq I e(s] =/= .l}. If lsi = k, e(s] is a level k 

subexpression of e. Then depth( e)= max{ lsi Is E Pos(e)}. 

The previous definition on atoms naturally extends to Goals. As we will show in the 

follo-wing, for lfp(T$f) and T$f l w there exist two useful ways of defining correct 

approximations. Namely, we can take approximations which represent either subsets 

or supersets of lfp(T$f) (or T$f l w). 
The two approximations are defined on the same domain (the above defined 

domain of atoms whose depth is not greater thank). Of course they will define two 

different abstractions. 
For the sake of simplicity here we consider an upward and a downward approx

imation for lfp (T$f) only. But since our approximations are based on an abstract 

domain and an abstract fixpoint T$f operator the same approximations can be ap

plied also to T$f l w. 
In the next section we will first consider a new depth k abstraction, which can 

be used as a upward approximation, i.e. an abstraction in the usual sense. 

4.1 Approximating lfp(Ttf) from above 

In general, an upward approximation of a semantics on the depth k domain is 

expected to have the following properties. 

1. For every goal p ( t) belonging to the concrete semantics, for every choice of k, 

p ( t) belongs also to the concretization of the abstract semantics. 

2. For every goal p ( t), which does not belong to the concrete semantics, there 

exists a k such that p ( t) does not belong to the concretization of the abstract 

semantics. 

The first property guarantees correctness. The second property tells us that we can 

always improve the precision by choosing a better (greater) k. This property should 

hold at least for the majority of goals. 
In the case of the finite failure semantics, property 1 it is easy to achieve by 

using the standard abstraction on the depth k domain [20]. Achieving property 2 

is instead a rather difficult task. Finite failure, in fact, is a universal property. In 

order to infer that an atom finitely fails, we need to know whether its instances (with 

arbitrary depth) finitely fail. Unfortunately, on the standard depth k domain, the 
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property of finite failure becomes existential for a "cut" atom. By correctness, in 
fact, we can infer that a cut atom finitely fails, if we find one instance which finitely 
fails. 

Exaunple 4.2 ---------------------------------------------------
Consider the program 

P: p(f(X)): -p(X). 

All the ground instances of p(X) finitely fail. For any k, by correctness, the cut atom 
p(fk(V)) should belong to our abstraction. This is because there exists at least a ground 
instance p(X){} of p(X) of depth greater than k which finitely fails. p(X){} must belong 
to the concretization of our abstraction. According to our abstraction, in addition to 
p(fk(X)) and all its instances, also p(X) and all its instances finitely fail. 

As it is shown by the previous example, if an atom p(t) has an SLD tree (via a fair 
selection rule) vvith just infinite derivations, which rewrite the atom p(t) infinitely 
many times (called perpetual in [14]), we can not find a k such that p(t) does not 
belong to the concretization of the abstract semantics on the depth k domain. Note, 
in fact, that all the ground instances of such an atom finitely fail. Then condition 2 
does not hold for a very large class of goals. 

\;ve are therefore forced to define a more complex abstract interpretation on a 
new depth k domain, for which property 2 holds. 

4.1.1 The abstract dounain 

First consider the set V of variables, disjoint from the set V of program vari
ables. Consider also '1'', the domain of non-idempotent substitutions t)J', such that 
dom(tjJ') U range(tjJ') <;;; V and \It, x/t E tjJ' Var(t) n dom(tjJ') i= 0. We define 
the domain of substitutions '1' = '1'' U €. In the following tjJ, ~ E '1:'. 

Definition 4.3 The abstract domain Dup consists of pairs of the form p(t), tjJ, 
p E n r such that: 

1. depth(p(t)tjJ)::; k+ 1. 

2. 1jJ E '1:'. 

3. iftj> = e, 'v'CJ, CJ1 E Pos, p(t)CJ E V implies ICJI = k and 
( (J i= CJ 1 =? p(t)CJ i= p(t) CJ1

). 

4- iftj> # €, Var(p(t)tjJ) <;;; V. 

For a sake of simplicity, in the following, the pair p(t), 1jJ will be indicate simply by 
p(t) iftjJ = €. 

Each concrete atom is abstracted by considering the following function !X.a on 
atoms. 
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Definition 4.4 

p(t), 1)) 

CXa(p(t)) = 

p(t") 

depth(p(t)) > k + 1 and the set 
M = { p(t'), 1jJ It!> E '!', 3i p(t) = p(t') 1jJ ·tl> .. .. , 

'--v--" 
i 

depth(p(t')lj>) ~ k+ 1} 
is not empty ,p(t),1)} EM andVp(t'),lj> EM, 

depth(p(t)1)}) ~ depth(p(t')lj>) 

otherwise 
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where t" is obtained by replacing each subterm rooted at depth greater than k by a 
new fresh variable belonging to V. 

The function CXa extends naturally to Goals. 

Example 4.5 -----------------------
Let k = 2. Consider now aa(v(f(g(a)))) = -p(f(W)), WE Y and aa(v(f(g(X)))) = 

p(f(Y)), {Y/g(Y)} = aa(p(f(g(g(g(X)))))). 
Note that aa(V(f(f(g(X))))) = p(f(W)), WE Y. The predicate -p(f(f(f(X)))) will be 

approximated by -p(f(X)),{X/f(X)}. aa(q(f(f(a)), f(a))) = q(f(W), f(a)), WE Y and 
aa(q(f(f(f(X))), f(f(Y))) = q(f(X), Y),{X/f(X), Y/f(Y)}, 
au(q(f(f(X))), f(X)) = q(f(X),X),{X/f(X)}. 

Definition 4.6 (partial order) Let lj>, lj>' E '!'. Consider two abstract atoms p( t), lj>, 
p(t'), tj>'. 
p(t), 1jJ ~ p(t'), lj>' if there exists an idempotent substitution i1, dom(i1) = V, 
ra.nge(i1) = V U V, and ani such that 

p(t)1j>i1 = p(t') lj>'lj>' ... and dom(lj>) n dom(i1) = 0 
'--v---" 

i 

4.1.2 The abstraction function 

First we define the optimal version of the up~ operator. 

Definition 4. 7 

up~"v (C)= C U { GB I Vi1 idempotent substitution 
and Vlj> E '!' which satisfies 

dom(i1)ndom(1j>)=0, depht(GBi11j>)~k+l, and 
Var( GBi11j>) ~ V U dom(lj>) 
GBi1, 1jJ E c } 

Let sup be the downward closed (w.r.t. to the order on abstract atoms) subset of 

the depth k atoms which are also closed with respect to up(x) up~~~~. (sup' ~) is 
our semantics domain. (sup, ~) is a complete lattice where the least upper bound of 
X1, X2 E Sup is the set Up(xl up~~~~ (X1 UX2), while the glb is simply the intersection. 
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Definition 4.8 Let X E S 

!XuP(X) := U up~~~l ({ !Xa(q(t)) I q(t) EX}) 
p(x) 

Lemma 4.9 !Xup and its adjoint ')'up form a Galois connection. 

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that k is always greater than the depth of the 
head of the clauses in the program P. Therefore the Nunif~lxl operator becomes 

Definition 4.10 Let k > depht(A). 

Nunif~ltl(A) = { p(t), 1j> I p (t), 1j> E Dup, p (t) ::; p ( t) and there exists an i 
such that p(t) 1j> 1j> ... does not unify with A} 

'--v--" 
i 

and the abstract fixpoint operator is 

Definition 4.11 Let IE suv and k > depht(A), A any head of a clause in P. 

Ttfu"(I) = { p(t), 1j> I p(t), 1j> E Dup for every p(t): -BE P defining p, 

p(i), 1j> E up~~~) (Nunif~lxl(p(t)) U 

{!Xa(p(t)~) I depht(p(t)~) :S: 2k, 

~ relevant substitution for p ( t), 

!Xa(B~) E up~up ({B<Y I B = Bl, ... , Bn 

3 Bi<Y E I})}) 

Note that lfp(Ttfu") is now effectively computable since TtfUP is finitary. 

Example 4.12 ----------------------
Let WE V, k = 2 and consider P1 in example 2.4, 

lfp(Tt;u") = {q(f(X)); q(X),{X/f(X)}; q(f(W)); q(f( a));p( a);p(f(a));p(f(W))} 

Consider Pz in example 2.4. 

lfp(Tt;"") = { q(f(a) ); q(a); q(X); q(W); q(f(X)); q(X), {X/f(X)}, 
p( a); p(X); p(f( a) );p(f(W)); p(f(X) ); p(X), {X/f(X)}}. 

4.2 Approximating lfp(T$f) from below 

We consider the depth k domain, i.e. the domain of atoms whose depth is not 
greater than k + 1 . 

We first need to define the optimal version of the upr{ operator 
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Definition 4.13 Let C be a set of goals whose depth is not greater thank, 

up~b 1 (C) = C U 
{ G& I depth( G-&) :=:; k + 1 and If-&' such that 

depth( G{){)') :=:; k + 2there exists a G E C 
which unifies with G-&-&'}U 

{ G{) I depth( G{)) > k + 1 and there exists a G E C 
which unifies with G-&}. 
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Let Sbt be the downward closed subset of the depth k atoms which are also closed 
with respect to Uvlxl up~~:\. (Sb\ ~)is our semantic domain. It is a complete lattice 

where the least upper bound of X1, X2 E Sbt is the set Uv(xl up~~:\ (X1 U X2), while 
the glb is simply intersection. 

The abstraction function just selects the atoms which have a depth not greater 
thank+ 1. 

Definition 4.14 Let X E S and xa E Sb1. 

cxb1(X) := { p(t) I p(t) EX and depth(p(t)) :=:; k + 1} 
yb1(Xa) := { p(t)-& lp(t) E xu } 

Lemma 4.15 < cxb1, ybt > is a reversed Galois insertion, i.e., 
cxb1(nXi) = n( cxb1(Xd). 

The above lemma holds since cxbt just selects those atoms whose depth is not greater 
than k. The optimal Nunif operator is defined in the usual way. 

Definition 4.16 

Nunif~~t 1 (A) = { p(t)-& I depht(p(t)) :=:; k+ 1 and p(t){) does not unifies with A}. 

and the optimal abstract fixpoint operator turns out to be 

Definition 4.17 Let IE Sb1. 

Ttfb\I) = { p(t) I depht(p(t)) :=:; k + 1 and 

for every p(t) : -B E P defining p, 

p(t) E up~~:\(Nunif~~xl(p(t)) U 

{p(t),§ I depht(p(t),§) :=:; k + 1, 

,§ is a relevant substitution for p ( t), 

B,§ E up~b
1

({B<Y I B = B1, ... , Bn 3 Bi<Y E I})}) 

As in the case of upward approximation, lfp(T$fb1
) is effectively computable. 

Example 4.18 -----------------------
Consider the program P1 of example 2.4. Fork= 2, 

lfp(Ttfb
1

) = {q (f(X)), q(f( a)), p( a), p(f( a))}, while for k = 3, 
ffbl lfp(T p

1 
) = {q (f(f(X))), q (f( f( a))), q( f(X)), q(f( a)), p( a), p(f( a)), p(f(f( a)))}. 

Consider P2 of example 2.4. 

Fork= 2, lfp(Tt;b
1

) = {q(f(X)), q(f(a)), q(a), q(X), p(a), p(X), p(f(X)), p(f(a))}. 

Finally, lfp(T$~b 1 ) = cxb1 (lfp(T$~)). Of course this is not always the case. 
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5 Abstract finite failure verification 

As already mentioned, we will use the upward abstraction cxup of the least fixpoint 
of rtf and the downward abstraction cxbl of the rtf l w and two corresponding 
specifications 

• S«uv is the cxup abstraction of the intended Non-Ground Finite Failure set . 

• s~bl is the cxbl abstraction of the intended set of atoms which either finitely 
fail or (universally) do not terminate. Alternatively, S~bt can be viewed as 
the complement of the set of atoms (of depth :S k) which have a successful 
derivation. 

Definition 5.1 Let P be a program. P is correct w.r.t. the finitely failed atoms not 
deeper than k if 

The previous conditions assure us that not only the program is correct w.r.t. finitely 
failed atoms not deeper than k, but also that the set of depth k successful atoms is 
correct w.r.t. the complement (w.r.t. cxb1(Bv)) of S~bt· 

The following theorem gives us sufficient effectively computable conditions for c1 

and c2 to hold. 

Theorem 5.2 Let P be a program. If the following conditions 
r ffUP( ) s S' rffbl(S' ) S C1 p S<Xuv ~ <Xuv. S Cz <Xbt ~ p <Xbt 

hold then P is correct w. r. t. the finitely failed atoms not deeper than k. 

Note that, as was the case for abstract diagnosis [7], correctness is defined in terms 
of abstractions of the concrete semantics, while the sufficient conditions are given in 
terms of the (approximated) abstract operators. 

The following examples show that, by using both sc1 and sc2 , we can get more 
precise verification conditions. 

Example 5.3 ------------------------
Consider the following program for list concatenation. 

P1: uppend([],X,X): -list([]). 
uppend([XIY], Z, T): -uppend(Y, Z, [XIT]). 
list([]). 
list([XIY]): -list(Y). 

Consider now a specification S«uv on the oup domain defined, for a given k, as 

{ uppend(X1 ,Xz,X3) IXi E ouv and there exists a j such that Xj is not a list}U 
{ C:Xaux ( uppend(X 1, Xz, X3)) leach Xi is a list but X3 is not unifiable with X 1 · Xz}U 

{<Xaux(list(X)) IX is not a list} 

where <Xaux(p(t)) replaces each subterm oft of depth greater thank with a new fresh 
variable belonging to V. 
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It is easy to see that Tt~"P (Sauv) ~ Sauv. Hence, according to theorem 5.2, C(up(lfp(Tt~l) ~ 
Sa"P holds and the program is correct w.r.t. the intended depth k finite failure set. 

Consider now the specification S~bt which is the intended complement of the depth k 
set of atoms which have a successful derivation, which, for a given k, is 

{( append(XT, Xz, X3)) 
{(append(XT ,Xz,X3)) 

{ list(X) 

I depht(Xt) ::; k :J a j Xj is not a list}U 
I depht(Xt) ::; k xi is a list but x3 is not unifiable with xl . Xz}U 
I depht(X) ::; k and X is not a list} 

Note that in this case S~bt ~ Tt~bt(S~bt ), for any k :2: 1. append([], a, a) belongs to S~bt 
yet append([], a, a) does not belong to TWt(S~bt ). 
Something goes wrong in this case. 

append([], a, a) should fail according to the intended specification. However, in P1 
append([ ], a, a) has a successful derivation. This means that, in this case, S~bt ~ 
C(bl(Tt~ l w ). 

Example 5.4 ------------------------
As in example 5.3, assume that Pz is the program obtained from P1, by replacing the 

first clause of P1 by 

append([],X,X): -list(X). 

Assume Sauv and S~bt as in Example 5.3. Now, for a given k, Tt;"v(Sauv) ~ Sauv. 
Moreover also S~bt ~ Tt;bt(S~btl· This implies that Pz is correct w.r.t. the depth k finite 
failure. This means that the depth k finite failure set satisfies the intended Sauv and also 
that the depth k set of successful atoms in Pz satisfies the complement of S ~bt· 

sc1 and sc2 are just sufficient conditions. Hence, if they do not hold we can not 
conclude that we have a bug in the program. However this is often the case and 
conditions violations can be viewed as warnings about possible errors. 

For example, assume that sc1 does not hold. il'./e can say that there exists a p(t), 
such that for all instances of the clauses defining p ( t), p ( t) : - B 1 , ••. , Bn, the goal 
!Xup(BJ, ... ,Bn) finitely fails in Sauv, yet p(t) (j. S"'uv. There might be a missing 
clause, which would allow p(t) to either succeed or have an infinite derivation, as 
required by p(t) (j. Sa"P· 

Assume s c2 does not hold. 
This means that there exist a p ( t) E S ~bt, an instance of a clause 

p(t) : -B1, ... , Bn, and ani, such that Vh E S~bt, h does not unify with BiO"· There 
might be an error in the clause, which corresponds to a missing successful derivation 
of p(t). 

Example 5.5 
Let P3 be the program obtained from P1 of example 5.3, by removing the first clause. 

Assume k > 3. Tt~"P(Sauv) ~ Sauv. Note, in fact, that append([], [a], [a]) E Tt:"v(Sauv), 
yet append([], [a], [a]) (j Sauv. This means that some clause for the procedure append is 
missing, which would cause append([], [a], [a]) to have a succ.essful or infinite derivation. 

Consider now Pz as in example 5.4. S~bt ~ Tt;rs~btl· For example, append([],a,a) 
belongs to S~bt yet append([], a, a) does not belong to Tt;(s~btl· The problem here is 
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that there is a wrong clause, append([], X, X) :-list([]), which forces append([], a, a) 

to have a successful derivation, while append([), a, a) is expected to have a finite failure. 

Let us finally note that the above notions are related with the notions of error and 
co-error as defined in [13]. 

6 Conclusion 

One may wonder whether there exist other abstract domains which can be used to 
derive meaningful sufficient conditions for effective verification of finite failure. One 
idea vvhich we are currently pursuing is to use the abstract domain of assertions as 
defined in [23, 17]. In this case the abstract domain is a set of assertions which are 
formulas in a logic language. This would allow us to express the intended behavior 
using a very natural and intuitive formalism. As it is shown in [23, 17], the proof 
that a verification condition holds, boils down to proving that a formula is valid in 
a particular model. An interesting result is that whenever the assertion language is 
decidable [24] the verification conditions can be effectively checked. 
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Enhancing Sharing for Precision 

Roberto Bagnara, Enea Zaffanella, Patricia M. Hill 

Abstract 

Regarding the precision of combined domains including Jacobs and Lan
gen's Sharing there is a core of techniques, such as the standard integration 
with freeness and linearity information, that are widely used and well accept
ed. However, a number of other proposals for refined domain combinations 
have been circulating more or less clandestinely for years. One feature that 
is common to these proposals is that they do not seem to have undergone 
experimental evaluation. We question whether significantly more precision is 
obtainable thanks to these techniques. In particular, we discuss and/or exper
imentally evaluate: helping Sharing with definitely ground variables computed 
with Pos; the incorporation of explicit structural information into the domain 
of analysis; more sophisticated ways of integrating Sharing and Pos; the issue 
of reordering the bindings in the computation of the abstract mgu; an original 
proposal concerning the addition of a domain recording the set of variables 
that are deemed to be ground or free; a more refined way of using linearity to 
improve the analysis; the issue of whether tracking compoundness allows to 
compute more precise sharing information; and, finally, the recovery of hidden 
information in the combination of Sharing with the usual domain for freeness. 

Keywords: Mode Analysis, Sharing Analysis, Abstract InterpTetation. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we present one of the final steps in our revamp of the set-sharing 
domain, Sharing, of Jacobs and Langen [17]. ·we have first questioned the adequacy 
of Sharing with respect to the property of interest, that is, pair-sharing. In [4] 
we have proved that Sharing is redundant for pair-sharing and we have identified 
the weakest abstraction of Sharing that can capture pair-sharing with the same 
degree of precision. One notable advantage of this abstraction is that the costly 
star-union operator is no longer necessary. In [16] we have proved the soundness, 
idempotence, and commutativity of Sharing. Niost importantly, these results have 
been established, for the first time, without assuming that the analyzed language 
perform the occur-check in the unification procedure. This closed a long-standing 
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gap, as all the works on the use <'Jf Sharing for the analysis of Prolog programs had 
always disregarded this problem. The problem of scalability of Sharing still retaining 
as much precision as possible was tackled in [23), where a family of widenings is 
presented that allows to achieve the desired goal. Finally, in [24] we have studied 
the decomposition of Sharing and its redundant counterpart via complementation. 
This work has shed new light on the relation between these domains and PS (the 
usual domain for pair-sharing) and Def (the domain of definite Boolean functions), 
and on the use of complementation to obtain (minimal) decompositions. 

Here we try to answer the following question: how much more precision is attain
able by combining Sharing with other domains? A first positive answer was already 
given in the PhD thesis of A. Langen [21]: linearity (the property of all variables 
that can only be bound to terms without multiple occurrences of variables) can 
greatly improve the accuracy of sharing analysis. The synergy attainable from the 
integration between aliasing and freeness information has been pointed out, for the 
first time, by Muthukumar and Hermenegildo [22]. These standard combinations 
(see [6] for details) are novv widely accepted and nobody would seriously think to 
perform sharing analysis without them. 

However, a number of other proposals for refined domain combinations have been 
circulating more or less clandestinely for years. One feature that is common to these 
proposals is that they do not seem to have undergone experimental evaluation. Thus 
our curiosity is justified, since nobody seems to know whether these techniques 
enable more precision to be obtained or not. 

In this paper we analyze the problem from the point of view of precision only. 
Although reasonable efficiency is also clearly of interest, this has to be secondary 
to the question as to whether precision is significantly improved. Only when this is 
established, should better implementations be researched. 

The experimental part of this work has been conducted with the CHINA analyz
er [2]. CHINA is a data-flow analyzer for CLP(/W) languages (i.e., Prolog, CLP('R.), 
clp(FD) and so forth), 1W being an extended Herbrand system where the values 
of a numeric domain N can occur as leaves of the terms. CHINA, which is writ
ten in C++, performs bottom-up analysis deriving information on both call-patterns 
and success-patterns by means of program transformations and optimized fixpoint 
computation techniques. 

Because of the exponential complexity of Sharing, stable behavior can only be 
achieved by means of widening operators [14]. However, widenings also affect the 
precision of the results and would add unwanted noise to the results reported here. 
Thus, for an unbiased assessment of the different domain combination enhancements 
we disabled all the widenings available to CHINA. Unfortunately, the consequence 
of this is that the analysis of some programs did not terminate in reasonable time or 
absorbed memory beyond acceptable limits. Thus, when a program does not appear 
in a comparison table, this can mean one of two things: one or both the analyses 
required excessive time or exhausted the available memory and had to be stopped, 
or both completed but with identical results. 

The comparison involved all the 160 programs in our current test-suite. This 
includes several real programs of respectable size. While this test-suite is probably 
the biggest one reported in the literature on data-flow analysis of (constraint) logic 
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programs, we cannot fail to mention, in good conscience, that we believe a ten times 
bigger suite would be highly desirable for the obtained results to be conclusive or 
nearly so. Nonetheless, we believe that from the experimentation presented in this 
paper some qualitative consideration can safely follow. 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define some notation and 
briefly recall the definitions associated with Sharing. In each of the next eight sec
tions, we discuss different enhancements and precision optimizations for Sharing. 
Section 3 considers the combination of Pos with Sharing; Section 4, investigates the 
effect of including explicit structural information by means of the Pattern(·) con
struction; Section 5 discusses possible heuristics for the ordering of bindings so as 
to maximize the precision of Sharing+ Lin;1 Section 6 studies further optimizations 
with respect to the combination of Sharing and Pos; Section 7 describes a new mode 
'ground or free' for propagation with Sharing, Free and Lin and discusses the pre
cision improvements obtained; Section 8 researches a simple idea for improving the 
efficiency and precision of Sharing+ Lin; Section 9 looks at the question of whether 
compoundness information would be useful for precision gains; and Section 10 stud
ies the possible exploitation of hidden information available in the Sharing plus Free 
domain. Section 11 concludes with some final remarks. 

2 Preliminaries 

For any set S, p(S) denotes the powerset of S and # S is the cardinality of S. We 
assume there is a fixed and finite set of variables of interest denoted by VI. If t is a 
first-order term over VI, then vars(t) denotes the set of variables in t. Bind denotes 
the set of equations of the form x = t where x E VI and t is a first-order term 
over VI. Note that we do not impose the occur-check condition x ~ vars(t), since 
we have proved in [16] that this is not required to ensure correctness of the operations 
of Sharing and its derivatives. The following definitions are a simplification of the 
standard definitions for the Sharing domain [10, 16, 18] and assume that the set of 
variables of interest is fixed and finite. 

Definition 1 (The set-sharing domain SH.) The set SH is defined as the 
powerset SH ~ p(SG), where SG ~ { S E &0( VI) J S =/= 0}. 

SH is ordered by subset inclusion. Thus the lub and glb of the domain are given by 
set union and intersection, respectively. 

Definition 2 (Abstract operations over SH .) Projection an element of SH 
onto a subset of VI is encoded by the binary Junction proj: SH x p( VI) ---+ SH: if 
shE SH and V E p( VI), then proj(sh, V) ~ { S n V IS E sh, S n V =/= 0 }. 

For each sh E SH and each V E p( VI), the extraction of the relevant component 
of sh with respect to V is encoded by the function rel: p( VI) x SH ---+ SH defined 
as rel(V,sh) ~ {S E sh I snv =I= 0}. 

1 'Ve denote by Lin and Free the usual domains for linearity and freeness. 
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For each sh E SH and each 11 E r( VI), the exclusion of the irrelevant component 
of sh with respect to 11 is encoded by the function rel: &a( VI) x SH -+ SH defined 

- def 
as rel(11, sh) = sh \ rel(V, sh). 

The function (-)*: SH -+ SH, also called star-union, is given, for each sh E SH, 

by sh* ~ { S E SG l3n ~ 1. 3Tl> ... , Tn E sh. S = T1 U .. · U Tn }. 
For each sh1 , sh2 E SH, the binary union function bin: SH x SH -+ SH is given 

by bin(shl, sh2) ~ { sl u s2 I sl E shl, s2 E sh2 }. 
We also use the self-bin-union function sbin: SH -+ SH, which is given, for each 

shE SH, by sbin(sh) ~ bin(sh, sh). 
The function amgu captures the effects of a binding on an SH element. Let 

(x = t) E Bind, shE SH, 1fx = {x}, Vi= vars(t), 11xt = Vx U Vi. Then 

amgu(sh, x = t) ~ rel(1ixh sh) U bin(rel(1ix, sh)*, rel(1"t, sh)*). 

The domain SH captures set-sharing. However, the property we wish to detect 
is pair-sharing and, for this, it has been shown in [4] that SH includes unwanted 
redundancy. The same paper introduces an operator p on SH and the domain 

SHP ~ p(SH), which is the weakest non-redundant abstraction of SH that is as 
precise as SH on tracking groundness and pair-sharing. A notable advantage of 
SHP is that we can replace the star union operation in the definition of the amgu 
by self-bin-union without loss of precision. In particular, in [4] it is shown that 

amgu(sh, x = t) =p rel(Vxh sh) U bin(sbin(rel(1ix, sh)), sbin(rel(1"t, sh))), 

where we use the notation sh1 =p sh2 to denote p(sh1) = p(sh2). 

3 Combining with Pas 

It is well known that Sharing keeps track of ground dependencies. J\1Iore precise
ly, Sharing contains Def, the domain of definite Boolean functions [1], as a proper 
subdomain [11, 24]. However, there are several good reasons to couple Sharing with 
Pos: (1) this combination is essential for a pmverful widening technique on Sharing 
to be applied [23]. This is very important, since analysis based on Sharing with
out a widening is not practical. (2) Def is not expressive enough to capture all 
the ground dependencies of Prolog programs [1]. Moreover, Def cannot even cap
ture the dependencies induced by the primitive constraints of some CLP languages, 
and we target the analysis at Prolog and CLP programs. (3) In the context of 
the analysis of CLP programs, the notions of "ground variable" and the notion of 
"variable that cannot share a common variable with other variables" are distinct. 
A numeric variable in, say, CLP(R.), cannot share with other variables but is not 
ground unless it has been constrained to a unique value. Thus the analysis of CLP 
programs with Sharing alone either will lose precision on pair-sharing (if numerical 
variables are allowed to "share" in order to compute their groundness) or will not 
be able to compute the groundness of numerical variables (if numerical variables are 
excluded from the sharing-sets). In the first alternative, as we have already noted, 
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the precision with which groundness of numerical variables can be tracked will also 
be limited. Since groundness of numerical variables is important for a number of 
applications (e.g., compiling equality constraints dovvn to assignments or tests in 
some circumstances), we advocate the use of Pas and Sharing at the same time. 
( 4) Detecting definitely ground variables through Pas and exploiting them to sim
plify the operations on Sharing is very worthwhile as far as efficiency is concerned if 
the set of ground variables is readily available. This is the case, for instance, with 
the GER implementation of Pas [5], the fastest Pas implementation known to date. 
This technique alone allows to obtain speedups of up to two orders of magnitude. 
(5) Knowing the set of ground variables in advance, not only reduces the complexity 
of Sharing operations. It also improves precision when the domain keeps track of 
linearity information by incorporating Lin. In fact, while it has been proved that 
Sharing alone is commutative, meaning that the result of the analysis does not de
pend on the ordering in which the bindings are executed [16], Sharing plus Lin does 
not enjoy this property. In particular, it is known since [21, pp. 66-67] that best 
results are obtained if the grounding unifications are considered before the others. 2 

Again, the combination with Pas, since it allows the analyzer to know the set of all 
definitely ground variables in advance, is clearly advantageous in this respect. 

~We have thus compared the combination of Sharing with Free and Lin in isolation 
and with the addition of Pas. The combination with Pas considered here is the 
simplest one: definitely ground variables are propagated from the Pas component 
to the sharing domain. (More precise combinations will be considered in Section 6.) 
The results are reported in Table 1. 

For the tables reported in this paper, P is the number of possibly sharing pairs, 
11 is the number of variables, that is, the number of argument positions of the 
predicates, I is the number of pairs of independent variables, G, L, and F, are the 
number of ground, linear, and free variables, respectively. 

While for goal-independent analysis the only differences we have observed concern 
linearity, for goal dependent analysis there are differences also as far as the numbers 
of ground variables and of independent pairs are concerned. It is important to notice 
that our implementation of Sharing with Free and Lin (whether combined with Pas 
or not) always reorders the bindings so as to handle the grounding ones first. For the 
remaining comparisons of the different enhancements and precision optimizations, 
the Pas domain is always included unless otherwise stated. 

4 Explicit Structural Information 

A way of increasing the precision of almost any analysis domain is by incrementing 
it with structural information. This technique was introduced by A. Cortesi et al. in 
[12], where the generic sti'uctural domain Pat(lR) was introduced. Instead of Pat(lR) 
we use the Pattern(·) construction [2, 3], which is similar to Pat(lR) and correctly 
supports the analysis of languages omitting the occur-check in the unification proce
dure as well as those that do not. The construction Pattern(-) upgrades a domain V 

2 As an example, consider the sequences of unifications f (X, X, Y) = A, X = a and X = a, 
f(X, X, Y) = A ~1, p. 6~. 
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Goal-independent analysis I Without Pas / With Pas I 
I Program II p I v II I I G I L I F I 

bmtp 3091 1681 1759/1759 146/146 1148/1151 295/295 
bp0-6 264 115 215/215 31/31 88/90 21/21 
bryant 1252 330 1112/1112 32/32 124/210 4/4 
cg_parser 257 274 138/138 31/31 192/193 58/58 
km-all 28898 14046 18379/18379 1929/1929 9887/9900 2943/2943 
knight 58 45 37/37 14/14 37/38 3/3 
old china 3584 2178 2266/2266 309/309 1451/1457 281/281 
sax 3284 1993 1697/1697 269/269 970/974 202/202 
tsp 251 110 219/219 26/26 95/98 19/19 
Goal-dependent analysis 

chat_parser 4070 1484 3321/3332 505/505 906/908 357/357 
dpos_an 324 366 187/188 78/79 131/132 44/44 
knight 117 92 102/103 44/45 62/63 16/16 
sim_v5-2 459 535 456/457. 415/417 535/535 106/106 
sim 3004 923 1561/2540 222/366 331/508 101/116 
tsp 502 220 488/488 122/122 206/220 38/38 

Table 1: The effect of integrating Pas. 

(which must support a certain set of basic operations) with structural information. 
The resulting domain, where structural information is retained to some extent, is 
usually much more precise then D alone. Of course, there is a price to be paid: in 
the analysis based on Pattern(D), the elements of D that are to be manipulated 
are often bigger (i.e., they consider more variables) than those that arise in analyses 
that are simply based on D. There are also rare occasions where retaining structural 
information gives rise to a speedup. The reason for this is that maintaining a tuple 
of terms with many variables, each with its own description, can be cheaper than 
computing a description for the whole tuple. 

We have compared the precision gain made possible by Pattern(·) applied to the 
combination of Pas, Sharing, Lin, and Free. The results are 'reported in Tables 2 
and 3. As far as we know, this is the first time that such a comparison is performed 
on a realistic benchmark suite. Previous attempts failed because of combinatorial 
explosion in the analysis [9]. What makes this possible now is the adoption of 
the non-redundant domain in [4], where the exponential star-union operation is 
replaced by quadratic binary-union, and the integration of this domain with the 
GER implementation of Pas [5]. 

Tables 2 and 3 indicate that, in many cases, enhancing Sharing with structural 
information can make useful improvements to precision. Moreover, occasionally 
(such as for lc in Table 3), this improvement is considerable. The integration of 
structural information is so effective that it seemed worthwhile to conduct all the 
following experiments both with and without it. 
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I Without s. i. / With s. i. I 
I Program II p I v II I I G I L I F 

8puzzle 20 18 10/10 7/7 14/16 2/2 
action 80 90 36/38 1/2 48/49 22/22 
aircraft 391 588 344/346 208/234 570/582 58/58 
ann 416 239 216/225 15/18 129/132 41/45 
arch1 437 285 167/182 9/9 113/120 33/33 
brntp 3091 1681 1759/1761 146/148 1151/1152 295/297 
bup-all 177 168 68/70 16/16 95/99. 34/34 
cg_parser 257 274 138/138 31/31 193/194 58/58 
chat80 3722 1646 2628/2660 342/342 1296/1303 308/308 
cobweb 782 361 444/482 30/33 . 115/130 33/35 
cs2 166 94 115{119 31/35 66/71 4/4 
cuginLut 372 407 153/166 71/74 219/226 40/40 
difflists 33 40 16/16 8/9 22/32 2/2 
dpos_an 164 192 98/100 42/45 118/120 21/23 
files 98 131 57/59 59/59 112/113 20/20 
ftfsg2 384 404 255/260 94/95 282/286 73/73 
ftfsg 254 263 124/129 17/18 149/153 57/57 
ga 433 147 364/366 55/60 123/128 15/15 
grammar 16 17 11/11 4/5 17/17 4/4 
krn-all 28898 14046 18379/18535 1929/1986 9900/9979 2943/2962 
knight 58 45 37/43 14/14 38/44 N3 
ljt 256 140 29/35 5/9 42/46 19/23 
llprover 307 333 191/191 84/86 256/253 24/24 
log_interp 261 254 66/88 14/14 97/98 28/28 
rnetutor 534 494. 324/326 138/139 326/327 43/47 
rnixtus-all 3874 2186 2344/2364 161/163 1308/1319 419/423 
nbody 300 173 265/265 64/64 160/164 8/8 
oldchina 3584 2178 2266/2284 309/309 1457/1462 281/281 
parser 218 182 117/117 28/28 148/182 61/61 
pets an 3838 1461 2603/2603 278/281 934/934 217/219 
plaiclp 2453 1296 1760/1760 158/165 947/957 230/240 
quot_an 563 400 289/292 38/41 199/203 46/46 
reg 1600 693 814/1212 49/61 336/419 63/63· 
sax 3284 1993 1697/1772 269/327 "974/1034 202/232 
sdda 96 80 27/27 4/5 31/35 13/13 

· sirn_v5-2 242 281 104/104 53/54 190/190 25/25 
sirn 1502 459 911/1100 76/80 254/273 25/25 
slice-all 833 800 438/444 135/137 582/619 119/119 
spsys 1582 1093 805/988 88/123 483/551 103/104 
tictactoe 101 56 93/93 13/13 46/54 4/5 
trees1 71 62 50/62 29/40 50/61 4/12 
trs 109 73 53/56 6/8 28/34 4/4 

Table 2: The effect of explicit structural information: goal-independent analysis. 

5 Reordering the Bindings 

While the non-commutativity of Sharing plus Lin is well-known, all the examples we 
found in the literature use a grounding binding to show the existence of the problem. 
However, we have seen in Section 3 that for grounding bindings the solution is easy: 
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I Without s. i. / With s. i. I 
I Program II p I v II I I G I L I F 

action 160 180 15/17 4/5 10/11 6/6 
ann 832 479 563/575 110/117 192/202 78/91 
a star 59 66 56/57 50/51 63/66 11/12 
chasen 158 185 71/72 55/58 89/92 33/35 
dpos_an 324 366 188/212 79/105 132/170 44/50 
eliza 224 208 115/116 69/71 106/109 33/36 
ftfsg2 223 238 144/156 45/57 105/117 42/42 
ftfsg 134 122 91/95 22/24 60/62 26/26 
grammar 32 34 28/28 7/9 34/34 16/16 
jugs 71 68 33/34 8/8 22/24 13/13 
knight 117 92 103/110 45/45 63/92 16/17 
lc 106 112 32/105 11/91 28/112 17/18 
ljt 513 285 513/513 270/270 285/285 13/17 
llprover 616 670 434/435 180/190 284/294 101/111 
log_interp 455 477 178/182 43/43 118/118 72/72 
loops 66 86 63/63 66/66 82/86 13/15 
nbody 600 347 478/478 155/155 196/200 40/40 
parser 436 365 336/344 60/60 278/365 202/202 
press 294 266 174/178 44/44 77/79 30/30 
quoLan 1132 817 639/664 144/167 266/289 95/95 
read 437 281 359/359 118/118 198/201 64/64 
reg 334 387 208/208 69/78 121/130 49/49 
sdda 195 172 69/79 24/28 49/54 25/25 
sim_v5-2 459 535 457/457 417/417 535/535 106/111 
tictactoe 274 130 270/270 88/88 104/108 11/13 
tsp 502 220 488/489 122/126 220/220 38/38 
yasmm 78 60 49/51 21/21 27/41 6/6 

Table 3: The effect of explicit structural information: goal-dependent analysis. 

perform them first. Unfortunately, the problem is more general than that. 
Let us consider { v, w, x, y, z} as the set of relevant variables, and the Sharing x Lin 

element sh = < { vy, wy, xy, yz }, { x, z} ), i.e., x and z are the only linear variables and 
no variable is ground. We now apply the bindings v = w and x = y. Using the first 
ordering we have: 

sh1 = amgu(v = w, sh) = <{vwy,xy,yz}, {x,z}), 

sh1,2 = amgu(x = y, sh1) = < { vwxy, vwxyz, xyz, xy }, { z} ). 

Using the other ordering we have: 

sh2 = amgu(x = y, sh) = < {vwxy, vwxyz, vxy, wxy, wxyz, xyz, xy}, {z} ), 

sh2,1 = amgu(v = w, sh2 ) = < { vwxy, vwxyz, xyz, xy}, 0), 

therefore losing the linearity of z (which in turn could cause bigger precision losses 
later in the analysis). 

Note that in both cases we need to compute the star-closures (even if in the 
first case the star-closure does not introduce new sharings). This means that even 
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enhancing the known heuristics to "compute first the grounding binding, then the 
non star-closing bindings and only then the star-closing ones" would not be enough. 

Work on this problem is still in progress. ·we are currently investigating the 
behavior of an even more enhanced heuristics that says "if the star-union has to be 
done, choose a binding x = t that minimizes the number of linear variables involved". 
More formally, if sh is the current sharing-set and L is the set of linear variables, 
then, given a set of bindings, the quantity to be minimized is the cardinality of 
(U rel({ x} U vars(t), sh)) n L for each binding x = t in this set. 

6 More Precise Combinations with Pos 

Since there is an overlap between the information provided by Pas and the infor
mation provided by Sharing, it is clear that the Cartesian product Pas x Sharing 
contains redundant elements, i.e., different pairs that characterize the same set of 
concrete computational states. The reduced product (13] between Pas and Sharing 
has been elegantly characterized in (8], where set-sharing d la Jacobs and Langen is 
expressed in Pas itself. Without aiming at the full power of the reduced product we 
illustrate here two ways (besides the propagation of definitely ground variables) in 
which the information contained in the Pas component can be used to improve the 
description provided by the Sharing component. 

Suppose the Pas component (a Boolean formula) implies a binary disjunction 
x V y. This means that either x is ground or y is ground or both are so. In any" case, 
x and y cannot share a common variable. It is consequently safe to remove from the 
Sharing component all the sharing groups containing both x and y. 

Suppose now that the Pas component implies 1\x,yEX(x H y) for some set of 
variables X. In this case, the groundness of any variable in X implies the groundness 
of all the variables in X. Stated differently, all the variables in X share the same 
(possibly empty) set of variables. Thus, after the same set of abstract bindings has 
been performed on both the Pas and Sharing components, we can remove from the 
Sharing component each sharing group S such that S n X f= 0 and X ct. S. 

The few differences we observed in the experiments concerned only the number 
of independent variable pairs, even though, in principle, also the accuracy of both 
freeness and linearity can be affected. More precisely, for goal-independent analysis, 
one more independent pair of variables was discovered in the program brntp both 
without and with explicit structural information. In the latter case, two more inde
pendent pairs were also obtained for the sirn program. For goal-dependent analysis 
one more independent pair is detected in the program knight if explicit structural 
information is not part of the analysis domain, while no difference was observed in 
the analysis with structural information. 

7 Ground or Free Variables 

Most of the ideas investigated in the present work are based on earlier work by other 
authors. In contrast, in this section, we describe one that is, to our knowledge, new 
to this paper. Consider the analysis of the binding x = t and suppose that, on a set 
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of computation paths, this binding is reached with x ground while, on the remaining 
computation paths, the binding is reached with x free. In both cases x will be linear 
and this is all what will be recorded in the usual combination of Sharing with Free 
and Lin. This information is valuable, since, in case x and t are independent, it 
allows to dispense with the self-bin-union of the relevant component fort. However, 
the information that is lost, i.e., x being ground or free, is equally valuable, since this 
would allow to avoid the self-bin-union of both the relevant components for x and t, 
and this independently from whether x and t may share or not. The disadvantage 
caused by this loss is twofold: CPU time is wasted by performing a costly operation 
and precision is degraded. In fact, in these cases the extra self-bin-unions are useless 
to ensure correctness and, moreover, they may introduce unneeded sharing groups 
to the detriment of accuracy. 

It is therefore natural to extend the analysis domain with a component consisting 
of the set of variables that are ground or free, thus adding an additional mode to 
the picture. These sets are populated by the join operation of the domain: if G;, 

Fi, and Si, fori = 1, 2, are the sets of ground, free, and 'ground or free' variables of 
two abstract descriptions to be joined, the set S of 'ground or free' variables in the 
join is given by S = (G1 UF1 US1) n (G2 UF2 US2). The 'ground or free' property is 
then propagated in the abstract mgu operation the same way as freeness. In other 
words, if a variable "loses freeness" then it also loses its 'ground or free' status, 
unless it is known to be definitely ground. In synthesis, the incorporation of the set 
of 'ground or free' variables can be done cheaply, both in terms of computational 
complexity and in terms of code to be written. As far as computationally complexity 
is concerned this extension is particularly promising, since the possibility of avoiding 
self-bin-unions has the potential of absorbing its overhead if not of giving· rise to a 
speedup. 

·we have thus implemented the combination of Pas (in order to maximize the 
number of definitely ground variables detected), Sharing, Free, Lin, and 'ground 
or free' variables and tried it on our benchmark suite. The experimentation has 
been performed both with and without added structural informat~on, and both in a 
goal-dependent and goal-independent way. Unfortunately, the results are rather dis-

' couraging. The only difference ~ve have observed is for the goal-independent analysis 
of knight without structural information. In this case, the 'ground or free' exten
sion is worth 6 more definitely independent pairs of variables and 6 more variables 
detected as definitely linear. In all the other cases no difference was observed on 
any benchmark program. 

8 More Precise Exploitation of Linearity 

In [20] A. King proposes a domain for sharing analysis that performs a quite precise 
tracking of linearity. Roughly speaking, each sharing group in a sharing-set carries 
its own linearity information. In contrast, in the approach of [6], ·which is the 
one usually followed, a set of definitely linear variables is recorded along with each 
sharing-set. The proposal in [20] gives rise to a domain that is quite different from 
the ones presented here. Since [20] does not provide an experimental evaluation, and 
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we are unaware of any subsequent work on the subject, the question whether this 
more precise tracking of linearity is actually worthwhile (both in terms of precision 
and efficiency) seems open. What interests us here is that a piece of theoretical work 
presented in (20) can be exploited even in the more classical treatment of linearity. 
As far as we can tell, this fact has gone unnoticed up to now. 

In (20], point 3 of Lemma 5 (which is reported to be proven in (19)) states formally 
that, if s is a linear term and t is a (possibly) non-linear term then, after computing 
the unification s = t, a variable occurring only once in t can only be aliased to one 
variable in s. This result can be applied even when using the standard domain for 
linearity-enhanced sharing analysis, i.e., Sharing plus Lin. 

Let x be a linear variable and t be a non-linear term. Let 11x = { x} and Vi = 
vars ( t). Let 1~1 be the set of variables that can occur only once in term t. These are 
exactly the variables y E 1'1 such that: y is linear, y occurs once in t, and y does not 
share with other variables in t. Let 1~nl = 1'1 \ 1't1. Note that 1'tnl :/= 0, because t is 
a non-linear term. If also 1't1 :/= 0 (and, obviously, if x and t do not share) then we 
can use the following improved version of the amgu operator: 3 

amgu(sh., x = t) = rel(Vxt, sh) 

U bin(rel(Fx, sh), rel(1't1, sh)) 

U bin(rel(Vx, sh.)*,rel(1'tn1
, sh)). 

Note that precision is improved because, thanks to the Lemma, the star-closure of 
relx is only combined with the non-linear part of relt· 

The experimental evaluation of this new technique is quite disappointing: the only 
programs for which we observed an improvement in the accuracy of the analysis were 
the synthetic benchmarks we wrote in order to show that a precision gain is indeed 
possible. 

9 Tracking Compoundness 

In (6, 7], Bruynooghe et al. considered the combination of sharing, freeness, and 
linearity with compoundness. Compoundness here means 'non-variable'; that is, a 
variable is compound if it is bound to a term that is definitely not free. The authors 
represent sharing ·with the standard set-sharing domain, while freeness, linearity, 
and compoundness are each represented by the set of variables that definitely have 
the respective property. 

As discussed in (6, 7], compoundness information is useful in its own right for 
clause indexing. We are interested here though in the question: can the tracking of 
compoundness improve the sharing analysis itself? This question is also considered 
in (6, 7] where two improvements are proposed that exploit the combination of 
freeness and compoundness. The first one relies on the presence of the occur-check 
(and thus it cannot be applied when analyzing systems that omit it). Informally, if 
x is free and t is compound then, just before computing the binding x = t, we can 

3 Even in this case, when using the non-redundant sharing domain SHP star-union can be safely 
replaced by self-bin-union. 
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safely say that x and t cannot share. Thus we can improve our sharing description by 
removing all the sharing groups containing both x and a variable in t. In particular, 
if in this case there also exists another free variable definitely sharing with both x and 
t, then the computation is guaranteed to fail. The second improvement is proposed 
inside the specification of the function Reduce, which is intended to remove from an 
abstract description some spurious information that is redundant. In particular, it is 
shown that compoundness can be safely inferred for all the variables that definitely 
share with a pair of independent free variables.4 It should be noted that such a 
Reduce function is not part of the abstract unification algorithm presented in [6] 
and it is unclear whether and when it should be applied. The authors suggest that 
their algorithm should start from reduced abstract descriptions. One could then 
imagine that reduction is preserved by the algorithm, but theoretical results (or, 
for that matter, even simple claims) are not presented. It is our opinion that the 
second improvement proposed in [7] may well never apply because (1) the initial 
descriptions, computed by the abstraction ful1ction

1 
are always reduced, and (2) it 

seems very unlikely that a well-designed compoundness analysis can lose this kind 
of information, which stems from bindings of the form x = f(y, z). 

10 Recovering Hidden Information 

As noted by several authors (see, e.g., [6]) the standard combination of Sharing and 
Free is not optimal. G. File [15] formally identified the reduced product of these 
domains and proposed an improved abstract unification operator. This new operator 
exploits two properties holding for the abstract description of a single concrete 
substitution: (1) each free variable occurs in exactly one sharing group; and (2) two 
free variables occur in the same sharing group if and only if they are aliased (i.e., 
they have become the same variable). \~Then considering the general case, where 
sets of concrete substitutim1s come into play, the first of the above observations 
allows to (partially) recover disjunctive information. An abstract description can 
thus be decomposed into a set of (maximal) descriptions that necessarily come from 
different computation paths, each one satisfying point (1) above. The abstract 
unification procedure can thus be computed separately on each component, and the 
results of each subcomputation are then joined to give the final description. As such 
components are more precise than the original description (they possibly contain 
more ground variables and less sharing pairs), some precision gains can be obtained. 
Also, by exploiting point (2) on each component, it is possible to correctly infer 
that for some of them the computation will fail due to a functor clash or to the 
occur-check. 5 

The experimental results we obtained for the first of the two ideas by G. File 
presented above are independent from the fact that structural information and/or 

4The function Reduce also deals with some hidden interactions between sharing and freeness 
information: as these improvements are subsumed by the work of File [15], we discuss them in 
Section 10. 

5This is possible even without decomposing the abstract description: as examples, consider the 
substitutions u1 = { x = f ( u), y = g( v)} and 0"2 = · { x = f (y)} together with an abstract description 
saying that x andy are both free and the only sharing group allowed is {xy}. 
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Pas is included or not in the combined domain used (we have tried all possible 
combinations). vVhile no difference was observed for goal-dependent analysis, the 
goal-independent analyses of petsan and cobweb gave rise to 3 and 2 more pairs of 
independent variables exposed, respectively. It must be observed that the analysis 
of several programs had to be stopped because of the combinatorial explosion in the 
decomposition. Indeed, among the proposals described in this paper, this one is the 
most expensive in computational terms. 

Vve note on passing that such an approach to the recovery of disjunctive infor
mation can be pursued beyond the integration of sharing with freeness. Indeed, by 
exploiting 'ground or free' information as in Section 7, it could be possible to obtain 
decompositions where each component contains at most one occurrence (in contrast 
with the exactly one occurrence of File's idea) of each 'ground or free' variable. 

liVe plan to experiment with the exploitation of the concrete structural informa
tion contained in a sharing description with freeness. At present, the problem is how 
to incorporate this into the CHINA analyzer without destroying its modular design. 

11 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have investigated enhanced sharing analysis techniques which have 
the potential for improving the precision of the sharing information over and above 
that obtainable using the classical combination of Sharing with Lin and Pree. To do 
this, we have considered including other domains and using more powerful abstract 
semantic operators. \~Te have evaluated, using the CHINA analyzer, most of the 
proposals that have appeared in the literature together with a few ideas that, to the 
best of our knowledge, are new to this paper. For the combinations with Pas (for 
groundness) and Pattern(·) (for structural information), the results were positive, 
while, for the other cases, few improvements were observed. 

The key issue is whether it is worthwhile including any particular enhancement 
in a sharing analyzer. The problem is that although the enhancement may add to 
the precision or even provide useful information in its own right, it may increase 
the cost, and possibly the complexity, of the computation. Thus, we believe, it is 
best to spend time developing the implementation of those enhancements that have 
real potential for achieving non-trivial improvements to the generated information 
together with manageable increases in the computational cost. 
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1 Introduction 

Recent research on databases has been concerned with situations ·where the know
ledge of the world is incomplete. Two classic cases of incomplete knowledge are 
the presence of null values, i.e. a value of some attribute is unknown, and by 
the definition of probabilistic knowledge (6]. Another interesting area arises in the 
presence of incomplete data, i.e. it is unknown among several facts which one is true, 
but it is known that one or more are true. A natural way to extend databases to 
include incomplete data is to permit disjunctive statements as part of the language. 
This leads to deductive databases which permit clauses with disjunctions in their 
heads (13]. 

The presence of disjunctions in the head of rules makes the computation of queries 
very difficult. This is because no efficient techniques, such as the ones defined for 
standard Datalog queries (e.g., magic-set), have been defined, and for the presence 
of multiple models (generally the number of models can be exponential with respect 
to the size of the input (1]). 

Computation algorithms for disjunctive queries are based on the evaluation of the 
ground instantiation of programs and the only significant technique so far presented, 
known as intelligent grounding, is mainly based on the elimination of ground rules 
whose head cannot be derived from the program (8]. However, in many cases it is 
not necessary to compute all the models of the program. Take for instance a query 
asking if, given a graph G, there exists a simple path from the node a to the node 
b. In this case it is not necessary to check all models but just the ones containing 
paths with source node a and end node b. Although intelligent grounding reduces 
the number of ground rules, by eliminating useless rules (or heads of rules), it does 
not reduce the number of models to be checked. 

Therefore, techniques which reduce the number of models, by eliminating the 
ones which are not useful to answer the query, should be exploited. This can be 
done by reducing the size of data and considering only those relevant to answer the 
query. 

Several technique based on the propagation of bindings into queries have been 
defined for standard datalog (3, 11, 15, 17, 18]. A technique for the propagation of 
bindings into disjunctive datalog queries was proposed in (9]. This technique was 
based on the rewriting of normal disjunctive datalog programs into nested disjunctive 
datalog programs, i.e. programs where the head of rules may contain special rules 
instead of atoms. This technique has been recently revised (10] where the rewritten 
query is a standard datalog query. Thus, in this paper we present a prototype of a 
system which implement binding propagation into disjunctive queries as proposed 
in (10]. 

Although, we have designed a optimization module which considers only the ex
tension of the magic-set method [2, 18], other methods such as supplementary magic
set, factorization techniques and special techniques for linear and chain queries 
[3, 11, 15, 17, 18], can be applied as well. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic concepts 
of disjunctive Datalog. In Section 3 we present the rewriting method for disjunctive 
queries. In Section 4 we describe the architecture of the system. In Section 5 we 
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present some experimental results. Finally, in Section 6, we present our conclusions. 

2 Disjunctive Datalog 

For a background and unexplained concepts, see (13]. A disjunctive Datalog ruler 
is a clause of the form 

a1 V ···Van +--- b1, · · ·, bk, -.bk+1> · · ·, -.bk+m 

where n;::: 1, k, m;::: 0 and a1 , ···,an, b1 , · · ·, bk+m are function-free atoms. 
We denote by Head(r) (resp. Body(r)) the set of head atoms (resp. body literals) 

of r. If n = 1, then r is normal (i.e. V-free); if m = 0, then r is positive (or -.-free). A 
disjunctive Datalog program P, also called disjunctive deductive database, is a finite 
set of rules; it is normal (resp. positive) if all its rules are normal (resp. positive). 
The concepts of semi-positive 1 and stratified programs, defined for standard Datalog 
(i.e. programs with only one atom in the head), also apply to disjunctive Datalog. 
As usual we denote with Hp and Bp, respectively, the Herbrand Universe and the 
Herbrand Base of a program P. An interpretation is any subset of Bp. A model is 
an interpretation which satisfies all rules in the ground instantiation of the program. 

Minker proposed in (14] a model-theoretic semantics for positive P, which assigns 
to P the set MM(P) of its minimal models, where a model M for P is minimal, if 
no proper subset of M is a model for P. Accordingly, the program P = {a V b +---} 
has the two minimal models {a} and {b}, i.e. MM(P) = {{a}, {b} }. 

The more general stable model semantics also applies to programs with ( unstrat
ified) negation. A model M for a disjunctive program P is a stable model if it does 
not contain any non empty unfounded set w. r. t. JI;J. X ~ Bp is an unfounded set 
for P w.r.t. ]\;[if, for each a EX, every ruler with a a in Head(r), satisfies at least 
one of the following conditions: (i) Body(r) is false w.r.t. M; (ii) Body+(r) nX =f. 0; 
(iii) some atom in H ead('r) is applied w.r. t. M - X. Also for disjunctive programs 
there is an alternative definition of stable models. For any interpretation I, denote 
with P 1 the ground positive program derived from ground(P) (1) by removing all 
rules that contain a negative literal -.a in the body and a E J, and (2) by removing 
all negative literals from the remaining rules. An interpretation M is a (disjunctive) 
stable model of P if and only if ME MM(PM). For general P, the stable model 
semantics assigns to P the set SM(P) of its stable models. For positive P, stable 
model and minimal model semantics coincide, i.e. Sl\II(P) = :~il:M(P). 

The result of a query Q = (G, P) on an input database D is defined in terms 
of the minimal models of Pn, by taking either the union of all models (possible 

inference) or the intersection (certain inference). Thus, given a program P and a 
database D, a ground atom G is true, under possible (brave) semantics, if there 
exists a minimal model M for PD such that G E M. Analogously, G is true, under 
certain (cautious) semantics, if G is true in every minimal model for Pn. 

1a Datalog program is called semi-positive if negation is applied only to EDB predicates [1]. 
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3 Optimization of Disjunctive Queries 

In this section we present a technique for propagating bindings into disjunctive 
programs (10]. The main problem in propagating bindings in disjunctive rules is 
that, generally, we cannot apply standard techniques since by propagating bindings 
from some atom in the head into the body, we restrict all head atoms. In standard 
datalog we propagate binding from the head of rules into the body since the truth 
value of the head atom depends on the truth value of the body atoms. Moreover, 
in disjunctive datalog the truth value of an atom appearing in the head of a given 
rule depends on the truth value of the atoms appearing in both head and body. 
Thus, we have to propagate binding from a head atom into the body and also into 
the other atoms appearing in head. We next recall how bingings are propagated in 
disjunctive programs. '0/e consider the case of positive programs, but the method 
can be easily extended for programs with stratified negation [10]. 

We will use the following running example to explain the rewriting method. 

Example 3.1 We are given the query (anc_father(john, Y), ANC) where the pro
gram ANC consists of the following rules: 

father(X, Y) V rnother(X, Y) +-- parent(X, Y). 

anc_father(X, Y) +-- father(X, Y). 
ancJather(X, Y) +-- tather(X, Z), ancJather(Z, Y). 0 

Definition 3.2 Let P be a disjunctive Datalog program. The standard version of P, 
denoted sv(P), is the Datalog program derived from P by replacing each disjunctive 
rule A1 V ... V Am +-- B with them rules of the form Ai +-- B for 1 ::; i ::; n1. Moreover, 
we denote with sv(Q) the query (G, sv(P)). 0 

Example 3.3 The standard version of the program ANC of Example 3.1, denoted 
sv(ANC), is as follows 

father(X, Y) +-
rnother(X, Y) +-
ancJather(X, Y) +-
ancJather(X, Y) +--

parent(X, Y). 
parent(X, Y). 
fath'er(X, Y). 
father(X, Z), anc_father(Z, Y). 0 

Observe that we are considering negation free programs and, therefore, the stan
dard version of a disjunctive program has a unique minimal model. 

Proposition 3.4 Let P be a positive disjunctive Datalog program and let N be the 
minimal model of sv(P). Then, every minimal model for P is contained inN. 0 

Definition 3.5 Let P be a disjunctive Datalog program. The extended standard 
version of P, denoted esv(P), is the Datalog program derived from P by replacing 
each disjunctive rule A1 V ... V Am +-- B with 

1. m rules of the form Ai +-- B for 1 ::; i ::; m, and 
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2. m x (m- 1) rules of the form A; t- Aj, B for 1 ::=; i,j:::; m and i-=/= j. 

Moreover, given a query Q = (G, P), we denote with esv( Q) the query (G, esv(P)). D 

Example 3.6 The extended standard version of the program ANC of Example 3.1, 
denoted esv(ANC), is as follows 

father(X, Y) +--
mother(X, Y) +--
father(X, Y) +--
mother(X, Y) +--
anc...father(X, Y) +--
anc...father(X, Y) +---

parent (X, Y). 
parent(X, Y). 
parent(X, Y), mother(X, Y). 
parent(X, Y), father(X, Y). 
father(X, Y). 
father(X, Z), anc...father(Z, Y). 

Given a disjunctive Datalog program P (query Q), we denote with ESV(P) 
(resp., ES11(Q)) the standard program (resp., query) derived from esv(P) (resp., 
esv( Q)) by replacing each derived predicate symbol p appearing in the head of some 
disjunctive rule with a new predicate symbol P. For instance, the standard version 
ES11(ANC) of the program ANC of Example 3.1 is derived from the program esv(ANC) 
of Example 3.6 by replacing the predicate symbols father, mother and anc_father, 
respectively, with the new predicate symbols FATHER, MOTHER and ANC_FATHER. 

The application of the magic-set method to ESV( Q) gives an equivalent query 
which can be evaluated more efficiently [3, 18]. 

Example 3.7 Consider the program of Example 3.1 ANC and its extended standard 
version ES11(ANC), derived from the program esv(ANC), reported in Example 3.6, 
by replacing of derived predicate symbols with new symbols. Consider now the 
ANC_FATHER( john, Y) over the program ESV(ANC). The optimization of the query 
consists of three steps. 

The first step consists in the generation of the adorned version of the program: 

ANC..FATHERbf(X, Y) +--- FATHERbf(X, Y). 
ANC..FATHERbf(X,Y) +--- FATHERbf(X,Z), ANC..FATHERbt(z,Y). 

FATHERbf(X, Y) +--- parent(X, Y). 
FATHERbf(X, Y) +--- parent(X, Y), MOTHERbb(X, Y). 

MOTHERbb(X, Y) +--- parent(X, Y). 
MOTHERbb(X, Y) +--- parent(X, Y), FATHERbb(X, Y). 

FATHERbb(X, Y) +--- parent(X, Y). 
FATHERbb(X, Y) +--- parent(X, Y), MOTHERbb(X, Y). 

Here the adornment is done ·with respect to the query goal. In the second step are 
generated a set of magic-rules, used to propagate bindings (selection conditions) 
from the query-goal into the rules. The set of magic rules are 

magic...ANC..FATHERbf (john). 
magic...ANC..FATHERbf(z) +--- magic...ANC..FATHERbf(X), FATHERbf(X,Z). 
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magic_FATHERbf(X) +- magicJ\NC..FATHERbf(X). 

magicJ10THERbb(X, Y) +- magic..FATHERbf(X), parent(X, Y). 

magic..FATHERbb(X, Y) +- magicJ10THERbb(X, Y). 

magicJ10THERbb(X, Y) +- magic..FATHERbb(X, Y). 

In the third step are generated the modified rules, obtained by insertion of magic
predicates int the body of adorned rules: 

ANC_FATHERbf(X, Y) +- magicJ\NC..FATHERbf(X), FATHERbf(X, Y). 
ANC..FATHERbf(X, Y) +- magicJ\NC..FATHERbf(X), FATHERbf(X, Z), ANC..FATHERbt(z, Y). 

FATHERbf(X, Y) +- magic..FATHERbf(X), parent(X, Y). 
FATHERbf(X, Y) +- magic..FATHERbf(X), parent(X, Y), MOTHERbb(X, Y). 

FATHERbb(X, Y) +- magic..FATHERbb(X, Y), parent(X, Y). 
FATHERbb(X, Y) +- magic..FATHERbb(X, Y), parent(X, Y), MOTHERbb(X, Y). 

MOTHERbb(X, Y) +- magicJ10THERbb(X, Y), parent(X, Y). 
MOTHERbb(X, Y) +- magicJ10THERbb(X, Y), parent(X, Y), FATHERbb(X, Y). 

The re"\vritten query obtained by applying the magic-set method is 
(ANC_FATHERbf( john, Y), Magic(ESV(ANC))) where the rewritten program 
Magic(ESV(ANC)) consists of the magic-rules and the modified rules. D 

Fact 3.8 Let Q be a positive disjunctive Datalog query. Then, Magic(ESV(Q)) = 
ESV(Q). D 

The last step consists in restricting the source rules to consider only data which 
are relevant to answer the query. 

Example 3.9 The complete program obtained from the application of Algorithm 
1 to the program of Example 3.1 with the query goal anc_father(j ohn, Y), consists 
of the rules reported in Example 3.7 plus the following rules is as follows: 

FATHER(X, Y) +
FATHER(X, Y) +
MOTHER(X, Y) +
ANC..FATHER(X, Y) +-

FATHERbf(X, Y). 
FATHERbb(X, Y). 
MOTHERbb(X, Y). 
ANC..FATHERbf(X, Y). 

father(X, Y) V mother(X, Y) +- FATHER(X, Y), MOTHER(X, Y), parent(X, Y). 

anc_father(X, Y) +- ANC..FATHER(X, Y), father(X, Y). 
anc_father(X, Y) +- ANC..FATHER(X, Y), father(X, Z), anc_father(Z, Y). 0 
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Algorithm 1 Rewriting disjunctive queries 
Input: Positive safe disjunctive query Q = (g, P) 
Output: Q' = (g, P') 
begin 

1. Generate P1 = ESF(Q); 

2. Generate P' = Magic((G, P 1)); 

3. for each adorned predicate Ro: with arity k add to P' the rule 
R(X1, ... ,Xk) +-Ra(X1, ... ,Xk); 

4. for each rule a1(XI) V ... V am(Xm) +- B(Hl) in P add toP' 
a1(X1) V ... V am(Xm) +- A1(XI), ... , Am(Xm), B(W) 

end. 

Figure 1: Optimization of disjunctive queries 
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The algorithm implementing the rewriting of disjunctive queries is reported in Fig. 
1. It receives in input a positive disjunctive query, say it Q = (g, P), and returns a 
positive disjunctive query, say it Q' = (g, P'). Initially the algorithm generates the 
set of standard rules ESF(P). In the next step it applies the standard magic-set 
rewriting technique to the the query ESF(Q) = (G, ESF(P)) where G is the atom 
derived from g by rewriting of the predicate symbol. In Step 3 are generated the 
rules to collect tuples of relations with different adornment and the same predicate 
symbol. In the last step are generated the modified rules. 

In order to consider all data which are relevant to answer a query, the method 
propagates bindings also among atoms in the head of disjunctive rules, generating 
the extend standard version ESF(Q). The application of the magic-set method to 
ESF(Q) gives an equivalent query which can be evaluated more efficiently (3, 18]. 

The rules generated in the second and third steps are called new rules, whereas 
the rules generated in Step 4 are called modified rules. Observe that the predicate 
magic_ANC_FATHERbf in our running example, computes all ancestors which are rele
vant to establish if john is ancestor of some person Y. The rule defining the predicate 
ANC_FATHER is added in Step 3, and the last two rules defining the predicate anc are 
added in Step 4. 

Theorem 3.10 {10} Let Q = (g, P) be a disjunctive datalog query and let Q' = 
(g, P') be the query derived by applying Algorithm 1 to Q. Then, Q = Q'. D 

The rewriting of disjunctive queries is orthogonal with respect to the specific 
rewriting technique used to optimize the standard version of the query (step (2) in 
Algorithm 1). Thus, for special classes of queries, it is possible to apply special
ized optimization techniques. For instance, the query of our running example is 
right-linear and, therefore, it could be optimized by using the classical right-linear 
optimization technique (15, 18]. 
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Figure 2: Architecture of the Prototype. 

4 Architecture of the Prototype 

In this section we describe the architecture of a system prototype implemented at 
the University of Calabria. In our system queries are stratified disjunctive Datalog 
programs over a given database. The system prototype has been designed according 
to a modular architecture; this solution allows a simple understanding of the code 
and assures a high degree of extendibility. As pictured in Figure 2, the system 
prototype consists of the following modules: User interface, Optimizer and Executor. 

We designed the first two modules and used the system dlv [8] as the module 
Executor. The system dlv is a knowledge representation system, based on disjunctive 
logic programming and it has been developed at the Technical University of Vienna. 
However, this module may be any system of disjunctive logic programming, because 
our prototype is easily portable. 
Let us now examine the functionality of each module. 

4.1 User interface 

The user interface allows users to interact with the system. Basically, the user inter
face consists of a analyzer module which checks the syntax of the query. Moreover, 
it also checks the safety and the stratification of queries. 

4.2 Optimizer 

The architecture of the optimizer is reported in Figure 3 and consists of the three 
modules Standard Query Generator, Magic-set Rewriter and Disjunctive Query 
Rewriter. 

The module Standard Query Generator receives in input a disjunctive query Q 
and generates a standard query ESV(Q). This module implements Step 1 of Algo
rithm 1. 
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Figure 3: Architecture of the Rewriter. 

The module Magic-set Rewriter receives in input a standard Datalog query ES11 ( Q) 
and generates an optimized query Magic(ESV(Q)). This module implements Step 
2 of Algorithm 1, i.e. applies the classical magic-set rewriting technique, defined for 
standard Datalog queries. 

The module Disjunctive Query Rewriter receive in input the source query Q, a 
datalog query M agic(ESV(Q)) and generates an optimized query OQ. This module 
implements Steps 3 and 4 of Algorithm 1. 

4.3 Executor 

For the evaluation of queries we have considered the system dlv (8]. It is a deductive 
database system, based on disjunctive logic programming, which offers frontends to 
several advanced KR formalisms. The system dlv has been developed since the end 
of 1996 at Technische Universitat Wien in an ongoing project funded by the Austrian 
Science Funds (F\iVF). Recent comparisons have shown that dlv is nowadays a state 
of the art implementation of disjunctive logic programming. A major strength of 
dlv are its advanced knowledge modeling features. Dlv programs are disjunctive 
logic programs extended by allowing both integrity constraints and strong negation. 
The presence of these constructs makes the language well suited to easily represent 
a wide range of problems in a natural and highly declarative way. 

4.4 Implementation of the Prototype 

A prototype of the User interface and the Optimizer has been implemented by 
means of a PROLOG meta-program. These modules have been integrated with the 
dlv system by means of a C-shell script. The prototype is realized in SWI-Prolog 
under Unix operating system and a downloadable version will be soon available on 
the network. 
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Figure 4: Structure of parent relation. 

5 Experimental Results 

In this section we report some experimental results to give a feeling of the improve
ment which can be obtained by means of the technique here proposed. 

Example 3.1 

For the query of Example 3.1 we have used instances fm; the relation parent as 
depicted in Figure 4 with base = height and output grade = 2. Each node in 
the graph represent a person and an arc (i,j) represents a tuple parent(j, i). The 
number of nodes in the graph is base x height whereas the number of arcs is (base x 
(height- 1) x grade. 

The results of the query are reported in Figure 5 where the x-axis shows the size 
of the graph, i.e. the number of nodes for base and height (we have assumed in 
this experiment that height = base and grade = 2). The y-axis shows the time 
to evaluate the query (in seconds). The improvement on this program is extremely 
high (observe that the scale of they-axis is logarithmic). For graphs with a number 
of nodes varying between 100 and 400 the improvement is between 2 and 3 orders 
of magnitude. 

Simple Path 

The following example presents a query computing a simple path between two fixed 
nodes. 

Example 5.1 Consider the query (sp1(n), SP) computing a simple path between 
node 0 (specified in the program) and node n, where SP is defined as follows: 

sp(nil,O) 
sp(X, Y) V nosp(X, Y) +
spi(X) +-

spi(X), edge(X, Y). 
sp(W, X). 
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+- sp(X, Y), sp(X, Y1), Y "I Y1. 
+- sp(X, Y), sp(X1, Y), X "I Xi. 
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0 

vye have used instances for the relation edge as depicted in Figure 4 with base = 
height and output gmde = 2. The number of nodes in the graph is base x height 
whereas the number of arcs is base x (height- 1) x gmde. 

The results of the query are reported in Figure 6 where the x-axis shows the size 
of the graph, i.e. the number of nodes (we have assumed in this experiment that 
height= base and gmde = 2). We have assumed that node n specified in the goal 
has a distance from node 0 equal to height-;- 2. Also in this case the improvement 
is high. For large graphs there is more than one order of magnitude between the 
source and the optimized queries. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a prototype of a system for the optimization of 
disjunctive queries. This prototype has been implemented to experiment the appli
cability of rewriting technique. The prototype.implements and extends recent results 
on the rewriting of disjunctive queries [10]. Finally, we reported some experimental 
results which have confirmed the validity of the technique. Several other examples, 
reported in [12], have confirmed the validity of the technique. Currently, we are 
working on the implementation of others well known rewriting technique defined for 
special classes of queries. We are also investingating the extension of the technique 
to classes of disjunctive datalog programs with unstratified negation. 
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Abstract 

We show how a logic-based database language can support the various 
steps of the KDD process by providing: a high degree of expressiveness, the 
ability to formalize the overall KDD process and the capability of separating 
the concerns between the specification level and the mapping to the under
lying databases and datamining tools. We generalize the notion of Inductive 
Data Bases proposed in [4, 13] to the case of Deductive Databases. In our 
proposal, deductive databases resemble relational databases while user defined 
aggregates provided by the deductive database language resemble the mining 
function and results. In the paper we concentrate on association rules and 
bayesian classification and show how the mechanism of user defined aggregates 
allows to specify the mining evaluation functions and the returned patterns. 
Such mechanism provides a flexible way to customize, tune and reason on 
both the evaluation function and the extracted knowledge. 

1 Introduction 

Motivations: \Nhile it is clear which are the objectives of the various steps of the 
knowledge discovery process, little support is provided to reach such objectives, and 
to manage the overall process. Two main issues are, and will remain in the near 
future, the hot topics in the KDD research agenda. The first point is methodology: it 
is crucial to devise methods to specify and control the overall KDD process, tailored 
to relevant classes of applications. The second point is the need to identify the 
basic features of an integrated development environment, able to support the KDD 
process in all its phases. 

The role of domain, or background, knowledge is relevant at each step of the KDD 
process: which attributes discriminate best, how can we characterize a correct/useful 
profile, what are the interesting exception conditions, etc., are all examples of domain 
dependent notions. Notably, in the evaluation phase we need to associate with 
each inferred knowledge structure some quality function (HS94] that measures its 
information content. The notion of quality strictly pertains to the business decision 
process. However, while it is possible to define quantitative measures for certainty 
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(e.g., estimated prediction accuracy on new data) or utility (e.g., gain, speed-up, 
etc.), notions such as novelty and understandability are much more subjective to 
the task, and hence difficult to define. Here, in fact, measurements refer specifically 
to levels of business value that go beyond the response rates and costs, beyond 
averages and standard deviations. The specific measurements needed depend on a 
number of factors: the business opportunity, the sophistication of the organization, 
past history of measurements, and the availability of data. 

Position: The position that we maintain in this paper is that a coherent for
malism, capable of dealing uniformly with induced knowledge and background, or 
domain, knowledge, would represent a breakthrough in the design and development 
of decision support systems, in several challenging application domains. The advan
tages of such an integrated formalism are, in principle: 

• a high degree of expressiveness in specifying expert rules, or business rules; 

• the ability to formalize the overall KDD process, thus tailoring a methodology 
to a specific class of applications; 

• the separation of concerns between the specification level and the mapping to 
the underlying databases and data mining tools. 

Other proposal in the current literature have given experimental evidence that 
the knowledge discovery process can take great advantage of a powerful knowledge
representation and reasoning formalism [15, 11, 16, 6, 12]. In this context, the 
notion of inductive database, proposed in [4, 13], is a first attempt to formalize 
the notion of interactive mining process. An inductive database provides a unified 
and transparent view of both inferred (deductive) knowledge, and all the derived 
patterns, (the induced knowledge) over the data. The user does not care about useful 
information: whether he is dealing with inferred or induced knowledge, and whether 
the requested knowledge is materialized or not. The only detail he is interested 
in stems in the high-level specification of the query involving both deductive and 
inductive knowledge, according to some business-interestigness quality measure. 

Objectives: The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how a logic-based 
database language, such as J:D £++ [18], can support the various steps of the KDD 
process by providing: a high degree of expressiveness, the ability to formalize the 
overall KDD process and the capability of separating the concerns between the 
specification level and the mapping to the underlying databases and data mining 
tools. Vle generalize the notion of Inductive Data Bases proposed in [4, 13] to 
the case of Deductive Databases. In our proposal, deductive databases resemble 
relational databases while user defined aggregates provided by J:D£++ resemble the 
mining function and results. Such mechanism provides a flexible way to custumize, 
tune and reason on both the evaluation function and the extracted knowledge. 

Plan of the paper: First we introduce the basic features of a Logic Database. 
Language and brefly sketch the mechanism of user defined aggregates provided by 
J:D£++. Section 3 informally sketches the generalization of the concept of Induc
tive Database to the case of Deductive Databases. Section 4 and 5 concentrate on 
the formalization and representation in such language of two data mining tasks: 
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association rule mining (2] and bayesian classification (5]. We will show how the 
mechanism of user defined aggregates allows to specify the mining evaluation func
tions and the returned patterns. A short final section discusses few implementation 
lSSUeS. 

2 Logic Database Languages 

Deductive databases are database management systems whose query languages and 
storage structures are designed around a logical model of data. The underlying 
technology is an extension to relational databases that increases the power of the 
query language. Among the other features, the rule-based extensions support the 
specification of queries using recursion and negation. 

We adopt the LDL++ deductive database system, which provides, in addition 
to the typical deductive features, a highly expressive query language with advanced 
mechanisms for non-deterministic, non-monotonic and temporal reasoning (8, 19]. 

In deductive databases, the extension of a relation is viewed as a set of facts, 
where each fact corresponds to a tuple. For example, let us consider the predi
cate assembly(Part, Subpart) containing parts and their immediate subparts. The 
predicate partCost(BasicPart, Supplier, Cost) describes the basic parts, i.e., parts 
bought from external suppliers rather than assembled internally. Moreover, for each 
part the predicate describes the supplier, and for each supplier the price charged for 
it. 

assembly(bike, frame). 
assembly(bike, wheel). 
assembly( frame, top_tube). 
assembly( frame, fork). 
assembly(wheel, spoke). 
assembly( wheel, nipple). 

partCost(top_tube, reed, 20). 
partCost(fork, smith, 10). 
partCost(top_tube, smith, 25). 
partCost(spoke, reed, 5). 
partCost(nipple, smith, 3). 

Rules constitute the main construct of LDL++ programs. For instance, the rule 

mult ipleSupp(S) +-- partCost(Pi, S, _), partCost (P2, S, _),Pi =/: P2. 

describes suppliers that sell more than one part. The rule corresponds to the SQL 
join query 

SELECT Pi.Supplier 
FROM partCost Pi, partCost P2 
WHERE Pi.Supplier = P2.Supplier 

AND Pi.BasicPart <> P2.BasicPart 

In addition to the standard relational features, LDL++ provides recursion and nega
tion. For example, the rule 

allSubparts(P, S) +-- assembly(P, S). 
allSubparts(P, S) +-- allSubparts(P, Si), assembly(Si, S). 
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computes the transitive closure of the relation assembly. The following rule computes 

the least cost for each basic part by exploiting negation: 

cheapest(P, C) +- partCost(P, _,C), -,cheaper(P, C). 
cheaper(P, C) +- partCost(P, _, Ci), Ci <C. 

2.1 Aggregates 

A remarkable capability is that of expressing distributive aggregates (i.e., aggre

gates computable by means of a distributive and associative operator), which are 

definable by the user [19]. For example, the following rule illustrates the use of a 

sum aggregate, which aggregates the values of the relation sales along the dimension 

Dealer: 

supplierTot(Date, Place, sum( Sales)) +- sales(Date, Place, Dealer, Sales). 

Such rule corresponds to the SQL statement 

SELECT Date, Place, SUM(Sales) 
FROM sales 
GROUP BY Date, Place 

From a semantic viewpoint, the above rule is a syntactic sugar for a program that 

exploits the notions of nondeterministic choice and XY-stratification [10, 18, 8]. In 

order to compute the following aggregation predicate 

q(Y, aggr(X)) +- p(X, Y). 

we exploit the capability of imposing a nondeterministic order among the tuples of 

the relation p, 

ordP(Y, nil, nil) +- p(X, Y). 
ordP(Z, X, Y) +- ordP(Z, _,X), p(Y, Z), choice(X, Y), choice(Y, X). 

Here nil is a fresh constant, conveniently used to simplify the program. If the base 

relation pis formed by k tuples for a given values of Y, then there are k! possible 

outcomes for the query ordP(X, Y), namely a set: 

{ordP(s,nil,nil),ordP(s,nil,t1 ),ordP(s,t1,t2), ... ,ordP(s,tk_ 1 ,tk)} 

for each permutation {(s, t 1), ... , (s, tk)} of the tuples of P. Therefore, in each pos

sible outcome of the mentioned query, the relation ordP is a total (intransitive) 

ordering of the tuples of p. The double choice constraint in the recursive rule 

specifies that the successor and predecessor of each tuple of p is unique. 

As shown in [18], we can then exploit such an ordering to define "recursive" 

aggregates, i.e., aggregates inductively defined: 

f({x}) 
j(SU{x}) 

g(x) 
h(J(S),x) 

(1) 
(2) 
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By defining the base and inductive cases by means of ad-hoc user-defined predi
cates single and multi, we can then define an incremental computation of the 
aggregation function: 

aggrP(Aggr, Z, nil, C) +-- ordP(Z, nil, X), X =1- nil, single(Aggr, X, c). 

aggrP(Aggr, z, Y, C) ~ ordP(Z, X, Y), aggrP(Aggr, X, C1), multi(Aggr, Y, C1, c). 
Finally, the originary rule can be translated into 

q(Y, C) +-- ordP(Y, _,X), •ordP(Y, X,_), aggrP(aggr, Y, X, C)., 

Example 2.1 ( (19)) The aggregate sum can be easily defined by means of the fol
lowing rules: 

single(sum, X, X). 

mul ti(sum, X, SO, SN) +-- SN =SO+ X. 
0 

In [19], a further extension to the approach is proposed, in order to deal with 
more complex aggregation functions. Practically, we can manipulate the results of 
the aggregation function by means of two predicates freturn and ereturn. The 
rule definining the aggregation predicate is translated into the following: 

q(Z, R) +-- ordP(Z, X, Y), aggrP(aggr, Z, X, C), ereturn(aggr, Y, C, R). 
q(Z, R) +-- ordP(Z, X, Y), •ordP(Z, Y, _), aggrP(aggr, Z, Y, C), freturn(aggr, C, R). 

·where the first rule defines early returns (i.e., results of intermediate computations), 
and the second rule defines final returns, i.e., final results. 

Example 2.2 ((19]) The aggregate maxpair considers tuples (c;, n;), where n; is a 
real number, and returns the value c; with the greater value of n;. The aggregate can 
be defined by means of single, multi and freturn: 

single(maxpair, (c, P), (c, P)). 

multi(maxpair, (c, P), (co, PO), (c, P)) +-- P 2: PO. 
multi(maxpair, (c, P), (co, PO), (co, PO)) +-- P <PO. 

freturn(maxpair, (CO, PO), CO). 

0 

Example 2.3 Given the relation gate ( G, X) specifying the output signal of a gate 
G, the andGate (Y) predicate should compute the intersection of the signals of all the 
available gates. The computation can be specified by means of an aggregate and: 

andGate( and(X)) +-- gate(G, X). 

single( and, X, X). 

multi(and,X,A,A) +--X=/:- O,A =/:- 0. 
ereturn( and, 0, A, 0). 
freturn( and, X, X). 

Notice that the ereturn predicate allows to stop the computation as soon as a 0 gate 
is found. 0 
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3 Logic-Based Inductive Databases 

In [4], an inductive database schema is defined as a pair R = (R, (QR, e, V)), where 
R is a database schema, QR is a collection of patterns, V is a set of result values and 
e is an evaluation function mapping each instance r of Rand each pattern () E QR 
in V. An inductive database instance is then defined as a pair (r, s), where r is an 
instance of R and s s:; QR. 

A typical KDD process operates on both the components of an inductive database, 
by querying both components of the pair (assuming that sis materialized as a table, 
and that the value e(r,B) is available for each value() of s). 

A simple yet powerful way of formalizing such ideas in a query language is that 
of exploiting user-defined aggregates. Practically, we can formalize the inductive 
part of an inductive database (i.e., the triple (QR,e, V)) by means of rules that 
instantiate the following general schema: 

(3) 

Intuitively, this rule defines the format of any subset s of QR. The patterns in s 
are obtained from a rearranged subset X1. ... , Xn of the tuples Y1 , ... , Ym in r. The 
structure of s is defined by the formal specification of the aggregate u_d_aggr, in 
particular by the freturn rule. 

The tuples resulting from the evaluation of such rule, represent patterns in QR 
and depend by the evaluation function e. The computation of the evaluation function 
must be specified by u_d_aggr as well. 

Example 3.1 Consider the relation transaction(Date, Cust, Item, Price, Qty). A 
sample mining scenario for such a table consists in detecting the items in the relation 
with the average value more than a given threshold. The inductive database has R = 
transaction, QR ={iii E dom(R[Item])} and e(r,i) = avg({p x ql(t,i,p,q) E r}. 
The above inductive schema is formalized, in accordance to (3) with the following 
rule: 

s(avgThres((O', Item, Values))) <-transaction(_, Item, Price, Qty), 
Value = Price X Qty. 

Where the aggregate avgThres is defined, as usual, by means of the predicates 

single(avgThres, (T, I, V), (T, I, V, 1)). 

multi(avgThres, (T, I, VN), (T, I, VO, NO), (T, I, V, N)) <- V = VN + VO, N =NO+ 1. 
multi(avgThres, (T, I, VN), (T, I, VO, NO), (T, I, VO, NO)). 
multi(avgThres, (T, I, VN), (T, IO, VO, NO), (T, I, VN, 1)) <- I of- IO. 

fret urn( avgThres, (T, I, V, N), (I, A)) <-A= V jN, A 2': T. 

For each item, both the sum and the count of the occurrences is computed1
. When 

all the tuples have been considered, the average value of each item is computed, and 
returned as answer if and only if it is greater than the given threshold. D 

1Here, a naive computation is specified, that potentially computes more than one tuple for 
each item. Notice, however, that more refined definitions are possible, by exploiting negation and 
slightly modifying the definition of user defined aggregate. 
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The advantage of such an approach is twofold. First, we can directly exploit (3) to 
define the evaluation function e. Second, the "inductive" predicate s itself can be 
used in the definition of more complex queries. 

In the following, we show how the above mechanism can be fruitably exploited 
in the data mining task of association rule mining and bayesian classification. 

4 Association Rules 

As shown in (2], the problem of finding association rules can be split in two sub
problems: the problem to find frequent itemsets and the problem to find rules from 
frequent itemsets. Frequent itemsets are itemsets that appear in the database with 
a given frequency. From a conceptual point of view, they can be seen as the results 
of an aggregation function over the set possible values of an attribute. The main 
idea is the capability of defining a predicate p with the rule 

p(Xb ... , Xn, patterns( (min_supp, (Y 1, ... , Ym])) +--- q(Zb ... , Zm). 

In this rule, the variables X1, ... , Xn, Y 1> ... , Ym are a rearranged subset of the 
variables Z1 , ... , Zk of q. The aggregate patterns computes the set of predicates 
p(f, s) where: 

1. f = {h, ... , l1} is a rearranged subset of the values of Yt, ... , Ym in a tuple 
resulting from the evaluation of q. 

2. s is the support of the set f, such that s 2: min_supp. 

It is easy to provide a (naive) definition of the patterns aggregate: 

single(patterns, (Sp, Set), (SSet, Sp, 1)) +--- subset(SSet, Set). 

multi(patterns, (Sp, SetN), (SSetD, Sp, N), (SSetD, Sp, N)) +--
---,subset(SSetD, SetN). 

multi(patterns, (Sp, SetN), (SSetD, Sp, N), (SSetD, Sp, N + 1)) +--
subset(SSetD, SetN). 

multi(patterns, (Sp, SetN), (SSetD, Sp, N), (SSet, Sp, 1)) +---
---,subset(SSetD, SetN), subset(SSet, SetN), 

---,subset(SSet, SSetD). 

freturn(patterns, (SSet, Sp, N), (SSet, N)) +--- N 2: Sp. 

For each tuple, the set of possible subsets are generated. The single predicate 
initializes the first subset that can be computed from the first tuple, by setting their 
frequency to 1. As soon as following tuples are examined (with the multi predi
cate), the frequency of the subsets computed before the tuple under consideration 
is incremented (provided that it is a subset of the current tuple), and the frequency 
of new subsets obtained from the current tuple are preset to 1. 

The freturn predicate defines the output format and conditions for the aggrega
tion predicate: a suitable answer is a pair (SubSet, N) such that SubSet N > Supp, 
the minimal support required. 
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A typical example application consists in the computation of the frequent itemsets 
of a basket(TriD, Elern) relation: 

frequentPatterns(patterns((rn, S))) +- basketSet(S). 
basketSet(T, (E)) +- basket(T, E). 

1vhere the predicate basket Set collects the baskets in a set structure2
. Rules can 

be easily generated from association rules by means of rules like 

rules(L, R, S, C) +- frequentPatterns(A, S), frequentPatterns(R, S1 ), 

sub.set(R, A), difference(A, R, L), C = S/Si. 
(4) 

Notice, however, that such an approach, though semantically clean, is very inef
ficient, because of the large amount of computations needed at each step3 . In [9) 
we propose a technique which uses external algorithms (and hence specialized data 
structures), but preserving an easy integration with the features of the language. 
In such proposal, inductive computations may be considered aggregates, so that 
the proposed representation formalism is unaffected. Ho-wever, the inductive task is 
performed by an external ad-hoc computational engine. Such an approach has the 
main advantage of ensuring ad-hoc optimizations concerning the mining task trans
parently and independently from the deductive engine. In our case the patterns 
aggregate is implemented with some typical algorithm for the computation of the 
association rules. (e.g., A priori algorithm [2)). The aggregation specification can 
hence be seen as a middleware between the core algorithm and the data set (defined 
by the body of the rule) against which the algorithm is applied. 

The. rest of the section showes some examples of complex queries whithin the 
resulting logic language. In the following we shall refer to table 1. 

Example 4.1 "Which patterns with at least 3 occurrences from the daily transac
tions of each customer": 

frequentPatterns(patterns((3, S))) +- iternSet(D, C, S). 

i ternSet(D, C, (I)) +- transaction(D, C, I, P, Q). 

By querying frequentPatterns(F, S) we obtain, among the answers, the tuples 
({pasta},3) and ({pasta,wine},3). D 

Example 4.2 "Which patterns with at least 3 occurrences from the transactions 
of each customers" : 

frequentPatterns(patterns((3, S))) +- iternSet(C, S). 

iternSet(C, (I)) +- transaction(D, C, I, P, Q). 
2 Again, in LV£++ the capability of defining set-structures (and related operations) is guaran

teed by the choice construct and by XY-stratification. 
3 Practically, the aggregate computation generates 2III sets of items, where I is the set of different 

items appearing in the tuples taken considered during the computation. Pruning of unfrequent 
subsets is made at the end of the computation of all subsets. Notice, however, that clever strategies 
can be defined (e.g., computation of frequent maximal patterns [3]. 
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transaction(12-2-97, custl, beer, 10, 10). transaction(16-2-97, custl, jackets, 120,1). 
transaction(12-2-97, custl, chips, 3, 20). transaction(16-2-97, cust2, wine, 20, 1). 
transaction(12-2-97, custl, wine, 20, 2). transaction(16-2-97, cust2,pasta,4,8). 
transaction(12-2-97, cust2, Yine, 20, 2). transaction(16-2-97, cust3, chips, 3, 20). 
transaction(12-2-97, cust2, beer, 10, 10). transaction( 16-2-97, cust3,col_shirts,25,3). 
transaction(12-2-97, cust2, pasta, 2, 10). transaction(16-2-97, cust3, brown_shirts, 40, 2). 
transaction(12-2-97, cust2, chips, 3, 20). transaction(18-2-97, cust2, beer, 8, 12). 
transaction(13-2-97, cust2, jackets, 100, 1). transaction(18-2-97, cust2, beer, 10,10). 
transaction(13-2-97, cust2, col_shirts, 30, 3). transaction(18-2-97, cust2, chips, 3, 20). 
transaction(13-2-97, cust3, wine, 20, 1). transaction(18-2-97, cust2,chips,3,20). 
transaction(13-2-97, cust3, beer, 10, 5). transaction(18-2-97, cust3,pasta,2,10). 
transaction(13-2-97, cust1, chips, 3, 20). transaction( 18-2-97, custl,pasta,3,5). 
transaction(13-2-97, cust1, beer, 10 ,2). transaction(18-2-97, cust1, wine, 25, 1). 
transaction(15-2-97, cust1,pasta,2,10). transaction(18-2-97, cust1, chips, 3, 20). 
transaction(15-2-97, cust1,chips,3,10). transaction(18-2-97, cust1, beer, 10, 10). 

Table 1: A sample transaction table. 

Differently from the previous example, where transactions were grouped by customer 
and by date, the previous rules group transactions by customer. We then compute 
the frequent patterns on the restructured transactions 

itemSet(cust1,{beer,chips,jackets,pasta,wine}) 
itemSet(cust2,{beer,chips,col5 hirts,jackets,pasta,wine}) 
itemSet(cust3,{beer,brown5hirts,chips,col5hirts,pasta,wi~e}) 

obtaining, e.g., the pattern ({beer, chips, pasta, wine}, 3). 0 

Example 4.3 "Which association rules with a minimum support 3 from daily 
transactions of each customer". This can be formalized by rule (4), then query
ing rules(L,R,S,C), we obtain the association rule ({pasta},{wine},3,0.75). We 
can further postprocess the results of the aggregation query. For example, the query 
rules ( {A, B}, {beer}, S, C) computes "two-to-one" those rules where the consequent 
is the beer item. An answer is ( {chips, wine}, {beer}, 3, 1). 0 

Example 4.4 The query "find patterns from daily transactions of high-spending 
customers (i.e., customers with at least 70 of total expense ad at most 3 items 
brought), such that each pattern has at least 3 occurrences" can be formalized as 
follows: 

frequentPatterns(patterns((3, S))) +- i temSet(D, C, S, I, V), V > 70, I :S 3. 
itemSet(D, C, (I), count(I), sum(V)) +- transaction(D, C, I, P, Q), V = P * Q. 

The query frequentPatterns(F, S) returns the patterns (beer, 3), (chips, 4) and 
(beer, chips, 3) that characterize the class of high-spending customers. 0 

Example 4.5 {[9]) The query "find patterns from daily transactions of each cus
tomer, at each generalization level, such that each pattern has a given occurrency 
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depending from the generalization level" is formalized as follows: 

itemsGeneralization(O, D, C, I, P, Q) +- transaction(D, C, I, P, Q). 
itemsGeneralization(I + i,D,C,AI,P,Q) +-

itemsGeneralization(I, D, C, S, P, Q), category(S, AI). 

itemsGeneralization(I, D, C, (S)) +- i temsGeneralization(I, D, C, S, P, Q). 

freqAtLevel(I, patterns((Supp, S))) +-
i temsGeneralization(I, D, C, S), suppAtLevel(I, S). 

where the suppAtLevel predicate tunes the support threshold at a given item hier
archy. The query is the result of a tighter coupling of data prepmcessing and result 
·interpretation and postprocessing: we investigate the behaviour of rules over an item 
hierarchy. Suppose that the following t·uples define a part-of hierarchy: 

category(beer,drinks) 
category(pasta, food) 
category(jackets,wear) 
category(brown_shirts,wear) 

category(wine,drinks) 
category( chips, food) 
category(col_shirts,wear) 

Then, by querying freqAtLevel(I, F, S) we obtain, e.g., (0, beer, chips, wine, 3), 
(1,food,9), (1,drinks,7) and(1,drinks,food,6). 0 

Example 4.6 The query "find rules that are interestingly preserved by drilling
down an item hierarchy" is formalized as follows: 

rulesAtLevel(I, L, R, S, C) +- freqAtLevel(I, A, S), freqAtLevel(I, R, Si), 
subset(R, A), difference(A, R, L), C = S/S1 . 

preservedRules(L, R, S, C) +- rulesAtLevel(I + 1, Li> Ri> Si> C1), 

rulesAtLevel(I, L, R, S, C), is_a(L, L1), 

is_a(R,R1),c > Ci. 

Preserved rules are defined as those rules valid at any genemlization level, such that 
their confidence is greater than their generalization4 . 0 

5 Bayesian Classification 

Following the approach of the previous section, we are interested in developing a clas
sification construct based on the notion of user-defined aggregate. 1Ne concentrate 
here on bayesian classification. To summarize, we aim at computing the function 

where c is the target attribute and a 1, ... , an are possible values of the attributes 
of a relation r(Ai> ... , An)· By assuming that, for each i, j such that i =/= j, Ai and 

4 The choice for such an interest measure is clearly arbitrary. Other significant interest measures 
can be specified (e.g., the interest measure defined in [17].) 
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Aj are independent, the above expression is maximized by the same value c that 
maximizes the expression 

n 

mgx Prob(C =c)· II Frob( A;= a;!C =c) 
1 

By assuming that P.rob(AIB) can be estimated as count(A)jcount(B), we can then 
define the pair (Frob( A; = a;IC = c), Prob(C = c)) as a user-defined aggregate. 
Practically, we define a predicate q as 

where X1, ... , Xn, P, Y1 , .. '·, Ym, Care a subset of Z1, ... , Zk and p(Z1 , ... , Zk) is either 
an extensional or an intensional predicate. The result of such an evaluation is the 
conditional probabilities of each of the possible values of Y;, given any possible value 
of C, and a weight P associated to the tuple Y1, ... , Ym. 

\~Te can define, as usual, the single, multi and freturn predicates: 

single(bayes, (P, F, C), (P, Fs)) f- init(F, C, P, Fs). 

multi(bayes, (P, F, C), (NO, FO), (NO+ P, FN)) t- update(F, C, P, FO, FN). 

The tuple (P, C, F) represents a tuple in the database. More precisely, C is the 
target attribute, F is the collection of the relevant features and P is the weight associ
ated to the current tuple. The ini t predicate builds a list of tuples (J;, c;, nf" nc;), 
representing respectively the feature J;, the target attribute associated to c;, the 
(current) frequency nf; of];, c; and the related frequency nc; of c;. The update pred
icate updates the list FO with the tuples available from C and F. For each quadruple 
(!;, c;, nfil nc;) inFO and for each pair(!, c) where f E F, nc; is incremented if c = c; 
and nt; is incremented if both f =]; and c = c;. 

As a final result, the collected tuples allow the computation of conditional prob
abilities: 

freturn(bayes, (N, FO), (C, F, Pc, PF,c)) f-

member((F, C, CF, Cc), FO), PF,c = CF/Cc, Pc = CcfN. 

Let us considet: the extensional predicate: 

playTennis(Outlook,Temperature,Humidity,Wind,Play) 

defined in table 2 A simple classifier on such a relation is built by means of the rule 

classifier(bayes(( 1, [Outlook, Temp, Humidity, Wind], Play))) f

playTennis(Outlook, Temp, Humidity, Wind, Play). 

Example 5.1 A query classifier(C, F, Pc, PF) aga·inst such a database returns the 
answers 

(no, sunny, 0.357143, 0.6) 
(no, weak, 0.367143, 0.4) 

(yes, hot, 0.642867, 0.222222) 
(yes, rain, 0.642867, 0.444444) 

(yes, no mal, 0.642857, 0.666667) 
(no, cool, 0.367143, 0.2) 

(yes, sunny, 0.642867, 0.222222) 

(no, hot, 0.357143, 0.4) 
(no, strong, 0.367143, 0.6) 

(yes, high, 0.642857, 0.333333) 
(yes,mild, Q.642857, 0.444444) 

(yes, strong, 0.642857, 0.333333) 
(no, nomal, 0.357143, 0.2) 

(no, rain, 0.357143, 0.2) 

(no, high, 0.367143, 0.8) 
(yes, overcast, 0.642857, 0.333333) 

(yes, weak, 0.642857, 0.666667) 
(yes, cool, 0.642857, 0.333333) 

(no, overcast, 0.367143, 0.2) 
(no, mild, 0.367143, 0.4) 
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playTennis(overcast, hot, normal, weak, yes) 
playTennis(sunny, hot, high, strong, no) 
playTennis(rain, mild, high, weak, yes) 
playTennis(rain, cool, normal, strong, yes) 
playTennis(sunny, mild, high, weak, no) 
playTennis(rain, mild, normal, weak, yes) 
playTennis(overcast, mild, high, strong, yes) 

playTennis(sunny, hot, high, weak, no) 
playTennis (overcast, hot, high, weak, yes) 
playTennis(rain, cool, normal, weak, yes) 
playTennis(overcast, cool, normal, strong, no) 
playTennis(sunny, cool, normal, Yeak, yes) 
playTennis(sunny, mild, normal, strong, yes) 
playTennis(rain, mild, high, strong, no) 

Table 2: Sample playTennis facts. 

Such tuples represent a classification model that can be used to classify any new 
~~ 0 

Once the classification model is trained, the classifier can be easily built: 

classify(D, T, H, W, maxpair((P, Prob))) +-- classifier(P, 0, Prob0 , Probp), 
class if ier(P, T, Probt, Probp), classifier(P, H, Probh, Probp), 

classifier(P, W, Probu, Probp), 
Prob = Probp X Prob0 x Probt X Probh X Prob, 

where the maxpair aggregate is defined in example 2.2. The resulting predicate 
classify(F1, ... , Fn, Target) guesses the value of Target on the basis of the values 
of the interesting features F 1> ... , F n, according to the classification model defined 
by the relation classifier. 

Notice that, in general, the definition of the predicate classify depends from 
the model construction. 

classify(A1, ... , An, F 1, ... , Fm, maxpair((C, P))) +--
classifier(A1, ... , An, C, F 1> Pc, PF, ), 
classifier(A1, ... , An, C, F2 , Pc, PF2 ), 

classifier(A1, ... , An, C, Fm, Pc, PFJ, 
P = PF1 X . , . X PFm• 

In the following examples we shall omit the definition of the classify predicate, as 
it is directly derivable from the definition of classifier. 

Boosting. It is easy to build a predicate that evaluates the goodness (w.r.t. some 
quality measure) of the classifier built in the previous section. 

Example 5.2 "compute the misclassification rate of the trained model": 

misclassified(D, T, H, W, Play, Predicted) +-- testSet(D, T, H, W, Play), 
classify(D,T,H,W,Predicted),Play #Predicted. 

When run against the playTennis table, the misclassified relation returns the 
tuples 

(overcast,cool,normal,strong,no,yes) 
(overcast,mild,high,strong,yes,no) 

(rain,mild,high,strong,no,yes) 

0 
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The predicate testSet can be defined either as an extensional predicate or as an 
intensional predicate. This suggests a way for directly defining a boosting technique. 

Example 5.3 "compute an increasing sequence of classifiers such that each clas
sifier is built by increasing the weight of the tuples misclassified by the preceding 
classifier" : 

case(O, 1, 0, T, H, W, P) +--- playTennis(O, T, H, W, P). 
case(!+ 1, WW + 1, 0, T, H, W, P) +--- case(!, WW, 0, T, H, W, P), 

rnisclassified(I,O,T,H,W,P). 
case(!+ 1, WW, 0, T, H, W, P) +---case(!, WW, 0, Temp, H, W, P), 

•rnisclassified(I, 0, T, H, W, -)· 

classifier(!, bayes((WW, [o, T, H, W], P))) +---case(!, WW, 0, T, H, W, P). 
rnisclassified(I, 0, T, H, W, P) +--- case(!, WW, 0, T, H, W, P), 

classify(I,O,T,H,W,Pred),P # Pred. 

Classifiers are incrementally built and identified by the stage argument I. At each 
stage, the training-set is built by incrementing the weight of the misclassified tuples. 
In order to obtain the misclassification rate of each classifier built with the above 
technique, we have to count the misclassification rate of each classifier: 

totMisclassified(I, count(O, T, H, W, P)) +--- rniclassified(I, 0, T, H, W, P). 

The first argument of the totMisclassied predicate represents the classifier ID, and 
the second argument represents the number of tuples misclassified by the classifier. 
By considering the first 10 classifiers built we obtain the following misclassification 
rate for each classifier: 

totMisclassified(6,1) 
totMisclassified(1,3) 
totMisclassified(8,3) 
totMisclassified(7,5) 

totMisclassified(9,2) 
totMisclassified(3,2) 
totMisclassified(0,3) 

totMisclassified(4,3) 
totMisclassified(5,2) 
totMisclassified(2,3) 

0 

Example 5.4 Meta-learning mechanisms can be easily defined. train a classifier as 
a coordinator of a set of classifiers built by boosting, where each classifier has a 
votation weight depending by its misclassification rate": 

votation(O, T, H, W, C, surn(V)) +--- classify(!, 0, T, H, W, C, P), 
totMisclassified(I, T), V = 1/T. 

boostClassify(O, T, H, W, rnaxpair( ( C, N))) +--- votation(O, T, H, W, C, N). 

The misclassification rate of the boosting classifier is computed by the rule 

boostMisclassified( count( (0, T, H, W, c))) +--- playTennis(O, T, H, W, C), 
boostClassify(O, T, H, W, Pred), C # Pred. 

As a result of running the boosting classifier on table 2, the system misclassifies 
(overcast,cool,norrnal,strong,no) and (overcast,rnild,high,strong,yes). 0 
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Example 5.5 (Cross-Validation) In the following we assume that each row of 
the playTennis has an identifier I. A cross-validation technique can be used to· 
evaluate the predictzon accuracy of the classification task against a given dataset. 
Practically, we can randomly split a dataset into K different training sets and test
sets, and then compute the average prediction accuracy of the adopted classification 
method. 

crossValidate(K, N, bayes((i, [0, T, H, W], P))) +-- nthTrainingSet(K, N, 0, T, H, W, P). 

nthTrainingSet(K, N, 0, T, H, IV, P) +-- playTennis(I, 0, T, H, IV, P)-,belongs(I, K, N). 

nthTestSet(K, N, 0, T, H, W, P) +-- playTennis(I, 0, T, H, IV, P), belongs(!, K, N). 

countMisclassified(K, N, count((o, T, H, IV))) +-- nthTestSet(K, N, 0, T, H, W, P), 
classify(K,N,O,T,H,W,Pred),P # Pred. 

crossValidation(K, avg(C)) +-- countMisclassified(K, N, C). 

Here, the predicate belongs (I, K, N) specifies the splitting policy of the datasef. D 

6 Final Remark 

In this paper our primary aim was the investigation of the integration of a deductive 
query language with inductive engines. VVe have shown that the formalism of user
defined aggregates is powerful enough to model the notion of inductive database, 
and to specify flexible query answering capabilities. 

The paper was not concerned with efficiency issues, that are a major limitation 
in such integrated environments: it has been experimentally shown that special
ized algorithms (on specialized data structures) have a better performance than 
database-oriented approaches (see, e.g., [1]). Hence, in order to improve perfor
mance considerably, a thorough modification of the underlying database abstract 
machine should be investigated. Notice in fact that, with respect to ad hoc al
gorithms, when the programs specified in the previous sections are executed on a 
Datalog++ abstract machine, the only available optimizations for such programs 
are the traditional deductive databases optimizations [7]. Such optimizations tech
niques, however, need to be further improved by adding ad-hoc optimizations. For 
the purpose of this paper, we have been assuming to accept a reasonable worsening 
in performance, by describing the aggregation formalism as a semantically clean rep
resentation formalism, and demanding the computational effort to external ad-hoc 
engines [9]. This, however, is only a partial solution to the problem, in that more 
refined optimization techniques can be adopted. For example, in example 4.3, we 
can optimize the query by observing that directly computing rules with three items 
(even by counting the transaction with at least three items) is less expensive than 
computing the whole set of association rules, and then selecting those with three 
items. Some interesting steps in this direction have been made: e.g., [14] proposes 

5 For example, any tuple can be randomly assigned to any value n between 0 and n. In our 
experiment, we implemented the simple policy of specifying the test set n as composed by all the 
ctuples i such that mod(i, k) = n. 
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an approach to the optimization of datalog aggregation-based queries, and in [14] 
a detailed discussion of the problem of the optimized computation of optimized 
computation of constrained association rules is made. However, the computational 
feasibility of the proposed approach to more general cases is an open problem. 
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Abstract 

This paper reports on the use of logic program updates to models actions 

that bring about changes in knowledge states describing the world and its 
rules. The LUPS language is employed to specify concurrent update rules 

to model actions that depend on, and change, rule rich world states, not 
described simply by propositional fiuents. This language and corresponding 

semantics, whose original stable semantics we generalize to the well-founded 
setting, is briefly recapitulated here. 

The advantages of our approach to modelling actions as updates are brought 
out by a number of telling examples, especially cmiceived for the purpose. 

They have been test run in our implementation of LUPS, though the latter is 

not described here for lack of space. 

1 Introduction 

Traditionally, Logic Programming (LP) has allowed us to declaratively specify and 
query the semantics of non-monotonic Knowledge Base (KB) states. Of late, LP 
has been pressed into the service of also declaratively specifying KB updates. The 
updating of one successive KB by another is expressable through a given updating 
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sequence of generalized LPs acting on an initial KB state (1]. Generalized LPs are 
normal programs that allow for default negation in the head of rules too, so as to 
cater for negating a conclusion, and thus possibly updating it. 

Most recently, LUPS, a language for updating LPs (which itself translates into 
LP), has been deployed for describing the rule content of such updating programs. 
In LUPS, the specification of the actual update rules to be made part of an update 
program may depend on the semantics of the KB state that is being updated. 

In this setting, is natural to explore how actions, linking preconditions in one 
state to postconditions in the next, might be newly depicted as sets of update rules 
of an update program. The advantages of doing so are that: 

• Actions can act upon and produce KB states, and these are more generally 
expressed by sets of rules, not just sets of propositional fiuents. Consequently, 
rules themselves can be updated, providing for improved expressivity and nat
uralness; 

• Several actions may be enacted simultaneously, via a single update program; 

• The resulting KBs are just generalized LPs that have been implemented by 
preprocessing into normal LPs; 

• Other non-monotonic mechanisms can be combined with actions within the 
larger LP setting; 

• A precise semantics is provided by the LP theoretical setting. 

In this paper, we start by recalling the LUPS language of updates, and the 
semantics of the generalized LPs which it manipulates. The semantics of LUPS, 
briefly reviewed here, can itself be defined by translating update programs into 
sequences of generalized LPs. The meaning of the sequences of generalized LPs 
(called dynamic LPs) is given in [1], under a t-wo-valued stable semantics. 

Next in this paper, our concern with defining and implementing LUPS in a three
valued well-founded setting leads us to define a three-valued well-founded semantics 
(WFS) for generalized LPs. This allows us, namely, to obtain object language 
level models of sets of actions with undefined outcome, to rely on top-clown query 
procedures, and to plug onto existing efficient implementations of the WFS. Though 
our preprocessor implementation into normal LPs (running with the XSB system) 
is not described here for paucity of space1 , the concrete presented examples have all 
been test run with success. 

The final part of the paper proffers seven illustrative examples of how the mod
elling of actions via LP updates is achieved in LUPS in a natural and expressive 
way. Some of the examples are based on classical ones, and all are designed to bring 
out the advantages of the approach. This paper is a preliminary exploration of the 
subject, as much remains to be done, e.g. in the way of characterizing the class of 
actions being captured, on comparing LUPS with extant actions languages [7], and 
on combining actions as updates with abduction to achieve planning. Some forays 

1The implementation is available at http: //centria. di. fct. unl.pt;-jja/lups. p 
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into these topics are well under way by ourselves and others. Vve thought it useful 
and find it exciting to report back on the landmarks of our incursion so far. 

2 The language L UPS 

In this section we briefly review the "language for updat-ing logic programs", LUPS, 
defined in [2]. As explained in the introduction, LUPS is a declarative language to 
represent changes in knowledge bases represented by logic programs. 

In the LUPS framework, knowledge evolves from one state to another as a result 
of sets of (simultaneous) update commands. In order to represent negative informa
tion in logic programs and in their updates, the framework resorts to more general 
logic programs, those allowing default negation not A not just in the premises of 
their rules but in their heads as well. In [1], such programs are dubbed generalized 
logic programs, and their semantics is defined as an extension of the stable model 
semantics of normal logic programs [5] to this broader class of programs2

. To facil
itate the generalization of this semantics to a 3-valued setting (presented in section 
3 below), the usual definition of the stable model semantics of generalized logic pro
grams, presented below, is different from the original one in [1], but their equivalence 
can easily be shown, given the results in [3]. 

Definition 1 (Generalized Logic Program) A generalized logic program P in 
the language .C is a (possibly infinite) set of propositional rules of the form: 

(1) 

where L and L; are literals. A literal is either an atom A or its default negation 
not A. Literals of the form not A are called default literals. 

If none of the literals appearing in heads of rules of P are default literals, then 
the logic program P is normal. 

In order to define the semantics of generalized programs, we start by eliminating 
all default literals in heads. 

Definition 2 Let Z be the language obtained from the language .C of a generalized 
logic program P by adding for each propositional symbol A the new symbol A. P 
is the normal program obtained from the generalized program P through replacing 
every negative head not A by A. 

The definition of the stable models of generalized programs can now be obtained 
from the stable models of the program P. The idea is quite simple: since P is a 
normal program, its stable models can be obtained by the usual Gelfond-Lifschitz 
definition [5]; afterwards, all it remains to do is to interpret the A atoms in the 
stable models of P as the default negation of A. Since atoms of the form A never 
appear in the body of rules of P, this task is quite simple: if A is true in a stable 

2The class of generalized logic programs can be viewed as a special case of a yet broader class 
of programs introduced earlier in [6]. 
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model then not A must also be true in it (i.e. A cannot belong to the stable model); 
if A is false in a stable model, then no rule in P imposes not A, and so the valuation 
of A in the stable model is independent of the existence of rules for A. 

Definition 3 (Stable models of generalized logic programs) Let P be a gen
eralized logic program, and let I be a stable model of P (i.e. I be such that I= f-pi) 
such that for no atom A both A and A belong to I. The model M, obtained from I 
by deleting from it all atoms of the form A, is a stable model of P. 

As proven in [1], the class of stable models of generalized logic programs extends 
the class of stable models of normal programs [5] in the sense that, for the special 
case of normal programs both semantics coincide. 

In LUPS, knowledge states, each represented by a generalized logic program, 
evolve due to sets of update commands. By definition, and without loss of generality 
[2], the initial knowledge state K So is empty and, in it, all predicates are assumed 
false by default. Given a current knowledge state KS;, its successor state is produced 
as a result of the occurence of a non-empty set U of simultaneous update commands. 
Thus, any knowledge state is solely determined by the sequence of sets of updates 
commands performed from the initial state onwards. Accordingly, each non-initial 
state can be denoted by:' 

n>O 

where each U; is a set of update commands. 
Update commands specify assertions or retractions to the current knowledge state 

(i.e. the one resulting from the last update performed). In LUPS a simple assertion 
is represented as the command: 

(2) 

Intuitively, its meaning is that if the precondition Lk+1 , ... , Lm is true in the current 
state, then the rule L +- L1, ... , Lk is added to its successor state, and persists by 
inertia, until possibly retracted or overridden by some future update command.· 

In order to represent rules and facts that do not persist by inertia, i.e. that are 
one-state events, L UPS includes the modified form of assertion: 

(3) 

The retraction of rules is performed with the update command: 

retract [event] (L +- L1, ... , Lk) when (Lk+b ... , Lm) (4) 

Its meaning is that, subject to precondition Lk+l, ... , Lm (verified at the current 
state) rule L +- L1, ... , Lk is either retracted from its successor state onwards, or 
just temporarily retracted in the successor state (if governed by event). 
· Normally assertions represent newly incoming information. Although its effects 

remain by inertia (until countervened or retracted), the assert command itself does 
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not persist. However, some update commands may desirably persist in the successive 
consecutive updates. This is especially the case of laws which, subject to some 
preconditions, are always valid, or of rules describing the effects of an action. In the 
former case, the update command must be added to all sets of updates, to guarantee 
that the rule remains indeed valid. In the latter case, the specification of the effects 
must be added to all sets of updates, to guarantee that, when the action takes place, 
its effects are enforced. 

To specify such persistent update commands, LUPS introduces the commands: 

always [event] (L +- LlJ ... , Lk) when (Lk+1, ... , Lm) (5) 

(6) 

The first states that, from the current state onwards, in addition to any newly 
arriving set of commands, whenever the preconditions are verified, the persistent 
rule is added too. The second command cancels this persistent update. 

Definition 4 (LUPS language(2]) An update program in LUPS is a finite se
quence of updates: 

U10 .. . 0Un 

each update U; being a non-empty set of (simultaneous) commands of the forms 
(2)-(5). 

Any knowledge state K Bq (0 :::; q :::; n) resulting from an update program U1 0 
... 0 Un can be queried via: 

holds(LIJ ... , Lm) at q? 

The query is true iff the conjunction of its literals holds at K Bq. 
The semantics of LUPS (2] is defined by translating update programs into se

quences of generalized logic programs. The meaning of such sequences of programs 
(called dynamic logic programs) is determined by the semantics defined in [1]. Al
ternatively, (2] also defines the semantics of update programs as the stable models of 
a generalized logic program (written in a meta-language) obtained from the update 
program. Here we simply recap the first alternative. 

A dynamic program [1] is a sequence P0 EB ... EB Pn (also denoted EB P, where 
P is a set of generalized logic programs indexed by 1, ... , n and P0 = {}). The 
notion of "Dynamic program update at a given states", represented by EBs P, pre
cisely characterizes a generalized logic program whose stable models correspond to 
the meaning of the dynamic program when queried at state s. If some literal or 
conjunction of literals ¢> holds in all stable models of EBs P, we write EBs P Fsm ¢>. 

The translation into a dynamic program is made by induction, starting from 
the empty program P0 , and for each update U;, given the already built dynamic 
program P0 EB ... EB P;-IJ determining the resulting program P0 EB ... EB P;_1 EB P;. 
To cope with persistent update commands we will further consider, associated with 
every dynamic program in the inductive construction, a set containing all currently 
active persistent commands, i.e. all those that were not cancelled until that point 
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in the construction, from the time they were introduced. To be able to retract 
rules, we need to uniquely identify each such rule. This is achieved by augmenting 
the language of the resulting dynamic program with a new propositional variable 
"rule(L +- L1 , ... , Ln)" for every rule L +- L1 , ... , Ln appearing in the original 
LUPS program3 . 

Definition 5 (Translation into dynamic programs) Let U = U1 ® ... ® Un be 
an update program. The corresponding dynamic program T(U) = P = Po EB ... EB Pn 
is obtained by the following inductive construction, using at each step i an auxiliary 
set of persistent commands PCi: 

Base step: P0 = {} with PC0 = {}. 

Inductive step: Let Pi = P0 EB ... EB Pi with set of persistent commands PCi be 
the translation of Ui = U1 ® ... ® Ui. The translation of Ui+1 = U1 ® ... ® Ui+1 zs 
Pi+l = P0 EB ... EB Pi+1 with set of persistent commands PCi+l, where PCi+l is: 

PCi U {assert [event] (R) when (C) : always [event] (R) when (C) E Ui+1 } 

-{assert [event] (R) when (C): cancel (R) when (D) E Ui+l !\ EBi Pi Fsm D} 
-{assert [event] (R) when (C) :retract (R) when (D) E Ui+1 !\ EBi Pi Fsm D} 

{R, rule(R) :assert [event] (R) when (C) E NUi+1 !\ EBi Pi Fsm C} 
U {not rule(R) : retract [event] (R) when (C) E NUi+1 !\ EBi Pi Fsm C} 
U {notrule(R): assert event (R) when (C) E NUi !\ EBi-1 Pi-1 Fsm C} 
U {rule(R): retract event (R) when (C) E NUi !\ EBi-1 Pi-1 Fsm C, rule(R)} 

where R denotes a generalized logic program rule, and C and D a conjunction of 
literals. In the inductive step, if i = 0 the last two lines are ommitted. In that case 
NUi does not exist. 

Definition 6 (LUPS semantics) Let U be an update program. A query 

holds(Ll! ... , Ln) at q 

is true in U iff Etlq T(U) Fsm L1, ... , Ln. 

From the results on dynamic programs in [1], it is clear that LUPS generalizes 
the language of updates of "revision programs" defined in [9]. 

3 Note that, by definition, all such rules are ground and thus the new variable uniquely identifies 
the rule, where rule/1 is a reserved predicate. 
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3 Generalization to the 3-valued case 

In order to implement LUPS and run our examples, as explained in the introduction, 
we first generalize the semantics of update programs to a 3-valued setting. Since 
the semantics may be defined in terms of a translation into a single generalized logic 
program, whose semantics is the (2-valued) stable models one, all that needs doing 
is to generalize the semantics of logic programs with default negation in the heads 
to a 3-valued setting. The resulting update program semantics is established on the 
well-founded semantics [4] instead of on stable models. 

In fact, like in the alternative semantics definition for update programs, the whole 
point is to provide a meaning to sequences of update commands by means of suc
cessive program transformations (that reflect the changes due to commands). The 
meaning is then obtained by applying the stable models semantics to the successive 
resulting generalized logic programs. In order to assign a different meaning, based 
on another object level semantics, all is required is to apply another semantics to 
the obtained programs. However, it is essential that this other semantics be a se
mantics for generalized programs (not the case of the well-founded semantics as 
defined by [4], which applies to normal programs only). So, below we generalize the 
well-founded semantics to the class of generalized logic programs, via an alternating 
fixpoint operator, based on the Gelfond-Lifschitz f-operator. 

A naive generalization of the well-founded semantics would simply be to consider 
the fixpoints of the compound operator f 2 for the transformed programs P, and 
then removing all fixpoints where, for some atom, both A and A held. In fact, for 
normal programs, the least fixpoint of f 2 (where r is the Gelfond-Lifschitz oper
ator) provides the well-founded semantics. However this naive definition does not 
engender intuitive results: 

Example 1 Consider the generalized program P: 

a+- notb b +-nota nota+-

According to the naive semantics, the well-founded model would be {not a}. In this 
case, since not a is true, one would expect b to be true as well. 

In the definition of stable models for generalized programs, whenever an atom A 
is true in some interpretation I (in the extended language Z), and since by definition 
A r¢ I, it is guaranteed that when applying the f-operator all occurences of not A 
are removed from rule bodies. In other words, whenever A is true, A is assumed 
false by default in rule bodies. In the well-founded semantics, one has to make sure 
that, whenever A belongs to a fixpoint of f 2

, all literals not A in the bodies must 
be ensured true. In other words, whenever A belongs to a fixpoint I of f 2

, A must 
not belong to f(I). This is easily guaranteed by using a semi-normal version of the 
program: 

Definition 7 (Semi-normal program) The semi-normal version Ps of a normal 
program P is obta·ined by adding to the body of each rule in P with head A (resp. 
A) the literal not A (resp. not A). 
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Definition 8 (Partial stable models of generalized programs) Let I be a set 
of atoms in the language Z such that: 

1. I= f-p(r Ps(I)) 

2. I~ rPs(I) 

Then the 3-valued model M = T U not F is a partial stable model of the generalized 
program P, where not {A 1 , ... , An} stands for {not A 1 , ... , not An}, and: 

• T is obtained from I by deleting all atoms of the form A; 

• F is the set of all atoms A that do not belong to r Ps (I); 

With this definition there is no need to explicitly discard interpretations com
prising both A and A for some atom A. These are already filtered by condition 2. 
Indeed, if both A and A belong to I then, because in Ps all rules with head A (resp. 
A) have not A (resp. not A) in the body, neither A nor A belong tor Ps(I), and thus 
condition 2 fails to hold. 

Definition 9 (Well-founded model of generalized programs) The well 
founded model of a generalized program P is the set-inclusion least partial stable 
model of P. The well-founded model can be obtained by iterating the {compound) 
operator f-pf Ps starting from empty, and constructing lvf from the so obtained least 
fixpoint. · 

Example 2 The well-founded model of the program in example 1 is {b, not a}. In 
fact: f-p8

({}) = {a,b,a}, f-p({a,b,a}) = {a}, f-p8
({a}) = {b,a}, f-p({b,a}) = 

{b,a}. Accordingly, by definition, its well-founded model is {b,nota}. Note in the 
3rd application of the operator above, how the semi-normality of the program is 
instrumental to guarantee the truth of b. 

4 Examples 

In this section we muster a variety of examples of application of LUPS to the rep
resentation of actions. In fact actions can be described by persistent updates (laws) 
which relate the state where the actions happened with the successor state where 
the consequences hold. In the examples we are assuming all persistent commands 
not explicitly linked to a knowledge state to belong to U1. Moreover whenever is 
referred a knowledge state Ui which was not defined previously it is assumed to be 
equal to assert (true). 

4.1 Twice fined 

A car-driver looses his licence after a second fine. He can regain the licence if he 
goes for a refresh course at the drivers school. 
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In order to represent this problem it is necessary to introduce a new predicate, 
"probation", which holds after the first fine takes place. The fine action is repre
sented by two persistent update commands: 

always (probation) when (fined) 

always (not licence) when (fined, probation). 

The first rule means probation becomes true after a fine and the second rule means 
the driver looses his licence after a fine if he is an probation. 

The attend_school action is represented by the two persistent update commands: 

always (licence) when (attend_school). 

always (not probation) when (attend_school). 

These rules mean that after attending school the driver has a licence and he is not 
in a probation state. 

Imagine the sequence of non-persistent update commands: 

ul assert event (attend_school) 

u2 assert event (fine) 

u3 assert event (fine) 

u4 assert event (attend_school) 

As intended, licence holds in state 1, 2, 4 and not licence holds in state 3 (after two 
fines). 

4.2 Timers 

In this example we represent timers using LUPS. Timers are started by the action 
on_for(N) which means the timer will be on for the next N states. This notion can 
be captured by the three persistent rules: 

always event (on_for(M)) when (on_for(N), N > 0, minus(N, 1, M)) 

This rule states the timer is on for M states if it was on for N = M + 1 states in 
the previous state. minus( A, B, C) is a auxiliary predicate meaning that Cis equal 
to A minus B. 

Timers are onifthey are on_Jor(N), where N > 0: 

always (on +-- on_for(N), N > 0) 

and switched off when N = 0 

always (not on +-- on_for(O)) 

Consider the sequence of updates: 

U1 : assert event (on_for(2)) 

As intended, on holds in state 1, 2 and not on holds in state 3. 
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4.3 Suitcase 

There is a suitcase, with two latches, which opens whenever both latches are up, 
and there is an action of toggling applicable to each latch [8]. This situation is 
represented by the three persistent commands: 

always (open+-- up(ll), up(l2)) 

always (up(L)) when (not up(L), toggle(L)) 

always (not up(L)) when (up(L), toggle(L)) 

In the initial situation ll is down, l2 is up, and the suitcase is closed: 

U1 = {assert (not up(ll)), assert ( up(l2)), assert (not open)} 

Suppose there are now two simultaneous toggling actions: 

U2 ={assert event (toggle(ll)),assert event (toggle(l2))} 

and afterwards there is still another l2 toggling action: 

u3 ={assert event (toggle(l2))} 

In the knowledge state 2 we'll have up(ll), not up(l2) and the suitcase is not open. 
Only after U3 will latch 12 be up and the suitcase open. 

4.4 Lift 

A simple lift allowing simultaneous requests will be modeled. 
The basic action is the push button one which starts a request: 

always (request(X)) when (push(X)) 

The request holds until it is satisfied by a non-inertial go action: 

always event (go(F)) when (request(F),preferred(F)) 

always (not Tequest(F) +-- go(F)) 

The first rule means that a non-inertial go action to a specific floor is performed 
when there is a request for that floor and the floor is the preferred one to go next. 
Moreover, the go action cancels the Teq·uest. 

The preferred predicate singles out the preferred floor from requested ones: 

always (pTejerTed(F) +-- request( F), not better_request(F)). 

always (betteT _request( F) +-- request(Fl), betteT(Fl, F)). 

These rules mean that a floor is the preferred one if there aren't better requested 
floors. Vve are assuming the existence of a partial order between the floors. 
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The go(X) action causes the lift to be at the intended floor at the next state: 

always (at(F)) when (go(F)) 

always (not at(X)) when (go( F), dif f(X, F)) 

We conjure the following situation (assuming floor 1 is better than floor 2 which 
is better than floor 3): 

U1 assert ( at(1)). 

assert event (push(2)) 

assert event (push(3)) 

U2 : assert event (push(1)) 

At knowledge state 1 there are two pending requests: request(2) and request(3). 
Request 2 is the preferred one and is served at the state 3: go(2). At state 2 there 
are also two requests: request(3) and request(1). As request(1) is the preferred 
one, it is first served: go(1). Finally, request(3) is acted on: go(3). 

4.5 Dialogue 

LUPS can be used to model dialogue interchange between agents. First, it is nec
essary to describe the different speech acts and some behaviour rules, namely how 
the information is transferred between the agents [10). 

In this example we exhibit a simple dialogue where an agent informs another 
about a property P contradictory with his previous beliefs. We assume cooperative 
agents. 

This rule represents the inform speech act: 

always (bel(H, bel(S, P))) when (inform(S, H, P)) 

It means that, after an inform speech act, the hearer starts to believe the speaker 
believes in the so informed proposition. 

Next we describe how information is transferred between agents: 

always (bel(A, P)) when (bel(A, bel(B, P))) 
always (not bel(A, Q) +--incompatible(?, Q)) when (bel(A, Q), bel(A, bel(B, P))) 

These rules mean that a cooperative agent always accepts the transmitted informa
tion and cancels his previous beliefs if they are incompatible with the new ones. For 
instance, it is incompatible for an agent to be at two different places simultaneously: 

always (incompatible(at(P1,A),at(P2,A)) +-- P1 =1- P2) 

Suppose in state 1 agent a believes agent b is at the hospital: 

U1 :assert (bel( a, at(hospital, b))) 

But agent c informs a that b is at home: 

U2 :assert event (inform(c, a, at( home, b))) 
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In state 2 bel(a, at( home, b)) will hold as a consequence of the inform speech act 
and the information transference rule. bel (a, at( hospital, b)) will not hold, assuming 
incompatibility between at(home, X) and at( hospital, X). 

As shown, with this approach it is possible to model the acquisition of information 
from other agents in a dialogue situation. 

4.6 Contradictory advice- 3-valued updating 

This example models a situation where an agent receives advice from two sources: 
father and mother. The agent's. expected behaviour is to perform an action unless 
it is contradicted by other advice. 

The following persistent update commands can be used to model the desired 
behavior (for simplicity, we are assuming fathers usually give positive advice and 
mothers negative advice): 

always (do( A) +-- father _advises(A), not dont(A)) 

always (dont(A) +-- mother_advises(noA), not do(A)) 

Suppose the father advises buying stocks and the mother advises not to do so: 

U1 = {assert event (! atheT _advises(buy)), asseTt event ( motheT _advises( no buy))} 

In this situation do(buy) and do(no buy) become undefined and the agent does 
not perform any action. 

4.7 Conscientious objector- a rule update example 

Consider the situation where someone is conscripted if he is draftable and healthy. 
Moreover a person is draftable when he has a specific age. However, after some time, 
the law changes and ·a person is not conscripted if he is a conscientious objector. 

U1 always (drajtable(X)) when (of_age(X)) 

asseTt (conscripted(X) f-- d-rajtable(X), healthy(X)) 
U2 assert (healthy(a)). 

asseTt (healthy(b)). 
asseTt (of_age(b)). 

assert ( conscientious_obj ector (a)). 
assert (conscientious_objector(b)). 

u4 assert (of_age(a)). 

U5 assert (not conscripted(X) +-- conscientious_objector(X)) 

In state 3, b is conscripted but after the U5 assertion his situation changes and 
not conscripted takes hold. On the other hand, a is never conscripted. 
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Abstract 

Modular properties of term rewriting systems have been extensively studied 
in the literature by mostly aiming at defining suitable syntactic criteria on 
the structure of the rewrite rules. This paper presents a transformation from 
term rewriting systems into "equivalent" order-sorted term rewriting systems, 
in the sense that derivations to normal form are preserved. This approach sug
gests a more semantic way of characterizing combinations of order-sorted term 
rewriting systems, for which we are able to prove a result on the modularity 
of termination. 

Keywords: term rewriting systems, orde1·-sorted rewriting, termination, 
modularity. 

1 Introduction 

Term rewriting systems naturally arise in several fields in computer science, from the 
design of functional programming languages to theorem proving, from specification 
languages to analysis tools. The basic theory underlying the use of term rewriting 
systems is well-established [5, 2] and several extensions have been proposed in order 
to enhance the applicability of term rewriting techniques [13, 8, 17, 22, 24, 18, 20]. 

Very often there is the need of dealing with sets of terms which have some kind 
of algebraic structure, thus allowing the representation of more complex data. This 
structure can be more or less informative, e.g. types versus ordered sorts, and the 
aim is to gain expressive power in the specification, while preserving the intuitive 
simplicity of rewriting. At the same time the augmented expressive power should 
help in proving properties of the specifications. 
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The typical studied properties are termination and confluence, or special cases 
of these. An important aspect of these properties is their modularity, that is the 
properties are preserved under combinations of rewrite systems. As discussed in [14], 
the modularity of properties facilitates both the analysis and the synthesis of large 
systems (or programs). On the one hand, in order to verify whether a system R has 
a property P, one can decompose R into suitable subsystems and check whether 
they satisfy P (divide-and-conquer approach). On the other hand, given a system 
R that has the property P, if R is extended with new rules, it is sufficient to verify 
that the new rules satisfy P to derive the property for the whole extended system 
(incremental development approach). 

The combinations of re·write systems vary from systems with a disjoint union of 
signatures to more complex, hierarchical combinations of rewrite systems, through 
systems with common constructors [25, 7, 26, 23, 19, 6, 21, 4, 14, 9, 1]. The ter
mination property has a strong negative result: even when considering the most 
restricted form of combination, i.e. disjoint union of systems, termination is not 
modular, as shown by Toyama's counterexample [25]: 1 

Example 1.1 Let R1 and R2 be the rewrite systems: 

R1 { f(O, 1, x)-+ f(x, x, x) } 

Rz {g(x,y)-+x, g(x,y)-+y} 

over signatures F1 = {!, 0, 1} and F2 = {g} respectively. F1 n F2 = 0, R1 and R2 

are terminating but their disjoint union R1 U R2 is not, as shown by the following 
infinite derivation: 

f(O, 1, g(O, 1)) -+ R, u R2 f(g(O, 1 ), g(O, 1), g(O, 1)) -+ R, u R2 

f(O, g(O, 1 ), g(O, 1)) -+ R1 uR2 f(O, 1, g(O, 1)) -+ R1 uR2 ••• 

In the literature several criteria have been developed in order to guarantee modu
larity. These criteria are often given at a syntactic level by relying on the form of 
terms which occur in the rules of the systems and using a detailed inspection of the 
structure of the terms. Frequently, it is difficult to understand intuitively how these 
syntactic criteria interact. 

In this paper we present a transformation of rewrite systems into suitable order
sorted rewrite systems [12]. The aim is to add more structure (i.e. the sorts) to the 
rewrite rules and the terms to be rewritten. In this way, we obtain an order-sorted 
system which is equivalent to the original unsorted one with respect to derivations 
to normal form. This means that every derivation to normal form in the unsorted 
system can be simulated by a derivation in the order-sorted system that reaches the 
same normal fmm. The order-sorted system can, on one hand, have properties that 
the original one does not have (e.g. termination) and, on the other hand, allows 
a different combination of systems, for which more general modularity results for 
termination can be proved. Our result is the modularity of termination for a subclass 
of order-sorted rewrite systems. 

1 Confluence is instead modular for the disjoint union of rewrite systems. 
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The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic definitions 
about unsorted and order-sorted term rewriting. The transformation (that will be 
often referred to as the translation) from an unsorted system into an order-sorted 
one is given in Section 3. The translation is proved to be correct and some other 
properties are investigated. The completeness of the translation is shown for a 
significant subclass of rewrite systems and under the hypothesis of termination for 
the resulting order-sorted systems. A combination with common constructors of the 
systems resulting from the translation is defined in Section 4, and the modularity 
of its termination is proved in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions 
and presents future work. 

2 Basic Definitions 

We assume familiarity with the basic notions of unsorted term rewriting and their 
extension to order-sorted rewriting. We summarize the most relevant definitions 
below and refer to [5, 2, 8, 17, 22] for more details. 

An unsorted signature is a set of function symbols F = Un Fn where Fn is the 
set of symbols of arity n. Let I(F, 11) be the set of finite and first-order terms 
with function symbols F and variables 11. The root symbol of a term t E /(F, 11) 
is root(t) = t if t E 11 U F 0 and root(t) = f if t = j(t1 , ... , tn) for some f E Fn 
and t1 , ... ,tnE/(F,11). A context Cis a term in /(FU{D},11), where D(j_F is 
a new symbol representing "holes". Given a context C with n occurrences of D 
and t1 , ... , tn E /(F, 11), the term C[t1 , ... , tn] is obtained by replacing, from left to 
right, then occurrences of D with t1 , ... , tn. 

A rewrite system or term rewriting system (TRS) R is any set { (l;, r;) I li, ri E 
I(F, 11), l; (j11, Var(r;) ~ 1/ar(l;)}. The pairs (li, ri) are called rewrite rules and 
written l;--+ r;. The rewriting relation --+ R over /(F, 11) is defined as the least 
relation containing R that is closed under context application and substitution. A 
term t rewrites to a term u, written t--+ R u (or simply t--+ u), if there exists a rule 
l--+ r in R, a substitution cr and a sub term tip (called red ex) at the position p, such 

that tip = crl and u = t[crr]p· Let -4 and ..; denote the transitive and transitive
reflexive closure of--+, respectively. A TRS R is terminating if there is no infinite 
derivation t 1 --+ t 2 --+ ... in R. A term t is in R-normal form if there is no term u 
such that t--+ u. A term u is an R-normal form oft if t ..; u and u is in R-normal 

form. An innermost rewriting step t --4 R u is defined as t--+ R u at a position p of t 
such that every subterm of tiP is irreducible (i.e. for each position q of t such that 
q > p, tiq is irreducible). A TRS R is called ground if for each rule l--+ r in R, l and 
r are ground terms, i.e. Var(l) = Var(r) = 0. 

An order-sorted signature I: is a triple (Sr., ::=;r,, :Fr.) where Sr. is a set of sorts, 
::=;r, is a partial ordering on Sr. (which is the least transitive-reflexive closure of a 
set of subsort declarations s1 :::; s2 with s1, s2 E Sr,), and :Fr. is a set of functions 
f: s1 ... Sn--+ s with arity s1 ... Sn E Sf and coarity s E Sr,. If n = 0, i.e. f is a 
constant, we write f: s. The length of the arity of a function f is denoted by a(J). 

For each sort s E Sr,, we assume that there is an infinite set of variables X. 
of sort s. The set of all sorted variables is defined as X = UsESEX.. The set 
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T(L-, X) 8 of terms of sort s is the least set such that Xs' ~ T(L-, X)s if s' ::;I: s, and 
f(ti, ... , tn) E T(L-, X)s if there exists f E :FI;, f: s1 ... Sn--+ s', s' ::;I: sand t1, ... , tn 
are terms of sorts s1, ... , sn respectively. The set of all (well- formed) terms is defined 
as T(L-, X) = UsESE T(L-, X)s· 

·we denote that a term t is of sort s by t: s. A signature L- is regular if all terms 
tET(L-,X) have a unique least sort, denoted by .CS(t), i.e. the set {sIt: s} has a 
unique minimal element. 

An order-sorted rewrite rule is a triple (Y, l, r), where Y is a variable set and 
l, r E T(L-, X) with .CS(l) and .CS(r) in the same connected component of (SI:, ::;I:) 
and such that Var(r) ~ Var(l) ~ Y. An order-sorted rule is written YY. I-+ r, or 
simply I-+ r if Var(l) = Y. 

An order-sorted term rewriting system (OS-TRS) is a pair T = (L-, R) where L- is 
an order-sorted signature and n is a set of order-sorted rewrite rules. An OS-TRS 
T defines an order-sorted rewriting relation --+r on T(L-, X) as follows: t --+r u with 
a rule l--+ r at a position p if (i) there exists a substitution cr: Y--+ T(L-, X) such 
that tiP = crl and u = t[crr]p, and (ii) there is a sort s such that, for any variable 
x: s, t[x]p is a well-formed term and crl, err E T(L-, X) 8 • 

An OS-TRS T is soTt-decreasing if t --+r u implies .CS(t)?. .CS( u) for all terms 
t, u E T(L-, X). For example, T = (L-, R) with L- = ( { s~, s2 }, { s1 :::; s 2}, {a: s2 , b: s1, 
f:s 2 --+s2 , g:s2 --+s2}) and n = {a--+b, f(x)--+g(x)}, is sort-decreasing. Sort
decreasingness is an important property of OS-TRSs, as it ensures the soundness of 
rewriting. 

3 Translating TRSs into OS-TRSs 
In this section the translation of an unsorted TRS into an OS-TRS is first defined. 
The correctness of the translation is then proved and some of its properties are 
investigated. The completeness of the translation is finally shown for a subclass of 
TRSs. 

The definition of the translation is based on the syntactic distinction between 
defined symbols and constructor symbols in a given signature. This distinction is 
fixed by the rules of the TRS defined on such a signature: 

Definition 3.1 FaT any TRS RF = (F, R) the rules of R paTtition F into a set 
D = {·root(l) ll--+ r E R} of defined symbols and a set C = F \ D of constructor 
symbols. 

Example 3.2 The TRS RF = (F, R) with F = { +, 0, s} and R = { x + 0--+ x, 
x+s(y)--+s(x+y)} is a TRS, whereD={+} andC={O,s}. 

The terms in T(C, V), i.e. those terms containing only constructor symbols from 
C in a signature F =CUD, will be called C-terms. 

Remark. Let RF be a TRS where F =CUD. If tis a C-term, then tis in RF
normal form. Obviously, the opposite implication is not true, that is an RF-normal 
form is not necessarily a C-term. 
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Example 3.3 Given the TRS RF = {x+O-+ x, s(x)+y-+ s(x+y)} where D = { +} 
and C = {0, s}, the term t = s( s(O)) + s(O) can be rewritten as follows: s( s(O)) + 
s(O)-+ s( s(O) + s(O))-+ s( s(O + s(O))). The resulting term is in RF -normal form but 
is not a. C -term. 

We now define how to convert an unsorted TRS into an OS-TRS. 

Definition 3.4 Given a TRS RF = (F, R) with F =CUD, the order-sorted trans
lation T =(I:, R) is the following OS-TRS: 

I: ( {Se, SF}, {Se::; SF},.FE) where 
n n 

,..--"--.., ,..--"--.., 

:F~:, {c: se ... se --+Se, c: SF ... sF -+SF cEC, a(c) =n} 
n 

,..--"--.., 

u { f : SF ... sF --+ sF I f E D l a (f) = n } 

R {p(l)-+p(r) jl-+rER} 

where p: 'T(F, 11)-+ 'T(L:, X5c) is defined as follows: 

p(x) 

p(f(tl! ... , tn)) 

Xsc E Xsc for all x E 11 
f(p(tl), ... , p(tn)) for all f E Fn and t1, ... , tn E 'T(F, 11). 

Thus, p translates unsorted terms into order-sorted terms by renaming every variable 
in 11 into the corresponding variable in X5 c of sort se. The set of all sorted variables 
X2: is defined as X5 c U X5 F. In the order-sorted framework, sorting the variables in 
R with se implies that they can be instantiated only with C-terms. The notion of 
C-term is extended to order-sorted terms in the sense that t E /(I:, X2:) is a C-term 
if no f E .F~:, that corresponds to a defined symbol f E D occurs in t. 

Example 3.5 The order-sorted translation of the TRS RF in Example 3.2 is T = 
(I:, R), where: 

I: ({Nate, NatF}, {Nate::; NatF}, .F2:) 

.F2: { 0 : Nate, 0 : N atF, s : Nate -+ Nate, s : N atF -+ N atF, 

+ : NatF NatF-+ NatF} 

R { XNatC + 0-+ XNatC, 

X NatC + s(YNatC) -+ s(x NatC + YNatC) } 

The following lemmas provide useful properties (from an order-sorted perspective) 
of the order-sorted translation of a TRS. 

Lemma 3.6 Given a TRS RF with F =CUD, the corresponding OS-TRS T is 
regular and sort-decreasing. 
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Proof. The signature of T is regular since, given any term t E /(2:,, XL:), if the 
function symbols in tare only constructors from C, then .CS(t) = S 0

, otherwise t 
has a defined symbol from D and .CS( t) = SF. 
The OS-TRS T is sort-decreasing as the root of the left-hand side of each rule is in 
D. Hence, each instance of any left-hand side is of sort SF, while each instance of 
the corresponding right-hand side can be either of sort SF or of sort S0 . Thus, the 
rules in T are sort-decreasing. 

Lemma 3.7 IjtE/(L,,XL:) is a C-term and Var(t) s;;X5c, then .CS(t) = S 0 . 

Om' translation only performs term reductions which are possible in RF on the 
corresponding unsorted term. The following proposition states the correctness of 
the translation. 

Proposition 3.8 Let RF be a TRS and T its order-sorted translation. Every 
derivation in T over T(L,, XL:), t1 --+r t2 --+r ... --+r tk--+ ... , is also a derivation 
in RF. 

Proof. Let t 1 be a term in /(L,, X1;) for which there exists a (possibly infinite) 
derivation t1 --+r t 2 --+r ... --+r tk --+ . . .. Consider a generic rewriting step in the 
derivation: if ti --+r ti+ 1 ( i ~ 1), then there exists a position p of ti, a rule l --+ r E T 
and a substitution (J such that t;jp = (J[ and ti+l = ti[(Jr]p· The rules ofT derive 
from those of RF according to Definition 3.4, i.e. l = pl' and r = pr' for some rule 
l'--+ r' E RF. Hence, t;jp = ((J o p)l' for some position p of ti, rule l'--+ r' E RF and 
substitution (J1 = (J o p. This implies ti--+ RF ti+1 = ti[((J o p)r']p· 

However, an unsorted TRS RF and its OS-TRS translation T are not equivalent 
in general, in the sense that they do not have the same normal forms. Obviously, 
when comparing the normal forms, sorts are not taken into account. 

Example 3.9 The TRS RF (Example 3.2} and its order-sorted translation T (Ex
ample 3.5) are not equivalent, as neither X Nate + s(xNatc + YNatc) nor XNatF + 
s( x N atF + y N atF) can be rewritten in T, while the unsorted term x + s ( x + y) is not a 
normal form in RF, as shown by the rewriting step x + s(x + y)--+ RF s(x + (x + y)). 

Thus, the set of derivations in T is a subclass of those in RF. In general, deriva
tions in RF and in T are not the same because, when translating RF into T, informa
tion is added about the sort of variables. This restricts the class of rewritings that 
can be performed. If we consider a ground TRS RF, then there is no discrimination 
between derivations in RF and derivations in T. 

Example 3.10 Consider the TRS [4]: 

RF = {f(b)--+ f(g(a)), g(a)--+ b, b--+ g(c)} 

where D = {!, g, b} and C = {a, c}. Its order-sorted translation T = (L,, R) is: 

;:, ({S0 ,SF},{S0 sSF},F1;) 

:FL; { a : S0 , a : SF 1 C : S0 
1 C : SF, 

b : SF' g : SF --7 SF' j : $F --7 SF } 

n { f(b)--+ J(g(a)), g(a)--+ b, b--+ g(c)} 
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As the rules in RF and in T are exactly the same, any derivation possible in RF is 
also possible in T, and vice versa. 

Proposition 3.11 If RF is a ground TRS, then ----tr = ----'t RF, where T is the order
sorted translation of RF. 

Proof. From Proposition 3.8 it follows that ----'tr ~ ----'t RF, and ----'t RF ~ ----'tr holds 
because the rules of T are exactly those of RF. 

Proposition 3.12 Let RF be a TRS that contains a rule l----t r with Var(l) -1-0. Let 
T be the order-sorted translation of RF. Then ----'tr C ----'t RF. 

Proof. Given the rule l----t r, we can write l as C[x1 , ... , xn] for some context C and 
variables x1 , ... , Xn. The translation of l ----'t r is a rule l' ----'t -r' such that l' = pl = 
C[x1

5
c, ... , Xn

5
c ]. Consider any term t = C[t1, ... , tn] where eacl~ t; replaces X; 

(1 ::=; i ::=; n) and ·with at least one of the t; such that t; is not a C-term, i.e. t; contains 
at least a defined symbol. In this case it is not possible to apply a rewriting step on 
the whole term tinT, while it is possible to rewrite tin RF. 

A particular TRS is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.13 A TRS RF with F =CUD is a constructor system (CS) if eve-ry 
left-hand side f(t1 , ... , tn) of the -rules in RF is such that t1 , ... , tn E /(C, 11). 

Proposition 3.14 Let RF be a CS and T its orde-r-sorted t-ranslation. Each rewrit
ing step in T is an innermost -rew-riting step in RF. 

Proof. Let RF = (F,R) be a CS with F =CUD and T =(I:, R) its order-sorted 
translation. Each rule l' ----'t r' E R is such that l' = pl and -r' = pr for some rule 
l----t T E R. Let t, u E /(I:, XE) be terms such that t ----'tr u. Then, there exists a rule 
l' ----'t r' E R, a substitution a-' and a position p' of t such that tip' = a-'l' = a-1 (pl) for 
some rule l----t T E R. Hence, tip' = j(t1, ... , tn) for some fED and all t1, ... , tn are 

C-terms of sort S0 by definition of R and RF. This means that t ~ RF u, i.e. there 
is no position q' of t with q' > p1 such that t can be rewritten at position q' in RF. 

In general, the opposite implication of Proposition 3.14 does not hold. The con
straint that the variables in the rules of T must be of sort S 0 can prevent some 

F i innermost rewriting steps. Hence, for any CS R we have ----'tr ~ --'+ RF. 

Example 3.15 Conside-r the following CS [4}: 

RF = {f(x, x) ----'t f(g(a),g(b)), g(a) ----'t g(b)} 

whe-re D = {f, g} and C = {a, b}. Its orde-r-so-rted t-ranslation T = (I:, R) is: 

I; ( {S0 , SF}, {S0 ::=;SF}, FE) 

FE = { a : S 0' a : sF' b : S0' b : sF' 
g:SF ----tSF, f:SFSF ----tSF} 

R { f(xsc, Xsc) ----'t f(g(a), g(b)), 

g(a) ----'t g(b) } 
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Given the term f(x 8c,x8 c), the possible derivations in RF and in Tare: 

f(xsc, Xsc) --+ RF f(g(a), g(b))--+ RF f(g(b), g(b))--+ RF f (g( a), g(b))--+ RF · · · 

f(xsc, Xsc) --+r f(g(a), g(b)) --+r f(g(b), g(b)) 

In T the innermost (infinite) derivation performed in RF cannot be continued as 
g(b) is not a term of sort 5°. 

Proposition 3.16 Let RF be a ground CS and Tits order-sorted translation. Then 
i 

--+ RF = --+T = --+ RF. 

Proof. From Proposition 3.11 it follows --+ RF = --+r. By Proposition 3.14 we have 
--+r ~ ~ RF. Therefore, --+r = --+ RF ~ ~ RF but, because ~ RF ~ --+ RF for any 
TRS, it follows that --+r = --+ RF = ~ RF over T(L-, XL;). 

Proposition 3.14 cannot be extended to any TRS. In general, a rewriting step in 
T need not be an innermost step in RF. 

Example 3.17 The following TRS is not a CS: 

RF={g(h(x,y))--+x, h(a,y)--+a} 

D = {g, h}, C = {a} and the order-sorted translation T = (2'-, R) is: 

2'- ({S0,SF},{S0 ~SF},FL;) 

:FL; { a : 5°, a : SF, 
g: sF--+ sF, h: sF sF--+ sF} 

R { g(h(xsc, Ysc )) --+ Xsc, 

h(a, Ysc)--+ a} 

Given the term g(h(a, a)), the possible rewriting steps in T are g(h(a, a)) --+T g(a) 
and g(h(a, a)) --+r a. While the former is an innermost step in RF, the latter is not. 

The following theorem gives a completeness result for the translation, in the sense 
that every derivation to normal form in RF can be mimicked by a derivation in T 
that computes the same normal form. Completeness is shown under the hypothesis 
of termination of T and for a subclass of TRSs whose normal forms are unique and 
C-terms. Note that these conditions are natural (from a semantic point of view) 
and satisfied by most of the significant TRSs. For example, a condition similar 
to the normal forms being C-terms is required in the theory of context-sensitive 
rewriting (15, 16]. 

Theorem 3.18 Let RF be a TRS such that every RF -normal form is unique and a 
C-term. LetT be the order-sorted translation of RF such that --+r is terminating. 
For any t E T(F, 11), if t-'+ RF t' and t' is in RF -normal form, then p( t) -'+T t" and 
p(t') = t". 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure oft. 
Base case: if t is a variable or a constant in C, then the result trivially holds. 
Induction case: let t = J(t1, ... , tn) for some J E pn and t1, ... , tn E T(F, V} If 
f E C, then the result holds by inductive hypothesis on the arguments tll ... , tn· If 
J ED and t-+ RF u for some ·u E T( F, V), this means that there exists a position p 
oft, a rule l--t r E RF and a substitution O" such that tiP = O"l and u = t[O"-r]p· If 
p(t) -+r p( u), then we reconsider the problem starting from u. If p(t) f+r p( u ), then 
there exists a position p' of l such that lip' = x for some variable x E V and x is 
instantiated with a term t which is not a C-term. By hypothesis this implies that 
I is not in RF -normal form. By induction hypothesis it is possible to obtain the 
(unique) RF-normal form oft by rewriting in T. This can be done for all subtenns 
of p(t) like I. Therefore, p(t) -4rs for somes such that the rule p(l)-+ p(r) can be 
applied at position p, thus yielding s -+r s' and p( u) _;T s'. If s' is not in RF-normal 
form, the reasoning can be repeated starting from s'. 

Theorem 3.18 implies that, for the class of systems which satisfy its hypotheses, 
the translation is able to compute all the RF-normal forms and prunes all the possi
ble infinite derivations of RF. Such a class includes the TRSs that encode primitive 
recursive functions applied to ground terms (where derivations represent computa
tions). The TRS RF in Example 3.2 is in this class: it has unique normal forms, its 
translation T (Example 3.5) is terminating and the RF-normal form of any ground 
term is a C-term. 

The translation and all the results above can be extended to many-sorted systems 
in a straightforward manner [10]. 

4 An Order-Sorted Union of TRSs with Common 
Constructors 

In this section the translation from TRSs into OS-TRSs is used for defining an 
order-sorted combination of TRSs with common constructors. 2 

Definition 4.1 Let R[' and Rf2 be TRSs such that D1 n F2 = D1 n ( C2 U D2) 
0 = D2n(C1UD1) = D2nF1. Let T1 = (~1,R1) and T2 = (~2,R2) be their 
orde-r-so-rted translations, c = cl u c2 and F = Flu Fz. Then, the OT"der-sorted 
combination is defined as T = T1 U T2 = (~*, R*), where: 

( {sc, sF,, sF2, sF}, {sc ::;_sF,::;_ sF, sc ::;_ sF2 ::;_sF}, :F*) 

:F* { 
c: sc ... sc -+ sc, c: sF, ... sF'> -+ sF, I } 
c: sJ<> ... sF2 -+ sF2, c: sF ... sF -+ sF c E c 

u { 1 : s}" ... sF, -+ sF,, 1 : sF ... sF -+ sF 1 1 E D1 } 

u { J : sF> ... sF2 -+ sF2, J : sF ... sF -+ sF I J E Dz } 

R* {p(l)--tp(r) ll-+rER['URf2
} 

2 Note that the disjoint union of TRSs is entirely subsumed by the combination with common 
constructors. 
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where p: T(F, V)--+ T(L.*, X8 c) is defined similarly to the function p in Defini
tion 3.4. 
The constructor sorts of T1 and T2 are merged into one sort sc (all constructors 
are thus shared) and a more general sort SF is introduced to hold terms which 
are formed by using functions from both systems. The sort ordering on 2:,* can be 
represented as in the following figure showing that the terms of sort sc are the 
intersection between the terms of sort SF1 and those of sort SF2: 

The following example shuws how Definition 4.1 applies to Example 1.1. 

Example 4.2 Given the two TRSs: 

R1 = {f(0,1,x)--+f(x,x,x)} with D1 ={f} andC1 ={0,1} 

R2 = {g(x,y)--+x, g(x,y)--+y}withD2 ={g}andC2 =0 

their order-sorted translations T1 = (I:1, n 1) and T2 = (L- 2 , n 2 ) are as follows: 

L-1 ( {sc~, sF~}, {sc~ ~sF~}, Fr:J 

Fr.! { 0 : sci' 0 : sF!' 1 : sci' 1 : sFt' f : sF! sFt sF! --+ sF! } 

n1 { f(O, 1,xsc1 )--+ f(xsc1,Xsc1,Xsc1)} 

2:,2 ( {Sc2, sF2}, {Sc2 ~ SF2}, Fr:2) 

Fr:2 { 9 : sF2 sF2 --+ sF2 } 

n2 { g(xsc2, Ysc2) --+xsc2, g(xsc2, Ysc2)--+ Ysc2 } 

The condition D 1 n F2 = 0 = D 2 n F1 is verified and the combination T1 U T2 is given 
by T = (L-*, n*): 

L-* ( { sc, sF1, sF2, SF}, {Sc ~ sF1 ~sF, sc ~ sF2 ~SF}, F*) 

F* {O:Sc, O:SFt, O:SF2, O:SF, 1:Sc, 1:SFt, 1:SF2, 1:SF, 
f: sF~ sF~ sF~ --+sF~, f: sF sF sF--+ sF, 

9 : sF2 sF2 --+ sF2, 9 : sF sF --+ sF } 

n* { f(O, 1, Xsc)--+ f(xsc, Xsc, Xsc ), 

g(xsc, Ysc)--+ Xsc, 

g(xsc, Ysc)--+ Ysc } 

Consider the term f(O, 1,g(O, 1)) and its possible derivations in R{"1 uRf2: 

f(O, 1,g(0, 1)) -7RF1 u .,F2 f(g(O, 1),g(0, 1), g(O, 1)) -7RF1 URF2 
1 ... '"2 1 2 

f(O, g(O, 1 ), g(O, 1 )) --+ RF1 URF2 f(O, 1, g(O, 1)) --+ RF1 URF2 .. . or 
1 2 1 2 

f(O, 1, g(O, 1))--+ RFt URF2 f(O, 1, 0)--+ RF1 u .,F2 f(O, 0, 0) or 
1 2 1 "'2 

f(O, 1, g(O, 1)) -7 RF1 URF2 f(O, 1, 1) --+ RF1 URF2 f(1, 1, 1) 
1 2 1 2 
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The possible derivations in T are only the terminating ones: 

f(O, 1, g(O, 1)) -+r f(O, 1, 0) -+r f(O, 0, 0) or 

f(O, 1, g(O, 1)) -+r f(O, 1, 1) -+r f(1, 1, 1). 

The termination ofT will derive from Theorem 5.3. 
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Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 (Section 3) also hold for the combination of the 

translations. Further examples of combination of TRSs (taken from the literature) 

can be found in (10]. 
The combination of order-sorted translations is correct, in the sense that T = 

T1 U T2 only performs reductions that are possible in R[1 U Rf2
• The proof is similar 

to the one of Proposition 3.8. 

Proposition 4.3 Let R[1 and Rf2 be TRSs such that D1 n F2 = D2 n F1 = 0. 
LetT = T1 UT2 = (I:*, R*) be the order-sorted combination of the translations 

T1 = (I:1 , R 1 ) and T2 = (I:2 , R 2). Every derivation in T over T(I:*, XL.) is also a 

derivation in R[1 U Rf2
• 

A result of completeness for the order-sorted combination with respect to the 

normal forms in R[1 U Rf2 has not yet fully derived. We conjecture that conditions 

similar to those in Theorem 3.18 allow completeness to be proved. Such a result 

would imply that all normal forms of R[1 U Rf2 can be computed by rewriting in 

the order-sorted combination T. 

5 Modularity of Termination for OS-TRSs 

The combination defined in the previous section can be used to investigate the 

termination properties of order-sorted TRSs. In this section we give a modularity 

result for the termination of such a combination. Its proof requires the following 

lemmas. The first one is a general lemma [4] asserting that adding new operators 

to a terminating TRS does not affect its termination. The second lemma says that 

termination of an order-sorted translation is also preserved when changing the (least) 

sort of the variables in the rules. 

Lemma 5.1 Let RF be a TRS with signature F. Let f be a new function symbol 

such that f (j. F. If RF is terminating, then RF' is also terminating, where F' = 

FU {!}. Similarly, letT= (I:, R) and T' = (I:', R) be OS-TRSs such that I:' = 

I: U {!: s1 ... sn-+ s} for a new function symbol f and s, si E SL (i E {1, ... , n}). If 

T is terminating then T' is also ter·minating. 

Thus, we can add any new constructor to a TRS. In particular, we can assume 

that, when combining systems with common constructors, all constructors are in 

common. In this way we can subsume the disjoint union of TRSs.3 

3In the following, with an abuse of notation, ~ U C' denotes the extension of the order-sorted 

signature ~ to include the constructors in C'. 
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Lemma 5.2 Let RF be a TRS and T = (2::, R) be its order-sorted translation, 
where F = CUD. Let C' be a set of constructor symbols such that C ~ C'. Let 
p':T(I:,X5c)-+T(2:UC',X5 c') andR' = {p'(l)-+p'(r) ll-+rER}. ThenT is 
terminating if and only if T' = (I: U C', R') is terminating. 

Proof. (=;.)Suppose Tis terminating. By Lemma 5.1, T* = (I:UC', R) is also 
terminating. By changing the sort of variables from sc to sc' using p', we obtain 
T' = (I: U C', R'). No new rules are added to T', thus the derivations in T' are those 
also possible in T. Hence, T' is terminating. 
( ~) Suppose T' is terminating and consider any term t E T(I: U C', XL:uc' ). Every 
derivation starting from t terminates. If in t there are only function symbols from 2::, 
we can rename variables by yielding t E T(I:, XL:)· As no new rules are introduced, 
we have exactly the same derivations as in T'. Hence, T = (2::, R) is terminating. 

The proof of the modularity of termination for the order-sorted union is by in
duction on the rank of terms. Given signatures F1 = C1 U D 1 and F2 = C2 u D2 , let 
T(F1UF2 , 11) be the set of terms with function symbols in F1 and/or F2 and vari
ables 11. Let C = C1 U C2 . The rank of a term is defined as follows: rank(t) = 1 if 
t E T(F1 U C, 11) U T(F2 U C, 11), otherwise rank(t) = 1 + max{rank(t1) 11::; i::; n} 
where t = C[t1, ... ,tn] for some context CET(FdUCU{D},V) and, for each i, 
root(ti) E Dfi with d, dE {1, 2} and d -=F d. Thus, the rank gives the maximum num
ber of changes of signature in a term. For unions with common constructors, we 
have that t _; u implies ra.nk(t);::: rank(u). 

Theorem 5.3 Let R[' and R[2 be TRSs and T1 = (2::1, R 1) and T2 = (2::2 , R 2) be 
their corresponding order-sorted translations. T1 and T2 are terminating if and only 
if the combination T1 U T2 is terminating. 

Proof. ( =}) Suppose that T1 and T2 are terminating. By Lemma 5.1, also the order
sorted translations T{ = (2::1 U C, R 1) and T~ = (2::2 U C, R 2) are terminating. Let 
t E T(I:1 U 2::2 , X5 c ). The proof is by induction on the rank oft. 
If rank(t) = 1 then tET(I:1 UC,X5 c) or tET(2:2 UC,X5 c). Because both T{ and 
T~ are terminating, every derivation starting from t is terminating. 
Suppose rank(t) = n with n > 1. Let t = C(s1, ... , sk] for some maximal context 
CET(I:dUCU{D},X5c) and s1, ... ,skET(I:1UI:2 ,X5 c) such that root(sJ)EDfi 
for all j = 1, ... , k with d, dE {1, 2} and d =I d. As rank(sJ) < n for each j, then by 
induction hypothesis all derivations in T1 U T2 starting from any SJ are terminating. 
Let t' = C[s~, ... , s~] be the term obtained by reducing every Sj into normal form 
with respect to T1 UT2 . The term t' can be written as C'[u1, ... , uh] for some con
text C' E T(I:d U C U {D}, X5 c) and for suitable terms ul> ... , uh (h::; k) such that 
root(uJ) E ~' j = 1, ... , h. If h = 0 (i.e. sj E T(I:d U C, X5 c) for all j = 1, ... , k), 
then ra.nk(t') = 1. Therefore, all derivations in T1 U T2 starting from t' are termi
nating, as T{ and T~ are terminating. If h > 0, there exists at least a subterm Uj 
such that root(uj) E Dd. Hence, Uj is not a C-term and the least sort of Uj is SFJ. 
As the rules of T~ do not contain functions from ~ and the variables in such rules 
are of sort sc, the only possible rewritings are those in the context C' with respect 
toT~, which is terminating by hypothesis. 
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( <¢=) Let d, dE {1, 2} vvith d =/=d . ... 
Let t E /(L,d U C, Xsc) and Pd: /(L,d, X5 cd)--+ /(L,d U C, Xsc ). As T1 U T2 is termi-
nating, every derivat~on t --+r, ur2 t 1 --+r, ur2 ••• --+r, ur2 tk --+T, ur2 .•• terminates. 
Starting from t only rules of n~ = {Pd(l)--+ Pd(T) ll--+ TEnd} can be applied be
cause D 1 n D2 = 0 and there are no rules in RJ. of the form x--+ s where x E X5 c 
and s E /(L,J, X5c). Therefore, also the terms t 1 , ... , tk, . .. in the derivation are 
terms in /(L,d U C, X5 c) and all the rules applied along the derivation are rules of 
R~. Thus, T~ is terminating and by Lemma 5.2 Td is also terminating. 

The order-sorted union of Toyama's TRSs (Example 4.2) is thus terminating. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper has presented a translation from unsorted TRSs into OS-TRSs and a 
combination of OS-TRSs such that the termination property is modular. The trans
lation builds on the usual distinction between constructors and defined symbols to 
yield a rewriting relation T that induces a bottom-up rewriting s(rategy constrained 
by the sorts of terms. The completeness result establishes a strong relationship be
tween derivations to normal forms in R and derivations in T: every derivation to 
R-normal form cari be simulated by one in T that reaches the same normal form. 
Thus, for the class of systems for which the completeness holds, the translation 
prunes all the possible infinite derivations of R. 

Obviously, our results hold for the OS-TRSs which, with respect to the original 
TRSs, possess a more constrained structure both in the terms and in the rewrit
ing relations. However, the modularity of termination for the combined OS-TRSs 
provides a non-trivial criterion for modular combinations of a particular class of OS
TRSs. In [7] a modularity result for the termination of the union of sorted TRSs is 
given. Some function symbols and sorts can be shared, but linearity constraints are 
imposed on the rules of the systems. 

The combination presented in Section 4 only allows common constructors, and 
results on modularity of termination for such a combination already exist for suitable 
subclasses of TRSs. Vle think that, by adding the sort information and establishing 
suitable orderings on sorts, it will be possible to achieve modularity of termination 
for more complex combinations of rewriting systems. This is done in [3], where 
a preliminary study on extending the modularity result to the hiemTchical union 
of order-sorted translations has been carried out. The hierarchical union is a more 
general form of combination, where some defined symbols from one TRS can be used 
as constructors in the other TRS (but not vice versa), thus allowing the incremental 
development of systems. A classic example of hierarchical system is the following. 

Example 6.1 The TRSs R[', Rf2 and R[3 define summation, multiplication and 
factorial over natuml numbers: 

R1 {x+O--+x, x+s(y)--+s(x+y)} 

R2 {x*0--+0, X*s(y)--+(X*Y)+x} 
R3 {fact(O)--+s(O), fact(s(x))--+s(x)*fact(x)} 
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where D1 = {+}, C1 = {O,s}, D2 = {*}, C2 = {O,s,+}, D3 ={fact} and 
C3 = {0, s, * }. Because F1 n D2 = F2 n D3 = 0, the three TRSs can be combined hi
erarchically. It is also a strictly hierarchical union as D1 n C2 =/= 0 and D2 n C3 =/= 0. 4 

The definition of order-sorted hierarchical combination given in [3] introduces a 
new sort to take care of the terms that contain those defined symbols that are also 
used as constructors. In the special case of combination with shared constructors, 
Definition 4.1 can be derived from the definition of order-sorted hierarchical com
bination. A modularity result for the termination property has been proved for a 
subclass of hierarchical systems. This subclass includes TRSs that formalise both 
(i) recursive definitions of derived operators in terms of basic operators (possibly re
cursive as well) such as in Example 6.1, and (ii) definitions as abbreviations, namely 
complex composed expressions given in terms of other operators, such as in the 
following example. 

Example 6.2 The operator of algebraic complement can be defined in terms of the 
basic operator of symmetric difference on sets, as follows: 

R1 {d(O,x)-+x, d(x,d(y,x))-+y, d(d(x,y),z)-+d(x,d(y,z))} 
R2 { c(x)--+ d(x, 1)} 

with D1 = {d}, C1 = {0}, D 2 = {c} and C2 = {d, 1}. 

Besides extending our framework to more complex combinations of rewrite sys
tems, future work will also consider the issue of completeness of the union of the 
OS-TRSs with respect to the union of the original TRSs, an investigation of the 
conditions under which the normal forms of a TRS with constructors in C are also 
C-terms, and the extension of the modularity results to a wider class of OS-TRSs. 
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Abstract 

We describe here the formalization and mechanical proofs of the main 
properties of a unification algorithm. The verified unification algorithm is 
defined as a set of transformation rules acting on sets of equations, following 
Martelli and Montanari. These rules are non-deterministically applied until a 
solution (or the lack of solutions) is detected. This algorithm and its proper
ties are formalized using the Boyer-Moore logic and carried out mechanically 
using the Boyer-l'vioore theorem prover. The language used is very similar to 
pure Lisp. We have formalized and mechanically proved a number of concepts 
and properties about first-order terms, substitutions, equations and transfor
mation rules. We have also formalized the non-deterministic behaviour of the 
verified algorithm using selection functions. 

Keywords: Unification, 111echanical Verification, Boyer-111oore Theorem 
Prover, FiJ·st Order Terms. 

1 Introduction 
Unificati~n is a central process in logic programming. Through its use of resolution, 
Prolog inherited unification as a fundamental operation. It is also important in a 
number of fields, including automated deduction, natural language processing and 
machine learning. The use of a theorem prover (the Boyer-Moore theorem prover 
in this case) to mechanically prove the correctness of a unification algorithm is 
interesting for some reasons: 

• Formal methods are applied to an algorithm widely used in a number of sys
tems. It is not rare to see some bugs in unification algorithms given in the 
literature (see, for example [8])1. 

This work has been supported by DGES/lviEC: Projects PB96-0098-C04-04 and PB96-1345. 1 The unification algorithm given in page 53 of (8] should compose the substitutions partially 
computed instead of using append. 
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• This is a non-trivial example of how a theorem prover can be used to verify 

an algorithm defined in a language similar to pure Lisp. It is shown how 

automated deduction can be used to examine and understand its properties 

with much greater detail, rigor, and clarity. In the following, when we talk 

about "prove", we mean "mechanically prove". 

• Unification can be seen as a process that applies transformations to a set of 

equations until a solution (or the lack of solutions) is detected. This rule

based specification turns out to be suitable for mechanical verification. These 

transformations can be applied non-deterministically (i.e., every strategy for 

applying transformations leads to a most general solution, whenever it exists). 

We show how this non-determinism can be formalized and verified. 

There is some related work done in mechanical verification of properties of uni

fication algorithms. Paulson ([10]) describes the verification of a unification algo

rithm using the theorem prover LCF. Rouyer ([11]) does the same using Coq. Using 

the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, we get a higher degree of automation. Using a 

rule-based approach, we get more abstractness, verifying a family of algorithms, in

stead of a particular algorithm. For some related work in the Boyer-Moore theorem 

prover, see [5], where Kaufmann presents a proof of a generalization algorithm used 

in PC-Nqthm. 
Due to the lack of space, we do not present details of the proofs here. The com

plete events files are available on the web in http: I /www-cs. us .esrjruiz/terms/. 

1.1 First order terms and substitutions 

Given a set I: of function symbols (called signature) and a denumerable set X of 

variable symbols, the set of (first-order) terms T(L:, X) is the smallest set containing 

X such that f(tl> ... , tn) E T(I:, X) whenever each t; E T(I:, X) (when n = 0, we 

say that the term is a constant). Note that this definition allows function symbols 

with variable arity. The set of variables of a term tis denoted as V(t). A function 

a: X -+ T(L:, X) is a substitution if only finitely many variables x1 , ... , Xn are not 

mapped to themselves. This is denoted as { x 1 H t1, ... , Xn H tn}, where a(x;) = t;. 

A substitution a can be extended to a function from terms to terms in such a way 

that a(f(tl> ... , tn)) = f(a(t 1 ), ... , a(tn)). A term t matches a terms if a(s) = t for 

some substitution a. In that case, we write s :::; t, we say that t is an instance of s 

or that s subsumes t and we say that a is a matching substitution for s and t. Also, 

a subsumption relation on substitutions can be defined by: a :::; 6 if there exists a 

substitution 'Y such that 6 ='Yo a, where o stands for functional composition. 
We say that a substitution a unifies (or is a unifier of) two terms s and t if 

a(s) = a(t). In that case we say that sand tare unifiable. Not every pair of terms 

is unifiable. Vve say that a unifier a of s and tis a most general unifier (mgu) if for 

every unifier 6 of s and t, a :::; b. A unification algorithm is an algorithm that finds, 

whenever it exists, a mgu of two given terms. See [7] for a survey on unification. 

1.2 The Boyer-Moore logic and theorem prover 

\Ve will briefly describe here the Boyer-Moore theorem prover (also known as Nqthm, 

precursor of ACL2) and its logic. For a complete description, see [1]. For a descrip-
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tion of ACL2, see [6]. 
The Boyer-Moore logic is a quantifier-free first-order logic with equality. The 

language used is very similar to pure Lisp. There are two logical constants, abbre
viated as T and F. The propositional connectives have functional analogues: AND, 
IMPLIES, OR, IFF etc. These connectives are all defined in t~rms of the primitive 
3-place connective IF. The functional analogue of the equalit)' predicate is EQUAL. 
The theory includes axioms and rules of inference for propositional logic, equality, 
and instantiation. 

The shell principle allows the extension of the logic by addition of axioms defin
ing a new data type. The initial theory includes axioms for natural numbers, or
dered pairs, literal atoms, and negative integers. Natural numbers are defined by a 
constructor function ADD1, a destructor function SUB1 and a base object, (ZERO). 
Numbers are abbreviated by the numerals, 0, 1, 2, etc. Ordered pairs are defined 
by a shell recognizer (LISTP), two destructor functions, (CAR and CDR), and one 
constructor function (CONS). The function NLISTP is the negation of LISTP. The 
functions CAR and CDR, when applied to a non-ordered pair, return 0. As in Lisp, 
ordered pairs are used to construct finite sequences or lists. The literal atom NIL is 
conventionally used to represent the empty list (but NIL is not a LISTP object). We 
vvill call an object a proper list if it is NIL, or it is a LISTP and its CDR is proper (in 
other words, a proper list is NIL or a LISTP object with final tail NIL). 

By the principle of definition, new function definitions are admitted in the theory 
only if there exists and ordinal measure in which the arguments of each recursive 
call decrease. This ensures that no inconsistencies are introduced by new definitions. 
The theory has a constructive definition of the ordinals up to Eo, in terms of lists 
and natural numbers. One important rule of inference is the principle of induction, 
that permits proofs by induction on Eo. 

The constraint principle allows one to define functions partially by introducing 
some properties without complete definitions. To preserve consistency, a witness 
function must be given, having the same properties. 

The Boyer-Moore theorem prover is a mechanization of their logic, including 
commands for adding new data types (shells), defining new functions, and proving 
theorems. The command DEFN allows one to define new functions, whenever they 
can be admitted by the principle of definition, and can include hints about the 
ordinal measure to be used. The shell principle is implemented by the command 
ADD-SHELL. The command (PROVE-LEMMA name rule-classes statement hints) 
starts the attempt of a proof. Usually, rule-classes is an empty list or (REWRITE), 
in which case the lemma is stored as a rewrite rule if the proof attempt succeeds. If 
ELIM is one of the rule classes, the system stores the rule as an elimination rule. This 
means that the rule will be used to replace destructor terms in favour of equivalent 
constructor terms. The CONSTRAIN command mechanizes the constraint principle. 

The main proof techniques used by the prover are simplification and induction. 
Simplification is a combination of decision procedures, mainly term rewriting, using 
the rewrite rules previously proved by the user. For a successful application of its 
principle of induction, the system has a number of heuristics to find inductive argu
ments suitable for a conjecture. Each recursive function in the conjecture "suggests" 
an induction scheme. 

The theorem prover is automatic in one sense: once PROVE-LEMMA is invoked, the 
user can no longer interact with the system. However, the user can interact with the 
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prover by previously proving lemmas and definitions, used in the proofs as rewrite 
rules. Additionally, the user can give "hints" to the prover when PROVE-LEMMA 
is invoked. The USE hint forces the use of specific instances of previously proved 
lemmas. We mainly use the USE hint (instead of the rewriting mechanism) if free 
variables appear in the lemma to be used (see (1] for details). For readability, we 
·will not print the hints of a PROVE-LEMMA, but we will comment it if needed. 

2 Formalizing first-order terms and substitutions 

In this section, we explain how we define terms and substitutions as objects in our 
logic, to reason about them. 

We will not use any specific predicate for defining terms. Every object in the 
logic represents a first order term, with the following conventions. Every non-LISTP 
object will be considered as a variable symbol: 

(defn variablep (x) (nlistp x)) 

Every LISTP object can be seen as the term with its CAR as the top function 
symbol and its CDR as the list of its arguments. In this way, every first order term 
for a given signature can be represented. For example, the term k(x, a, g(y), h(x)) 
is represented as ' (k x (a) (g y) (h x)). 

Using this wider representation, some objects represent non-proper terms, because 
the list of its arguments can be non-proper. For example, the term' (k x (a) (g y) 
(h x) . 3) has the same structure than the above term, but it is a different term. 
Since our lemmas don't use a predicate for defining terms, our results are also valid 
for these non-proper terms (this means that we are formalizing a theory that strictly 
contains first-order terms). Note that terms and lists of terms are defined by mutual 
recursion. 1viost of our results are proved also for lists of terms, with some minor 
modifications. 

\~Te represent substitutions as lists of ordered pairs and we will not use any spe
cific function to define them: every object can be seen as the representation of a 
substitution. \~Te use the following convention: if several pairs with the same first 
element appear in a substitution, only the first one is considered. The function 
(VALUE x sigma) returns the value assigned by the substitution sigma to x. Unlike 
terms, the same substitution can be represented by different association lists. Thus, 
we cannot use the predicate EQUAL when we talk about equality of substitutions. 
Instead, we will use some kind of functional equality in finite domains. 

\~Te define the application of a substitution to a term (or list of terms) by mu
tual recursion, using a standard trick in the Boyer-:Moore logic. If flg is not F, 
(APPLY flg sigma term) is the term obtained by applying the substitution sigma 
to the term term. (APPLY F sigma term) is the list of terms obtained by applying 
sigma to the list term of terms: 

(defn apply (flg sigma term) 
(if flg 

(if (variablep term) (value term sigma) 
(cons (car term) (apply F sigma (cdr term)))) 

(if (nlistp term) term 
(cons (apply T sigma (car term)) 

(apply F sigma (cdr term)))))) 
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This style for defining functions on terms is typical in our formalization. Functions 
are defined for terms and for lists of terms, and properties are stated for terms and 
for lists of terms. This is specially well-suited for the heuristics of the system used 
to find an induction scheme: definitions by mutual recursion suggest an induction 
scheme analogue to induction on the term structure used in most of hand proofs in 
the literature. Let's see an example. 

An elementary property says that if !I(t) = 5(t), then !I(x) = 5(x) for every 
x E V(t). If we previously define (EQUAL- IN-LIST sigma delta 1) as the function 
that tests if the substitutions sigma and delta take the same values on the variables 
of the list 1, and (VARIABLES flg term) as the function that returns the list of 
variables of the term (or list of terms) term, then the property can be stated as 
follows (valid for terms and for list of terms): 

(prove-lemma equal-in-term-implies-equal-in-variables (rewrite) 
(implies (equal (apply flg sigma term) 

(apply flg delta term))· 
(equal-in-list sigma delta (variables flg term)))) 

This command leads the prover to a proof attempt with the induction scheme 
in Figure 1, which is, in essence, an induction on the structure of term (here, 
(p SIGMA DELTA FLG TERM) is an abbreviation of the lemma to be proved). 

(AND (IMPLIES (AND FLG (VARIABLEP TERM)) *1* 
(p SIGNA DELTA FLG TERM)) 

(IMPLIES (AND FLG (NOT (VARIABLEP TERH)) *2* 
(p SIGMA DELTA F (CDR TERM))) 

(p SIGl1A DELTA FLG TERM)) 
(IMPLIES (AND (NOT FLG) (NLISTP TERH)) *3* 

(p SIGMA DELTA FLG TERM)) 
(IMPLIES (AND (NOT FLG) (NOT (NLISTP TERI1)) *4* 

(p SIGMA DELTA T (CAR TERM)) 
(p SIGMA DELTA F (CDR TERH))) 

(p SIGMA DELTA FLG TERM))). 

Figure 1: An example of structural induction 

Cases *h and *3* are respectively the base cases for terms (variable) and lists 
of terms (empty list of terms). The inductive case *2* corresponds to non-variable 
terms and the induction hypothesis assumes the lemma true for the list of its ar
guments. The inductive case *4* corresponds to a non-empty list of terms. The 
induction hypothesis assumes the lemma true for the first term and for the list of 
the rest of the terms. The lemma is easily proved by the prover using this induction 
scheme, without help from the user. 

Several functions on terms and substitutions are defined. Here is a brief descrip
tion of some of them: 

• (SIZE flg term), the number of function symbols in a term or list of terms. 

• (DOMAIN sigma), the list of CAR's of each element of sigma. 

• (CO-DOMAIN sigma), the list of CDR's of each element of sigma. 
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• (EXTENSION sigmai sigma2), a predicate for testing if sigmai associates the 

same terms as sigma2 for the variables of the domain of sigma2. 

• (RESTRICTION sigma 1), the functional restriction of sigma to the variables 

in l. 

3 Subsumption between terms and substitutions 

3.1 A subsumption algorithm 

The definition of subsumption between terms previously given is not constructive. 

Due to the restrictions of our logic, we need to define the subsumption relation 

between terms in a constructive way. That is, we will define a subsumption al

gorithm, that given two terms, finds, if it exists, a substitution that, when ap

plied to the first term, gives the second. This function, given in Figure 2, is 

(SUBSUMPTION flg t1 t2 sigma) and receives as arguments one flag flg, two 

terms (or list of terms, depending on the value of flg) t1 and t2, and a substi

tution sigma. V•le have to prove that it returns a substitution that extends sigma 

and that applied to ti gives t2, if it exists. If not, it returns F. 

(defn subsumption (flg t1 t2 sigma) 
(if flg 

(if (variablep t1) 
(if (member t1 (domain sigma)) 

(if (equal (value t1 sigma) t2) sigma F) 
(cons (cons t1 t2) sigma)) 

(if (variablep t2) F 
(if (equal (car t1) (car t2)) 

(subsumption F (cdr t1) (cdr t2) sigma) F))) 
(if (nlistp t1) 

(if (equal t1 t2) sigma F) 
(if (nlistp t2) F 

(let ((subs-first (subsumption T (car t1) (car t2) sigma))) 
(if subs-first 

(subsumption F (cdr t1) (cdr t2) subs-first) 
F)))))) 

Figure 2: A subsumption algorithm 

V1le define subsumption between terms or lists of terms as the result of this sub

sumption algorithm starting with an empty set of bindings as the initial substitution. 

'Ne call this function subs*: 

(defn subs* (flg ti t2) (subsumption flg ti t2 nil)) 

'0le prove the two following lemmas stating that the algorithm subs* has the 

intended behaviour: 

(prove-lemma subs*-soundness () 
(implies (subs* flg ti t2) 

(equal (apply flg (subs* flg ti t2) ti) t2))) 
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(prove-lemma subs*-completeness () 
(implies (equal (apply flg sigma t1) t2) 

(subs* flg t1 t2))) 

3.2 The subsumption relation between terms 
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The two previous lemmas characterize exactly what vve intended when we defined 
the subsumption relation. Thus, we can define the subsumption relation as a func
tion, called subs, with these two key properties, using the CONSTRAIN command 
(Figure 3). To preserve consistency, we have to exhibit a witness function, subs* in 
our case, having the same properties. 

The use of CONSTRAIN assures that we will not use any other particular property 
of our subsumption algorithm: for example, although the substitution returned by 
our algorithm only binds variables in t1, we cannot use this. That means that our 
proofs will be valid also if we use another subsumption algorithm with the same two 
fundamental properties. 

(constrain subsumption-definition () 
(and (implies (subs flg t1 t2) 

(equal (apply flg (subs flg t1 t2) t1) t2)) 
(implies (equal (apply flg sigma t1) t2) 

(subs flg t1 t2))) 
((subs subs*)) 
((use (subs*-soundness) (subs*-completeness)))) 

(prove-lemma subsumption-soundness (rewrite elim) 
(implies (subs flg t1 t2) 

(equal (apply flg (subs flg t1 t2) t1) t2))) 

(prove-lemma subsumption-completeness () 
(implies (equal (apply flg sigma t1) t2) 

(subs flg t1 t2))) 

Figure 3: Subsumption: definition and rules. 

In Figure 3 we also give two lemmas for subs, one for each fundamental prop
erty. Note that subsumption-soundness is stored both as rewrite rule and elimi
nation rule. The use of the elimination rule is especially fruitful here: in a proof 
attempt, if (subs flg t1 t2) is among the assumptions, then the prover will sub
stitute t2 by (apply flg x t1), for some substitution x. The use of the lemma 
subsumption-completeness is not so automatic, because of the free variable sigma. 
The standard way to prove a property of the form (subs flg t1 t2) is to find 
a witness matching substitution and use completeness making it explicit with an 
USE hint. For example, transitivity of subsumption can be easily proved using 
subsumption-completeness as follows: 

(prove-lemma subsumption-transitive () 
(implies (and (subs flg t1 t2) (subs flg t2 t3)) 

(subs flg t1 t3)) 
((use (subsurnption-completeness 
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(sigma (composition (subs flg t2 t3) (subs flg t1 t2))) 
(t2 t3))))) 

Thus, we first state and prove properties at the level of instances and then we 
reformulate the lemmas using the subsumption relation. 

3.3 Subsumption between substitutions 

It is evident from the given definition of most general unifier that if we want to 

express the formal properties of our unification algorithm, we have to define the 
notion of subsumption between substitutions. The definition commonly given in the 
literature is O" :; o {=} ::!1( 1 o O" = o). This definition is not suitable for our logic, 

due to two reasons. First, we have to find a "witness" substitution to eliminate 
the existential quantification. Second, we cannot state functional equality between 

substitutions because this needs the use of universal quantification. 
Instead, we will use an equivalent2 definition: 

()":; o {=} Vt(O"(t):; o(t)) 

We can remove the universal quantifier by paying attention only to the variables of 
the domains of O" and o and the variables of the range of O" (returned by the func

tion IMPORTANT-VARIABLES). Thus, the following is our definition of subsumption 
between substitutions: 

(defn subs-subst (sigma delta) 
(let ((V (important-variables sigma delta))) 

(subs F (apply F sigma V) (apply F delta V)))) 

We prove that this definition of subsumption between substitutions is equivalent 
to the intended definition. The following lemma state its main property3

: 

(prove-lemma subs-subst-main-property (rewrite) 
(implies (subs-subst sigma delta) 

(subs flg (apply flg sigma term) (apply flg delta term)))) 

This lemma is proved using the same matching substitution for all terms. In other 
words, if (subs-subst sigma delta) we find in a constructive way, a substitution 
such that composed with sigma is functionally equal to delta. This matching 

substitution is: 

(defn subs-sust-restriction (sigma delta) 
(restriction (subs-subst sigma delta) 

(important-variables sigma delta))) 

It is worth pointing that we cannot assure that subs-subst is the witness match
ing substitution, although with our subsumption algorithm, subs-subst and 

subs-sust-restriction are the same (when they succeed). But this is a partic
ular property of our subsumption algorithm and cannot be proved using only the 
two characteristic properties (soundness and completeness), a limitation we imposed 

ourselves to build a more general theory. 

2If at least we have a binary function symbol, which is our case. 
3 Note that we don't need to prove the reverse implication because this is a trivial consequence 

of our definition. 
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4 Transforming system of equations 
Unification can be seen as an algorithm to solve term equations or, more generally, 
systems of equations. vVe will define an algorithm for solving systems of equations 
using the transformation method, which transforms systems of equations until the 
solution is obvious. This was already anticipated in Herbrand's thesis ([3]) and was 
used for the first time in the context of unification by j\!Iartelli and·:Montanari ([9]). 
In this moment, it is a standard formalism for discussing unification algorithms ([4], 
[2]). 

4.1 Systems of equations 

An equation is a pair of terms, denoted as t1 =? t2 . A substitution (}" is a solution 
of t1 =? t2 if (J"(t1 ) = (J"(t2), and it is a solution of a system of equations S if it is a 
solution of every member of S. The system obtained by applying the substitution (}" 
to the systemS is denoted as (J"S. A system with no solution is called unsolvable, and 
solvable otherwise. A solution of S is a most general solution (mgs) if it subsumes 
every other solution of S. Note that a substitution (}" is a mgu of t 1 and t2 if, and 
only if, it is a mgs of the system {t1 =? t2 }, so if we have an algorithm for finding 
an mgs of a system of equations, in particular we have a unification algorithm. Our 
unification algorithm, called mgs and defined later, finds, whenever it exists, a most 
general solution of a given system of equations, following j\!Iartelli and j\!Iontanari's. 

In our formalization, we will represent equations as ordered pairs of terms and 
systems of equations as lists of equations. '0/e also consider an special system, F, 
representing unsolvability. Note that every substitution can be seen as a system. 
As usual, we will not use any specific predicates for defining equations or systems 
of equations. 

In our definition, the transformation rules are defined on pairs of systems. For 
the sake of readability, we will define a new data type, PAIRP, to construct pairs of 
systems: 

(add-shell pair nil pairp ((first (none-of) zero) 
(second (none-of) zero))) 

\Ve now briefly describe some useful functions over systems of equations: 

• (SOLUTION sigma S), tests if sigma is a solution of the system S. 

• (SYSTEM-VARS S), the list of variables of the terms in the equations of S. 

• (RANGE-VARS S), the list of variables of the terms in the right-hand side of 
equations of S. 

• (APPLY-SYSTEM sigma S), the system obtained by applying the substitution 
sigma to every term in the equations of S. 

• (APPLY-RANGE sigma S), the system obtained by applying the substitution 
sigma to every term in the right-hand side of equations of S. 

• (PAIR-ARGS l m), the system obtained pairing the respective elements of the 
lists of terms l and m if they have the same length and final tail, F otherwise. 
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4.2 Idempotent substitutions and solved systems 

We say that a substitution a is idempotent if a = a o a. Again, this defini
tion is not suitable for the Boyer-Moore logic. Instead, we define the function 
(IDEMPOTENT S), that tests if S is a system whose domain is a set of variables, 
disjoint from (range-vars S). Note that we are exploiting here that a system of 
equations can be seen as a substitution. Idempotent substitutions are also called 
systems in solved form, depending on the context. 

The following is the main lemma for expressing the relationship between sub
sumption and solution of systems, and exploits that substitutions can be seen as 
systems: 

(prove-lemma main-property-mgs (rewrite) 
(implies (solution sigma delta) 

(equal (apply flg sigma (apply flg delta term)) 
(apply flg sigma term)))) 

In other words, if a is a solution of 8, then a = a o 8, and, consequently, 8 ::=:; a. 
This means that if 8 is a solution of itself, it is the least such solution with respect 
to the subsumption ordering. Idempotent substitutions (or systems in solved forms) 
are solutions, (and therefore most general solutions) of themselves. 

(prove-lemma idempotent (rewrite) 
(implies (idempotent S) (solution S S))) 

Note that the above two lemmas confirm that our definition of idempotency is the 
intended: if a is idempotent, then a is a solution of a and, using the main property, 
a= aoa. 

4.3 Transformation rules and selection function 

The transformation rules given by Martelli and Montanari ([9]) appears in Figure 4. 
This set of rules will suffice to solve every system of equations, as we will prove. 
Note that the rules act on pairs of systems of equations, denoted as S; T. The first 
system contains the equations to be solved and the second one the solved equations. 

To solve a system of equations S, we begin with the pair of systems S; 0 and 
apply the transformation rules until unsolvability (i.e., F) is detected or a pair of 
systems in the form 0; T appears. To apply a rule, an equation is selected in the 
system of non-solved equations, and the form of this equation determines the rule 
to apply. This kind of non-determinism can be formalized in the Boyer-Moore logic 
using a constrained definition of a selection function. The only property that we 
will assume is that the selection function chooses an element of non-empty systems. 
The following CONSTRAIN command defines the selection function sel. The witness 
function we use in this case is car. 

(constrain selection-function (rewrite) 
(implies (listp l) (member (sel l) l)) 
((sel car))) 

The function TRANSFORM in Figure 5 implements the rules of transformation. 
It applies, in a non-deterministic ·way, one of the rules, to perform one step of 
transformation. 
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Delete: 
Check: 

Eliminate: 

Decompose: 
Conflict: 

Not-pair: 

Orient: 

{t=7 t}UR;T 
{x = 7 t} U R;T 

{x=7 t}UR;T 

{f(s1, ... ,sn) = 7 f(h, ... ,tn)} U R;T 
{f(s1, ... , sn) = 7 g(t1, ... , tn)} U R; T 

{f(s1, ... , sn) = 7 j(t1, ... , tm)} U R; T 

{t=7 x}UR;T 

=:.R;T 
=?F 
if X E V(t), X =f. t 
=? {x f-t t}R; {x = 7 t} U {x f-t t}T 
if X EX y X fj V(t) 
=? {s1 = 7 tl, ... ,sn = 7 tn}UR;T 
=?F 
iff =f. g 
=?F 
if n =f. m 
=? {x = 7 t} UR;T 
if x EX, t fj X 

Figure 4: Transformation rules 

5 The unification algorithm 

5.1 Applying transformations non-deterministically 
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We define a function solve to apply transformations to pairs of systems of equations 

until a normal form is reached. A pair of systems is in normal form if it is F or if 
the first system is empty: 

(defn normal-form-syst (S-sol) 
(or (nlistp (first S-sol)) (not S-sol))) 

The definition of solve is very simple but its admission is not trivial. To prove 
its termination, we have to define a measure function, unification-measure, on 
pair of systems: 

(defn unification~measure (S-sol) 
(cons (cons (addi (n-system-var (first S-sol))) 

(size-system (first S-sol))) 
(n-variables-right-hand-side (first S-sol)))) 

The function unification-measure is a lexicographic combination of: 

1. The number of distinct variables in the first system, n-system-var. 

2. The number of function symbols in the first system, size-system. 

3. The number of equations in the first system with a variable in its right-hand 
side, n-variables-right-hand-side. 

Lemmas have been proved for each of the rules of transformation and each of 
these three quantities, some to prove that the quantity remains the same, some to 

prove that it decreases, in each step of transformation. With these lemmas, and a 
hint about the measure, the following definition is admitted: 
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(defn transform (S-sol) 
(let ((S (first S-sol)) (sol (secondS-sol))) 

(let ((equ (sel S))) 
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(let ((t1 (car equ)) (t2 (cdr equ)) (R (delete equ S))) 
(cond 

((equal t1 t2) (pair R sol)) 
((variablep t1) 

(if (member t1 (variables t t2)) 
F 
(pair 

(apply-system (list equ) R) 
(cons equ (apply-range (list 

( (variablep t2) 
(pair (cons (cons t2 t1) R) sol)) 

((not (equal (car t1) (car t2))) F) 
(t (let ((pairing (pair-args (cdr t1) 

(if pairing 
(pair (append pairing R) sol) 

F)))))))) 

Figure 5: Transformation rules 

; ;; *DELETE* 

, , , *CHECK* 
,,, *ELIMINATE* 

equ) sol))))) 

; ; ; *ORIENT* 
; ;; *CONFLICT* 

(cdr t2)))) 

, ,, *DESCOHPOSE* 
, ,, *NOT-PAIR* 

(defn solve (S-sol) 
(if (normal-form-syst S-sol) S-sol (solve (transform S-sol))) 
((ord-lessp (unification-measure S-sol)))) 

Note that this function is not completely specified because the selection function 
used in transform is only partially defined. For every particular selection function 
there exists an "instance" of solve, that takes a pair of systems and applies the 
rules of transformation, with that specific selection criterion, until a normal form is 
reached. Conversely, for every sequence of transformations starting from a pair of 
systems and ending in a normal form, there exists a particular selection function for 
which the corresponding "instance" of solve returns this normal form when applied 
to the initial pair of systems, performing the given sequence of transformations. In 
this sense, we are formalizing non-determinism, and at the same time verifying the 
formal properties of a number of unification algorithms, that apply the rules with 
some specific selection criterion that can be seen as a control strategy. 

5.2 Invariants of the transformations 

The two key properties of the given rules of transformation can be stated in terms 
of invariants. There are two invariants in any sequence of transformations: 

• The set of solutions of both systems of the pair. 

• The idem potency of the second system (if unsolvability is not detected). 

The following lemmas state that the transformations preserve the set of solu
tions (here, (union-systems S-sol) is the union of the systems that form the pair 
S-sol): 
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(prove-lemma transform-equivalent (rewrite) 
(implies (and (pairp S-sol) (listp (first S-sol)) 

(transform S-sol)) 
(iff (solution sigma (union-systems (transform S-sol))) 

(solution sigma (union-systems S-sol))))) 

(prove-lemma transform-unsolvable (rewrite) 
(implies (and (pairp S-sol) (listp (first S-sol)) 

(not (transformS-sol))) 
(not (solution sigma (union-systems S-sol))))) 
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Idempotency of the second system is preserved if we also have an additional 
invariant: the variables of the domain of the second system does not appear in the 
first system (i.e., the variables are solved). The following lemma states this: 

(prove-lemma transform-preserves-idempotency (rewrite) 
(let ((transformed (transform (pair S sol)))) 

(let ((St (first transformed)) (solt (second transformed))) 
(implies (and (listp S) 

transformed 
(idempotent sol) 
(disjoint (system-vars S) (domain sol))) 

(and (idempotent solt) 
(disjoint (system-vars St) (domain solt))))))) 

To prove the lemmas stated in this subsection, we have to prove previously anal
ogous lemmas for each of the transformation rules that transform may apply. 

5.3 A unification algorithm 

The function solve is used to define an algorithm that finds a most general solution 
of a system of equations, whenever it exists. V·le define mgs, a function acting on 
systems of equations in the following way: 

(defn mgs (S) 
(let ((solved (solve (pair S nil)))) 

(if solved (second solved) F))) 

This function applies the rules of transformation starting with S; 0, until a normal 
form is reached. If unsolvability is detected, it returns F, otherwise returns the second 
system of the pair. The previous properties are used to verify that mgs implements 
a correct unification algorithm. The fundamental properties of the function mgs, 
appear in Figure 6. These properties are a formalization of the following theorem, 
and are the desired properties of a correct unification algorithm: 
Theorem: The function mgs has the following properties: 

1. If Sis a solvable system of equations, then mgs returns a non-F value (i.e., the 
algorithm succeeds). This is stated in the lemma completeness-mgs. 

2. If mgs succeeds when applied to a system S, then: 
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(prove-lemma completeness-mgs () 
(implies (solution sigmaS) (mgs S))) 

(prove-lemma soundness-mgs () 
(implies (mgs S) (solution (mgs S) S))) 

(prove-lemma most-general-solution-mgs () 
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(implies (solution sigmaS) (subs-subst (mgs S) sigma))) 

(prove-lemma idempotent-mgs () 
(idempotent (mgs S))) 

Figure 6: Properties of the mgs algorithm 

(a) It returns a solution of S. This is the lemma soundness-mgs. 

(b) It returns a substitution that subsumes every solution of S. This the 
lemma called most-general-solution-mgs. 

(c) It returns an idempotent substitution. The lemma idempotent-mgs state 
this property. 

Note that because of the definition of solve and the use of a selection function, 
we have also proved that any sequence of transformations starting with S; 0 ends in 
0; T, with T a most general solution, if Sis solvable, or in F if Sis unsolvable. This 
property is called non-deterministic completeness. 

An interesting remark can be made here. Our defined algorithm can be seen 
as a pattern of different unification algorithms. For every particular strategy in· 
applying transformation rules, we have a concrete unification algorithm. This par
ticular strategy corresponds to an instantiation of the partially defined selection 
function sel. The correctness of all those concrete unification algorithms are a triv
ial consequence of the above theorem, and are easily proved by the system using the 
command FUNCTIONALLY- INSTANTIATE. 

6 Conclusions 
·we have presented here a successful application of the Boyer-i'vioore theorem prover 
to the proof of correctness of a unification algorithm. This algorithm is described 
in terms of transformation rules acting non-deterministically on system of equa
tions. To perform the mechanical proofs, we have formalized a theory of terms and 
substitutions in the Boyer-Moore logic. 

The use of rules as a formalism to represent algorithms, unification algorithms in 
this case, turns out to be well-suited for mechanical verification. The use of selection 
functions, partially defined, formalizes the non-deterministic behaviour of this kind 
of algorithms, getting a clearer separation of logic and control. 

This is a first step to provide a number of basic results needed to apply formal 
methods to the design of reasoning systems. This mechanical proof is part of the 
mechanical proof of lattice-theoretic properties of first-order terms ((12]). As we 
mentioned earlier, terms and their properties are used in most of fields in Artificial 
Intelligence and Declarative Programming. 
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AC Il constraints 

A. Dovier, C. Piazza, E. Pontelli, and G. Rossi 

Abstract 

Disunification is the problem of deciding satisfiability of a system of equa
tions and disequations w.r.t. a given equational theory. In this paper we study 
the disunification problem in the context of ACil equational theories. We 
provide a characterization of the interpretation structures suitable to model 
the axioms in ACil and we face the satisfiability problem by providing novel 
methodologies to transform disequation constraints into solved forms. We 
propose three solved forms, offering an increasingly more precise character
ization of the set of solutions. Two of them can be computed and tested 
in polynomial time. The novel results achieved open new possibilities in the 
practical and efficient manipulation of ACil (hence, set-based) constraints. 
Keywords: CLP, disunijication, equational theories, solved forms, complexity. 

1 Introduction 

Equational theories are first-order theories whose axioms are universally quantified 
equations between first-order terms (21). A particularly interesting case is repre
sented by equational theories describing the associative (A), commutative (C), and 
idempotent (I) nature of one or more function symbols. The ability to deal with 
positive (equations) and negative ( disequations) constraints-a.k.a. disunification 
problem-has been shown to be very important from the theoretical as well as the 
practical point of view (20, 15, 14, 8). In this paper, in particular, we are interested 
in developing constraint solving techniques to handle equation and disequation con
straints under ACI11 in Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) languages. 

The problem of handling positive and negative constraints under equational theo
ries has been explored in the literature. In [9) a general solution to the disunification 
problem is presented; unfortunately such solution is valid only for compact equa
tional theories, and ACI-as discussed later-does not meet this requirement. The 
general problem of solving disequations w.r.t. a given equational theory is also 
addressed in (5), where the authors compute a set a of solutions for the positive 
constraints and a set \]! of solutions for the negative constraints, treated as they 
were equations. The answer to the satisfiability problem is represented as a pair 

A. Dovier is with Dip. Scientifico-Tecnologico, Univ. Verona, Strada Le Grazie, 37134 Verona 
(I), dovier@sci.univr.it. C. Piazza is with Dip. di Matematica e Informatica, Univ. Udine, V. Le 
Scienze 206, 33100 Udine (I), piazza@dimi.uniud.it. E. Pontelli is with New Mexico State University, 
Dept. Computer Science, Box 30001/CS, Las Cruces, NM 88003 (USA), epontell@cs.nmsu.edu. 
G. Rossi is with Dip. di Matematica, Univ. Parma, V. D'Azeglio 85/ A, 43100 Parma (I), gi
anfr@prmat.math.unipr.it 

1 AC'Il extends AC'I with an identity element for the AC' I operator. 
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(J, W, called substitution with exceptions: e is a solution of the initial constraints if 

and only if e is an instance of the substitution (J and e is not an instance of any of 

the substitutions in the set W. This test can be not trivial, as well as the problem of 

verifying whether (J, W is non-empty. Moreover, substitutions with exceptions corre

spond to solved form constraints containing universally quantified variables, which 

makes them unsuitable to be used in the context of a CLP system. More recently, 

Baader and Schulz [3] developed a general technique capable of combining satisfia

bility algorithms for disunification in disjoint equational theories. The approach is 

very general and can be adapted to work for ACI theories on general signatures. 

However, the method leads to an exponential explosion of alternatives. There seems 

to be no practical way to obtain "partial" but more efficient solutions from such 

scheme. 
The aim of this paper is to analyze the general problem of ACil constraint 

solving and to develop general algorithms to test satisfiability of these constraints 

in the context of CLP languages. 
The presentation starts with a characterization of the interpretation structures 

which are suitable to model ACil theories-the join-semilattices with bottom. This 

is used to explore the issue of satisfiability of equation and disequation constraints 

with respect to the different possible signatures of the language. As a matter of fact, 

a (non-empty) equational theory E forces certain classes of syntactically different 

terms to be interpreted as the same object in any model of E, while it is generally 

not strong enough to state when two terms must be distinguished. For instance, 

a structure such as 1 = ({_i}, (·)1), where the interpretation function (·)1 maps 

all terms to the unique element _i, is a model of any equational theory. In 1 any 

constraint of the form s -=/= t is unsatisfiable. If "wider" structures are chosen, then 

the satisfiability problem is likely to become much more interesting and complex. 

In the context of CLP languages, where a general signature I; is usually employed, 

the most common interpretation of the free function symbols is the one induced 

by the structure T(L;)j =Acn, i.e., the Herbrand Universe modulo the congruence 

relation imposed by ACil. We will show that this structure turns out to be adequate 

to model ACil theories, provided the axioms of the latter are suitably refined and 

extended in order to capture the behaviour of the ACil operators. This result 

definitively will allows us to focus on the canonical domain of Herbrand terms. In 

this context we present three solved forms for disunification problems, as well as 

the algorithms which allow arbitrary ACil constraints tobe transformed into any of 

these three forms. These solved forms meet the general requirements for solved forms 

constraints-e.g., deciding their satisfiability is trivial and efficient. Furthermore, 

all these solved forms are adequate to be efficiently used in the context of a CLP 

system-a property which was missing from some of the solved forms proposed by 

other researchers [3, 5]. Two of these solved forms (called implicit and intermediate) 

can be obtained in polynomial time from any conjunction of disequations. This result 

can have a direct application in the practical manipulation of AC I1 constraints in the 

context of CLP languages, thus overcoming some of the limitations and inefficiencies 

of existing related proposals presented in the literature (e.g. ,[11]). 2 

2 For complete proofs of all the results presented in the paper see: 

http:/ fwww.cs.nmsu.edu/lldapfprjJpfpapersfdppr99.html. 
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2 Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper we assume good knowledge of the standard notions and no
tation used in first-order logic, unification theory, and constraint logic programming 
(c.f., e.g., [13, 21, 17]). In particular, given .C = (II, L::, V), where II is a collection 
of predicate symbols, we denote with Adm a given set of first-order formulae, called 
admissible constraints. Given a first-order theory T on .C and a model A ofT, T 
and A correspond on Adm [ 17] if, for each c E Adm, we have that ( T f= :3 (c) iff 
A f= :3(c) ). A valuation of a constraint cis an assignment to the free variables of c 
of values from A-where A is the domain of A. 

2.1 E-unification and E-disunification 
If s,t E T(L::,V), then s =tis a L::-equation and s =/=tis a L::-disequation. An 
equational theory is a first-order theory whose axioms are universally quantified L::
equations. An equation constraint (resp., a disequation constraint) is a conjunction 
of L::-equations ( resp., of I:-disequations). 

Given an equational theory E, we can define the concept of E -equality (=E) as 
the least congruence relation over T(L::, V) which contains E and which is closed 
under substitution [4]. The relation =E induces a partition of T(I:) into congruence 
classes. The set of these classes will be denoted by T(L::)/ =E· T(L::)/ =E, together 
with a mapping (the interpretation function) which assigns to each term t the the 
equivalence class [t], is a model of the theory E. 

Given an equation (resp., a disequation) constraint C the (decision) E-unification 

problem (resp., E-disequation problem) is the problem of deciding whether E f= :3c. 
If E is an equational theory and C is an equation constraint, Birkoff's completeness 
theorem [21] ensures that E f= :3c if and only if T(L::)/ =Ef= :3c. From a constraint 
point of view, L::-equations can be chosen as admissible constraints. The theory E 
and the model identified by T(I:) / = E correspond on the class containing all possible 
conjunctions of equations [17]. When C is a disequation constraint, this test has 
always a negative answer, since, for instance, the structure 1 = ( { ..l}, ( -)-1), with (-)!. 
the interpretation of aU terms in the unique element ..l, is a model of any equational 
theory, and in 1 any constraint of the form s =/= t is unsatisfiable. This problem 
originates from the fact that any (non-empty) equational theory E forces certain 
distinct terms to be interpreted in the same way in any model of E-however, it is 
not strong enough to state when two terms must be distinguished in each model of 
E. As a consequence, the disequation problem is typically stated as the problem 
of verifying satisfiability of :3c w.r.t. a given interpretation structure A (usually, 
T(L::)/ =E)-i.e., A f= :3c. A related problem is the determination of the structures 
A which fulfill such property. 

Example 2.1 Let E consist of the unique axiom X = Y and let Adm contain all ~
equations and ~-disequations. Then E corresponds with 1 {in particular, E is the complete 
theory of 1). 

If E corresponds with l, then E is said to be trivial. In particular: 

Proposition 2.2 Given a non-trivial equational theory E such that Adm contains 
all L::-equations and L:-disequations, there is no corresponding structure for E. 
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A theory E is satisfaction complete [17] if for each admissible constraint c either 
E I= 3c or E I= -.3c. In terms of satisfaction completeness of non-trivial theories, 
Proposition 2.2 leads to the following result: 

Corollary 2.3 Given a non-trivial equational theory E such that Adm contains all 
'2:,-equations and '2:,-disequations, E is not satisfaction complete. 

As mentioned in Sect. 1, our ultimate goal is to handle constraints composed by 
arbitrary conjunctions C of '2:,-equations and '2:,-disequations. This class of problems 
has been typically referred to as E-disunification problems [9, 5]. An E-solution 0' 

of C in a structure A-denoted A I= C~J-is a valuation 0' : V ---7 A, extended as 
usual to terms, such that SO' =A tO' for all s = t in C and SO' #A tO' for all s # t in C. 

When the domain of A is T(I:,)j =E (T(I:,, V)/ =E), if the constraint C admits a 
solution, then it is said to be ground solvable (non-ground solvable). In the case of 
ACI1, and in presence of a signature containing non-constant free function symbols, 
ground and non-ground solvability of disunification are equivalent problems [3]. 

The technique for handling equations and disequations presented in this paper 
provides us with a methodology to tackle disunification problems. In fact, if E is a 
finitary theory-i.e., every unification problem admits a finite complete collection of 
most general unifiers-then a disunification problem C can be simply solved by com
puting a complete set of unifiers for the equations in C and then verifying whether, 
given any of these unifiers IJ', there is a solution for the disequations of CO' [3]. 

2.2 ACil and its Models 
Let I:, ::2 {0, U} be a signature containing the binary function symbol U and the 
constant symbol 0, and let V be a countable set of variables. Let us also define a 
one-to-one function # : 2:, U V ---t N, which will be used to obtain an order over 
T(I:,, V). Observe that 0 and U can be replaced by any other pair offunction symbols 
fulfilling the same axioms (e.g., the boolean constant false and the function or). 
We will say that a signature 2:, is general if it contains at least one function symbol 
different from U of arity greater than 0. 

Let us also recall some standard definitions from lattice theory [16]. A relation 
::::;<;;; L x Lis a partial order on L if :S is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive; let 
us denote with .l the bottom of the partial order-i.e., (Vx E L)(.l :S x). {L, :S) is 
a join-semilattice if the element x V y E L exists for each x, y E L, where x V y 
(read "x join y") is the unique element satisfying x :S x V y, y :S x V y and for all 
z E L such that x :S z and y :S z it holds that x V y :S z. If {L, :S) is a partial order 
with bottom .l, then a E Lis an atom if (Vx E L)((x :Sa 1\ x #a)-+ x = .l). 

The following equations describe the theory ACil: 

(A) (X UY) UZ 
(C) XUY 

X U(YU Z) 
YUX 

(I) XUX 
(1) 0 ux 

X 
X 

Let us analyze the structures A = {A, (·)A) for 2:, = {0, U} that are models 
of ACil. By definition of structure, the domain A is not empty. We indicate 
(0 )A E A as .l. A relation :S is induced by (u)A (simply denoted by uA) on A: 
X :S y H X UA y = y. 

Proposition 2.4 Let A= {A, (·)A) be a model of ACI. Then :S is a partial order 
on A. Moreover, if A is a model of axiom (1), then .l = (0)A is the bottom of A. 
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It is easy to observe that if A is not a model of ACI, then ::; is not guaranteed 
to be a partial order. Given a structure A for {0, U} that is a model of ACil, we 
denote with (A,::;) the partial order defined above [16]. 

Proposition 2.5 Let A= (A, (·)A) be a structure for {0, U} with _i = (0)A E A. 
A is a model of ACII if and only if (A,::;) is a join-semilattice with bottom l.. 

2.3 Term Normalization 
The ACil axioms allow us to design a normalization function for T(I;, V)-terms, 
p : T(I;, V) ----+ T(I;, V). Intuitively, the effect of p is to remove repeated elements 
and occurrences of 0 from unions and reorder the elements of a union according to 
the ordering induced by#. For example, given a term t E T( {0, U}, V), then p(t) is 
always of the form: 0 or XI U ... U Xm where #(XI) < · · · < #(Xm)· Observe that 
the result of p(t) is not properly a term, but the associativity of U allows us to use 
this entities as terms. 

Theorem 2.6 Let S = I;\ {0, U}. If t E T(I;, V), vars(t) = X, iti = n, then 
ACil f= \IX (p(t) = t) and 
1. if Sis a set of constant symbols, then p(t) can be performed in time O(nlogn), 
2. if S contains a function symbol of arity greater than 0, then p(t) can be performed 

in time O(n2
). 

Thus, p(t) can be chosen as the canonical representative of the ACil-congruence 
class [t] in T(I;) or T(I;, V) to which t belongs. 

Given a conjunction C = (si'lfiti/\ .. . I\ Sh'lfhth) where 'lf; E { =,#},its canonical 
form is the formula p(C) = p(si)'lfip(ti) 1\ ... 1\ p(sh)'lfhp(th)· The worst-case time 
complexity for the computation of the canonical form of Cis O(n2

), where n = jCj. 
In particular, pis an idempotent operation, thus p(t) = p(p(t)) for all terms t. 

Corollary 2. 7 If C = (si'lfiti 1\ ... 1\ sh'lfhth), where 'lf; E { =, #}, then ACil f= 
V(C H p(C)). 

3 AC Il Equation Constraints - Unification 
Given two terms s, t we are interested in the decision problem ACil f= 3(s = t) 
and in computing a complete set of ACil unifiers. (An overview of the general 
decision and unification problems in presence of ACI1 operators can be found in 
[12].) Thanks to Corollary 2.7, we can concentrate on the problem p(s) = p(t). 
The problem can be classified in three possible classes, according to the form of the 
signature 2:;: 

Elementary Unification: I;= {0,U}. p(s) = p(t) is of the form: 3 

XI U ... U Xm = YI U ... U Yn 

The decision problem in this case admits always an affirmative answer-the 
valuation (V/0 : V E vars(s, t)] is always a solution. A unique most general 
solution always exists and it can be easily computed using the technique of [2]. 
3 When m = 0 the l.h.s. is simply 0 and, similarly, if n = 0 then the r.h.s. is 0. 
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Unification with Constants: I;= {U, 0, e1 , ... , en}, where { e1 , ... , en} is a finite 
collection of constants distinct from 0. p( s) = p(t) is of the form: 

X1 U ... U Xk U br U ... U bh = Yr U ... U Yq U dr U ... U dp 

The decision problem ACil ~ 3(p(s) = p(t)) can be solved in time O(n) where 
n = lp(s)i + lp(t)l. In [2] it is shown how to compute the (minimal) complete set 
of most general unifiers for this problem. Uniqueness of the most general unifier 
is lost, due to the presence of constants, but the problem remains finitary-i.e., 
it is possible to describe the complete set of solutions through a finite number of 
unifiers. 

General Unification: I; = {u,0, JI, h, ... } (a general signature). The general 
unification problem has the following format: 

X1 U ... U Xh US[ U ... U Sk = Yi U ... U Yp U t1 U ... U tq 

where s;, tj are terms whose main functor is different from U. 

The decision problem is NP-complete [18, 10]. Algorithms to compute com
plete collections of unifiers for this class of problems have been presented in the 
literature-either as combination of simpler unification procedures [4] or as ad
hoc unification algorithms [12]. 

4 AC 11 Disequation Constraints - Disunification 
In this section we will concentrate on the problem of handling conjunctions of dis
equations. The whole disunification problem (conjunctions of equations and dise
quations) can be solved in two stages. First we use the unification techniques of 
the previous section on the equations of the constraint. Then, after applying the 
resulting substitutions, we can safely remove all equations and concentrate on the 
problems p(s) =/:- p(t). While in the unification case each equation is satisfiable in 
at least one model of ACil, the same does not hold in the case of disequations: 
a negative constraint can be unsatisfiable in all models (e.g., 0 =/:- 0). Other con
straints (e.g., X1 =/:- X2 ) are satisfiable in some structures and unsatisfiable in others. 
Thus, the study of ACil disequations requires an in-depth analysis of the possible 
structures for the considered theory. 

The case of elementary disequation constraints can be viewed just as a simpler 
sub case of AC I1 disequation constraints with constants. Thus we prefer to skip it 
here, due to space limits. 

4.1 ACil Disequation Constraints with Constants 
Let I; = {0 = c0 , U, c1 , ... , cm}· Let us analyze the structures over such I;, All 
models A for elementary ACil (thus, alljoin-semilattices with bottom-Prop. 2.5) 
are also models of ACil on I;, provided an interpretation for the constant symbols 
over A is given. However, it is natural to focus on structures in which them constants 
are interpreted as distinct objects, each of them different from _l_. This is equivalent 
to the introduction of an additional axiom in the theory ACil: 

(FD c;=/=ci i,jE{O, ... ,m},i=/=j 

Such structures are exactly all the join-semilattices with bottom with a domain of 
at least m + 1 objects. (Fn is actually an instance of the freeness axiom scheme 
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(F2) of Clark's Equational Theory [7]. For example, if m = 4, all the structures 
below are models of such extended theory. 

C4e 

C4 t 
• C3e 

/' '\ t 
6 C1 U C2 U C3 U C4 

c2• •c3 c2• 

'\ /' t 
•cl cle cl• c2• c3• C40 

t t '\ t/' /' 
e_l _le e_l 

Among the possible models, we are interested in those fulfilling the additional 
axiom 

(De) (VI, J ~ {1, ... ) m}) (It= J-+ U;u c; t= ujEJ Cj) 

(D stands for Domain, c for constants), where, if A= {a1 , ... , an} s;;; {1, ... , m}, 
then uiEA C; represents the term Cal u ... u Can. For instance, when m = 2, (De) 
becomes: 0 =1- c1 1\ 0 =1- c2 1\ 0 =1- c1 U c2 1\ c1 =1- c2 1\ c1 =1- c1 U c2 1\ c2 =1- c1 U c2. 
Assuming (De) we can also ignore (Fn, since (De) implies (Fn. Among the struc
tures satisfying these requirements, we can find the Boolean lattices, isomorphical 
to (tJ( { c1 , ... , em}), s;;;), i.e., those having { c1}, ... , {em} as atoms. 

Let us assume that #(0) = 0 and #( c1) = i for i = 1, ... , m; using p we can focus 
On the terms of the form 0 or X1 U · · · U Xk U C;1 U · · · U C;h, where h + k > 0 and 
ii < ii+1 for j = 1, ... , h -1. The disequation p(s) =1- p(t) gives rise to the following 
possible cases: 
l.r=/:r 
2. cil U · · · U c;h =1- ch U · · · U ci< and {i1, ... , ih} =1- {jl! ... ,jk} 
3. xl u ... u Xm u ch u ... u C;h =1- yl u ... u Yn u ch u ... u Cjkl rn > 0. 
Disequations of the 1st form are false in any model of ACil. Disequations of the 
2nd kind are true (and therefore can be removed) in any model of ACil +(De)· In 
particular, given any join-semilattice with bottom different from l, it is possible to 
build a structure which is a model of ACil and in which a given disequation of type 
2 is satisfied. Similarly, satisfiability of disequations of the 3rd kind depends on the 
domain. In particular, a disequation of type 3 is: 
• unsatisfiable in 1 
• satisfiable in any model of ACilDe if there is a constant which occurs on one 

side and not on the other, or if there is a constant in ~ which does not occur in 
the disequation. 

The following theorem holds independently from the presence of (De): 
Theorem 4.1 If C is a disequation constraint in canonical form and it contains r 
dis equations (of type 2 or 3), then C is satisfiable in any structure which contains a 
substructure isomorphical to (tJ( { a1 , ... , a;}), s;;;). 

If, on the other hand, the structure A is fixed a priori (and possibly not wide 
enough, the satisfiability problem becomes NP-complete: 
Theorem 4.2 Let A.= (A,::;) be a join-semilattice with bottom containing k ele
ments. Deciding the satisfiability of an ACil-constraint in A is NP-complete. 

The NP-hard nature of the problem justifies, in presence of a fixed domain, a 
preliminary polynomial test to check if the domain is "wide enough" . 
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4.2 General AC I1 Disequation Constraints 
Let us assume that the signature I: can contain any constant and function symbols. 

From Sect. 2.2 we know that when :::; is induced by the interpretation of U, the 

models of AC I1 are the join-semilattices with bottom. However, in presence of a 

domain A and an interpretation u.A, the interpretation of the function symbols of 

I: introduces a variety of possibilities for building models. 
The most common interpretation of the function symbols different from U, in

cluding the constant symbols, is the one induced by the structure T(I::) / =A Gil, 

denoted by 1-L. In this section we prove some simple results about this model and 

we define a theory T such that 1-L and T correspond on the class of formulae we are 

interested in, namely conjunctions of equations and disequations. 

Example 4.3 The figure below shows a representation of 1l = (T(E)/ =Acn) when 
E = {0, U, {·}} where {-} is a function symbol of arity 1. With a slight abuse of notation, 
we denote with { s, t} the congruence class of { s} U { t}. This allows one to interpret 1l 
as the set of hereditarily finite ahd well-founded sets. Sets at level i contain exactly i 
elements. 

lev. 2 {0,{0}} {{0},{0,{0}}} 

t '\ t '\ 
lev. 1 {0} {{0}} {{0,{0}}} 

'\ t /' /' /' 
lev. 0 0 

Let us start by observing that the atoms of (1-L, :::;) are all and only the congruence 

classes containing terms with a main functor different from U. This is stated by the 

following lemma: 

Lemma 4.4 The atoms of (1-L, :::;) are exactly the classes [t], for some ground term 

to= f(ti, · · ·, tn) 1 f =/=- U. 

Thus, with slight abuse of notation, from now on we will call atom any term whose 

main (outermost) function symbol is different from U. 1-L also properly models the 

extensionality principle for equality between sets denoted by ACI terms: 

Lemma 4.5 Let s, t be two terms and 1-L ~ 3(s of- t). For all solutions 0" 1 if 

s1 U · · · U Sm E O"( s) and t 1 U · · · U tn E O"( t), where all the s;, ti are atoms, then there 

are an atom a and an index i such that s; = a and for all ti ti of- a or, vice versa, 

t; =a and for all Sj si of- a. 

The structure 1-L is also a model of the freeness equational axioms: 

f(Xl, ... , Xn) = f(Yi, ... , Yn) ---+ X1 = Y1 1\ · · · 1\ Xn = Yn 
f(Xl, ... , Xm) =1- g(Yl! ... , Yn) 
(X =f. t1 U .. · U f( .. ·X .. ·) U .. · U tn) 

f E E,f t U 

ftg,f,gt.U 
ft.U 

The standard freeness axioms [7] have been here refined in order to capture the 

behavior of U. 
Similarly to what we did for (De) in the previous section, we need to enforce 

the property that unions of distinct atoms return distinct objects of the domain. 
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Instead of extending (Dc)-which would be quite cumbersome in this context-we 
introduce the following axiom scheme: for all f E I:, f "t U, ar(f) = n: 

Observe that the f- direction is a simple consequence of axioms ACI. This axiom 
scheme captures the intuitive notion of atoms in the context of U, and subsumes the 
case covered by (De)· Thus, axiom (De) can be safely removed: 

Lemma 4.6 ACI1D1F2 f= (Dc). 4 

Theorem 4.7 1i and ACI1F1F2F3D1 correspond on the class of all the conjunc
tions of equations and disequations. 

The following theorem is fundamental for the satisfiability test of aU the solved forms 
presented in this paper. 

Theorem 4.8 Let I; be a general signature. Given a disequation constraint C = 
(s1 =1- t1 1\ · · · 1\ Sn =1- tn) such that p(s;) "t p(t;) for all i = 1, ... , n, then C is 
satisfiable in 1i, and in every model of ACI1F1F2F3D1. 

Corollary 4.9 If I; is a general signature, then the satisfiability of a disequation 
constraint in 1i can be decided in polynomial time. 

5 Solved forms 
Most constraint systems rely on the availability of constraints simplifiers to trans
form constraints into equivalent "simpler" formulae. In particular, it is common 
to identify a class of formulae, called solved forms, which are the target of this 
simplification. As described in (9], solved forms should be: 
solvable: each solved form is either false or it admits at least one solution; 
simple: satisfiability of a solved form should be trivially decidable; 
complete: every constraint is equivalent to a finite (possibly empty) disjunction of 

solved forms. 
We propose three solved forms for the ACil-constraints considered in this paper. 
Each form can be incrementally computed from the previous .ones. The first form 
(implicit) represents implicitly its set of solutions. Given a constraint, a unique 
implicit solved form constraint can be computed from it in polynomial (quadratic) 
time. The second solved form (intermediate) further simplifies a constraint in im
plicit solved form. A formula containing only a collection of intermediate solved 
form constraints can be computed from any constraint in polynomial (cubic) time 
(the number of components, however, might be exponential due to the application 
of distributivity). The third solved form (explicit) represents explicitly its solutions. 

4The converse is not true. Consider I:= {0,U,c} and the lattice l. < al>l. < a 2,a1 < c,a2 < 
cA. It fulfills (De) but not (DJ) (consider cU l. = a1 U a2 ). 

~.........,._,.........,._, 

X Y, Y2 
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It can be computed from the previous ones on demand. In this case, determining 

each disjunct requires exponential time. 5 

In the following subsections we precisely characterize the three solved forms. 

However, we anticipate that all of them fulfill the hypothesis of Theorem 4.8-thus, 

we have: 

Corollary 5.1 An implicit/intermediate/explicit solved form constraint C different 

from false is satisfiable in 1-l, and hence ACI1F1F2F3DJ f= :3c. 

5.1 Implicit solved form 
A variable X occurs nested in a term t if t is of the form: t 1 U · · · U f ( · · · X · · ·) U · · ·Utn, 

f =/= U. A constraint C is in implicit solved form if it is false, true, or C = ( s1 -=/= 

t1 1\ · · · 1\ Sn -=/= tn) and for all i = 1, ... , n 

• vars(s;) U vars(t;)-=/= 0, and 

• s; = p(s;) and t; = p(t;), and 

• s; =/= t;, and 
• if t; is a variable, then s; is a variable, as well, and 

• if s; is a variable, then it does not occur nested in t;. 

Given a constraint C = (s1 -=/= h 1\ · · · 1\ Sn -=/= tn), we can obtain an equivalent 

constraint in implicit solved form, starting from p( C) ( cf. Sect. 2.3) and applying the 

function impLsimpl of Fig. 1. Occurrences of true and false can be easily handled in 

linear time at the end of the process-we assume that the function tfsimpl performs 

this task. Clearly, tfsimpl(impLsimpl(p(t))) is in implicit solved form. 

Proposition 5.2 Given a constraint C, then tfsimpl(impl...simpl(p(C))) can be com

puted in time O(n2
) where n = !C!. Moreover, if X= vars(C), then ACI1F1F2F3 f= 

VX(C +-+ tfsimpl(impl...simpl(p(C))). · 

5.2 Intermediate solved form 
A constraint in implicit solved form C is in intermediate solved form if it is false or 

C = (s1 -=/= t1 1\ · · · 1\ Sn-=/= tn) and, for all i = 1, ... , n; 
• s; =X (and X does not occur nested inti), or 

• s; = r1 U · · · U rh and t; = v1 U · · · U vk, h, k ~ 2. 
The procedure inLsimpl described in Fig. 1 produces a formula containing only 

disequations in intermediate solved form. Moreover, the output formula is equivalent 

to the original constraint. A naive implementation will repeat the rewriting of the 

same constraints f(s 1 , ... , sn) -=/= ti introduced in different disjuncts by action (8). 

However, by taking care of avoiding repetition of the same computation, one gets: 

5 All the solved forms are instances of the compact formulae defined in [9]. If the theory AC I1 

were compact, the ability to reach a solved form would automatically ensure satisfiability of these 

constraints over 1l [9]. Unfortup.ately, AC I1 is not compact; thus, a direct proof of satisfiability 

of the different solved forms is required. As a matter of fact, an equational theory is compact if: 

E-unification is finitary and decidable, and each equations= t, vars(s, t) = {X} and such that 

s =JEt admits a finite number of solutions in 1£. Equations of the type X =XU a do not admit 

a finite set of solutions if T('E)/ =Acll is infinite-which is always the case when 'E is general. 

Thus, AC I1 represents a good example to indicate that compactness of the equational theory is a 

sufficient but not necessary condition for the satisfiability of formulae in compact form. 
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function impl..simpl( <p): 
while there is a disequation c in <p not in implicit s.f. do 
case c of 

(1) rlr >--+ false 

(2) sIt 
>--+ true sof-t, vars(s) = 0 A vars(t) = 0 

(3) tiX 
>--+ X It t is not a variable 

(4) X I t1 U ·" U J( .. ·X"·) U · "U tn, 
>--+ true 

f"f-U 

(5) J(-··) lg(··), 
>--+ true f of- g, f of- u, g t u 

function int...simpl(<p): 
while there is a disequation c in <p not in intermediate s.f. do 
case c of 

(1)-(5) as in impl...simpl 

(6) s1 U s2, I f(t1, ... , tn), } 
jof_U >--+ J(tr, · · ·, tn) I 81 U 82 

(7) f(s!, ... , sn) I f(h, ... , tn) >--+ V'·'- Si It; 
(8) f(sl, ... ,sn) I t1 Ut2 >--+ vt=l (f(s!, ... , Sn) It; At; 10)v 

(f(s!, ... ,sn) I t1 Aj(s1, ... ,sn) I t2) 

Figure 1: Rewriting procedures for implicit and intermediate solved form 

function expl...simpl ( <p): 
while there is a disequation c in <p not in explicit s.f. do 

if c = r u s 1 t u u 
then replace c by v(c) 
else replace c by inLsimpl(c) 

Figure 2: Rewriting procedure for explicit solved form 
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Proposition 5.3 Given a constraint C, inLsimpl(p(C)) can be computed in time 
O(n3

) where n = JCJ. Moreover, ACI1F1F2F3Df f= V(C t-t inLsimpl(p(C))). 
Nevertheless, a successive application of the distributivity can generate an expo

nential number of disjuncts. This consideration holds in any general equational the
ory E. For example, given a binary function symbol f and the constraint f(X1, ll) =J 
f(Vi, Z1)1\· · ·1\f(Xn, Yn) =J f(Vn, Zn), after the application of the simplification rules 
in Fig. 1, we obtain (in time O(n)): (X1 =J 111 VY} =J Z1)1\· · ·1\(Xn =J Vn VYn =J Zn)· 
The corresponding disjunctive normal form contains 2n disjuncts. 
Corollary 5.4 Given a constraint C, then an intermediate solved form constraint 
C' that implies C can be computed in time O(n3

), where n = JCJ. Moreover, the 
disjunction of all the intermediate solved form constraints equivalent to C can be 
computed in 0(2n). 

5.3 Explicit solved form 
In this section we show how a disequation 1' U s =J t U u occurring in a constraint in 
intermediate solved form can be further simplified. 
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An intermediate solved form constraint C is in explicit solved form if it is false 

or C = ( s1 -=/= t 1 1\ · · · 1\ Sn -=/= tn) and for all i = 1, ... , n, the following holds: if s; is 

not a variable, then s; -=/= t; is of the form: 

X u yl u ... u yh -=/= y1 u ... u yh u 7'1 u ... u rk 

The rewriting of a constraint C in intermediate solved form (and different from 

false) into an equivalent constraint in explicit solved form is based on the recursive 

replacement of each conjunct of the form 

c = xl u ... u Xm u tl u ... u th -=/= yl u ... u Yn u Sl u ... u Sk) 

with the formula v( c) = 'Pt v 'Pr) computed as: 'Pt = v~=1 'Pierm v v~l 'P~ar and 

i 
'Pterm 

'Pbar 

/\~=1 (t; -=/= Sj) 1\ 1\'J=l (Yj -=/= Yj U t;) 
(\1~{1 , ... ,k}(X; U Y1 U ... U Yn-=/= Y1 U ... U Yn U UrEJ s,.) 

The definition of rp,. is perfectly symmetrical. Intuitively, 'Pierm asserts the fact 

that t; does not belong to the set described by the r.h.s., while 'P~ar states that X; 

is not a subset of the r.h.s. 
The replacement of c with v(c) can generate a number of new disequations (e.g., 

s1 -=/= t 1 with s1 = f (f1 ) and s1 = g(t2)) that can be rewritten by the function 

inLsimpl of Fig. 1. However, all the subproblems generated are of smaller size and 

therefore the function expLsimpl described in Fig. 2 will eventually terminates. 

Proposition 5.5 Given a constraint C, it holds that ACI1F1F1F2F3DJ f= V(C H 

expLsimpl(p( C))). 

Theorem 5.6 Given a constraint C, then expLsimpl(p(C)) terminates. 

Again, adopting a structure-sharing technique, however, it is possible to keep the 

number of execution steps of expLsimpl within O(n3 ). Moreover, v(c) generates an 

exponential number of disequations. So, even if the number of steps is polynomial, 

the real complexity of the algorithm is exponential: O(n32n). 

Example 5. 7 Let us consider the constraint f(X U aU g(Y), a)-=/= f(X U Y U b, X) and 

assume that #(X) < #(Y) < #(a) < #(b) < #(g). The constraint is in implicit solved 

form; the c07Tesponding disjunction of constraints in intermediate solved form is 

X -=/= a V XU aU g(Y) -=/= XU Y U b 

and the corresponding disjunction of constraints in explicit solved form is 

X-=/= a V (X-=/= XU a 1\ Y-=/= Y U a) V (X-=/= XU g(Y) 1\ Y-=/= Y U g(Y)) V X-=/= XU bV 

(X-=/= XU Y 1\ XU Y-=/= XU a 1\ XU Y-=/= XU g(Y) 1\ XU Y-=/= XU aU g(Y)) 

Observe that the components of the explicit solved form precisely identify the set of 

possible solutions. For instance, the second disjunct forces X and Y to be not of the form 

aU s for any terms. 
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6 Discussion and Related Work 
In this section we present some observations regarding how our results extend to 
the cases of set-constraints and nested sets, and how they compare with similar 
proposals in the literature. 
Set-constraints Structures. Set-constraints [1, 19] are conjunctions of literals 
based on the constant symbols Q, l, and a non-empty set of first-order constant 
symbols (e.g., a, b); function symbols: U, n, C, where C stands for the complement 
operator, and, possibly, an additional set of free function symbols (e.g., f, g). If a 
function symbol f is available, then also its projection f;- 1 on the ith argument can 
be used as term-constructor. 

The interpretation domain is the powerset of T(L;), with I; containing a.ll symbols 
above but Q, l, U, n, C, fi-1

. Moreover, the interpretation of function symbols and 
of their projections is fixed. In particular, the selected interpretation structure is a 
model of AC Il. Thus, the interpretation domain must be a join-semilattice with 
bottom. If we forbid the use of symbols n, 1, C, and the projection symbols, we have 
just another domain for testing ACI1 constraints. 

In this context, one can use the set-constraint satisfiability algorithms to check 
satisfiability of ACil constraints, where s =tis replaced by s ~ t !\ t ~ sands =/:- t 
is replaced by (s n C(t)) u (t n C(s)) g; Q. 
Nested sets. The algorithms of this paper, as well as any other algorithm for 
dealing with ACil constraints when I; is general, can be used to solve constraints 
on hereditarily finite and hybrid sets (where hybrid means that also terms built 
using "free" symbols-atoms--can be used as elements of sets). As a matter of fact, 
using a unary function symbols, say{-}, as done in Example 4.3, sets with any level 
of nesting can be written. Thus, we can encode problems such as: 

{X, {X,0, {Y}} U Z U TV} =f {Z, {{{XU Y},0}}} U W 
Set inclusion can be easily encoded by X ~ Y H Y = XU Y. Moreover, with 

nested sets, membership becomes very important. This operation can be encoded 
as: X E Y H Y ={X} U Y. 

Constraints of this form are special cases of formulae of multi-level syllogistic, 
whose decision problem has been studied in [6]. Nested sets are the basis for the 
development of set theory. Facing a complex problem in a declarative style, the 
expressive power provided by nesting (and thus, by set theory) turns out to be 
extremely useful. 
CLP languages with sets. In [15], Gervet presents a language, called Conjunto 
which incorporates a constraint solver over boolean lattices built from (fiat) set 
intervals. The constraints can be more complex (e.g., boolean constraints) than 
those considered in this paper, but the domain is less general. In particular, the 
simulation of nested sets is not possible-which prevents the direct encoding of 
many interesting problems. Conjunto has been embedded in the recent releases of 
the ECLIPSE system. Thanks to the resuls of [3] one can think to combine our 
constraints with those of Conjuncto. 

In CLPS [20] the authors use a normal form similar to the implicit one presented 
in this paper. On the other hand, their constraint solving mechanisms appear to be 
based on reducing the problem to standard forward-checking and lookahead tech
niques. The limited literature on the topic prevents us from a deeper comparison 
with the capabilities of CLPS. 
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{log} [10, 11] is a constraint logic programming language over hybrid and heredi
tarily finite sets. Sets in {log} are represented using a more restricted construction, 
based on the use of the constant 0 and the binary function symbol with (interpreted 
as the set element insertion operation). The function symbol U, instead, is not 
available. The union operation, however, is provided in the extended version pre
sented in [11 J as a primitive constraint based on the ternary predicate symbol U3 . 

Unification in this context is still NP-complete and can be seen as an instance of 
the cases analyzed in this paper (see [12]). Disunification is relatively simpler: the 
constraint solvers developed for {log} [10] are capable of handling both equalities 
and disequalities, leading to a solved form containing only primitive constraints of 
the form X = t and Y =/= s, where X, Y are variables, X occurs only once in the 
resulting constraint, and Y does not appear in s. 

7 Conclusions 
In this paper we have studied the problem of verifying the satisfiability of con
junctions of equations and disequations .w.r.t. an ACil theory. The ability to 
efficiently verify the satisfiability of this class of formulae is vital to the develop
ment of more general and effective CLP languages embedding sets. Existing results 
in the area of E-disunification (e.g., [9, 5, 3]) present general techniques which are 
either inadequate to the needs of a CLP framework (e.g., [5, 3]) or unsuitable to the 
characteristics of AC I1 equational theories (e.g., [9]). 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
• we have characterized the classes of structures which are suitable to model ACil

like theories 
• we have provided complexity results for the problem of verifying satisfiability of 

elementary disunification and disunification with constants 
• in the general disunification case, we have characterized the axiomatization which 

captures the desired properties, and which corresponds to the "standard" model 
T("E,)j =Ac!l 

• we have proposed three solved forms, increasingly more precise in the character
ization of the solutions set, and developed algorithms to compute the equivalent 
solved form for arbitrary conjunctions of disequations. Each normal form can be 
trivially tested for satisfiability. Furthermore two of the three normal forms can 
be computed and tested in polynomial time 

• we have related our results to the issues of set-constraint structures. 
As future work, we will continue exploring the issue of solved forms for ACil 

constraints, e.g., to achieve even more precise representation of the solutions set. 
We will also explore the use of structure sharing as a term representation technique 
to contain the size explosion during the unification phase of constraint solving. 
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Freeness Analysis through Linear Refinement 

Patricia Hill and Fausto Spoto 

Abstract 

Linear refinement is a technique for systematically constructing abstract 
domains for program analysis directly from a basic domain representing just 
the property of interest. This paper for the first time uses linear refinement 
to construct a new domain instead of just reconstructing an existing one. 
This domain is designed for definite freeness analysis and consists of sets of 
dependencies between sets of variables. We provide explicit definitions of 
the operations for this domain which we show to be safe with respect to the 
concrete operations. We illustrate how the domain may be used in a practical 
analysis by means of a small example. 

Keywords: Abstmct interpretation, abstmct domain, linear refinement, static analysis, 
freeness analysis, logic progmmrning. 

1 Introduction 

Linear refinement [13] is a technique for systematically constructing abstract do
mains for program analysis. Given a basic abstract domain representing just the 
property of interest together with an appropriate concrete operation (which, as we 
are analysing logic programs, is usually unification) the new more refined domain is 
constructed. 

Freeness analysis is concerned with the computation of a set of variables (called 
free variables) which, at a given program point, are guaranteed to be only bound 
to variables. As pointed out in [20], the information collected by a freeness analysis 
is useful for increasing the power of non strict independent AND-parallelism [14], 
for optimising unification, for goal ordering and for the avoidance of type checking. 
Moreover, for sharing analysis (which deals with the possible sharing of terms among 
variables), freeness is an important component that can improve both the efficiency 
and the precision of the analyser. 

Freeness analysis has received relatively little attention from the research com
munity, compared for instance with groundness analysis [1, 6]. If we consider the 
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freeness domains proposed in the literature, we find that two different approaches 

are taken. The first considers freeness as a mode (9, 20). In this case, a substitution 

is simply abstracted as the set of free variables (that is, those which are mapped by 

the substitution to variables). This basic approach is extremely imprecise. To im

prove precision, (9) combines modes with the information about the set of variables 

present in the term bound to each variable, whereas (20) combines freeness with 

sharing analysis, to improve both the sharing and the freeness components. Both 

[9) and [20) show that the basic freeness abstraction is not acceptable at all. This 

is because even if it is known that a variable is free in the substitutions 81 and 82 , 

there is no guarantee that it will be free in their most general unifier. Then the most 

precise abstraction of unification is so imprecise to be useless. Compare this with 

the case of groundness, where the simple abstraction of a substitution into the set of 

variables that are ground allows the definition of an abstract unification operation 

which is imprecise but still useful. The second approach abstracts a substitution 

into an abstract set of equations, which can be seen as an approximate description 

of the concrete set of equations represented by the substitution itself [3, 4, 5, 19, 23). 

This means that part of the functor s~ructure of the substitution is maintained in 

the abstract sets of equations, resulting in an extremely precise analysis but with 

rather complex abstract operations. In [15) an intermediate approach is proposed. 

Here the terms are fully abstracted apart from the positions of their variables. These 

are maintained by means of paths that define their positions in the term. 

The contribution of this paper is in the definition of a new domain for definite 

freeness analysis which is able to express freeness dependencies without the help of 

any auxiliary domain (like sharing, for instance). This domain is constructed by 

means of a linear refinement operation, as done in the case of groundness [21) and 

types [17). We provide a representation for this domain and safe operations on this 

representation. It can be shown that our domain is contained in the Sharing x Free 

domain of [16). This means that its precision is no more than that of [16). The 

advantage of our domain is its natural definition, together with the simplicity of its 

representation and its abstract operators. Note that, previously, only a restricted 

form of linear refinement (called the Heyting refinement) has been used. It was 

applied to the reconstruction of the domain Pas for groundness analysis (21) and 

the construction of type domains (17). 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides some preliminary definitions. 

Section 3 defines the concrete domain and its abstraction into a basic domain for 

freeness analysis. Section 4 refines this basic domain through the standard approach 

for linear refinement and shows that this does not lead to interesting domains. Sec

tion 5 shows how to overcome this problem through the use of internal dependencies. 

Section 6 defines a representation of our domain of internal dependencies based on 

sets of dependencies between variables. Sections 7 and 8 define the algorithms for 

the computation of the abstraction function and of the abstract operators on the 

representation, respectively. Section 9 provides an example of freeness analysis of 

logic programs based on our domain. Section 10 summarises the contributions of this 

paper, compares our work with the standard framework for freeness analysis, which 

is based on the Sharing x Free domain, and consider the problem of condensing for 

our domain. 
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2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Terms and substitutions 

Given a set of variables 11 and a set of function symbols I; with associated arity, 
we define terms(I:, 11) as the minimal set of terms built from V and 2::: as: v E 
terms(I:, 11) for every v E V and ift1, ... , tn E terms(I:, F) and f E 2::: is a function 
symbol of arity n ~ 0, then f(tl> ... , tn) E terms(I:, 11). vars(t) is the set of variables 
occuiTing in t. A term t is ground if vars(t) = 0. Given a set of variables 11 and a 
variable x, V U x means V U { x} and 11 - x means V - { x}. 

A substitution 0 is a map from variables into terms. We define the sets clom(O) = 
{xiO(x)-=/= x} and rng(O) = UxEdom(B) vars(O(x)). We require dom(O) to be finite. We 
define ell as the set of idempotent substitutions 0 such that dom(O)Urng(O) ~ V and 
dom(O) nrng(O) = 0. Given 0 and a set of variables R, we define OIR as OIR(x) = O(x) 
if X E R and OIR(x) = X otherwise. Given a term t E terms(I:, 11) and 0 E ell, 
tO E terms(I:, F) is the term obtained with the substitution of every variable x in t 
with O(x). 

P(S) is the powerset of a set S. P1 (S) is the set of all finite subsets of S. 

2.2 The domain of existential Herbrand constraints 

Let V be an infinite set of variables. For each F E P1(V), we have the set of 
Herbrand equations 

Suppose c E Cll· Then we say cO is true if t 10 = t20 for every (tl = t2 ) E c. \Ve 
know [18] that if there exists 0 E ell such that cO is true, then c can be put in 
normal form mgu(c) = {t'} = t'Jij E J}, where t'} E Fare distinct variables which 
do not occur in ~'k for every j, k E J and the variables in mgu( c) are all contained 
in the variables of c. Moreover, we have cO is true if and only if mgu(c)O is true. If 
no 0 exists such that cO is true, then mgu(c) and hence the normal form of c are 
undefined. If c is in normal form, c can be seen as a substitution, and we use the 
notation c( v) meaning the term t on the right of an equality v = t E c if such an 
equality exists, v itself otherwise. 

Let V and W be disjoint infinite sets of variables. For each V E P1(V), we have 
a set of constraints, called existential Herbrand constraints: 

Hv = {3wc!W E P1(W),c E PJ(Clluw)} 

Here, V are called the program variables and W, the existential variables. Given a 
Her brand constraint h = 3wc E Hll, the set of its solutions is defined as 

solv(h) = {OiliiO E elluw, rng(O) ~ 11 and cO is true} . 

Hence solll(3wc) = solv(3w mgu(c)). 3wc is said to be in normal form if cis in 
normal form. 
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Two constraints h1, h2 E H11 are called equivalent if and only if sol11 (h1) = 
sol 11 (h2). In the following, a constraint will stand for its equivalence class. Since, as 
shown above, every consistent constraint can be put in an equivalent normal form, 
in the following we will consider only normal constraints. 

Two operations and diagonal elements are defined on (normal) Herbrand con
straints: 

Definition 1 (Conjunction on Hv)· Assuming H11 n H12 = 0\ we have: 

if mgu( c1 U c2) exists 

otherwise. 

Definition 2 (Restriction on Hv ). 'I'Ve define the restriction of a Herbrand con
straint 3wc with respect to a program variable x as 

where N f/_ (11 U W). 

That is, we consider the program variable x as a new existential variable N. 

Definition 3 (Diagonal elements on Hv). Given two sequences of distinct vari
ables (x1, ... , xn) and (YI> ... , Yn) in 11 whose intersection is empty, we define 

oH" = {Xi= Ydi = 1, 0 0 0 ) n} 0 (x,, ... ,xn),(Yl , ... ,y,) 

2.3 Abstract interpretation 

We briefly recall the main result about abstract interpretation [8]. Let (C, ~) (con
crete domain) and (A,::;) (abstract domain) be two posets. A Galois connection 
between them is a pair of functions a (abstraction) and ry ( concretisation) such that 
a and ry are monotonic, for all :r: E C we have x :S (ryoa)(x), and for ally E A we have 
(a o ry) (y) ::; y. A Galois connection is called a Galois insertion if (a o ry) (y) = y. 
In a Galois insertion the abstract domain does not contain useless elements, i.e., 
elements which are not the image through a of some concrete element. 

Let f : en ---+ C be a concrete operator and assume that J : An --+ A. Then j is 
correct with respect to f if and only if for allYl> ... , Yn E A ;ve have a(f(ry(y1), ... , 
ry(Yn))) :S J (y1, ... , Yn). For each operator f, there exists an optimal (most precise) 
correct abstract operator J defined as ](yl, . .. , Yn) = a(! ( ry(y1), ... , ry(yn))), where 
a is extended to sets S ~ C by defining a(S) = 1\sEsa(s). Note that this requires A 
to be completely /\-closed and to contain a top element, i.e., to be a Moore family. 
In general, if X is a subset of a lattice L then .A.(X) denotes the Moore-closure of 
X, i.e., the least subset of L containing X which is a i\1Ioore family of L. 

1 Note that this is not restrictive because the names of existential variables are irrelevant: given 
a Her brand constraint 3wc, the constraint 3w, c[W' /W] is equivalent to it. Hence we can always 
assume Herbrand constraints to be renamed apart with respect to existential variables. 
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2.4 Domain refinement 

A systematic approach to the development of abstract domains is based on the use 
of domain refinement operators. Given an abstract domain A, which is a subset of 
a concrete domain C, a domain refinement operator R yields an abstract domain 
R(A) which is more precise (i.e., contains more C-points) than A. Classical domain 
refinement operators are reduced product and disjunctive completion (11]. The 
reduced product of two domains A and B is isomorphic to the Cartesian product of 
A and B, modulo the equivalence relation (a1 , b1) = (a2 , b2 ) if and only if a1 1\ b1 = 
a2 1\ b2 . This means that pairs having the same meaning are identified. 

Linear completion was proposed in (12] as a powerful domain refinement operator. 
It allows to include in a domain the information relative to propagation of the 
abstract property of interest before and after the application of a concrete operator 
(gJ, 

Let L be a complete lattice and (gJ be a partial map (gJ : L x L-+ L. The functions 
--t-

0 and <~--0 are defined as 

a --t-
0 b = V {l E Llif a (gJ l is defined then a (gJ l 5.L b} , 

L 

a <~--0 b = V { l E Llif l (gJ a is defined then l (gJ a 5.L b} . 
L 

Note that if (gJ is commutative then a <~--0 b = a --~>0 b for every a, b E L. 

(1) 

We define the linear refinement domain L --~>0 L = L n A {a --~>0 b, a <~--0 bla, b E 

L}, which can be simplified into L --t-
0 L = A {a --~>0 b, a <~--0 bla, b E L} if the 

elements of L can be obtained as (greatest lower bounds of) arrows. This case 
is important since it allows a simpler representation of the domain and simpler 
operations on this representation. 

The right linear refinement of L is defined as 

L --~>~ L = Ln j_{a --~>0 b!a,b E L}. (2) 

Again, if the elements of L can be obtained as (greatest lower bounds of) arrows, 
Equation (2) can be simplified into 

L --~>~ L = j_{a --~>0 bia,b E L}. (3) 

When not explicitly stated, L --~>0 L will stand for L --~>~ L. 

3 Freeness analysis 

The concrete domain we abstract is the collecting version (8] of the domain of 
Her brand constraints introduced in Subsection 2. 2, i.e., the lattice (P( H"), n, U, 
HI', 0). The operations and the diagonal elements on H11 are point-wise extended 
to P(H11 ) as follows: 

sl *P(Hv) Sz = {hl *Hv hzlhl E sl, hz E Sz and hl *Hv hz is defined} 

-::JP(Hv)s = {::JH"hl hE s} b:~HF) = {61!':} . x x x,y x,y 
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The first abstraction of this domain is a domain able to model basic freeness and 
nothing else. 

Given a finite set of variables V, we define the set of variables that are free 
in a Herbrand constraint as free(3wc) = {v E 1ljc(v) E (VUW)}. The set of 
Herbrand constraints such that the variables U are free is defined as free(U) 
{ h E Hv I U ~ free( h)}. The basic abstract domain for freeness analysis is 

Free~;= {free(U)IU ~ 11} , 

ordered with respect to set inclusion. \iVe have that free(0) is the whole set of 
Herbrand constraints, and free(\"!) n free(1"2) = free(\"! U 112 ) for every 111 , 112 ~ 1l. 
Then Free~, is a Moore family of P ( Hv). 

From now on, capital letters such as U, U', V will stand for sets of variables, small 
letters such as x, y, z, for single variables and bold face letters U for elements of the 
domain, originated by the corresponding variables. 0 will stand for free(0), but we 
will write explicitly free(0) when this notation can give rise to ambiguity. \~Te write 
U \ U' for free(U \ U'). 

Example 4. Suppose U,U', V = {k,w,x,y,z} are sets of variables. Then we write 
U for free(U) and kwxyz for free({k,w,x,y,z}). Consider c = {x = f(y),z = w} 
and V = {k, x, y, w, z }. Then we have c E kywz, but c rJ_ kxywz. 

Elements of P(Hv) can be mapped into Free?, by the abstraction map a~1 (S) = 
n{f E Free?~ IS~!}. The concretisation map~~~ is the identity map. (a~,,~~,) is a 
Galois insertion from P(Hv) into Free~,. 

4 A naive approach to linear refinement 

Consider the two Her brand constraints c1 = { x = a} and c2 . = {y = a} over 
V = { x, y, z}. Their unification leaves z free. A useful domain for freeness analysis 
must capture this behaviour. In Free~,, c1 is abstracted into yz and c2 into xz. Let 
*Free~, be the best correct approximation of *P(H"). \~Te have yz *FreeV, xz = free(0) 
which is not contained in z (since { x = a, y = z} is abstracted into yz as c1 , and 
its unification with c2 leaves z non free). This result means that Free~, is useless for 
freeness analysis. 

It seems reasonable to use r8J = *P(HF) in the linear refinement definition of 
Subsection 2.4, in order to improve the Free~, domain with freeness dependencies 
information. The operation V is set union and the ordering ~ is set inclusion. vVe 
obtain the domains 

Consider Fr~,. The constraint c1 is contained in yz. We want to show that yz 
is the best approximation of c1 in Fr~,. Indeed, if c1 E L ---<> R and L ---<> R is not 
top, then R 'I= 0. Since c3 = { x = y, z = y} belongs to every element of Free~, 
and hence to L, we would have c3 *P(H11 ) c1 E R, which is a contradiction since 
R -::j: 0 and all three variables are made non free by the unification. Then c1 is 
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abstracted into yz in Pr~;. By symmetry, c2 is abstracted into xz in Fr~1 . The same 
argument used above in the case of Free~; shows that the best correct approximation 
of the *P(HF) operation is not contained in z when applied to c1 and c2 . Again, Fr~1 
is useless in practice for freeness analysis. Moreover, we must use Equation (2) 
rather than Equation (3), since the elements of Pree~; cannot be obtained as arrows. 
This means that Fr~1 is a complex domain, formed by elements of Free~; and new 
elements obtained as arrows. Devising a representation for Pr~; and correct (and 
possibly optimal) operators on this representations would not be an easy task. 

Consider Pr~1 • This domain might be able to conclude that the unification of 
c1 and c2 leaves z free. However, it is extremely complex. Devising a representa
tion with correct (and possibly optimal) operators becomes almost infeasible. The 
resulting operators would be computationally expensive. 

These arguments show that this is not the refinement we were looking for. In 
the follmving, we will define a different freeness domain as linear refinement of the 
domain Free?1 where, however, the operation *P(Hv) is replaced by a new operation 
that protects local variables. 

5 Internal freeness dependencies 

Consider the constraint c = {y = f(a)}. 'We cannot be sure that xis still free after 
conjunction with a constraint c' where even both x and y are free. However, if x 
is free inc', instantiation of x in mgu(c, c') can only be a consequence of the non
freeness of yin c which pushes c' to instantiate x. Then, from. the point of view of c, 
it is an external mechanism. Namely, c instantiate y and c1 replies by instantiating 
x in turn. 

Assume we want to model the effects internal to c of the conjunction with c'. For 
instance, in the conjunction of the constraint c = {y = f(a), x = v, h = w} with 
c' = {y = f(x), w = a}, we· want to model the instantiation of w and h, but not 
the instantiation of x and v, which are an external instantiation and a consequence 
of an external instantiation from the point of view of c. This can be achieved by 
refining the Free~1 domain with respect to the internalP(Hv) operation: 

Definition 5. Given 11 ~ V and two sets p1, p2 E P( Hv), we define 

. . 1P(H1T)(. . ) _ {· .. lH"(h h ) I h1 E pr, h2 E P2 and } mterna P1, P2 - mterna 1, 2 . 1Hv (h h ) · d fi d ' mterna 1, 2 1s e ne 

where internalH" = ).h', h. over( h') *Hv h and over( h') is h' where all free vari
ables have been renamed into new, overlined, variables. Namely, over(3wc) = 
3vars(over(c))\Vover(c), where over({x1 = tr, ... ,xn = tn}) = {over(x1 = t1), ... , 
over(xn = tn)} and 

( ) 
{

over(x) = over(t) if t E V U W 
over x = t = 

x = over(t) otherwise 

over(v) = {: over(f(t1, ... , tm)) = f(over(t1), ... , over(tm)) 
ifv E V 

if v E W. 
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Example 6. V.,Te have that 

over( {y = f(a), x = v, h = w}) = 3x,v,h,w{Y = f(a), x = v, h = w} and 

over(3{w}{x = f(w), y = w, h = g(z)}) = 3{w,y,z}{x = f(w), y = w, h = g(z)}. 

By computing mgu(over(c'), c)), we can observe in isolation the internal and im
mediate effects of c' on c, ·without bothering about the fact that these effects can 
reach c', inducing some new instantiations that can reach c in turn, and so on. 

The expansion of the right arrow --~> of Equation (1) yields in our case (note that 
internal"P(Hv) is a total map, while *Hv is not): 

L --t>internaiP(H,,) R = V {P E P(H,) linternal"P(Hv)(L p) < R} 
"P(Hv) 1 ' -"P(Hv) 

= U {P E P(Hv) linternal"P(Hv)(L,p) ~ R} 
= {h' E H,l for all hE Hv, if hE Land over(h) *Hv h' 

1 is defined, then over( h) *Hv h' E R } . 
These kinds of dependencies, we call internal dependencies, can be seen as the 
building blocks of the unsatisfactory, global dependencies of the previous section. 

Definition 7. Given V ~ V, we define the refinement: 

1 0 . t jP(Hv) 0 Free 17 = Free 17 --~>merna Free 17 • 

Note that every point U of Free~1 is such that U = V --~>internaiP(H,,) U. Then 

we can use Equation (3) instead of Equation (2). From now on, --~> will stand for 
internaiP(Hv) 

--1> • 

Free?x,y} is depicted in Figure 1. 0--~> x contains no constraint. xy--~> xy n x--~> 
X = xy --t> xy n y --1> y = X --1> X n y --t> y = { E}. xy --t> xy = { E 1 {X = y}}. X --t> X 

contains E and constraints like {y = f(a)} or 3{w}{Y = f(w)}. xy--~> x contains 
the constraints above, { x = y} and constraints like {y = f ( x)}. Symmetrically for 
y--~> y and xy--~> y. The top element contains the whole set of constraints. Namely, 
it is the only point containing constraints like {x = f(a),y = f(f(a))}. This means 
that the abstraction of {x = f(a)} is y--~> y, the abstraction of {y = f(a)} is x--~> x 
and the abstraction of { x = f (a), y = f (a)} is 0 --~> 0. 

Considering V = {x,y,w,z}, the constraint {x = f(y)} belongs to z--~> z. Then, 
from the point of view of internal freeness dependencies, z is free after composi
tion with a constraint where z is free, where composition means application of the 
internal"P(Hv) operator. 

The abstraction map aFree : P(Hv) H Free~, is induced by the abstract domain 
Free~;. Namely, the pair (aFree, 'YFree) is defined as aFree(S) = n{j E Free~~ IS~ f} 
for every S E P(Hv) and 'YFree(f) = f for every f E Fred,, and forms a Galois 
insertion between P(Hv) and Free~;. 

The concrete operations of Section 3 induce corresponding abstract operations 
on Free~1 • \;ve will show that the internal freeness dependencies can be used to 
model the composition (the *"P(Hl') operation) in a precise way. The insight is that 
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X---<>X 
y---<>y 

I 
0---<>x={} 
0---<>y 

Figure 1: The domain Free{x,y} of internal freeness dependencies 
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to compute the global dependencies between two constraints we have to exploit our 
knowledge of their internal dependencies. 

The next section introduces a computer representation of the elements of Free~,. 
Later we will provide algorithms on this representation for computing the abstract 
operations induced by the operations of Section 3. 

6 A representation for Freet, 

The obvious choice for the representation of freeness dependencies is to use pairs of 
non-empty sets of variables, with a distinguished element _l: 

Definition 8. Suppose 11-=/= 0. Then we define Rep~,= P(\lxV)U{_l}. An element 
({vl> ... ,vn},{vi, ... ,v;,}) of RepL n,m ~ 1 is written as v1· .. Vn =}vi ... v;,. 
The concretisation function "(Rep : Rep~, I-+ Free~, is defined as 

'YRep(l_) = {} ' where 

Note that top is represented by the empty set. Since different elements of Rep~r can 
have the same concretisation, we consider an equivalence relation over Rep~, defined 
as r1 = r 2 if and only if 'YRep(r 1 ) = "(Rep (r2 ). From now on, every element of Rep~, 
will stand for its equivalence class, and Rep~, will stand for Rep~, j =· "(Rep will be 
applied to equivalence classes and the corresponding abstraction function is defined 
as follows. Given some I~ N and, for each i E I, Li --~> Ri E Free~,, then 

(4) 

It can be easily checked that (aRep, 'YRep) is a Galois insertion between Free~, and 
Rep~,. Every operation in P(Hv) induces a corresponding operation in Free~, which 
induces a corresponding operation in Rep~,. To use Rep~, for freeness analysis of 
logic programs we must provide an algorithm for computing D'.RepD'.Free( {h}) for every 
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h E Hv (Section 7); an algorithm for computing the set of variables that are free 
in every Herbrand constraint belonging to the concretisation of an element of Repi1 
(Section 7); an algorithm for computing the operation induced by *P(HF) (Section 
8); an algorithm for computing the operation induced by :J:(Hv) for every x E V 
(Section 8) and an element of Repi, corresponding to 5i,~H,T) for every sequences x 
and f) whose intersection is empty (Section 8). 

7 The abstraction function 

In this section we provide an algorithmic definition of the restriction of the function 
aRepaFree : P(Hv) H Repi~ to singletons. 

Definition 9. Given v E 11, we define Lc(v) = { V 1 E VI vars(c(v1))nvars(c(v)) =1- 0}. 
We define aat9 (3wc) = {(Lc(v) \ W) =? vlv E free(:lwc)}. 

We prove that aatg(h) is equivalent to aRepaFree({h}) for every hE Hv. 

Proposition 10. Given hE Hv, we have aatg(h) = aRepaFree({h}). 

Example 11. Consider V = { x, y, v, z }. The table below shows some Her brand 
constraints and their abstraction through aalg: 

h aalg(h) 
{v = f(x),z =a} { VX =} X, y =} y} 

{v = g(x,y),z=f(y)} {vx =? x, vyz =? y} 
{v = g(x,y),z= y} {vx =? x,vyz =? y,vyz =? z} 

{v=x,y=x} {vxy =? x, vxy =? y, vxy =? v, z =? z} 
:l{w,s} {v = f(w,y),s = f(x),z = w} {X =} X, yv =} y, V Z =} Z} 

Definition 12. A E Repi~ is in normal form if either A = j_ or if A = {E1 =? 

V1, ... , En =? vn} with Vi E Ei for every i = 1, ... , n and V; =1- Vj for every i, j = 
1, . . . , n, i =1- j. 

Note that, by definition, aa19 (h) is in normal form for every hE Hv. 

Proposition 13. For all A E Repi~ there is an A1 E Repi, in normal form such 
that 'YRep(A) = 'YRep(A1

). 

Jn the following, we always consider elements in normal form as representative of 
el~ments of Repi,. 

We want an algorithm for computing the set of variables that are free in every 
consistent Herbrand constraint belonging to the concretisation of A E Repi,. The 
following definition provides such an algorithm: 

Definition 14. We define the map freealg : Freei1 H P(11) as freeatg(_t_) = 11 and 
freeatg( {E1 =} V1 ···En=? Vn}) = {v1, ... , Vn}· 

Proposition 15. Given A E RepL we have nhE'YFm'YR,p(A) free(h) = freealg(A). 
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8 The abstract operators 

In this section we define the abstract counterparts of the conjunction and restriction 

operators, as well as of the diagonal elements of Section 3. 

The abstract conjunction operator constructs an arrow for a variable v by un

folding the body of an arrow for v contained in A1 with the arrows in A2 and so on 

alternately. If this unfolding fails, no arrow is built for the variable v. 

Definition 16 (Conjunction on Rep~;). Given All A2 E Rep~1 we define 

..l if A1 = ..l or A2 = ..l 

{ 
Udunf~·h,A2 (B)=?v 
i2:0 

B =? v E A1, } 
dunf~·h,A2 (B) 
is not fail 
for every i 2': 0 

otherwise, 

where dunf~1 ,A2 (B) = B, dunf~1 ,A2 (B) = unf(B, Al+((i-l)modz)) fori 2': 2, and 

unf(fail, A)= fail unf(0, A)= 0 

f( A) {
Bl\vl···Bn\Vn if3(Bi=?v;)EAfori=l, ... ,n 

un v1 · · · Vn, = . . 
fml otherw1se. 

Note that the definition above provides an algorithm for computing *Freetr, since, 

11 being finite, there must exist two different natural numbers i, j, both even or both 

odd, such that dunf~1>A2 (B) = dunf~1,A2 (B). Then the computation of the union 

can be stopped at the max( i, j)-th iteration. Moreover, note that the operation 

*Reptr is closed on the set of elements of Rep~; that are in normal form. 

Example 17. Consider the two sets of arrows A1 = {xy =? x,vz =? v,vz =? z} 
and A 2 = {yz =? y, x =? x, v =? v }. Consider the variable x. There is an arrow 

xy =? a: for x in A1 . Then we start unfolding xy and we obtain dunf~1 ,A2 = xy, 

duneA A = z, dunfA3 
A = v and dunf'A. A

2 
= 0 for every i > 4. Hence the abstract 

1, 2 lJ 2 1, -

conjunction contains the arrow vxyz =? x. If we consider the variable y, we do not 

find any arrow for yin A1 . Then no arrow for y is computed by the algorithm. If we 

consider the variable v, we have dunf~,,A2 = vz and dunf~1 ,A2 = fail, since there 

is no arrow for z in A2 . Then the algorithm does not add any arrow for v in the 

abstract unification. 
Note that h1 = {y = f(x),z = v} E /'Free/'Rep(Al) and hz = {z = g(y)} E 

/'Free/'Rep(A2), Their concrete conjunction is h = { v = g(f(x)), y = f(x), z = 

g(f(x))}. Note that neither y nor v are free in h. Then it is correct that the 

abstract unification algorithm does not contain any arrow for those two variables. 

Moreover, note that the arrow vxyz =? x, computed by the algorithm, is correct for 

h. 

Proposition 18. Given A1 , A2 E Rep~; we have 

/'Free/'Rep ( A1 *Freetr Az) ;2 /'Freel'Rep(AI) *'P(HF) /'Free/'Rep(A2) . 
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Definition 19 (Restriction on Rep~'). Given A E Rep~r and x E 11 we define 

if A =J l. 
otherwise. 

Note that the operation 3:ep{, is closed on the set of elements of Rep~r that are 
in normal form. 

Proposition 20. Given A E Rep~, and a vaTiable x, we have 

(
3Rep{, A) CJ'P(HF) (A) /Free!Rep x = CJx /Free/Rep · 

Definition 21 (Diagonal elements on Rep~,). Given i = (x1, ... , xn) and fl = 
(yr, ... , Yn) formed by distinct variables and whose intersection is empty, we define 

,Rep{, { I . 1 } ux,fl = XiYi =} y;, X;Y; =}X; Z = , ... , n . 

Note that J:,f{' is in normal form. 

Proposition 22. Given x = (xr, ... , Xn) and fl = (y1, ... , Yn) joTmed by distinct 
vaTiables and whose inteTsection is empty, we have 

9 An example 

\Ale show here a simple example of freeness analysis of logic programs, based on a 
call pattern version of the s-semantics [2]. Given an input goal for a procedure and a 
selection rule, a (concrete) call pattern is the name of a procedure call found during 
the resolution of the goal, together with the partial Herbrand constraint computed 
up to that call, restricted to the arguments of the procedure. Note that the input 
goal itself is a call pattern. Let us call t 1 , ... , tn the arguments of the input goal 
and K1 , ... , Km the arguments of a call pattern found during the resolution of the 
input goal. A call pattern semantics collects every call pattern found during the 
resolution of a goal. An abstract call pattern semantics is the same, except that 
it uses abstract constraints instead of concrete ones. Here, we will use elements of 
FTee~, as the abstract constraints and we will assume a leftmost selection rule. 

Consider the following program, taken from [20), that computes the product of a 
matrix and a vector: 

multiply([], V, []). 
multiply([VMIMM],V,[HIT]) :-vmul(VM,V,H),multiply(MM,V,T). 

vmul ( [] , [] , 0) . 
vmul([H1IT1] ,[H2IT2] ,R):-vmul(T1,T2,R1) ,R is (R1+H1*H2). 
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The call pattern semantics of the predicate vmul contains just the following two 

call patterns, both for vmul: 

{L1i'i:1 ==? i'i:1,L2K2 ==? K2,Lai'i:a ==? Ka,L1K1 ==? L1,L2K2 ==? L2,LaK3 ==? La},vmul 

{La ==? La, L1K1 ==? K1, L2i'i:2 ==? K2, Ka ==? Ka}, Vmul 

The first call pattern corresponds to the same input pattern of the procedure, while 

the second call pattern corresponds to every recursive call. Both call patterns contain 

the arrow LiKi => Ki for i = 1, 2. The first contains the arrow Laf>:3 => f>: 3 and the 

second the arrow f>:3 => K3. If we make the conjunction (*Rep(,) of this denotation 

with the input pattern {Li => Li, Ki => f>:;j1 ::;: i ::;: 3}, the i-th argument of every 

concrete call pattern (Ki) is free. Note that the second abstract call pattern says that 

the third argument of every concrete call pattern for vmul (K3) is free independently 

from the input pattern (indeed, it contains the arrow K3 => Ka)· This means that in 

every recursive call found in the concrete resolution, the third argument is always 

free. 
The denotation of multiply contains more interesting information. It contains 

call patterns for multiply as well as call patterns for vmul: 

{LJI'i:l ==? K1,L2K2 ==? i'i:2,LaK3 ==? Ka,LJKl ==? L1,L2i'i:2 ==? L2,L3i'i:3 ==? La},multiply 

{L1i'i:1 => i'i:1,LaK3 => Ka},multiply 

{L2K2 ==? L2, L1K1 ==? K1, L2K2 ==? K2, L3/'i:3 ==? fi:a}, vmul 

{L1f>:1 ==? K 1 , L2K2 ==? K2, K3 ==? K3}, vmul 

{LJI'i:l => f>:1, Lai'i:a => Ka}, vmul 
{L1K1 => i'i:J, Ka => Ka}, vmul 

Both eall patterns for multiply contain the arrow L3K3 => K3. The presence of this 

arrow in the second call pattern for multiply means that our domain has been 

able to capture the freeness dependency of the variable T from the third argument 

of the head of the second clause for multiply. If we make the conjunction of the 

denotation above with an input pattern for multiply whose third argument (L3) is 

free ( {La => La, l'i:i => K;j 1 ::;: i ::;: 3}), we conclude that every concrete call pattern for 

multiply will have its third argument (K3) free. As noted in [20], if we assume that 

multiply is always called with its third argument free and the first two arguments 

ground, that information allows the two calls vmul(VM, V, H) and multiply(MM, V, T) 
to be executed in AND parallelism [14]. 

10 Conclusion 

This paper provides the first new domain to be constructed solely by use of the 

linear refinement technique. This domain, which is for freeness analysis, enjoys 

a natural definition and simple abs~ract operators. An interesting consequence of 

our investigation is that the standard approach of linear refinement did not lead 

to a useful domain. Instead, we found a novel approach which we called internal 

dependencies. 
The precision of Free~; needs to be compared with alternative domains for free

ness analysis, for instance the Sharingv x Free~, domain. It has already been shown 
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that for just the freeness information, the domain Sharing 11 x Jilree~1 contains redun
dant information and that (+.Sharing") x Free~~ is just as precise (24]. The domain 
.4Sharing11 (10] is a subset of Sharing\/, formed by those points whose sharing sets 
are downward closed with respect to set inclusion. It can be shown that the Rept1 

domain is a subset of the reduced product (J._Sharing 11 ) x Free~~· Therefore, freeness 
analysis performed with Rept~ cannot be more precise than freeness analysis per
formed with (J.-Sharing 11 ) x Free~~ (or Sharingv x Free~~ (24]). Our opinion is that 
the two domains provide the same information with respect to freeness. This argu
ment still needs to be investigated further, possibly proving it through the quotient 
technique (7]. 

Condensing does not hold for our domain. As shown in (22], under suitable 
conditions a domain is condensing if and only if it is closed with respect to -<>*P(H"l. 
Our domain is not closed with respect to such a refinement. This is not surprising, 
since we refined a basic domain for freeness with respect to an operation that is not 
unification. Note, however, that our domain still yields correct results using a goal
independent semantics. The actual gain in precision when using a goal-dependent 
semantics is not easily quantifiable without an experimental evaluation. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents an approach to diagnosis of CLP programs and a 
diagnoser for CHIP based on this approach. The objective is to achieve partial 
correctness of the program w.r.t. a specification of type terms which describe 
sets of calls and successes of program predicates. Parametric regular term 
grammars with constraints are used to define the meaning of type terms as 
sets. 

The diagnoser compares the type specification given by the user with the 
type information inferred from the program and localir.es all fragments of 
the program responsible for the discrepancy between the two. No information 
about error symptoms is used. The type specification is not requested a. priori. 
lt is developed "by need" querying the user about the types inferred. A type 
error is often localized by providing only a sma.ll portion of type specification. 

Keywords: pmgram diagnosis, debugging, descripti11e types, constraint 
logic programming, CHIP. 

1 Introduction 

We present an approach to diagnosis of CLP programs and a tool supporting it. In 
a general setting the problem addressed concerns the situation when the program is 
not partially correct w.r.t. some explicit or implicit specification. We want to localize 
the fragments of the program responsible for that, sometimes called program errors. 
As a matter of fact, most of the usual run-time errors are generated by bad calls to 
some built-in predicate. Thus the specifications used in our approach concern the 
form of call and success of every predicate of a CLP program during any execution 
of the program starting with a class of goals. They give an approximation of the 
call-success semantics, described in more detail in this paper. 
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Programming errors appear commonly in program development phase. This work 
is an attempt to facilitate their location without running a program (which may still 
he incomplete). The method used by our tool localizes all the atoms of the clauses 
responsible for the program being incorrect w.r.t. a given approximate specification. 
The semantics under consideration describes the procedure calls and procednre suc
cesses occurring in the computations of the program (call-success semantics). 

As we are interested in e.1;isting CLP platforms, we do not want to design a new 
typed CLP language from scratch and indeed have to use an already existing one 
without changing it. In particular, the work is focused on the finite domain subset 
of CHIP [4], an industrially used CLP language. The idea behind it is to provide 
CHIP user with a useful tool which could effectively help them in debugging already 
existing programs as well as new (in~omplete) ones. The tool should be reasonably 
fast and intuitive. This is why we use types as abstract don1ain, since any user is 
quite familiar with types and they provide a reasonable domain to effectively detect 
program errors. Moreover, the user should not be required too detailed and too 
much information. Thus, another reasonable requirement we have is that the user 
should not be enforced to declare types for predicates, unless it is really needed. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present an overview of the 
method by applying it to an example. Section 3 presents the theoretical results. 
Section 4 is devoted to a detailed description of the diagnoser. In Section 5 we show 
some examples. 

2 Overview 

Declarative debugging [12, 11, 8] is a technique which, given a program P and a 
specification I of the intended declarative semantics of P, allows one to localize 
prograJB bugs, when the actual semantics J\11 (P) and the specification I are different. 
Declarative debugging algorithms are based on a theory which requires I to be 
specified extensionally. However, since I is in general infinite, practical debugging 
algorithms are driven by symptoms (atoms on which JVI(P) and I do not agree), 
which are found using testing techniques. Oracles are used to model the acquisition 
(from the user) of the subset of I which is relevant to a symptom. Given a symptom, 
the algorithms query the oracles to locate the actual sources of errors. 

An alternative to symptom-directed declarative debugging is Abstract Diagnosis 
[3]. Here any property of the computation (abstraction) is taken into account. Thus 
an abstmct domain provides a space of all considered specifications and the actual 
semantics of programs is abstracted to a suitable element of this domain. Abstract 
diagnosis finds all the sources of error without a need of using symptoms. The 
method is parametric w.r.t. the abstraction. If we deal with a domain of finite 
specifications then the diagnosis is effective. 

The present work uses the basic ideas of abstract diagnosis and deals with the 
type information for CHIP programs. vVe use types that are over-approximations 
of program semantics. This is the descriptive approach to types. As the abstract 
domain we use a certain space of types, described by a restricted class of CLP 
programs [7]. This class is a generalization to constraint logic programming of 
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regular unary programs (used by [10, 9]). Thus, the types are specified by a restricted 
class of CLP programs, called regular unary const·mint logic (RULC) programs [7]. 

Our abstract domain does not satisfy most of the requirements nstmlly posed 
on domains in abstract interpretation. As a consequence it does not satisfy th~ 
conditions of the abstract diagnosis method. Thus, using its underlying ideas we 
developed an incorrectness diagnosis algorithm which works on om abstract domain. 
The diagnoser uses a specification of the intended types w.r.t. call-success or success 
semantics and localizes the clauses that may be the source of an error. It is complete, 
in the sense that it finds all the clauses incorrect w.r.t. this specification and if no 
such clauses are found, then the program is type correct w.r.t. this specification. As 
in abstract diagnosis, no refm·ence to symptoms is needed. The diagnosing algorithm 
employs the abstract semantic function that is the core of the type analyzer of 
[7]. The type specification can be obtained from the user incrementally (and he is 
required to provide only those parts of it which are needed for diagnosis). We also 
outline an inq:m1pleteness diagnosis algorithm, which however does not have the 
completeness property. 

The ingredients of our diagnosis method are a program P, an intended spec
ification S' (which is a RULC program) and the abstract immediate consequence 
operator Tj} operating on RULC programs [7]. The diagnosis phase consist (as in 
[3]) in comparing 8 and rt}(S), for every c E P, to locate erroneous clauses. If 
the type generated for the head of a clanse c by Tt}(S) is not a subtype of the cor
responding predicate in S', then the clause is responsible of generating wrong type 
information. 

We have implemented a prototype diagnosis system. It is a modification of the 
abstract diagnosis meta-interpreters [2] which uses the type analysis algorithms de
scribed in [7]. The implementation of the method takes into account also some 
practical features. Namely, when applying the method to big programs the user is 
faced with the problem of giving a big specification to the diagnoser. Our practical 
solution is to suggest the user a possible specification of each predicate by using the 
results of type analysis [7] of the program. The user is then able to accept or reject 
the suggestion. In the latter case be is asked for his intended specification of that 
predicate. 

We can offer two kinds of diagnosis. The first is performed w.r.t. the declarative 
semantics of the program, ,:vhile the second is performed w.r.t. the call-snccess se
mantics (which is an operational semantics). The latter semantics usually enables us 
to perform finer diagnosis, but it requires a bigger specification. For each predicate 
we must specify the type of its calls and of its snccesses. In the following we refer 
to the two diagnosers as success diagnoser and call-success diagnoser. 

vVe present now an example of interaction with the call-success diagnoser. 

Exam.ple 2.1 Let us consider the following wrong N-Queens program 1• The call 
safe (X, T, K1) in the recursive definition of safe has been replaced by the wrong 
call safe (T, Y, K1). 

1 Actually, t.hisprogram can be a module of a bigger program involving, for example, the graph
ical displaying of the results of this module. This do not. affects the diagnosis and the interaction 
with the diagnoser is exactly the same. 
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:-entry nqueens(int,any). 

nqueens(N,List):- length(List,N), List: :1 .. N, 
constraint_queens(List), 
labeling(List,O,rnost_constrained,indornain). 

constraint_queens([XIY]):- safe(X,Y,1), constraint_queens(Y). 
constraint_queens([]). 

safe(X, [YIT] ,K):- noattack(X,Y,K), K1 is K+1, safe(T,Y,K1). 
safe(_,[],_). 

noattack(X,Y,K):- X#\= Y, Y #\= X+K, X#\= Y+K. 

The :-entry declaration says that the predicate nqueens/2 should be called with 
an integer term as first argument and any term as second argument. 

The call-success analyzer informs that one of the (finite domain) built-ins#\= is 
called with incorrect types. Moreover the inferred types are2 

CALL-type: nqueens(int, any) 
SUCCESS-type: nqueens(nnegint, ([]I [nnegint]) 

CALL-type: constraint_queens(list(anyfd)) 
SUCCESS-type: constraint_queens( ([]I [anyfd]) 

CALL-type: safe(list(anyfd), list(anyfd), int) 
SUCCESS-type: safe(list(anyfd), [], int) 

CALL-type: noattack(list(anyfd), anyfd, int) 
SUCCESS-type: noattack(anyfd, anyfd, int) 

The type nnegint stands for the non negative integers, anyfd is the type of finite 
domain variables and non negative integers. list (T) is the type of lists of elements 
of type T. 

The user finds the success-type of the "top-level" predicate nqueens/2 incorrect3 

and runs the call-st1ccess diagnoser to localize the possible source of error in the 
subprogram defining the predicate nqueens/2. The interaction with the call-success 
diagnoser is as in the following. 

Do you like Call-Type constraint_queens(list(anyfd))? YES 

Do you like Call-Type safe(list(anyfd),list(anyfd),int)? NO 
What should it be? anyfd, list(anyfd), int. 

Do you like Succ-Type safe(list(anyfd),[],int)? NO 

~For the reader's convenience we present. the results by using a regular-expression notation, 
instead of RULC programs. 

3 This is an insufficiency symptom. 
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What should it be? anyfd, list(anyfd), int. 

Do you like Succ-type constraint_queens( ([]I [anyfd]) )? NO 
what should it be? list(anyfd). 

Do you like Succ-Type noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int)? YES 

Diagnoser WARNING: Clause 

safe(X, [YIT], K) :-
noattack(X, Y, K), K1 is K + 1, safe(T, Y, K1). 

suspiciuos because of atom safe(T, Y, K1). 

Do you like Call-Type noattack(list(anyfd),anyfd,int)? NO 
What should it be? anyfd, anyfd, int. 

Do you like Succ-Type nqueens(nnegint, ([]I [anyfd]) )? NO 
What should it be? int, list(int). 

end of predicate nqueens / 2 diagnosis. 
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Thus, we are warned about only the incorrect clause which is indeed responsible of 
all symptoms. The diagnoser shows that this clause is wrong since the call to safe/3 
in the body does not respect the intended call-type . It is important to notice that 
all the other clauses are not reported as erroneous, as it is actually the case, even if 
we have abstract symptoms concerning most of them. • 

We would like to point out that the diagnosis engine does not refer to any symp
toms of errors. The diagnosis has access only to the program and the specification. 
The types obtained from the type analysis are used only as possible candidates for 
the approximate specification, which is being composed by the user. Notice that in 
previous example we began the diagnosis after the type of nqueens computed by 
the type analyzer was found to be a proper subset of the expected type. So this 
suggested insufficiency of the program, not incorrectness. However the incorrectness 
diagnoser finds the incorrect clause. 

3 The theoretical setting 

In this section we present the theoretical basis of our diagnosis approach. We begin 
with the semantics of CLP languages. We cannot use the standard semantics of 
the least V-models, as we are interested in CLP languages which use syntactic 
unification. Then we present the abstract domain used in type analysis and in error 
diagnosis. The next subsections present incorrectness diagnosis and some ideas 
concerning incompleteness diagnosis. 
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3.1 CLP with syntactic unification 

Many actual CLP languages, including CHIP, use syntactic unification: function 
symbols occurring outside of constraints are treated as constructors. This results in 
a semantics different from the standard one that is given by the least V-models of 
prograi11s. For instance, consider V being integers and take the program 

p(X) +--- q(X), r(X). 

q(2+3). 

1'(6-1). 

p(5) is true in the least V-model of the program. However in languages like CHIP, 
query p(X) fails, as 2+3 and 6-1 are not unifiable. vVe will refer to CLP with the 
second kind of semantics as to CLP with syntactic u.n{fication ( CLPU). 

In [7] a fixpoint semantics for CLPU is proposed. This semantics uses constrained 
atoms instead of V-atoms of the standard approach. The set of sets of constrained 
atoms with <:;;; is a complete lattice. 

Definition 3.1 A constrained eJ:pression (atom, term, . . . ) is a pair c 0 E of a 
constraint c and an expression E such that each free variable of c occurs (freely) in 
E. 

A constrained expression c' 0 E' is an instance of a constrained expression c 0 E 
if c' is satisfiable in V and there exists a substitution B such that E' = EB and 

V~d~~ • 

The c-semantics of a CLPU program P is the least fixed point of a continuous 
operator T~: A1(P) := T~tw, where 

T~(I) := { c 0 h I h+-c', b1, ... , bn E tP, n 2:: 0, 
for i = 1, ... , n, c; 0 b; E I, 
c := 3-vars(h)(c',cl, . .. ,en), V ~ 3c} 

Here tP := {cB I c E P}, Vars(E) is the set of free variables occurring in E, 3_y 
stands for quantification over the variables not in V and I is a set of constrained 
atoms. 

To describe types we use regular unary logic programs with constraints (RULC 
programs) [7]. They are a generalization of RUL programs introduced in [13] to 
describe regular types of logic programs. A RULC program defines a type for every 
its predicate sy1nbol. 

Definition 3.2 A RULC program is a finite set of clauses of the form 

(3.1) 

(where n 2:: 0, .T 1, ••• , .Tn are distinct variables) or of the form 

to(.r) +-c(.r). (3.2) 

(where c(.T) is a constraint with a single free variable .T) in which no two clause heads 
have a common instance. By an instance of the head of clause of the form (3.2) we 
mean an instance of c(.T) 0 t0(.T). • 
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vVe fix one symbol appmx to play the role of the main predicate of RULC pro
grams. The set of constrained terms defined by appro.T in a RULC program R will 
be understood as the set of constrained atoms specified by R. (So the arguments of 
appro.T are treated both as atoms and as terms, we use here ambivalent syntax [1]). 

3.2 The abstract domain 

Our type analysis approach is an unusual case of abstract interpretation. Most of 
the common requirements on the abstract domain are not satisfied. In this section 
we discuss this issue. 

The concrete domain is the complete lattice of the sets of constrained atoms over 
the given language. (Notice that it contains elements which do not correspond to 
the c-semantics of any program). 

The abstract domain is the set of RULC programs (over the given language). Our 
concretization function 1 is defined as the meaning of the distinguished predicate 
symbol appro.?:: 

1(R) ={A I approx(A) E M(R)}. 

The abstract domain is a pre-ordered set (it is not a partially ordered). The pre
ordering :::S is defined as R ::5 R' if and only if 1( R) ~ ''/( R'). The preordering ::5 
generates in a standard way an equivalence relation~ and a partial ordering of the 
quotient set. However this partial order still does not have the properties usually 
required by abstract interpretation. 

First, the abstraction function o: (adjoint of 1) does not exist. The reason is, 
roughly speaking, that for a given element I of the concrete domain there may exist 
an infinite decreasing sequence of RULC programs approximating I, without a glb: 
... 2 ~t(R;) 21(R;+!) 2 ... 2 I. Moreover, the abstract semantic function T# may 
be non monotonic. Also,~ may not be a congruence4 w.r.t. Tp. 

The abstract imnfediate consequence operator, used in type analysis, is defined 
as 

T#(R) :=norm (Ru U solve(c, RU R')) 
- cEP 

where R is an arbitrary RULC program, R' is a fixed RULC·program approximating 
the built-in predicates and U is an operator for the abstract domain, such that 
1( P) u~r( Q) ~ 1(P U Q). The reader is referred to [7] for definitions of norm, solve 
and U. The role of norm is to assure that T#ti is a fixpoint ofT# for some finite 
i. It is extensive w.r.t. ::5, so it is similar to the widening functions of Cousot [5). 

The type analysis means computing, for a program P, a fixpoint TYPES(P) := 
T#ti. The result is a correct approximation of the semantics of P: 

M(P) ~ ~r(TYPES(P)) 

4 Relation ~is a congruence w.r.t. a function f if and only if J(.v) ~ f(y) whenever .v ~ y. 
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3.3 Type incorrectness diagnosis 

Assume we have a CLP program P and that its semantics is approximated·by a 

RULC program TYPES(?). The user has some opinion about what the types of P 

should be. lt can be expressed as another RULC program S. So Sis as an ~pprox

imate specification of the intended semantics of P. In case when TYPES( P) ;p S', 

we are interested in exploiting this information for the purposes of diagnosis. 

Definition 3.3 Let P be a program and 8 an abstract specification. P is partially 

correct w.r.t. 5' if .1VI(P) s;;; ~t(S'). 
Let A be a constrained atom. It is a symptom of abstract incorrectness if A E 

~t(TYPES(P)) and A f!_ ")'(S'). II 

Obviously, if Pis abstractly correct w.r.t. 5' then Pis correct w.r.t. Sin the sense 

that .1VI(P) s;;; 7(8) (but not vice versa). Pis abstractly incorrect (incomplete) if 

and only if there exis~s a symptom of abstract incorrectness (incompleteness). 

vVe want to find in a program the errors, in other words the reasons that the 

program is incorrect. We consider two kinds of type related errors, one is related to 

the concrete semantics (c-semantics) the other one to the abstract semantics, more 

precisely to Tf}. 

Definition 3.4 An abstract element r is a RULC program defining the type for a 

single predicate. 
Let P be a program and 5' an abstract specification. A clause c of P is abstractly 

type incorrect w.r.t. 5' on the abstract element r if r ::S T.(c}(S') and r f!,_ S. 

cis concretely type incorrect w.r.t. S' if T{c}h(S')) <;_ ~t(S). II 

We will often abbreviate these lengthy terms by skipping the word "type". 

It holds that a concretely type incorrect clause is an abstractly type incorrect 

clause (because T[c}b(R)) s;;; 7(T.(c}(R)) for any RULC program R). The converse 

does not hold. 

Example 3.5 Consider CLP(FD) and a type specification S that states that the 

arguments of the predicate q are in the interval (1..11) and those of p in (5 .. 20). 

The clause p (X) :- X #= Y+4, q (y) is concretely correct w.r. t. this specification. 

However it is not abstractly correct, because Tf}(S) states that the type of p is 

p( anyfd). 11 

The idea of incorrectness diagnosis is to find the abstractly incorrect clauses, by 

computing T.(c} for every clause c of P. 

Theorem. 3.6 If there are no cla·uses of P abstractly incoTrect w.T.t. 5' then P is 

partially co·rrect w. r. t. 8 

Proof. All the clauses of P are concretely correct. (Otherwise there exists an 

abstractly incorrect clause). Now T~(7(S')J = UcEP T{c}(7(8)) s;;; ")'(.5'). Thus, by 

Tarski's Theorem, M(P) = lfp(T~) s;;; 7(8). II 

Now our approach to type-based incorrectness diagnosis is as follows. If P is ab

stractly incorrect w.r.t. S (TYPES( P) f!,_ .5') then we are searching for the abstractly 

incorrect clauses in P. This is done by computing T.(c} for every clause c of P. If 
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no such clause is found, then the program is concretely correct w.r.t. 8 (and the 
abstract incorrectness is due to approximations of the analysis). Otherwise every 
concretely incorrect clause of P is among the found abstractly incorrect clauses. 

Notice that all the results of this section hold also if Tf} is replaced by any 
operator .fp, which correctly approximates the concrete semantics, i.e., such that 
Tf,b(R)) ~ 1(/P(R)). In particular, such function may have no fixpoint in the 
abstract domain and thus not being usable in type analysis. However such a function 
maybe still useful for diagi1osis. This fact is actually used in the implementation 
of our diagnoser, where fp(R) (RuUcEPsolve(c,RUR')) (i.e., "Tf} without 
norm") is used instead of Tj}. 

3.4 Type incompleteness diagnosis 
In this section we discuss some suggestions for incompleteness diagnosis. Obviously 
almost all programs are intended to be incomplete w.r.t. their approximate specifica
tions. However if the type analysis results in types that are "smaller than expected" 
(i.e., 5' -1_ TYPES(P)) then this may be caused by an insufficiency error in the 
program. 

Definition 3. 7 Let P be a program and 8 an abstract specification. An abstract 
element r is uncovered if r :::S 5' and r -1_ Tf}(S). a 

4 Concrete description of the approach 
A prototype of the type diagnoser has been implemented. We use and extend the 
type analyzer of CHIP programs of (7]. 

The actual implementation of the diagnoser at the first stage obtains the type 
description of the actual abstract meaning of the program from the analyzer. Then 
asks the user to point out a type of a particular predicate which does not conform to 
his expectations. vVe use this information to first determine which is the subset of 
the program which is responsible for the suspicious type result (it is the subprogram 
which defines the predicate), so that to apply the diagnosis method only to the 
relevant subset of the original program. This gives the user the potentiality to use 
the diagnoser in a modular way, by fixing the basic modules first and then moving 
to the top level module. 

Each clause of the selected subprogram is then checked to be type correct. During 
this phase we need to compute Tt}(S') and to compare it with 5'. All the information 
about the types of predicate symbols which is needed (i.e., the relevant part of the 
specification) is presented to the user as a list of "pending" oracle queries. This list 
is sorted w.r.t. the relevance of the information to the diagnosis, i.e., the number of 
clauses which could be checked having that information at hand. 

Whenever the user decides to answer for a pending oracle query, he is first asked if 
the results of type analysis for this predicate coincide with the intended meaning of 
the program. If no, the user has to describe the intended semantics of the predicate 
by an RULC program. If yes, the relevant fragment of the results of type analysis 
is used. 
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Then all the clauses which can be checked are checked, the pending list is updated 

taking into account the new information and unless it is not empty we wait for the 

user again. 
Our approach is based on bottom-up abstract interpretation, which is used to 

approximate the declarative semantics. To approximate the call-success semantics, 

magic transformation is applied. The declarative semantics of the obtained program 

describes the call-success semantics of the original one. The call-success diagnoser 

is then obtained by running the success diagnoser on the magic transformation of 

the program. 
The actual implementation of both the diagnoser and the analyzer provides a 

more user-friendly syntax for types. Types are acquired and presented using the 

TegulaT term grammar formalism (see e.g. [6]). It is also possible to define a family 

of types using a polymorphic-like rule. Then the system matches inferred types 

against such a generic type definition, which makes possible displaying some types 

in a very natural way, as shown by the examples. While interacting with the user 

the diagnoser is able to recognize that a computed type is one of those defined by 

the user, and then the user's name of a type is used while displaying results. It also 

converts user types to the RULC programs which are needed in the computation. 

5 Some examples 

vVe want to show now an example where we use the success diagnosers. 

Example 5.1 Let us consider the following wrong program which should find paths 

connecting two specified points in a graph. 

path(X,Y, [X,Y]) edge(X,Y). 
path(X,Y,Xs) :-

edge(X,Z), 
path(Z,Ys,Y),% here Y,Ys <--> Ys,Y 
append([X],Ys,Xs). 

edge(1,1). %infinite solutions. 
edge(1,2). 
edge(2,5). 
edge(3,6). 

The types inferred by the success analyzer are 

SUCCESS-type: path(nnegint, any, any) 
SUCCESS-type: edge(nnegint, nnegint) 

The types for built-in append are 

SUCCESS-type: append(list(any), any, any) 
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The user finds the success-type of pa~h/3 incorrect and runs the ca.ll-success diag
noser to localize the possible source ofen:or, providing it with the -intended success
type path (nnegint, nnegint, any). The interaction with the success diagnoser is 
as in the following. 

Do you like Succ-type edge(nnegint, nnegint)? YES 

WARNING bad Succ-type by atom 'path(X,Y,Xs)' in clause: 
path(X, Y ,Xs) :.., edge(X,Z), path(Z, Ys, Y), app( [X], Ys,Xs). 

no (more) solutions 

• 
In our approach, types are approximations of the actual and intended semantics of 

programs. Obviously, a program may be correct w.r.t. its approximate specification 
and actually incorrect w.r.t. some more precise specification. Incorrect results may 
h.ave correct types. 

Example 5.2 Let us consider the following wrong append program, where we have 
[X I Y s] instead of [X I Zs]. 

:-entry app(list(int),list(int),any). 

app([], Xs, Xs). 
app([XIXs],Ys, [XIYs]) :- app(Xs,Ys,Zs). 

vVhat we obtain if we invoke the call-success diagnoser with intended success-type 
app(list(int) ,list(int) ,list(int)) is that there are no abstractly incorrect 
clauses. Hence, by Theorem 3.6, the program is correct w.r.t. the intended speci
fication. This kind of error cannot be detected by a type based approach because, 
informally speaking, the type of the two variables Ys and 2;s is the same. • 

6 Conclusions and future work 
In this paper we have shown a diagnosis approach based on descriptive types. vVe 
deal with a type-free CLP language CHIP. Types are expressed by a restricted 
kind of CLP programs. They constitute an interesting abstract domain, in which 
most of the usual requirements are not satisfied. The analysis exploits an abstract 
approximation of the immediate consequence operator. vVe present a theory of 
incorrectness diagnosis and describe a prototype diagnosis tool. 

The very diagnosis algorithm uses a description 8 of types, which is an approx
imate specification (a. superset) of the intended semantics of the program. It does 
not use any information about error symptoms. It is able to find all the clauses of 
the program that are incorrect w.r.t. the specification. It may however happen that 
it points out a clause that is abstractly incorrect but (concretely) correct w.r.t. S. 

The user does not have to provide the whole specificati~n. Instead he is asked 
for fragments of it, when they are needed. If the relevant fragments of type analysis 
results coincide with the intended semantics, they can be used as specification. 
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!\ topic related to the subject of this paper is combining type analysis with type 
checking. Such approach may be used when specifications of intended types for 
(some) predicates arc already known. Another direction of further work is relating 
our technique to abstract diagnosis [3]. A clear relationship between these two tech
niques should be established. vVe plan to experiment with the proposed methods, to 
develop a diagnosis approach (and related tools) based on the ideas of type analysis, 
type based diagnosis and abstract diagnosis. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose an extension of disjunctive extended logic pro
gramming (under the answer sets semantics) for dealing with discrete linear 
time using modal temporal logic. We outline the advantages of using such 
formalism for representing common problems in reasoning about actions, spe
cially those based on narrative approaches. In a first part, we present a sim
plified three-valued reformulation of the answer sets semantics. After that, 
we apply the same modal linear-time extension than that of TEMPLOG, a 
temporal logic programming formalism based on the least Herbrand model 
semantics. We show that the result subsumes TEMPLOG, generalizing it for 
any syntax-independent program with disjunction and both types of negation, 
default and classical. Finally, as an example of use, we present a translation 
of an action description language into this new formalism. 

Keywords: Answer Sets, Temporal Logic Progmmming, TEMPLOG, 
Narmtive-Based Action Theories. 

1 Introduction 

Since the introduction of declarative semantics for logic programs, first with stable 
models [12] and later with other approaches like well-founded semantics (30], a strong 
connection between logic programming and general purpose nonmonotonic logics 
has been established. This has led to the common use of logic programming as a 
knowledge representation tool, which, in its turn, has also meant the addition of 
new expressive features like disjunction or classical negation. For instance, stable 
models have been generalized into answer sets [13] while similar steps have been 
followed for well-founded semantics (for a recent overview, see for instance [8]). 

In (14], answer sets are proposed as a low level formalism for translating high level 
languages for reasoning about actions. Although many action description languages 
have followed this methodology [14, 2, 29, 19], all their translations require repre
senting situations in an explicit way, defining, for instance, in the case of narrative 
approaches, a sort of non-negative integers. Since the presence of temporal struc
tures is constant in all the logic programming representations of action theories, we 
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study how to incorporate them into the basic logic programming framework, as a 

similar extension to those previously done for classical negation or disjunction. 
In this paper, we extend disjunctive extended logic programming with linear-time 

modal operators. We follow the same modal approach than in TEMP LOG [1], a 
temporal logic programming language with a least Herbrand model semantic char

acterization [3]. Modal logic constitutes a simple and natural way of expressing 
the temporal properties of the domain without needing the introduction of explicit 
timepoints or integer arithmetics. This will make easier the future work for ob
taining decidability results or, as happens in the TE1viPLOG case, for pointing out 
how standard resolution procedures (like SLD) can be specialized for dealing with 
temporal structures ( tempoml SLD). 

For its use in knowledge representation, however, TEMPLOG has a strong limi
tation: it does not allow negation as failure. This restriction is too strong, since it 
makes difficult the representation of the commonsense law of -inertia necessary for 
solving the fmme problem [22]. In this way, our work can be also seen as a gener
alization of TEMPLOG for dealing with classical and default negation, becoming a 
starting point for extending temporal SLD for negation as failure. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we propose a three
valued reformulation of the answer sets semantics, called NF3 which simplifies the 
introduction of the temporal extension, TNF3 , presented in section 3. Next, as an 
example of use, section 4 contains a translation of the action description language 
B [15]. In section 5, we include the proof of subsumption of TEj\IIPLOG programs. 
Finally, the last section makes a comparison to related work and concludes the 

paper. 

2 Three-valued negation as failure, NF3 

As explained before, for making an easier extension to the temporal case, we will 
reformulate answer sets so that we can avoid the Gelfond and Lifschitz's modulo 

syntactic transformation [13]. As we will see in section 6, the approach presented 
here, NF3 , is directly inspired to the encoding of answer sets into Minimal Belief 

and Negation as FailuTe (MBNF) [18], and can be also related to the more recent 
reformulation of answer sets presented in [26]. 

Intuitively, NF3 uses three-valued logic for reasoning about which literals are 
believed or not. To represent this, we include Lukasiewicz's operator1 l, so that a 
formula l¢ is never unknown and points out if¢> is valuated to true or not. When 
¢> is a literal, we can read l¢ as "¢ is believed". \"h/e will also add another new 
operator, d for handling two separated sets of literals: the actual world Ia and the 
the dual world, Jd. This dual world will be used for fixing the default part of a given 

theory. 
Formally, NF3 syntax and semantics are defined as follows. 'Vile begin with a 

propositional signature or set of atoms. Theories with predicates and variables are 
treated as the set of all their ground instances. Let ¢, '¢ be NF 3 formulas and P 
an atom. The following expressions are also NF3 formulas: P, --,cp, ¢> V ·1/J, l¢, d¢. 

1See for instance formulation presented in [5], pag. 8, where the l operator is denoted as D. 
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Usual derived operators (A,~'=:) and propositional constants T and l. ~ ---, T, are 
also defined. 

A literal is any atom or its negation. We say that a set of literals is consistent if, 
for any atom P, it does not include both literals P and ---,p, and we say that it is 
maximal (or complete) when it contains a literal for each atom in the signature. A 
set of literals is said to be logically closed if either it is consistent or it is the set of all 
possible literals. An interpretation, lvf, is defined as a triple (x, ra, Jd), of logically 
closed sets of literals, being x E { ra, Jd} the world which is currently being used 
(either the actual or the dual world). 

Definition 1 The valuation of a formula ¢> with respect to interpretation M = 
( x, ra, Jd), denoted as ¢>x (we omit the fixed components I a and Jd), is a. value among 
{0, 1/2, 1} (false, unknown or true, respectively), assigned following the next condi
tions: 

if p EX 

if ---,p EX J) px = { ~ 
1/2 otherwise 

2) (---,¢;y = 1- ¢>X 

3) ( ¢> V 1/J Y = max( c/>x, 1/Jx) 

4) (T)x = 1 

5) (lc/>)x = { ~ if ¢>X = 1 
otherwise 

An interpretation ( Ja, I a, Jd) satisfies a formula ¢> when it makes it true, i.e., 
¢>1

" = 1. We say that an interpretation is a model of a theory T when it satisfies 
all its formulas, and that a theory T entails a formula ¢, denoted as T f= ¢, if all 
the models ofT satisfy ¢. As we can see, the scope of the d operator determines 
in which world x a subformula is valuated. Initially, x is the actual world JU, but 
when a d occurs, its subformula is valuated in the dual world Jd. 

Let ¢> <=? 41 represent semantic equivalence, that is, for any interpretation 111 = 
( x, I a, Jd), ¢>x = 41x. The following properties for NF 3 can be easily proved: 

Pl. l(¢ 1\ ~1) <=? l¢> 1\ l4J 
P2. l(¢V~1) <=? l¢>Vl4J 
P3. ll¢> <=? l¢> 
P4. hl¢> <=? ---,[¢> 
P5. d---,¢> <=? ---,d¢> 
P6. d(¢> 1\ '¢) <=? d¢> 1\ d'¢ 
P7. d(¢V·Ij;) <=? dcf>Vd'¢ 
P8. dl¢> <=? ld¢> 
P9. d d¢> <=? d¢> 
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Notice that, though we allo-w nested occurrences of d operator, any theory can, 
in fact, be transformed into an equivalent one with d operator only applied to atoms 
(it is enough with recursively applying properties from P5 to P9). 

Within this basic monotonic framework, we will impose a selection criterion on 
models that will make it to become a nonmonotonic formalism. Given a theory T 
and a set of literals I, we define the function minr(I) as the minimal (with respect 
to set inclusion) logically closed set of literals I' from those (I', I', I) models ofT. 

Definition 2 (Selected model) Given a NF3 theory T, a model with shape (I,! ,I), 
is said to be a selected model iff I = minr(I). 

For simplicity sake we will represent selected models directly as (I) instead of 
(I, I, I). It can be easily seen that the entailment relation induced by selected mod
els, ~' becomes nonmonotonic. For instance, think about theory T1 = { --,z dP ::::> 

l•P}. The models of T1 are those (Ia,Ia,Id) where: 

fa Jd 

~![l {P} {P} 
Mz {•P} {P} 
M3 0 {P} 
M4 {•P} {•P} 
M5 {•P} 0 

Selected models must have the shape fa = Jd. We have two candidates, 1111 and 
M4 . Fixing Jd = {P}, the minimal fa is 0, that is, minr({P}) = 0, and so M1 

is not a selected model. The only fixpoint is minr( { •P}) = { •P}, and so, M4 is 
the unique selected model, which means that T1 ~ •P. However, for the theory 
T2 = T1 U { P} we have T2 t;.s --,p. Its unique model, which is also selected model, is 
M1. 

\\Te will show now that NF3 selected models can be actually used as an alternative 
definition of answer sets for Disjunctive Extended Logic Programs (DELP). To this 
aim, we define in NF 3 the following derived operators: 

1/J+--¢ 
def l¢ ::::> l1j; 

not¢ 
def 

·ld¢ 

¢,1/J 
def 

¢1\1/J 

¢17/J 
def 

¢V7j; 

so that a general DELP rule: 

'YII· .. h'p +-- 0!1> ... , O:n, not f3b . .. , not f3m 

becomes the NF 3 formula: 

l(o:l 1\ ... 1\ O!n 1\ •ldf31 1\ ... 1\ •ldf3m) ::::> l("fl V ... V "/p) 

which in its turn, applying properties Pl and P4 to the antecedent and P2 to the 
consequent, amounts to: 
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Proposition 1 A consistent set of literals I is an answer set of a program II iff I 

is a NF 3 selected model of II. 

Proof First, we begin showing that, models of the reduct II1 correspond to those selected 

models of II that have the shape (I', I', I), that is, those ones fixing I. If we fix I, we 

obtain that, if P E I, not P will always be valuated to false, whereas if P fj I, not P will 

always be true. Thus, when I is fixed, we can substitute all the not P literals by their 

fixed truth values. After this substitution, the resulting program is trivially equivalent to 

II1 , which is a program without default negation. Second, an answer set for a program 

like II1 is defined as the minimal set being: (1) logically closed and (2) closed with respect 

to II 1 . The first condition is already required in the definition of NF 3 interpretation. The 

second one is also satisfied since, requiring the rules to be true under NF3 semantics is a 

rephrasing of the definition of being closed with respect to a program. • 

3 Temporal negation as failure: TNF3 

The answer sets reformulation done with NF3 allows us to define a natural temporal 

extension, called TNF3 , where we introduce two new binary modal operators: 0 
and D, standing for "in the next situation" and "from now on" respectively. V/e 

also define the usual derived operator 0¢ ~ -,0-,¢, standing for "eventually" or 
"at some future moment." 

A narrative vis defined as a pair (M, j), where M = (x, Ia, Id), j is a nonnegative 
integer, x E {I a ,Id}, and IU, Id are (possibly infinite) sequences of logically closed 

sets of literals (JU = {I8,If, .. . },Id = {Ig,If, .. . }). 

Definition 3 (Valuation of a formula) Given a narrative (M,j), M = (x,Ia,Id), 

its associated truth valuation is an extension of Definition 1, replacing x by Xj, Id 

by If and adding the interpretations for the new opei'ators: 

if c/J"'k = 1 for all k 2: j 
if c/Jxk = 0 for some k 2: j 
otherwise 

A sequence of sets of literals I is said to be logically closed if either all the 
Ik E I are consistent or all the h E I are equal to the set of all literals. We say 
that a sequence of sets of literals I' is included into a another sequence I, I' ~ I 

iff for any position k, I~ ~ h· Function minr is then extended for sequences so 
that I'= minr(I) iff I' is the minimal (with respect to ~ relation) logically closed 

sequence from those ((I',I',I), 0) models ofT. 

Definition 4 Temporal Answer Set A narrative with shape ((I, I, I), 0) is said to 

be a selected narrative or temporal ans,ver set of a TNF3 theory T iff I= minr(I). 
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We again use abbreviation (I) for ((I, I, I), 0). Note that any narrative ((x, Ia, Id), 0) 
can be alternatively seen as a NF 3 interpretation ( x, Ia, I d) for an infinite signature 
in which, for each proposition P, we consider the atoms P, QP, Q 2 P, Q 3 P, .. . , 
standing for P at situation 0, 1, 2, 3, ... respectively. 

Let us see an example formulating the well known Yale Shooting scenario [16]. 
Let the theory Tl'S be: 

D(Q-•Alive +-Shoot, Loaded) 

D(Q--.Loaded +-Shoot, Loaded) 

D( QLoaded +- Load) 

--.Loaded, Alive, Load, OW ait, 0 0 Shoot 

together with the inertia law schemata: 

D(Qp +- not 0 •p,p) 

D(Q•p +- not 0 p, •p) 

for p varying in {Alive, Loaded}. 

Proposition 2 The unique temporal answer set of theory Tys is (I), where: 

I0 {Alive, --.Loaded, Load} 

I 1 {Alive, Loaded, Wait} 

I 2 {Alive, Loaded, Shoot} 

I 3 {--.Alive, --.Loaded} 

IHl IJ for any j 2 3 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 
(6) 

Proof Direct facts (4) explain the initial situation Io and the occurrence of all the actions 
Load, Shoot and Wait. Besides, rule (3) also fixes the occurrence of Loaded in h. We 
will prove now that literal Alive must be present in h. Let us assume that --.Alive fj_ h. 
Then, after interpreting default negation, we would obtain that rule (5) for Alive at Io 
becomes applicable and so, we obtain OAlive, i.e., Alive E !1. If --.Alive E h, then we 
do not obtain any rule applicable for O•Alive and so, there would exist a lower model 
(Ia, ra, I), in which ·Alive fj_ If. This same reasoning can be applied for explaining Alive 
and Loaded in h. Once !2 is fixed, situation h is then uniquely established by application 
of rules (1) and (2). Finally, we would repeat again the reasoning for Alive at h to explain 
the rest of situations from !4 on. II 

The anomalous case of the original formulation of the Yale Shooting Problem 
would correspond to J, with J0 = I 0 , J 1 = Ir and: 

J2 {Alive, -,Loaded, Shoot} 

J3 {Alive, -,Loaded} 

that is, the gun gets unloaded after executing action wait. We can easily see that 
(J) is not a temporal answer set of Tys, since fixing J as dual world, we can obtain 
a lower model (Ja, Ja, J) where we do not have any literal for Loaded at J!f.. 
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As a final remark, notice that narratives in TNF 3 have always an infinite length. 
However, in many narrative-based action approaches, models are understood as a 
finite sequence of states. To cover this case, we add a slight variation to TNF 3 that 
allows both finite and infinite narratives by just modifying the interpretation of 0 
operator: 

ifj = n (being n, the last position) 
otherwise 

and assuming that, in condition 8), we require j :S k :S n when the narrative has 
finite length n. If we are in the final situation, then any 0 formula will be true and 

so, we can define end ~ O_i. Finite or infinite length narratives can be forced by 
respectively adding the standard axiom Oend or its negation. 

4 An example of use: translation of language B 

As an example of how TNF3 can be easily used for translating action description 
languages, we propose here an encoding of language B introduced in (15]. Language 
B is a simple modification of the well known language A for treating indirect effects 
by interpreting causal laws as inference rules (with the same orientation of [21, 2, 
29]). It defines a two-sorted signature: the set A of action names and the set F of 
fluent names. An action description D = Y U Z consists of a set Y of dynamic laws: 

A causes L ifF 

and a set Z of static laws: 

L ifF 

being A E A, L a fluent literal and F a conjunction of fluent literals. The semantics 
of B is defined as follows. A set s of literals is closed under Z iff for each (L if F) E Z 
such that s satisfies F, L E s. Let Cnz(s) be the smallest set of literals containing 
s that is closed under Z. 

For a given action description D = Y U Z, we define a transition system as a 
triple (S, 11, R) where: 

1. S is the set of all (2-valued) interpretations for F that are closed under Z. 

2. V(P, s) = s(P) is a valuation function that assigns a truth value (tr·u.e or 
false), to each fluent Pat each states E S. 

3. R is the transition relation containing all the triples (s, A, s') such that: 

s' = Cnz(E(A, s) U (s n s')) (7) 

where: 

E(A, s) = {L: (A causes L if F) E Y and s satisfies F)} (8) 
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The translation into TNF 3 is defined as follmvs. For each static or dynamic law 
cp E D we define II( cp) as: 

II(L if F) = D(L +---F) 

II(A causes L if F)= D(QL +---A, F) 

(9) 
(10) 

The TNF3 theory II(D) is defined as {II(cp) : ¢ E D} plus inertia for all fiuents 
(rules (5) and (6)), axiom (>end and the axiom schemata: 

-,PIP+--- T 

D( -,AlA +--- T) 

D(.l +--- Ai,AJ) 

0(---,A +---end) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 

for each P E F, and A, A, Aj E A, with A =!= Aj. Rules (11) and (12) complete 
the literals for fiuents at the initial situation and the literals for action occurrences 
at any situation respectively. Rule (13) avoids concurrence of actions. Finally, rule 
(14) implies that no action is executed at the last situation in the narrative. 

·we will establish a correspondence between transitions and subsequences of nar
ratives so that, given a transition (s, A, s') its corresponding subsequence is (Ij, Ii+l), 
where: 

1. Ij = s U {A} U {-,A': A' E A, A'=!= A} (only action A occurs) 

Notice that Ij+l is actually a set of states in which we leave free the next action to 
be executed. 

Theorem 1 Given an action description D in B, transitions (s, A, s') correspond 
to temporal answer sets of II(D) plus the axiom -,end 1\ Qend, which fixes finite 
narratives of length 2. 

Proof When the narrative length is 2, we may instantiate II(D) transforming 0 rules 
into: 

II(L if F) {L +-- F, (15) 

OL +--OF} (16) 

II(A causes L if F) = OL +---A, F (17) 

OP +-- not 0 -.P,P (18) 

Q-.P +-- not 0 P,-.P (19) 

-.AlA +-- T (20) 

Q-.AI OA +-- T (21) 

j_ +-- Ai,AJ (22) 

j_ +-- QA;,OAJ (23) 

o-.A +-- Qend (24) 
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where we have replaced each D¢ rule by ¢ and 0¢ and have omitted some resulting rules 
because of being trivially true for narratives of length 2. 

Let (I), I = {Io, Il}, be a temporal answer set of II( D). Let s and s' be the fluent 
literals contained in Io and J1 respectively. It can be easily seen that rule (11) guarantees 
that sis complete for the set of fluents F. Besides, given rules (15), sis closed with respect 
to Z (this is due to minimality of a TNF3 selected model and the interpretation of+-). 
So, all the possible combinations of fluent literals in Io are all the s E S closed under Z. 

Now, notice that rules (20) and (22) guarantee that in Io some unique action is true, 
whereas rule (24) implies that no action is true in Jr. This means that all the possible Io 
correspond to all the possible pairs (s, A), beings E S closed under Z, whereas in Ir we 
can just take into account the fluent literals s1

• 

Finally, for any literal L E E(A, s) we will have that its corresponding rule of shape 
(16) will have its condition true in Io, and so, we have (QL +- T). Let L be a fluent 
literal in (s n s1

). If L is an atom P, assuming s1 not to be inconsistent, --,p rf: s', and 
condition of rule (18) will be true leading to (OP +- T). A similar reasoning can be made 
for L = --,p, When s1 is inconsistent, then both s and s1 are the set of all literals, and so, 
it is clear that OL +- T for all L E (s n s'). Thus, for a given (s, A, s1

) we have a program 
with OL +- T for any L E E(A, s) U (s n s'). Since static laws Z are also translated for 
situation J1 (rules (16)), it follows that s1 = Cnz(E(A, s) U (s n s')). II 

Together with action description languages, several query languages have been 
proposed [15] relying on the concept of histories: 

Definition 5 A history of a transition system (S, 11, R) of length n is a sequence 
so, Ar, s1, ... , An, Sn 1 where (so, ... , sn) E S, (Ar, ... , An) E A and n 2'. 0, that 
satisfies: (s;-r, A;, s;) E R for all (1 2'. i 2'. n). 

'0/e will study the simplest case of query language, called Q, which is thought for 
checking actual actions in a narrative and consists of propositional expressions for 
atoms of the shape: 

A occurs at t; 

P holds at t; 

with A E A, P E F and t; a non-negative integer ranging from 0 to some fixed 
length n. A history s0 , Ar, s1 , ... , An, Sn for a given transition system satisfies a 
query <P iff: 

1. <P has the shape A occurs at t; and A= Ai+1 

2. <P has the shape P holds at t; and s; classically satisfies P 

3. if <P is non-atomic, it follows the truth tables of propositional logic. 

The translation of Q into TNF 3 is quite obvious: 

II(A occurs at t;) = OiA 

II(P holds at t;) = O;P 
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Theorem 2 Given an action description D in B, any tempoml answer set of II( D) 
corresponds to a history of D. 

Proof The proof follows by induction on the length of the finite narrative n, taking as 

the base case theorem 1 and generalizing the program instantiation II(D)* for any i > 2. II 

Theorem 3 Given an action description D in B, and a query¢ in Q, any temporal 
answer set of II= II(D) U II(¢) corresponds to a history of D that satisfies¢. 

Proof Due to theorem 2, and that II(¢) does not contain default negation, its addi

tion to II(D) will lead to answer sets which correspond to a subset of the histories of D. 
Then, the correspondence between histories satisfying¢ and models of II(¢) follows from 

TNF3 satisfaction of formulas (notice that an action Ai is actually located at state Ji-1)· II 

5 Relation to TEMPLOG 

In this section, we will show that TE:MPLOG is subsumed by TNF3 , that is, the lat
ter can be used as a generalization of the former for syntax-independent disjunctive 
programs with classical and default negation. 

The syntax of TEMPLOG is defined as follows. Let P denote an atom and N 
a next-atom, that is, a formula of the form oi p for some i > 0. Let E denote 
the empty expression. Then, a TEMPLOG program consists of a set of initial, 
permanent and goal clauses grammatically defined as: 

Non-empty Body: 
Body: 
Initial clause: 
Permanent clause: 
Goal clause: 

B ::=PIIBl,B211 OBIIOB 
D ::=E II B 
IC ::= N +-- D II ON+-- D 
PC::= D(N +--D) 
G ::= +-- D 

In [3] the temporal least model of a TEMPLOG program II is defined as a natural 
generalization of the least model of a definite program [9]. The valuation of a formula 
in TEMPLOG is defined as the usual (2-valued) Propositional Temporal Logic [1]. 
With respect to TNF3 , it simply corresponds to a restriction of definition 3, disabling 
the use of d operator and requiring x = Ia to be a complete and consistent set of 
literals. In this way, for describing TE:MPLOG semantics, the usual representation 
for an interpretation is a sequence of sets of atoms, rather than sets of literals. Due 
to the properties: 

00 

0¢ ¢o? voi¢ (25) 
i=O 
00 

0¢ ¢o? 1\0i¢ (26) 
i=O 

0(¢/\1/;) ¢o? 0¢/\01/; (27) 
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any TEMPLOG program can be equivalently transformed into a (possibly infinite) 
definite program2 II*, containing a set of clauses in which the only temporal operator 
occurs in the shape of next-atoms 0; P. This allows us seeing any next-atom "0; P" 
as a new renamed classical atom, and considering an infinite signature of the shape 
{P, Q, ... , QP, QQ, ... , Q 2 P, Q 2 Q, ... }. Under this point of view, II* becomes a 
definite logic program (negation does not occur in next-atoms), and so, it is possible 
to define the least model of II*, as a classical program. 

Definition 6 (Temporal Least Model) The temporal least model of a TEM
PLOG program II is defined as the corresponding least model of II* as a renamed 
classical program.. 

The following result allows the sound transformation of II into II* under the TNF3 
semantics. 

Theorem 4 If II is a conjunction of clauses following the TEMP LOG syntax, then 
II <=> II* when dealing with infinite narratives. 

Proof It trivially follows from the fact that pr~perties (25), (26) and (27) also hold in 
TNF3. Ill 

Given a set of atoms J, let -,J denote the set { -,p : P (j_ J}. If I is a set of 
next-literals, we define temp(!) so that L E temp( I); iff OiL E I. 

Theorem 5 The set of atoms J is the temporal least model of a TEMP LOG program. 
II iff the set of literals I = J U -,J corresponds to the unique TNF3 temporal answer 
set (temp(!)) of II U {0-,end} U {-, Qi P +-- not Oi P, for any atom P and i ~ 0}. 

Proof We will use the transformation into a definite program II* and the close. relation 
between stable models and answer sets. First, notice that, since II* is definite, its least 
model coincides with its unique stable model. Second, as discussed in [13] (section 6) a 
stable model J of any program without classical negation corresponds to the answer set 
J U -.]of that same program after adding the closed world assumption, -,p +- not P, for 
any atom P. Ill 

6 Discussion and related work 

Several interesting comparisons may be outlined depending on two different points of 
view: the static formulation of answer sets and the temporal extension. In the static 
case, the introduced approach NF3 is clearly inspired to the already mentioned work 
of MBNF (18], a bi-modal logic relying on two modal operators, B and not, which 
respectively stand for belief and default negation. As already shown in (18], DELP 
can be formulated as NIBNF theories with protected literals, that is, propositional 
combinations of literals in the scope of one modal operator. From this result, given a 

2 See (3] for further details. 
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literal L, we can directly establish the relation between BL (resp. not L) in MBNF 

and l L (resp. not L) in NF 3 . In fact, this correspondence is also applicable for 

nested modal operators. However, when we have a general propositional formula 

like for instance¢= P V ---,Q, then l¢ is equivalent to lP V hQ which clearly does 

not correspond to B¢ any more. This is due to the fact that NF3 relies on three

valued logic, while MBNF handles S5-like modal frames. Thus, NF3 can be seen 

as a portion of MBNF dedicated to reasoning about literals. There exist multiple 

three-valued reformulations of answer sets (see for instance, [4]). Among them, the 

most closely related to NF3 is the so called Equilibrium Logic presented in [26]. 

Equilibrium Logic is based on a strong negation variation of Intuitionistic Logic 

which handles a chain of just two worlds (called "here" and "there") corresponding 

to our actual and dual ·world. With respect to usual three-valued logic, it introduces 

two new operators note and -+e (in fact, note¢ can be defined as ¢ -+e 1_). In its 

use for logic programming, we can establish the following relation wrt NF3 : 

i) note¢ corresponds to ---,l¢ 1\ d---,l¢, that is, ---,l¢ 1\ not¢ 

ii) ¢--+ 'lj; corresponds to ('lj; ~ ¢) 1\ d('lj; ~ ¢) 

As we can see, Equilibrium formulas are a strengthening of NF'3 where we require 

each negation to be true not only in the dual world but also in the actual one, and, 

in a similar way, we require each rule to be true not only the actual world, but also in 

the dual one. Though this reinforcement is not present in the answer sets definition, 

the obtained results are similar. In this sense, NF3 is closer to the original answer 

sets definition and also to its MBNF encoding. 
As for the relation to other temporal approaches, though we have already proved 

that TNF3 is an extension ofTEMPLOG, there exist many other logic programming 

frameworks for temporal logic [10, 24, 11, 25] or even general modal logic [7] though 

none of them combine the simplicity of linear-time modal logic with the availability 

of a declarative formulation for default negation. 
Inside the area of application to Reasoning about Actions, the most similar ap

proach to the one presented here is, perhaps, the Past Temporal Logic for Ac

tions [23] (PTLA). It is also based on linear time temporal logic, though it uses the 

past operators instead of the future ones used in TNF3 . In fact, an extension of 

TNF3 for past operators is quite direct, as already was proposed for TEMPLOG. 

The main difference of TNF 3 ·with respect to PTLA is that, in the latter, the surface 

action language is modal, while its logic programming translation uses timepoints 

in order to represent situations. 
Another great group of approaches for Reasoning about Actions are those related 

to Situation Calculus. The main difference with respect to the ·work presented here 

is that they consider actions as a special kind of objects intimately related to the 

representation of situations. Our orientation has been, on the contrary, closer to 

narrative-based formulations, in which actions occur in a situation in a similar way 

to fluents. This simplifies representational issues like concurrence of actions or exis

tence of possible situations. Inside the Situation Calculus trend, we can distinguish 

between nonmodal approaches, which follow the original Situation Calculus formu

lation, and modal approaches, which are based on variations of Harel's Dynamic 

logic. 
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The most representative case of the nonmodal approaches is GO LOG (17], a logic 
prog1'amming language based on a variation of Situation Calculus, for which an in
terpreter programmed in Prolog has been constructed. This approach, however, has 
a completely different orientation to the work presented here, since the semantics 
of GOLOG is not actually based on usual logic programming semantics, but in sec
ond order logic instead. In fact, GOLOG does not directly deal with typical logic 
programming issues like default negation semantics. Another nonmodal approach 
which is perhaps more in the direction of this work is (29], where Situation Calcu
lus theories are represented using extended logic programs under the answer sets 
semantics. As for approaches for Reasoning about Actions based on Dynamic Logic 
we could cite, for instance, (20, 27, 6], though only the first one relies on a logic 
programming paradigm. 

Future ·work will be focussed on two directions. On the one hand, comparisons 
to other action approaches will be analyzed, either for narrative ones like the Event 
Calculus (28] or for non-narrative approaches, which will require an extension of 
TNF3 to deal with hypothetical reasoning (as introduced for instance in (2]). On the 
other hand, we will deepen on implementation issues, trying to extend the temporal 
resolution query procedure of TEMPLOG, temporal SLD, for dealing with default 
negation. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we propose a hybrid system that bridges the gap between 
traditional image processing methods, used for low-level object recognition, 
and abductive constraint logic programming used for high-level musical in
terpretation. Optical Music Recognition (OMR) is the automatic recognition 
of a scanned page of printed music. All such systems are evaluated by their 
rate of successful recognition; therefore a reliable OMR program should be 
able to detect and eventually correct its own recognition errors. Since we 
are interested in dealing with polyphonic music, some additional complexity 
is introduced as several concurrent voices and simultaneous musical events 
may occur. In RIEM, the OMR system we are developing, when events are 
inaccurately recognized they will generate inconsistencies in the process of 
voice separation. Furthermore if some events are missing a consistent voice 
separation may not even be possible. 

In this work we propose an improved architecture for RIEM to allow the 
system to hypothesize on possible missing events, to overcome the major fail
ure in the voice assignment due to minor recognition failures. We formalize 
the process of voice assignment and present a practical implementation using 
Abductive Constraint Logic Programming. 

Once we abduce these missing events and know where to look for them in 
the original score image, we may provide the proper feedback to the recog
nition algorithms, relaxing the recognition thresholds gradually, until some 
mitiimum quality recognition criteria is reached. 
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1 Introduction and Motivation 

Optical Music Recognition (OMR) is the automatic recognition of a scanned page of 
printed music. All such systems are evaluated by their rate of successful recognition; 
therefore, a reliable OMR program should be able to detect and eventually correct 
its own recognition errors. In this work we propose an architecture for an OMR 
system to deal with uncertain and missing information. 'Ne also present a practical 
implementation of such a system using Abductive Constraint Logic Programming. 

The difficulties presented to an OMR system are common to most image recog
nition systems [2): poor quality of the original, undesirable segmentation resulting 
from the image scanning process and loss of detail resulting from several process
ing phases. In the particular case of OMR the high density of musical information 
creates additional segmentation problems because many graphical objects intersect 
others or touch where, syntactically, they should not. Other difficulties arise also 
from the inconsistent nature of music writing (e.g. identical symbols with slight 
variations in size can have different meanings). 

Since we are interested in dealing with polyphonic music, some additional com
plexity is introduced as several concurrent voices and simultaneous music events 
may occur. In RIEM [14), the O:MR system we are developing, a scheduling algo
rithm was used to find assignments of events to voices [9). If events are inaccurately 
recognized they will generate inconsistencies in the process of voice separation. Fur
thermore if some events are missing (i.e. symbols not recognized) a voice separation1 

may not be achieved. In the example of Fig. 1, representing an excerpt of a music 
score with t-wo voices and eight events, one possible separation of voices would be 
to assign events er, e2 , e3 and e4 to one voice and e5 , e6 , e7 and e8 to another voice. 
If, for example, the recognition of event e2 fails, it is no longer possible to perform 
a voice separation because, according to standard music notation2 , the duration of 
all voices must be equal. 

Figure 1: Score sample 

To overcome these problems some approaches have been presented, making use 
of music knowledge to enhance the process of recognition. In [4) and [5), a grammar 
describing musical notation is proposed to control the recognition process partic
ularly the decomposition and labeling of objects. A solution is presented for the 

1 In this work we refer to voice separation as the process of syntactical reconstruction of the 
music score. No semantical music knowledge is involved in this process. 

2 refers to "classical" music notation 
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problem of voice reconstruction in polyphonic scores and a simplified prototype has 
also been implemented, however limited to two voices per staff, and unable to go 
back to the image score to find unrecognized information. 

The absence of high-level musical knowledge during the first phases of recognition 
leads to a loss of resources in searching for symbols where they have no chance to 
exist. Therefore an OMR system architecture should allow feedback of high-level 
knowledge, obtained during the interpretation phase, to low-level data during the 
recognition (15]. 

Most knowledge-based approaches have mentioned the need to detect recognition 
errors but they seldom explain concise methods for repairing or compensating these 
errors, in particular when objects are not recognized. 

In this ·work we propose an architecture to allow an OMR system to hypothesize 
on possible missing events, to overcome a failure in the voice assignment process 
clue to minor recognition failures. For this purpose, we will use Abductive Con
straint Logic Programming (ACLP) (11] (12](13] which is a system that integrates, 
into a single framework, both the paradigms of Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) 
and Constraint Logic Programming (CLP). Both ALP and CLP can be viewed as 
forms of hypothetical reasoning where a set of hypotheses (abducibles in ALP and 
constraints in CLP) is determined in order to satisfy a goal. This paradigm will be 
mainly used to reason about missing events due to any of the reasons mentioned 
above. The main advantages of ACLP reside on the fact that it permits the ex
pressive power of a high-level declarative representation of problems in a way close 
to their natural specification (inherited from ALP) while preserving the efficiency 
of a specialized constraint solver. The preservation of both ALP and CLP iden
tities is of great importance when dealing with problems such as OMR where on 
one side we have high-level descriptions of syntactic properties of music notation, 
better suited for ALP, while on the other side we have low-level information, such 
as spatial coordinates, better dealt with by CLP. 

In the example of Fig. 1, we expect the system to abduce a missing event (e2 ) 

while at the same time restrict its spatial coordinates to be situated between those 
of e1 and e3 . This way we have the notion of abduced event, with high-level semantic 
meaning, encapsulating the low-level spatial information. 

Once we abduce these events and know where to look for them, in the original 
score image, we may provide the proper feedback to the recognition algorithms. 
During this iterative process we may relax the recognition thresholds, gradually, 
until some minimum quality recognition criteria is reached. 

The rem.aincler of this paper is structured as follows: in Sect.2 we briefly describe 
the ACLP framework; in Sect.3 we propose an OMR architecture; in Sect.4 we 
describe the image pre-processing and recognition modules; in Sect.5 we formalize 
the process of interpretation and present an implementation using ACLP; in Sect.6 
we conclude and elaborate on future developments. 
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2 The ACLP Framework 

This description closely follows that of [12]. The ACLP framework consists in the 
integration of two forms of hypothetical reasoning, namely Abductive and Constraint 
Logic Programming. For a detailed description the reader is referred to [13]. 

2.1 The Language of ACLP 

Given an underlying framework of CLP(R), we define: 

Definition 1 (Abductive theory or program) An abductive theory or pro
gram in ACLP is a triple (P, A,IC) where: 

• P is a constraint logic program in CLP(R) consisting of rules of the form 
Po(to) +--- c1(u1), ... , cn(un) II P1(t1), ... ,pm(tm)3 where Pi are predicate symbols, 
C; are constraints in the domain R and U;, t; are terms of R. 

• A is a set of abducible predicates, different from the constraints in R. 

• IC is a set of integrity constraints, which are first order formulae over the 
language of CLP(R). o 

Definition 2 (Goal) A goal, G, has the same form as the body of a program rule 
whose variables are understood as existentially quantified. o 

An ACLP theory or program contains three types of predicates: (i) ordinary 
predicates as in standard LP, (ii) constraint predicates as in CLP and (iii) abducible 
predicates as in ALP. The abducible predicates are normally not defined in the 
program and any knowledge about them is represented either explicitly or implicitly 
in the integrity constraints IC. 

The ACLP system allows for the use of Negation as Failure (NAF), handling it 
through abductive interpretation as proposed in [8]. 

The abducibles are seen as high-level ans·wer holders for goals (or queries) to the 
program carrying their solutions. 

Definition 3 (Answer) An answer, D., for a goal, G, is a set of assumptions of 
the form: 

• ab(d), where abE A and dE domain of R. 

• 3X(ab1(X), ... ,abn(X),C(X)), where ab1, ... ,abn E A and C(X) is a set of 
CLP(R) constraints. o 

The integrity constraints express high-level properties that must hold by any 
solution (set of abducible assumptions) of a goal for this to be accepted. 

3The symbol II is used to separate the constraint conditions from the program predicate condi
tions in the conjunction of the body of the rule. 
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2.2 Declarative Non-monotonic Semantics of ACLP 

The (non-monotonic) semantics of ACLP is inherited from that of ALP and abduc

tion. An answer for a goal G is correct if it forms an abductive explanation for 

G. 

Definition 4 (Solution) Given a theory (P, A, IC) and a goal G, an answer 6 is 

a solution of G iff there exists at least one consistent grounding of 6 (in R) and 

for any such grounding, Ll.g, P U 6g entails Gg, and P U 6g satisfies the IC, where 

Gg denotes a corresponding grounding of the goal G. <> 

For the details of the corresponding grounding and a formal semantics of the 

integrity constraints the reader is referred to [13]. Informally integrity constraints 

are sentences that must be entailed by the program together ·with the abductive 

hypotheses (P U 6g) for 6g to be a valid set of hypotheses. 

Example 5 Consider the following ACLP theory and goal G: 

P = {p(X) t- X> 2llq(X), a(X) 
q(X) t- X> 4,X <lOll[]} 

G p(X) 

IC 
A 

a solution of G is 6 = 3X (a( X), X> 4, X:=; 8). 

2.3 Implementation 

{-{X> Blla(X))} 
{a} 

<> 

The ACLP system is built, as a meta-interpreter, on top of the ECLiPSe language 

[7] for Constraint Logic Programming interfacing appropriately the non-monotonic 

reasoning of abduction with the specialized constraint solving of the CLP language. 

Once a theory (P, A, IC) is loaded, the program is executed by calling at the 

ECLiPSe level: aclp- solve(goal, initiaLhypotheses, output- variable) where: goal 

is an ordinary ECLiPSe goal, initial - hypotheses is a list of abducible hypotheses, 

and output - variable is an ECLiPSe variable. The output - variable returns a list 

of abducible hypotheses, with their domain variables instantiated to specific values 

in their domain, containing the initial -hypotheses and which is a solution of the 

goal. Normally, the list of initial-hypotheses is empty. 

3 System Architecture 

In this section we describe the improved architecture of RIEM (a previous version 

can be found in[14]), an Optical Music Recognition system. RIEM has a layered 

architecture consisting of three main processing modules: Image Pre-processing, 

Recognition and Interpretation (see Fig.2). 
The pre-processing module handles all image low-level processing, transforming 

image pixels into symbolic data. It reads a scanned page of printed music in the 

form of a TIFF image file and performs some basic filtering in the image. Follows the 

detection and removal of the score staff lines to allow the extraction of all remaining 
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graphical objects. These objects are then decomposed and stored as lists of graphical 
primitives, before being handed to the recognition module. 

All information generated by the pre-processing module will be trusted in further 
modules. 

The recognition module transforms graphical objects into meaningful musical 
events and symbols. Recognition is accomplished through object feature analysis and 
graphical primitive analysis. In RIEM recognition algorithms make use of thresholds 
that are functions of the score image features. This eliminates the need for magic 
numbers hard coded in the recognition procedures and allows the algorithms to cope 
with smlie variation in the print quality and style of the music scores. 

The interpretation module is responsible for the syntactic reconstruction of the 
music score. It attempts a coherent voice separation for a given set of recognized 
events, based on music notation i_·ules. During the process of voice separation the 
interpretation module may detect some missing events resulting from symbols not 
reeoguized. In such cases, information on the hypothetical location of those events 
is sent back to the recognition module, that will attempt a looser recognition in the 
specified locations. This process repeats until some limit is reached concerning the 
relaxation of the recognition parameters. 

At the output of the interpretation module a MIDI standard file and a graphical 
music-publishing file may be generated. 

4 Image Pre-processing and Recognition 
Follows a more detailed description of the pre-processing and recognition modules 
of RIE1vi. 

4.1 Image pre-processing 

The scanned music page, stored in a TIFF file, is read by the system and a run
length encoding is performed on the image to eliminate redundancy and therefore 
increase the performance of further processing stages. Some of the noise contained 
in the original scanned image is also filtered at this time. 
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4.1.1 Staff-line detection 

Staff lines are determinant to reference and interpret all musical symbols. Because 
staff-lines overlap most all other graphical elements, their presence interferes with 
the recognition of the information contained in a music page. In RIEM, staff line 
detection and reconstruction is accomplished by detecting and matching contiguous 
horizontal line segments in the image. Our method is analogous to the one described 
in [3] and can cope with some curvature of the staff lines, a frequent case in scanned 
music pages. 

After the exact location of staff lines is known, they are removed from the image 
in order to isolate all remaining musical symbols. This process is not yet perfect 
since, in some cases, it is difficult to distinguish which parts of a staff line intersecting 
an object belong to the object. As a result, some object parts may be inadvertently 
removed causing additional object segmentation. Also, some unremoved staff line 
segments may be left attached to objects, introducing slight changes in its shapes. 

At this point we are able to determine two important values that will play the 
role of constants throughout the process. These are the average spacing between 
contigupus staff lines ( SLSPACING) and the average staff line width (SLWIDTH). The 
first one is a reference for the size of all musical symbols in the score while the second 
is a measurement of the thickness of some detail features and may also be used as 
a tolerance value. 

Most threshold values used in the recognition algorithms depend on these values. 
Since they are redefined for every new score page, we make the recognition algorithms 
independent of variations in music print styles and sizes. 

4.1.2 Symbol extraction and classification 

Contour extraction is performed for all image objects and all contours are decom
posed and stored as lists of graphical primitives such as line segments, arcs and 
junctions. Objects are then classified according to size, proportions, and number 
and type of compound primitives. 

4.2 Recognition 

According to the previous classification, graphical objects are handled in dedicated 
recognition algorithms. Recognition is based on graphical primitive inspection and 
reconstruction, to find music object components (i.e. note heads, stems, beams ... ) 
and also on feature analysis, to acquire attributes for the recognized objects (i.e. 
white or black notes, number of beams ... ). 

Recognition algorithms incorporate numerical thresholds that are a function of 
the two constants SL SPACING and SLWIDTH and also a selectivity index R. Ini
tially the value of R is set to 1 which corresponds to maximum selectivity of the 
algorithms. This value may be further decreased, after each feedback cycle, to relax 
the recognition algorithms when re-inspecting particular areas of the image. 

Two types of objects may be recognized: non-temporal and temporal objects. 
Non-temporal objects are usually expression markings or modifiers of the events 
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pitch, and they are not handled until the whole process of recognition and interpre

tation is terminated. For details on this matter, the reader is referred to [14]. 
The recognition module generates events for all temporal objects and these are 

stored in a structure associated with its corresponding staff. All generated events 
are uniquely identified and labeled with the corresponding type (note, rest, acci
dental, ... ). Some additional attributes are also stored with the event expressing 
temporal and spatial characteristics. 

Spatial attributes include the event cartesian coordinates in the image. These 
coordinates provide the necessary information to pre-process events in the interpre- . 
tation module, where important temporal relations will be inferred, based on the 
relative positioning of events. This spatial event analysis is based on proximity com
parisons, and makes use of the two constant values determined in the pre-processing 
module. 

Pitch information is not included with the events because it can also be inferred 
from its coordinates with respect to the already-known location of the staff lines. 

The temporal attributes are the events duration, and will be used later in the 
interpretation module, for the syntactic reconstruction of the score. 

In the previous sub-section we have seen that uncertainty is present in the process 
of recognition resulting mainly from image deterioration and object segmentation. 
In RIEM, when object features are ambiguously recognized, and they determine the 
duration of an event, the recognition algorithms may, in some cases, generate a list 
of possible durations for the corresponding event. 

5 Interpretation 

In order to cope with polyphony, a correct voice separation is important because 
event synchronism is mandatory for the generation of event-based music file formats, 
like MIDI. 

This voice separation is undertaken in the interpretation module of RIEM, based 
on the syntax of music notation and on topological relations between events. 

In this section we describe, in greater detail, the problem of voice separation 
and event sequencing, together with its implementation within the interpretation 
module. We start with a general description of the problem, together with the 
formalization of some needed concepts. The section is concluded with a general 
description of the implementation using Abductive Constraint Logic Programming. 

5.1 Voice separation and event sequencing 

Music events are represented by graphical symbols that may appear sequentially or 
superimposed in a music score. Such events can, in a simplified form (i.e. ignoring 
some attributes not needed at this point), be defined in the following manner: 

Definition 6 (Event) An event e is a triple (X, Y, Dur) where: 

• X( e)= X and Y(e) = Y represent the events relative spatial coordinates; 
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Figure 3: Original score sample and event diagram showing superimposed and se
quential events 

• Dure(e) = Dur represent the events duration. <> 

The relative spatial locations of these events translate into important temporal 
relations: superimposed events express simultaneity and they are known to have the 
same starting moment. Sequentially layered events express temporal precedence, 
thus having distinct starting moments. 

These relations are inferred from domain specific spatial analysis (as depicted in 
Figure 3) and may be determined for any pair of events. Formally we have: 

Definition 7 (Precedence) Let e1 and e2 be two events. Event e1 is said to pre
cede event e2, denoted by precede(e1; e2), iff X(e1) < X(e2). <> 

Definition 8 (Simultaneity) Let e1 and e2 be two events. Events e1 and e2 are 
said to be simultaneous, denoted by simultaneous(e1, e2), iff X(e2) = X(e1). <> 

A monophonic line or voice, of a music piece, can be represented by a voice 
(sequence) of related events. 

Definition 9 (Voice) A voice is a finite set of events 11 = { et, ... , en} such that: 

(1) 

Associated with each voice we have the notion of its total and partial durations, 
given by the following definitions: 

Definition 10 (Voice Duration) Let 11 = { e1 , ... , en} be a voice. The voice du
ration, denoted by Dur(V) is given by: 

(2) 
n 

The voice duration results from adding the duration of all events that constitute 
it. 
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Definition 11 (Voice Partial Duration) Let V = { e1, ... , en} be a voice. The 
voice partial duration (up to ekE V), denoted by Durp(ek, V), is given by: 

I: 
ep E V 

precede( ep, ek) 

(3) 

The voice partial duration (up to a giv~n event) is the sum of the durations of 
all events that precede the given one. 

In polyphonic music pieces several voices may exist concurrently. All musical 
events are assigned to an unique voice. These assignments of events to concurrent 
voices must obey several spatial and temporal properties. Such assignment is defined 
as follows: 

Definition 12 (Voice assignement) Let E be a finite set of events. A vmce 
assignment of E is a finite set V = {Vt, ... , Vn}, where Vi, ... , Vn are voices, such 
that: 

'v'v;,l'}EV, Dur(11;) = Dur(11j). (4) 

(5) 
n 

'v'v;,l'}Ev, 11; n 1'} = 0. (6) 

The number of voices in the assignment is given by n. o 

In the previous definition, ( 4) imposes that all voices must have the same total 
duration; (5) imposes that all events must be assigned to a voice; (6) imposes that 
an event cannot be assigned to more than one voice and (7) means that simulta
neous events serve as synchrony checkpoints, i.e. the partial duration, up to two 
simultaneous events, of the voices to which those events are assigned must be equal; 
conversely, if the partial duration of two voices is equal, their next events must be 
simultaneous. 

Based on the previous definition, we set forth the class of sets of events for which 
it is possible to have at least one voice assignment: 

Definition 13 (Coherent set of events) Let E be a finite set of events. E is 
coherent iff there exists at least one voice assignment of E. <> 

An example of a voice assignment is represented in Fig.4. 
From the previous definitions it follows: 
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- ---t~~ precedes 

* simultaneous 

Figure 4: 3-voice assignment for music excerpt of Fig.3 

Proposition 14 Let E be a coherent finite set of events. For any two voice assign
ments of E, V; and Vj, we have that the number of voices of V; is the same as the 
number of voices of Vj. <> 

This proposition establishes that the number of voices in an assignment is a 
characteristic of the set of events that produced it. We can then define: 

Definition 15 Let E be a coherent finite set of events. We define 11 oices(E) as 
the number of voices of any of the voice assignments of E. <> 

It is important to mention at this point that these definitions, although set forth 
for small cells of a music piece (e.g. a measure or line), may be extended to represent 
and relate a full music piece. Whole measures may be treated as events and may 
be related by preceding relations. In multi-part pieces several superimposed staffs 
can be viewed as streams and may be related by simultaneity relations (i.e. as 
suggested by extended measure bars across staves). This hierarchical nature of the 
representation enables us to partition large music pieces, by establishing additional 
constraints between the resulting smaller excepts. 

In a previous version of the RIEM system [9], a scheduling algorithm was used 
to find assignments of events to voices. This algorithm succeeds only if the set of 
events is coherent. Although a perfect recognition algorithm produces, from a piece 
of music written according to standard music notation, a coherent set of events, such 
a recognition rate is usually not the case. This way, the success of the scheduling 
algorithm cannot be guaranteed. 

Usually, what is present at the input of the interpretation module is a non coherent 
set of events mostly due to unrecognized objects. We must then envisage a process 
to hypothesize on the missing events. This goal is twofold: on one side, if we are able 
to produce a set of hypotheses on the unrecognized events, we can feed them back 
to the recognition module and relax the algorithms there; on the other side we can 
use these hypotheses to produce a voice assignment that even though may not be 
a completely accurate representation of the music being recognized, it is definitely 
better than not have any. 

The problem can be synthesized in the following way: given a set of events E, 
produced by the recognition module, find (abduce) a set of events A such that EUA 
is coherent, i.e. so that a voice assignment can be made. The following proposition 
guarantees that a solution A always exist: 

Proposition 16 For every finite set of events E, there is at least one finite set of 
events A such that E U A is coherent. <> 
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As is typical in hypothetical reasoning systems, strengthened by the good per

formance rate of the recognition module of RIEM, we are interested in minimal 
solutions. 

Next we show how this can be accomplished by using Abductive Constraint Logic 

Programming (ACLP). 

5.2 Implementation 

As seen before, ACLP presents a declarative and flexible framework to solve the 
hypothetical reasoning problem at hand. 

The main components of the ACLP theory that allows us to abduce the missing 

events (in practice, what is abduced are the assignments) and perform the voice 
assignments, (P, A, IC), are4 : 

P : The Constraint Logic Program, P, contains: 

• rules establishing the necessary spatial relationships (precedence and simul
taneity) between events, as in Defs. 7 and 8: 

precede(Id1,Id2 ) +--- X2 > (X1 +Co), 

event( I db xl, _,_),event(! d2, x2, _, -)· 

simultaneous(! db I d2) +--- X2 2 (X1 - Co), X2 :::; (X1 +Co), 

event(Id1, X1 , _, -), event(Id2 , X2 , _, _). 

where the positive constant C0 is introduced to allow for a margin within which 
events are still considered simultaneous; 

• rules defining the predicates: 

voice_duration(V oice, Duration) 

partiaLduration(Voice, Event, Duration) 

as in Defs. 10 and 11; 

• a set of facts, representing the events outputted by the recognition module, of 
the form: 

event(Id, X, Y, DurList). 

where Dur List is a list of possible durations for the event. 

• a rule creating events for every abduced assignment: 

event(Id,X, Y, Dur) +--- assign(Id, _,X, Y, Dur). 

4 For clarity, these rules do not follow the exact syntax of the ACLP meta-interpreter. Also 
some implementation restrictions of the ACLP meta-interpreter, such as the requesite that rules of 
P that depend on abducibles must be unfolded into the constraints in IC, have not been followed 
to make the presentation more understandable. 
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A : There is only one abducible predicate which corresponds to the assignments 
of events to voices, i.e. A= {assign/5}. 

IC : The set of integrity constraints, IC, contains: 

• an IC establishing that simultaneous events cannot be assigned to the same 
voice, according to (1): 

.l f--- Id1 =1- Id2 , simultaneous(Id1 , Id2), 

assign( I d1, 11 oice1 , _, _,_),assign( I d2 , 11 oice1 , _, _, _). 

• an IC establishing that the duration of all voices must be equal according to 
( 4): 

.l f--- Dur1 =1- Dur2 , 

voice_duration(11 oice1 , Dur1), voice_duration(11 oice2 , Dur2 ). 

• an IC establishing that every event must have an assignment according to (5). 
Furthermore, these assignments must have a duration that belongs to the list 
of possible durations of the event: 

.l f--- Dur :: Dur List, 

event( I d, _, _, Dur List), not assign( I d, _, _, _, Dur ). 

• an IC establishing that the same event cannot be a~signed to different voices 
according to (6): 

.l t- 11 oice1 =1- 11 oice2 , 

assign( I d, 11 oicel> _, _, _), assig·n(I d, 11 oice2 , _, _, -). 

• an IC establishing that the partial durations, up to simultaneous events, of 
two voices must be equal according to (7): 

.l t- Dur1 =1- Dur2 , simultaneous(Id1 , Id2 ), 

assign( I d1, 11 oice1 , _, _, -), partiaLduration(11 oice1, I d1 , Dur1), 

assign( I d2 , 11 oice2 , _, _, -), partiaLduration(11 oice2 , I d2 , Dur2 ). 

The module is called with the ACLP meta-predicate aclp - solve( true,[], A), 
returning in A, the set of abduced assignments. 

Example 17 In the example of Fig.1, with event e2 not being recognized, the input 
of the Interpretation module would be the following set of events E (for clarity, the 
!d's of the events have been set according to Fig.1): 

E = { event(e1 , 42,130, (1]), event(e3 , 130,132, [1]), event(e4 , 182,151, [1]), 

event(e5 , 38, 200, [1]), event( e6 , 85, 189, [1 ]), event( e7 , 129, 201, [1]), 

event(e8 , 180,190, [1))} 
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with C0 = 20. ll would be a solution provided by the interpretation module: 

ll = :JX1, X2, X 3 , X4, X 5 (assign(e1, X1, 42,130, 1), assign(e3 , X1, 130,132, 1), 

assign(e4, X1. 182, 151, 1), assign(e5 , X2, 38,200, 1), assign(e6 , X2, 85, 189, 1), 

assign(e7 , X2, 129,201, 1), assign(e8 , X2, 180,190, 1), 

assign(e2,Xl,Xa,X4,Xs),Xl =1- X2,X3 2: 65,X3:::; 105,Xs = 1 

representing the abduction of 8 assignments, where assign(e2 , X1, X 3 , X4 , X 5) cor
responds to the assignment of the event that is missing from E. <> 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we proposed a hybrid system that bridges the gap between traditional 
object recognition methods, used for low-level image processing, and abductive con
straint logic programming used for high-level musical interpretation. 

It is desirable that OMR systems are capable of detecting and correcting its own 
recognition errors. For this, we propose an architecture to achieve a coherent voice 
separation in the presence of uncertain or missing event information. Our model 
deals with polyphonic scores with no limit on the number of voices. 

We have formalized the process of voice separation setting forth some properties 
that, among other things, guarantee that a solution is always provided. We then use 
ACLP to perform voice separation, achieve the necessary voice assignments, while 
at the same time adbucing information about missing events, that is determinant 
to provide feedback to the recognition algorithms. 

The ability to perform hypothetical reasoning, characteristic of ACLP, together 
with the use of feedback in our architecture, is a significant improvement over the 
previous system. In a forthcoming paper, we will report the practical results of our 
architecture's implementation. 

As we relax the recognition algorithms, we increase the level of uncertainty, there
fore the use of three-valued abduction [6] could be advantageous. Also, new devel
opments related to the use of tabling techniques to perform adbuction [1], appear 
to be very promising, and could improve the performance of the system. 
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Abstract 

The use of Logic Programming makes it feasible to study the integration of 
Inductive Logic Programming with other logic-based methods for knowledge 
representation. The logic-based formalisms for dynamic systems are interest
ing candidates. The use of first-order features to merely represent the sequence 
in a set of examples have restricted ability to model dynamic domains. For 
instance, non-monotonic reasoning is needed to avoid the explicit representa
tion of unchanged properties from one particular situation to another (frame 
problem). Learning rules about action and change may be possible using a 
LP implementation of the Situation Calculus. From this study, further devel
opments on non-monotonic formalisms for actions can be integrated in ILP. 

Keywords: Inductive Logic Programming, Reasoning about Actions and 
Change, Logic Programming 

1 Introduction 

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [8] has become an outstanding method for in
duction in relational domains. The ability to use a Logic Programming representa
tion both for examples and rules has contributed to this success. In addition, the 
use of LP makes it feasible to study the integration of ILP with other logic-based 
methods for knowledge representation. The logic-based formalisms for dynamic sys
tems are interesting candidates. The major task of doing ILP for dynamic systems 
will be to reformulate ILP using logic programming for dynamic systems, but un
fortunately such LP is still under study. We can, however, translate dynamic data 
into a LP representation that static ILP methods can manage. 

A first approach to induction in dynamic domains was made by Feng in [1] us
ing ILP. Examples are introduced for each situation and the sequence ordering is 
implicitly represented by the situation argument of the predicates in the example. 
Predicate succ(s2,s1) is also defined to relate two consecutive situations. Chains of 
succ predicates can be used for representing temporal distance because the temporal 
interval between any consecutive situations is defined to be fixed. 
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However approaches that use the first-order features to merely represent the se
quence in the set of examples have restricted ability to model dynamic domains. 
Non-monotonic reasoning is needed, for instance, to avoid the explicit representation 
of unchanged properties from one particular situation to another (frame problem). 
In reasoning, when using the inertia principle, the unchanged predicates must be 
translated by persistence to hold at the new situation, if they held at the previ
ous one (frame axioms). Thus, the inductor must be able to induce the changed 
properties and the unchanged ones. 

A more recent work by Moyle and Muggleton [6] shows an approach to induce 
Event Calculus (EC) programs, where domain specific axioms (DSA) are induced 
from a narrative of events. Here we start from an analogous logic programming 
implementation of the Situation Calculus. Unlike EC, SC is not narrative-based, 
hence time does not need to be represented directly in examples when learning 
Situation Calculus theories. 

The aim of this paper is a study on the applicability of ILP techniques to for
malisms for reasoning about actions and change, extending the earlier work by Moyle 
and Muggleton [6], to cover the main features of Action formalisms and the impli

. cations for learning (under LP), namely, the frame problem and the ramification 
problem. , 

Despite the limitations of the Situation Calculus, it will be used as a basic frame
work for learning. This simplicity has a positive counterpart as it contributes to 
a better understanding of all the features without requiring a complex formaliza
tion. Furthermore, the expressivity of SC has been proved sufficient for modelling a 
wide range of domains and some extensions exist that deal with concurrent actions, 
continuous change, and so on. 

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 briefly describe ILP and 
Situation Calculus respectively. In section 4 a version of SC suitable for ILP is 
described together with an study of the main features present in action theories in 
sections 4.1 and 4.2. The paper concludes with a discussion and future directions 
for research. 

2 Inductive Logic Programming 

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a research area formed at the intersection 
of Machine Learning and Logic Programming. ILP systems have been applied suc
cessfully in a number of real-world domains. By using LP as the representational 
mechanism for hypotheses and observations, ILP can overcome the two main lim
itations of classical machine learning techniques, the use of a limited knowledge 
representation formalism (essentially a propositional logic), and the difficulties in 
using background knowledge in the learning process [8]. The first limitation is im
portant because many domains of expertise can only be expressed in a FOL, or a 
variant of first order logic (e.g., dynamic systems). Presently successful applications 
areas for ILP systems include the learning of structure-activity rules for drug design, 
finite-element mesh analysis design rules, and so on. 

ILP systems develop predicate descriptions from examples and background knowl-
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edge (BK). The examples E = E+ U E-, background knowledge B and final de
scriptions are all described as logic programs. E usually consists of ground unit 
clauses of a single target predicate. E can be separated into E+, ground unit def
inite clauses and E-, ground unit headless Horn clauses. The following example 
might be represented using the following clauses. 

E+ {white( swanl) 
E- { +-- white(swan2) 

{ 

swan( swanl) 
B swan(swan2) 

+-- black( X), white( X) 

The general problem specification of ILP is, given background knowledge B and 
examples E find the simplest consistent hypothesis H such that 

BAH!=E 

when B alone cannot explain E. 
The theory of ILP is based on proof theory and model theory for the first order 

predicate calculus. Inductive hypothesis formation is characterized by techniques in
cluding inverse resolution, relative least general generalization, inverse implication, 
and inverse entailment [8]. It has been demonstrated that a great deal of clarity and 
simplicity can be achieved by approaching the problem from the direction of model
theory rather than resolution proof-theory. In this sense, Mode-Directed Inverse 
Entailment (MDIE) is a generalization and enhancement of previous approaches, 
implemented in the Progol system [7]. This is the algorithm we have used for exper
imentation in this work. A crucial feature of Progol is the possibility of including 
arbitrary Prolog programs as background knowledge by calling a Prolog interpreter 
to derive ground atoms from intensionally coded specifications of background pred
icates. 

3 A LP implementation of Situation Calculus 

The very first formalism for reasoning about actions is Situation Calculus. Si(uation 
Calculus is the name for a particular way of describing change that conceives of the 
world as consisting of a sequence of situations, each of which is a snapshot of the 
state of the world. Situations are generated from previous situations by actions. 
SC uses the function Result(action,situation) or do(action,situation) to denote the 
situation that results from performing an action in some situation. Any aspect of a 
system which can change as the result of an action or event is indexed by a situation 
and represented as a fluent. Fluents enable to reason. about changes in the truth 
value of observations as the result of performing actions. Actions are described by 
stating their effects, that is, we specify the properties of the situation that results 
from doing the action. Formally we have 
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Definition 1 A SC program is the conjunction of [10): 

• A finite set of general clauses H olds(F, sO). 

• A finite set of clauses of the form 

H olds(F, do( a, s)) +- 1r (1) 

where 1r does not mention the Affects predicate and every occurrence of the Holds 
predicate in 1r is of the form Holds(F',s). The description states that, in any 
situation, if the precondition holds then the effect will hold in the resulting situation. 
These axioms are called effect axioms or action laws. 

• A finite set of Affects clauses of the form 

Affects(a,F,s) +-n (2) 

where 1r does not mention the Affects predicate and every occurrence of the Holds 
predicate in 1r is of the form Holds(F',s). 

• The universal frame axiom describes how the world stays the same (as opposed to 
how it changes). 

H olds(f, do(a, s )) +- H olds(f, s) A •Af fects(a, f, s) (3) 

• A finite set of clauses not mentioning the predicates Holds or Affects, e.g., Unique 
Names Assumption (UNA) axioms, and so on. 

0 

Situation calculus is defined into first-order logic using terms to represent situa
tions and giving to predicates an argument for the situation. Logic programs can 
be used to represent the effects of actions by importing the ontology of SC [10, 2), 
representing effect axioms as logic program clauses and using negation-as-failure 
(NAF) as a means of overcoming the frame problem (section 4.1). 

A logic programming implementation of the Situation Calculus uses terms to rep
resent situations and gives to predicates an argument for the situation. Fluents are 
reified within the Holds predicate. The truth valne is also reified to allow the deriva
tion of negative value fluents in LP, hence negative information will be represented 
as holds (F,-, S). As a consequence, the induction problem is decomposed into two 
separate problems, one for learning true values of fluents, and one for false values. 

Both the reification of the truth values as well as the introduction of an additional 
predicate affects/3 are needed in a LP implementation of the SC, so that the 
induced theory must include clauses for both affects/3 and holds/3 predicates. 
This will be discussed thoroughly in section 4.1. 
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4 Learning Action Theories in the SC 

Let us introduce a classical example in reasoning about change, the Yale Shooting 

scenario (YSS). 

Example 1 (Yale Shooting) There is a gun and a turkey. Initially the gun is not 

loaded and the turkey is alive. Shooting after loading the gun will cause the turkey 

to be dead. 0 

Mode declarations for predicates in Progol [7] are the following: 

modeh(i,holds(#fluent,#truth,do(#action,+sit)))? 
modeh(i,affects(#fluent,#action,+sit))? 
modeb(*,holds(#fluent,#truth,+sit))? 

Progol uses a set of declarations to delimit the language used during the learning 

process. The built-in rnodeh predicate establishes which predicate will be general

ized, i.e., the predicate at the head of the induced clauses, whereas rnodeb establishes 

the predicates that will appear in the body of clauses. The first argument of mode 

declarations specifies an upper bound number of instantiations of the predicate ( * 
means all possible instantiations) . The type of the arguments of each predicate 

is preceded by a character +,-, #, that is used in substituting constants for vari

ables (input, output and constant arguments respectively). Background knowledge 

includes user-defined type declarations 1 : 

truth(+) .truth(-). 
action(load).action(shoot).action(wait). 
fluent(loaded).fluent(dead). 
sit(sO). 
sit(do(A,S)) :- action(A) ,sit(S). 

A situation argument may be in the form of a constant s; or else a situation 

resulting after executing an action do( action, sit), so that distances among situations 

are not considered. A special situation so is included to represent the initial situation 

in all examples. A sequence of situations is encoded in the predicate do in the form 

of chains do (act , do (act , .. do (act , s) .. ) ) starting from the initial situation. A 

further problem may arise if we present several sequences of examples in the same 

session to the inductor, given that situations are common to all examples. If we 

present two or more examples with the same situation identifier, the inductor will 

consider the facts as belonging to the same situation. To allow multiple sequences, 

we include different initial situations s;, so that not all sequences must begin in the 

same state (same values for all fi uents). 
Examples are represented as the truth values for fiuents at each situation. Changes 

in fiuents (caused by actions) are represented with affects/3 facts, whereas holds/3 

clauses represent the values of fiuents in situations. affects/3 in this LP imple

mentation of SC is actually used only to allow the introduction of the inertia axiom 

(see next section). Predicate affects/3 is added to data when the value of a fluent 

changes, thus it does not require additional information for learning. 

1 In case of types with the same domain, these must be made disjoint by renaming objects. 
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affects(loaded,load,sO). 
affects(dead,shoot,do(load,sO)). 

holds(dead,-,sO) .holds(loaded,-,sO). 
holds(loaded,+,do(load,sO)). 
holds(dead,+,do(shoot,do(wait,db(load,sO)))). 
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In Progol no CWA is done for negative examples, hence they must be explicitly 
stated in the form of constraints. 

:- affects(dead,shoot,sO). 

Two situations are included in a SC formulae, namely, the previous situation 
and the situation resulting of executing an action. However mode declarations of 
predicates introduce a bias for the clauses to be induced, given that only the previous 
situation can appear in the body of a clause 2. Thus, any literal added to a clause 
holds (F, T, do (a, B)) : - <body> will refer to B (and not to do( a, B)). This is 
the form of so-called effect axioms. Unlike holds/3 in affects/3 the situation 
argument refers to the situation where the action is executed, so that no references 
are done to the resulting situation. The separation of the evidence into causes 
(actions) and effects contains information about causality in the examples and allows 
the induction of causal formulas. This kind of causal information is usually available 
in dynamic domains. 

For the YSS, the following clauses were induced from data: 

holds(dead,+,do(shoot,A)) 
holds(loaded,+,do(load,A)). 
holds(loaded,-,do(shoot,A)) 

holds(loaded,+,A). 

holds(loaded,+,A). (a) 

For instance clause (a) states ti1at the gun is automatically unloaded after shoot
ing. In this example, there are no corresponding clauses for negative values of dead, 
as there are no actions that revive the turkey. An analogous process can be carried 
out to induce affects/3 clauses. 

Example 2 Let us consider a more complex domain as the Blocks world (Fig. 1), 

sO s l=do(move(A,D),sO) s2=do(move(B,A),sl) 

Figure 1: Blocks world 

0 

Examples of Fig. 1 are represented as the following LP clauses: 

2 This is due to the use of do(+act,+sit) in the head literal and +sit in the rest of predicates. 
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holds(clear(a),+,sO) .holds(clear(d),+,sO). 

holds(clear(b),-,sO).holds(clear(c),-,sO). 

holds(on(a,b),+,sO).holds(on(b,c),+,sO). 

affects(on(a,b),move(a,d),sO). 
affects(clear(b),move(a,d),sO). 

affects(on(b,c),move(a,d),sO). 

389 

Before starting its search, Progol constructs a "Most specific clause" using one 

example of affects/3 and the background knowledge, and searches through anum

ber of combinations of literals selected from this most specific clause before reaching 

its result. For instance, for predicate on/2 Progol constructed 

affects(on(A,B) ,move(A,C) ,D) :
holds(on(A,A),-,D), holds(on(A,B),+,D), 
holds(on(A,C),-,D), holds(on(B,A),-,D), holqs(on(B,B),-,D), 

holds(on(B,C),-,D), holds(on(C,A),-,D), holds(on(C,B),-,D), 

holds(on(C,C),-,D), holds(clear(A),+,D), holds(clear(B),-,D), 

holds(clear(C),+,D). 

from which the following clause was induced (and correspondingly for holds/3): 

affects(on(A,B) ,move(A,C) ,D) :-
holds(clear(A),+,D), holds(clear(C),+,D). 

stating that a block A will not be over block B if we move A to a third block C 

when both A and the target block C are clear. The clauses induced for the rest of 

predicates are: 

affects(on(A,B),move(A,B),C) 
holds(clear(A),+,C), holds(clear(B),+,C). 

affects(clear(A),move(B,C),D) :-
holds(on(B,A),+,D), holds(clear(B),+,D), holds(clear(C),+,D). 

affects(clear(A) ,move(B,A) ,C) :-
holds(clear(B),+,C), holds(clear(A),+,C). 

An analogous process can be carried out to induce holds/3 clauses. In the next 

section we will see why this duplication is necessary for reasoning in the final theory. 

4.1 The Frame Problem 

\iVhen we specify effect axioms we are only interested in describing changes, assuming 

that all the rest will remain unaffected. In the frame problem, when modeling a 

system the problem is to carry out the unchanged properties of the domain when 

the example contains changes of other properties. A system without the inertia 

principle would have an intractable, or even impossible, representation since for 
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each effect axiom, we would have to specify all the possible transitions with respect 
to fluents not referred in such rule. 

Frame axioms describe how the world stays the same (as opposed to how it 
changes). Together effect axioms and frame axioms provide a complete description 
of how the world evolves in response to the agent's actions. 

(Holds( dead, do( A, S)) {:::} Holds( dead, S)) +-+ -,Holds( loaded, S)) V A -::J shoot ( 4) 

To derive information about the state of the world at later times, the effect axioms 
and the frame axioms must be included, which only require as many frame axioms 
as there are effect axioms. Note that the frame axioms are the complement of the 
effect axioms. It is possible to to induce frame axioms for each fluent (similarly to 
effect axioms), inducing constraints 3. 

affects(dead,A,B), holds(loaded,-,B). 
:- affects(dead,A,B), diff(A,shoot). 

Predicate diff /2 (included in the BK) simply states that action B is different 
from shoot. However, this may require as many frame axioms as conditions in the 
corresponding effect axiom. 

The Universal inertia axiom (3) makes these frame axioms unnecessary. LP 
uses negation-as-failure (NAF) as a means of overcoming the frame problem: if 
holds (f, s) is true, then provided no example states the contrary (i.e., NAF al
lows the conclusion not affects (a, f, s) ), inertia axiom will allow the conclusion 
holds (f, do (a, s)). A consequence is that we need to induce explicit clauses for 
the affects/3 predicate, otherwise, NAF forces always inertia over Affects, thus 
causing contradiction with effect axioms. 

The inertia axiom is needed to reason in the final theory, however the frame 
problem is also present in the evidence. In the YSS, after loading the gun, the 
associated example contains the expressions for the predicate associated to the gun 
being loaded, but nothing about the other predicates. Thus if a fluent does not 
change after executing an action, its truth value must be explicitly repeated for the 
resulting situation. 

holds(loaded,+,do(wait,do(load,sO))). 

In reasoning, when using the inertia principle, the unchanged predicates must be 
translated by persistence to hold at the new situation, if they held at the previous 
one. To this end, the inertia axiom is provided as background knowledge to Progol 
to complete examples, that otherwise must be complete. 

With the inertia axiom included in the BK, positive examples are only explicitly 
given for those situations where a fluent changes, and the inertia axiom propagates 
not affected truth values from one situation to the next one, completing every situ
ation. An important consequence is that induction works only over caused values, 
whereas for the inertia values, inertia axiom is returned by Progol together with 
the induced effect axioms. Otherwise Progol should induce an inertia axiom (for 
completeness) for each pair (a, f) where action a does not change fluent f. 

3 Clauses in the form: false :- .... 
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holds(loaded,+,do(wait,A)) :- holds(loaded,+,A). 

4.2 The Ramification Problem 

The ramification problem in the context of reasoning about actions and change names 
the challenge to accommodate actions whose execution causes indirect effects. Ex
ecution of actions causes merely a small amount of direct changes, which, however, 
may in turn initiate a long chain of indirect effects. Such effects are usually repre
sented as consequences of general laws describing dependences between components 
of the world description. The ramification problem forces the explicit representation 
of all the effects of an action as direct effects. 

Let us consider a modified version of example 1 where a fluent walking is added 
together with actions starLwalk and stop_walk. An indirect effect of killing the 
turkey is that it stops walking. This can be expressed with the clause below that 
relates dead and walking. 

holds(walking,-,A) :- holds(dead,+,A). 

Note that the new expression for walking is no longer an effect axiom but a 
constraint describing dependences between components, unlike effect axioms where 
different situations, s and do( a, s) are assigned to the cause and effect, respectively. 
Formally, a domain constraint is a formula where the variable S is universally quan
tified and the Holds literals are only of the form H olds(F, S), thus expressing tem
porally invariant relationships between fluents. 

Forcing walking as a direct effect of the action that kills the turkey, makes fluent 
walking dependent on any action that can be used to kill the turkey, for instance if 
the agent has three possible guns and so on. The result is that effect axioms need 
more clauses to cope with all possible cases, hence the inductor has to produce a 
high number of clauses based possibly on little evidence, thus the induced hypotheses 
may be unnecessarily complex and thereby also less reliable and accurate. 

Let us consider the Switches problem. 

Example 3 (Switches) Let us consider a simple circuit that includes a lamp and 
two switches Sw1 and Sw2, that is controlled by two actions t1 and t2 . 

...., Sllj 

+ 

Figure 2: Switches scenario 

0 

In the framework presented in section (4), the induced clauses for Light are: 
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holds(sw1,+,A). 
holds(sw1,-,A). 
holds(sw2,+,A). 
holds(sw2,-,A). 
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holds(sw1,-,do(t1,A)) 
holds(sw1,+,do(t1,A)) 
holds(sw2,-,do(t2,A)) 
holds(sw2,+,do(t2,A)) 
holds(light,+,do(t1,A)) 
holds(light,+,do(t2,A)) 
holds(light,-,do(t1,A)) 
holds(light,-,do(t2,A)) 

holds(sw1,-,A), holds(sw2,+,A). 
holds(sw1,+,A), holds(sw2,-,A). 
holds(light,+,A). 
holds(light,+,A). 

where action t 1 (resp. t 2 ) toggles switch sw1 (resp. swz), and the switches affect 
light not directly but through actions that modify them. However, the natural 
choice is that a switch does not depend directly on any other switch. New rnodeh 
declarations are needed to cope with indirect effects because with the normal bias 
we cannot refer to other effects in the current situation. In this case, the induced 
clauses for light are: 

holds(light,+,A) 
holds(light,-,A) 
holds (light,-, A) 

holds(sw1,+,A), holds(sw2,+,A). 
holds(sw1,-,A). 
holds(sw2,-,A). 

(b) 

Clause (b) states that the lamp is controlled by the two switches, i.e., the lamp 
is on whenever both switchl and switch2 hold simultaneously. Note also that the 
new clauses subsume all effect axioms for light, i.e., they can be used to derive 
information about the state of Light. On the other hand, clauses found for both 
sw1 and sw2 are not complete and do not subsume any effect axiom. 

holds(sw1,+,A) 
holds(sw1,-,A) 

holds(sw2,+,A) 
holds(sw2,-,A) 

holds(light,+,A). 
holds(sw2,+,A), holds(light,-,A). 

holds(light,+,A). 
holds(sw1,+,A), holds(light,-,A). 

I* examples not generalized *I · 
holds(sw1,+,do(t1,s0)). 
holds(sw2,+,do(t2,s0)). 

(c) 

This is the expected result because the current state of the switches cannot be 
inferred just from the resulting situation but from the previous state. 

Furthermore, when multiple fiuents have to be induced (multiple-concept learn
ing), e.g., light, sw1 and sw2 , care must be taken to ensure that the addition of 
domain constraints to a SC program does not cause a mutual recursion. For in
stance, clause (c) together with clause (b) produces a mutual recursion. 

Intuitively, there will not be recursion if the fiuents are stratified and the heads 
of effect axioms only ever mention fiuents at the lowest level of the stratification. 
However, if we allow an unlimited use of ramifications, including references to current 
values as it is the case with indirect effects, predicates may use one another in their 
definitions. 
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Classical approaches decompose the problem into multiple single-concept learning 

tasks. A single restriction needs to be imposed, namely, ramification is only allowed 

over those concepts that do not cause a mutual recursion over those previously 

learned ones. Unfortunately, the quality of induced clauses depends highly on the 

order at which predicates are learned. 
A basic strategy that can be followed is to introduce indirect effects in all fluents, 

and then, only those "interesting" ones are kept. Ideally, we would like to find a 

small set of clauses equivalent to all effect axioms. In the previous example, only 

light can be modelled naturally as an indirect effect. 
The consequences of forcing all effects as direct effects increase as more depen

dences exist in the domain. Let us consider a modified version of example 3 ([11]). 

Example 4 Suppose a third switch is introduced, named sw3, plus a relay and 

action t 3 • D 

•SW! 

+ 

Figure 3: An extended electric circuit 

In this case, forcing all effects as direct effects, Progol induced 5 clauses for light, 

and 4 for sw2, where all actions (t1, t2, t3) affect the relay, the light and sw2. Again 

we tried to introduce indirect effects in all fluents. In this case, Progol induced 

complete clauses for both light and relay, requiring now just three clauses. 

holds(light,+,A) holds(swi,+,A), holds(sw2,+,A). 
holds(light,-,A) holds(sw1,-,A). 
holds(light,-,A) holds(sw2,-,A). 
holds(relay,+,A) holds(swi,+,A), holds(sw3,+,A). 
holds(relay,-,A) holds(sw1,-,A). 
holds(relay,-,A) holds(sw3,-,A). 
holds(sw2,-,A) holds(relay,+,A). (d) 

According to the induced clauses, the relay is controlled by the first and third 

switch, whereas the lamp is controlled by the first ai.1d second switch. As in the 

previous example, no complete set of clauses were found for fluents sw1 and sw3. 

Fluent sw2 is more problematic because no complete set of clauses were found, and 

however some clauses are meaningful. For instance, clause (d) subsumes some of 

the effect axioms, however, it is not complete even for the negative value. 

According to the effect axioms, action t2 switches sw2, however, the relay, if 

activated, forces the second switch to jump off. As a result, only light and relay 

can be modelled naturally (and totally) as indirect effects whereas sw2 is in some 
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cases a direct effect and in other cases an indirect effect, i.e., sw2 needs both effect 
axioms and constraints. However, without indirect effects, the relay affects sw2 not 
directly but through actions that modify switches sw1 and sw3 and similarly for 
light. 

Light~Sw3 

Swl 

Figure 4: Indirect effects 

However in some cases it is not clear which fluents are connected to actions and 
which are fluent-triggered. Some factors, e.g., a small or skewed training set or the 
search myopia of induction algorithms, may affect this process. Ideally, additional 
domain-specific knowledge called influence information of how fluents may affect 
each other [11] is available, i.e., {(sw1, light), (sw2, light), (sw1, relay), (sw3, relay), 
(relay, sw2)}. The interest of this information is to provide Progol with (and only) 
the predicates that can be used, because this avoids Progol from considering irrele
vant predicates during learning that may suppose a source of noise. 

Without information on what fluents affect other fluents, only some hints can 
be extracted from data. This can be achieved by identifying groups of fluents that 
change simultaneously in any situation. For instance, in the relay problem, we find 

{t2, sw2}, {t2, sw2, light} 
{ tl, sw1}, { tl, SW 1 , light}, { tl, SWt, relay, sw2 , light} 
{ t3, sw3}, { t3, sw3, relay, sw2, light} 

Vve can discard all those sets that are never observed to change simultaneously, 
e.g., { sw1 , sw3}. Vve can also discard those involving only direct effects, e.g., 
{t2,sw2}, {tl,sw1 } and {t3,sw3}. On the other hand, action t1 always changes 
sw1 (resp. t3 and swa) and only in some cases other fluents. Thus, both sw1 and 
sw3 can be considered direct effects. Unlike these, light and relay never change 
alone which make them good candidates for ramification. A further analysis of 
these data provides with some dependences 4 : 

relay :=:} sw1 or sw3 
light :=:} sw1 or sw2 

which fits well with the induced clauses. As to sw2, it possibly depends on the 
relay rather than on any other switch. 

sw2, sw1 :=:} relay, light 
sw2, sw3 :=:} 1·elay 

4 The meaning of a dependence is: when fluents in the LH change simultaneously then fluents 
in the RHS change too. 
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As a result we obtain a set of tentative dependences between fluents. However, 

the quality of information that we can get from this process depends highly on the 

quality of the training set. 
A special situation are those domains that include cycles in their descriptions. 

Let us consider the following example: 

Example 5 Consider two connected gear wheels. Any force causing the first wheel 

to start or stop turning propagates to the second wheel and vic. 0 

When learning indirect effects, Progol easily induced the two counterparts of a 

double implication. In these cases, we need to break the cycle, using effect axioms 

for some fluent. 

holds(turn(wheel1),+,do(push(wheel1),A)). 

holds(turn(wheel1),+,do(push(wheel2),A)). 
holds(turn(wheel2),+,A) :- holds(turn(wheeli),+,A). 

Actually turn( wheell) is a direct effect of pushl and an indirect effect of push2 

(and similarly for turn(wheel2)). However, to avoid cycles in the final theory, 

turn( wheell) is considered always a direct effect and only turn( wheel2) is induced 

as an indirect effect. Unfortunately, this makes the induced theory suffer from the 

ramification problem, for tlwse fluents where the cycle was broken. These and other 

domains require more expressive semantics for LP [3]. 

5 Conclusions 

Currently many ILP methods have appeared that perform well in static domains. 

We can translate dynamic data into a LP representation that ILP methods can 

manage, where the temporal relationships among components and. their states are 

partly expressed by the introduction of the variable Situation in the training data. 

This basic translation has restricted ability to model dynamic domains. Classical 

problems in reasoning, namely, the frame problem and the ramification problem, are 

also present in learning. 
From this study, more recent advances in Action formalisms based in SC are being 

incorporated to ILP, for instance, concurrent actions and autonomous change [5]. 

Furthermore, a notion of causation [9] is needed because the basic SC suffers from the 

ramification problem, given that indirect effects cannot be expressed with affects/3 

because the situation argument represents the situation where the action is executed 

and not the resulting situation. A current research issue is also to apply ILP to more 

real domains. 
On the other hand, the existing formalizations of actions in LP are adequate for 

only the simplest kind of temporal reasoning -"temporal projection" [2], and only 

in the cases when the given description of the initial state is complete, as these 

formalizations use the semantics of LP which automatically apply the "closed world 

assumption" to each predicate. A major improvement will be to reformulate ILP 

under a more expressive semantics for LP, including classical negation and so on, 

e.g., answer sets [4, 3]. 
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Extension of Logic Programming by Similarity 

Ferrante Forn1atoi Giangiacon1o Gerla! Maria I. Sessa t 

Abstract 

By introducing a similarity relation R between constant and predicate 

symbols in the language of a logic program P, it is possible to perform ap

proximate inferences. Indeed, similarity relation allows us to manage alterna

tive instances of entities that can be considered "equal" with a given degree. 

This paper is an overview of several aspects of this approach as proposed in 

[5, 6, 7]. At first we analyse the semantics of a logic programs P obtained 

by exploiting a similarity relation R defined between constant and predicate 

symbols in the language of P . The notion of fuzzy Herbrand model is also 

introduced [6]. By exploiting this similarity relation, it is possible to overcome 

failure situations in the unification process providing a m.g. u. with an asso

ciated numeric value which gives a measure of the related approximation [5]. 

Then, an extended version of SLD-Resolution can be defined, which allows to 

compute approximate answer substitutions [7]. 

Keywords: Logic Programming, Approximate Reasoning, Fuzzy Logic, 

Similarity, Abstract Interpretation. 

1 Introduction 

In the standard framework of Logic Programming [1], if two constants or predicate 

names are different they represent distinct information, then no matching is possible. 

However, in many real world situations, an inference based on the equality between 

available values and required ones can produce a failure, even if acceptable solutions 

could be reached by relaxing the matching constraint. Indeed, human reasoning 

is often performed on the basis of "analogy" or "similarity" between entities that 

induces an inference process based on an aware approximation. 

The study of formal theories for approximate reasoning is a field of increasing 

interest. By following [11] and [2], we consider reasonings that may be approx

imated by allowing the antecedent clauses of a rule to match its premises only 

approximately. An example is an inference concerning preferences on books like the 

following informal one 
f 
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- x is thriller ===} x is good for me 
- b is adventurous 
- adventurous is similar to thriller for me 

b is good for me. 

Obviously, the similarity is a graded notion, so the degree at which we can admit 
the conclusion "b is good for me" depends on the degree of similarity between the 
predicates "adventurous" and "thriller". An important feature of such a kind of 
inference is the fact that the similarity is defined on the predicates of the language, 
i.e. it is exploited at a syntactical level. This makes our approach very different 
from the usual one where the similarity is defined in the set of models (semantic 
level) [9]. 

In [6) this idea has been introduced in the declarative paradigm of Logic Program
ming. In particular, in the field of deductive databases many applications request to 
cope with approximate information and flexible data inference. For this reason, we 
mainly concern wit!1 function free logic programs, but the proposed approach can 
be applied in the general case as well. 

A basic tool exploited in our approach is the notion of Similarity relation. It is 
a many valued extension of the classical notion of equality [8). Then, it is widely 
exploited in any context where a weakening of the equality constraint is useful. Start
ing from this idea, we propose a syntactical approach to the approximate reasoning. 
Namely, we relax the exact matching between different entities by considering a 
similarity relation between constants and between predicate names in the language 
of a logic program P. 

Several useful properties characterize the similarity. We take into account a well 
known result stating that a similarity can be described "level by level" by a family 
of classical equivalence relations. Any equivalence relation of this family, named 
cut of level A, with A E [0, 1], is obtained by considering as equivalent two elements 
which have a similarity value greater than A. The basic idea is that we can "extend" 
the program P by adding new clauses which are "similar" at least with degree A to 
the given ones. This program transformation is obtained by considering a suitable 
closure operator. The new program allows to enhance the inference process 

Then, we provide an equivalent inference process with respect to this abstrac
tion, exploiting an Abstract Interpretation technique [3].The proposed methodology 
transforms an interpreter for SLD Resolution into an interpreter that computes on 
abstract values which express similarity properties on the sets of symbols. Roughly 
speaking, the Galois connection between concrete and abstract properties is estab
lished by considering the equivalence relations that can be associated to a similarity. 
Abstract computation is performed taking into account elements in the quotient set 
provided by this equivalence relations. Thus, without changing the standard deriva
tion process, the interpreter performs similarity-based computations. This approach 
allows us to introduce approximate reasoning into the declarative paradigm. The 
related declarative semantics is also provided by introducing the notion of fuzzy 
least Herband Model. 

In [7) the procedural semantics is considered, and an extended version of SLD
Resolution is defined. In the case of failure of the unification process, it allows to 
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obtain approximate computed ans·wer substitutions with a related approximation 
degree. This Refutation process exploits the notion of extended m.g.u. given in [5], 
which provides the tool to overcome failures of the exact matching, respectively, 
between constants and/or predicate symbols. 

2 Preliminaries 

Similarity relation is a mathematical notion that provides a way to manage alterna
tive instances of an entity that can be considered "equal" with a given degree. In 
this section we formally introduce this notion. 

Definition 2.1 {8}[10] A similarity on a domain U is a fuzzy subset R.: U xU--+ 
[0, 1] of U xU such that the following properties hold 

i) R.(x, x) = 1 for any x E U ( reflexivity) 

ii) R.(x, y) = R.(y, x) for any x, y E U (symmetry) 

iii) R.(x,z) ~ R(x,y) 1\ R.(y,z) for any x, y, z E U (transitivity). 

where 1\ is a T-norm in[O, 1] (i.e., 1\ : [0, 1] x [0, 1] --+ [0, 1] is associative, com
mutative, non-decreasing in both the variables and it is x 1\ 1 = 1/\ x = x for any 
x E [0, 1]). In the sequel, we assume that x 1\ y is the minimum between two elements 
x,y E [0,1]. 

Similarity relations are strictly related with equivalence relations and, then, to 
closure operators, as stated by the following property. 

Definition 2.2 Let S be a set. An operator H : P(S) --+ P(S) is an upper closure 
operator if the following properties hold 

i) H(X) 2 X 

ii) H(H(X)) = H(X) 

iii) X ~ Y ===? H(X) ~ H(Y} 

Proposition 2.1 Let U a domain and R.: U xU--+ [0, 1] a similarity on U. Then, 
for any ,\ E [0, 1], the cut of level A, 

R.;. = {(x, y)E U xU I R.(x, y) ~ >.} 

is an equivalence relation on U. Also, the operator H;. : P(U) --+ P(U) such that 
VX E P(U) 

H;.(X) = {F' E U J3F EX: (F',F) E R.;.} 

is a closure operator. 
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The following Example shows the idea that a similarity can be described by means 
of the family of equivalence relations obtained by considering the cuts relations R;.. 
for any A E (0,1]. 

Example 1 Let S be the set of elements arranged in the following table 

tHB~ 
We can define a similarity relation R between elements in U by setting 

R(x, y) = .6 if x, yare in the same small box 
R(x, y) = .4 if x, y are in the same big box 
R(x, y) = .2 otherwise. 

By considering the cut relation R.3 of level A 
element a is {a, b, c, a', b', c'}. 

.3, the equivalence class of the 

In the sequel, by using an abstract interpretation technique, we relate two dif
ferent constructions of logiC programs performing approximate reasoning based on 
similarity relations. Abstract interpretation is a theory of semantics approxima
tion widely exploited to prove properties of programs written in any programming 
language (3]. The correspondence between concrete and abstract properties is es
tablished by a pair of functions that is a Galois connection formalizing the loss of 
information. The notion of approximation is formalized by the abstraction function 
o: that, for any concrete property p' E P' provides the best approximation o: (p') 
in the abstract domain P~. The semantic of the abstract properties is given by the 
concretization function ry that for any abstract description p~ E P~ provides the 
corresponding concrete property ry (p~) in the concrete domain P'. 

Definition 2.3 Let P' (s') and P~ (s~) be posets, a Galois connection is a pair of 
maps, o: : P' ------+ P~ and ry : P~ ------+ P', denoted with 

such that for any p~ E P~ and p' E P', 

Galois connections are strictly related with the closure operators. In particular 
the following property can be proved 

Proposition 2.2 Let P' (s') ~ P~ (s~) a Galois connection, then ry o o: zs an 
'Y 

upper closure operator. 

In the sequel we exploit a particular case of Galois connection, named Galois 
surjection, which is obtained when the abstraction function o: is a surjection. 
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3 Logic Programming with Similarity 

In [6] an extension of the declarative paradigm of the Logic Programming is proposed 
by considering "similarity-based" computations. In this Section and in the following 
one, the main features of this approach are synthetically described. In Section 4 an 

extension of the SLD Resolution given in [7] is recalled, which allows to overcome 
syntactical failures of the refutation process by weakening the equality constraint 
between constants and predicate symbols required in the unification process. 

Let .L be a function free language and P a logic program in .L, i.e. a set of Horn 
clauses. Let us denote with Be the set of ground atomic formulae in .L, i.e. the 
Herbrand base of .L, and Tp the immediate consequence operator Tp : P(Bc.) --+ 

P(Bc.) of van Emden and Kowalski [4] defined by 

Tp(X) ={a a+---- a1 , ... ,an E ground(P) and a; EX, n 2: i 2: 1} 

where ground(P) denotes the set of all ground instances of clauses in P. The 
application of Tarski's fixpoint theorem yields a characterization of the semantics of 
the logic program P, which is the least modelJV[p of P given by 

Mp = lfp(Tp) = Ur;;(0) 
n~O 

with r;;(0) ~ T;;+1(0), Vn 2: 0. 
In the classical case, constants and predicate symbols of .L are crisp elements, i.e., 

distinct elements represent distinct information and no matching is possible. In our 
approach we relax this constraint and suppose that it is possible to consider different 
constants, or different predicates with the same arity, as "similar". A measure of 
the "similarity degree", expressed by a value in [0, 1], is also provided. This notion 
extends the usual equality relation, indeed equals elements have similarity degree 
1 and completely different elements have similarity degree 0. This assumption is 
well modelled by the definition of similarity relation given in Section 2. Then, we 
consider a similarity R. : ( C U R) x ( C U R) --+ [0, 1 J which is the union of two 
similarity relations, respectively defined in the set C of constants and the set R of 
predicate symbols in .L. 

According to Proposition 2.1, for a fixed A E [0, 1], let 'R.>-. be the equivalence 
relation, named cut of level A of R. in C U R, defined as 

{(x, y) R.(x,y)2:A with (x,y)E(CUR)x(CUR)}. 

This equivalence relation can be extended to an equivalence relation, denoted with 
the symbol 'R.>-., between ground atomic formulae in Be, by setting for any (a, b) E 

Be x Be, with a= p(cl> ... , en), b = q(dl> ... , dm), 

(a, b) E 'R.>-. {:=:=:}- n = m, (p, q) E 'R.>-. and (c;, d;) E 'R.>-., n 2: i 2: 1. 

In a straightforward manner, this equivalence relation can be extended to an equiv
alence relation between formulae in .L, denoted with the same symbol 'R.>-., by con
sidering the union of 'R.>-. with the equality relation between variables. 
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Moreover, denoting with P(.C) the power set of .C, vve can consider the closure 
operator H).. : P(.C) -+ P(.C) such that for any X E P(.C) 

H)..(X) = {F' E .c I 3F EX: (F',F) E R)..}. 

Since any formula which is equivalent to a clause is a clause, too, it results that 
the set of formulas H)..(P) is a logic program, that we call extended-program of level 
,\. Roughly speaking, H)..(P) is obtained by adding to the program Pall the clauses 
in .C that can be obtained by replacing constant and predicate symbols of a clause 
in P with equivalent symbols up toR).., i.e., with symbols having similarity degree 
not minor of ..\. Then, we can manage in a straightforward way the weakening of 
the equality relation between constants and predicate symbols, expressed by the 
similarity relation R, by considering inference with respect to H>.(P). 

Let TH>.(P) be the immediate consequence operator of the program H)..(P). Thus, 
the least Herbrand model of H)..(P) is given by 

MH>.(P) = lfp(TH>.(P)) = UTJt(P)(0). 
n;:::o 

The closure operator H).. provides the extension of a program P with clauses 
obtained exploiting similarity. Since the extended program could be very large, we 
can try a more efficient approach. Indeed, we can consider the quotient sets C h.>. 
and R/ n>. as new sets of constants and predicate symbols, respectively. Let .C).. 
be the related first order language. We define the function T).. : .C ----+ .C).., named 
translation up to R).., that associates to a formula Fin .C, the formula T)..(F) in .C).. 
obtained by replacing predicate and constant symbols in F with their equivalence 
classes in C /R)..and R/R).., respectively, as follows: 

At first, by denoting with Tc. and Tc.>. the sets of terms in .C and .C).., respectively, 
we define the function T).. : Tc. ----+ Tc.>. on terms as follows 

T)..(x) = x for any variable x, 
T)..(a) =[a] for any constant a in C. 

Then, in a canonical way we define the extension T).. .C ----+ .C).. to the sets of 
formulae in the first order language by setting 

Vt1, ... , tn ETc. and pER: 
T)..(p(tl> ... , tn)) = (p] b(tl), ... , T)..(tn)) 

VA, B fomulae in .C: 
T>.(A 1\ B)= T)..(A) 1\ T)..(B), T)..(A v B) = T)..(A) v T)..(B), 
T)..(•A) = •T>.(A), T>.(VA) = VT>.(A), T)..(3A) = 3T)..(A). 

If H is a clause in .C, T)..(H) is a formula which is a clause in .C)... Thus, we can 
consider thelogic program P).. in .C).., that we call abstract program of level ..\, defined 
as follows 

P).. = T)..(P) = { K E .C).. I K = T)..(H), H clause in P}. 

Let Br.>. denote the Herbrand base of .C>., and Tp>. the immediate consequence op
erator of P)... The least Her brand model of P>. is given by 

Mp>. = lfp(TpJ = Ur~>-(0). 
n;:::o 
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Clauses in the program P>. syntactically represent the information carried on by 
the similarity relations between constant and predicate symbols in P, by considering 
as equivalent the symbols which have similarity degree greater or equal to A. Then, 
P>. could be used to manage similarity-based reasoning as well as H>.(P). 

By exploiting an Abstract Interpretation technique, in (6] it has been shown 
the equivalence of these two approaches for processing information provided by a 
similarity relation defined in the language of a program P. At first, it is shown that 
a Galois connection can be defined by considering as concrete and abstract domains 
the power sets of the languages B c. and B c.>., respectively. This result is stated as 

follows 

Proposition 3.1 The pair of functions a : P(Bc.) -+ P(Bc.J and"( : P(Bc.J -+ 
P(Bc.) such that, VX E P(.C), and VY E P(.C>.): 

a(X) = T>.(X) "f(Y) = T_\ 1(Y) 

provides a Galois surjection 

(P(Bc.), ~) ~ (P(Bc.J, ~), , 
between the complete lattices (P(Bc.), ~) and (P(Bc.J, ~). 

Then, the a-optimality of the associated operators TH>.(P) and Tp>. is proven. It 
allows us to relate their least fixpoints as stated by the following Theorem 

Theorem 3.1 The abstract semantics of the Galois surjection given in Proposition 
3.1 

(P(Bc.), ~) ~ (P(Bc.J, ~), , 
is optimal, i.e. 

The introduced similarity generally changes the semantic of the original program. 
Indeed, it allows us to add new clauses toP providing the extended-program H>.(P). 
This is the more straight way to implement the approximated inference based on 
the introduced similarity. 

On the other hand, by considering the abstract program P>., it is possible to 
express information provided by the similarity relation in a synthetic way. Thus, we 
can consider a simple modification of an SLD interpreter by adding a preprocessing 
step that, for any fixed value A E (0, 1], provides the elements in the quotient sets 

C /R>.and R/R>. and, by exploiting the translation function T>., transforms the set 
of clauses P U { G0} in the set of clauses T>. (P U {Go}) = P>. U { T>.( Go)}. This 
SLD interpreter computes with respect to the quotient-program P>. and goal T>.(G0 ), 

which syntactically express similarity information on the sets of the original constant 
and predicate symbols. It is worth to stress that the interpreter performs similarity
based computations without changes of the usual derivation process. 
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Let us observe that in both the cases the computation is performed with respect 
to a fixed value of the similarity level A and higher values of A reduce the possibility 
of successes. In the next section, an the extended version of the SLD-Resolution 
introduced in [7] is recalled. This derivation process allows to compute approximate 
solutions without fixing a priori the similarity level /\. The solutions are provided 
whenever the existence of a not zero similarity value allows to overcome failure in 
the unification process. 

Finally, in [6] the notion of fuzzy Herbrand model associated with the program P 
and the similarity R has been introduced as follows 

Definition 3.1 Let .C be the language of a logic program P with a similarity relation 
R, and (MH>.(P)) ->-E[O,l] the family of Herbrand models defined in Section 3. The 
fuzzy Herbrand model M(P,n) : Be ----+ [0, 1] of P with the similarity R is defined 
by setting for any p E Be 

or, equivalently 

The following result proved in [6] provides an alternative characterization of the 
fuzzy Herbrand modellvf(P,n) related to the abstract-program P>-. 

Theorem 3.2 Let .C be the language of a logic program P with a similarity relation 
R. Then 

or, equivalently 

Thus, we conclude that in order to compute the fuzzy Herbrand model of a 
program P with a similarity R, according to the previous results we can equivalently 
perform our computations in the abstract domain. 

4 SLD-Resolution with Similarity 
In the previous section a similarity-based extension of the Logic Programming 
paradigm is obtained by considering computations w.r.t. the family of abstract
programs P>-. It has been shown that computations can be equivalently performed 
by considering the family of extended-programs H.>-(P). In [7] an extended version of 
the SLD-derivation has been proposed, which allo·ws to perform computations w.r.t. 
H.>-(P) without adding the new clauses in P. It is allowed by a modified definition 
of m.g.u. of a set of atoms. 
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V·le recall that a mismatch between two constants symbols or relation names 
causes a failure of the unification process. Now, it is rather natural to admit a more 
flexible unification in which the syntactical identity between predicate names and 
constants is substituted by a similarity eq. In [5] such a possibility is considered by 
introducing the notion of extended-m.g.u. (in short e-m.g.u.). Given the selected 
atom a and the head h of the input clause, the algorithm provides an extended 
m.g. u. B of a and h, and a value U E [0, 1]. Roughly speaking, U is the minimum 
similarity value that allows to overcome failure of the unification process of a and 
h produced by a mismatch between two constants symbols or relation names. It 
is worth noting that the notion of e-m.g.u. coincides with the usual one of m.g.u. 
when eq is the identity relation. 

More formally, let .C be a function-free first-order language and denote with 

- V its set of variables 
- C its set of constants 
- R its set of predicate symbols. 

We assume that Vis ordered in a sequence x 1 , x2 , .... Also, let us denote by .C' 
the language with the· same variables and predicate symbols as .C but whose set of 
constants is the set C' of non empty subsets of constants in .C. The language .C' is 
an extension of .C, indeed we can identify any constant c in C with the singleton 
{ c} in C'. In the sequel, the notation e-type will be a short form for extended-type, 
with typeE{ constant, term, formula, substitution, unifier}, used to denote notion 
related to the language .C'. Then, an e-substitution is a map B : V --+ V U C', where 
V U C' is the set of e-terms. We denote with G the set of e-substitutions. 

We assume that in RUCUV a similarity relation eq is given such that eq(t, t') = 0 
whenever one of the following cases occurs: 

t and t' are not both in R or C or V 
t and t' are in 11 and t =f. t' 
t and t' are predicates with different arities. 

In other words, eq is union of a similarity in"C, the identity in V and a similarity 
among symbols of predicates in R with the same arities. Given two e-terms t, t' E 

V U C', we set 

tUt' ~ { 

Then, denoted with J-t(t) = 

atomic e-formulae by setting 

t U t' if t and t' E C' 
{ t} U t' if t E V, t' E C' 
{ t'} U t if t E C', t' E V 

{t, t'} if t, t' E V. 

1\ eq(x, y), we define a relation eq on the set of 
x,yEt 

-( ( ) (' , ))- { eq(p,q)/\ (AJ..t(t;LJtD) ifn=m eq p tl> ... l tn l q tl, ... l tm - i=l 

0 otherwise. 

Such a relation is not a similarity since it should be not reflexive. Indeed, if t is 
not a singleton, J..t(tl.Jt) = J-t(t) =f. 1, in general. 
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Definition 4.1 An extended equation (briefly e-equation) is an equation between 
two atomic e-formulas with the same arity. 

Given a set of e-equations S, and an e-substitution 0, we define the unification 
degree v(S, 0) of S with respect to 0 as follows 

v(S, 0) = 1\ eq(O(e), O(e')). 
e=e'ES 

Finally, the unification degree U(S) of a set of e-equations S is defined as the 
least upper bound of the set {v(S, 0) I 0 E 8} 

U(S) = Sup v(S, 0). 
BEG 

Definition 4.2 Given a system of e-equations S such that U(S) -=J 0 we say that 
an e-substitution 0 is an extended unifier (briefly e-unifier) for s provided that 
v(S, 0) = U(S). 

In order to introduce the notion of extended-m.g.u., a per-ordering between sub
stitutions providing the more general relation must be given. Then, we introduce 
the following definition 

Definition 4.3 Let>.. E (0, l],we say thatB is a A-substitution if and only if f.L(O(x)) 2:: 
A for any variable X. Given two A-substitution 0 and 0', we set 0 ::S>. 0' if a A
substitution T exists such that f.L( 0' ( x), OT( x)) 2:: A for any variable x. In this case 
we say that 0 is more general than 0' (w.r.t. the level A). 

Now it is possible to introduce the notion of extended-m.g.u. 

Definition 4.4 Let S be a system of e-equations with U(S) -=J 0 and 0 an e
substitution. Then 0 is an extended most general unifier (denoted with e-m.g.u.) 
for S if 

- 0 is an e-unifier of s 
- for any e-unifier "( for S, 0 ::Su(S) "(. 

The new notion of e-m.g.u. allows us to modify a Prolog interpreter in order to 
perform similarity based computations. This interpreter computes the query ·with 
respect to the extended program H>.(P), but the addition of clauses is avoided. 
Moreover, the interpreter computes the solutions without fixing a priori a similarity 
level A. Indeed, computed answer substitutions are obtained whenever the exis
tence of a non zero similarity value allows to overcome failure in the unification 
process. The best value of the similarity level A associated to this modified version 
of SLD-derivation is also provided. With this aim, in [7] an extended version of the 
SLD-Resolution based on similarity has been introduced according to the following 
definition 
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Definition 4.5 Given a logic program P and a goal G0 , a similarity-based SLD
derivation of P U { G0}, denoted by 

Go -==?c1 ,01 ,U1 G1 -==? ··· -==?cm,Om.Um Gm -==? .... 
consists of a sequence G0 , Gt, ... of negative clauses, a sequence U0 , U1, ... of values 
in {0,1}, together with a sequence c1, c2, ... of variants of clauses from p and a 
sequence of substitution 81) e2) • • . such that for all i ::::: 1 : 

i) Gi+1 is a resolvent of Gi and C; with idempotent e-m.g.u. B; with unification 
degree U;; 

ii) C; has no variables in common with G0 , C0 , ... C;-1 . 

When one of the resolvents G; is the empty clause , the derivation is called an 
SLD-refutation. An SLD-derivation is called failed ·if it is not a refutation. 

In the case of a standard SLD-refutation, the restriction of B1 ... Bm to the variables 
of the initial goal G0 provides a computed answer substitution for P U { G0}. When 
the extension of the unification capability with similarity relations is exploited in 
the SLD-Resolution, we must take into account that, at any derivation step, the 
unification algorithm provided the m.g. u. B; with an associated unification degree 
U;, i = 1, ... , m. In some sense, these values U; can be considered as constraints 
that allowed the success of the unification process. Then, it is natural to consider 
the best unification degree that allows to satisfy all these constraints. More formally, 
we give the following definition. 

Definition 4.6 Given a similarity-based SLD-refutation D for P U {Go} 
D = Go -==?c1 ,01 ,U1 G1 * ... -==?cm,Om,Um Gm * 

we call unification degree associated to 81, ... , Bm the value 

Denoted with e1 ... em = {xt/ut, ... , Xk/uk} the restriction of the composition of the 
m.g.u. 's to the variables of G0 , we call computed answer substitution associate to 
D the family 1.J! = { CJj} jEJ of substitutions such that for any j E I 

CJj = {xt/t1, ... , xk/tk} 

with thE H>..(uh), k 2 h 2 1. 

The family 1.J! provides a set of correct answer substitutions for H>..(P)U{ H>.,(G0)}. 

Equivalently, the substitution 

f, = {xt/T>..(u1), ... , xk/T>..(uk)} 
provides a correct answer substitution for P>., U { T>.. ( G0 )}. 
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5 Conclusion 

The approach to the approximate reasoning presented in this paper exploits formal 
tools belonging to distinct fields. On one hand, the classical declarative paradigm 
of the Logic Programming provides the inference system. On the other hand, the 
similarity relation introduced in this framework allows us to represent equivalence 
between alternative instances of an entity with respect to different degree of approx
imation. The basic idea is that the inference process is enhanced by overcoming 
failure of the unification process. With this aim a similarity relation is introduced 
between symbols in the alphabet of the logic program. It allows us to add suit
able clauses to the program which can avoid failures of the unification process. A 
measure of the weakening of the matching constraints is also provided. 

The proposed extension of the declarative paradigm allows us to exploit the stan
dard computational procedures. with simple modifications of the interpreter. The 
modified interpreter computes with respect to the extended program, but the ad
dition of clauses can be avoided by exploiting a relaxed unification process. Any 
inference given by the logic program without similarity is obtained in the extended 
program, too. Moreover, it is worth to stress that different similarity relations can 
be considered with respect to the same logic program or declarative database, i.e., 
the representation of the "exact" knowledge is not affected by the approximations 
taken. into account. By applying an abstract interpretation technique, we provided 
a fixpoint semantics for the new inference system. Moreover, the notion of fuzzy 
least Herbrand model has been introduced. 

At the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first attempt to exploit the 
similarity relation at a syntactic level in the framework of the Logic Programming, 
in order to obtain an inference system for approximate reasoning. It is under imple
mentation a first release of Prolog interpreter based on the proposed SLD Resolution 
with similarity. 

Let us observe rthat, in this context, several open questions remain to be inves
tigated. As an example, the results in this paper are strictly connected with the 
fact that the T-norm in the similarity definition is assumed to be the minimum. 
Indeed, only in this case a similarity can be identified with a family of classical 
equivalence relations. However, in many applications it is useful to consider the 
logical conjunction 1\ as a different T-i1orm (for example: the Lukasievicz product 
or the usual arithmetic product), providing different notions of similarity. Then, the 
question arises of giving a theoretical and procedural basis for Logic Programming 
with similarity also in these cases. 
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Domains as First Class Objects in CLP(FD) 

Marco Gavanelli, Evelina Lamma, Paola Mello, Michela Milano 

Abstract 

Constraint Logic Programming on Finite Domains (CLP(FD)) is an effec
tive framework for dealing with Constraint Satisfaction Problems. However, 
in some cases the variable domains are not known at the beginning of the 
computation, but result from some intermediate processing. Domains could 
be specified by means of constraints stating their properties, or asserted by 
a third-party system (which could also be the user), acquiring its knowledge 
from the outer world. For this reason, we extend a CLP(FD) framework with 
the concept of domains as first class objects. In the proposed extension, vari
ables range over finite domains of objects, which are possibly not known at 
the beginning of the computation. Domains can be variables representing 
collections ranging on the powerset of the intended domain of discourse and 
being possibly subject to constraints. The resulting framework is a two sorted 
language. We define operations and constraints on the two sorts and a con
straint linking the two. Finally, we show some examples and implementation 
details. 

Keywords: Two-sorted CLP, Sets, Constraints. 

1 Introduction 

Constraint Logic Programming [12] on Finite Domains (CLP(FD)) provides a flex
ible modeling language along with powerful propagation algorithms and has been 
recognized as an effective tool for solving combinatorial problems known as Con
straint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). 

CSPs [11, 13] have been widely studied in Artificial Intelligence, and Computer 
Science in general, since they easily model many real life applications. In a CSP, a set 
of variables ranging on a finite domain is subject to a set of constraints. CLP(FD) 
languages provide a modeling framework for CPSs since there exists a one to one 
mapping between CSP variables, domains and constraints and CLP(FD) syntactic 
constructs. Variable domains represent the collection of values that variables can 
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assume during the computation, and in traditional CLP(FD) programs they should 
be explicitly declared in the program before the constraint propagation and the 
search process starts. The CLP(FD) sol,ver has to know in advance the set of values 
at disposal for variable instantiation. 

However, there are applications where domain values are not known at the be
ginning of the computation or all values could be known in advance, but it is not 
convenient to store all of them in the initial domains. 

Consider, for example, applications where domain values are the result of some in
termediate (eventually expensive) computational step. For example, in visual search 
applications (3] variables represent model parts, domains contain the visual features 
(e.g., surfaces, segments) contained in a given image, and constraints represent the 
relations among model parts. In this case, feature extraction is the computationally 
most expensive task of the system, so the number of acquired features should be 
minimized. 

In other cases, each feature extraction is not computationally expensive, but the 
number of domain values is extremely high. In such a situation, it is not convenient 
to acquire and store all of them in the initial domain. The CSP solving time grows 
exponentially with domain sizes in a worst-case analysis, thus the acquisition of 
unnecessary domain elements should be avoided. 

Usually CLP(FD) systems provide a default domain (typically, an integer set 
{-max, ... , +max}) for variables with unknown domain. However, this solution 
is not suitable in many kind of problems: the default domain must be very wide 

(i.e., max must be a big number), but wide domains mean high computation time. 
Moreover, a default domain may be not significant in problems where domains are 
not integer. Consider, for instance, a visual recognition problem (3]: domains are 
made up of visual features, and integer intervals are meaningless for such domains. 

Also, domain values could be provided by the user and, as argued in (15], "it is 
both unreasonable and unrealistic to force the user to anticipate what information 
will be required to solve his problem and to supply it all in advance". 

For these reasons, in (2] we have defined an extension of the CSP framework called 
Interactive Constraint Satisfaction Problem (ICSP) where variable domains can be 
partially known (or completely unknown) at the beginning of the computation and 
interactively acquired on demand. We showed how the framework can lead to high 
performance improvements in many problems. 

In this paper, we propose the corresponding CLP(FD) language extension, which 
allows to leave domains partially specified or even completely unspecified in the 
CLP(FD) program. Domains can thus be variables representing finite sets and are 
considered in the extended framework as first class objects. This allows the user to 
avoid the risk of overlooking important information or provide irrelevant data. We 
also propose a propagation algorithm, more suitable in a CLP environment than the 
algorithms studied in (2]. 

The proposed extension is a two sorted first-order language, whose sorts are 
the usual finite domain of objects of arbitrary type and the domain sort which 

allows to define domains, by specifying properties that they should satisfy. Thus, 
if a third-party system or the user supplies domain values, it could be guided by 
these properties in order to provide only consistent and relevant data. Consider, 
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as a simple example, a set variable Dx representing the domain of the variable X. 
Suppose Dx is intensionally defined as Dx = { x E Zlx > 5, x + 3 ::; 15 and x =/= 

8}. When the user is requested to provide values for variable X, he/she could 
be guided from the definition of the domain itself and provide only values in the 
requested interval. Note that this would be equivalent to define X to range on a 
domain [min .. max] and perform domain filtering thanks to the constraints X > 5, 
X+ 3 ::; 15 and X =/= 8. However, while in the first case only consistent values are 
inserted in the domain, in the standard case the solver has to check all values from 
min to max. 

The two-sorted language here presented also allows to state constraints on do
mains, being domains first-class objects. For instance, we can state that the collec
tion of values available for a variable is the union of values available for two other 
variables increasing the language expressive power. This is relevant for applications 
where it is known that the domains of the variables are related each other as in 
a visual search problem. Suppose we have three variables X, Y and Z ranging on 
the set of segments in an image; in particular, X ranges on the segments in the 
higher part of the screen, Y on the lower part, and Z on all the image. We can 
state this problem saying that X:: Dx, Y :: Dy, Z :: Dz, Dz = Dx U Dy and then 
start acquiring values for the domains. The system will automatically insert into 
the domain Dz all the values belonging to both Dx and Dy. 

An alternative way for solving this kind of problem is to start acquiring values, 
then build the domains, solve the problem of finding all sets satisfying the imposed 
constraints (we call it the PFD problem). At this point, FD variables can be defined 
on the resulting domains, and the classical FD problem can be solved. This way of 
solving the problem forces the user (or in general a third-party system) to provide 
all the possible values. 

Instead, we would like to state an F D + PFD problem, perform as much propa
gation as we can, then acquire one value and propagate it, until a solution is found. 
This way, a solution can be found minimizing the number of acquisitions. 

Beside the increased expressive power, we can obtain a performance gain, mainly 
if acquisition is a computationally expensive task. The performance gain deriving 
from considering partially specified domains has been shown in [2) for general CSPs 
and in the field of visual object recognition. 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, ·we define the syntax and declar
ative semantics of the proposed extension. Section 3 presents the operational se
mantics. Implementation details are provided in section 4. In section 5, we present 
some examples to underline the increased expressive power of the language and its 
advantages. Section 6 shows some related works. Conclusion and future work follow. 

2 Syntax and declarative semantics 

In this section, we describe a constraint solver which makes it possible to work 
with unbounded domains and also specify constraints on them. The solver is built 
on a two sorted first-order language on objects (e.g., integers) and domains. We 
define operations and constraints on finite terms (they are the usual operations and 
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constraints of CLP(FD) solvers) and operations and constraints on domains. For 
the basics on CLP(FD), see [12]. 

A constraint on finite domains can be in the form: X :: [a1 , ... , an] or t1 R t2 
where t 1 and t2 are finite terms, i.e., variables, finite domain objects and usual 
expressions, and R is one of the relations defined on the domain of discourse (e.g., 
for integers we have the usual relations: >, ~' <, :::;, =, :/=). Intuitively, we want 
to extend the language so as to let the user the possibility of avoiding the explicit 
association of domain values [a1, ... , an] to variable X, but we allow to write X :: D 
where D is a variable representing a collection of objects. Also, if the collection is 
represented by means of sets, we would write constraints on set variables as X :: D1 
where D1 = {1, 4, 6} U D. For this purpose, we define a new operator, i.e., ::. /2, 
which replaces :: /2. 

More formally, we consider a two sorted first-order language I: with two associated 
sorts, S1 and S2 , where S1, whose carrier is F D, represents a finite domain sort, and 
s2, whose carrier is the powerset of FD, PFn, is the domain sort. 

For finite domains, as usual, binary constraints and operations can be defined on 
finite domain variables. 

For the domain sort, we have unary and binary constraints. In our framework 
we can exploit different CLP languages for the domain sort, dealing with different 
domain formalizations, different expressive power and different efficiency levels. We 
could decide to build a two-sorted CLP system on top of a CLP dealing with lists 
[1], sets [7, 10] or streams [9]. If we use lists or streams, we will have concatenation 
operations; for sets we will exploit the set semantics and operations like intersection 
and union between sets. In a stream-based representation we will have great flexi
bility in acquiring values from the outer world. The framework we are proposing is 
general enough to allow its implementation on top of a variety of CLP languages. 
Of course, the obtained system inherits all the advantages and drawbacks of the 
exploited language. 

Also, we can decide ·which semantics we want to assign to a same concept. For 
example, sets are managed in a wide variety of ways, so, if vve have a combinatorial 
problem and need to provide high efficiency levels, we can choose Conjunto [10], 
while if we need higher expressive power, we may prefer {log} [6]. For the sake of 
simplicity, in this work, we consider the set framework as main example. 

In general, we will be able to impose unary and binary constraints, such as 
~' 2, :/=0 , =,where :/=0 represents set disjointness. Operations are intersection, union 
and complementary difference. 

Finally, we introduce the constraint X ::. D linking the two sorts, whose signature 
is (F D, PFn). The declarative meaning of the constraint is the following: 

Vi= l..n!x; ED (X::. D +-+ Vi X= x;) 

this constraint substitutes the usual CLP(FD) unary constraint linking a domain 
variable X to its domain when domains should not be completely specified. Clearly, 
when all domain values are known, this constraint is equivalent to the standard one, 
.X:: [a1, ... , an], whose meaning is: 

.X :: [a1, ... , an] B .X= a1 V ... V .X= an 
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In a PFD computation, set variable instantiation is the goal of the computation 
and sets need to be considered in a strictly monotonic way. Properties that are 
shown by a domain at a certain step of the computation will stand for all the future 
computations. In particular, if an element belongs to a domain, it cannot be deleted 
from it. 

On the other hand, FD propagation algorithms possibly prune the variable do
mains, and this could enter in conflict with constraints imposed on set variables 
representing domains. 

For example, consider the following constraint: D1 2 {1, 2}. This constraint 
states that D1 must contain at least two values; but, if D 1 is also a domain of an FD 
variable, the corresponding variable X 1 could have a constraint stating that X 1 i 2. 
Usual CLP(FD) propagation of the X1 i 2 constraint would remove value 2 from 
the domain of X 1 ; this elimination is inconsistent with the D1 2 {1, 2} constraint, 
so we would have a failure. This is not the desired behaviour, considering the given 
definition for the ::. constraint, which simply declares the set of values available 
for a given FD variable. 

The problem relies on the fact that set definition is a monotonic operation, while 
the deletion of a value from a domain is not. Domains are updated in an imperative 
way. In other words, a domain definition can be declaratively given, while the 
solution process needs to modify the domain with imperative side-effects. 

To cope with set variables which are also FD domains (i.e., X; ::. D;), each domain 
D; is represented by two structures: 

• Df is the definition domain. It is a set variable and is accessible at a language 
level. Thus, this domain can be defined intensionally by a set of constraints 
imposed on it. At every step of the computation, its state can be modified 
exclusively by constraints imposed on it, never by constraints imposed on the 
X; variable whose domain it represents. 

• D'f is the current domain. This domain represents the classical variable domain 
of an FD computation, in that it is the set of values the variable X; can assume 
during a Finite Domain computation. In our case, however, this set is not 
given extensionally; some elements will be known and others will be not. The 
values it contains depend on the constraints imposed on the variable X; and 
on the values (and the domains) of the other variables Xj linked with Xi by a 
constraint cv(X;, Xj). 

For each domain D;, the basic property D'f ~ Df is imposed at each step of the 
computation. With this representation, inconsistent elements can be deleted from 
the current domain of a variable without affecting the definition domain. Moreover, 
Df must synthesize all the knowledge provided by the definition domain; this issue 
will be addressed in Section 3. 

3 Operational Semantics 

The general operational semantics proposed in [12] for the CLP(X) framework can 
be specialized to define the operational semantics of our language. The operational 
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semantics will be based on a transition system on states. Each possible state is 

a tuple (A, C, S) where A is a multiset of atoms and constraints, C is the set of 

active constraints and S is the set of asleep constraints. The couple ( C, S) is also 

referred to as the const-raint store, while A represents the set of goals to be achieved. 

The set of transition rules is defined in [12]. In order to specialize the general 

operational semantics scheme for a specific language, we need in particular to define 

the behaviour of the consistent, which checks the consistency of the store and the 

infer predicates, performing constraint propagation. 

3.1 Consistent Transition 

In our language, the consistent transition can fail because of different causes. Since 

the language is two sorted and can be considered as an integration of a CLP(FD) 

language and a CLP(Ppn) language, failure can be raised both because of FD prop

agation and of Ppn propagation. 
For what concerns FD propagation, failure is, as usual, detected when no instan

tiation for at least one variable is possible, i.e., a domain is shown to be empty. In 

a Ppn propagation, we fail if a set of constraints is inconsistent w.r.t. the domain 

sort viewpoint we are exploiting. 

3.2 Infer Transition 

For what concerns the infer transition, we need to consider the propagation of con

straints involving FD variables, constraints imposed on sets and constraints linking 

FD variables to their domains. As stated before, the propagation involving FD vari

ables only modifies the current domain of each FD variable, while propagation of set 

constraints only modifies the definition domain of the FD variables. Propagation 

of the ::. constraint, instead, modifies the current domain in order to consider the 

eventual changes in the definition domain. 
Since domains can be unbounded variables or terms such as D = { 1, 2} U D' each 

domain can contain already known values and an unknown part representing values 

which will eventually be available in the future. Thus, the propagation of constraints 

imposed on FD variables needs to consider knmvn elements and unknown elements 

in the current domain. For our purposes, it is very useful partitioning the domains 

in two sets: the known domain part and the unknown domain part. Intuitively, the 

known part contains all the known elements, i.e., values whose associated informa

tion is enough to make them useful in an FD computation. The unknown domain 

part contains all the other elements. More precisely, the known part.contains only 

ground elements, and could be represented as a sequence of values; e.g., {1, 3, 5, 7} is 

a valid knmvn domain part. The unknown domain part is a set variable itself, thus 

having all the properties the CLP(PFn) language provides. Formally, each domain 

Di == J(i I ui, where the symbol I stands for partitioning, i.e., Di = J(i u ui and 

J(i =F-0 ui. 

As the domains are not fully knmvn at the beginning of the computation, they 

can contain elements that are not yet known. Suppose, for example, that we have 

a constraint stating that Dj 2 {1, 2}. We know that elements 1 and 2 belong 
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for each constraint c(X;, Xj) 
Let D; be the domain of X;, D; = K; I U; 
Let Dj be the domain of Xj, Dj = Kj I Uj 
checked +- false 
while not all the elements in known(D;) 

and in known(Dj) are checked 
for each vf E known(Di) 

while not checked or empty(known(D;)) 
select vJ E known(Dj) 
checked +- c( vf, vJ) 
if empty(known(Dj)) 

if get_value(v,Uj) 

then Uj = {v} I u; 
Uj is the new Unknown part of Dj 

else remove vf from D; 
for each vJ E known(Dj) 

same as for vf 
Figure 1: ILAC propagation for FD constraints 
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to the domain of the variable, but other elements could belong to it as well. For 
this reason, FD constraint propagation should be carefully computed. If we have a 
binary constraint, e.g., X; < Xi, where X; ::. {1, 2, 3} and Xi ::. Di, then we can 
delete value 1 from the (current) ,domain D'j, because no value can be found in 
Di supporting it, but we cannot delete values from Df (which is the set {1, 2, 3} ), 
because each value could be supported by elements that are not known yet. 

In this setting, the classical Arc-Consistency [13] algorithm usually employed in 
CLP(FD) is not adequate. For dealing with unknown elements, it is necessary to 
cope with partial domain evaluation, so a more suitable propagation algorithm is 
Lazy Arc Consistency (LAC) [16]. Arc consistency deletes values from domains 
which cannot appear in any consistent solution and finds the maximal arc consis
tent sub-domain, i.e., the biggest sub-domain which satisfies arc-consistency (also 
a solution is an arc consistent sub-domain, thought it is not maximal and other 
solutions can not be derived from it). If a domain becomes empty, the problem is 
shown to be unsatisfiable. 

LAC looks just for an arc consistent sub-domain; once it is found, we/know that 
arc consistency would have found 'a bigger one, so LAC detects inconsistency in the 
same instances as AC does. The number of constraint checks, instead, is lower, as 
some domain elements are not checked for consistency. Of course, we need to be 
able to distinguish the checked elements and the unchecked ones; the standard LAC 
algorithm. 

In our framework, the unchecked elements are contained in the unknown part of 
the domain, thus, they are not even acquired. This way we obtain a double speedup, 
due to the avoided constraint checks and element acquisitions. On the other hand, 
of course, we suffer the little overhead introduced by LAC algorithm. 

In our case, LAC needs to be extended to acquire values when a domain has no 
known value, because an element must be found consistent with all the constraints 
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in each domain. For this reason, an acquisition predicate must be specified for the 
given problem; this predicate can acquire values simply calculating domain values, 
or asking the user or a third-party system to provide them. For this purpose, the 
user can specify the predicate get_value and the system will use it to perform 
acquisition when needed. This user-defined predicate will also be exploited to start 
propagation; in many cases, the system will start processing without having any 
known value in domains. The propagation we use is called Interactive Lazy Arc 
Consistency (ILA C) and is sketched in figure 1. 

Note that LAC has a 'lazier' behaviour than ILAC, in that ILAC finds a support 
for each element in the known domain part. On the other hand, ILAC does not 
need to keep additional structures holding information on which elements have been 
checked and which not, because the untested elements are intensionally represented 
by unknown domain parts. 

Concerning constraints imposed on the domains (e.g., set constraints), they pro
vide kno-wledge on the definition domains. Most important is the case when an ele
ment is proved to belong to a definition domain; e.g., when the constraint D; :;2 { v} 
is satisfied. 

The infer transition, for the PFD side, considers propagation of constraints in 
the known and unknown part of each domain. Let us analyze each of the basic 
constraints, considering the set case as an example. 

In a CLP framework [12], unification for domain variables is replaced with a 
constraint (stated otherwise, Logic Programming can be considered as a CLP lan
guage on the Horn universe with unification as the only constraint). Let us start 
considering the propagation of constraint =, which also replaces set unification. 

Let D; and Dj be two set variables. In the most general case each of them has 
a known and an unknown part, i.e., D; = K; I U; and Dj = Kj I uj. Intuitively, 
after the set modification, we want all the known elements to belong to the known 
part of both the domains and the unknown parts to be equal. So, the domains of 
set variables vary as follows: 

U; = Kj \ K; I u: 
Uj = K; \ Kj I Uj 

where Uf and Uj are two new set variables, representing the common unknown 
domain part, which are unified in their turn, i.e.: 

u: = u; 
Let us consider how the D; ~ Di constraint is handled. Intuitively, we want all 

the elements belonging to D; to be part of Di; so the known elements in D; will 
belong to Di too. Formally: 

uj = K; \ Kj 1 u; 
U; ~ Kj \ K; 1 u; 

For what concerns propagation linking the two sorts, we need to consider the · · 
constraint. This constraint states the definition domain of a variable, thus the set 
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unknown present deleted 
unknown unknown present deleted 
present present present deleted 
deleted deleted deleted deleted 

Table 1: Modification of the state of domain values in unification 

of elements that the variable semantically can assume. Propagation of a constraint 
like X; ::. D; must essentially consider two facts: 

• the basic property Df ~ Df must be satisfied for each domain; 

• all the possible knowledge inferred on the definition domain has to be propa
gated to be functional in the FD propagation also. 

For this reason, we need first to delete from the current domain all the values that 
are proven not to belong to the definition domain; otherwise the Df ~ Df constraint 
would not be satisfied. Then, we need to state that all the values that are proven to 
belong to the definition domain belong to the current domain also. In other words, 
if propagation on PFn increased the knowledge on a definition domain, discovering 

that a value belongs to it (i.e., Ul = { v} I U[d), the current domain must contain 
the same value also (i.e., Ui = { v} I U~d). Of course, each inserted value will be 
checked by FD constraints and, eventually, deleted from the current domain. 

4 Implementation Details 

In this section, we present some details about problems that have been sketched in 
other sections but not addressed completely. 

In our system, a value can be deleted because of FD propagation, or it can be 
inserted in the known domain part by propagation of the ::. constraint. For this 
reason, each possible domain value can be in one of the following states: 

• present: the value is proven to belong to the domain (i.e., belongs to the known 
domain part) 

• deleted: the value used to belong to the domain, but has been removed because 
of constraint propagation 

• unknown: during computation, it has never been shown that the value either 
belongs or does not belong to the domain (i.e., it semantically belongs to the 
unknown domain part). 

Let us consider FD unification of two variables X; = Xj, given that X; ::. D; and 
Xj ::. Dj· From this perspective, for each value in the first domain, the status of the 
same element in the second domain will be changed accordingly. This behaviour is 
reported in Table 1. 
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Note that a domain value cannot be deleted and then re-inserted into a domain 
(thus leading to instable behaviour) because of the basic constraints imposed. Op
erationally, propagating a constraint as Di ~ { v} means stating that Di = { v} U n; 
and imposing a further constraint stating that n; n { v} = 0; thus an attempt to 
insert the same value v in n; will be forbidden. 

We implemented this framework on top of the libraries of the ECLiPse language. 
We used Conjunto as the CLP(PFD) component and the FD library as the CLP(FD) 
subsystem. '0/e have extended the language as shown earlier and integrated the 
inference engines in order to cope with the two sorted CLP, with ILAC propagation 
and with partially-known domains. 

5 Examples 

In this section, we show through simple examples how the CLP(F D + PFD) frame
work works and how it can be useful in addressing real problems. Section 5.1 shows 
how FD and PFD propagations interact each other. Then, in section 5.2, we show 
how coping with undefined domains can be exploited in object recognition problems 
where visual features can be interactively acquired on demand. Section 5.3, finally, 
shows how domains can be built interactively, also determining a set of values needed 
to find a solution to a given problem (the map colouring one, in the given example). 

5.1 Numeric CSP 

Let us see with a simple example, how a sample problem can be described in 
CLP(FD+PFD) and how it is solved. With the given language, the problem can be 
stated in a natural way: 

:-X::. Dx,Y ::. Dy,Z ::. Dz,Dz = DxnDy,Z >X. 

At the beginning, all the domains are completely unknown, then ILAC compu
tation acquires at least one value for each domain. Let's suppose that the elements 
are acquired with a user interaction (i.e., the get_value predicate is specialized for 
acquisition from the user) and the first retrieved element is 1. This element is con
sidered in the domain Dx, i.e., Dx = {1} I D~y· Since no value is known for the 
domain of variable Y, a value is requested for its domain: suppose that value 1 is 
got. Now Dy = {1} I D~,, the constraint Dz = Dx nDy can be propagated and the 
Z's domain becomes Dz = {1} I D~ with the imposed constraint D~ = D~y n D~,. 
Now the constraint Z > X is activated; a value must be found in the domain Dz 
consistent with the possible assignment X = 1. So a value is requested; suppose 
that value 2 is acquired. Finally a value has to be found in Dx consistent with 
the constraint 1 > X and acquisition starts for the domain Dx. If the value is 
not found, then the 'requesting' value 1 will be deleted from the (current) domain 
of Y. Of course, it will remain in the definition domain, because this element is 
semantically significant in Dy. 

When ILAC reaches the quiescence, in each domain we have found a support for 
each other domain value. 
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5.2 A vision system 

As a second example, let us consider a vision system. In this case, the task is finding 
a given object iii a scene; for this reason we need to define a model of the object 
to be recognized. The model can be given in a wide variety of ways; a good model 
can be given by means of constraints [3]. As a simple example, if we want to model 
a rectangle we can identify four nodes corresponding to the four edges composing 
the rectangle (numbered respectively XI, X2 , X3 and X4 ) and impose the following 
symmetric constraints: 

touch( XI, X2), perpendicular( XI, X2), parallel(X2, X4), no_touch(X2, X4), 
touch(X2, X3), perpendicular(X2, X3), parallel(X1, X3), no_touch(Xb X3), 
touch(X3, X4), perpendicular(X3, X4), sameJength(X1, X3), 
touch(X4, XI), perpendicular(X4, XI), samdength(X2, X4). 

In order to perform recognition, a feature extraction system is needed, because 
image features (in our example, the image segments) make up the variable domains. 
Since the feature extraction process is usually the most expensive task, we need 
to minimize the number of acquisition steps. The acquisition of all the features to 
build the domains has to be avoided since it is an unwise choice: if we are looking for 
one solution there is probably no need to acquire all the possible segments. In our 
framework, this problem can be managed by stating that the variables range on the 
set of segments in the image, which is unknown at the beginning of the computation: 

X1>X2,X3 ,X4 ::.Segments 

After defining the problem, the low-level system is asked for a segment. This way, 
a segment is retrieved, then ILAC is applied and, at the end of the propagation, 
we have partially known domains whose known parts are arc-consistent. Now the 
labelling phase can start in order to find a solution. 

5.3 Map Colouring 

As another example, consider the map-colouring problem. The problem consists 
in finding a colour for each country in a map, such that neighbouring countries 
have different colours. Variables represent the countries, the domains contain the 
available colours and constraints state that neighbouring countries have different 
colours. For example: 

France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland::. {"red, green, blue} 

with the constraints: 

France "1- Italy, France "I- Germany, France "I- Switzerland, 

Italy "I- Switzerland, Germany "I- Switzerland 

In this example the palette is known (i.e., the domain {red, green, blue}). Any
way, if we want to find the palette necessary for solving the problem, we have to 
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find a set such that the CSP considering it as variable domains has a solution. In 
our language it can be stated this way: 

France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland::. Palette 

with the same constraints as before. In this case, however, the domain Palette is 
undefined at the beginning of the computation, and its elements will be interactively 
acquired by ILAC propagation. Computation is then performed as in the previous 
examples: first the constraints are imposed, then the lazy arc-consistency algorithm 
searches domains in order to find at least a support for each element in every domain. 

So, if the first acquired element is red, then it will be inserted in the Palette 
set: Palette = {red} I Palette'. ILAC requires the value red in Italy's domain 
to be supported by a value in Prance's domain; so a value is requested for the 
domain of France. Suppose value green is acquired; since all the variables share the 
same definition domain, this value is considered into all the variable domains. Now, 
each definition domain has two known values and each colour has a support; thus 
ILAC terminates. At this point, a labelling phase is necessary for the FD problem 
(exactly as in CSP search algorithms). Let's suppose that the value red is assigned 
to variable France. The colour red is deleted from all the neighbouring countries' 
definition domains; now value green in Italy's domain has no support in the (current) 
domain of Switzerland, so another value has to be acquired for it. The computation 
proceeds the same way until a solution is found. Note that when a solution is found, 
the set variable Palette (intended as definition domain) will contain in its known 
part a set of employed colours sufficient to solve the problem. 

6 Related work 

The problem of finding assignments of sets satisfying some constraints has been 
addressed in other works. However, none of them, to our knowledge, deals with a 
two-sorted CLP: the only aim is finding assignments for sets. 

In [6] is proposed a logic programming language, {log}, suitable for dealing with 
sets. In [7] a CLP formalization of the same language is shown. A set is defined 
to be either the empty set 0, or defined by a constructor with that, given a set 
S and an element e, returns the set composed of S U { e}. This language is very 
powerful, allowing sets and variables to belong to sets. However, the resulting 
unification algorithm is non-deterministic, thus inefficient (in the worst case, it has 
an exponential time complexity). 

Conjunto (10] is a constraint logic programming language in which set variables 
can range on set domains. In this case, each domain is represented by its greatest 
lower bound (i.e., the intersection of all the sets belonging to the set domain) and 
its least upper bound (i.e., the union of all the sets in the set domain). Each 
element in a set must be bound, sets are considered to be finite and they cannot 
contain sets. These choices avoid the non-deterministic unification algorithm and 
allow good performance results (Conjunto is a library of the language ECLiPSe [8]). 
However, Conjunto does not deal with problems in which some domain elements are 
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not known; in fact, the user must provide the least upper bound of each set, thus 
giving the universe set at the beginning of the computation. 

In (15] a framework is proposed to deal with interaction of the user in a logic 
programming environment. Our work can be used for interaction in a constraint 
logic programming framework; it allo-ws the user to provide domain values. As 
suggested in [15], the user should not provide all the possible values at the beginning 
of the computation if only few of them will be effectively used. 

This idea can be seen as a kind of lazy domain evaluation. In (17] the same idea 
is considered; the domains of the variables are viewed as streams during a forward 
checking (11] computation. In (5], the effectiveness of such an approach is shown. 
In our proposal, implementation of delayed evaluation is quite natural and simple. 

Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction [14] is an extension of the CSP model taking 
into account dynamic changes in the CSP components (i.e., variables, domains and 
constraints). In particular, constraints and elements can be inserted or deleted from 
the CSP. However, this approach is based on the idea (taken from the field of ATMSs 
[4]) of recording the frontier of the solution space, which can be very wide, so the 
performance can result unpleasant. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

We presented a framework for dealing with constraint satisfaction when domains 
are partially known. Operations on domains (such as the insertion of a value in 
a domain) are embedded in a CLP(FD) system where domains are first-class ob
jects, thus providing great flexibility and a theoretic establishment of the ICSP [2] 
framework. 

Future work concerns implementation on top of different CLP languages, in order 
to study in more detail the problems and features which are inherited by the system 
in various environments. In particular, we consider a prototype implementation in 
a vision system. 

Moreover, we consider guided acquisition. When retrieving a value, acquisition 
could be guided by constraints, in order to retrieve only consistent values. This 
idea has proven effective in [3] for a vision system; thanks to guided acquisition a 
selective attention mechanism could be exploited. However, we considered a more 
limited language: only FD constraints were imposed and domains had a simpler 
structure. The fusion of a CLP(FD + PFn) framework with guided acquisition 
would probably provide a general and efficient framework for dealing with a wide 
variety of problems. 
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Abstract 

Logic programming provides a high-level view of programming, giving im
plementors a vast latitude in what techniques to research towards obtaining 
the best performance for logic programs. One of the holy grails of logic pro
gramming has been to design computational models that could be executed 
efficiently and would allow for both a reduction of the search space and for 
exploiting all the available parallelism in the application. These goals have 
motivated the design of the Extended Andorra Model. We report on the de
sign of a first implementation for the Extended Andorra Model with Implicit 
Control, the BEAM. 

Keywords: Extended Andorra Model, Parallelism, Implementation. 

1 Introduction 

Logic programming provides a high-level view of programming where programs are 
fundamentally seen as a collection of statements that define a model of the intended 
problem, and questions may be asked against this model. Prolog is the most popular 
example of a logic programming language, and has been successfully used in appli
cations such as artificial intelligence, database programming, circuit design, genetic 
sequencing, expert systems, compilers, simulation and natural language processing. 
The high-level nature of logic programs gives implementors a vast latitude in what 
techniques to research towards obtaining the best performance for logic programs. 
Advanced compilation techniques [12] have been used to obtain performance close 
to imperative languages for some benchmarks [11]. Parallelism [8] allows logic pro
grams to transparently exploit the advantages of the new parallel machines that are 
more than ever gaining in popularity. Extensions such as co-routining, constraints, 
and tabulation allow for substantial reductions in search space over the traditional 
Prolog selection function, and are a basis on which to build advanced features and 
support novel applications. 

Towards obtaining maximum performance, one of the holy grails of logic program
ming has been to design computational models that could be executed efficiently 
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and would allow for both a reduction of the search space and for exploiting all the 
available parallelism in the application. These goals have been presented by David 
H. D. Warren (14] as, in order of priority: 

• Minimum number of inferences: this is achieved by trying never to repeat the 
same execution step of one inference in different locations of the execution 
tree. 

• Maximum parallelism: this is achieved by allowing goals to be executed as 
more independently as possible, and by doing the combination of all solutions 
as late as feasible. 

These goals have motivated the design of the Extended Andorra Model. The model 
originates from the research on the Basic Andorra Model (BAM) (13]. The Andorra
! prototype (9] demonstrated that the BAM can successfully exploit two forms of 
parallelism, or-parallelism and dependent and-parallelism, and that it can reduce 
the search space for a large category of programs. On the other hand, Andorra
! depends on finding determinate applications. If determinacy cannot be found 
efficiently, applications with strong parallelism may need to be run sequentially. 

The Extended Andorra Model was proposed as an extension of the Andorra Model 
that could address the major problems of the Basic Andorra Model, and approximate 
the goals of minimizing the search space and maximizing the parallelism. The 
original proposal was based in the concept of rewriting and- and or-boxes. Research 
then evolved in two directions. David H. D. Warren and researchers at Bristol 
concentrated on the Extended Andorra Model with Implicit Control (14], where the 
goal was to obtain the advantages of the Extended Andorra Model with least effort 
from the programmer. Haridi, Janson and researchers at SICS concentrated on the 
AKL (4], the Andorra Kernel Language, based on the principle that the advantages 
of the Extended Andorra Model justified a new programming paradigm that could 
subsume both traditional Prolog and the committed choice languages. 

Research in AKL concentrated on including novel features such as ports (3], im
portant for concurrent programming, and on obtaining good performance through 
sequential (5] and parallel implementations, such as Penny (7], with good results. 
More recently, the AKL researchers have shifted their interest to Oz (10], a language 
developed at DFKI which provides similar features to AKL. 

Research on the Extended Andorra Model with Implicit Control, that will refer 
to more shortly as EAM, followed a rather different approach. Research started 
by trying to prove the feasibility of the model by developing an interpreter. Gup
ta's interpreter (2] showed that the EAM was indeed feasible. Towards obtaining 
maximum performance, Warren proposed solutions such as lazy copying and eager 
producers to give finer control over search when required. 

We report on the design of a first implementation for the EAM. As a first step 
we concentrate on the implementation of the main revvriting rules of the EAJVI. This 
subset of the EAM was implemented on our first prototype, the BEAM. We present 
the major data structures and execution algorithms that were required for efficient 
execution, with initial performance results. The paper is organized as follows. We 
first give an overview of the EAM, and present an example for better understanding 

'• 
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of the model. Next, we discuss the basic data structures required to implement 
the model, and the BEAM execution model. Last, we present initial performance 
results. 

2 The Extended Andorra Model 
The EAM was designed to generate all answers to problems coded as Horn clauses 
with a minimum number of inferences. The EAM tries to achieve this goal by 
performing as many steps in parallel as possible. 

2.1 Execution Principles for the EAM 
The EAM is formally defined using rewrite rules which manipulate and-or-trees. 
These are represented through and, or and choice-boxes. 

• And-box: (:JX1, ... , Xm: cr&Gl& ... &Gn] 

And-boxes are created when launching a new clause with goals G1 to Gn. The 
variables X 1 to X n represent the variables created in the box and cr represents 
the constraints on external variables imposed by the and-box. 

• Or-box: { C1 V ... V Cn} 

Or-boxes are created when launching a new goal, each C; represents an alter
native clause for the goal. 

• Choice-box: {G1%C1 V ... V Gn%Cn} 

Choice-boxes are special or-boxes created when the clauses defining a proce
dure include a pruning operator, %. Each G; represents the guard of the goal 
and each Ci represents the remainder of the clause. The original EA:tvi sup
ports two pruning operators, cut, !, and commit, J. AKL further supports a 
sequential conjunction, :. We shall not discuss choice-boxes further here. 

There are four main operations in the Extended Andorra Model: 

• Reduction: G-+ {[3Yi : cr1&C1] V ... V [3Yn : O"n&Cn]} 
Reduction expands a goal G in an and-box into an or-box. 

• Promotion: 

[:JX, Z : A&[:JY, W : Z = B(vV)&C]&B] -+ [:JX, W, Z : Z = B(W)&A&[3Y : 
C]&B] 

Promotion promotes constraints from a inner-box to the outer and-box. 

• Substitution: [:JX, Z : Z = B(W)&C] -+ [:JX : CB] 

Substitution applies a constraint on a variable. 

• Forking: [:JX: {(C1 V ... V Cn) & G)-+ {[:JX: C1&G] V ... V [:JX : Cn & G]} 
Forking distributes a conjunction across a disjunction. 
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2.2 An Example of EAM Execution 
To better understand the essential ideas of how the computation of a logic program 
proceeds in the EAM, we next present a very simple example: 

g(X):- a(X),b(X). b(4). 
b(X):- c(X). 

a(1). 
a(2). 

c (1). 
c(3). 

Figure 1 shows several execution steps for this program and the query: 

?- g(X). 

I {X} g(X) I u 

Step 1: Reduction followed by promotion 

I {X} n(X), b(X) {} 

Step 2: Reduction 

Suspend 

Step 3: Reduction 

Suspend Suspend 

Step 4: Forking (nondeterminate promotion) 

fail fail 

Figure 1: Execution in EA:tvl. 

Or-boxes are represented as black dots. And-boxes are i·epresented as a rectangle 
divided in 3 areas. The left area is reserved to the local variables, the middle area 
to the conjunction of goals, and the right one is for the external variables. On the 
first step, after starting execution, the EAM would perform a reduction on g(X) 
followed immediately by a promotion since g(X) only has one alternative. On the 
second step, we perform a reduction on both a (X) and b (X). Notice now there are 
two alternatives to a(X). The first one tries to perform X=i, leading to suspension 
because X is an external variable. The second alternative will also suspend when 
trying to make X=2. Again there are also two alternatives to b (X). The first one 
suspends when trying to make X=4. The next step (3) can only work on c (X) 
because all the others are suspended. A reduction is applied, creating two more 
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alternatives. Both of them suspend immediately because they also try to assign 
a value to X. At this point, all possible alternatives are suspended, which leaves 
applying a nondeterminate promotion as the only rule. We decided to choose the 
or-box that is the leftmost on the tree. After forking, we can see the tree divided 
in two, with a or-box on top. The left side has X bound to 1. The right side has 
X bound to 2. After reactivating all the suspended and-boxes, most of them fail 
immediately, leaving just one solution, which is X=i on the left side of the tree. 

2.3 Lazy Copying 

In the original EAM a goal will always suspend when nondeterminately trying to 
bind an external variable, irrespective of whether it is the producer (the goal that 
generates bindings for) or the consumer (the goal that reads bindings for) that 
variable. One important observation is that if the goal is the producer, there is no 
need for it to suspend. The EAM does in fact try to obtain extra parallelism by 
letting the producer continue. To avoid duplicating work, this is implemented by 
creating pointers from the producer to the consumer goal and not by creating a 
physical copy for every alternative of the producer. This copy of the consumer is 
performed lazily, hence the name lazy copying. The forking rule now becomes: 

[3X: {C1 V 000 V Cn}&GJ-+ {[3X: C1&GP] V 000 V [3X: Cn&Gp]} 
where Gp is a reference to a single goal. One can do even better, by copying parts 
of Gp as soon as they suspend. To support this scheme the EAM now includes a 
classification scheme for variables as guessable or non-guessable. This classification 
might be provided by the programmer, or generated automatically. A variable is 
annotated as guessable if the annotator is certain it is going to be guessed non
determinately. In this case, as soon as a binding is generated by a producer for 
a guessable variable, global forking with lazy copying is performed. In contrast, 
global forking on non-guessable variables is only performed if there is no other way 
to restart the computation. 

3 Representing the And-Or Tree 

An efficient implementation of the EAM requires data structures capable of perform
ing the four main operations of the EAM quickly and efficiently. In the following 
subsections we present the data structures that we have used in BEAM: or-boxes, 
and-boxes, local and external variables. 

Or-Box : Or-boxes represent open alternatives. Figure 2 presents the structure 
of an or-box. Each or-box refers to its parent and-box through the parent pointer 
and the number of the call in the parent and-box that created this or-box, nr_call. 
nr_alLalternatives gives the number of alternatives available. Last, the box points 
to an array of alternatives, where each element in the array includes: 

• a pointer to a corresponding and-box, alternative, initially empty, and ini
tialised when the alternative is explored; 
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• a pointer to the goal arguments, args; 

• a pointer to the code for the alternative, code; and, 

• the state of the alternative. Initially, alternatives are in the ready state. They 
then move to the running state, from where they may reach the success or 
fail states, or they may enter the suspend state. Suspended alternatives will 
eventually move to the wake state. As an optimisation, if no more goals need 
to be executed for the goal but the alternative is suspended, the alternative 
enters a special suspended_end state. 

and·box 

•a!ternati\'e n *args *code state 

Figure 2: Or-Box representation. 

Note that if nr_alLalternatives equals one, there is no need to keep the or-box, 
and determinate promotion can be applied to that only choice that has not failed. 
If nr _alLalternatives equals zero the box has failed. 

And-Box : And-boxes require a more complex structure, as they must store in
formation on what goals are active, and on external and internal variables. Figure 
3 shows an and-box. 

parent 
_j 

nr nlternath•e 

nr_nll_cnlls 

succeed 

level 

*extemals 

*suspended 'I •calli I •locals I *code I state I 
nr locals I *call2 I *locals I *code I state I 
*locals ... 
*calls I *calln I *locals I *code I state I 

Figure 3: And-Box representation. 

And-boxes represent clauses. Access to the parent is performed through the parent 
pointer to the parent or-box, and through the nr_alternative, indicating to which 
alternative it belongs. Call management, when performed, requires knowing the 
number of subgoals in the clause, nr_alLcalls, and the number of goals which have 
already succeed. Variable control is discussed in more detail next. Local variables 
to this and-box have their home in the locals vector (the nr _locals field registers 
how many such variables exist). A list of external variables is accessed through the 
externals field. The and-box may have suspended on some variables, if so this is 
registered in the suspended field. Last, each subgoal or call has separate information: 
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• a pointer to a corresponding or-box, call, initially empty, and initialised when 
the call is open; 

• a pointer to the locals vector; 

• a pointer to the code for the subgoal; 

• State information says whether the goal is ready to enter execution, is running, 
or has entered the success or fail states. Goals may also be waiting on some 
variable, upon which they will enter the wake state. 

Each and-box also maintains a depth counter (level). This is required to classify 
variables. 

Local Variables : these are new variables to a clause. They may belong a single 
sub-goal, or may be shared by several goals. 

Vnrl Vnr2 

value • • • 

Figure 4: Local Variables representation. 

Local variables are represented with the attributes shown in Figure 4. The value 
field stores the current value for a variable. Terms are represented using a copying 
based scheme, as in the WANI. Unbound variables are represented as self-pointing. 
Variables also point to their home and-box, and maintain a list of and-box suspen
sions on them. 

External Variables : goals may bind variables external to the current and-box. 
Each such binding is represented as an external variable data-structure. 

Figure 5: External Variables representation. 

The attributes are shown in Figure 5. They include a pointer to the variable 
definition, locaLvar, and the new value, value. 

Note that whenever a goal binds an external variable, the assignment is recorded 
in both the external variable structure and in the local variable itself. This way, 
whenever a descendent and-box wants to use the value of this external-variable, it 
can do it simply by accessing to the local variable directly. The externaLva.riable 
data structure therefore works as a trail, allowing to unwind and rewind the bindings 
performed from the current and-box. 
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4 BEAM Execution Model and Abstract Machine 

Figure 6: Execution Model. 

There are five main components in the execution model of BEAM, as shown in 

Figure 6. They are: 

And-Or-Tree Manager : This module applies the EAM rewriting rules to the 

existing and-boxes and or-boxes until it can start WAM-like execution for the 

selected goal (see 4.1.2). 

Abstract Machine : This module runs WAM-like code to perform unification 

and setup goals. Unification code is similar to the WAM, as we explain next. 

Control instructions follow a compilation scheme similar to the WAM but 

result in rather different execution. (see 4.1.1). 

Clause Information : This area contains the program's code and support infor

mation. It contains the next area, the 

WAM-like code : this forms a sequence of abstract machine instructions for each 

clause. 

Global Memory Areas : These operates like the heap in the WA:NI. They are 

used for saving variables values, compound terms like lists and structures, and 

even Prolog atoms. The area further serves requests for and-or-boxes. 

The execution model presented has two main components. The And-Or-tree 

manager handles most of the complexity in the EAM. It uses the Clause information 

area to knmv how many alternatives one clause have and how many goals one clause 

calls. Using this information it constructs the tree and uses the EAM rewriting rules 

to manage it. It request memory for the boxes in the Global Memory Areas. The 

WAM-like Abstract Machine is called by the And-Or-tree manager to execute and 

unify the arguments of the goals' and clauses. As an example consider the clause: 

p (X, Y) :- g (X) , f (Y). When running this clause the And-Or-Tree Manipulation 

transforms the p (X, Y) into one and-box, and calls the the WAM like Abstract 

Machine to create the sub-goals and or-boxes for g (X) and f (Y). Control then 

returns to the manager if the boxes need to suspend. 

In the following subsections we will describe in more detail the implementation 

of the WAM like Abstract Machine, the And-Or-Tree Manager. 
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4.1 The Abstract Machine 

The following registel's describe the internal state of the BEAM abstract machine: 

• PC: program counter. 

• H: top of heap. 

• S: structure pointer (in Heap). 

• Mode: controls whether unification is in read or write mode. 

• Xi, X2, ... : registers for temporary variables, also used as arguments registers. 

• OBX: current or-box. 

• ABX: current and-box. 

• SU: pointer to thG start of the suspensions list. 

4.1.1 Abstract Machine Instructions 

Intermediate code for the BEAM abstract machine very closely follows the WAM 
style. The BEAM abstract machine instructions uses the WAM get, put and unify 
instructions, ami implements novel control instructions. 

The get, put, and unify instructions have small differences from the correspond
ing VlAM instructions. In the BEAM, permanent variable slots, or (Y) slots, refer 
in fact to the artd-box local variables. 

The main new instructions are concerned with control: 

explore_alternati ve i : explore the ith for the current or-box. 

prepare_calls n : creates a and-box with n subgoals. Each subgoal record points 
to the start code for the call, and is initialized as READY, meaning that they are 
ready to be explored. Execution is then passed to the And-Or-Tree Manager 
that will decide which call to execute. 

call pred : creates one or-box with n branches, where n is the number of alter
natives to pred. Each branch record points to the starting code of the corre
sponding alternative, and all branches are also initialized as READY, meaning 
that they are ready to be explored. Execution is then passed to the And-Or
Tree Manager, that will decide which alternative to execute. 

' . proceed this instruction returns control from a clause to the And-Or-Tree Manager. 
If the and-box does not have external variables, it has succeed, and enters the 
And-Or-Tree Manager through the success entry point. Otherwise, the and
box is marked as suspended, and execution· enters the suspend port in the 
And-Or-Tree Manager. 
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a( ... ):- b( ... ), c( ... ). 

explore_alternative 1 
get's 
prepare_calls 2 

-> put's 
C:idl b 

-> put's 
C:ail c 
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a( ... ). 

explore_alternative 2 
get's 
proceed 

Figure 7: BEAM WAM like Abstract Machine code. 

Compiling Prolog clauses to the BEAM abstract machine instructions is very 

similar to WAM compilation. Figure 7 graphically describes the process. 

Note that, unlike in the WAM, code for rules in the BEAM does not end with 

a proceed instruction. In its current version, the BEAM abstract machine is goal 

based. The prepare_calls instruction creates an and-box with as many branches 

as calls, and initializes each branch to point the the start code of each call (marked 

with-> in Figure 7). It is up to the And-Or-Tree Manager to decide how and when 

to execute the calls. 

4.1.2 The And-Or-Tree Manager 

The And-Or-Tree manager is the heart of our system. Its task is to decide which 

rewrite rule should be applied to the current tree, and then execute it. The rewrite . 

rules are, the Reduction rule, the Promotion rule, and the Forking rule. Current

ly, the BEAM does not apply non-determinate promotion, hence Forking is only 

executed when no other rule can execute. 
The And-Or-Tree Manager can be divided into eight different modules. There 

are three entry ports, that may be called from the abstract machine: 

success : this module marks the current or-box as successful in its parent. The 

memory of the or-box is released. The parent and-box is checked and, if all calls 

have already reached success, the module is reentered for the upper or-box 

(Success Propagation). Otherwise, execution enters the next_call module. 

fail : this routine marks the current and-box as failed in its parent. All the 

assignments made by the and-box are removed, and space for the and-box is 

reclaimed. If all the alternatives for the parent or-box have failed, the module 

is recursively called for the parent and-box (Failure Propagation). Otherwise, 

if there is only one more alternative, execution moves to unique_al ternati ve. 

If there are several alternatives, execution continues to nexLalternative. 

suspend : this routine adds the and-box to the current suspension list. Next, the 

routine clears all assignments saved in the list of the external variables. Each 

external variable is also added to the suspension list included in the respective 

local variable. After that, the routine jumps to the nexLalternative. 

The other modules select work to be executed: 
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next-call : this module searches for the next non-suspended call in the current 
and-box. If there is no ready call in the current and-box, execution moves to 
nexLalternative. Otherwise, the PC is set to point to the call's code, and the 
execution jumps to abstract machine emulator. 

next_alternati ve : this routine searches for the next non-suspended alternative 
in the current or-box. If there is no such alternative, execution jumps to 
next_call. Otherwise, if the alternative is in the WAKE state, execution moves 
to wake, else execution sets the PC to the code for the alternative code, and 
enters the alternative. 

unique_alternative : this module promotes the current and-box, since its parent 
or-box has a single alternative. All externals variables are checked, as after 
the promotion some external variables may have become local. If during the 
promotion of external variables unifications fail, execution moves to fail. 
If external variables still exist after the promotion, the and-box continues 
suspended, and execution moves to next-call. Otherwise, if the and-box 
has suspended on end execution can move to success; if goals are still left 
for running, the manager marks the and-box as running and continues its 
execution. 

wake : this module wakes a suspended and-box. All externals variables are checked 
to look for changes. If an unification fails, execution jumps to fail. If ex
ternals variables still exist, execution continues to top_oLtree. If no more 
externals variables are left, and the and-box has suspended on end, it moves 
immediately to success, otherwise, it marks the and-box as running and con
tinues its execution. 

top_oLtree (fork) : this modules looks for work in the suspension list. If there 
is no more work available in the suspension list, the execution can end. Other
wise, the ABX register is set to point to the next suspended box. If the current 
and-box is the single alternative available in its parent or-box, execution moves 
to unique_al ternati ve. If there exist several alternatives, a fork is performed 
in the and-box. After the fork, one of the resulting and-box is waken, and its 
execution is restarted in wake. 

5 The Implementation of Global Forking 
Global forking is the most complex operation on the BEAM. We explain its imple
mentation through a small example: 

start:- a(X), b( ... ). a(first). a(second). 

Figure 8 presents the BEAM execution state, for the previous example, consider
ing that the computation has suspended for both calls a(X) and b( ... ). Note that 
the and-boxes (5) and (7) have tried to assign first and second, respectively, to 
X (local variable structure (3)), forcing both and-boxes to suspend. Note also that 
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Figure 8: Example before using the fork rule. 
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Figure 9: Example after using the first steps of the fork rule. 
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this fact have put both these and-boxes into the suspension list of the local variable 
X. 

Figure 9 presents the BEAM execution state after executing fork. The steps 
executed in fork are: 

1. create a new or-box (10). The or-box is initialized as having a single alterna
tive, pointing to the first suspended and-box (5). The branch of this and-box 
on the older or-box ( 4) is set to FAIL and removed. 

2. create a ne>v and-box (11) to the image of the older equivalent arid-box (2). 
Set the first branch to point to the or-box (10) created in the previous step. 
Other branches are set to point to newly created or-boxes (12). These or-boxes 
are an exact copy of the branches in the older and-box, marked as (9). 

3. add a new branch, representing a new alternative to the parent or-box (1). 
This new branch is set to point to the and-box (11) created in the previous 
step. 

4. for all and-boxes created, create a new vector with new local variables. For 
instance, the locals pointer in and-box (11) is set to point to a new vector 
with new local variables (13) (in the example, the vector only has one variable). 

5. set all external variables structures available on the and-box (11) and children 
to point to the new local variables, created in step 4. For example, the external 
variable structure (6) is now set to point to the newly create local variable 
structure (13). 

6. refresh the suspensions lists on the local variables. For example, the suspen
sions list for the local variables structure (3) of figure 8, had two elements, the. 
and-box (7) and (5). After the fork, the variable structure (3) was set only to 
point the and-box (7). The and-box (5) is now included in the suspension list 
of the newly created local variable (13). 

After these six steps, the and-box (5) and the and-box (7) are marked as WAKE, 
and both of them are ready to be promoted. The external variables will be promoted, 
and both and-box (5) and (7) will have their local variable X assigned to first and 
second respectively. The computation of b( .. ) on (12) and (9) will then be ready 
to continue. 

6 Early Results 

This section presents first results of the BEAM performance and compares them to 
YAP98 [1], an emulated Prolog system (YAP98 performance in these benchmarks 
outperforms emulated SICStus Prolog). The timings were measured running the 
benchmarks 1000 times each on a Pentium II 450MHz with 128Mb RAM running 
Red-Hat Linux 6.0. 
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Benchmark BEAM YAP98 
nreverse 1 5.89 
qsort 1 5.02 
queens 1 16.79 
ancestor 1 13.88 

Figure 10: Initial Comparison betw~en YAP98 and BEAM 

These are very preliminary results. Our initial goal is to detect what is the basic 

overhead for the BEAM. vVe could have arbitrarily better times for the BEAM by 

using benchmarks where the Andorra rule prunes the search space. 
The results in Figure 10 are quite positive, considering that the BEAM is still in 

prototype stage and does not yet support indexing. 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a first sequential implementation of the EAM, the 

BEAM. The current implementation of the BEAM handles the original rewrite rules 

of the David Warren's Extended Andorra Model for pure logic programs. Our initial 

results show surprisingly good basic performance. 
Our prototype is currently being improved by incorporating support for built

ins and for deterministic computations. To support built-ins we will include new 

abstract machine instructions that will block part of the and-box if some variables 

are unbound, or if the box is not leftmost. To support deterministic computations 

we ·will include indexing. 
The BEAM provides the basic functionality of David H. D. Warren's EAM, and is 

therefore of interest by itself. The BEAM is also a step towards our ultimate goal of 

implementing the LIGHT-BEAM (Leftmost Innermost Goal Hopping Tabulation

Boxed EAM) that expands the BEAM with two main contributions: tabling, used to 

implement reuse and to control non-terminating computations [6], and lazy copying, 

used to increase the amount of parallelism. 
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Abstract 

The replacement is a very powerful transformation operation which- both 
within the fmictional paradigm as well as within the logic programming ones 
- can mimic most common transformation operations such as unfold, fold, 
switching, distribution. Because of this flexibility, it is easily incorrect if used 
without specific applicability conditions. 

In this paper we present applicability conditions for the replacement op
eration in the context of Concurrent Constraint Programs. Furthermore, we 
show that with the conditions we introduce, the replacement generalises both 
the unfolding operation as well as a restricted form of folding operation. 

1 Introduction 

Concurrent constraint programming ((25]) (ccp, for short) is a concurrent program
ming paradigm which derives from replacing the store-as-valuation concept of von 
Neumann computing by the store-as-constraint model. The computational model 
of ccp is based on a global store, represented by a constraint, which expresses some 
partial information on the values of the variables involved in the computation. The 
concurrent execution of different processes, which interact through the common s
tore, refines the partial information of the values of the variables by adding (telling) 
constraints to the store. Communication and synchronization are achieved by al
lowing processes to test (ask) if the store entails a constraint before proceeding in 
the computation. 

Central to the development of large and efficient applications is the study of opti
mization techniques. To this end, while there exists a history and a wide literature 
on transformations for sequential languages, ranging from theoretical studies to im
plemented tools, there are only few and relatively recent attempts to apply these 
techniques to concurrent languages. To the best of our knowledge, the only papers 
addressing this issue are (10, 11, 28, 22, 14, 17, 13, 9]. In our opinion, this situa
tion can be ascribed to the non-determinism and the synchronization mechanisms 
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present in concurrent languages, ·which substantially complicate their semantics. In 
this context, transformation techniques have to employ more sophisticated analysis 
tools. 

The area closest to ccp with a large literature on transformation operations is 
the area of Constraint Logic Programs (CLP). For this paradigm, the literature 
on transformations can be divided into two main branches. On one hand we find 
methods which focus exclusively on the manipulation of the constraint for compile
time [18, 19] and for low-level local optimization [15]. On the other hand there are 
techniques such as the unfold/fold transformation systems, which were developed 
initially for Logic Programs [27] and then applied to CLP [16, 1, 8] and to ccp in 
[9]. These ones focus primarily on the declarative side of the program. 

The Replacement is a program transformation technique flexible enough to en
compass both the above kind of optimization: it can be profitably used to manipulate 
both the constraint and the "declarative" side of a program. In fact the replacement 
operation, which was introduced in the field of Logic Programming by Tamaki and 
Sato [27] and later further developed and applied to CLP in [16, 1, 7], syO:tactically 
consists in replacing an agent in the body of a program definition by another one. 
It is therefore a very general operation and it is able to mimic many other transfor
mations, such as thinning, fattening [3] and folding. In the logic programming area, 
a lot of research [4, 5, 1, 6, 7, 12, 16, 21, 27, 26] has been devoted to the definition 
of applicability conditions sufficient to guarantee the correctness of replacement wrt 
several different semantics (see [20] for a survey on transformation techniques for 
logic languages). 

Goal of this paper is to provide some natural and relatively simple applicabili
ty conditions which ensure us the correctness of the replacement for ccp, i.e. that 
the transformed program is equivalent to the original one. Of course, the notion 
of equivalence depends on the semantics one refers to. In the case of ccp programs 
the notion of semantics usually considered is the set of final stores, i.e. the stores 
that can be obtained at the end of a computation (we say that a computation ends 
when it cannot proceed anymore). These are often called "observables". Sometimes 
also the stores obtained as limit of the intermediate stores in an infinite computa
tion are considered part of the observables, but in this paper we will not take them 
into account. In this paper we will actually consider a stronger semantics, namely 
simulation equivalence (reciprocal simulation). The reason for this choice is that 
observables-equivalence, in a concurrent context, is too weak (essentially due to lack 
of compositionality) for ensuring the correctness of transformation technique such 
as the replacement. When replacing an agent A with A' we will require that the 
two agents be simulation-equivalent. Ultimately, what we aim at is a set of condi
tions which guarantee that the program resulting from the replacement operation is 
simulation-equivalent to the original one, in which case we say that the operation 
is correct. Since simulation-equivalence implies observables-equivalence, this also 
implies that the two programs are also observables-equivalent. 

It turns out that the simulation-equivalence of the replacing and the replaced 
agents alone is not sufficient to guarantee the correctness of the operation. In fact, 
we'll show that it guarantees only partial correctness i.e. that the resulting pro
gram is simulated by the original one, but not vice-versa. In order to guarantee 
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total correctness we have to ensure that the replacement must not introduce (fatal) 
loops. To this end, in this paper we follow the inspiration of [4, 7, 24] (which focus 
on logic programs, CLP and functional programs, respectively), and we individuate 
two situations in which the operation certainly does not introduce any fatal loop: 
The first one is (i): when the replacing agent is at least as efficient as the replaced 
one. Referring to the simulation semantics this means that each time we can com
pute an "answer" constraint c for the replaced agent (in the given program) with 
a transition sequence which uses n procedure expansions, we can also compute the 
answer c for the replacing one in m procedure expansions with m :::; n. This is 
undoubtedly a desirable situation which fits well in the natural context in which the 
transformation is performed in order to increase program's execution speed. More
over, this condition is flexible enough to allow us to introduce recursion (which can 
be seen as an example of non-fatal loop) in the definition of the predicates. The 
alternative situation to (i), is (ii): when the replacing agent is independent from the 
definition that is going to be transformed. This is the case in which the definition of 
the replacing agent does not depend on the definition being transformed. Clearly, 
this condition is sufficient to guarantee that no extra loops are introduced by the 
transformation. Moreover, it is immediate to check. The disadvantage is that it is 
clearly does not allow to introduce recursion inside a definition. 

2 Preliminaries 

In this section we briefly recall the definition of ccp. We refer to [25] for more 
details. The language ccp is parametric wrt a cylindric constraint system C = (C,:::; 
, 1\, true, false, Var, 3, 6). Roughly speaking, such system represents a set of logical 
formulas C (constraints) closed under conjunction(/\) and existential quantifier (3). 
Var, with typical elements x, y, .. . , is the set of variables which can appear in the 
constraints. 6 is a function from Var x Var into constraints, ·which gives true on 
all the pairs of identical variables (diagonal elements). Intuitively, 6xy represents 
the equality constraint between x and y. In the following, the notation x indicates 
a sequence of the form x1 , ... , Xn· The processes are described by the following 
grammar 

Processes Proc ::= [D, A] 
Declarations P ::= E I p(x) :-A I P, P 

Agents A::= stop I tell( c) I I:i=1 ask(c;)--+ A; I A II A I 3xA I p(x) 

The agent stop represents successful termination. The basic actions are given by 
ask(c) and tell( c) constructs, where c is a finite constraint, i.e. an algebraic element 
of C. These actions work on a common store vvhich ranges over C. ask( c) is a test on 
the current store and its execution does not modify the store. We say that ask( c) is a 
guard and that is enabled in d iff c :::; d. If d is the current store, then the execution 
of tell( c) sets the store to c 1\ d. The guarded choice agent I:i=1 g; --+ A; selects 
nondeterministically one gi which is enabled, and then behaves like A;. If no guards 
are enabled, then it suspends, waiting for other (parallel) agents to add information 
to the store. Parallel composition is represented by 11. The situation in which all 
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([P, tell( c)], d) ---+ ([P, stop], c 1\ d) 

([P, I:?=1 g; ---+A;], d) ---+ ([P, Ai], d) j E [1, n] and gi =ask( c) and c:::; d 

([P, A], c) ---+ ([P, A'], c') 
([P, A II B], c) ---+ ([P, A' II B], c') 
([P, B II A], c) ---+ ([P, B II A'], c') 

([P, A], d 1\ 3xc) ---+ ~[P, B], d') R4 
([P, 3~A], c) ---+ ([P, 3~ B], c 1\ 3xd') 

R5 ([P, p(x)], c) ---+ ([P, ~~A], c) p(ij) : -A is the declaration for 
p(x) in P 

Table 1: The transition system T. 
components of a system of parallel agents suspend is called global suspension or 

deadlock. The agent 3xA behaves like A, with x considered local to A. Finally, the 
agent p(x) is a procedure call, where pis the name of the procedure and x is the list 
of the actual parameters. The meaning of p(x) is given by a procedure declaration 
of the form p(y) :- A, where i} is the list of the formal parameters. 

The operational model of ccp, informally introduced above, is described by a 
transition system T = ( Conf, ---+). The configurations (in) Conf are pairs consisti_ng 
of a process, and a constraint representing the store. Table 1 describes the rules of 
T. 

The guarded choice operator models global non-determinism (R2), in the sense 
that it depends on the current store whether or not a guard is enabled, and the 
current store is subject to modifications by the external environment (Rl). R3 
describes parallelism as interleaving. To describe locality (R4) the syntax has been 
extended by an agent 3~A in which x is local to A and d is the store that has been 
produced locally on x. Initially the local store is empty, i.e. 3xA = 3;:"e A. The 

execution of a procedure call is modeled by R5. ~~stands for 3~"a3~a& and it is used 
to establish the link between the formal parameters f) and the actual parameters x. 
The variables a are introduced in order to avoid problems related to names clash 
between x and fj. They are assumed to occur neither in the procedure declaration 
nor in the procedure call. 

We describe now what we intend to observe about a process. Intuitively, for every 
possible initial store (input) we want to collect the results (outputs) of all possible 
finite computations. Hence we define the observables of a process [P, A] as: 

O([P, A])= { (c, d) I there exists B s.t. ([P, A], c) ---+* ([P, B], d) f-+} 

where f-+ denotes the absence of outgoing transitions and---+* denotes the reflexive 
and transitive closure of---+. 
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3 Simulation 

The notion of simulation will be the key concept throughout the paper, and will 
allow us to characterize ~ among other things ~ whether a transformation is correct 
or not. We begin thus ·with this basic definition. 

Definition 3.1 We say that a relation R between configurations joint-closed iff for 
for every dE C and every pair ( (Proc, c), (Proc', c')) E R we have that ( (Proc, c 1\ 

d), (Proc', c' 1\ d)) E R. 0 

Definition 3.2 (Simulation) Consider a relationS ~ Conf x Conf. We say that 
S is a ccp simulation iff it is joint-closed, and for every pair ( ((P1, A1], c1), ({P2 , A2], c2)) 

in S the following two conditions holds: 

(i) If ((P1, A1], c1) ----+ ((P1, A~], c~), then there exist A~, c~ such that c~ 2': c~ and 
((P2,Az],c2 ) ~ ((P2 ,A~],~), with (([P1 ,A~J,cD, ((P2 ,A~],c~)) E S. 

(ii) If ((P1, A1], c1) -/--+, ·where c1 =/:-false, then there exists A~ such that 
((Pz, Az], c2) ~ ((P2 , A~], c1) f--+. 0 

As a notational convention, if ( ((P, A], c), ((P', A'], d)) E S for some simulationS, 
we say that ((P', A'], d) simulates ([P, A], c) and we write ((P, A], c):::) ((P', A'], d). 
Furthermore, we say that the process [P', A'] simulates the process [P, A] ([P, A] :::) 
[P', A']) iff ((P, A], true) :::) ((P', A'], true) 1

. 

The main reason why we introduce the notion of simulation is that it has strong 
properties (like compositionality) that are crucial for proving the correctness of the 
replacement. Moreover, this semantics is correct with respect to the observables, in 
the following sense: 

Proposition 3.3 If (P, A] and (P', A'] simulate each other, then 

• O([P, A]) = O([P', A']). 0 

Now, by extending the concept of simulation to programs, we obtain a definition 
that allows us to determine when a transformation is correct: that is, precisely when 
the resulting program simulates and is simulated by the original one, in which case 
we say that the two programs are equivalent to each other. Further, as we mentioned 
in the introduction, we replace in a program an agent A with the agent A' the first 
requirement we are going to demand is that A be equivalent to A'; again, this notion 
of equivalence is based on the concept of simulation. 

Definition 3.4 (Equivalence) Let P, P' be two programs, and A, A' be two 
agents. 

• We say that A' simulates A in P, written A :::)p A' iff (P, A] :::1 [P, A']. 

• We say that A' is equivalent to A in P, iff A :::)p A' and A' :::)p A. 

1 Note that this is equivalent to say ([P, A], c) ::) ([P', A'], c) for every c E C. 
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• We say that P' simulates P, written P :":] P' iff for every ccp agent A, [P, A] :":] 
[P',A]. 

• We say that Pis equivalent toP' iff P :":] P' and P' :":] P. 0 

Example 3.5 Consider the following programs 

p = { p(x) :- q(x) 
q(x) :- tell(x =a) } 

P' = { p(x) :- tell(x =a) 
q(x) :- tell(x =a) } 

P" = { p(x) :- p(x). 
q(x) :- tell(x =a) } 

It is straightforward to check that, at process level, [P,p(x)], [P,q(x)], [P',p(x)], 
[P', q(x)], [P", q(x)] all simulate each other; moreover, they all also simulate [P",p(x)], 
while [P",p(x)] does not simulate any of them. Consequently, p(x) simulates q(x) 
in P, P' but not in P", while q(x) simulates p(x) in all three programs. Finally, P 
and P' are equivalent to each other and they both simulate P", while P" does not 
simulate P nor P'. 0 

Concerning the simulation relation, there are a few obvious properties which are 
worth mentioning. 

Remark 3.6 

1. All simulations are reflective and transitive relations. 

2. The simulation between agents is preserved by variable renaming and by con
text application, that is, if A :":]p A', then C(A] :":]p C[A'], for any context C(] 
( compositionality). 0 

4 The replacement operation, partial correctness 

The replacement operation consists in replacing a number of agents { A1, ... , An} 
with new agents {A~, ... , A~} in the bodies of some of the definitions of P. Here, 
what we are looking for are conditions sufficient to ensure 'that the resulting program 
is equivalent toP. In this section we make the first step in this direction by showing 
that if each A; simulates Ai (in P) then P simulates the program P' resulting from 
the transformation. In other words, in this case the transformation is partially 
correct. 

As mentioned in Remark 3.6, the property of "being simulated by" is carried over 
through context, therefore when we replace A with A' in the body of the definition 
p(x) :- C[A], we can pretend - without loss of generality - that we are actually 
replacing its whole body, i.e. C(A] with C(A']. This simplifies the notation of the 
following result, which is the main point of this section and relates the notion of 
simulation between agents to the notion of simulation between programs. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Partial Correctness) Consider the following ccp programs 

P = {Pi(xi) :- Ai I i E (1. .. n]} u E 

P' = {p;(x;) :- Ai 1 i E (1 ... n]} u E 
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If, for each i E (1 ... n], Ai :s)p A; and FV(Ai) = FV(Ai) then P' :::! P. 0 

The condition on the free variables is needed to avoid the introduction, in the body 
of a procedure declaration, of free variables that do not appear in the list of formal 
parameters. Note that the simulation between agents do not imply the equality of 
the setsoffree variables: e.g. ask(false) ----t tell(y = 0):::! ask(false) ----t tell(x = 0). 

Thus, if the replacing agents are simulated by the replaced ones then the resulting 
program is simulated by the original one, i.e. the transformation is partially correct. 
In order to achieve total correctness we also have to find conditions which ensure 
that the resulting program simulates the original one (i.e. that the transformation 
is complete). For this purpose, it would be nice if the vice-versa of the above result 
hold. Unfortunately this is not the case: Consider again the programs in Example 
3.5, recall that p(x) simulates and is simulated by q(x) in P. Now notiCe that P" is 
the result of replacing q(x) with p(x) in the body of the first definition of P. The 
fact that P" is simulated by, but does not simulate P, shows that the converse of the 
above statement does not hold, and that in order to obtain applicability conditions 
for the replacement operation we have to devise new additional tools. 

5 Total Correc.tness by Independence 

In the above example completeness was not achieved because of the introduction 
of a loop in the program. Actually, as we mentioned in the introduction, ensuring 
that no unwanted loops are brought into the program loops is the crucial point 
of ensuring completeness. In fact, the easiest way to ensure total correctness for 
the transformation is to require that the definition of the replacing agents does not 
depend on the definitions that are about to be transformed. To clarify this, we need 
the following definition. 

Definition 5.1 (Dependency) Let P be a program, and p and q be predicate 
symbols. \Ve say that p refers to q in P iff there is a a definition in P with p in 
the head and q in the body. We say that p depends on q in P iff (p, q) is in the 

"' reflexive and transitive closure of the relation refers to. Finally, we say that an agent 
A depends on p iff in A occurs a predicate which depends on p. 0 

We can now state our first result on total correctness. 

Theorem 5.2 (Total Correctness 1) Consider the following ccp programs 

p = { p;(x;) :- A; I i E (1 ... n]} u E 
P' = {p;(x;) :-A; 1 i E (1 ... n]} u E 

If, for each i E (1 ... n], FV(Ai) = FV(A;), and the following two conditions hold: 
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(1) A; is equivalent to A; in P, 

(2) for every j E [1 ... n], A; does not depend on Pi

then P is equivalent to P'. D 

In other words, if condition (2) is satisfied, then the converse of Theorem 4.1 holds. 
Of course, condition (2) ensures, syntactically, that no loops are being introduced 
by the transformation; this confirms our opinion that, as long that the replacing 
agents are equivalent to the replaced ones, if the transformation is not correct then 
it is because of the introduction of some unwanted loop. 

6 Total Correctness by Improvements 

Now we propose a second method for guaranteeing that no unwanted loops are 
introduced. While the one seen in Theorem 5.2 is syntactic (based on condition 
(2)), the one we now see is based on the semantics, and formalizes the requirement 
(i) we mentioned in the introduction. The solution it yields is more complex than 
the one of Theorem 5.2 but in our opinion is also the more useful for program's 
optimization. The crucial concept here is the one of improving simulation, which 
is a notion of simulation between agents that consider the number of procedure 
expansions in the derivations. 

Definition 6.1 (Improving Simulation) Consider a relationS~ Conf x Conf. 
We say that S is an improving simulation iff it joint-closed and for every pair 
( ((Pl> AI], ci), ((P2 , A2], c2)) in S the following two conditions holds: 

(i) If ([PI, AI], ci) ----+ ((Pb Ai], cD with n procedure expansions ( n = 0 or n = 
1) then there exist A~, c~ such that ((P2 , A2], c2 ) ~ ([P2 , A~], c~), with n' 
procedure expansions, n 2: n', and ci :::; c~, ( ((P1, Ai], cD, ([P2 , A~], em E S. 

(ii) If ((PI, AI], ci) f--+ where ci =/=false, then there exists A3 such that 
([P2 , A2], c2 ) ~ ((P2 , A3 ], ci) f--+ without procedure expansions. D 

As a notational convention, if ( ([P, A], c), ([P', A'], d)) E S for some improv
ing simulationS, we say that ((P',A'),d) improves on ([P,A],c) and we write 
([P, A], c) -:5_ ([P', A'], d). Again, we further say that the process [P', A'] improves 
on the process [P, A] ([P, A] -:5. [P', A']) iff ([P, A], true) -:5. ((P', A'], true). 

Now, in order to present the other results concerning the total correctness of the 
replacement operation, we need to extend the concept of improving simulation to 
agents and programs. 

Definition 6.2 (Improves on) Let P, P' be two programs, and let A, A' be two 
agents. 

• \Ve say that A' improves on A in P, written A -:S_p A' iff [P, A] -< [P, A'J. 

• We say that P' improves on P iff for every ccp agent A, [P, A] -< [P', A]. D 
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The relation of improvement is strictly more restrictive than the one of simulation: 
if an agent (resp. process, program) improves on another one then it certainly 
simulates it as well. Of course, the converse is not true. Consider again the programs 
in Example 3.5. It is straightforward to check that: 

• In P, q(x) improves on p(x), but not vice-versa; 

• In P', q(x) improves on p(x), and vice-versa; 

• In P", q(x) improves on p(x) but the converse does not hold as p(x) does not 
even simulate q(x) in P". 

Furthermore, we also have that P' improves on P, while P simulates P' but is not an 
improvement on it. In fact in P' the agent p(x) after a single procedure expansion 
performs the action tell, while in P the same agent must perform two procedure 
expansions before performing the tell action. 

Remark 3.6 applies to the improvement relation as well: all improvement relations 
are reflexive and transitive relations, moreover, the improvement relation between 
agents is invariant under variable renamings and context applications. 

Vve are now ready for our main result. 

Theorem 6.3 (Total Correctness 2) Consider the following ccp programs 

P = { Pi(xi) :-A;/ i E [1 ... n]} U E 

P' = {Pi(xi) :-A: I i E [1 ... n]} u E 

• If, for each i E [1 ... n], FV(A:) = FV(A;) and A; -j_p A: then P' improves 
on P. 

By combining this with Theorem 4.1 one immediately obtains a result over the total 
correctness: 

• If, in addition, for each i E [1 ... n], A: :::]p Ai, then P' is equivalent to and 
improves on P. D 

Two remarks are in order: First, when we apply the replacement operation in 
order to improve the efficiency of a program it comes natural to require that the 
replacing agent be equivalent to and more efficient than the replaced one. The 
above theorem shows the pleasing properties that under those circumstances the 
replacement is always correct and that it yields a program which i~ an improvement 
on the initial one. Secondly, from Proposition 3.3 it follows that, when the above 
theorem applies, then also the semantics of the observables is preserved, i.e. for any 
agent A, O([P', A]) = O([P, A]) holds. 

In order to illustrate some of the possible uses of the applicability conditions we 
have formulated, we use here a typical example of an unfold-fold transformation 
system. Let P be the following ccp program 
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min(Jist,m) :-
ask (:3x,xs list= [xlxs)) ---+ 3z,x,xs (tell(list = [xlxs)) II min(xs,z) smaller(x,z,m)) 

+ ask (3x list= [x)) ---+ 3x (teii(Jist = [x)) II tell(m = x)) 

max( list, m) :-
ask (3x,xs list= [xlxs)) ---+ 3z,x,xs (tell(Jist = [xlxs)) II max(xs,z) greater(x,z,m)) 

+ ask (3x list= [x)) ---+ 3x (tell(Jist = [x)) II tell(m = x)) 

minmax(J,min,max) :- min(J,min) II max(J,max) 

Where smaller and greater are defined in the obvious way. Here minmax reports both 
the minimum and the maximum of the values in the list. Notice that its definition 
traverses the input list twice. This is a source of inefficiency, which can be fixed via 
an u11foldjfold transformation. The first operation vve encounter is the unfolding, 
which. consists of replacing an atom with the body of its definition. Consider the 

program 
P = { d1 : q(ij) :- C[p( iJ)] 

d2 : p(i) :- A } U E 

then unfolding p('v) in d1 means replacing d1 with di : q(f}) :- C[A~¥]. This 
operation can be regarded as an instance of replacement. In fact, its correctness 
follows in a straightforward manner from Theorem 6.3: it is easy to show that 
in the above program A~£ is equivalent to, and improves on p(v). By applying 
twice the unfolding operation to the definition of minmax, we obtain the following 
definition. 

minmax(J,min,max) :-
( ask (3x,xs I = [xlxs)) ---+ 3z,x,xs (tell(! = [xlxs)) II min(xs,z) II smaller(x,z,min)) 
+ ask (3x I = [x)) ---+ 3x (tell(! = [x)) II tell(min = x))) 

ask (3x' ,xs' I = [x' lxs')) ---+ 
3z',x',xs' (tell(!= [x'lxs')) II max(xz',z') II greater(x',z',max)) 

+ ask (3x' I = [x')) ---+ 3x' (tell(! = [x')) II tell(max = x'))) 

Now, it is straightforward to prove that if a 1\ b = false, then (((ask(a) ---+ A)+ 
(ask(b)--+ B)) II ((ask(a)--+ C)+(ask(b)---+ D))) improves on (ask(a)--+ (A II C))+ 
(ask(b) --+ (B II D)) and vice-versa. Thus, by Theorem 6.3, we can safely apply a 
replacement operation which yields. 

minmax(J,min,max) :-
ask (3x,xs I = [xlxs)) ---+ 

( 3z,x,xs (tell(l = [xlxs)) II min(xs,z) II smaller(x,z,min)) 
II 3z',x',xs' (tell(l = [x'lxs')) II max(xs',z') II greater(x',z',max))) 

+ ask (3x I = [x)) ---+ 
(3x (tell(! = [x)) II tell( min = x))) II 3x' (tell(! = [x')) II tell( max= x')) 

Now, with other (intuitively immediate) replacement operations whose correctness 
is guaranteed by Theorem 6.3 we obtain the following definition. 

minmax(J,min,max) :-
ask(3x,xs I = [xlxs]) ---+ 3z,z',x,xs 

(smaller(x,z,min) II min(xs,z) II max(xs,z') II greater(x,z',max) II tell(!= (xlxs])) 
+ ask(3x I = (x)) ---+ 3x (tell(min = x) II tell(max = x) II tell(l = (x])) 
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'0/e are now ready for the last operation, which corresponds to a folding one: we 
now replace min(xs, z) II max(xs, z') with minmax(xs, z, z'). 

minmax(l,min,max) :-
ask(3x,xs I = [xlxs]) -+ 3z,z',x,xs 

( minmax(xs,z,z') II smaller(x,z,min) II greater(x,z' ,max) II tell(l = [xlxs])) 
+ ask(3x I = [x]) -+ 3x (tell(min = x) II tell(max = x) II tell(l = [x])) 

As the mimmax example shows, the applicability conditions we propose for the 
replacement operation are flexible enough to let this operation mimic both unfolding, 
folding and usual (yet not trivial) "cleaning-up" operations. (See Appendix A for 
a list of agents which can be interchanged). Actually, it is possible to devise a 
fold-unfold transformation system whose proof of correctness is based on Theorem 
6.3. This has been done in [2]. Such a system is not quite as powerful as a tailored 
folding operation such as the one presented in [9] (which, on the other hand, ensure 
only a weaker form of correctness of the transformation), but this accounts for the 
flexibility of the conditions we presented. 

Mini-Conclusions Just a remark: for experts in transformations, the applicabili
ty conditions outlined in Theorem 6.3 are not fully surprising: similar concepts were 
first employed in Logic Programming (for instance in [27, 4, 5, 7]) and then applied 
to functional programs in [23, 24]. In any case, this is the first time that they are 
applied to a concurrent context (this is the first paper we know of on replacement 
in a concurrent language). In particular, these concepts are here for the first time 
applied to a semantics which allows infinite computations. 
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A Appendix: Doubly Replaceable Agents 

In the following table we present a set of double replaceable agents, that is, agents 
which, under the reported applicability conditions, are equivalent to each others (in 
all programs) and which improve on each other (in all programs). In virtue of Theo
rem 6.3 these agents can (under the given conditions) be freely interchanged. Hence 
the name "doubly replaceable". The technical proofs are presented in [2, Appendix 
2]. 
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C II stop c no applic. conditions 
E II (F II G) (Ell F) II G no applic. conditions 
(ask( a)-+ A 
+ask(b)-+ B )II (ask(a) -+A II C)+ 

a 1\ b =false 
(ask(a) -+ C (ask( b)-+ B II D) 
+ask(b) -+D) 

tell( c) II tell( d) tell(c 1\ d) no applic. conditions 
3;,(tell(c)IIA) tell(c)ll3xA 3;:c = c 
3~A 3;,(AIItell(d)) no applic. conditions 
3~/'e3~A 35,3;}MA 3ge = e 
3~3:JA 3~~eA 3yd = d 
3;:3gA 3g3;:A no applic. conditions 
3~3;]A 3fi3~A 3gd = d , 3;:e = e 

3; XoA 3;l:,;x2] A[xi/ xz] XI # Xz 1 dx1 x2 :::; C 
3x1 ,x2 (A II tell(c)) 3x1 (A[xi/xz]ll tell(c[xi/xz])) XI # X2 1 dx 1x2 < C 
3xA A x ~ FV(A) 
3;:( tell( c) II A) tell (3;:c) II35,A no applic. conditions 
ask( c)-+ (ask( d) -+A) ask(c 1\ d) -+A no applic. conditions 
ask(true) -+A A no applic. conditions 
3;: I:7=I ask(ci)-+ A; 2::7=1 ask(ci) -+ 3xAi 3;:ci = Ci for every i E 

(1 ... n] 
3;:Cii3;:D 3x(Cii3;:D) no applic. conditions 
3;,tell(c) tell(3;,c) no applic. conditions 
3;:(A) ll3g(B) 3;:3g(AIIB) if3g(A) ~t (A) and 

3;:(B) ~t (B) 
tell(d) II 

tell(d) II Aj if Cj :::; d and for every 
I:7=I ask(ci) -+ Ai k E (1. .. n], k # j dl\ck = 

false 
tell(true) II A A no applic. conditions 
3x(tell(x =c)) II A A no applic. conditions 
3x(B II A) 3xB IIA if X~ FV(A) 
3;:(I;}=I ask(dj)-+ Bj II 3;:(I:7=I ask(ci) -+ if for every store 
I:7=I ask(c;) -+A;) (I:}=I ask(dj)-+ Bj II A;)) 

c, (3;: (I:J"=I ask ( dj) -+ 
Bj, c) f--+ 
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Abstract 

We address the problem of specializing a constraint logic program w.r.t. a 
specific context of use. We consider constraints over a generic domain and we 
assume that the context of use of a program is specified by a constrained atom. 
We follow an approach based on transformation rules and strategies. We 
present a novel transformation rule, called contextual constraint replacement, 
to be combined with the traditional unfolding and folding rules. We show 
the correctness of the transformation rules w.r.t. least models and we present 
a general strategy for automating the application of these rules. We show 
through examples the power of our method and its superiority w.r.t. existing 
methods for partial deduction of constraint logic programs based on extensions 
of Lloyd and Shepherdson's approach. 

1 Introduction 

The goal of program specialization is the automatic adaptation of a program to 
the context where it is used. Several program transformation techniques have been 
proposed in the literature for achieving program specialization. One of the most well
known among these techniques is partial evaluation [10], which given a program and 
part of the input data, the so-called static input, derives a new, specialized program, 
which may be more efficient than the original one because it exploits the partial 
knowledge of the input. 

Partial evaluation works by precomputing some results which depend on the static 
input only, so that the specialized program only has to perform computations that 
depend on the input data which are not known at partial evaluation time, that is, 
the dynamic input. In order to be meaningful, partial evaluation should be correct, 
that is, the specialized program applied to the dynamic input values should return 
the same output values as the original program applied to the complete (that is, 
static + dynamic) input values. 

In this paper we consider the case of constraint logic programs [8] (CLP, for 
brevity) over a domain V, and we formulate the problem of specializing a program 
w.r.t. a constra.ined atomic query, as follows: given a CLP program P, an atomic 
query p(X), and a constraint c, we want to derive a new program Ps and a nevv 
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query p8 (X) such that for every element din the domain of computation satisfying 

the constraint c, we have 

p(d) E lm(P, D) iff Ps(d) E lm(Ps, D) 

where, for any program P, lm(P, D) denotes the least D-model of P [9]. 

Thus, our program specialization problem is more general than the one usually 

considered by partial evaluation techniques, because we assume that the static input 

is specified by a constraint c which may denote a possibly infinite set of values, 

instead of a single value. 
For instance, consider a CLP(R) program P containing the following clauses for 

a predicate p: 
p(X) f- X:::: 0, q(X) 
p(X) f- X :S 0, r(X) 
p(X) f- X :S 3, s(X) 

where q, r, and s are predicates that do not depend on p. 

By specializing P w.r.t. X::=: 3, p(X) we would like to derive a new program Ps where 

the three clauses for p are replaced by the two clauses: 

Ps(X) f- q(X) 
Ps(X) f- X =3, s(X). 

Indeed, in a context where X::=: 3 holds, we have that X::=: 0 is true, X::::; 0 is false, 

and X::::; 3 is equivalent to X= 3. 
The technique for specializing CLP programs we present in this paper, follows 

the approach based on transformation rules and strategies. This approach has the 

advantage of separating the issue of proving the correctness of program specialization 

from that of guaranteeing the efficiency of the specialized programs. Vle consider 

adaptations of the usual unfolding and folding rules [3, 19] and variants of these 

rules [1, 5, 14] for the case of CLP programs. \Tile also consider an extra rule, called 

contextual constraint replacement, which allows us to specialize a set of clauses which 

define a predicate, say p, with respect to a constraint ·which is known to hold for 

the calls of p. Indeed, the example of program specialization given above, can be 

viewed as an application of our contextual constraint replacement rule (followed by 

clause removal for deleting the second clause). 
In Section 3 we present our transformation rules and we give some applicability 

conditions which ensure that they preserve the least D-model of any CLP program 

when used in the specified context. These applicability conditions are not implied 

by those for the various rules considered in [1, 5, 14], and indeed we show that when 

the folding rule of [1, 5] is combined with our contextual constraint replacement rule, 

then correctness may be destroyed. (The folding rule considered in [14] is always 

correct, but at the price of strong restrictions.) 
In Section 4 we outline a general strategy for deriving very efficient CLP programs 

by specializing them w.r.t. their context of use. Through an example, we indicate 

how to direct the use of each transformation rule and, in particular, we address the 

crucial problem of using the definition rule to introduce new predicate definitions. 

Finally, in Section 5 we compare our method for specializing CLP programs to 

existing methods for partial evaluation of CLP programs [11, 20] based on extensions 
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of Lloyd and Shepherdson's approach [13) (also called partial deduction in the lit
erature), and we also compare our method to other specialization techniques based 
on the unfold/fold transformation rules [2, 7). 

2 Preliminaries 

The Constraint Logic Programming scheme [8) is an extension of the standard logic 
programming paradigm which allows the integration of constraints with a predefined 
interpretation. It defines a class of languages which are parametric in the choice of 
the constraint domain 'D, that is, the structure over which computation is performed. 
Let 2.: = (IIc U Ilu U <I>) be a signature defining a set of predicate and function symbols 
with their associated arity, where 

• IIc is the set of the predicate symbols used for constraints, among which there is 
the symbol "=",which is interpreted as identity in the domain D (see below); 

• IIu is the set of the symbols for user defined predicates; 

• <I> is the set of the function symbols; 

• IIc, IIu, and <I> are pairwise disjoint sets. 

Given a signature 2.:, a 2.:-structure D consists of two elements: a non-empty set D 
and an interpretation which assigns to each n-ary predicate symbol in IIc a relation 
over Dn (i.e. a subset of Dn), and to each n-ary function symbol in <I> a function 
from Dn to D. 

A primitive constraint has the form p(t1 , ... , tn), where p E IIc and tl> ... , tn are 
terms built from <I> and a denumerable set 11 of variables. The set of constraints 
contains the constants true' and false, the primitive constraints, and it is closed 
w.r.t. variable renaming, conjunction, and existential quantification. Constraints 
will be denoted by lower-case letters c, d, e, .... Atomic formulas built using predicate 
symbols in IIu, function symbols in <I>, and variables in 11, are called atoms and will 
be denoted by upper-case letters A, B, C, .... In the following we will use the symbol 
"," instead of "/\" to denote the conjunction connective. 

A constraint logic program is a finite set of clauses of the form A +--- c, E 1 , ... , En, 
where A, E 1, ... , En are atoms and c is a constraint. A constrained query is of the 
form c, Bl> ... , En, ·where E 1, ... , En are atoms and cis a constraint; if n = 1 it is 
called constrained atomic query. 

A 'D-interpretation I of a formula is an interpretation of the formula over the 
domain D which agrees with D on the interpretation of the symbols in IIc U <I>, 

that is, I~ B, where B = {p(d) jp is a predicate of arity n in IIu and dE Dn}. A 
'D-model M of a CLP program P is a 'D-interpretation such that each clause of P 
is true in M. The notion of least Herbrand model for "standard" logic programs 
is generalized leading to the notion of least (w.r.t. set inclusion) D-model of a CLP 
program P, denoted by lm(P, D). 
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Given a query Q, by FV( Q) we denote the set of free variables of Q. Given 
two atoms with the same predicate symbol p(tr, ... , tn) and p(u1, ... , un), by 
p(t1, ... , tn) = p(u1, ... , un) we mean the conjunction t1 = u1, ... , tn = Un· 

A valuation is a function <J: V--+ D. For a term t, by <J(t) we denote the element 
of D obtained by applying the valuation <J to the variables oft. By 'D f=,- c we mean 
that the constraint c, with free variables assigned by <J, is true in 'D. 

3 Transformation rules 

We will present here a set of transformation rules for CLP programs. These rules 
will be applied according to a suitable strategy, described in Section 4, in order to 
achieve an efficient specialized program which exploits the knowledge of the context 
·where it is used. 

Our rules have some differences w.r.t. those studied in previous papers [1, 5, 14], 
and thus, the correctness results presented in those papers are not applicable in our 
case. These differences will be discussed as our rules are presented. 

The process of deriving a specialized program Ps from an initial program P, is 
formalized as a sequence of programs P0 , ... , Pn, called a transformation sequence, 
·where P0 = P, Pn = Ps and, fork= 0, ... , n-1, Pk+l is obtained from Pk by applying 
one of the following transformation rules: constrained atomic definition, unfolding, 
contextual constraint replacement, constrained atomic folding, clause removal, and 
equality introduction and elimination (see below). 

For applying a transformation rule to program Pk of a transformation !sequence, 
we will also need some information on the previous steps of construction of the trans
formation sequence. In particular, we consider two sets associated with P0 , ... , Pk: 
Constrk and Def k> the set of constrained atomic queries and the set of definitions, 
respectively, introduced up to step k. We take Constr 0 = {} and Def 0 = {}. 

3.1 Constrained Atomic Definition 

By constrained atomic definition (or definition, for short), we derive Pk+1 by adding 
to Pk a clause 6, called a definition, of the form newp(X1, ... , Xn) +-- c,p(t1, ... , tm), 
where (i) newp is a predicate symbol not occurring in P0 , ... , Pk; (ii) .X1, ... , Xn are 
pairwise distinct variables occurring in c,p(tr, ... , tm); (iii) cis a constraint; (iv) p 
is a predicate symbol occurring in P0 . 

We derive Defk+1 = DefkU{6}. We also derive Constrk+1 to Constrk by adding 
a new constrained atom d, newp(Xr, ... , Xn) such that 'D I= d--+ c. 

The form of definition allowed by our definition rule is less general than the one 
allowed by [1), where a conjunction of atoms may appear in the body of a definition. 
However, this restricted form of definition is sufficient for many interesting program 
specializations, while simplifying the problem of controlling the applications of the 
definition rule (see the strategy presented in Section 4). 

Notice that, in contrast to previous approaches, we have the possibility of adding 
a constrained atom for the newly defined predicate, and this fact will be important 
for the application of the contextual replacement rule 3.3. 
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3.2 Unfolding 

The unfolding rule allows us to replace a clause 6 of Pk with the set of all clauses 
obtained by performing a symbolic computation step w.r.t. an atom A; in the body 
of 6 and all clauses which define the predicate occurring in A; in program Pk. 

Let 6 be a (renamed apart) clause in Pk of the form A0 +-- c, Ar, ... , A;, ... , An with 
1 ~ i ~ n, and let Bjo +-- dj, Bj1 , ... , Bjnj for j = 1, ... , m, be all clauses in Pk 
such that A; and Bjo have the same predicate symbol. For j = 1, ... , m, let 6j be 
the clause 

Then, by unfolding 6 in Pk w.r.t. the atom A;, we derive the new program Pk+l = 
(Pk- {6}) U {6j lj = 1, ... ,m}. 

Notice that, unlike the unfolding rule in [5, 14], the satisfiability of the constraint 
c, dj, (A; = Bjo) is not checked during the application of the unfolding rule, as 
satisfiability checks can be performed by the clause removal rule presented in 3.5. 
Our presentation allows for a better separation between the treatments of the logic 
and the constraint parts of the programs to be transformed. 

3.3 Contextual Constraint Replacement 

Let 6 be a (renamed apart) clause in Pk of the form p(t) +-- c, Ar, ... , Am, where t 
is a vector of terms. Let p- Calls be the set of constrained atoms d, p( u) such that 
B 0 +-- d, B1 , ... , p( u), ... , Bn E Pk, where u is a vector of terms. Suppose that for 
all constrained atoms d,p(u) E p-CallsUConstrk, we have that: 

VI= 3Xr, ... ,X;(d,(u=t),c) H 3Yi, ... ,Yj(d,(u=v),c') (1) 

where {X1 , ... ,X;} = FV(t,c)- FV(A 1 , ... ,Am), {Yr, ... ,1j} = FV(v,c')
FV(A 1 , ... , Am), vis a vector of terms, and c' is a new constraint. Then we derive 
Pk+1 from Pk by replacing 6 with the clause p(v) +-- c', A1 , ... , Am. 

Notice that the following constraint replacement rule [1, 14] can be viewed as a 
particular case of our contextual constraint replacement rule, because condition (2) 
below implies our condition (1) for the applicability of the contextual replacement 
rule. Let 6 be a clause in Pk of the form p(t) +-- c, All ... , Am, suppose that 

VI= 3X1, ... , X;c H 3Yll ... , 1jc' (2) 

where {Xb ... ,Xi} = FV(c)- FV(t,A 1 , ... ,Am) and {1'i, ... ,Yj} = FV(ci)-
FV(t, A1 , ... , Am)· Then we derive Pk+1 from Pk by replacing 6 with the clause 
p(t) +-- c', A1, ... , Am. 

As already mentioned, the example presented in the Introduction is an application 
of our contextual constraint replacement rule, where we assume that X~ 3, p(X) is 
the only constrained atom which belongs to the p-CallsUConstrk set. 

The constraint replacement rule of [5] is more general than the ones considered in 
[1, 14], but it is based on a condition on successful derivations (which is undecidable) 
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and it does not allow us to deal with the example presented in the Introduction (thus 

its power is incomparable with our contextual replacement rule). 
To see an example where the condition on the p-Calls set is necessary for cor

rectness, let us consider the following program Pk: 
p(X) +-X =0, p(1) 
p(Y) +- Y =1 

and assume that Constrk = { ( Y =0, p( Y))}. Condition (1) disallows the derivation 

of Pk+1 by the replacement of the second clause of Pk with p(Y) +- Y = 0, Y = 1, 

because, for the constrained atom (X= O,p(1)) E p-Calls, 1J ~ 3X, Y(X = 0, (1 = 

Y), (Y = 1)) t-t 3X, Y(X = 0, (1 = Y), (Y = 0, Y = 1)). Notice that this derivation is 

incorrect, because p(O) E lm(Pk, R) while p(O) fl. lm(Pk+b R). 

3.4 Constrained Atomic Folding 

Let 'Y be a (variant of a) clause in Pk of the form 

where 1 :::; i :::; m and t is a vector of terms, and let o be a clause in Defk of the 

form newp(X) +- d,p(t), where X is a vector of variables. By folding 'Y by o w.r.t. 

d, p(t), we derive the new clause 1' of the form 

Ao +- c, A1, ... , A;-I, newp(X), Ai+l, ... , Am 

provided that the following conditions hold: 

1. for each variable Y E vars ( o) - {X} (that is, Y is an internal variable of o) 
Y does not occur in A0 , c, A1, ... , Ai-b Ai+l, ... , Am; 

2. the predicate symbol occurring in A0 is an old one, that is, it has not been 

introduced by the definition rule, or 'Y is the result of at least one unfold 

transformation; 

3. if by an application of the contextual replacement rule at step h < k, a 

clause of the form newp ( v) +- e, E 1 , ... , En has been replaced by newp ( w) +
e', E1, ... , En, then 'D f= :::JV1, ... , Tf,.(c, X = v, e) t-t :::JTV1, ... , lVs(c, X = 

w, e') where {VI> ... , 11,.} = FV( v, e) - FV(E1, ... , En) and {W1, ... , Ws} = 
FV( w, e') - FV(E1, ... , En)· 

From Pk we derive Pk+1 = (Pk- {'Y}) U {'Y'}. 
Our folding rule differs from the folding rules considered in [1, 5, 14) for the 

reasons mentioned below. 

• By using our folding rule, a clause can only be folded by a definition which 

has at most one atom in the body. In this respect our rule is more restrictive 

than the rules in [1, 5, 14], which allow several atoms to occur in the body of 

a definition, but our choice is adequate in "the framework of program special

ization (and indeed our framework extends the usual one of partial deduction 

[13]). 
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• In contrast to (1, 5], our folding rule allows us to eliminate occurrences of 
constraints: the constraint d in the body of clause 1 does not occur in the 
body of clause r'· This fact is important when we want to improve efficiency 
by means of the program specialization strategy presented in Section 4. 

• Similarly to (1, 5], and unlike (14], our folding rule .is not necessarily reversible, 
that is, we may derive recursive clauses by folding with previously introduced 
definitions, which do not necessarily belong to the current program. Also this 
fact is important for our program specialization strategy, where the folding 
rule is used for exploiting at each recursive call the efficiency improvements 
achieved by unfolding and constraint replacement. Our condition 2 is similar 
to the conditions of (1, 5], which ensure that the introduction of new recursive 
clauses preserves the semantics of interest. 

• Finally, condition 3 is a very relevant difference w.r.t. all previous approaches, 
because it is needed for ensuring the correctness of the folding rule when used 
together with the contextual replacement rule. To see why this extra condition 
is needed, let us consider the following CLP(R) program P0 : 

p(X) +---X =0, p(1) 
p(X) +---X =1 
Let us introduce, by the definition rule, the clause newp(X) +--- p(X) and 
the constrained query X= 0, newp(X). Thus, we have derived P1 = P0 U 
{newp(X) +--- p(X)} and Constr1 ={(X =0, newp(X))}. 
We now unfold the clause for newp and we derive: 
P2 = P0 U {newp(X) +---X =0,p(1), newp(X) +---X =1} 
By contextual constraint replacement we derive: 
P3 = P0 U {newp(X) +---X =0,p(1), newp(X) +---X =0, X =1} 
If we now fold without fulfilling condition 3, then we get: 
P4 = P0 U {newp(X) +---X =0, newp(1), newp(X) +---X =0, X =1} 
and this transformation step is incorrect, because newp(O) E lm(PI> R) while 
newp(O) ¢ lm(P4, R). 

3.5 Clause Removal 

Let /j be a clause in Pk of the form A0 +--- c, At, ... , An. If V I= •3Xt, ... ; X;c, 
where X t, ... , X; are the free variables of c, then we derive Pk+1 = Pk - { 6}. We 
say that c is an inconsistent constraint. 

The clause removal rule is also present in (1, 5, 14). 

3.6 Equality Introduction and Elimination 
f 

Let 1 be a clause of the form A0 +--- c, At, ... , An, let /j be a clause of the form B0 +-
d, (X= t), B 1 , ... , Bn such that X does not occur in t and (Ao +--- c, All ... , An) = 
(Bo +--- d, B1 , ... , Bn){Xjt}. If 1 E Pk, then, by equality introduction, we derive 
Pk+t = (Pk- {r}) U {6}. If /j E Pk, then, by equality elimin(Ltion, we derive 
Pk+t = (Pk- {6}) U {r}. 
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3. 7 Correctness of the Transformation Rules 

We now present our main theoretical result, which ensures the correctness of program 

specialization when it is performed by means of the transformation rules presented 

in this section. 

Theorem (Correctness of Program Specialization). Let us consider a trans

formation sequence Po, ... , Pn and the associated sets Def n and Constrn. Let us aiso 

consider newp(X1, ... ,Xh) ~ c,p(t1J ... ,tm) E Defn and (d,newp(X1, ... ,Xh)) E 

Constrn with D f= d--+ c. 
Then, for every valuation O" such that D Fu d we have: 

p(O"(t1), ... , O"(tm)) E lm(Po, D) iff newp(O"(Xt ), ... , O"(Xh)) E lm(Pn, D). 

For lack of space, we do not present here the proof of our correctness theorem. 

However, we would like to notice that our this theorem is not a consequence of the 

results proved in [1, 5, 14] because, as already mentioned, our rules are not partic

ular cases of the rules considered in those papers (see, in particular the contextual 

constraint replacement and folding rules). 

4 A Strategy for Contextual Specialization of 
CLP Programs 

We now describe a general strategy for guiding the construction of a transformation 

sequence towards the goal of deriving efficient specialized CLP programs. Our 

strategy is a generalization of the strategies for the partial evaluation of standard 

logic programs using unfold/fold transformation rules (see for instance the strategies 

implemented by the partial evaluators Mixtus [18] and Paddy [17]). 

Contextual Specialization Strategy 
Input: A CLP program Panda constrained atomic query c,p(t1 , .•. , tm)· 
Output: A CLP program P8 and a constrained atomic query c, Ps(X1, ... , X h) such 

that, for every valuation O" satisfying c in D (that is, D Fu c), 

Initialization: 
i := 1; 
Constr1 = {(c,p8 (Xb···,Xh))}; Dej1 := {Ps(Xl>···,Xh) ~c,p(h, ... ,tm)} 
where {X1, ... , Xh} ~ FV( c, p( t1, ... , tm)); .6.1 := Def 1; 81 := Constr1; 
while (Def;-=/:- {}) do 

1. Unfold each clause in .6.; w.r.t. the leftmost atom in its body. Apply the 

clause removal rule and remove each clause derived by unfolding which has an 

inconsistent constraint in its body. Let Hl; be the resulting set of clauses; 

2. while (there is a clause 'Y in W; such that by applying the unfolding rule to 

an atom A in the body of ry, it produces at most one clause with a satisfiable 
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constraint in its body) do 
unfold 1 w.r.t. A and then possibly apply the clause removal rule to the re
sulting clauses, thereby obtaining a set 'Yu of clauses. lV; := (Hl;- b}) U 'Yu· 
end 

3. Apply the constraint replacement rule and the equality introduc
tion/elimination rule to the clauses in Hl; so to allow for applications of the 
folding rule (see next step); 
if for each atom B occurring in the body of a clause 'T/ in Wi there exists a 
constraint d in the body of 7] and a clause qs( Y1 , ... Yk) f- d, B in 6; by 
which we can fold 7J w.r. t. d, B (see Section 3.4 for the applicability conditions 
of the folding rule) 
then Defi+1 := {}; Constri+l := {}. 
else by applications of the definition rule, introduce a new set of clauses Def i+l 
such that for each atom B occurring in the body of a clause 'TJ in lVi there 
exists a constraint d in the body of 7J and a clause qs ( Y1 , . .. Yk) f- d, B in 
6iUDefi+1 by which we can fold 7J w.r.t. d,B. For each clause in Defi+l of the 
form qs(Yi, ... , Yk) f- d, B add the constrained atomic query (d, qs(Y1 , ... , Yk)) 
to Constri+l· 
end if 
6i+l := 6i U Defi+l; Gi+l := Gi U Constri+l; 

4. for each atom B occurring in the body of a clause 'TJ in TVi consider a constraint 
d in the body of 7], fold 7J w.r. t. d, B by using a clause in 6i+1 ; 

5. Apply the contextual constraint replacement rule using constrained queries 
from 8i+1 . This step is performed to simplify the constraints occurring in 
the bodies of the clauses defining a predicate, by taking advantage of the 
information provided by the contexts in which the predicate is called. Indeed, if 
we know that a certain constraint holds at each call of a predicate, by applying 
the contextual constraint replacement rule we may avoid to repeatedly check 
the satisfiability of that constraint at each recursive call; 

6. i := i + 1; 

end 

For performing unfolding steps in our Contextual Specialization Strategy we have 
adapted the unfolding strategy called determinate unfolding [6]. This unfolding 
strategy does not terminate in general. Further termination problems may arise 
because our strategy may introduce infinitely many new definitions. To ensure 
termination we may need a suitable generalization strategy for limiting the number 
of definitions to be introduced (see, for instance, [15]). However the detailed study of 
termination and generalization issues is beyond the scope of the present paper where 
we want to analyze the use of contextual information for program specialization. 

Now we present an example of the application of our transformation rules and 
strategy to the following CLP(R) program: 
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sm(A,B) +--- C=D, E=F, length(A, C), sum(A, E), 

prefix( G, B), length( G, D), sum( G, F). (1) 

sm(A, [BIG]) +--- B?:_O, sm(A,C). (2) 

sum([], A) +--- A=O. (3) 

sum([AIB], C) +--- A?:_O, C > 0, C=A'+D, sum(B,D). (4) 

length([], A) . +--- A=O. (5) 

length([AIB], C) +--- A?:_O, C?:_O, C=D+1, length(B, D). (6) 

prefix([], A). (7) 
prefix([AIB], [ CID]) +--- A=C, prefix(B, D). (8) 

The declarative reading of such a program is: "a pattern A of length L, such that 
the sum of its elements is S, "matches" a string B if B contains a substring G of 
length L and the sum of the elements of G is S". 

We want to derive a specialized program w.r.t. the constrained query 

A+B+C:S5, A?:_O, B?:_O, C?:_O, sm([A,B,C],D) 

so we introduce by the definition rule 3.1 the following clause: 

sms(A,B,C,D) +--- A+B+C:S5, A?:_O, B?:_O, C?:_O, sm([A,B,C],D). (9) 

and we get Defi = {9} and Constr1 = {((A+B+C:::; 5, A?:: 0, B?:: 0, C?:: 
0), sms(A, B, C, D))}. Next, we apply the unfolding rule 3.2 to clause 9 followed 
by an application of the equality elimination rule 3.6 obtaining: 

sm8 (A,B,C,D) +--- A+B+C:S5, A?:_O, B?:_O, C?:_O, E=F, G=H, 

length([A, B, C], E), sum([A, B, C], G), 

prefix(!, D), length(!, F), sum (I, H). (10) 

sms(A, B, C, [DIE]) +--- A+B+C:S5, A?:_O, B?:_O, C?:_O, 

D?:_O, sm([A,B,C],E). (11) 

For the sake of readability, in the following we assume to implicitly use the equality 
introduction and elimination rule 3.6 when we deal with equalities between terms. 
By unfolding clause 10 we get: 

sms(A,B,C,D) +--- A+B+C:S5, A?:_O, B?:_O, C?:_O, 

E=F, G=H, A?:_O, E?:_O, E=I +1, 
length([B, C], I), sum([A, B, C], G), prefix(J, D), 

length(J, F), sum(J, H). (12) 

along with 

sms(A,B,C,D) +--- A+B+C:S5, A?:_O, B?:_O, C?:_O, E=F, G=H, 

E=O, []=[A, B, C], sum([A, B, C], G), 

prefix(J, D), length(J, F), sum(J, H). (13) 
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Clause 13 is removed by an application of the clause removal rule 3.5. Now we 
proceed by unfolding the first occurrence of the predicate length in the body of 
clause 12 and we get 

sms(A,B,C,D) +--- A+B+C::;5, A~O, B~O, C~O, E=F, G=H, A~O, 
E~O, E=I+1, B~O, I~O, 1=1+1, C~O, J~O, 
l=K+1, K=O, sum([A,B,CJ,G), prejix(L,D), 
length(L, F), sum(L, H). (14) 

After an application of the constraint replacement rule 3.3 we have 

sms(A,B,C,D) +--- A+B+C::;5, A~O, B~O, C~O, 
3=F, G=H, sum([A,B,C],G), 
prefix( I, D), length( I, F), sum(J, H). (15) 

(recall that our constraint replacement rule 3.3 may also be applied to simplify a 
constraint within a clause). By applying the determinate unfolding strategy ;ve get 

sms(A,B,C,[D,E,F!G]) +--- A+B+C::;5, A~O, B~O, C~O, 
D+E+F=A+B+C, 

D~O, E~O, F~O. (16) 

and, after an application of the contextual constraint replacement rule to clause 16 

sms(A,B,C,[D,E,F!G])+-D+E+F=A+B+C, D~O, E~O, F~O. (17) 

Now we fold clause 11 by clause 9 and we obtain the following recursive clause 

sms(A, B, C, [DIE])+--- D ~ 0, sms(A, B, C, E). (18) 

It should be noticed here that the specialized program we have obtained, made out 
of clauses 17 and 18, ·when used for the constrained query 

A+B+C::;5, A~O, B~O, C~O, sms(A,B,C,D) 

exploits the fact that the pattern [A, B, CJ has length 3 and the sum of its elements 
is A.+B+C and actually avoids to rediscover this knowledge each time backtracking 
occurs, as the original program does. 

Another source of performance improvement may come from the detection and 
the removal of redundant arguments. Indeed, it is often the case that programs 
which have been generated by automatic strategies, like the one we have proposed 
at the beginning of this section, contain predicate definitions using arguments which 
are not needed. In the literature some works have addressed the issue of removing 
unnecessary structures or variables from logic programs (see, for instance, [6] and 
[12]). In our setting, however, the problem is slightly different. Sometimes it might 
be possible to perform an equivalent computation if we replace redundant arguments 
within a predicate with a different set of arguments carrying only the information 
actually used in the computation. 
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For example, by an analysis of the specialized program obtained so far, one can 

observe that the arguments A, B, C do not change for recursive calls to sm8 • A more 

efficient program can be obtained if we consider a different definition of the special

ized predicate, which does not depend on A, B, C. Indeed, suppose we introduce by 

definition 

sm~(R,D) +- A+B+C=R, R'.5,5, A~O, B~O, C~O, sm([A,B,C],D). (19) 

and we get Deh={19} and Constr1 ={((A+B+C=R, R:5:_5, A~O, B~O, C~ 

0), sm~(R, D))}. Now, by applying our strategy, we end with the following two 

clauses defining sm~: 

sm~(R, [D,E,FjG]) +- D+E+F=R, D~O, E~O, F~O. (20) 

sm~(R,[DjE]) +- D~O, sm~(R,E). (21) 

This second version of the program, while keeping the advantages achieved by the 

first version, avoids to carry the invariant arguments A, B, C and to recompute the 

expression A+B+C. This optimization is' very relevant because our derivation can be 

generalized to the case where the given pattern is very long and/or the computation 

over it is a very expensive task. In this case the optimized version of the specialized 

program may introduce a significant efficiency improvement. This is to show how 

crucial is the choice of the predicates introduced by definition. 

5 Related Work and Conclusions 

We have presented some transformation rules and strategies for the specialization 

of constraint logic programs to the context where they are to be used. Our method 

extends related methods for the partial evaluation of logic programs because the 

context of use is specified by means of a constraint which may be satisfied by a 

possibly infinite set of values, instead of a single value. 
Indeed, our specialization method belongs to the family of methods for the spe

cialization of program w.r.t. properties of the context. Among these, we would like 

to mention: (1) the methods for specializing logic programs presented in [2] and 

[16] and (2) the method for parametrized partial evaluation of functional programs 

presented in [4]. 
The works [2] and [16] present very general approaches which, however, do not 

seem to be amenable to full mechanization. In particular, in [2] most of the basic 

transformation rules cannot be easily automated because their applicability condi

tions depend on undecidable properties of the programs to be transformed. In this 

paper we consider CLP programs, instead of logic programs, and we describe the 

properties of the context by means of constraints, instead of predicates defined by 

logic programs. By doing so, we are able to consider much more effective transfor

mation rules, whose applicability conditions are decidable, if we assume that the 

constraint theory is decidable (as is often the case). 
The work in [4] is concerned with a strict first order functional programming 

language and, most importantly, the main means for specifying a property of the 
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context w.r.t. which a program has to be specialized, is based on abstract interpre
tation. 

Our transformation rules are intended for use in program specialization techniques 
and, in this respect, they are more restrictive than the transformation rules for CLP 
programs considered in [1, 5, 14]. However, as we have extensively discussed in 
Section 3, our transformation rules are not particular cases of those considered in 
[1, 5, 14]. In particular, our contextual constraint replacement rule allows us to 
replace a constraint occurring in the body of a clause by another constraint which 
is equivalent in a given context. For instance, consider the program P0 : 

p(X) +--- X;::: 0, q(X) 
where q is a predicate that does not depend on p. By contextual constraint replace
ment w.r.t. the constrained atom X;:::3,p(X), we may derive P1 : 

p(X) +--- q(X) 
(X;::: 0 is true in the context where X;::: 3 holds). Notice that P1 cannot be obtained 
by unfolding/folding, because it has a different least V-model w.r.t. P0 . 

We have pointed out that the correctness results for the transformation rules 
presented in [1, 5, 14] do not carry over our framework, because we have modified the 
folding rule so as to be correct when used in combination with contextual constraint 
replacement. 

We have also outlined a general strategy for specializing CLP programs by using 
our rules. This strategy extends various techniques based on the unfolding and 
folding rules for partially evaluating logic and constraint logic programs (see, for 
instance, [7, 17, 18]). Our folding rule is more powerful than the ones considered in 
those papers and, besides that, we have shown in the matching example that our 
contextual constraint replacement rule may play an important role in improving the 
efficiency of the specialized program. 

Finally, the papers [11, 20] report on some correctness results for partial deduc
tion, that is, partial evaluation of logic programs based on Lloyd and Shepherdson's' 
approach [13]. Besides various technical issues that make partial deduction and 
unfolding/folding-based program specialization different, we would like to point out 
that the frameworks described in [11, 20] do not allow for contextual constraint re
placement. Indeed, from the atomic query X;::: 3,p(X) and program P0 above we 
derive the resultant: 

p(X) +--- X;::: 3, q(X) 
where the constraint X ;::: 3 has to be solved at evaluation time, even if we know 
that it holds at specialization time. In contrast to partial deduction, our approach 
is able to fully exploit the statically available information on the context of use of a 
program. 
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Abstract 

ExpertFinder is a Prolog recommender system capable of suggesting a list 
of referees for a computer science article. The choice of the referees is made 
on the basis of information available on the World Wide Web. The system 
relies on the integration of logic programming techniques with World Wide 
Web technology to extract and analyse information (implicitly) available on 
computer science experts. We will describe the design and implementation of 
the system, comment on the main design choices and assess the results of the 
experiment. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.6 [Programming Techniques] Logic 
Programming; H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval] Online Informa
tion Services-Web-based services; H.4.2 [Information Systems Applications] 
Types of systems-decision support 1.2.3 [Artificial Intelligence] Deduction 
and Theorem Proving-logic programming. 

1 Introduction 

Knowledge-based systems have been successfully employed in a variety of artificial 
intelligence applications like decision-support systems or expert systems in general. 
Many knowledge-based systems are rule-based and accomplish their task by reason
ing in a deductive fashion from a given knowledge base. 

The constant expansion of the World Wide Web (WWW) is making available a 
tremendous amount of information provided by different sources. Correspondingly 
one of.the challenges for the next generation knowledge-based systems is to support 
a smooth integration with the WWW in order to (at least partially) exploit the 
large body of knowledge distributed on the net. 

The main objective of this work was to experiment the possibility of integrating 
rule-based systems, and in particular logic-based systems, with the WWW. As a 
case study we have considered the problem of developing a recommender system 
[15] capable of suggesting a list of referees for a computer science article. The 
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ExpertFinder system inputs the electronic version of an article and exploits infor

mation available on the WWW to recommend a list of experts that may be adequate 

referees for the article. 
ExpertFinder has been developed in SICStus Prolog [16], using the PiLLoW 

library [5] for accessing the WWW. One of the interesting aspects of the experiment 

is the interaction of logic programming techniques with search engines available on 

the WWW. In the following, we shall briefly describe the design and implementation 

of the system, comment on the main design choices, and assess the results of the 

experiment. 

2 Main Design Choices 

A number of design choices obviously arise when approaching the design of a rec

ommender system like ExpertFinder. We shall here briefly comment on the main 

design. choices and focus in particular on the following issues: 

• How to search' for computer science experts in the WWW? 

• How to measure the competence of a potential referee for a given article ? 

• How to concile system efficiency with accessing the WWW ? 

How to search for computer science experts in the WWW? 

The enormous amount of pages and data available on the WWW poses a question 

of how to perform an effective search for names of computer science experts. Our 

approach was to first identify the type of documents to be considered in the search, 

that is, the type of documents to be analysed in order to determine whether an 

individual can be considered an expert or not in a certain area uf computer science. 

We decided to ground the evaluation process on scientific articles and reports, 

that is, the evaluation of the expertise of an individual depends on the publications 

that she/he authored or co-authored. One of the problems in analysing (references 

to) scientific publications is that they are spread on many different Web pages, such 

as personal pages, group or institutional pages, as well as conferences and publishers 

sites. The availability of on-line bibliographies simplifies the search for references 

on the WWW, but most of such bibliographies are restricted to specific domains. 

The collection of computer science. bibliographies [1] was particularly adequate for 

our purposes, as it is an on-line collection of bibliographies of scientific literature in 

computer science from various sources, covering most aspects of computer science. 

Around 1200 bibliographies are updated monthly from their original locations and 

the co.llection currently contains more than 930,000 references (mostly to journal 

articles, conference papers and technical reports) and consists of 570 MBytes of 

BibTeX entries. We therefore decided to take the colle<:;tion of computer science 

bibliographies as the primary source of information on the Web for developing the 

first ver:sion of the system. 
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How to measure the competence of a potential referee for a given article? 

Another important issue in the design of Expert Finder was of course how to classify 
the content of a given article. A classification is indeed necessary both for measuring 
the expertise of an expert on certain topics (on the basis of the articles that she/he 
authored), and for determining the competence of an expert for a given input article. 
One way of classifying the content of an article could be to perform a textual analysis 
of the article, for instance by focusing on the words occurring in the title and abstract 
of the article. Such a text-based analysis would however suffer from the ambiguity 
of natural language and may not lead to a precise classification. 

In order to establish a precise and general criterium for classifying the content 
of input articles, we instead chose the ACM Computing Classification System [2] 
as the reference for the classification. ExpertFinder classifies each input paper on 
the basis of the ACM classification categories specified in the paper itself. The 
competence of a potential referee is then evaluated in terms of her/his competence 
on the categories of the paper. As we shall discuss further later on, the expertise of 
a referee in a certain category is evaluated by means of a function of the number of 
papers and of the year of the last paper authored by the referee in that category. 

How to concile system efficiency with accessing the WWW? 

The time needed to access the network for querying the collection of bibliographies 
is obviously much higher than the computation time of the system. Searching the 
WWW while answering a user query would make ExpertFinder not usable in prac
tice. 

To achieve efficiency, ExpertFinder has been therefore designed so as to separate 
the phase of WWW accesses from the phase of user query answering. The approach 
is therefore similar to the one adopted by search engines like Altavista [4], where 
user query answering is performed by querying a local database that is built and 
updated off-line. 

3 Structure of ExpertFinder 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system is partitioned into two main parts. One part 
of the system (Knowledge extractor) is in charge of extracting information from 
the WWW and of organising it into a number of local databases. The other part 
of the system (Expert detector) is in charge of parsing the input article and of 
identifying a list of referees on the basis of the content of the article and of the 
information present in the local databases. We shall now briefly describe the two 
parts of the system. 

3.1 The Knowledge extractor 

The role of the Knowledge extractor is to extract from the WWW information 
on experts in computer science. The module automatically extracts data by inter~ 
acting with the GLIPMSE search engine [13] used by the collection of computer 
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science bibliographies and by interacting with the Altavista search engine [4]. The 
ultimate effect of the execution of the Knowledge extractor is to generate three 
local databases (Friends, Experts and Addresses) that will be used by the Expert 
detector. The internal structure of the Knowledge extractor is sketched in Fig. 
2, where its three main modules (Downloader, Grader and Email finder)" are il
lustrated. The rest of this section will be devoted to describe these three modules. 

The Downloader 

The Downloader is in charge of extracting relevant information on publications 
from the collection of computer science bibliographies. The downloading process 
is driven by the ACM classification categories and produces a number of support 
files containing extracted information on available publications (viz., sub-category, 
authors and year of each publication). To improve efficiency, a number of instances 
of the Downloader run in parallel to retrieve the relevant information associated 
with each publication present in the collection. The motivation for separating the 
two phases of information downloading and information analysis was to increase the 
fault-tolerance of the system, in order to minimise the amount of downloading to be 
repeated in presence of possible problems on the net. 

It is probably worth trying to comment at least some parts of the Prolog code 
in order to give a more concrete illustration of the behaviour of the Downloader. 
For instance, one of the main predicates is download/1, whose input argument is a 
string representing the code of an ACM Category: 

download(Category) :
query_CSB(Category, Result), 
extract_info(Category, Result). 

Given its input argument, download/1 queries the collection of computer science 
bibliographies (CSB for short) in order to retrieve all publications related to that 
category. This is done by predicate query _CSB/2 which returns as output argu
ment (Result) the HTML page containing the result of the query produced by the 
GLIMPSE search engine of the CSB. The information contained in the obtained 
HTML page is then extracted by means of predicate extract_info/2, which writes 
the results in a support file (see Fig.2). 

Predicate query_CSB/2 is in charge of interacting with the GLIMPSE search 
engine. Web-accessible databases - like the CSB - are typically accessed interac
tively by users that first browse the database home Web page, then manually fill a 
query form (which will be processed by a on-line search engine), and then get the 
results in another Web page. It is interesting to observe that such a cycle can be 
automatised by exploiting the behaviour of the CGI interface employed by many 
on-line search engines. For instance, if the user manually inserts as search string the 
code 'd.l.6' of an ACM category, the CSB will return the results of such a query in 

, a Web page that seems to have the following HTTP address: 

http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/searchbib/index?query=Y.22d.1.6Y.22&rnaxnum=200 

Actually the above address is interpreted as a CGI request to GLIMPSE for execut
ing query 'd.l.6' with the further constraint of returning at most 200 results. The 
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key observation here is that the same page of results obtained by manually querying 
the search engine can be obtained by directly accessing the corresponding Web page. 
This is exactly the way in which query_CSB/2 interacts with the search engine of 
the CSB: 

query_CSB(Category, Result) :-
compose_query(Category, Query_URL), 
fetch_url(Query_URL,[from('ef@di.unipi.it')] ,Result). 

Predicate compose_query/2 given a Category code composes the corresponding 
HTTP address in the way described above and returns the address in its output 
argument Query_URL. The actual Web page is accessed by using the fetch_url/3 
predicate offered by the PiLLoW library (5], which returns the HTML code of the 
page in its output argument Result. It is worth observing that the HTML page is 
returned in the form of a Prolog term, which will be analysed by extract_info/2 by 
using other PiLLoW primitives. The second argument of fetch_url/3 can be used 
to specify information about the agent sending the access reql!est (the ExpertFinder 
administration email address in this case). 

The Grader 

The execution of the Downloader generates a number of support files that are input 
for the Grader (see Fig. 2). The Grader analyses the information contained in the 
files in order to build two local databases: Experts and Friends. The database 
Experts contains for each ACM category the list of experts in the category and an 
evaluation of theh expertise. More precisely, to support an efficient indexing policy, 
Experts is implemented a set of 11 SICStus databases each one containing data 
relative to one ACM category ('A','B', ... ,'K'). Each record in the database is an 
atom of the form: 

expert('d.1.6', 4, 'John Smith', 18, 1997). 

which represents that the competence of 'John Smith' in the category 'd.l.6' is 
evaluated to be 4, and that he published 18 articles on topics related to 'd.l.6', 
and the last of such articles was published in 1997. The criteria with which the 
competence of an author is assessed are obviously subjective and critical for the 
overall behaviour of the system. The assessment of the competence of an author 
on a certain category is based on the number of her/his relevant'publications and 
on the year of her/his last relevant publication. The first version of ExpertFinder 
employs the following evaluation function: 

Competence(N, Y) = N- ((CurrentYear- YY x .07) 

where N is the number of publications and Y is the year of the most recent publi
cation. Intuitively speaking, the evaluation function tries to relate the productivity 
of an author with the period of his productivity. For instance 

- authors who published 1 year ago the last of their 5 papers, 
- authors who published 9 years ago the last of their 10 papers, and 
- authors who published 14 years ago the last of their 20 papers, 
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are all given approximatively the same competence level. Conversely, an author 

who published this year the last of her /his 5 papers is considered less expert than an 

author who published 10 papers even if her/his last one was 3 years ago. Even though 

the first experimental results with ExpertFinder seem to confirm the validity of the 

chosen evaluation function, the implementation of the function has been designed 

in a modular way w.r.t. the rest of the system so as to simplify possible tunings. 

While generating the Experts database, the Grader also generates the database 

Friends that contains information on (supposed) friendship relationships between 

computer science experts. This information is extracted by means of an analysis of 

the co-authoring of papers, following the heuristic that if X has co-authored a paper 

with Y then X may not be an independent referee for a paper by Y. 

The Email finder 

The third module in the Knowledge extractor is the Email finder, whose task 

is to create the database Addresses containing the email addresses of experts. The 

Email finder tries to obtain those email addresses by querying the search engine 

Altavista and by performing a context-based analysis of the obtained pages. 

We decided not to use one of the "people finders" available on the Internet because 

of the poor quality of the results for our purposes. Indeed these tools allow the user 

to specify name, city and country of the person to be found, but they do not support 

the inclusion of additional keywords. Moreover available people finders are mainly 

specialised in email addresses in the US. 
The possibility of specifying additional keywords is particularly important for 

automatising the task and for resolving omonimies. The Email finder therefore 

interacts with the Altavista search engine to find the email addresses of computer 

science experts. The technique used for querying Altavista is basically the same 

as that used by the Downloader module for querying the GLIMPSE search engine. 

The strategy used by the Email finder to query Altavista is to search for pages 

containing the expert name, and then constraining further the search to pages con

taining also one of the category keywords, and to pages where the expert name 

appears near to the word e-mail, email, or mailto. 

3.2 The Expert detector 

The other main unit of ExpertFinder is the Expert detector module (see Fig. 1). 

The Expert detector module inputs the electronic version of an article and exploits 

the information available in the local databases (built by the Knowledge extractor) 

to recommend a list of experts that may be adequate referees for the article. The 

internal structure of the Expert detector is sketched in Fig. 3, where its four 

main modules (Parser, Expert selector, Reference analyser and Merger) are 

illustrated . The rest of this section will be devoted to describe these four modules. 

The Parser 

The module Parser is in charge of extracting some relevant information from the 

input article. The top-level predicate of the module is parse/4: 
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parse(File, Authors, Categories, References) 

whose first argument is an input argument, while all the others are output argu
ments. Given the name of the file containing the article,;Parse/4 extracts from the 
file the authors' name, the ACM classification categoriE/s of the article, and the list 
of references cited in the bibliography of the article. The Parser accepts articles in 
LaTeX format (ACM Journal styles) and in a standard HTML format. 

The Expert selector 

After the Parser has completed its analysis of the input the article, the module 
Expert selector starts constructing a list of potential referees for the article. The 
Expert selector inputs the ACM categories of the paper and queries the (local) 
database Experts to identify possible experts in the paper categories. The Expert 
selector inputs also the information on the authors of the article so as to ignore 
them in the search. Ultimately the Expert selector· generates a list of potential 
referees for the paper, where each referee is associated with a confidence score as 
determined by querying the database Experts. 

The predicate find_experts/2 collects the list of experts for a given list of cat
egories. The first argument is an input argument, while the second is an output 
argument. 

find_experts([CatiCategories],Experts) :
extract(Cat,List), 
find_experts(Categories,DtherList), 
append(List,OtherList,Experts). 

find_experts([],[]). 

The list of experts for each category is obtained by querying the local database 
via the SICStus external database primitives. In particular predicate db_findall/2 
(available in the SICStus db library) returns in its second argument the list of all 
experts in the given category, as database entries are of the form expert('d.1.6', 4, 
'John Smith', 18, 1997): 

extract(Cat,List) :
db_open(Cat,read,on(on,off,off,off,off),D), 
set_default_db(D), 
db_findall(expe~t(Cat,_,_,_,_), List), 
db_close. 

The top-level predicate in the Expert detector module is select/2: 
select(Categories,Authors,Experts) :

find_experts(Categories,BigList), 
filter(BigList,Authors,Experts). 

which filters the list of experts returned by find_experts/2 by withdrawing the 
authors of the input paper (if present in BigList) and by dealing with potential 
referees that were found experts in more than one of the paper categories. The 
competence value of an expert in more than one category is the sum of her/his 
competences in the various categories. The output argument Experts is instantiated 
to a list of pairs of the form ( referee, competence ) . 
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The Reference analyser 

The module Reference analyser analyses instead the list of articles cited in the 

input paper, discarding references co-authored by at least one of the authors of the 

article to be processed. The module then generates the list of (potential) experts 

cited in the article, where each expert is assigned a confidence score that depends 

on the number of references in which she/he is cited and on the year of her /his most 

recent publication that is referenced in the paper. 

The top-level predicate reLanalyser inputs the references of the article and the 

authors of the article and produces the list of cited experts associating each of them 

with a confidence factor: 

ref_analyser(References,Authors,Experts) 

scan_list(References,Authors,NewList), 

evaluate(NewList,Experts). 

The first argument of scan_list/3 is an input argument containing the list of refer

ences occurring in the paper, where each element of the list is a pair (list-of-authors, 

year-of-publication). The predicate scan_list/3 transforms such list into a new list 

containing pairs of the form pair ( expert, year-of-publication ) where the authors of 

the input article have been filtered out: 

scan_list([(Ref_authors,Year)IReferences] ,Authors,NewList) 

\+ empty_intersection(Ref_authors,Authors), 

scan_list(References,Authors,NewList). 

scan_list([(Ref_authors,Year)IReferences] ,Authors,NewList) 

empty_intersection(Ref_authors,Authors), 

split(Ref_authors,Year,List1), 

scan_list(References,Authors,List2), 

append(List1,List2,NewList). 

scan_list ( [] , _, []) . 

split([AIRef_Authors] ,Year,[(A,Year)IList) 

split(Ref~Authors,Year,List). 

split ( [] , _, [] ) . 

Predicate evaluate/2 assigns a confidence value to each cited expert, by resorting 

to grade_expert/4 via tail-recursion: 

evaluate([XJRefs], [NewXINewList]) 

grade_expert(X,Refs,NewX,RestDfRefs), 

evaluate(RestOfRefs,NewList). 

evaluate ( [] , []) . 

Predicate grade_expert/4 examines one expert at a time, collecting via collect/7 

the number (N) of times that the expert is cited and the year (NewYear) of the most 

recent citation. The eval/3 predicate employs the same formula used by the Grader 

module for associating a confidence value to each expert. 
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grade_expert((Expert,Year),OtherRefs,(Expert,Val),RestDfRefs) 
collect(Expert, 1,Year,DtherRefs, N,NewYear,RestDfRefs), 
eval(N,NewYear,Val). 

collect(A, N,Year, [(A,Year2)1Refs], NewN,NewYear,NewRefs) 
N1 is N+1, 
Year3 is max(Year,Year2), 
collect(A, N1,Year3,Refs, NewN,NewYear,NewRefs). 

collect(A, N,Year, [(B,Y2)1Refs], NewN,NewYear, [(B,Y2)1NewRefs]):
A\==B, 
collect(A, N,Year,Refs, NewN,NewYear,NewRefs). 

collect(_, N, Year, [] , N, Year, []) . 

The Merger 
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The fourth module in the Expert detector is the Merger, ·which is in charge of 
merging the two list produced by the Expert selector and by the Reference 
analyser, and to produce the final list of suggested referees for the given article. 

Besides suitably merging the two lists, the Merger filters the set of potential refer
ees by exploiting the information present in the databases Friends and Addresses. 
The database Friends is used to eliminate possible friends of the authors from the 
set of potential referees. The database Addresses is instead used to filter out po
tential referees that are near to the authors (where vicinity is determined through 
an analysis of the email addresses). 

The list of suggested referees is presented to the user in three sets: 
• strongly suggested 
• suggested 
• acceptable 

depending on the final evaluation of the referees' competence as established by the 
system. 

It is worth mentioning that the overall behaviour of the system is parametric w.r. t. 
several options chosen by the user at the beginning of the section. More precisely, 
the user may specify (besides the article format) the total number of referees to be 
returned and, more importantly, the percentage of referees that are also cited in the 
article. Ultimately the user may ask to get 0% of referees which are also cited in 
the article so as to get a list of possible referees that is completely independent of 
the references included by the authors of the paper. 

4 A Sample Session 
We now briefly present a sample session of usage of ExpertFinder to illustrate the 
system behaviour. The most natural example is to apply the system to the present 
paper to see the experts that ExpertFinder would recommend for our own paper. 

Vlfhen started, ExpertFinder displays a welcome message and asks the user the 
format (LaTeX or HTML) of the paper to be analysed: 
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Welcome to ExpertFinder 1.0 

Please choose the format of the paper to analyse 

for LaTeX type '1.' 
for HTML type 'h.' 

> 1. 
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Then the user is asked to type the name of the file containing the article: 

Please type the name of the LaTeX file containing the article: 

> agp99.tex. 

After checking the presence of the file, the system asks the user whether she/he 

wants to customise the search for potential referees of the article. The customisation 

concerns the number of experts to be returned and the percentage of experts that 

are also cited in the article itself. We customised our search by asking for at most 

6 suggestions and for no more than 50% of cited experts. 

Would you like to customise the search? ('y.'/'n. ') 

> y. 

Please specify the number of experts to be suggested 

(the default is 20): 
> 6. 

Please specify the percentage of referenced experts 

(the default is 10%) 
> 50. 

Please wait ... here are my suggestions: 

K. De Bosschere* 
P. Tarau* 
A. Davison* 
Georg Gottlob 
Thomas Eiter 

Strongly suggested 
Strongly suggested 
Strongly suggested 
Strongly suggested 
Acceptable 

Maurice Bruynooghe Acceptable 

gottlob@dbai.tuwien.ac.at 
eiter@vexpert.dbai.tuwien.ac.at 

ExpertFinder returned the above six recommendations, where * indicates that the 

expert was also cited in the input article. The system also associates the names of 

recommended experts with their email address, when available. 

Generally speaking, the evaluation of the quality of the suggestions returned by 

the system tends to be a rather subjective matter. We personally found the com

puted suggestions appropriate for the present paper, as well as in most of the other 

tests that we performed to experiment the system. To reduce the subjectiveness of 
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the evaluation, it would be however necessary to validate the system with the help 
of several independent users. 

In the above example, ExpertFinder found the email address of only two of the 
six experts. Though the experiments we made indicate that the system finds around 
50% of the email addresses of experts on the average, this is certainly one of the 
aspects of the system to be improved. 

To try to illustrate further the behaviour of the system, we now describe the 
results obtained by giving to Expert Finder slightly different versions of the present 
paper. In particular, we gave to the system this paper with only part of the ACM 
classification reported at the beginning of this paper. More precisely, we considered 
four different "versions" of this paper containing 1 ,2,3 and 4 of the given categories: 

• D.l.G [Programming Techniques] Logic Programming; 

• H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval] Online Information Services- Web
based services; 

• H.4.2 [Information Systems Applications] Types of systems-decision support 

• I.2.3 [Artificial Intelligence] Deduction and Theorem Proving-logic program
ming. 

We customised our searches by asking for at most 6 suggestions and for no more 
than one third of cited experts. ExpertFinder returned the following suggestions 
for the paper classified only under H.3.5: 

K. De Bosschere* Strongly suggested 
P. Tarau* Strongly suggested 
Tom Rowan Strongly suggested na.rowan@na-net.ornl.gov 
Reed Wade Strongly suggested wade@cs.utk.edu 
Jack Dongarra Strongly suggested 
Edward A.Fox Strongly suggested 

The addition of category H .4.2 led the system to change only one suggestion: 

K. De Bosschere* Strongly suggested 
P. Tarau* Strongly suggested 
Tom Rowan Strongly suggested na.rowan@na-net.ornl.gov 
Reed Wade Strongly suggested wade@cs.utk.edu 
John Nosek Strongly suggested janosek@rex.smumn.edu 
Jack Dongarra Strongly suggested 

The addition of I.2.3 as third category instead pr6duced a substantial change of the 
suggestions of non-cited experts. (Indeed the evaluation of cited experts does not 
depend on the article categories, as discussed in section 3.2.) 
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K. De Bosschere* 
P. Tarau* 
Georg Gottlob 
Thomas Eiter 
Kenneth A.Ross 
Neil V.Murray 

Strongly suggested 
Strongly suggested 
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Strongly suggested gottlob@dbai.tuwien.ac.at 

Acceptable eiter@vexpert.dbai.tuwien.ac.at 

Acceptable 
Acceptable 

Finally, the recommendations for the article with its full classifications were: 

K. De Bosschere* 
P .. Tar au* 
Georg Gottlob 
Thomas Eiter 
Maurice Bruynooghe 
Kenneth A.Ross 

Strongly suggested 
Strongly suggested 
Strongly suggested 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 

5 Concluding remarks 

gottlob@dbai.tuwien.ac.at 
eiter@vexpert.dbai.tuwien.ac.at 

We have presented the design and implementation of the ExpertFinder system, 

which inputs the electronic version of an article and exploits information available 

on the WWW to recommend a list of experts that may be adequate referees for the 

article. The system is written in SICStus Prolog [16] and uses the PiLLoW library 

[5] for accessing the WWW. The experimental results on the performance of the 

system are more than encouraging both in the response time and in the quality of 

the suggestions given. 
In recent years increasing attention has been paid to the integration of logic 

programming and Internet/WWW programming, as witnessed for instance by [6, 

7, 8, 9, 11, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18]. Indeed the development of ExpertFinder is part of 

a larger project aimed at investigating and experimenting the integration of logic 

programming with the WWW. As a case study, the development of ExpertFinder 

confirmed the adequacy ofProlog as a high-level programming language, particulij,rly 

for dealing with non-numerical information such as Web pages written in HTML, or 

friendship relations among authors. Another interesting aspect of the experiment 

was the development of a support for the interacti<m of logic programming techniques 

with search engines available on the WWW. 
A number of improvements and extensions to ExpertFinder as a system are scope 

for future work. These include extending article classification with text analysis, and 

extending the set of bibliographies considered with the growing ACM Digital Library 

[3], to mention only two of them. 
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Hypothetical Reasoning with Substructural Logics 

Pablo Lopez Ernesto Pimentel 

Abstract 

Hypothetical reasoning is a powerful inference mechanism to reason pro

vided that a set of conditions, known as assumptions or hypotheses, hold. Most 

of the current systems supporting hypothetical reasoning are based on clas

sical, intuitionistic, or modal logics. In this paper, we introduce the concept 

of essential hypothesis and show that it provides a notable gain of expressive 

power for hypothetical reasoning. We also show that classical and. intuition

istic logics are inadequate to express essential hypotheses, and argue that 

substructural logics in general, and intuitionistic linear logic in particular, 

offer a natural support for them. 

Keywords: hypothetical reasoning, substructural logics, linear logic, de

ductive databases. 

1 Introduction 

Hypothetical reasoning has been extensively used to reason about legal issues [5, 11], 

natural language processing [4, 7], and deductive databases [2, 3]. Hypotheses pro

vide a means for representing uncertain knowledge whereas hypothetical reasoning 

is a versatile and natural way for taking decisions on the basis of such knowledge. 

In every day life, people use to reason about a given situation by assuming certain 

conditions whose validity is unknown. They first suppose that these conditions hold, 

and then infer a number of conclusions from them. If the supposed conditions actu

ally hold, the inferred conclusions are valid. This reasoning scheme usually appears 

structured in an arbitrary number of cases, each of which deals with a particular 

set of assumptions leading to different, probably incompatible, conclusions. As an 

instance of this kind of conditional reasoning, consider how many times a day you 

think in the following terms: "if my plane arrives on time, then I will pick a bus, on 

the contrary, if my plane arrives late, then I will pick a taxi". This form of deduction 

is formally referred to as hypothetical reasoning, a powerful inference mechanism to 

reason provided that a given set of conditions, known as assumptions or hypotheses, 

hold. 

Pablo Lopez and Ernesto Pimentel are with Departamento de Lenguajes y Ciencias de Ia 

Computacion. Universidad de Malaga. SPAIN. E-mail: {lopez, ernesto }<nee. uma. es 

Work partially supported by the CICYT project TIC98-0445-C03-03. 
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In order to formalize the notion of hypothetical reasoning we require a formal in
ference system I, a collection of well-formed formulae~ 1 , and a provability relation 
· 1-y · defined on I, such that the judgement ~ 1-y 'lj; holds if and only if there exists 
an I-proof from ~ for the formula 'lj;. Within this setting, hypothetical reasoning 
is achieved by temporarily adding the set of hypotheses 1-l to the antecedent of the 
judgement ~, yielding~, 1-ll-y 'lj;. 

Hitherto, most of the research on hypothetical reasoning has been conducted 
within modal, classical, and intuitionistic (sub)logics. Actually, the temporal ad
dition of the set of hypotheses to the antecedent of a judgement is formalized via 
implications (i.e., as a direct application of the deduction meta-theorem) 

where --+ stands for either classical (material) or intuitionistic implication. There
fore, it is quite clear that the adequacy of a given logic for hypothetical reasoning 
depends on the logical properties of its implication connective. For example, Bon
ner [1] shows that classical logic is inappropriate for hypothetical reasoning due 
to certain limitations of material implication. In particular, he defines a criteria 
named rulebase independence: a query ·lj; is rulebase independent if and only if it can 
be correctly answered with respect to all rulebases ~. Subsequently he shows that 
classical logic is unable to express certain rulebase independent queries, and presents 
a fragment of intuitionistic logic which totally fulfills rulebase independence. 

In this paper, we extend the expressive power of hypothetical reasoning by in
troducing the concept of of essential hypothesis. We show that intuitionistic logic is 
inadequate to deal with essential hypotheses, and advocate the use of substructural 
logics in general, and of intuitionistic linear logic in particular, to support them. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept 
of essential hypothesis and advocates the use of substructural logics to deal with it. 
In section 3 we present a brief introduction to intuitionsitic linear logic. Section 4 
presents a deductive database example which evidences the gain of expressive power 
offered by essential hypotheses. Finally, conclusions and further work are outlined. 

2 Essential Hypotheses and Substructural Logic~ 
Intuitionistic logic is constructive; that is, a proposition is true if and only if it is 
possible to construct a concrete proof for it. On the contrary, in classical logic a 
proposition is known to be true if the negated proposition does not hold2

. Con
structivism is exemplified by the existential property of constructive logics: 1- 3x.A 
iff there exists a concrete term t (referred to as the witness) for the variable x such 
that 1- A[tjx]. It is worth noting that is is not enough to know that such a term 
exists, but a proof must construct a concrete term t. 

A constructive proof method constructs a concrete logical object - i.e. a proof 
whose very existence proves the proposition considered. From this point of view, 
1 Depending on the application domain, the collection of formulae .6. shall denote a deductive 

database, a logic theory, or a logic program. 
2This is due to the law of excluded middle f-A VA-L; that is, A is either true or false 
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intuitionistic formulae (and terms) are interpreted as basic building blocks, glued 
together by means of inference rules. In building a constructive proof, a given 
building block can be used as many times as needed, including zero. Thus if a 
proposition can be proved once from 6., it can be proved any number of times from 
6.' 2 6.. This amounts to say that intuitionistic logic is monotonic; i.e. it deals 
with static truth. The "reusability" of intuitionistic building blocks arises from the 
structural rules of weakening and contraction shown below 

,6. f- B Weakening 
6., A f- B 

6., A, A f- B . 
,6. A f- B . Contractwn , 

Weakening allows dispensing with a block A which is no longer needed. Contraction 
allows obtaining a copy of a block A. 

Substructural logics emerge from dispensing ·with the weakening and/or contrac
tion structural rules3

. As a result, the number of occurrences of formulae matter. 
Formulae are no longer considered as reusable building blocks but as finite resources 
to be carefully invested in the proof of a proposition. Such a distinguishing feature 
turns substructural logics into resource conscious, non-monotonic logics. 

Several substructural logics have been proposed, including: 

Affine logic dispenses with the contraction rule, and hence, affine resources must 
be used at most once. 

Relevant logic arises from dispensing with the weakening rule. Relevant resources 
must be used at least once. 

Linear logic results from dispensing with both weakening and contraction, there
fore, linear resources must be used exactly once. 

Substructural logics define new kinds of implication connectives and provide an 
explicit control on the use of formulae. These features reveal appropriate for hy
pothetical reasoning. In particular, they allow us to define the concept of essential 
hypothesis: 

Definition 1 (Essential Hypothesis) A hypothesis His essential iff 6., H f-x 1/J 
and 6. fy 1/J. 

That is, a hypothesis is essential if and only if the conclusion cannot be reached if 
the hypothesis does not hold. The finite resource interpretation of formulae provided 
by relevant and linear logics allows a logical encoding of essentiality. It should be 
noted that relevant resources can be reused while linear ones cannot; thus these 
logics do provide different notions of essentiality. However, in section 4 we present 
an encoding of relevant implication within intuitionistic linear logic, thus showing 
the greater expressive power of intuitionistic linear logic. It depends on the nature 
of the resource which logic is best suited for reasoning about it. On the other hand, 
affine logic does not support essentiality. Essentiality of hypotheses can neither 

3 Actually, these rules are not removed but substituted for modalities. This will be explained in 
section 3 
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be easily expressed within intuitionistic logic, where hypotheses are dealt with as 
reusable building blocks. 

Hypothetical reasoning within substructural logics has been successfully applied 
to natural language processing. Rodas (7] defines a linear logic extension of phrase 
structure grammars for parsing relative clauses. Dahl et al. (4] uses affine logic 
to define assumption grammars. However, these works are very much of a specific 
application and do not dwell into the appropriateness of substructural logics for 
hypothetical reasoning in general. In the following sections we shall introduce intu
itionistic linear logic and present an example that evidences that intuitionistic linear 
logic exceeds the capabilities of intuitionistic logic for hypothetical reasoning. 

3 Intuitionistic Linear Logic 

Linear logic (6] is. the substructural logic which results from restricting the use of 
both the weakening and contraction rules. This turns linear logic into a "resource. 
conscious logic": linear formulae are interpreted as finite resources which cannot be 
replicated or discarded, but used once within a proof. In a sense, linear logic endows 
each occurrence of a given formula with a certain individuality which distinguishes 
it, by its very use, from the rest of occurrences. 

Dispensing with the weakening and contraction structural rules has an important 
effect on the definition of the connectives. Consider, for instance, the additive and 
multiplicative versions of conjunction defined in intuitionistic logic: 

.6.1-A .6.1-B 
.6.1-A/\B 

1\R 
.6.1 1- A .6.2 1- B 
.6.1, .6.2 1- A 1\ B 

1\R 

where b. = .6.1 U .6.2. As shown above, the additive version replicates b. while the 
multiplicative one splits b.. In the presence of weakening and contraction these two 
definitions of conjunction are equivalent. However, in linear logic they correspond 
to two different connectives, the additive & and multiplicative 0 conjunctions: 

.6.1-A .6.1-B & 
.6.1-A&B R 

Similarly, intuitionistic linear logic also includes an additive disjunction EB, an ad
ditive falsehood 0, additive T and multiplicative 1 truths, and a linear implication 
-o which is multiplicative. 

The simple removal of the weakening and contraction rules yields a too weak logic 
where each formula must be used exactly once. Instead, linear logic defines a modal 
operator ! (pronounced bang), and replaces these structural rules by the following 
specific ones: 

.6.1-C 
Weakening 

b.,! A 1- C 
b., ! A, ! A 1- C . 

b., ! A 1- C Contractwn 

thus restoring the capability of weakening and contracting in a controlled way: the 
formulae explicitly marked with ! are intuitionistic; and hence, behave as reusable 
building blocks. 
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The axioms: 

A f-- A Identity OL 
.6., 0 f-- c .6.f--T TR 

.6. f-- C 1L 
.6., 1 f-- c 

The additives: 

.6., A; f-- B ( ) & L; i = 1, 2 
.6., A1 & A2 f-- B 

.6.,A f-- C .6.,B f-- C L 
.6., A EB B f-- C EB 

.6. f-- A .6., B f-- C ==? L 
.6., A==? B f-- C 

The multiplicatives: 

.6., A, B f-- C 
0 

L 
.6., A 0 B f-- C 

.6.1 f-- A .6.2, B f-- C 
.6.,A -o B f-- C 

The modality: 

.6.f---B 
H!eakening 

.6.,! A f-- B 

-oL 

.6., A f-- B I L 
.6.,!Af---B. 

The quantifiers: 

.6.,A[t/x]f---B VL 
.6., \fxA f-- B 

.6., A[y/x] f-- B :3L 
.6., 3xA f-- B 

L 1R 
r1 

.6.f---A .6.f---B & 
.6.f---A&B R 

.6.1---A-
,6. f-- A

1 
~ A

2 
EB R; (i = 1, 2) 

.6.,! A f-- B R 
.6.f---A=?B ==? 

.6.1 f-- A, .6.2 f-- B 
0R 

.6.1, .6.2 f-- A 0 B 

.6., A f-- B 
.6.f---A-oB 

-oR 

.6., ! A, ! A f-- B C . 
.6.,! A f-- B ontractwn 

! .6. f--A 
!R 

! .6. f--! A 

.6.- f-- A[y / x] 
.6. f-- VxA 

.6. f-- A[t/x] 
.6. f-- 3xA 

VR 

3R 

Figure 1: I££ Proof System for Intuitionistic Linear Logic 
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At the light of this modality, the intuitionistic implication A =? B, originally 
intended as "from the proof of A, I can obtain the proof of B", is reviewed4 and 
further decomposed into two primitive connectives yielding ! A -o B. Here, the 
intended reading of ! A is "I have lots of proofs for A" whereas the implication A -o B 
is interpreted as "from one proof of A, I can obtain one proof of B". In the.context 
of hypothetical reasoning, the coexistence of linear and intuitionistic implications 
allows us to cope with both essential and non-essential hypotheses within the same 
logic. 

The inclusion of the modal operator ! allows to define a provability-preserving 
traQslation - the Girard translation (6] - embedding intuitionistic logic into intu
itionistic linear logic. From this follows that the expressive power of intuitionistic 
linear logic is an extension of that of intuitionistic logic. 

Finally, first and higher order linear logics have the typical universal V and ex
istential 3 quantifiers, defined as in intuitionistic logic. Figure 1 shows the proof 
system for intuitionistic linear logic. 

4 A Deductive Database with Linear Hypotheti
cal Reasoning 

Girard's translation ensures that intuitionistic linear logic extends the expressive 
power of intuitionistic logic, as every intuitionistic proof can be mapped into a lin
ear one. Thus it follows that it satisfies Bonner's criteria of rulebase independence. 
In addition, intuitionistic linear logic offers a logical encoding of essential hypothe
ses, which are out of the scope of intuitionistic logic. In this section we build on 
a deductive database example originally proposed by Bonner (1, 2]. We show that 
intuitionistic linear logic is able to express database queries and rules ;vhich intu
itionistic logic cannot. 

Our examples center on the graduation and grant policies of a "hypothetical" 
university. \'Ve shall assume a deductive database storing a large amount of facts of 
the form passed(S, C), meaning that studentS has passed course C. The graduation 
policy is reflected in a set of rules defining predicate grad(St, Su), that states the 
courses a student St is required to pass for graduating in a certain subject Su. For 
instance, the rule stating the requirements for graduating in business would have 
the form below 

grad(S, business) o- passed(S, market137)@ · · ·@ passed(S, stat304) 

where o- stands for reversed linear implication. These rules can be used to consult 
our deductive database. For instance, the ground query f- grad(marisol, business) 
tells us whether Marisol is eligible for graduation in business or not, and the non
ground query f- grad( X, S) lists all the students X who are currently eligible for 
graduation in subject S. 

We shall show the gain of expressive power provided by essential hypotheses 
by posing hypothetical queries and specifying hypothetical rules which cannot be 

4 Linear logic actually emerged from a deeper insight into the semantics of the .-\-calculus which 
refined the functional arrow type A=} B into ! A -o B. 
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dealt with non-essential ~i.e. intuitionistic ~hypotheses. Recall that essentiality of 
hypotheses is supported by both relevant and linear logics. According to a rather 
strict university graduation policy, a given course cannot be used to graduate in 
different subjects, thus linear hypotheses are the correct choice for this application. 

4.1 Ground Hypothetical Queries 

Assume we want to ask if Marisol is eligible for graduation in case she would pass a 
given course; e.g. his102. vVe can then pose the hypothetical query 

f- passed(marisol, his102) =? grad(marisol, business) 

However, recall that intuitionistic implication is monotonic and therefore the query 
above holds even iff- grad( marisol, business) does. Thus it is not possible to know 
if passing his102 actually contributed to 1viarisol's graduation. Alternatively, we can 
pose the query using linear implication 

f- passed(mar"isol, his102) -o grad(marisol, business) 

since the hypothesis passed(marisol, hisl02) must be used in the deduction, this 
enforces that passing his102 is essential for Marisol's graduation. 

The examples above illustrate that intuitionistic implication deals with sufficient 
~ but not necessary ~ conditions: "Marisol graduates if. .. ", whereas the linear im
plication deals with necessary and sufficient conditions: "Marisol graduates iff ... ". 
Both kinds of conditions can be combined in a single query. For instance, the query 

f- passed(rnarisol, his102) --o passed(rnarisol, lang307) =? grad(marisol, business) 

asks if Marisol would be eligible for graduation iff she would pass his102 (mandatory) 
and if she would pass lang307 (optional). Most importantly, the use of the same 
hypothesis as antecedent of both implications leads to a logical encoding of relevant 
implication within intuitionistic linear logic5 . In particular, we introduce a non
logical symbol -oR for relevant implication, and define it as 

A --oRB::::: A=? A --o B 

Such an encoding adds relevant hypothetical reasoning to our linear framework. For 
example, in the query 

f- passed(rnaTisol, hisl02) -oR grad( marisol, business) 

the hypothesis passed(marisol, his102) must be used at least once. 
Nmv assume Niarisol is within one course of graduation and she is doubtful about 

attending either his102 or lang307. Of course, she wants to attend that course 
leading to her graduation. Additive disjunction EB and conjunction & can help 
Marisol to configure her curriculum. The query 

f- (passed( marisol, his 102) EB passed( rnarisol, lang307)) -o grad(marisol, business) 

5 As far as we know, this encoding was previously proposed in [8] 
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asks if any of the two courses would lead to graduation; thus Marisol can choose on 
her own. On the other hand, the query 

f--- (passed(marisol, hisl02) &passed(marisol, lang307)) -ograd(marisol, business) 

tells Marisol that maybe only one course meets her graduation requirements6
, thus 

maybe she is forced to attend a course in particular. 

4.2 Non-Ground Hypothetical Queries 

All of the examples of the previous section suppose we exactly know the courses to 
be passed by rdarisol (i.e. the hypotheses to assume). Now consider we want to 
know if Marisol is within one course at most of her graduation. One possibility is 
asking about each required course by turn; that is 

f--- passed(marisol, his102) =? grad(marisol, business) 
f--- passed(marisol, lang307) =} grad(marisol, business) 

This is cumbersome. A better solution is to add both free and bounded variables to 
the queries. Therefore, we pose our query as follows 

f--- passed( marisol, C) =? grad( marisol, business) 

where C is a free variable denoting an unknown course. Note that though the 
variable is free, it is instantied once to a definite value for each proof, that of the 
course leading to Marisol's graduation. The same effect is obtained by existentially 
quantifying the query 

f--- 3C.(passed(marisol, C) =? grad(marisol, business)) 

In both cases the hypothesis passed(ma·risol, C) can be used several times- includ
ing zero - but C is constrained to denote a single definite term within each proof. 
We could be tempted to universally quantify the hypothesis yielding 

f--- VC.(passed(marisol, C))=? grad(marisol, business) 

but this amounts to add the hypothesis VC. (passed( marisol, C)) to the database, 
stating that Marisol has passed every course offered by our university. Clearly, this 
was not the desired effect. Though this example suggests that universally quantified 
hypotheses are useless for hypothetical reasoning, we shall see later they add extra 
expressiveness when combined with essential hypotheses. 

By applying essential hypotheses, we can ask whether Marisol is exactly within 
one course of her graduation 

f--- passed(marisol, C) -o grad(marisol, business) 

6The inference mechanism of the deductive database can easily be adapted to show the course(s) 
actually used in the deduction. 
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Such a query cannot be posed in intuitionistic logic. In addition, it is worth noting 
that in the presence of linearity both the existential quantification of the query 

1- 3C.(passed(marisol, C) -o grad(marisol, business)) 

and the universal quantification of the essential hypothesis 

1- VC.(passed(marisol, C)) -o grad(marisol, business) 

are equivalent: the assumed hypothesis - either quantified or not - is used once 
within a proof. Most importantly, the interaction bet-ween intuitionistic and linear 
implications and quantifiers can be exploited to find interesting applications for 
apparently useless universal hypotheses. For instance, the query below 

1- VX.(passed(marisol, X))=} passed(marisol, C) -o grad(marisol, business) 

enforces the use of the essential hypothesis passed( marisol, C) whereas the universal 
hypothesis VX.(passed(marisol, X)) can be used several times. Hence it asks if 
Marisol is within one course C at least of her graduation. Note that this linear 
hypothetical query is not equivalent to the relevant hypothetical query 

1- passed(marisol, C) -oR grad(marisol, business) 

as the universal hypothesis VX.(passed(marisol, X)) can be used for different values 
of X. 

4.3 Hypothetical Rules 

The previous queries illustrate both the expressive power of hypothetical reasoning 
with essential hypotheses and the adequacy of substructural logics to support it. In 
this section, we show that hypothetical rules can also benefit of essential hypothe
ses. In particular, we provide two examples of hypothetical rules which cannot be 
expressed within intuitionistic logic. 

Assume that our university grant policy regulates that a student is eligible for 
a reduced grant iff she meets certain income limit requirements and is within one 
course of graduation. The hypothetical rule below implements such a regulation 

reducedGrant(S) o- incomeLimit(S) @ (passed(S, C) -o grad(S, Sb)) 

Thus the query 1- reducedGrant(ma·risol) asks if Marisol would be granted to take 
exactly one course that would lead to her graduation. It should be clear that for 
this rule to work properly the hypothesis passed(S, C) must be essential; as the 
otherwise flawed rule 

reducedGrant(S) o- incomeLimit(S) 0 (passed(S, C)=} grad(S, Sb)) 

states that any graduate satisfying incomeLimit(S) would be granted for attending 
an extra course. 
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We now extend the university graduation policy to allmv a student to graduate by 
submitting a thesis instead of passing a number of courses. Of course, this involves 
a modification of the definition of grad(St, Su) not shown here. Graduation by 
submitting a thesis is implemented by the rule 

gradByThesis(St, Su) o- thesis(S) -o grad(S, Su) 

Thus the query 1- gradByThesis(marisol) asks whether :Marisol would graduate by 
submitting a thesis. Should we replace -o by =?- in the body of the hypothetical 
rule above, then we cannot ensure that it was submitting the thesis what origi
nated Iviarisol's graduation. 1vioreover, any graduated would be considered to be a 
graduated by thesis graduated. 

5 Conclusions and Further Work 

In this paper, we have introduced the concept of essential hypothesis and have shown 
it provides a considerable gain of expressive power for hypothetical reasoning. We 
have also shown that intuitionistic logic is unable to deal with essential hypotheses, 
while relevant and linear logics provide a natural support for them. In particular, 
intuitionistic linear logic is shown to express both linear and relevant hypothetical 
reasonings. 

\iVhereas this paper is mainly concerned with expressiveness considerations, we 
have also studied methods for efficient proof search in linear logic. In [10], we provide 
an optimal algorithm to search for uniform proofs in intuitionistic linear logic. \~Te 

intend to adapt our algorithm in such a way that it will cope with affine, relevant 
and linear hypothetical reasonings within a single linear logical framework. 
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Abstract 

liVe address the problem of complementing higher-order pattems without 
repetitions of free variables. Differently from the first-order case, the corn ple
ment of a patte.rn cannot, in genera.!, be described by a pattem, or eve.n by· 
a finite set of patterns. We therefore generalize the simply-typed A-calculus 
to include an internal notion of strict function so that we can directly ex
press that a term must depend on a given variable. We show that, in this 
more expressive calculus, finite sets of patterns without repeated variables 
are closed under complement and unification. Our principal application is the 
transformational approach to negation in higher-order logic programs. 

Ke11words: Relative complement, str·ict A-calculus, higher-order logics, 
intensional negation. 

1 Introduction 

In most functional and logic programming languages the notion of a pattern, to
gether with the requisite algorithms for matching or unification, play an important 
role in the operational semantics. Besides unification other problems such as gener
alization or complement also arise frequently. In this paper we are concerned with 
the problem of pattern complement in a setting where patterns may contain binding 
operators, so-called higher-order patterns (10]. Higher-order patterns have found 

A version of this paper will appear in ICLP99 
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applications in logic programming (10], logical frameworks (13], term rewriting (12], 

and functional logic programming (5]. Higher-order patterns inherit many pleasant 

properties from the first-order case. In particular, most general unifiers (10] and 

least general generalizations (14] exist, even for complex type theories. 

Unfortunately, the complement operation does not generalize as smoothly. Lugiez 

(8] has studied the nwre general problem of higher-order disunification and had to 

go outside the language of patterns and terms to describe complex constraints on 

sets of solutions. 'vVe can isolate one basic difficulty: a pattern such as Ax. Ex for an 

existential variable E matches any tern< of appropriate type, while Ax. E matches 

precisely those terms Ax. 111 where 1\,f does not depend on x. The complement then 

consists of all terms Ax. 1H such that 1H does depend on x. However, this set cannot 

be described by a pattern, or even a finite set of patterns. 

This formulation of the problem suggests that we should consider a A-calculus 

with an internal notion of strictness so that we can directly express that a term 

must depend on a given variable. For reasons of symmetry and elegance we also 

add the dual concept of invar!ance expressing that a given term does not depend 

on a given variable. As in the first-order case, it is useful to single out the case of 

linear patterns, namely those where no exil'!tential variable occurs more than once. 1 

We show that patterns in our calculus have the following properties: 

1. The complement of a linear pattern is a finite set of linear patterns. 

2. Unification of two patterns is decidable and leads to a finite set of most general 

unifiers. 

Consequently, finite sets of linear patterns in the strict A-calculus are closed under 

complement and unification. If we think of finite sets of linear patterns as rep

resenting the set of all their ground instance£, then they form a boolean algebra 

under simple union, intersection (implemented via unification) and the complement 

operation. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews related work, while 

Section 3 introduces some preliminary definitions. In Section 4 we introduce a strict 

A-calcltlus and note some basic properties such as the existence of canonical forms. 

Section 5 introduces a restriction of the language for which complementation is 

possible. The algorithm for negation is presented in Section 6. In Section 7 we 

give a unification algorithm for our fragment. 'vVe conclude in Section 8 with some 

applications and speculation on future research. For reasons of space, a number of 

lemmas and proofs are omitted here and can be found in (11]. 

2 Related Work 

Complement problems have a number of applications in theoretical computer science 

(see (4] for a list of references). For example, they are used in functional program

ming to produce non-ambiguous function definitions by patterns and to improve 

1This notion of linearity should not be confused with the eponymous concept in linear logic and 

.A-calculus. 
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their compilation and in rewriting systems to check whether an algebraic specifica
tion is sufficiently complete. They can also be employed to analyze communicating 
processes expressed by infinite transition systems. Other applications lie in the areas 
of machine learning and inductive theorem proving. In logic programming Kunen 
[6] used term complement to represent infinite sets of answers to negative queries. 
Our main motivation has been the explicit synthesis of the negation of higher-order 
logic programs, as discussed in Section 8. 

Lassez and Marriot [7] proposed the seminal uncover algorithm for computing 
relative complements and introduced the now familiar restriction to linear terms. 
vVe quote the definition of the "•" algorithm for the (singleton) complement problem 
given in [1] which we generalize in Definition 11. Given a finite signature I; and a 
linear term t we define: 

'I;(x) = 0 
'I;(!( t,)) 

{g( x) I for all g E I; distinct from f} u 
{f(zt, ... , Zi-1, s, Zi+l, ... , Zn) Is E 'I;(t;), i E [1, n]} 

An alternative solution to the relative complement problem is disunification (see 
[4] for a survey and [8] for an extension to the simply-typed A-calculus): here oper
ations on sets of terms are translated into conjunctions or disjunctions of equations 
and disequation under explicit quantifiers. Nod-deterministic application of a few 
dozen rules eventually turns a given problem into a solved form. Though a reduction 
to a significant subset of the disunification rules is likely to be attainable for com
plement problems, control is a major problem. We argue that using disunification 
for this purpose is unnecessarily general. Moreover the higher-order case results in 
additional complications, such as restrictions on the occurrences of bound variables, 
which fall outside an otherwise clean framework. As we show in this paper, this must 
not ·necessarily be the case. vVe believe that our techniques can also be applied to 
analyze disunification, although we have not investigated this possibility at present. 

3 Preliminaries 

In this section we introduce some preliminary definitions and examples which guide 
our development. vVe write p for atomic types, c for term-level constants, and X for 
term-level variables. 

Simple T.ypes A 
Terms M 

Signatures 
Contexts 

I; 

r 

pI At-+ A2 
c I x I Ax:A. J\!I I M1 M2 
· I 2;, P:type I 2;, c:A 
·I r,x:A 

vVe require that signatures and contexts declare each constant or variable at most 
once. Furthermore, we identi{y contexts which differ only in their order and promote 
"," to denote disjoint set union. As usual we identi{y terms which differ only in the 
names of their bound variables. vVe restrict attention to well-typed terms, omitting 
the standard typing rules. 
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In applications such as logic programming or logical frameworks, >.-abstracti~n 
is used to represent binding operators in some object language. In such a situation 
the most useful notion of normal form are long ,817-normal forms (which we call 
canonical .forms), since the canonical forms are almost always the terms in bijective 
correspondence with the objects we are trying to represent. Every ~well-typed term in 
the simply-typed >.-calculus has a unique canonical form-a property which persists 
in the strict >.-calculus introduced in Section 4. 

We denote existential variables of type A (also called logical variables, meta
variables, o.r pattern variables) by EA, although we mostly omit the type A when it is 
clear from the context. We think of existential variables as syntactically distinct from 
bound variables or free variables declared in a context. A term possibly containing 
some existential variables is called a pattem if each occurrence of an existential 
variable appears in a subterm of the form E x1 ... Xn, where the arguments x 1 are 
distinct occurrences of free or bound variables (but not existential variables). 

Semantically, an existential variable EA stands for all canonical terms M of type 
A in the empty context with resp'ect to a given signature. We extend this to arbitrary 
well-typed terms in the usual way, and write r 1- 1\1 E IINII : A when a term M 
is a ground instance of a pattern N at type A. In this setting, unification of two 
patterns without shared existential variables corresponds to an intersection of the 
set of terms they denote [10, 14]. This set is always either empty, or can be expressed 
again as the set of instances of a single pattern. That is, patterns admit most general 
unifiers. 

The class of higher-order patterns inherits many properties from first-order terms. 
However, as we will see, it is not closed under complement, but a special subclass 
is. We call a canonical pattern r 1- M : A fully applied if each occurrence of an 
existential variable E under binders y1 , ... , Ym is applied to some permutation of 
the variables in r and y1, ... , Ym. Fully applied patterns play an important role in 
functional logic programming and rewriting [5] because any fully applied existential 
variable r 1- E X! ... Xn denotes all canonical terms with free variables from r. It is 
this property which makes complementation particularly simple. 

Example 1 Consider the untyped >.-calculus. 

e ::= x I >.x. e I e1 e2 

lYe encode these expressions using the usual techniques of higher-order abstract syn
tax (see, for example, {9}} as canonical forms over the following signature. 

2::: = exp : type, lam : ( exp-+ exp) -+ exp, app : exp-+ exp-+ exp 

The representation function is given by. 

'x' 
'AX. e 1 

X 

lam ( >.x: exp. 'e ') 

app 'e1' 'e2 1 

The representation of an object-language ,8-redex then has the form 

'(>.x.e) f' = app (lam (>.x:exp.'e')) rr 
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where r e 1 my have free occurrences of x. When written as a pattern with var·iables 
Eexp--+exp and Fexp r-anging over closed terms, this is expressed as app (lam (AX : 
exp. ( E x)) F). The complement of the right-hand side considered as a pattern 
with respect to the empty context contains every top-level A-abstraction plus every 
application where the first argument is not an abstraction: 

•( app (lam (Ax: exp. (E x )) F) = {lam (A:D: exp. H x ), app (app H1 H2 ) H3 } 

For patterns which are not fully applied, the complement cannot be expressed as 
a finite set of patterns, as the following example illustrates. 

Example 2 The encoding of an 7]-redex takes the form 

r AX . e :r 1 = lam( AX: exp. app r e' x) 

where r e' may contain no free occurrence of x. The side condition is expressed 
in a pattern by introducing an existential variable Eexp which does not depend on 
x. Hence, its complement with respect to the empty context should contain. among 
others, also all ter·ms 

lam. (Ax:exp.app (Ex) x) 

where E does depend on x. 

Note that there is no finite set of patterns which has as its ground instances 
exactly those terms 111 which depend on a given variable ~. Following standard 
terminology, we call such terms strict in x and the corresponding function Ax: A. M 
a strict function. As the example above shows, the complement of patterns which 
are not fully applied can therefore not be represented as a finite set of patterns. This 
failure of closure under complementation cannot be avoided similarly to the way in 
which left-linearization bypasses the limitation to li]Jear patterns and it needs to be 
addressed directly. 

One approach is taken by Lugiez [8]: he modifies the language of terms to permit 
occurrence constraints. For example Axyz. M {1, 3} would denote a function which 
depends on its first and third argument. The technical handling of those objects 
then becomes awkward as they require specialized rules which are foreign to the 
issues of complementation. 

Since our underlying A-calculus is typed, we use typing to express that a function 
must or must not depend on its argument. In the next section we develop such a 
A-calculus and generalize the complement algorithm to work on such terms. 

4 A Strict -A-Calculus 

As we have seen in the preceding section, the complement of some patterns in the 
simply-typed A-calculus cannot be expressed in a finitary manner within the same 
calculus. We thus generalize our language to include strict functions of type A ~ B 
(which are guaranteed to depend on their argument) and invariant functions of type 
A 4 B (which are guaranteed not to depend on their argument). Of course, any 
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concretely given function either will or will not depend on its argument, but in the 

presence of existential variables we still need the ability to remain uncommitted. 

Therefore our calculus also contains the full function space A --'+ B. 

Labels k .. liOiu 
Types A .. _ PI A1-!+ Az .. 
Terms 1\1 .. _ c I xI .\xk:A. M llvi1 M/ .. 

Contexts r .. - ·I r,x:A 

Note that there are three different forms of abstractions and applications, where 

the latter are distinguished by different labels on the argument. It is not really 

necessary to distinguish three forms of application syntactically, since the type of 

function determines the status of the application, but it is convenient for our pur

poses. A label u it is called undete1·mined; other labels are determined and denoted 

by d. 
We use a formulation of the typing judgment with three zones, containing the 

undetermined, irrelevant and strict hypotheses, denoted by r) n, and6., respectively. 

f;D;6.1- M: A 

We implicitly assume a fixed signature 2::: which would otherwise cluttei' the presen

tation. 
Our system is biased towards a bottom-up reading of the rules in that variables 

never disappear, i.e., they are always propagated from the conclusion to the premises, 

although their status might be changed. 

Let us go through the typing rules in detail. The requirement for the strict context 

6. to be empty in the I du and I d1 rules expresses that strict variables must be used, 

while undetermined variables in r or irrelevant variables in D can be ignored. Note 

that there is no rule for irrelevant variables, which expresses that they cannot be 

used. 
The introduction rules for undetermined, invariant, and strict functions simply 

add a variable to the appropriate context and check the body of the function. 

The difficult rules are the three elimination rules. First, the undetermined context 

f is always propagated to both premises. This reflects that we place no restriction 

on the use of these variables. 
Next we consider the strict context 6.. Recall that this contains the variables 

which should occur strictly in a term. An undetermined function 1H : A --'+ B may 

or may not use its argument. An occurrence of a variable in the argument to such' 

a function can therefore not be guaranteed to be used. Hence we must require in -

the rule --'+ E for an application M Nu that all variables in 6. occur strictly in 

L)!J. This ensures at least one strict occurrence in L)!J and no further restrictions on 

occurrences of strict variables in the argument are necessary. This is reflected in the 

rule by adding 6. to the undetermined context while checking the argument N. The 

treatment of the strict variables in the vacuous application M N° is similar. 

In the case of a strict application M JITl each strict variable should occur strictly 

in either M or N. We therefore split the context into 6.M and 6.N guaranteeing that 

each variable has at least one strict occurrence in 1H or N, respectively. However, 
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c:A E I; 
-----Con 
r; n;. 1- c: A 

. IdU 
(r,x:A);n; ·I- x: A no I~ rule 

------Idl 
r;n;x:A 1- :r: A 

(r,x:A); n; ~1-M: B 
----------u-·_..;. I 
r; n; ~ 1- Axu:A. 1\1 : A-+ B 

r; (n, x:A); ~1-M: B 
----------- o I 

0 -+ 
r;n;~ 1- Ax0 :A. M: A-+ B 

r; n; (~, x:A) 1- M: B 
1 

1 -+I r; n;~ 1- Ax1:A. M :A-+ B 

r;n;~ 1-M: A_;. B (f,6.);rl;·l- N: A 
. _;.E 

f; n; ~ 1- M Nu : B 

r;n;~I-M:A~B (r,n,~);·;·I-N:A o 

-+E r; n; ~ 1- M N° : B 

(f,~,v);n;~M 1-1\11: A~ B (r,~M);n;~,v 1- N: A 
---------------------------------------------~E 

f;n; (~M,~N) 1-M N1
: B 

I 

Figure 1: Typing rules for A--+ 
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strict variables can occur more than once, so variables from ~N can be used freely 
in 1H, and variables from 6.M can occur freely in N. As before, we reflect this by 
adding these variables to the undetermined context. 

Finally we consider the irrelevant context n. Variables declared in n cannot 
be used except in the argument to an irrelevant function (which is guaranteed to 
ignore its argument). vVe therefore add the irrelevant context n to the undetermined 
context when checking the argument of a vacuous application 111 N°. 

Our strict A-calculus satisfies the expected properties, culminating in the exis
tence of canonical forms which is critical for the intended applications. A full account 
can be found in [11]. 

Let us examine the structural properties of contexts. Exchange is directly built 
into the formulation. Weakening is allowed in the undetermined and in the irrelevant 
contexts. Contraction holds anywhere. We also have the possibility to lose track 
of occurrences, if we are so inclined. This follows by structural inductions on the 
typing judgment. 
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Theorem 3 (Loosening) 

1. ff r; (D., x:C); 6. f- M: A then (r, x:C); D.; 6. f- M: A. 

2. ff r; D.; (6., x:C) f- M: A then (r, x:C); D.; 6. f- kf: A. 

The notions of reduction and expansion derive directly from the ordinary (3 and 
77 rules. 

(Axk:A. 1\1) Nk 

M:A~B 

[N/x]M 

Axk:A. M xk 

The subject reduction and expansion theorems are an immediate consequence of 
the structural and substitution properties generalized to this three-zoned calculus. 
The substitution properties again follow by straightforward structural inductions. 

Theorem 4 (Subject Reduction and Expansion) 
. (3 

1. If r; D.; 6.. f- M : A and M_-'---+ M' then r; D.; 6. f- M' :A. 

2. Ijr;D.;6. f- M: A and M: A~ M' then r;D.;6. f- NI': A. 

The above results culminate in the canonical form theorem: for every term 1\·f 
such that r; D.; 6.. f- M : A, there exists a unique N in canonical ( = ,6-normal ry
long) form, denoted r; D.; 6. f- N 1f A, such that 1\II is convertible to N. The proof 
employs the standard method of logical relations, adapted to the specific A-calculus 
we consider. 

The following lemma establishes a consistency property of the type system rele
vant to complementation. 

Lemma 5 (Exclusivity) It is not the case that both r; D.; (6., x:A) f- M : C and 
r; (D., x:A); 6. f- iVI : C. 

5 Embedding the Simply-Typed .A-Calculus 

Now that we have developed a calculus which is potentially strong enough to rep
resent the negation of linear patterns, we need to answer two questions: how do we 
embed the original A-calculus, and is the calculus now closed under complement? 

In this paper, we do not answer the second question conclusively. However, our 
algorithm is sound and complete for the fragment which results from the natural em
bedding of the original simply-typed A-calculus which is sufficient for all applications 
we have presently considered (see Section 8). 

Recall that we introduced strictness to capture occurl:ence conditions on variables 
in canonical forms. This means that constants (and by extension bound variables) 
should be considered strict functions of their argument, since these arguments will 
indeed occur in the canonical form. On the other hand, if we have a second order 
constant, we cannot restrict the argument function to be either strict or vacuous, 
since this would render our representations inadequate. 
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Example 6 Continuing Example 1, we see 

1 AX. Ay. x' =lam (Ax: exp.lam (Ay: e;tp. x )) 

so the argument to the first occurrence of 'lam ' is a strict .fimction, while the ar~qu

ment to the second occurrence is an invariant .function. rf we can give only one type. 

to 'lam' it must the no.{ ore be ( exp ~ exp) -.!:t exp. 

Generalizing this observation means that positive occurrence of function types are 

translated to strict functions, while negative occurrences to undetermined functions. 

We can formalize this as an embedding of the simply-typed A-terms into a fragment 

of strict terms via two mutually recursive functions ()- and ()+. First, the definition 

on types. 

(A---t Bt 
(A---t B)+ 
p- = p+ 

We extend it to canonical terms (including existential variables), signatures, and 

contexts as follows: 

(Ax:A.Mt 

1Vr 
x+ 

c+ 

(EA X1 ... Xn)+ 

(M l'·l)+ 

o+ 
(r,:r:A)+ 

(I:, ?:type)+ 

(2:::, c:A)+ 

Axu:A+. M-

M+ for M of base type 

X 

c 

FA- xr ... X~ 
Nf+ (N-)1 

r+,x:A+ 

I;+, P:type 

2:;+,c:A+ 

The image of the embedding of the canonical forms of the simply-typed A-calculus 

gives rise to the following fi:agment, which we call simple terms. 

Simple Terms M ::= Axu:A+. M I h M1
1 
... M,/ I EA- x} ... x~ 

We sometimes abbreviate h 11-£1
1 
... Mn 1 as h M,~. Note that by the restriction to 

long nonnal forms such terms and applications of pattern variables must be of base 

type. For every judgment :Jon simple terms, we will shorten r; ·; · f- :J into r f- :J. 
The correctness of the embedding is easily established by induction over the 

structure of canonical forms. 

Theorem 7 rf r f- 111 11 A then r+ f- M- 11 A-. 
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From now on we drop the ± embedding annotations from terms, types and con
texts. We may also hide the () 1 decoration from strict application of constants in 
examples. 

Simple terms enjoy the tightening property which is related to loosening (Theo
rem 3) and exclusivity (Theorem 5) and is crucial for the correctness proof of our 
complement algorithm. It expresses that every closed simple term is either strict 
or vacuous in a given undetermined variable. After appropriate generalization, the 
result follows by induction on the given derivation. 

Theorem 8 (Tightening) Let M be a. simple term without existential l!a.ria.bles 
such that (r, x:C); n; ll f- M 11 A. Then f; n; (ll, x:C) f- M 11 A or f; (n, x:C); ll f
M11A. 

It simplifies the presentation of the algorithms for complement and later unifica
tion if we extend every existentially quantified variable to be applied to all bound 
variables in their declaration order. This is possible for simple linear patterns with
out changing the set of its ground instances. vVe just insert vacuous applications, 
which guarantees that the extra variables are not used. vVe furthermore permute 
the argument to the standard order, which also does not affect the set of ground 
instances of linear patterns. In slight abuse of notation we call the resulting terms 
fully applied. 

Example 9 The simple term from Example 2, . 

lam (>-xu: exp. app Ex) 

, has fully applied form 

for a fresh existential variable Z of type exp ~ exp. 

The translation to fully applied terms is proven correct by induction over the 
structure of the given canonical form, using a few straightforward lemmas regarding 
variable occurrences in simple terms. We use the judgment r f- M E IINII : A to 
denote that a term M of type A is a ground instance of N in context GG . 

. Theorem 10 Let N be a simple term and Q its fully applied translation. Then 

r f- M E I !Nil : A iff r f- M E IIQII : A. 

From now on we tacitly assume that all simple terms are fully applied. \Ve call 
a term E xi1 

••• x~· (of base type) a genemlized variable. 
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6 The Cotnpletnent Algorithm 

The idea of complementation for applications and abstractions is quite simple and 
similar to the first-order case. For generalized variables we consider each argument 
in turn. If an argument variable is undetermined it does not contribute to the 
negation. If an argument variable is strict then any term where this variable does 
not occur contributes to the negation. 'vVe therefore complement the corresponding 
label from 0 to 1 while all other arguments are undetermined. For vacuous argument 
variables we proceed dually. In preparation for the rules we define. 

Not(1) = 0 Not(O) = 1 

If r = .1: 1 :A1 , ... ,x,:An, we write E ru for the application of E x1 " . ..• o,u. Such 
an application represents the set of all terms without existential variables and free 
variables from r 0 

Definition 11 (Higher-Order Pattern Complement) Fix a signature lj, For 
a linear simple term M such that r f-- M : A define r f-- Not(A1) =;. N : A by the 
following 1·ules. Note that a given M may be related to several teTms N all of which 
belong to the complement of M. 

1 ::; i::; n . k E {1, 0} 
-----------------------------Not_Flx 
r L N t(E . .11 .1•-1 ,k ,li+1 ,In) H :u ,u ,Not(k) ,u ,u , p ' o. .v 1 00. X;_1 X; X;+1 00. x, =} x1 . 00 x;_1 X; x;+1 00. xn . 

r,x:A f-- Not(M) =;. N: B 
---------------- Not_Lam 
r f-- Not(..\xu:A. M) =;...\xu :iL N: A~ B 

g E I; U f, g: ih 4 ... 4 Am 4 P, m:::: 0, h =/= g 
------------------Not_App1 

r f-- Not(h Mn 
1
) =;. g (H1fu) 1 ... (Hmr")1 : P 

r f-- Not(Af;) =;. N: A; 1 :S i ::; n 
--------------------------NoL4pp2 

r f-- Not(h Ain 
1
) =;. h (H1fu) 1 ... (H;_1ru)1 N 1 (H;+1f") 1 ... (Hnru)1 : P 

wheTe the H 's aTe fresh genemlized VaTiables, h E 2j u r, and r f-- h : A1 4 0 0 0 4 
An 4 P. Finally we definer f-- ·(M) = N: A ~f N = {N I r f-- Not(M) =;. N: A}. 

Note that if EA is a generalized variable considered in the empty context, it has 
the canonical form ,\x~. Ex~. Hence· f-- •(EA) = 0: A as expected. 

Example 12 Let r be x:B,y:C: 

r f-- ·(E xuy1) 

f f-- •(E x 0 y1
) 

{F .Tuyo} 

{F x1yu,G xuyo} (1) 

We remark that the members of a complement set are not mutually disjoint, due 
to the indeterminacy of u. 'vVe can achieve a representation by exclusive patterns 
if we resolve this indeterminacy, that is, by considering for every argument x" the 
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two possibilities x1 and x0
. Thus, for example, the set from equation ( 1) rriay be 

transformed into 
{F x1y\ G x 1y0

, H x0 y0
} 

It is clear that in the worst case scenario the number of terms in a complement set 

is bound by 2"; hence the usefulness of this further step needs to be pragmatically 

determined. 
vVe can now revisit2 Example 2: 

-.(lam(>.x":exp.app (E x0
) x)) = 

{lam( Ax": exp. app (H x1) (H' xu)), 

lam(AX 11
: e.T]J. app (H .Tu) (app (H' X

11
) (H"xu)), 

lam(>.x": exp. app (H xu) (lam(Ay 11
: exp. H' xu yu)), 

larn(Axu: exp.lam(>.yu: exp. H xu yu)), 

lam( A xu: exp. x), 

app H H'} 

vVe can show that simple terms are closed under complementation by induction 

over the construction of the complement. 

Theorem 13 rf M is a simple term, so is N, for all N E r f- -.(M) :A. 

vVe address the soundness and completeness of the complement algorithm. Ter

mination is obvious as the algorithm is syntax-directed and only finitely branching. 

We writer f- ME 11-.(N)!I :A if r f- Not(N) =} Q: A and r f- ME IIQII :A. 

Theorem 14 (Partition) For a fixed signature ~~ let r f- N: A be a simple linea1· 

term. Then: 

1. (Exclusivity) It is not the case that both r f- M E !!Nil A and r f- M E 

1!-.(N)II :A. 

2. (Exhaustivity) If r f- M A then either r f- kf E IINII A or r f- .M E 

1!-.{N)II :A. 

Note that exclusivity is based on Theorem 5, which holds for any strict term. In 

contrast, exhaustivity requires tightening (Theorem 8) which holds only for simple 

terms. 

7 Unification of Simple Terms 

vVe now address the issue of unification, i.e., intersection of simple linear higher

order patterns. We start by determining when two labels are compatible and define 

2To avoid too many indices on existential variables, we adopt a convention that the scope of 

existential variables is limited to each member of a complement set. 
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their intersection as follows: 

1n1=un1=1nu=1 
onO=unO=Onu=O 

unu=tt 

509 

The remaining cases 1 n 0 and 0 n 1 are undefined since no variable can be both 
strict and vacuous in a given term. 

We use <I> for sequences of labeled bound variables and write <I>( x) = k if xk E <I>. 
vVe then extend the intersection operations to these contexts: 

.n. 
( xk <I>) n ( xk' <I>') xknk' (<I> n <I>') if k n k' is defined. 

Following standard terminology with call atomic terms whose head is a free or bound 
variable rigid, while terms whose head is an existential variable is called .fiexible. 

Definition 15 (Higher-Order Pattern Intersection) Fix a signature ~. For 
simple linear terms M and N without shared variables such that r f- M : A and 
r f- N : A, we define r f- M n N =? Q : A by the following rules. 

------------- n_FlxFlx 
r f- E <I>1 n F <I>2 :=;. H (<I>1n <I>2) : P 

no rule for flex-flex with same V(/.1'iable 

c E 2:: r f- H1 <I>1 n lvh =? N1 : A1 · · · r f- Hn <I>n n Mn =? Nn : An 
--~----------------------n_FlxRgdc 

r f- E <I> n c MJ =? c N,~ : P 

y E r r f- H1 <I>1 n lvh =? N1 : A1 · · · r f- Hn <I>n n Mn =? Nn : An 
------------------------ n_FlxRgdY 

r f- E <I> n y M,~ =? y NJ : P 

h E r U 2:: r f- M1 n N1 =? Q1 : A1 · · T f- Mn n Nn =? Q" : An 
_ _ _ n_App 

r f- h M,~ n h NJ :=;. h Q~ : P 

r,x:Af-MnN=?Q :B 
-------------------'--- n_Lam 
r f- Axu :A. Mn Axu:A. N :=;. Axu :A. Q: A--+ B 

where the H 's are fresh variables of correct typing and n 2 0. 
T1'e have omitted two rules n_RgdFlxc and n_RgdFlxY which are symmetric to 

n_FlxRgdc and n_FlxRgdY. The rules n_FlxRgdc and n_RgdFlxc have the follow
ing proviso: for all x E <I> and 1 :::; i :::; n: 

Vx.<I>(x) = 0-+ Vi. <l>;(x) = 0 

Vx.<I>(x) = u-+ Vi. <I>;(x) = u 

Vx.<I>(x) = 1-+ 3i. <I>;(x) = 1 A Vj,j =/= i.<I>Ax) = u 

The rules n_FlxRgdY and n_RgdFlxY are subject to the proviso 

Vx.<I>(x) = 0-+ Vi. <I>;(;r) = 0 
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Vx.<P(x) = tt-+ Vi. <P;(x) = tt 

Va:.x =J y 1\ <P(x) = 1-+ 3i. <P;(x) = 1 1\ VJ,j =J i.<Pj(a:) = ~ 
<P(y) = tt V (<P(y) = 1 1\ Vi.<P;(y) = u) 

Finally define r f- MnN: A= Q ~f Q = {Q I r f- M n N =} q: A}. 

Some remarks are in order: 

• In rule n_FlxFlx we can assume that the same list of variables, though possi
bly with different labeling, is the argument of E, F and H, since simple terms 
are fully applied and due to linearity we can always reorder the context to the 
same list. Since patterns are linear and kl and N share no pattern variables, 
the ftex-fiex case arises only with distinct variables. This also means we do 
not have to apply substitutions or perform the customary occurs-check. 

• In the flex/rigid and rigid/fiex,rules, the proviso enforces the typing discipline 
since each strict variable x must be strict in some premise. The modified 
condition on y takes into account that the head of an application constitutes 
a strict occurrence. 

The following example illustrates how the Flex-Rigid rules, in this case n_Flx Rgdc, 
make unification on simple terms finitary. 

Example 16 Consider the unification problem x:A f- E a: 1n c (F a:u)1 (F' xu) 1
. 

Since x is strict in the LHS, there are two ways in which <]) can be split leading to 
the following sub-problems: 

x:A f- E' x 1 n F a;u =? H x 1 

x:A f- E' xu n F xu =? H xu 

Hence the result: 

x:A f- E" a:u n F' xu =? H' xu 
x:A f- E" x 1 n F' xu =? H' x 1 

Note that, similarly to complementation, intersection returns a solution with 
possible overlaps between the patterns. Again it is possible, in a post-processing 
phase, to transform the results into disjoint form. 

As for complement, the termination of the algorithm is straightforward since 
the judgment is term-directed with finite branching. The adequacy proof for the 
unification algorithm on linear simple terms requires two implications which follow 
inductively, at the heart relying on properties of strict typing derivations. 

Theorem 17 (Adequacy of Pattern Intersection) Fix a signature I:. For sim
ple linear terms IV1 and N2 without shared variables such that r f- N1 : A and 
r f- N2 : A, r f- M E liNd! : A and r f- M E IIN211 : A zfJT f- M E IINlnN211 : A. 
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8 Conclusion 

'vVe have shown tliat the complement of linear higher-order patterns cannot be ex
pressed as a finite union of such patterns. To close the language under complement 
we generalized to a A-calculus in which strict and vacuous functions can be expressed 
in the type system. The original language can be embedded compositionally into 
simple patterns. On this language, both complement and intersection (that is, uni
fication) can be expressed as a finite union of si1nple linear patterns. From this it is 
easy to see that finite sets of simple linear patterns form a boolean algebra. Indeed, 
we can trivially define the relative complement of two terms via complement and 
intersection; namely, extending as expected the latter operation to operate on sets 
of terms, we have: 

Our main application lies in higher-order logic programming, where pattern com
plement is a necessary component in any algorithm to synthesize the negation of a 
given program. This synthesis includes two basic operations: negation to compute 
the cmnplements of heads of clauses in the definition of a predicate, and intersec
tion to combine results of negating individual clause heads. In this paper we have 
provided algorithms to compute both. 

While this approach has been investigated for first-order Horn clauses [1 J and CLP 
programs [2], the field has been little explored with respect to higher-order logics 
and logical frameworks. This is the most important future work we are considering; 
the algorithms presented here provide the central foundation. 

'vVe also plan to extend the results to dependent types to endow intentionally weak 
frameworks such as Twelf [15] with a logically meaningful notion of negation along 
the lines of [1 J. Finally, we hope to address the· general case of complementation 
and unification in the strict A-calculus which is likely to be useful in linear logical 
frameworks as LLF [3]. · 
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Prototyping Processes 

L. S. Barbosa 

Abstract 

Construction and observation are two basic notions in Computer Science 
corresponding to precise dual mathematical concepts: those of algebra and 
coalgebra. This paper introduces a simple coalgebraic model for concurrent 
processes and discusses its animation in the declarative language CHARITY. 
It is argued that the ability to reason in an uniform way about data and 
behaviour, provides an unifying approach to functional proto typing of software 
specifications. 

Keywords: Coalgebmic models, prototyping, higheT-order progmrnrning. 

1 Introduction 

The success of formal approaches to software engineering depends a great deal on 

the interplay between suitable notions of specification, prototyping and refinement. 

Given a formal specification notation, prototyping allows for a stepwise develop

ment style. Each design stage being immediately animated, quick feedback about 

its behavior is gathered within the design team. Refinement, on the other hand, 

stands for the process of calculating implementations from specifications over con

crete architectural platforms. 
Functional programming languages have been a favorite vehicle for rapid proto

typing offormal specifications, at least since Peter Henderson's me too (13] proposal 

for animating VDM (19]. Several animation tools have emerged, both in academia an 

industry, such as RAISE (9], VDM-SL (7], B ToOL (21] and CAMILA (2]. The direct 

use of modern functional languages supporting rich type systems, such as HASKELL 

(16] or STANDARD ML (12] in system's modeling has also been advocated. 

However, the increasing demand for distributed (even mobile) applications is chal

lenging the application of formal methods, entailing the need to scale up this picture. 

In such systems, both information and computational power ar!i disseminated along 

a (eventually lo·ose) network of autonomous and interacting agents. The key in

gredient to control - in terms of which specifications are stated - becomes the 

observational pattern of the components involved and their possible combinations. 

i\llodels which, being non isomorphic at the data level, behave in a similar vvay "as 

far as we can see", tend to be identified, in practice. 

Dep. Informatica, Univ .. Minho, Portugal. E-mail: lsbl!l. di. urninho. pt 
Work partially supported by LoGCOlv!P under PRAXIS XXI contract 2/2.1/TIT /1658/95. 
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The work reported here is part of a research agenda on extending the specification 
- prototyping - refinement trilogy to the development of concurrent and distributed 
systems. Such systems can be seen as transition structures --:- or coalgebras (26] -
whose shape is determined by a signature of observers and actions on a (hidden) 
state space. The concept is dual to that of an (inductive) data structure, such 
as sequences or generalized trees, which emerges canonically as a term algebra for 
a signature of constructors. In fact, the intuitive symmetry between construction 
and observation (data and behaviour) is mirrored, semantically, on the algebra vs 
coalgebra duality. 

In this context, the paper discusses how a prototyping kernel for processes can be 
built on top of a language which, being functional in style, provides the necessary 
categorical constructions to define both inductive and coinductive datatypes, i.e., 
canonical models for algebras and coalgebras. CHARITY (5] is such a language. 

Section 2 provides a brief introduction to CHARITY and, at the same time, dis
cusses how the familiar non inductive structures of sets and maps, widely used in 
specifications, can be defined. Then, in section 3, more elaborated coinductive types 
are introduced as prototypes of processes. An example is discussed and a fragment 
of a process algebra defined. Section 4 claims that the refinement of processes' state 
spaces may induce richer behavioural patterns and shows how this development can 
be animated in CHARITY. Finally, some possible generalizations are briefly men
tioned. 

2 Prototyping in Charity 

Unlike more traditional functional languages, CHARITY is not based on the A
calculus. Its basis is the term logic of distributive categories enriched with a def
initional mechanism for datatypes (6]. This means, in particular, that function 
composition, instead of function application, is taken as the fundamental primitive 
in the language. Moreover, the basic building blocks of CHARITY programs are 
combinators arising as universal arrows in category theory. 

\iVhat makes CHARITY an interesting alternative for prototyping purposes, if 
compared with other declarative languages, is the very general way it provides for 
defining datatypes as algebras or coalgebras for functors. 

It is well known that a specification signature, i.e., the formal analog to a software 
component interface, can be expressed by an endofunctor on an appropriate category, 
stressing the fact that operations act uniformly both on types and type morphisms. 
Given one such functor T, aT-algebra is simply an arrow from T S to aS, S being 
said the carrier of the algebra. Therefore, an algebra specifies how values in the 
carrier are built from its constructors. 

This simple notion is extremely expressive. In particular, there is a one to. one 
correspondence between algebras for certain Set-functors and the usual notion of 
an algebra in Universal Algebra, Set denoting the familiar category of sets and set
theoretical functions. By reversing the arrow, one gets the dual notion of a coalgebra: 
an arrow from S to T S which specifies how values of the carrier, now thought of as 
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a state space, are observed or updated by the operations in T 1. 

Consider, to begin with, the CHARITY declaration of the natural numbers, defined 

inductively by the two familiar constructors. 

data nat -> C zero: 1 -> C 

succ: c -> c. 

Its purpose is twofold. On the one hand it declares the signature of the natural 

numbers, in the form of a functor T X = 1 + X, 1 standing for the final object in 

the category ("the" singleton set, if Set is assumed). Simultaneously, it provides a 

canonical algebra for T, i.e., an arrow from TTV to the set H! of terms, which is 

initial in the sense that every other T-algebra factorizes through it. In general, it 

is the existence and uniqueness of such an arrow that makes possible definition and 

proof by induction, respectively. Such datatypes are then classified as inductive. 

From a declaration like nat above one gets for free a case expression (determined 

by the nat constructors, zero and succ), a map construction, i.e. the action ofT 

on functions, and a general fold operation. For an arbitrary algebra a: : TS----+ S, 

the last is known as a catamorphism, written as Qo:]T. It is nothing more than the 

computer science nick name for the universal arww from the initial algebra to a:. 

This kind of inductive, tree-like structures, are the functional programmer favorite 

stuff. In the formal methods community, however, the data modeling primitive se

lected as "first choice", when facing a design problem, would most probably be some 

kind of map, expressing a functional dependence. This is a subtle, but expressive, 

shift of perspective. 
In fact, such unordered structures, like maps or sets, are easier to observe than 

to construct (in an effective computational sense). Of course, they have a more or 

less obvious implementation in functional languages as certain kinds of sequences. 

The prototype of a map in CAMILA, for example, is a sequence of pairs. Operations 

over maps are translated to operations over sequences. vVe will look here for more 

direct representations. 

2.1 Powerset 

Our starting point is to represent sets by their characteristic functions. Note that, 

however, the exponential type (the type BA of functions from a type A to B) is 

not primitive in CHARITY. This is because the underlying categorical model is not 

cartesian closed, just distributive, and therefore functions are not values. The way 

to introduce function spaces resorts to the possibility of defining higher-order types, 

as a particular case of coinductive datatypes [27]. Let us see how. 
The definition mechanism for coinductive datatypes is similar to the one provided 

for the inductive case. A specification is given of the different ways in which such 

a type can be observed, but nothing is said about how to construct its values. 

Formally a coinductive datatype for a signature functor T is a final T-coalgebra, 

i.e., a transition structure of shape T over the space of all possible observations. 

1 The reader is referred to [18] for an introduction to the use of algebras and coalgebras in 

computing. 
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In this context, consider the following representation for 2A, the powerset of A. 

data C -> set(A) = in: C -> A => bool. 

Here a set is seen as a structure accessed, or observed, by a predicate (the observer 
in) codifying set membership: all one is able to knmv about a set is whether a 
particular value is in it. Technically, this amounts to saying that set (A) is the final 
coalgebra for the constant functor T X = 2A. A coalgebra is just an arrow from a 
type X to TX. Being final means it is unique (or universal) among all such arrows. 
Of course, T X being a constant functor, the state space for T X -coalgebras becomes 
irrelevant. 

Simple operations on sets are defined as operations on predicates, as in, for ex
ample, the following representation of the empty set, set union and difference. 

def empty : 1 -> set(A) 
= () => (in: x =>false). 

def union: set(A) * set(A) -> set(A) 
= (s1,s2) => (in: x => or(in(x,s1),in(x,s2))). 

def diff: set(A) * set(A) -> set(A) 
= (s1,s2) => (in: x => and(in(x,s1), not in(x,s2))). 

As the datatype set (A) is parametric in A, some operations will require a specific 
definition of equality on A, as is the case of singleton set formation. 

def sing{equal: A * A -> bool}: A -> set(A) 
=a=> (in: x => equal(a,x)). 

Such parameterization is straightforward in CHARITY. For example, ZF abstraction 
is just written as, 

def zf{pred: A -> bool}: set(A) -> set(A) 
= s => (in: x =>and (in(x,s), pred(x)) ). 

Finally, set { f}, for any function f from A to B, denotes the datatype action on 
morphisms 2

. 

There are however some familiar operations over sets that can not be programmed 
in this way as they rely on (the axiom of) choice. Computationally this means that 
they presuppose the existence of an ordered representation of a universe with respect 
to which the sets of interest are defined. It is typically the case of set equality, subset 
inclusion and monoidal reductions: all of them require the ability to pick an element 
from a set. 

2 Technically, set (-) is the co-type functor for the bifunctor (A, X) H zA (8]. 
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Our solution to this problem consists in isolating the choice dependent operations 
and providing a separate specification of a universe and a choice function over it. 
Sequences offer a simple implementation, but in CHARITY one is not limited to finite 
structures. Therefore, a typical encoding of choice is made over possible infinite 
streams. They are known as colists and defined coinductively by 

data C -> colist(A) = delist: C -> SF(A *C). 

where SF (X) is the exception construction, i.e., the initial algebra for T X ~ 1 +X. 
Having defined the universe U(A) as colist (A), two choice functions are provided, 
the second accepting an additional filter predicate 3 . 

def choice: set(A) * U(A) -> SF(A) 
= (s, u) => col_first_st{ x => in(x,s) } u. 

def pchoice{pred}: set(A) * U(A) -> SF(A) 
= (s, u) => col_first_st{ x => and(in(x,s), pred(x))} u. 

def choice: set(A) * U(A) -> SF(A) 
= (s, u) => col_first_st{ x => in(x,s) } u. 

def pchoice{pred}: set(A) * U(A) -> SF(A) 
= (s, u) =>· col_first_st{ x => and(in(x,s), pred(x))} u. 

2.2 Maps 

A direct implementation of maps, also as a coinductive datatype, follows almost the 
same lines. The space of maps from A to B, written as A---' B, is defined as 

data C -> maps(A, B)= ap: C ->A=> SF(B). 

stating that elements of A---' B are observed through evaluation (the observer ap, for 
"apply"), which may return an undefined value. The identity mapping is defined by 
a case expression and composition expressed in terms of the exception type values, 

def mid: set(A) -> maps(A, A) 
s => (ap: a => { true => ss(a) 

I false => ff 
} in(a,s) ) . 

def mcomp: maps(A, B) * maps(B, C) -> maps(A, C) 
= ((ap: t), (ap: r)) => (ap: a=> compose_SF{t,r} a). 

3 The SF (-) type is extensively used in the sequel. Its constructors are concretely named 
ff: 1 -7 SF(-) and ss: SF(-) -7 SF(-). The function coLfirst..st returns the first element 
of a colist satifying a given predicate. 
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Typical operations over maps, such as the ones in the meta-language of VDM, are 
easily supported. For example, consider the following definitions of overwrite and 
domain restriction. 

def over: maps(A,B) * maps(A,B) 
= (m1,m2) => (ap: x => { ff 

I 

-> maps(A,B) 
=> ap(x,m1) 
=> ap(x,m2) 

ap(x,m2) ) . 

def dr: maps(A,B) * set(A) 
= (m,s) => (ap: x => { 

I 
} 

} 

-> maps(A,B) 
true => ap(x,m) 
false => ff 
in(x,s) ) . 

Also notice that, being parametric in two arguments, its action on morphisms is 
divided in three cases: acting on the domain through f, maps { f, x => x}, on the 
range through g, maps{x => x,g}, or both, maps{f ,g}. 

In traditional formal specification methods cine is used to restrict herself to finite 
maps. Such restriction, however is not essential in our CHARITY implementation. 
The following is an example of an infinite map which maps every even natural 
number to its successor. 

def mm: 1 -> maps(nat,nat) 
= () => (ap: n =>{true=> ss(succ n) I false=> ff} even(n) ). 

3 From Data to Processes 

3.1 Processes 

The last example above suggests that coinductive types are closer to the notion of 
a process, as a computational entity with a proper state space persisting in time, 
than to the idea of a data container. 

To illustrate how processes can be dealt with in CHARITY, consider the specifi
cation of a (simplified fragment of a) bank account management system (referred to 
as Bams in the sequel) starting from the following signature: 

bal: Id x X----+ Am 

hal: Id X X----+ 2Ho 

ere : I d x Am x X ----+ X 

deb : I d x Am x X ----+ X 

aha : I d x H o x X ----+ X 

rho : I d x H o x X ----+ X 

(show balance) 

(show set of account holders) 

(credit) 

(debit) 

(add account holder) 

(remove account holder) 

where Am, I d and H o stand for the types modelling amounts, account identifiers 
and ~ccount holders, respectively. X models the state space of the Bams system. 
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Notice that the two first operations are pure observers, usually called attributes in 
the object-orientation literature, both parameterized by the account identifier. On 
the other hand, the last four are actions (or methods) which change the state space 
without any immediately visible effect. This information may be collected into a 
functor. Take the following as a first approximation. 

TX Amid X (2Ho)Jd X xidxAm+IdxAm+IdxHo+IdxHo 

Amid X (2Ho/d X xldx(Am+Am+Ho+Ho) 

(1) 

(2) 

Note that the main operator in the definition ofT is a product, whereas in a functor 
arising from an algebraic signature coproducts are usually taken. In fact, in the 
latter case one is concerned with the different available ways to build values. In 
this case, however, the possibility of (pure) observations being carried in parallel 
couldn't be discarded. Also observers and actions can be activated simultaneously, . 
eventually by different processes, as they are non interfering operations. 

In fact, one may argue that the system can process either the first attribute, the 
second one or both sipmltaneously. So, let us replace Amid x (2HoVd by (Am x 
2Ho)Idl1Id, where Id II Id is defined by the coproduct Id + Id + Id X I d. The 

construction A II B behaves like a partial product (or an extended coproduct) and 
is so common that we decided to include it in the prototyping kernel. 

data amg(A, B) -> X cO: A -> X 
c1: B ->X 
c01: A* B -> X. 

Another enhancement consists in introducing partiality. In fact, it is most un
likely that the above mentioned operations can be modeled by total functions. Ob
servers are clearly partial operations. This amounts to take as their output type the 
exception coproduct, modeled by SF (-), as explained above. T takes now the form 

T X = ((Am+ 1) X (2Ho + 1))1d!lld X xldx(Am+Am+Ho+Ho) (3) 

Actions could also be partial. However, partiality in this case should be absorbed 
by the identity function over the state space. This procedure caters for a distinction 
between the usual data partiality and dynamic partiality, seen as the possibility of 
termination, which arises by replacing X by X + 1. This leads us to the following 
general shape for coalgebras modelling this kind of processes: 

(4) 

where A has the form of a coproduct (of action arguments) and B as well as C are 
usually a II construction. This is defined in CHARITY as 

data S -> obj(A, B, C) ob S -> C => B 
ac S -> A => S. 
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In this setting, the bank system is specified by giving a concrete representation 
for the state space and the operations. From the above signature for Bams one 
arrives to 

data BT = obj(Id * coprod(Am, Am, Ho, Ho), 
SF(Am) * SF(set(Ho)), 
arng(Id,Id)) 

As a particular instance of this process type consider a coalgebra over a state space 
defined as a map from account identifiers to the respective balance and set of holders, 
i.e., 

def BSt = maps(Id, Am* set(Ho)). 

The process itself is introduced as a constant: 

def barns: 1 -> BT 
= () => 
C I s => ob : X => { cO i => (SFpO ap(i,s), ff) 

I c1 j => (ff' SFp1 ap(j,s)) 
I c01 (i, j) => (SFpO ap(i,s), SFp1 ap(j,s)) 
} X 

ac (i ,x) => 
{ s40 a => cre(s, (i, a)) 
I s41 a => deb(s, (i, a)) 
I s42 h => aHo (s, (i, h)) 

I s43 h => rHo(s,(i, h)) 

} X 

I) bseed. 

The code for the observers is straightforward: just apply the right argument to the 
right component of the state space. Note the possibility of observing the balance 
and the set of holders simultaneously, either for the same account or not. As the 
result of observing, say, the balance of a particular account may return undefined (if, 
for example, the account does not exist), a way is needed to either record 'this fact 
or project the required information from the tuple. This is the purpose of functions 
SPpO and SPp1 4 . 

Note that the actual process barns is a concrete coalgebra over a BSt variable. 
But what can be prototyped is only its behaviour, i.e., its canonical image in the 
final coalgebra. This kind of abstract process universes is exactly what CHARITY 
has to offer. Therefore barns is introduced as an anamorphism [8] for a concrete 
coalgebra --y, whose code is written between the (I and I) brackets. 

Anamorphims are the formal duals to catamorphisms, corresponding to the. notion 
of unfolding in functional programming. In fact, the state of a process is just the type 

4 Theactualdefinitionis,e.g.,def SFpO: SF(A *B)-> SF(A) = ff => ff I ss(p) => ss 
pO (p). In the bams definition, s4i denotes the ith embedding in a 4 sumands coproduct. 
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over which unfold proceeds. Technically, given a T-coalgebra /, the anamorphism 
[(rh is the unique arrow from r to the final T-coalgebra. 

Finally, the anamorphism is applied to a seed value, bseed, specifying an initial 
value for the state space. The following diagram summarizes ·what's going on, 

BT~TBT 

bhl Tbhl 
BSt~TBSt 

bseedl 
1 

where w is the final coalgebra which emerges from the CHARITY declaration. 
The actual way in which the anamorphism is computed (and the process image 

revealed) resorts to lazy evaluation. In each action activation a new continuation 
process is returned upon which experimentation proceeds. 

3.2 A Process Algebra 

How do processes get composed? Algebraic, stateless software components are 
joined together by functional composition, originating tree-like modular structures. 
The composition patterns for processes, on the other hand, are considerably richer. 
Firstly, the internal state of each process being composed cannot be discarded. 
Secondly, interaction among them proceeds during the overall computation. The 
result is a network of processes joined by the matching between the input and out
put parameters in their interface. The kind. of connectives relevant are essentially 
variants of parallel composition, restriction and renaming found in process algebras 
(22, 15, 14]. 

Instead of defining such combinators on the fly, our approach begins by organizing 
processes - understood as concrete coalgebras for some kinds of polynomial func
tors - in suitable categories. Then, the relevant compositional patterns emerge as 
canonical constructions on the category, rather than being fixed by intuition. Such 
connectives have correspondents in different processes categories (e.g., arising from 
different families of functors), providing a remarkable level of genericity. 

From a methodological point of view this approach is in debt to Abramsky's 
interaction categories (1]. Our processes, however, are concretely defined over (also) 
concrete state spaces, leading to a rather different structure. In particular, by the 
presence of such state spaces, most diagrams, including the ones expressing identity 
and associativity of composition, only commute up to isomorphism. In consequence, 
we end up with a bicategorical structure, the overall approach being much closer to 
what has been proposed by R. Walters and his team (20]. 

Presenting in detail the bicategory PrT, in which processes like the Barns example 
live, is out of the scope of this paper (the interested reader is referred to (3]). Our 
intention here is just to present CHARITY codifications of some of the relevant 
connectives. 
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Such connectives are, again, defined as anamorphisms. For example, the following 
corresponds to the synchronous execution of processes p and q - notice how the 
result interface is expanded. 

def osyn: obj(A1, B1, C1) * obj(A2, B2, C2) 
-> obj(A1 * A2, B1 * B2, C1 * C2) 

0 => 
Cl (p,q) => ob: (xi, x2) => (ob(x1, p), ob(x2, q)) 
I ac: (a1, a2) => (ac(a1, p), ac(a2, q)) 
I) o. 

The corresponding abstract operator is a tensor product in PrT· Another tensor in 
PrT, giving a less strict interpretation of parallel composition, is opar. The intuition 
is that, putting p and q side by side results in an (observable) increase of behaviour: 
not only the individual observers and actions of both processes are available, but 
there is also the possibility of activating them concurrently (the disjointness of the 
two state spaces avoiding interference). 

def opar: obj(A1, B1, C1) * obj(A2, B2, C2) 
-> obj(arng(A1,A2), arng(B1,B2), arng(C1,C2)) 

0 => 
Cl (p,q) => ob: x => {cO c =>cO ob(c, p) 

I c1 d => c1 ob(d, q) 

I) o. 

I c01 (c,d) => c01 (ob(c, p), ob(d, q)) 
} X 

ac: x => {cO a=> (ac(a, p), q) 
I c1 b => (p, ac(b, q)) 
I c01 (a,b) => (ac(a, p), ac(b, q)) 
} X 

Interaction between two processes is achieved by connecting output to input gates. 
For the kind of processes discussed here, of T shape, output is only produced by 
observers. With respect to input, however, there are two possibilities: the values 
generated by, say, process p can be supplied to q either as attribute parameters or 
as input to q actions. 

In the former case they are used to trigger q observers. The resulting process 
becomes a coalgebra for 

Tl2(X) = DC X xA1IIA2 

for Tl(Y) = B 0 X yAl and T2(Z) = D 3 X zA2, the shapes of p and q, respectively. 
In the latter case, by contrast, p output is an argument of a q action, C becoming 
an action in the composed process. The interface functor is then 

T 21 (X) = Dc2 x X AIIcl 

for T1(Y) = B 01 x yA and T2 (Z) = D 02 x Z 3 , respectively. We call the resulting 
combinators ohook and ahook, as their effect is to send a hook from the first to the 
second process, activating, respectively, observers or actions. 
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def ohook: obj(A1, B, C) * obj(A2, D, B) -> obj(amg(A1,A2), D, C) 
0 => 
(I (p,q) => ob: c => ob(ob(c, p), q) 
I ac: X => { cO a => (ac(a, p)' q) 

I c1 a' => (p, ac(a', q)) 
I c01 (a,a') => (ac(a, p), ac (a', q)) 
} X 

I) o. 

def ahook: obj(A, B, C1) * obj(B, D, C2) -> obj(amg(A,C1), D, C2) 
0 => 
(I Cp ,q) => 
I 

I) o. 

ob: c => 
ac: X => 

ob(c, q) 
{ cO a => (ac (a, p), q) 
I c1 c => (p, ac(ob(c, p), q)) 
I c01 (a,c) => (ac(a, p), ac(ob(c, p)' q)) 
} X 
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Other process operators we have considered include restriction and renaming, 
both particular cases of pre- and post- composition with a function; coproduct, 
which corresponds to what is known as external choice in some process algebras; 
replication and general feedback. 

All of them are first defined in PrT. Then their CHARITY codifications as opera
tors on final (rather than arbitrary) T-coalgebras are calculated in a way such that 
a particular diagram is made to commute. Such a diagram states that the operator 
is uniform in the universe of T-coalgebras. A sufficient, but not necessary, condition 
for this arises whenever the operator is induced by a natural transformation between 
the origin and target T shapes [3]. 

4 Animating a Refinement 

The main stream of our research is directed towards modelling interactive processes 
by concrete coalgebras over Set and building a refinement calculus in this setting. 
Such a calculus helps not only in deriving distributed implementations of software 
systems in a mathematically sound way but also in identifying procedural redun
dancy in existing systems [3]. 

A particular sub-problem we have been studying is the effect of static refine
ment of state spaces in the overall process dynamics. At this level we resort to the 
SETS calculus [24] for static data refinement. Refinement means, in this framework, 
an epimorphic transformation between sets introducing data redundancy, in a con
trolled (i.e., recoverable) way, in order to achieve greater conformity with a given 
implementation platform. This transformation presumably entails efficiency. 

A SETS law is an (in)equation of the form A :::]~ B, stating that every instance 
of A can be reified into the corresponding instance of B, by adopting abstraction 
epimorphism f and provided that concrete invariant ¢ is enforced over B. On 
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the whole, and using the terminology of [23], the following abstraction invariant is 
synthesized: >.ab. (a= f(b)) 1\ ¢(b). 

One such law concerns map partition. For example, the Barns state space can 
be factorized into two maps: one dealing with account bl),lances and the other with 
holders' information management. More precisely we get 

ld---'Am x zHo :'9 (Id---'Am) x (Id---'2Ho) (5) 

a refinement witnessed by a surjection - the abstraction function - which joins 
the two maps into one. 

Such a state transformation leads to a possible distribution of the state space 
into two independent processes. Moreover, independent actions can be carried out 
in parallel. 

Once calculated, such a refinement can be effectively prototyped in CHARITY. 

The two development stages can even coexist as prototypes and the formal relation 
between them - the abstraction function - also turned into executable code. 

\Vithout further comments, we present below this development step for the Barns 
example, since it is almost self-explanatory. We begin with the type declarations 
and then define the processes dealing with the two halves of the Barns system. 

data ASt = maps(int, int). 
data HSt = maps(int, set(string)). 

data AT obj(int * sum2(int, int), SF(int), int). 
data HT obj(int * sum2(string, string), SF(set(string)), int). 

data BT1 obj(amg(int * sum2(int, int), int * sum2(string, string)), 
amg(SF(int), SF(set(string))), 

def AcTab: 1 
= () => 
Cl s => ob 
I ac 

I) atex. 

def HoTab: 1 
= () => 
(I s => ob 
I ac 

I) htex. 

amg(int, int)). 

-> AT 

i => ap(i,s) 
(i,x) => 
{ s20 a=> cre(s,(i, a)) 
I s21 a=> deb(s,(i, a)) 
} X 

-> HT 

i => ap(i,s) 
(i,x) => 
{ s20 h => aHo(s,(i, h)) 

I s21 h => rHo(s,(i, h)) 

} X 
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Finally, the new Bams system is formed by the parallel composition of AcTab and 
HoTab: 

def bdt': 1 -> BT1 () => opar(AcTab, HoTab). 

5 Concluding 

Different models for processes, seen as concrete coalgebras for different Set-functors, 
may be easily modeled in CHARITY. For each of them, a variety of composition 
patterns emerge from the (bi)categorical structure by universality, giving rise to 
connectives which may also be animated in the prototyping kernel. Besides the ones 
used above, some other typical examples include: 

• data X -> proc(A, B) = pr: X -> A => B * X, i.e., total deterministic 
processes, also known as Mealy automata ( cf., [20]). 

• data X -> parp(A, B) pp: X -> A => SF(B * X), i.e., partial processes. 

• data X -> objt(A, B) ob: X -> B * A => X, i.e., Moore automata, a 
particular simple model for objects. 

• data X-> repr(A, B) = rr: X-> A=> set(B *X), i.e., nondetermin
istic processes, extending binary relations in time. 

• data X -> prc(A, B, C, D) = o : X -> C => D I a : X -> A => (B * 
X), a generalization of the model considered in this paper, such that actions 
may also produce observable output. 

• data X -> prc(A, B, C, D) = o : X -> C => D I a : X -> A => (SF(B 
* X)), the partial, possibly terminating, extension of the previous one. 

In summary, we have tried to show how a sufficiently strong proto typing kernel for 
processes can be based on CHARITY, providing the same kind of functionality one 
is used to require from traditional prototyping languages. This makes it possible to 
reason in an uniform way about data and behaviour, the algebraic and coalgebraic 
aspects of specifications. 

This kind of categorical modelling of datatypes, either in the constructive, alge
braic side, or in the behavioural, coalgebraic one, was initiated in Hagino's land
mark thesis [11], and has become, since then, a major influence in the design and 
calculation of algorithms [4). In fact, programming exclusively in terms of generic 
functionals directly derived from datatype definitions, such as catamorphisms or 
anamorphisms, leads to a controlled, data driven, use of recursion. This may be as 
beneficial to declarative programming as the removing of goto statements has been 
to in1perative languages twenty years ago. The use of coinductive types, as recursive 
types inhabited by infinite objects, to model reactive systems has also been studied 
in type theoretic frameworks (e.g., [10]). 

Finally, note that, in the approach sketched here, the canonical model of a pro
cess is a coalgebraic structure over its observation patterns. Taking such patterns 
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systematically has been the overall concern of the work in process algebras for the 
last two decades. This has been carried to an extent that discards the actual ob
served data, actions and observers being identified as symbols in a formal language, 
What may distinguish the approach taken here, however, is the explicit association 
of a transformational contents to actions. A similar use of coalgebraic structures has 
been made, by [17] and [25], in the semantics and specification of object oriented 
systems, although in a more axiomatic style. 
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A fixpoint semantics for reasoning about finite 
failure 

Roberta Gori 

Abstract 

Our aim is to define a new fixpoint semantics which correctly models finite 
failure. In order to achieve this goal a new fixpoint operator is derived from 
a "suitable" concrete semantics by defining a Galois insertion modeling finite 
failure. The corresponding abstract fixpoint semantics correctly models finite 
failure and is and-compositional. 

Keywords: Abstract inte1·pretation, Logic programming, Finite failure. 

1 Which semantics for finite failure 

The (ground) finite failure set Ffp (the set of ground atoms which finitely fail in P) 
[2, 11] does not correctly model finite failure. In fact if we take the observational 
equivalence relation ~H induced on programs by finite failure defined as 

Definition 1.1 Let P1 and P2 be programs, G be a goal and T1 and Tz be SLD-trees 
{defined by a fair selection rule) joT G in pl and Pz respectively. Then pl ~H Pz ij, 
for every goal G, T1 is finitely failed if and only if Tz is finitely failed. 

and 

Ffp = { A I A is a ground atom and \--A has a fair finitely failedSLD-tree }, 

it is easy to see that Ffp is not able to model the behavior of finite failure. Namely, 
the gn,mnd finite failure set cannot distinguish programs ·which have different sets 
of goals having a fair finitely failed SLD-tree. Here is a counterexample. 

Example 1.2 ----------------------------------------------------

P1: p(f(X)):-p(X) 
s(a) 

P1 and Pz have the same finite failure set. 

Pz: p(f(X)) :-p(X) ,p(a) 
s (a) 

p(u), p(f(u)), p(f(f(u))), ... 
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s(f(a)), s(f(f(a))),s(f(f(f(a)))), ... } 

However the goal f- p(X) has a fair finitely failed SLD-tree in P2 while f- p(X) has only 
infinite fair SLD-trees in P1. 

In (9], the Non-Ground Finite Failure set, introduced in (12], 
N GHp ={A I f- A has a fair finitely failed SLD-tree }, 
was proved to be correct w.r.t. finite failure. Moreover N Gffp was also proved to 
be and-compositional (i.e. the failure of conjunctive goals can be derived from the 
behavior of atomic goals only). The proof in (9] is rather complex and needs a 
construction of ideals of substitutions. However it is important since for the first 
time shows that the property of finite failure is indeed AND-compositional. 

However, NGFfp has no fixpoint characterization. This implies that NGHp can 
not be computed by an iterative fixpoint operator. Therefore all the semantics-based 
analysis and verification methods which use a "denotational" approach (inductive 
verification, bottom-up goal independent abstract interpretation, etc) can not be 
applied to finite failure. 

· Our aim was to find a fixpoint characterization of the set of non ground finite 
failure. In order to achieve this goal a new fixpoint operator is derived from a 
"suitable" concrete semantics by defining a Galois insertion modeling finite failure. 
The corresponding abstract fixpoint semantics correctly models finite failure and is 
and-compositional. The "suitable" concrete semantics which we will consider is an 
extension with infinite computations of the traces semantics in (4]. In fact, in order 
to model finite failure we need information on the atoms which can not be rewritten 
(either finitely or infinitely) via a fair selection rule. Moreover, from this concrete 
semantics other new interesting fixpoint semantics can be derived by defining a 
Galois insertion modeling a property "observable" on the concrete semantics. An 
example is a fixpoint semantics which captures infinite derivations. This is why 
in the following we will define a general framework for defining new semantics as 
abstractions of our concrete semantics and then we apply it to derive a correct 
fixpoint semantics for finite failure. 

The paper is.organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the general framework. 
Vve apply the framework to the finite failure observable in Section 3, deriving a 
fixpoint semantics which correctly models finite failure. Finally, Section 4 relates 
this' new semantics to other well known semantics. All the proofs of the results of 
this paper can be found in (8]. 

2 The General Framework 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology of and the basic results in 
the semantics of logic programs (1, 13] and with the theory of abstract interpretation 
as presented in (5, 6]. Moreover, we will denote by x and t a tuple of distinct 
variables and a tuple of terms respectively, while B and G will denote a (possible 
empty) conjunction of atoms. 
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2.1 Semantic Domain 

Y.le consider sets of SLD traces via a particular fair selection rule which we call 
parallel selection rule R. Consider a goal G = A1, ... , An· The rule R, at the first 
step, selects one of the atoms Ai. Then, at rewriting step i + 1, if R has selected the 
atom in position j in Gi_1, rewriting it with the clause A <-- B obtaining Gi, then, 
at step i+ 1, R selects the atom in position (j + lenght(B))modulo(lenght(GiJ) 
in Gi, where lenght(A1, ... , An)= n. 

A .set of derivations S for the goal G = A 1, ... , An is well-formed if and only if, 
for any dinS obtained by selecting as first atom Ai, any prefix of dis also in S and 
any d1 obtained by selecting as first atom Ai and using the same clauses (as long 
as possible) than the ones in d, is also in S. A collection D is a partial function 
Goals----' WFS such that, for every G, if D(G) is defined, then it is a well-formed 
set of derivations in P (via the parallel selection rule) all starting from the goal G. 

Hence a collection is a function which associates to any goal G a (representation 
of) a partial SLD-tree of G in P. A pure collection is a collection defined for pure 
atomic goals only. <C is the domain of all the collections ordered by ~. where D ~ D 1 

if and only if VG, D (G) ~ D 1 (G). The partial order on <C formalizes the evolution 
of the computation process. (<C, ~) is a complete lattice. JP<C denotes the sub-lattice 
of all pure collections. 

The equivalence modulo enhanced variance =c on collections is defined as D =c 
D 1 if and only if, for any G such that D (G) is defined, there exist~ a variant G 1 

of G such that D 1(G 1
) is defined and, for any dE D(G), there exists d1 E D 1(G 1

), 

such that clauses( d)= clauses(d1
) and vice versa. 

An interpretation l (<C-interpretation) is a pure collection modulo enhanced vari
ance. ITc denotes the set of interpretations and, by abuse of notation, the quotient 
order on ITc is denoted by ~· (ITc, ~) is a complete lattice. 0' denotes also the 
equivalence class (modulo enhanced variance) of the collection 0'. Moreover, any 
interpretation I of ITc is implicitly considered also as an arbitrary collection obtained 
by choosing an arbitrary representative of I. Since all the operators defined on inter
pretations vvill be independent from the choice of the representative, we can define 
any operator on ITc in terms of its counterpart defined on <C. All the definitions are 
independent from the choice of the syntactic object. To simplify the notation, we 
denote the corresponding operators on ITc and <C by the same name. 

2.2 Denotational semantics 

Queries and programs are described by the following grammar, 

QUERY::= GOAL in FROG, 
GOAL::= o I ATOM, GOAL, 
FROG::= 01 {CLAUSE}U FROG, 
CLAUSE ::=ATOM <-- GOAL. 
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We define the denotational semantics inductively on the syntax. The semantic 
functions are 

Q[·]: QUERY -----1 <C, 
9[·]: GOAL -----1 (lfc ----1 <C), 
A[·] :ATOM -----1 (lfc ----1 <C), 
P[·] : FROG -----1 (lfc ----1 lfc) 
e H : CLAUSE -----1 (lfc ----1 ][c). 

Our semantic functions are described in terms of some semantic operators, whose 
choke is induced by the syntactic operations, so that the resulting denotational 
semantics is compositional w.r.t. all the syntactic operations. The semantic op
erations, formally defined in section 2.4, are x, 0, t>, + and tree whose informal 
meaning is the following. The operator x, (D 1 x Dz, D1,D2 E C), computes a 
new collection which contains all the traces (via a parallel rule) for the goal G1. G2, 

using the information on the traces (via a parallel rule) for the goal G1 in D 1 and 
the traces (via a parallel rule) for the goal G2 in Dz. The operator 0, (A 0 D, 
A E Atoms, D E <C), computes the set of traces for A using the information on the 
traces for A', A'~ A (A' ~A if there exists a substitution{) such that A= A'{)), 
in D. The operator t>, (D1 t> D2 , D1, D2 E <C), computes a new collection obtained 
by extending, whenever it is possible, the traces of D1 with the traces of 0 2 . The 
operator +, (D 1 + Dz, D1, D 2 E <C), computes a nevv collection obtained by con
sidering for every goal G all the traces for G in D 1 and all the traces for G in D2 . 

Finally, tree, (tree( c), c E Clauses) maps clauses to collections. Indeed every clause 
c := p ( t) t-- B can be viewed as the "one step" interpretation (collection). 

The semantic functions are, 

Q[G in P] := 9[G]gfp:P[PJ 

9[A, G]r := A[A]r x 9[G]r 

A[A]r := A0 I 

P[{c} U P]r := e[c]r + P[P]r 

e[H t-- B]r := tree(H t-- B) t> 9[B]r. 

9[D]r :=<Po 

where the void collection ¢ is the collection 7\G. X, i.e., the undefined function. 
Note that the semantics of a set of clauses (a program) is the greatest fixpoint of 

P[P]. 
The pure identity collection Idrr is the pure collection of zero-length derivations 

for each goal, 7\p(x).{p(x)}1 . Moreover ¢G denotes the collection <P({G}/G] and D 
denotes the empty goal. 

2.3 Basic operations on derivations 

By G0 ~ · · · ~ Gn, (n;:::: 0), we denote a finite SLD-derivation of goal G 
lJJ,Cl Pn,Cn 

via the parallel selection rule. At each step we rewrite the atom in position Pi of 

1Note that when we write ?lp(x). Ewe denote a partial function which is defined only for inputs 
of the form p(x) and is otherwise undefined. 
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the goal Gi_1 using a renamed apart clause ci, and computing a substitution {ti: 
d = G0 ~ · · · ~ Gn ---1 . . . denotes a possibly infinite SLD-dedvation of G 

PI ,CJ Pn,Cn . 

via the parallel selection rule, where first( d) = Go, clauses(d) = ClJ ... , Cn. By 
var(d) we denote all the variables appearing in the derivation d. 

We now define some auxiliary operations on derivations. These operations will 
be used in section 2.4 in order to define the semantic operators on collections. 

• d.1 :: d2 denotes the concatenation of d1 and d2. 
Let d1 = G ~ · · · ~ G 1 and 

PJ,CJ pn,Cn 

d G l il) il:, Gl 2= ~ ... ~ n---1 ... , 
pl,cl l'n,cn 

var(d1) n var(d2l = var(first(d:2ll and 
p( = (Pn + lenght(body(cn))modulo(lenght(G 1

))) then d1 :: d2 is defined. 

• oy(d) is the derivation obtained by applying the substitution 'Y to first( d) and 
building a derivation as long as possible (until a failure in finding mgus occurs) 
by selecting the same atoms and by using the same clauses as in d. 

I {)l {)~ I Let d : = G 0 ----'----) · • · ----"---1 G k ---t . • • , 
p~ ,c~ p~,c{: 

be a derivation and 'Y be an idempotent substitution such that vat( G~-y) n 
var(clauses(d)) = 0. 
Then oy(d) := G0 ~.· · · ~ Gh. ---1 ••. , where 

p~,c~ v{1.,ch 

- Go := G~-y and 
- for any i, if Gi_1 = ( G1, A, G2l and A is the p{ atom in GH, c{ = H f-- B 

then (if an mgu exists) {ti := mgu(A, H) and Gi := ( G1, B, G2)1ti. 

• d1 /\i d2, fori= 1, 2, is the derivation obtained by trying to build a derivation 
for the goal (first( d1), first( d2)) by a parallel selection rule (starting from the 
first atom selected in the derivation di) as long as possible using the same 
clauses as in d1 and d2. 
d1 /\i d2 is defined if var(dJ) n var(d2) ~ first(dJ) n first(d2). 
For the sake of simplicity we omit the formal definition, which can be found 
in [8). · 

Note that the operators on derivations are defined so that variable name clashes 
in the clauses are avoided. Hence the results of the construction are independent 
(modulo variance) from the choice of the mgu. 

Lemma 2.1 Let d1 , d2 be derivations and')' be an idempotent substitution. Then 
the following properties hold. 

1. If d1 :: d2 is defined then d1 :: d2 is a derivation. 
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2. If Oy (d) is defined then oy (d) is a derivation. 

3. If d1 N d2 is defined then d1 ;V dz is a derivation. 

2.4 Basic operators on collections 

The sum of a class {Dj}jEJ is 
_L{Dj}iEJ := i\G. UiEJ Di(G) and D1 + Dz denotes _L{D1, Dz}. 

The product of a class {Dj}jEJ is 
TI{Dj}iEJ := i\G. nEJ Di(G). 

The instantiation of D with A is 
A 8 D := cp(5/A) where 

S := {oy(d) IS' is a renamed apart (from A) 

version of D(A'), for some A'::; A, dES' and there 

exists)' such that A= first( d))' and oy(d) is defined}. 

The and-composition of D 1 and D2 is 
D 1 x D2 := (D1 x 1 D 2 ) + (D 1 x 2 D 2 ) where fori= 1; 2, 

D 1 xi D2 := i\G.{d,/\i dzfG = (G,, Gz) and fori= 1 ,2, G{ = Gi, di 

is a renamed version of an element in bi(G{), 

such that Gi = first(dd and d1 1\i dz is defined}. 

The (compatible} extension of D1 by Dz is 

D 1 t> D2 := i\G. D 1 (G) U {d, :: d2 ld1 E DT( G), Gz = last(d,) and dz is a 

renamed version of an element in D 2 (G 2 ), 

such that d1 :: d2 is defined }. 

The tree operation maps clauses to collections. 

( ) 
-h {p(x),p(x)--'----'---'-lB) 

[ 

{x/t) ;, l 
tree c := 't' 1 ,c p(x) , 

where X is a tuple of new distinct variables and c = p(t) f- B. 
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2.5 Program denotation 

The fixpoint denotation of the program P is the interpretation :f[PTI := gfp P[Pl 

Theorem 2.2 P[PTI is continuous and co-continuous on ( <C, !;;;; ) . 

We can define the ordinal powers of P[PTI so that 

:f[PTI = glb(P[PTI 1 ili<w = ni<w(P[PTI 1 i). 
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In (8) we have also defined an operational semantics (9 [PTI, in terms of a transition 
system and a completion on sets of derivations. (9 [PTI correctly models the finite 
and infinite SLD traces (via a parallel rule) derivable by a program P. Namely, if we 
define the equivalence on programs P1 and P2 as the equivalence of their behaviors, 
i.e., P1 :=:;j P2 {====} VG E Goals, 

{ d I d is a infinite or finite (possibly partial) 
derivation for G in P1, via a parallel rule}= 

{ d I d is a infinite or finite (possibly partial) 
derivation for G in P2, via a parallel rule }, 

the following result hold, . 

• (9[.TI is correct w.r.t. :=:;j, i.e. (9[PTTI = (9[P2TI ===? P1 :=:;j P2. 

• and (9 [.TI is minimal w.r. t. :=:;j, i.e. P1 :=:;j P2 ===? (9 [P1TI = (9 [P2l 

An important result is that 

Theorem 2.3 (9[PTI = :f[Pl 

which ensures the equivalence of the operational and denotational semantics and 
states that the denotational sern"antics is also correct and minimal w.r.t. :=:;j, 

2.6 The observable 

Once we have defined the concrete fixpoint semantics we can derive abstract fixpoint 
semantics which model different observable behaviors of the program. An observable 
behavior is any property which we can be "observed" on the concrete semantics and 
can be formalized as a Galois insertion. 

Example 2.4 -------------------------
Assume that we are interested in defining a semantics modeling computer answers as 

defined in [7, 3]. We can "observe" this property on our concrete semantics. Then, we can 
define an abstraction function on collections D, which, for every goal G, associates to G, 
the set of substitutions (-81·· .. ·flnllvar(G)> where the derivation G ~ · · · ~ Gn -1 0 

PJ,Cl Pn,Cn 
belongs to D( G). 
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Once we have formalized the property of interest as a Galois insertion, we define 
the optimal abstract fixpoint operator. 

Here we want to establish sufficient conditions so that the abstract fixpoint se
mantics that we derive is precise with respect to the concrete one and inherits all 
the desirable properties from the concrete denotation. 

Consider an abstract domain ('D, ::S), ·which is a complete lattice. A function £X: 
WFS ---1 'Dis a domain abstraction if there exists 'Y such that (£X, -y): ( WFS, ~) ;:=; 

('D, ::S) is a Galois insertion. Given an abstract domain 'D we are interested in the 
abstract behavior of queries, which are elements of a domain A ·~ [Goals --' 'D] 

(ordered by the trivial extension ~ of ::S) and are called A-collections. 
It is easy to see that the insertion (£X, -y) can be lifted to collections as following. 

For all G E Goals, \ID E C, tX.*(D) := i\G. tX.(D(G)), A := tX.*(C) and \IS E 

A, -y*(S) := i\G. wfG(-y(S(G))), where wfG(S) is the greatest well-formed subset of 
derivations starting from G only, of any set of derivations S. The pair (£X.*, -y*) : 
(C, [;;;) ;:=; (A,~) is a Gal0is insertion. We will often abuse notation and denote 
simply £X.* by £X.. As in the concrete case, a pure A-collection is any element of X E A 
which is defined for pure atomic goals only. We denote by JP'A the sub-lattice of pure 
A-collections. 

Definition 2.5 Let (A,~) be a complete lattice of A-collections. A function £X: 

C ---1 A is an observable if there exists ')' such that 

1. (£X, -y) : ( C, [;;;) ;:=; (A,~) is a Galois insertion, 
2. tX.(lP'C) = JP'A and -y(JP'A) ~ lP'C, 
3. \ID, D' E JP'C, D =c D' ===} (-y£X)(D) =c (-y£X)(D'). 

Note that given a domain abstraction it is easy to obtain an observable by the above 
mentioned lifting. 

'0le can define an abstract enhanced variance relation =A on A-collections as 
follows. For any A-collections X, X', X =A X' {:=:=} -y(X) =c -y(X'). An A-interpre

tation is a pure A-collection modulo =A· We denote by (ll 0 , ~) the complete lattice 
of A-interpretations with the induced quotient order. Condition 3 of Definition 2.5 
states that the observation does not depend on the choice of the variable names 
and on the choice of the mgus used in the derivations. Namely D =c D' implies 
tX.(D) =A tX.(D'). Hence for any <C-interpretation I, the A-interpretation tX.(I) is well 

· defined by taking the abstraction of any representative of I as a representative of 
the intended A-interpretation. 

Once we have an observable £X : C ---1 A, we want to systematically derive the 
abstract semantics. The idea is to define the optimal abstract versions of the various 
semantic operators, defined on C. Hence \IX, X', Xi E A 

A 0 X:= £X( A 0 -y(X)), 

X X X':= tX.(-y(X) X -y(X')), 

Xi> X' := tX.(-y(X) 1> -y(X')), 

L_{XihEI :=£X (L_{'Y(XiJhEr), 

TI{Xi}iEI :=£X. (TI{-y(Xd}iEI). 
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Moreover, if the abstract operators also satisfy the following conditions, 

ex(A 0 D)= ex( A 0 (yo ex)D), 

ex(D x D') = ex((y o ex)D x (yo ex)D'), 

ex(D t> D') = ex(D t> (yo ex)D'). 
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(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

ex(fJ{DihErl = ex(fJ (yo ex){DdiEI) {DihEr descending chain of collections. (2.4) 

ex(fJ y({Xi}iEill = glb{Xi}iEI {XdiEI descending chain of abstract collections. 

(2.5) 

then the abstract denotational semantics is defined by using the abstract optimal . 

operators as follows 

Denotational semantics 

Qa[G in PTI := 9a[GTigfp:Pa[PJ 

9a[A, GTix := Aa[ATix X 9a[GTix 

Aa[ATix := A 8 X 

Poc[{c}U PTix := ea[cTix + Poc[PTix 

eoc[H (---- BTix := ex 0 e[H (---- BTI 0 y(X) 0 

:r a[PTI := gfp P a[PTI 

has the following properties, 

P a[0Tix := ex(Jdn) 

Theorem 2.6 Let ex: C -1 A be observable which satisfies the previous conditions, 

c be a clause, A be an atom, G be a goal and P be a program. Then 

1. ex(A[ATirl = Aa[ADa(r), 

2. ex(9[GTirl = 9oc[GDoc(I), 

3. ex( e[cDrl = eoc[cTia(r), 

4. ex(P[PTirl = P oc[PTia(I), 

5. P a[PTI is co-continuous on A and :J a[PTI = P a[PTI l w, 

6. ex(:J[PTI) = :foc[PD and ex(Q[G in PTil = Qa[G in PD. 

This means that for any observable property on the concrete semantics which can be 

formalized by a Galois insertion (ex), if the optimal abstract operators satisfy prop

erties 2.1-2.5, vve are guaranteed that the induced abstract denotational semantic 

functions are precise w.r.t. the concrete one and that the fixpoint operator Pa[·TI is 

co-continuous. The precision of the abstract denotational semantic functions implies 

the correctness of the abstract denotational semantics w .r. t. the observable property 

ex. 
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3 On finite failure 

3.1 The Semantic Domain 

By 1'11 :: ... :: i1n :: ... we indicate a (possibly infinite) sequence of relevant substitu
tions for a goal G such that Gi1i:::; Gi1i+1. 

Finite failure is a downward closed property, i.e., if G finitely fails then Gi1 finitely 
fails too. Moreover it enjoys a kind of "upward closure". Namely, if the goal G 
does not finitely fail, then there exists a (possibly infinite) sequence of substitutions 
1'11 :: ... :: i1n :: ... , such that for every G 1 which finitely fails, there exists a j, such 
that G 1 does not unify with Gi1h, for h > j. Note that the above mentioned sequence 
of substitutions can be viewed as the one computed by an infinite or successful 
derivation for the goal G. If we cannot find such a sequence for the goal G, then G 
finitely fails. Now, suppose we know that a given set C of goals finitely fails. \iVe can 
infer that an instance Gi1 of a goal G finitely fails if for all sequences of substitutions 
1'11 :: ...... :: i1n :: ... , there exists a G 1 E C such that \1 i, G 1, unifies with Gi1i. 

The intuition behind the above remarks can be formalized by an operator on 
·Goals, where Goals is the domain of goals of the program P. 

Definition 3.1 Let C s;; Goals and G E Goals. 

upg'(C) = C U {G& I for all (possibly infinite) sequences 
of relevant substitutions for the goal G 

1'11 :: · · · · · · :: 1'1n :: · · · ' 
there exists a G E C such that 

\1 i, G unifies with Gi1i1i }. 

upg' is a closure operator, i.e., it is monotonic w.r.t. set inclusion, idempotent and 
extensive. 

Let S be the domain of sets of downward closed instances of a goal G, which are 
also closed with respect to upg'. 

3.2 The non ground finite failure observable 
·By d 1 :::;d d we mean that d 1 is a prefix of d, while ctJ denotes the prefix of length j 
of d. 

Let us first introduce some ne>v operators useful in the definition of the abstrac
tion and concretization functions. 

Definition 3.2 Let G be a goal and A be an atom. 

NUnifG(A) = {Gy I Gy is not unifiable with A} 

Definition 3.3 Let G be a goal and S E S. 

NUnifseqG(S) = {1'11 :: ... :: i1n :: ... I VG E S there exists ani such that 
G is not unifiable with Gi1i} 
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Consider now the abstract domain Aff s;;; [Goals----'S]. Aff is the domain of all the 
partial functions ordered by ~ff, where F ~ff F' if and only if \;IG, F(G) 2 F'(G). 
(Aff, ~ff) is a complete lattice. 

Intuitively a goal G has a finite failure if it can not be rewritten successfully or 
infinitely. This intuition is formalized by the following observable ex: <C ----1 Aff 

cx(D) := i\G. n dE D(G) and 
(last( d)= D or 

last( d)= oo) 

Ud'< d NUnifG{G answer(d')}, 
_d 

y(X) := i\G. { d I {)1 :: ... :: {)n :: ... E NUnifseqG(X), 
first( d) = G, \fi, :=Iii, answer( dj') = {)i } U 

{ct I first( d)= G, lust( d)=/= 0 and lust( d)=/= oo } 

where lust( d) is equal to the last goal of the derivation d, if d is a finite and oo, 
otherwise. unswer(d) is the substitution computed by the derivation d, restricted 
to vur(first(d)). 

Lemma 3.4 • (ex, y) : ( <C, ~) ;==: ( Aff, ~ff) is a Galois insertion. 

• cx(IP'<C) = IP'Aff and y(IP'Aff) s;;; IP'<C, 

• \;ID, D' E IP'<C, D =c D' ===? (y · cx)(D) =c (y · cx)(D'). 

Now that we have stated that <X is an observable we can define the optimal abstract 
operations on Aff. 

Lemma 3.5 Let X be a pure abstract collection. 

AGX 
R·-

= QJ (R/A] where 
{A{) I < H, 8 > is a renamed apart (from A) 

version of <A', X(A') >, for some A':':: A, 
A" E 8, and{)= mgu(A, A")IA}. 

X1 x X2 = i\G.up~({G{) I G = (G 1, G2), fori= 1 or i = 2 
G'i = Gi, Gi{) is a renamed apart 

version of a goal in Xi(G'i), via a renaming Pi s.t. 
G'ipi = Gi,vur(Gi{)) nvur(Gt) s;;; vur(G1) nvur(G2) 
l = 1 orl = 2 and l =/= i}) . 

i\G. n(XdG)). 

As we already pointed out, in [9] we proved that N Gffp was and-compositional, 
i.e. the behavior of compound goals could be obtained from the behavior of atomic 
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goals only. However the and-composition relation was rather complex. Here we have 
automatically derived the and-compositionality operator for finite failure yielding a 
simpler way to derive information on finite failure of conjunctive goals. Moreover 
the previously defined optimal operator satisfy conditions 2.1- 2.5. 

Lemma 3.6 8,x, .L and [1 satisfy conditions 2.1- 2.5. 

We can now define the abstract denotational semantics and the optimal fixpoint 
operator, as described in section 2.6. P o:[PTix· 

Lemma 3.7 

Pa[PTix = i\p(x).{ v(t) I for every clause defining the procedure p, 

p(t): -BE P 
- ff p(t) E U'!Jp(x)(Nunifp(x)(V(t)) U 

{p(t)B I B is a relevant substitution for -p(t), 

BB E up{f(C) }) 

where C = {Bcr I B = (B1, ... , Bn)B 3Bi{)cr E X(Bd} 

By lemma 2.6, P o:[PTI is co-continuous. By defining the ordinal powers P o:[PTI l i 
in the usual way, our semantics will be gfp(Po:[PTI) = glb({ Pa[PTI l iIi< w}) = 
up~~xl(Ui<w Pa[PTI l i). 

Let us now show how our semantics works on some examples. 

Example 3.8 -----------------------
Assume [p = {f, a} and P1 be the program 

q(a): -p(X) 
p(f(X)): -p(X) 

Consider now 

P2: q(a): -p(X) 
p(f(X)): -p(a) 

Finally, consider 

gfp(Po:[PlD)(q(X)) = { q(f(X)), q(f(f(X))), ... 
q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))),... } 

gfp(Po:[PlD)(p(X)) = { p(a), p(f(a)), p(f(f(a))), ... } 

gfp(Po:[P2DJ(q(X)) = { q(X), q(f(X)), q(f(f(X))), .. . 
q(a), q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), ...... } 

gfp(Po:[P2D)(p(X)) ={ p(X),p(f(X)), ... 
p(a),p(f(a)),... }. 

P3: p(f(X), f(f(X))) : -p(X, f(X)) 
q(f(Y), f(Y)): -q(Y, Y) 

gfp(Po:[P3DJ(p(X)) = { p(fn(X), fm(X)), m f= n + 1, 
p(t1, t2), t1 or t2 ground terms}, 

gfp(Po:[P3])(q(X)) = { q(fn(X), fm(X)), m f= n, 
q(t1, t2), t1 or t2 gi:ound terms} 
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Then next example shows how it is possible to infer if a conjunctive goals has finite 
failure from the information on finite failure of atomic goals only. 

Example 3.9 ------------------------
Consider the program P3 of example 3.8. The goal (p(H, V), q(H, V)) finitely fails in 

P3, since (p(H, V), q(H, V)) E uvf~(H,V),q(H,V))(C), where 
C = { v(fn(X), fm(X)), q(tn(X), fm(X)), m =!= n + 1, 

p(fn(X), fm(X)), q(fn(X), fm(X)), m =/= n, 
v(tl,tz),q(tl,tz) tl or tz ground terms} 

This is true, because, for all possible sequences of substitutions -81 :: ... Bn :: . . . for 
(p(H, V), q(H, V)), there exists a (p(H, V), q(H, V))cr E C which unifies with each 
(p(H, V), q(H, V))-0i. 

4 Relation to other semantics 

In this section we want to relate our semantics for finite failure to the direct char
acterization of the set of ground atoms Hp. 

This characterization for ground finite failure was introduced in [11] by Lassez 
and Maher. 

Definition 4.1 Let P be a program. LetT p be the fixpoint operator on sets of ground 
atoms defined in {13]. Then F~, the set of atoms of the Herbrand base, which are 
finitely failed at depth k is defined as follows. 

1. A E F~ if A jt Tp 11; 

2. A E F~ ford> 1 if for all clause B f- B1, ... , Bn in P and for all substitutions 
{} such that A = BB and B1B, ... , BnB are ground, there exists k such that 
1 ~ k ~ n and Bk{} E F~- 1 . 

Definition 4.2 The set of finite failure Fp of P is defined as 

It is worth noting that, if we define the set ground as follows, 

Definition 4.3 Let R be a set of atoms. 
ground(R) = { p(t) I p(t) E R and p(t) is ground} 

we can establish the following relation between P a[P D 1 k and F~. 

Theorem 4.4 For every finite k. 

Up(xJ9Tound(Pa[PD 1 k (p(x))) = F~. 

Moreover our fixpoint operator is co-continuous. 
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Exannple 4.5 ---------------------------------------------------
Consider program P1 and ::P a[P2TI of Example 3.8. Consider now 

F~ = Up(x)ground(::Pa[PlTI 11 (p(x))) = { q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), ... 
p(a) 

F~ = Up(x)ground(::Pa[PlTI 12 (p(x))) = { q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), ... 
p(a),p(f(a)) 

Fp = Up(x)ground(::Pa[PlTI 1 w (p(x))) = { q(f(a)), q(f(f(a))), ... 
p( a), p(f( a)), p( f(f( a))), ... } 

Note that it is not possible to define a co-continuous operator based on the F~ 's, since 
q (a) fails according to the information in Fr. 

5 Conclusion 

Our goal was defining a fixpoint semantics correctly modeling finite failure. Our 
approach was to start with a concrete fixpoint semantics modeling the finite and 
infinite SLD traces via a fair selection rule. 

From this concrete semantics, which allows us to observe the finite failure prop
erty, by using abstract interpretation techniques, we automatically derive a new fix
point semantics for finite failure. In fact, once we have formalized the "observable" 
property of finite failure as a Galois insertion, we can define an abstract fixpoint 
operator as the optimal (and precise) version of the concrete fixpoint operator. This 
construction yields a fixpoint semantics which correctly models finite failure, using a 
fixpoint operator which is co-continuous and a new theorem of and-compositionality 
for finite failure simpler than the one stated in [9]. It is worth noting that the fix
point operator for finite failure is not finitary. However, for analysis and verification 
purposes, we are in general not interested in the standard semantics of a program 
(which is in any case an infinite object), but in its finitely computable approxi
mations. Also in our case, it is possible to derive approximations of our fixpoint 
operator which will allow us to derive information on finite failure in an effective 
way and to use it to define effective verification methods [10). 

Moreover, we believe that other interesting semantics can be derived from the 
concrete SLD-traces semantics. We are now currently working on the definition of 
a new fixpoint semantics modeling infinite derivations, based on a co-continuous 
operator. Some computable abstractions of this semantics could be useful for the 
analysis of termination of logic programs. 

Finally, we think that our results are a nice example which shows that abstract 
interpretation is not for static analysis only. It is well known that abstract interpre
tation can be used to related existing standard semantics. However here we have 
used the abstract interpretation technique to derive a new semantics which models 
an observable property for wqich a satisfactory fixpoint semantics was hard to define 
in a direct way. 
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Some questions about non-termination in DCGs 

M. Vilares Ferro, D. Cabrero Souto, M.A. Alonso Pardo 

Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to study a practical approach to deal with non
termination in definite clause grammars. V1/e focus on two problems, loop and 
cyclic structure detection and representation, maintaining a tight balance between 
practical efficiency and operational completeness. 

In order to guarantee the validity of our conclusions, we first map our study 
to a common situated framework, where the effectiveness of each approach will be 
examined and, later, compared by running experiments. 
Key Words: Definite Clause Grammars, Cyclic Derivations, Cyclic Structures. 

1 Introduction 

Non-termination is a crucial problem when encoding unification-based grammar 
formalisms, although practical systems often diverge from their theoretical 
definitions. This difference is justified by efficiency gains, assuming that this kind 
of situations can be usually avoided in practical applications by alert programmers. 
However, the descriptive potential offered by unrestricted declarative programming 
is appreciated in language development tasks, where a large completion domain 
allows the modelling effort to be saved. 

We focus on two problems that arise when working with definite clause grammars 
(DCGs), which are the most popular unification-based grammar formalism, both 
of which can cause non-termination. The first problem is of general interest in 
formal grammar theory and it concerns loop detection, when the parsing process is 
repeatedly returned to the same processing state. The second problem stems from 
cyclic structures and it is a known consequence of non implementing the occur-check, 
which would forbid unification of a variable with a term in which it,occurs. 

Our proposal takes place in the framework of resolution strategies based on 
dynamic programming, while extending the concept of unification to composed 
terms. Although the key idea of dynamic programming is to keep traces of 
computations to achieve computation sharing, it also offers flexibility to investigate 
loop detection. To deal with cyclic structures, our approach refines the occur-check 
to minimize the time spent checking for re-occurring variables. 

This work has been partially supported by projects XUGA 20402B97 of the Autonomous 
Government of Galicia, and project 1FD97-0047-C04-02 by the European Community. 

Ivi. Vilares, D. Cabrero and M.A. Alonso are with the Computer Science Department, 
University of A Corufia, Campus de Elvina sfn, 15071 A Corufia. E-mail: { vilares, cabrero, 
alonso}@dc.fi.udc.es 
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2 A situated framework 

As first goal, we structure our wrok within a well-defined frame. This will allows us 
to compare different approaches on the basis of an common descriptive formalism, 
focusing on strategy-dependent features. 

2.1 The parsing model 

We consider a uniform parsing frame, the logical push-down automaton (LPDA), 
such as it is introduced in [5]. 

An LPDA is defined as a 7-tuple A= (X,:F,L:,L.l,$,$1,8), where X is a 
denumerable and ordered set of variables, :F is a finite set of functional symbols, I: 
is a finite set of extensional predicate symbols, 6. is a finite set of predicate symbols 
used to represent the literals stored in the stack, $ is the initial predicate, $1 is the 
final predicate; and 8 is a finite set of transitions. The stack of the automaton is 
a finite sequence of items [A, it, bp, st].a-, where the top is on the left, A is in the 
algebra of terms T,d:F U X], a- a substitution, it is the current position in the input 
string, bp is the position in this input string at which we began to look for that 
configuration of the LPDA, and st is a state for a driver controlling the evaluation. 
'Ihnsitions are of three kinds: 

• Horizontal: B 1-------+ C{A}. Applicable to stacks E.p ~'iff there exists the most 
general unifier (mgu), a-= mgu(E, B) such that Fa-= Aa-, for Fa fact in the 
extensional database. We obtain the new stack Ca-.pa- ( 

• Pop: BD 1-------+ C{A}. Applicable to stacks of the form E.pE'.p' ~'iff there is 
a-= mgu((E, E'p), (B, D)), such that Fa-= Aa-, for Fa fact in the extensional 
database. The result will be the new stack Ca-.p' pa- ~· 

• Push: B 1-------+ CB{A}. We can apply it to stacks E.p ~' iff there is 
a- = mgu(E, B), such that Fa- = Ao-, for F a fact F in the extensional 
database. We obtain the stack Ca-.a- B.p ~· 

where B, C and Dare items and A is in TE[:F U X], a control condition to operate 
the transition. 

Dynamic programming· is introduced by collapsing stack representations on a 
fixed number of items and adapting transitions in order to deal with these items. 
\iVhen the correctness and completeness of computations are assured, we talk about 
the concept of dynamic frame. Here, the use of it allows us to index the parse, which 
relies on the concept of itemset, associating a set of items to each token in the input 
string. We use bp to chain pop transitions. 

Two dynamic frames are of practical interest, S 2 and S 1
, where the superscript 

denotes the number of top stack elements used to generate items. The standard 
dynamic frame, sr, where a stack is given by all its components, uses backtracking 
to simulate non-determinism. 
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2.2 Cyclic structures 

Conventional interpreters do not implement the occur-check in the unification 
algorithm. Doing so, it is possible to unify a variable with a term in which it 
occurs, producing an infinite circular term. 

To prevent this, we chose to work in the generalization of substitution to function 
and predicate symbols, as initially proposed in (1]. This means that the unification 
algorithm will treat symbols in the same way as for variables: referencing or linking 
them whenever they unify, and dereferencing before testing for compatibility. 

[J 1]2 . 
f3 

I 
y 

1]2 f3 N 

I ~ 
y 

Figure 1: Unification of X withY. 

To illustrate our discussion we consider, as a classic example, terms resulting 
from solving unify (X, f (X)) and unify (Y, f (f (Y))), as shown in step 1 of Fig. 1. 
\i\Then using a conventional unification algorithm, without occur-check, it will loop 
trying to unify X with Y. 

Following now (1], the process is also shown in Fig. 1, where we shall use --+ to 
denote a unification link from a represented symbol to its representative. Here, the 
actions to be performed start by dereferencing X and Y. The unification process 
leads to the unification of f1 with ]2, since both symbols have the same name and 
arity. So, a link is set from f1 to ]2, as it is shown in step 2 of Fig. 1. We now 
proceed with the unification of the arguments X and ]3. After dereferencing X to 
f1 and then to ]2, it results in the unification of f2 and ]3. As consequence, a new 
link is added, as it is shown in step 3 of Fig. 1. Finally, we have to unify f3 and Y, 
which is dereferenced to f2 and then to ]3, and it is equal to f3. The algorithm 
stops here, unifying X andY. 

2.3 Loop detection 

Loop detection resorts to noticing when the process is repeatedly returned to the 
same processing state. In context-free parsing, the comparison of one state to a 
previous one involves checking for equality between atomic symbols. However, DCGs 
can be thought of a generalization of non-terminal symbols from a finite domain of 
atomic elements to a possibly infinite domain of directed graph structures and, 
thus, the equality test is insufficient. Instead, we have to compare terms using 
subsumption. As an example, considerer the following naive grammar: 
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1'1 : a(nil) ----+ b. 1'2: a(J(X))----+ a(X). 

By starting with the atom b, you will expect the analysis process to find that 
X----+ f 1([niljl]). To achieve this, we can construct the following sequence of terms: 

a( nil), a(f(nil)), a(f(J(nil))), ... 

step 1: success step 2: success setp 3: fail 

a l a2 a l a2 a l a2 

I I I I I I 
f3 f4 f3 f 4 f3 f4 

I I I I I I 
X X X X X X 

j j I I I I 
nil f5 nil f5 nil f5 

I I I 
X X X 

l j I 
nil nil nil 

Figure 2: Tl-ying to subsume J(nil) and J(f(nil)). 

If we just use the former algorithm to check the subsumption of two terms like 
f(nil) and j(f(nil)), it fails as shown in Fig.2. The loop is never detected and the 
analysis process lasts forever. To create any such answer, we have to resort to cyclic 
derivations [3]. 

From a practical viewpoint, given a DCG, we recover its context-free backbone, 
that is, the context-free grammar obtained by removing all the arguments from the 
predicates of the grammar. It is obvious that any cyclic derivation over a DCG will 
have a corresponding cyclic derivation over this skeleton. So, before checking for 
a loop in the DCG itself, we shall check the context-free backbone. Once a loop 
is detected, we traverse for predicate and function symbols to detect whether the 
analysis has returned to a previous state. 

In order to achieve this, we store the terms in a shared structure that allows us to 
easily detect wheter a term occurs inside another one, and, therefore, they are the 
begining and the end of a loop iteration in the analysis process. So, in the previous 
example, the context-free backbone is 

r2: a----+ a. 

and, after generating the terms 

a(f(nil)), a(f(f(nil))) 

we detect a context-free loop, a= a. 'Ne now traverse the terms as shown in Fig. 3, 
concluding that the first one occurs inside the latter one, returning to the same 
processing state1 and, thus, a loop has been completed, and we have detected it. 

1 We didn't go further in the analysis of the input, and the reduced non-terminal is the same. 
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3 The evaluation schema 

It is possible to efficiently guide the detection of cyclic derivations on the basis of 
the evaluation strategy used. On the other hand, for cycles to arise in arguments, 
it is first necessary that the context-free backbone given by the predicate symbols 

determines the recognition of a same syntactic category without extra work for the 
scanning mode. This is a key observation to solve infinite term traversal, and our 
aim is to estimate which evaluation scheme is the most appropiate to deal with. 

We have considered three basic evaluation schema: a pure bottom-up 
architecture, a mixed-strategy with dynamic prediction [2], and a mixed-strategy 
with static prediction [5]. In this manner, we can compare the computational 

behaviour over a familly of bottom-up related evaluators working on a same dynamic 
frame S 1 . 

To locate each scheme in our framework, we introduce the categories \Jk,i, i E 

{1, ... , nk} for each rule 'Yk : Ak,o ---+ Ak,1 , ... , Ak,nk' whose meaning will be 
dependent on the parsing scheme. For futher details, the reader can see [4]. 

3.1 A mixed-strategy with dynamic prediction 

Here, the symbol \Jk,i shows that the first i categories in the right-hand-side of 
rule 'Yk have already been recognized. In addition, given a category Ak,i, we shall 

consider the associated symbols A~,i and A%,i to respectively indicate that Ak,i is yet 
to be recognized or has been already recognized. So, we obtain the following set of 
transitions that characterize the parsing strategy: 

1. [$, 0, 0, -l f----t [Ari 0 , 0, 0, -l $ 
2. [A~ 0 , it, it, -J f----t ['V~,o(Tk), it, it, -l 

' [A~,0 , it, it, -J 
3. ['Vk,i(Tk), it, bp, -l f----t [A~ i+l> it, it,-] 

[v~,i(Tk), it, bp, -l 
4. [ \1 k,nk (Tk), it, bp, -J 

[A~ 0 , bp, bp, -] f----t [A% 0 , it, bp, -l 
' ' 

5. [A% i+l> it, bp, -] 
[\l~,;(Tk), bp, r, -l f----t [\lk,i+I(Tk), it, r, -] 

where an instance of \7 k,i(Tk) indicates that all literals until the i 1
h literal in the 

body of 'Yk have been proved. The state, represented by "-", has no operative sense 
here. 

3.2 A bottom-up scheme 

Here, the symbol \Jk,i expresses that the categories in the right-hand-side of 'Yk after 
the i position have already been recognized. The set of transitions is: 

1. M f----t \lk,nk(Tk) M 

2. v k,i(Tk) Ak,i f----t \lk,i-l(fk) 
3. 'Vk,o(Tk) f----t Ak,O 
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a(f(nil)) a(f(f(nil))) 

a l a 2 

I I 
YNi r X : X 
I \ . 
y : 

nil 

Figure 3: Traversing f(nil) and f(f(nil)) after context-free loop detection. 

where lvf is an atom defined by giving as argument to every predicate of the LPDA a 
vector of new variables of appropriate length, and \lk,i(Tk) indicates that all literals 
from the ith in the body of the clause 1k, have been proved. 

3.3 A mixed-strategy with static prediction 

ifle requires the same interpretation for symbols \7 k,i as for bottom-up evaluation. 
We define the transitions as follows: 

1. [Ak,nk> it, bp, stJ 1-------t ['Vk,nk(Tk), it, it, stJ 
[Ak,nk, it, bp, stJ 

{action( st, tokenit) = reduce('Yk)} 
2. [\lk,i(Tk), it, r, st1] 

[Ak,i, r, bp, st1J 1-------t ['Vk,i-l(Tk), it, bp, st2J 
{ action(st2 , tokenit) = shift(st1)}, i E [1, nk] 

3. ['Vk,o(Tk), it, bp, st1J 1-------t [Ak,o, it, bp, st2] 
{goto( st1, Ak,o) = st2} 

4. [Ak,i, it, bp, std 1-------t [Ak,i+l> it+ 1, it, st2] 
[Ak,i, it, bp, st1] 

{action(st1,Ak,i+l) = shift(st2 )}, i E [O,nk) 
5. [Ak,i, it, bp, st1J 1-------t [At,o, it+ 1, it, st2J 

[Ak,i, it, bp, st1] 
{action( st1, A1,0) = shift( st2)} 

6. [$, 0, 0, OJ 1-------t [Ak,o, 0, 0, stJ 
[$, 0,0, OJ 

{ action(O, token0 ) = shift( st)} 

Control conditions are built from actions in a driver given by an LALR(l) automaton 
built from the context-free skeleton. 

3.4 Parsing a sample sentence 

To introduce both, LPDA interpretation and cyclic derivations, we consider as a 
running example a simple DCG to deal with the sequentialization of nouns in 
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stnte4 I I stnte 1 I 
4> -> s. -\ NP ->noun. 

r s 
noun 

~noun noun 

~ stnteO 

4>->. s :l stnle2 . stnte 3 

S->.NP S-> NP. NP -> NP NP. 

NP ->. NP NP 
NP NP->NP. NP NP NP->NP. NP 

NP->.NPNP NP ->. NP NP 
NP ->.noun NP->. noun NP ->.noun 

NP->. NP->. NP->. 

Figure 4: Characteristic finite state machine for the running example 

English, as in the case of "North Atlantic Treaty Organization". 
in which the arguments are used to build the abstract syntax tree, 
following: 

The clauses, 
could be the 

['1 : s(X) -1 np(X). 
['3 : np(X) -1 noun(X). 

1'2 : np(np(X, Y)) -1 IJ.p(X) np(Y). 
/'4 : np(nil). 

In this case, the augmented context-free skeleton is given by the context-free rules: 

(0) g) -1 s --j (1) S -1 NP 
(3) NP -1 noun 

(2) NP -1 NP NP 
(4) NP -1 c 

whose characteristic finite state machine is shown in Fig. 4. 
'0le are going to describe the parsing process for the simple sentence "North 

Atlantic", focusing on the introduced mixed-strategy with static prediction. From 
the initial predicate $ on the top of the stack, and taking into account that the 
LALR automaton is in the initial state 0, the first action is the scanning of the word 
"North", which involves pushing the item [noun("North"),0,1,st1] that indicates 
the recognition of term noun(" North") bet-ween positions 0 and 1 in the input string, 
with state 1 the current state in the LALR driver. This configuration is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

[noun(" North"), 1, 0, st1 ] I [$, 0, 0, sto] If- ($ ] , 0, 0, sto 

Figure 5: Configurations during the scanning of "North". 

At this point, we can apply transitions 1, 2 and 3 to reduce by clause ['3 . The 
configurations involved in this reduction are shown in Fig. 6. 
I'Ve can now scan the word "Atlantic", resulting in the recognising of the term 
noun("Atlantic") between positions 1 and'2 in the input string, with the LALR 
driver in state 1. As in the case of the previous word, at this moment we can reduce 
by clause ['3 . This process is depicted in Fig. 7. 

After having recognised two np predicates, we can reduce by clause ['2 in order to 
obtain a new predicate np which will represent the nominal phrase "North Atlantic". 
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(\73,1 (X), 1, 1• st1] [\73,0(" North"), 1, 0, sto] [np(" North"), 1, 0, stz] f- [noun(" North" ) , 1, 0, st1 J f- f- l-"--'-'----,;;;-,--=-''-'-c--'i---'--.::'--l 
[$ 0 0 J 

($, 0, 0, sto] ($, 0, 0, sto] , , , st0 

Figure 6: Configuration during the reduction of clause ')'3 . 

[noun(" Atlantic"), 2, 1, st1] (\73,1 (X), 2, 2, st1] 
[noun(" Atlantic"), 2, 1, st1] f- [np(" North"), 1, 0, st2] f- [np(" North"), 1, 0, stz] ($, 0, 0, sto] 

($, 0, 0, sto] 

(\73,o(" Atlantic"), 2, 1, stz] [np(" Atlantic"), 2, 1, st3] 
f- [np(" North"), 1, 0, stz] f- [np(" North"), 1, 0, stz] 

[$, 0, 0, sto] ($, 0, 0, st0] 

Figure 7: Configurations during the processing of the word "Atlantic". 

This reduction is shown in Fig. 8. The recognition of the complete sentence ends 
with a reduction by clause 'Yb obtaining the term 

s(np(np(" North"," Atlantic"))) 

representing the abstract parse tree for the sentence "North Atlantic". The state of 
the LALR driver will now be 4, which is the final state, meaning that the processing 
of this branch has finished. The resulting configurations are depicted in Fig. 9. 

However, the grammar actually defines an infinite number of possible analyses for 
each input sentence. If we observe the LALR automaton, we can see that in states 
0, 2 and 3 we can always reduce the clause ')'4 , which has an empty right-hand side, 
in addition to other possible shift and reduce actions. In particular, in state 3 the 
predicate np can be generated an unbounded number of times without consuming 
any character of the input string, such it is shown in Fig. 10. Here, the left-most 
drawing represents the cycle in the context-free backbone, the following the parsing 
process on the DCG in state 3, and the last a finite description for the infinite term 
traversal. Boxes represent the recognition of a grammar category in a given state of 
the LALR(l) driver. 

4 Dealing with cyclic derivations 
· \Ve can now explore with greater depth into the adaptation of the general loop 

and cyclic detection strategies introduced in our situated framework to the set of 
parsing schema considered in the dynamic frame S 1. To facilitate the understanding, 
we shall focus on our running example, assuming the adaptation to the other schema 
in a natural manner. 
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[V'2,2 (X, Y), 2, 2, st3] 
[np(" Atlantic"), 2, 1, st3] 
[np(" North"), 1, 0, st2] 

[$, 0, 0, sto] 

[\7 2,1 (X," Atlantic"), 2, 1, st2] 
[np(" North"), 1, 0, st2] 

[$, 0, 0, sto] 
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[V' 2,0 (np(" North"," Atlantic")), 2, 0, sto] 
[$, 0, 0, sto] 

[np( np(" North''," Atlantic")), 2, 0, st2] 
[$, 0, 0, sto] 

Figure 8: Recognition of the nominal phrase "North Atlantic". 

[\7 1,1 (X), 2, 2, st2] 
1- [np(np(" North"," Atlantic")), 2, 0, st2] 

[$, 0, 0, sto] 

(\7 1 ,0 (np(np(" North"," Atlantic"))), 2, 0, sto] [s(np(np(" North"," Atlantic"))), 2, 0, st4] 
1- ~---~~~~---=~~~--~~~_2~ 

[$, 0, 0, sto] [$, 0, 0, sto] 

Figure 9: Configurations for the recognising of the sentence "North Atlantic!'. 

4.1 Looking for loops 

After testing the compatibility of name and arity between two terms in different 
items, the algorithm establishes if the associated non-terminals in the driver have 
been generated in the same state2 , covering the same portion of the text, which is 
equivalent to comparing the corresponding back-pointers. This is equivalent to test 
the existence of a loop for these non-terminals in the context-free backbone. 

,:f 
,• 

Figure 10: Cycles in the context-free skeleton and within terms. 

If all these comparisons succeed, we look for loops. The system verifies, one by 
one, the possible occurrence of repeated terms by comparing the addresses of these 
with those of the arguments of the other predicate symbol. The optimal sharing of 
the interpretation guarantees that there exists common sub-structures if and only if 

2This would be only neccessary in the mixed-strategy with static prediction, because for the 
other schema states have no operative sense. 
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any of these comparisons succeed. In this last case, the algorithm stops on the pair 
of arguments concerned, while continuing with the rest of the arguments. 

Reducing /'2: Reducing /'2: 
t 1 = np(X, Y) ·[X +- nil2

, Y +- nil2
] t2 = np(X', Y') ·(X'+- t 1 , Y' +- nil2

] 

( !\) [ :=ot"J ( 

np . ) l X'-:/\ A X" Y" 
X' Y' 

Y' 

Figure 11: Cyclic tree traversing (1) 

Returning to Fig. 10, once the context-free loop has been detected, \ve check for 
possible cyclic derivation in the original DCG. The center drawing in that figure 
shows how the family of terms 

np(nil), np(np(nil, nil)), np(np(np(nil, nil), nil)), ... , np(nz}([niWJ, nil)) 

is generated. In an analogous form, the family 

np(nil), np(np(nil, nil)), np(np(nil, np(nil, nil))), . .. , np( np1 (nil, [niW])) 

can be also generated. Due to the sharing of computations the second family is 
generated from the result of the first derivation, so, by means of the successive 
applications of clauses f'2 and f'4 , we shall in fact generate the term on the right-hand 
side of the figure, np(np1 

( [ nil2 j1], (2
1
1])), which corresponds exactly to the internal 

representation of the term3 . vVe shall now describe how we detect and represent 
these types of construction. In the first stages of the parsing process, two terms 
np(nil) are generated, which are unified with np(X) and np(Y) in f'2 , and np(X, Y) 
is instantiated, yielding np(np(nil, nil)). In the following stage, the same step will 
be performed over np( np(nil, nil)) and np(nil), yielding np( np( np(nil, nil), nil)). At 
this point, we consider that: 

• there exists a cycle in the context-free backbone, 

• we have repeated the same kind of derivation twice, and 
3 \~Ve could collapse structures np(nil) and np(np1 ([nil2 j1 ], [2 j1 ])) from the right-hand side of 

Fig. 10 in np(l[niljnp(l ,1 
)]), but this would require a non-trivial additional treatment. 
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• the latter has been applied over the result of the former. 

Therefore this process can be repeated an unbounded number of times to give terms 
with the form np(np1 ([niWJ, nil)). The same reasoning can be applied if we wish 
to unify with the variable Y. The right-hand drawing in Fig.lO shows the compact 
representation we use in this case. The functor np is considered in itself as a kind of 
special variable with two arguments. Each of these arguments can be either nil or a 
recursive application of np to itself. In the figure, superscripts are used to indicate 
where a functor is referenced by some of its arguments. 

Loop detection is explained in detail in Fig. 11. The terms to be studied are 
intermediate structures in the computation of the proof shared-forest associated to 
the successive reductions of rules 2 and 4 in the context-free skeleton. So, we have 
to compare the structures of the arguments associated to predicate symbol np, and 
in order to clarify the exposition, we have written them as term·substitution. The 
second term, t 2 , is obtained after applying a unification step over the first one, t 1 . To 
show that this step is the same that we applied when building t 1, they are shadowed. 
Now, t 1 and t2 satisfy the conditions we have established to detect a loop, namely 
a loop exists in the context-free backbone, and we have repeated the same kind of 
derivation twice, the latter over the result of the former. Thus, t3 is the resulting 
loop representation. 

4.2 Cyclic subsurnption and unification 

Now, we shall see some examples of how the presence of cyclic structures affects the 
unification and subsumption operations. 

In general, a function subsumes (:~) another function if it has the same functor 
and arity and its arguments either are equal or subsume the other function's 
arguments. vVhen dealing with cyclic structures, one or more arguments can be 
built from an alternative: another term, or cycling back to the function. Such an 
argument will subsume another one if it is subsumed by at least one alternative. 

X 

t 
nil 

Figure 12: mgu of substitutions involving cyclic terms. 

Returning to the example of Fig. 11, we can conclude that np1([niWJ,l) subsumes 
np1([niWJ, nil). Functor and arity, np/2 are the same, and so are the first arguments, 
[niW], and for the second ones, [nilJl] ::5 nil because of the first alternative, clearly 
nil ::5 nil. 
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On the other hand, when calculating the mgu we also have to consider each 
alternative in the cyclic term, but discarding those that do not match. Thus: 

mgu({Y +-[alb]}, {Y +-a})= {Y +-a} 

and therefore, following the latter example: 

mgu(np(X, X), np1([niWJ, nil))= {X+- nil} 

which is graphically shown in Fig. 12. For better understanding, the matching parts 
of substitutions are shadowed. Finally, we must not forget that variables are the 
most general terms and so they subsume any term, even alternatives in cyclic terms. 
For example: 

5 Experimental results 

For the tests we take our running example dealing with sequentialization of nouns. 
Given that the grammar contains a rule NP -+ NP NP, the number of cyclic parses 
grows exponentially with the length, n, of the phrase. This number is: 

and Cn = ( 
2
n ) -

1
-, if n > 1 

n n+ 1 

We are not here interested in time and space bounds related to traversing cyclic 
structures [6] since the technique considered in our situated framework is not 
dependent on the parsing scheme used. At this point, efficiency is only a consequence 
of the capacity of the evaluation strategy to filter out useless items. So, we focus now 
on loop detection, comparing performances over the schema previously introduced. 

We assume that lexical information is directly provided by a specialized tagger 
since only syntactic phenomena are of interest for us. In this manner, Fig. 13 
shows the number of items compared in order to detect cyclic derivations. These 
experiments have been performed on S1

, the optimal dynamic frame in each case [4]. 
So, we can realize the efficiency of mixed-strategies incorporing static prediction in 

opposition to pure bottom-up approaches or evaluators based on dynamic prediction. 
That confirms the real interest of using a driver as guideline to deal with cyclic 
derivations, as contrasted with nai:ve subsumption-based strategies. 

6 Conclusion 

We have discussed and described some possible solutions to two common problems 
which can cause non-termination in DCG parsing. 

The first problem involves the ability of the parser for loop detection and 
representation. Here, we have tackled the question from the viewpoint of dynamic 
programming, exploiting the domain ordering, improving tabular evaluation, and 
profiting from the analogy with classic context-free parsing. 
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Figure 13: Number of tests for loop detection with different parsing schema 
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The second problem is to detect and represent cyclic structures in finite time. 
This is more of a logic programming question, where often available algorithms are 
related to strategies for traversing cyclic lists. In this case, our proposal generalizes 
the concept of unification to include function and predicate symbol substitution, 
making use of the sharing properties in dynamic programming evaluation in order 
to reduce the computational complexity. 
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Widening Sharing 

Enea Zaffanella, Roberto Bagnara, Patricia M. Hill 

Abstract 

We study the problem of an efficient and precise sharing analysis of (con
straint) logic programs. After recognizing that neither plain Sharing nor its 
non-redundant (but equivalent) abstraction scale well to real programs, we 
consider the domain proposed by C. Fecht [11, 12]. This domain consists of 
a combination of Pos with a quite weak abstraction of Sharing. While ver
ifying that this domain is truly remarkable, in terms of both precision and 
efficiency, we have revealed significant precision losses for several real pro
grams. This loss concerns groundness, pair-sharing atid linearity. We define a 
simple domain for sharing analysis that supports the implementation of sev
eral widening techniques. In particular, with this domain it is straightforward 
to turn Fecht's idea into a proper widening. More precise widenings are also 
considered. However, in spite of thorough experimentation we found that, 
provided Pos is included in the domain, the first widening we propose is hard 
to improve on. 

Keywords: Abstract Interpretation, Mode Analysis, Sharing Analysis, 
Widening. 

1 Introduction 

For (constraint) logic programs, the main purpose of sharing analysis is to detect 
pair-sharing, that is, which pairs of variables are definitely independent. In a pre
vious work [3] we observed that the Sharing domain of Jacobs and Langen (denoted 
here as SH) [14] is redundant for pair-sharing. This achievement has important 
theoretical consequences (some of which will be exploited in the present work) and 
also has a practical interest. In fact, it allows sharing-sets (the elements of SH) to 
be kept as small as possible without any precision loss and replace the star-union 
operation, whose complexity is exponential, by self-bin-union, which is quadratic. 
Even though significant speed-ups have been observed in practice (up to 3 orders 
of magnitude) the problem of scalability of the analysis to real programs, both in 
terms of precision (that is, the number of pairs that are detected as being definitely 
independent) and of resource usage, was still to be solved. 
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C. Fecht [11, 12] proposed a domain+ SH for sharing analysis based on SH. This 
domain is the same as SH but the concretization of a set of variables in + SH is 
equivalent to the concretization of its powerset in SH. The advantage of + SH is 
not just that an element can be normalized by removing all but the maximal ones, 
thereby reducing its size, but because it enables more efficient (but less precise) 
abstract operations than those used for SH and its non-redundant version SHP [3]. 

One of the problems with the domain + SH is that it does not capture ground 
dependencies. These are important for tracking sharing dependencies and, hence, 
sharing. Fecht solved this by deriving the ground dependencies through the Pos 
component of the combined domain Pos + + SH (where Pos is the usual domain 
of positive Boolean formulas for groundness analysis) and also Pos + + SH + Lin 
(where Lin is a domain for representing variables that are d~finitely bound to linear 
terms). Fecht tested both these domains and sho·wed that, with his benchmarks, 
they compared favorably with equivalent ones using SH for the sharing and ground 
dependencies. He reported a negligible loss of precision and demonstrated that 
large programs could be analyzed using both Pos + + SH and Pos + + SH +Lin in a 
reasonable time scale. The results, although inconclusive, demonstrated real promise 
for an analyzer based on the + SH approach. We say the results were inconclusive. 
The reason for this is that only a few non-trivial programs were tested and, for most 
of these, precision was not compared. (His SH analyzer could not cope with large 
programs possibly due to the problem that there was no redundancy elimination.) 
We note that Fecht did not present the domain + SH as a widening and did not 
discuss how a widening based on his domain might be achieved. 

1.1 Precision Results for SH and-!- SH 

We have compared the domain of Fecht enhanced with Free, the domain representing 
freeness information, that is Pos + + SH +Free+ Lin, with the same combination 
where + SH is substituted by the non-redundant sharing domain SHP [3]. The 
precision of the analysis i"s measured by summing results over the success-patterns, 
for goal-independent (GI) analysis, and over both the call- and success-patterns, for 
goal-dependent (GD) analysis, for each procedure. For the domains tested, that is, 
Pos+-J-SH +Free+ Lin, abbreviated as P+DSH+F+L, and Pos+SHP+Free+Lin, 
abbreviated as P+NSH+F+L, the precision results consist of: the total number of 
definitely non-sharing pairs of program variables, NSP, the total number of definitely 
ground variables, GV, and the total number of definitely linear variables that are 
possibly not ground, LV. The freeness results are not compared because, as we have 
shown in [18], freeness is not affected, neither by abstracting SH to + SH, nor by 
redundancy elimination. 

The comparison involved all the 92 Prolog programs in our current test-suite. On 
73 of them there was no difference in precision. This is really remarkable considering 
that the+ SH approximation is rather crude. The combined domain Pos++ SH +Lin 
is isomorphic to ASub + Pos (where ASub is the pair-sharing domain of Sondergaard 
[17]), and the domain Pos + + SH is exactly the domain ASub+ defined by Cortesi 
and File in [8]. However, they considered this domain only en passant and only from 
a theoretical point of view. In other words, Fecht has the whole merit for having 
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Goal-Independent II Goal-Dependent 
P+DSH+F+L II P+NSH+F+L II P+DSH+F+L P+NSH+F+L 

I Program II NSP I GV I LV II NSP I GV I LV II NSP I GV I LV II NSP I GV I LV I 
aqua_c 10749 *406 2753 ? ? ? 16306 *1186 2028 ? ? ? 
brntp 1451 136 972 1461 136 976 
bryant 784 10 146 1088 10 223 1033 141 58 1781 141 58 
cas log 6456 *466 1588 7027 *474 1615 11073 *1625 1079 ? ? ? 
cg_pars 136 31 159 138 31 160 
dpos_an 92 40 . 76 95 40 76 183 76 53 183 76 53 
lg_sys 7274 645 2260 7334 645 2261 
nand 473 23 182 475 23 182 1341 481 70 1341 481 70 
nbody 261 52 104 262 52 104 477 151 41 478 151 41 
ochina 2185 285 1163 2193 285 1166 3985 802 760 ? ? ? 
quot_an 288 37 160 288 37 160 639 159 122 646 159 122 
reg 774 42 272 796 42 284 207 67 52 207 67 52 
rubik 70 *55 110 73 *76 93 174 *110 124 201 *200 103 
sec 63 0 37- 63 0 37 503 174 46 506 174 46 
sfecht 28 0 14 85 0 31 221 0 47 278 0 64 
simple 370 27 139 373 27 139 572 82 76 639 82 76 
slice 427 126 453 428 126 453 
spsys 788 81 386 800 81 394 
trs 32 6 22 53 6 22 73 *12 20 104 *12 20 

Table 1: Pos + t SH +Free+ Lin vs Pas+ SHP +Free+ Lin: precision. 

trusted on this domain from a precision/efficiency perspective. The results for the 
remaining 19 programs are summarized in Table 1. 

The blank entries in the goal-dependent columns are for those programs whose 
goal-dependent analysis is pointless. This usually happens because the program 
contains a procedure call to an unknown procedure (e.g., by means of call/1). The 
CHINA analyzer (i.e., our system (1]) promptly recognizes these cases and reverts 
to a goal-independent analysis. This is one of the reasons why focusing only on 
goal-dependent analyses is, in our opinion, a mistake. The other reason being that 
the ability of analyzing libraries once and for all is desirable and, more generally, 
so is the separate analysis of different program modules, especially in very large 
projects. Focusing only on goal-independent analyses is the opposite mistake: GD 
analyses, when possible, are more precise than GI ones. For these reasons, we insist 
in presenting experimental results for both. 

A star symbol(*) in the GV column signifies that one of the widenings we employ 
on the GER representation of Pas fired. This is a widening imposing a limit on the 
number of ROBDD nodes simultaneously allocated. It makes approximations of the 
R (ROBDD) component when this limit is reached1

, vvhile retaining full precision 
on the G (definitely ground variables) and the E (classes of equivalent variables) 
components (2, 4]. The scarcity of stars in this and the following tables, shows how 
seldom this widening is actually required.2 

Apart from sfecht, which is a synthetic benchmark designed in order to show 
1 That is, by approximating x 1\ y with x or with y, x V y with true and so forth. 
2Indeed, the newest version of CHINA avoids the widening also for the caslog program. 
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that arbitrary precision losses are possible with t SH, Table 1 illustrates how heavy 
precision penalties can be incurred by t SH even on real programs. lVIost notably, for 
bryant we see a precision loss as high as 28% on GI analysis and 42% on GD analysis. 
In additimi, simple loses 10% (GD), while trs loses 40% (GI) and 30% (GD). Note 
that, for these programs, the Pas widening fires only on the GD analysis of trs. 
The rubik program shows an interesting phenomenon: here the Pas widening fires 
incurring a precision loss of exactly 1 ground variable (a critical one indeed), but SHP 
saves the day by recovering the lost groundness information. A similar thing happens 
for caslog. Thus, the widely held opinion (now proved in [7]) that Sharing does not 
help Pas on groundness does not carry through when widenings are considered. 

While space limitations do not allow us to report full timing information, we can 
easily confirm Fecht's claim: the speedup is dramatic. Just a few examples: the 
fixpoint computation time in seconds for bmtp, caslog, lg_sys, and spsys drops 
from 15.6, 614. 7, 735.9, and 2.2, to 0.8, 2.0, 3.3, and 0.6, respectively. All the 
experiments described in this paper were performed on a PC equipped with an 
AMD K6@400MHz, 128MB of main memory, and running Linux 2.2.1. 

1.2 The Present Work 

The objective of this work, after having recognized that Fecht's approach incurs 
significant precision loss on several real programs, is to improve the state of the art 
in mode analysis, in general, and sharing analysis in particular. 

The present work is not intended for achieving the fastest ever analysis, since 
high speeds are often achieved at the expense of precision. The real problem, we 
believe, is how to increase precision yet avoid the concrete effects of exponential 
complexity. Consider groundness analysis, for instance. The cruder domains do not 
pose any efficiency problem. In contrast, the more refined domains for groundness, 
such as Pas, work perfectly until you bump into a "nasty" program clause (i.e., with 
more than, say, fifty variables for which the analyzer knows too little at that point 
of the analysis). When this happens, Pas will exhaust your computer's memory. 
One would like to have a more linear, or stable behavior. The right solution, as 
indicated in [10], is not to revert to the simpler domains. We should use complex 
domains instead, together with widening (and maybe narrowing) operators. With 
this technique we can try to limit precision losses to those cases where we cannot 
afford the refined domains. 

We moved from the observation that, when: the sharing-sets become large, then 
they are at the same time heavy to manipulate and, at least for a subset of the vari
ables involved, light as far as information content is concerned. \!Ve thus introduce 
a new representation SHw for set-sharing made of two components. They are both 
sharing-sets. However, while the second one is interpreted in the usual way, the first 
component records worst-case sharing assumptions of sets of variables. '0le define 
the operations required for the analysis with SHw, and we prove them correct. We 
also introduce a safe optimization that is very effective in practice. 

We then show how SHw supports a variety of widenings. One of those is a simple 
adaptation of Fecht's idea. Others are much more sophisticated and involve only a 
limited precision loss. However, in spite of thorough experimentation (of which only 
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a tiny fraction can be reported here) we found that the first widening we propose 
is hard to improve on, provided Pas is included in the domain. This suggests that 
what is lost by this widening is mostly constituted by ground dependencies, and 
these can be recovered (and improved) by the Pas component. iNe show that when 
Pas is not included, a widening based on cliques of sharing pairs is preferred. Since 
some authors advocate the use of SH without coupling it with Pas (we do not share 
this view), this is an important message for them. 

In this work as in Fecht's work, the combination of a sharing domain with Pas 
is the simplest possible. For any operation of the analysis, abstract mgu in partic
ular, the Pas component is evaluated first. All sharing groups containing at least 
one variable that is definitely ground according to the resulting Pas formula are 
removed from the sharing component. This combination is made particularly ef
ficient by the ready availability of definite groundness information allowed by the 
GER representation introduced in [4], where obtaining the set of definitely ground 
variables (and also the classes of groundness-equivalent variables) is a constant-time 
operation. Note that more sophisticated combinations are possible [7]. 

Following several other authors, vve observed in [3], that, from a practical point 
of view, sharing analysis without freeness or linearity does not make sense. Both 
these properties allow, in a significant proportion of cases, to dispense with costly 
operations (such as star-union or, better, self-bin-union) increasing the precision of 
sharing information at the same time, and this with very little overhead. Moreover, 
freeness is a useful property in itself. For details on how the combination with 
freeness is realized, we refer the reader to [16, 18]. See [6] for the combination of 
both freeness and linearity information. 

Among the contributions of this paper we would like to stress the following: we 
present adata-flow analysis for groundness, freeness, pair-sharing, and linearity, with 
unprecedented levels of precision and efficiency. With the implementation described 
in this paper, the CHINA analyzer is able to honor one of its most important design 
goals: never crash (e.g., by exhausting all the available memory), always terminate 
with a correct result and in reasonable time. 

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly recall the required 
notions and notations, even though we assume general acquaintance with the topics 
of abstract interpretation, sharing analysis and groundness analysis. Section 3 intro
duces SHw and the abstract operations for this domain. With SHw, it is straightfor
ward to turn Fecht's idea into a proper widening. This is done in Section 4, after the 
introduction of an infinite family of widenings and a statement of their safety. More 
precise widenings are also considered. The experimental evaluation of the proposed 
approach is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with some final remarks. 
The reader is referred to [18] for full proofs of all the results presented in this paper, 
and for more material on this subject. 

2 Preliminaries 

For any set S, 8J(S) denotes the powerset of S and # S is the cardinality of S. A 
monotone and idempotent self-map p: P-+ P over a poset (P, ::S) is called a closure 
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operator (or upper closure operator) if it is also extensive, namely \fx E P : x ::S p(x). 
In this paper, we assume there is a fixed and finite set of variables of interest denoted 
by VI. If t is a first-order term over VI, then vars ( t) denotes the set of variables in t. 
Bind denotes the set of equations of the form x = t where x E VI and tis a first-order 
term over VI. Note that we do not impose the occur-check condition x ¢. vars(t), 
since we have proved in [13] that this is not required to ensure correctness of the 
operations of SH and its derivatives. The following definitions are a simplification 
of the standard definitions for the Sharing domain [9, 13, 14] and assume that the 
set of variables of interest is fixed and finite. 

Definition 1 (The set-sharing domain SH.) The set SH is defined as a pow

er set: SH ~ p(SG), where SG ~ { S E p(VI) IS=/= 0 }. 

We now introduce the required abstract operations over SH. 

Definition 2 (Some operations over SH.) Projecting an element of SH onto a 
subset of VI is performed through the binary function proj: SH x p( VI) --+ SH: if 

shE SH and V E p( VI), then proj(sh, V) ~ { S n V IS E sh, S n Vi= 0 }. 

For each sh E SH and each V E p( VI), the extraction of the relevant component 
of sh with respect to V is encoded by the function rei: p( VI) x SH --+ SH defined 

as re!(V,sh) ~ {S E sh I snv i= 0}. 
For sh E SH and V E p( VI), the exclusion of the irrelevant component of sh 

with respect to V is encoded by the function rei : p( VI) x SH --+ SH defined as 
- def 
rel(V, sh) = sh \ rel(V, sh). 

The function ( · )*: SH --+ SH, also called star-union, is given, for each sh E SH, 

by sh* ~ { S E SG l3n;:::: 1. 3Tl> ... , Tn E sh. S = T1 U .. · U Tn }. 
For each sh1, sh2 E SH, the binary union function bin: SH X SH --+ SH is given 

by bin(shl, shz) ~ { sl u Sz I sl E shl, s2 E shz }. 
We also use the self-bin-union function sbin: SH --+ SH, which is given, for each 

shE SH, b.y sbin(sh) ~ bin(sh, sh). 
The function amgu captures the effects of a binding on an SH element. Let 

(x = t) E Bind, shE SH, 1fx = {x}, 1-'t = vars(t), and Vxt = V., U Vt. Then 

def- ( ) amgu(sh,x=t) = rel(Vxt,sh)Ubin rel(Vx,sh)*,rel(1-'t,sh)*. 

The domain SH captures set-sharing. However, the property we wish to detect 
is pair-sharing and, for this, it has been shown that SH includes unwanted redun
dancy [3]. 

Definition 3 (Redundancy.) Let sh E SH and S E SG. S is redundant for 
sh if and only if# S > 2 and pairs(S) = U{ pairs(T) I T E sh, T C S} where 

pairs(S) ~ { P E p(S) I # P = 2}. 

Definition 4 (The domain SHP.) The function p: SH --+ SH is given, for each 

sh E SH, by p(sh) ~ shU { S E SG I Sis redundant for sh }. Then SHP ~ 
p(SH) ~ { p(sh) Ish E SH }. 
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We use the notation sh 1 =p sh2 and sh 1 ~P sh2 to denote p(sh 1 ) = p(sh2 ) and 
p(shl) ~ p(shz), respectively. The advantage of SHP is that we can replace the 
star-union operation in the definition of the amgu by self-bin-union without loss of 
precision [3]. In particular, it is shown: 

amgu(sh, x = t) =p rel(1ixt> sh) U bin(sbin(rel(11x, sh)), sbin(rel(1't, sh))). (1) 

3 A New Representation for Set-Sharing 
TWe introduce here a new representation for set-sharing. It is made up of t-wo compo
nents: one is the original set-sharing domain while the other represents all possible 
subsets of each of its elements and, for this reason, is called a clique-set. 

Definition 5 (Clique-set.) A clique-set is an element of CL and CL ~ SH. 

An element of a clique-set is called a clique. 

Definition 6 (Sharing-sets representation for clique-sets.) The (overloaded) 
functions t: SG ---+ SH and+: CL ---+ SH are given, for each C E SG and each 
cl E CL, by + C ~ ~(C) \ { 0} and + cl ~ UcEcl +C. Observe that + is an upper 
closure operator over SH. If cl E CL and C E SG then we say that C is down
redundant in cl if there exists C' E cl such that C C C'. 

The addition or removal of down-redundant elements to or from a clique-set makes 
no difference to the sharing-sets that it represents. So, a clique represents a worst 
case3 pair-sharing condition on the set of variables it contains. In an implementation, 
as we need to keep the clique sets as small as possible, down-redundant elements 
are removed via a normalization function. 

Definition 7 (Normalization of Clique-Sets.) For each cl E CL, the normal
ization function 1·1: CL---+ CL is given by 

I ell~ cl \ { C E ell C is down-redundant for cl }. 

We now define abstract unification over clique-sets and state its soundness. 

Definition 8 (Abstract Unification over CL.) For each 11 E p(VI) and each 
cl E CL, the function relcL: p( VI) X CL ---+ CL is given by 

relcL(1f, cl) ~ { C \VICE cl} \ {0}. 

The function amgucL: CL x Bind ---+ CL is given, for each cl E CL and each binding 
(x = t) E Bind, by 

amgucL(cl,x = t) ~ relcL(Vxt, cl) U bin(sbin(clx),sbin(clt)), 

where clx = rel(Vx, cl), clt = rel(1't, cl), 11x = {x}, Vi= vars(t), and 1fxt = 11x U 1't. 
3 While this terminology is due to Langen (15], our definition differs from the one he used. 
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Theorem 9 For each clique-set cl .E CL and each binding (x = t) E Bind, we have 
that amgu(-J-cl,x = t) <:;;;p -J-amgucL(cl,x = t). 

'Ne next define our new sharing domain for ·widening. 

Definition 10 (The SHw Representation.) The set SHw is given by 

SHw ~ { (cl,sh) I cl E CL,sh E SH} 

and is ordered by ~ defined as follows, for each shw, (ch, sh1), (clz, sh2 ) E SHw: 
(ch,sh1) ~ (cl 2 ,shz) ~ (cl1 <:;;; cl2 ) !\ (sh1 <:;;; sh2 ). It can be seen that SHw is 
a complete lattice. The sharing-set represented by an element of SHw is given, for 
each (cl, sh) E SHw, by the function I(·): SHw---+ SH where 

I ( ( cl, sh)) ~ -!- cl U sh. 

The normalization of an element of SHw is given, for each ( cl, sh) E SHw, by the 
function 1-1: SHw ---+ SHw where 

J(cl, sh)J ~ (JclJ, sh \-!- cl). 

The normalization removes unnecessary elements from a description in SHw. \Ve 
now define an upper closure operator e inducing an equivalence relation on the 
elements of SHw. 

Definition 11 (The e(SHW) domain.) The function e: SHW ---+ SHW is given, 

for each shw E SHw with shw ~ (cl, sh), by 

e(shw) ~ (p(-J_cl),p(I(shw))). 

Then e is an upper closure operator for SHw [18]. We will use the notation shw1 =e 
shwz to denote e(shwl) = e(shwz) and shwl ~(! shwz to denote e(shwl) ~ e(shwz). 

The ordering ~e is used for modeling the relative precision between widenings 
in Section 4. When shw1 =e shw2 , shw1 and shw2 behave the same way as far as 
representing pair-sharing and groundness is concerned. 

Proposition 12 If shw E SHw, then I(shw) =p I(e(shw)) and shw =e JshwJ. 

Definition 13 (Operations over SHw.) For each (cl, sh), (eli, shi) E SHw, with 
i = 1, 2, and each F E &:1( VI), the functions relw, relw: r( VI) x SHw ---+ SHw 
and uw, binw: SHw X SHw---+ SHw, the functions sbinw: SHw---+ SHw and, finally, 
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amguw: SHw X Bind---+ SHw, are defined as follows: 

relw (11, ( cl, sh)) ~ ( rel(1;; cl), rel(11, sh)), 

relw(F, (cl, sh)) ~ (relCL(11, cl), rel(11, sh)), 

(cl1, sh1) uw (cl2, sh2) ~ (ct1 U cl2, sh1 U sh2), 

binw ( ( c/r, sh1), ( cl2, sh2)) ~ (bin( c[r, cl2) U bin( ell> sh2) U bin( sh1, cl2), 

bin( sh1, sh2)), 

sbinw ( ( cl, sh)) ~ binw ( ( cl, sh), ( cl, sh)) 

= (shin( cl) U bin( cl, sh), shin( sh)), 
w def -w 

amgu ( shw, x = t) = rel Wxt, shw) 

uw binw ( sbinw (relw(1fx, shw)), 

shin w (relw (Vi, shw))), 

where 1fx = {x}, 1;/; = vars(t), and 1fxt = 1fx U 1;/;. 

The next theorem, proven in [18], states the correctness of amguw and that nor
malization does not affect the correctness or precision of amguw. 

Theorem 14 For each shw E SHw and each (x = t) E Bind, 

amgu(I(shw),x = t) ~P I(amguw(shw,x = t)); 

amguw(shw,x = t) =e amguw(lshwl,x = t). 

In general, (}is not a congruence for amguw and precision may be lost when the 
first component of shw is non-empty and the second component of shw contains 
redundant elements. Further work on this aspect is ongoing. 

The computation of amguw can be optimized. To explain this, we need some 
extra notation. Let us define: shw = (cl, sh) E SHw and x = t E Bind; 1fx = {x}, 
1;/; = vars(t), and 1fxt = 1fx U 1;/;; shwx = (clx, shx) = relw(1fx, shw) and shwt = 
(clt,Sht) = relw(1;/;,shw). Suppose Cx = Uclx, Ct = Ucit, Sx = Ushx, St = Usht, 
Axt = bin( shin( shx), shin( sht)), Bxt = bin( shx, sht), Bx = bin( clx, shx), and, finally, 
Bt = bin( cit, sht). Then let 

if clx =/= 0, clt =/= 0; 

if clx =/= 0, clt = 0; 

if clx = 0, clt =/= 0; 

if clx = 0, clt = 0. 

In [18], we prove the following optimization for the computation of amguw. 

Theorem 15 Assuming the above notation, 

amguw(shw, x = t) 

=e { (rel(Vxt, cl), rel(Vxt, sh)) uw shw;~', 
relw(1fxt, shw), 

if shwx =/= (0, 0), shwt =/= (0, 0); 
otherwise. 
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In Eq. (1), the basic amgu operation is defined using the SHP domain. How
ever, when we have freeness and linearity information it has been proven that we 
can improve the analysis with respect to precision and efficiency by avoiding one or 
both of the self-bin-unions occurring as components of the binary union operation. 
The question arises as to whether this improvement can be adapted for the amguw 
oi)eration. That is, can we avoid the corresponding sbin w operations under the same 
linearity and freeness conditions? The answer is yes, we can generalize Theorem 14 
and show that this is sound. However, we may lose precision. Moreover, the op
timization given by Theorem 15 only applies to the basic amguw operation given 
in Definition 13. When one or both of the self-bin-unions here is omitted clue to 
available freeness and linearity information, then =e in the theorem becomes [;;;e and 
we may lose further precision. Further work on this subject is ongoing. 

4 Widening Set-Sharing 
Vle can now define a family of unary wiclenings over SHw. 

Definition 16 (Widening for SHw.) A function \7: SHw -+ SHw is a widening 
for SHw if, for each shw E SHw, we have shw [;;;e \7 shw. 

The following result establishes the safety of such widening operators. 

Theorem 17 For each shw E SHw and each (x = t) E Bind we have 

amguw(shw,x = t) [;;;e amguw(\7 shw,x = t). 

The obvious corollary is that any analysis using these wiclenings, possibly a dif
ferent widening at each step of the analysis, is correct. After widening we usually 
normalize the new domain to provide a smaller representation. J'vioreover, it is also 
shown in [18] that similar results hold for each of the component operators such as 
binw for amguw. Thus we can (and do) safely widen and normalize within the actual 
computation of amguw. The analyzer has the freedom of using whichever widening 
suits its current needs. Those needs can be dictated by a number of heuristics. Of 
course, 1·eally useful wiclenings are guarded by some applicability condition. The 
simplest conditions are those based on the cardinality of the sets in the SHw de
scription. For example, for each widening \7 and for suitable choices off: W -+ N 
and n E N, one can define 

(cl sh) ~f {\l(cl,sh), if f(#cl,#sh) > n; 
\7 f,n ' ( l / ) l ' c , s L , ot 1erw1se. 

We order the wiclenings in the obvious way. If \71 and \7 2 are two wiclenings and, 
for all shw E SHw, \7 1(shw) [;;;e \72 (shw), then let \71 [;;;e \72 . At the top end of the 
scale of wiclenings we have two panic widenings. They are defined by 

\lP(cl, sh) ');[ ( cl U {U sh }, 0), 
The panic wiclenings are present in the CHINA implementation, with very strict 
guards, only to enforce the "never crash" motto: no real program we have access to 
makes them fire. At the other extreme we have very soft wiclenings. 
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Definition 18 (Cautious widening.) A widening \1: SHw ---+ SHw is called cau
tious ·if, for each shw E SHw, 

I(\1 shw) =p I(shw). 

Thus, a widening never introduces new pair-sharings nor new singletons in the de
scription. However, information is lost as soon as the operations for the analy
sis given by Definition 13 are considered. For example, consider two elements of 

SHw: sh:w1 ~ (0,{:c,y,z,xy,xz,yz}) and shw2 ~ ({xyz},0) so that we have 
I(shw 1 ) =p I(shw2) but e(shw 1) -=/= e(shw2). \'Vhile sharing between y and z is 
not contemplated in relw ( { x }, shw 1 ) = (0, { x, xy, xz}), the same does not hold for 
relw ( { x }, shw2) = shw2. 

A useful cautious widenings is the gentle widening, defined as follows. Consider 

shw E SHw, and G be the graph (N,E) where N ~ { x I {x} E I(shw)} and 

E~ { (x,y) I {x,y} E I(shw),x,y E N,x-=/= 'Y }. Then 

\1° shw ~ ( {C1 , ... , Ck}, sh), 

where C1, ... , Ck are all the maximal cliques of G. Note that, although the problem 
of enumerating all the maximal cliques of an undirected graph is NP-complete, this 
does not seem to be a problem for the graphs arising during the analysis of even 
the biggest real programs. For the experimentation we used the algorithm by Bran 
and Kerbosch [5], which is Algorithrn 457 in the ACM collection, even though more 
efficient algorithms are present in the literature. 

Of intermediate precision is the widening based on Fecht's idea, which we call 
Fecht's widening and defined as 

p·( ) clef ( ) \1 cl, sh = cl U sh, 0 . 

This widening is not cautious. However, it does not introduce new pairs. As it can 
introduce new singletons, it may destroy ground dependencies, and this is why this 
kind of widening is better coupled with Pos. 

5 Experimental Evaluation 

For the experimental evaluation of the Fecht's widening \lF, precision is compared 
with respect to the non-redundant sharing domain SHP. In fact, this approach is 
almost always as precise'as the optimal one using SHP. 

For this and the following experiments, the widening was guarded by a size thresh
old of 100 on the second component (i.e., the normal sharing part). In other words, 
immediately before each abstract mgu operation the analyzer operated p-redundancy 
elimination, as usual. If after this the operand ( cl, sh) was such that # sh > 100, 
then (cl, sh) was substituted by \lF(cl, sh). Let us call this guarded widening \1[00 . 
The results are reported in Table 2. Note that only the programs where the analysis 
with SHw gives different results from the analysis with SHP are reported in the 
table. Thus, for all the programs in the test-suite, the analysis with SHw using the 
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Goal-Independent II Goal-Dependent 
P+WSH+F+L JL P+NSH+F+L P+WSH+F+L II P+NSH+F+L 

I Program II NSP I GV I LV II NSP I GV I LV II NSP I GV I LV II NSP I GV I LV I 
aqua_c 11147 *406 2757 ? ? ? 16364 *1188 2028 ? ? ? 
cas log 6553 474 1615 7027 474 1615 11338 1739 1062 ? ? ? 
a china 2193 285 1166 2193 285 1166 3958 802 760 ? ? ? 
quot_an 288 37 160 288 37 160 639 159 122 646 159 122 

Table 2: Pas+ SHw +Free+ Lin vs Pas+ SHP +Free+ Lin using \7[00 : precision. 

(rather drastic) widening \7[00 gives the same results obtainable (at a much higher 
cost) with SHP, apart from those in Table 2. For aqua_c we obtain termination 
in reasonable time, as with Fecht's technique but with higher precision. The same 
holds for the GD analysis of caslog and ochina. However, while the GI analysis of 
ochina is "optimal" (meaning "as precise as SHP"), this is not the case for caslog. 
Non-optimality happens also for the GD analysis of quot_an. 

Obviously, Vfoo is never less precise than Fecht's domain. \>\That is surprising, 
however, is that it is almost that efficient. The timings and the number of appli
cations of the widening are reported in Table 3 for all the programs such that at 
least one timing was above 0.4 seconds. The first observation to be made is that 
the widening comes into play only a few times on the test-suite. On average, it is 
safe to say that on 99.9% of cases the sharing-sets remain of reasonable size (100 
groups or less in this experiment). Table 3 says that this definition of "reasonable" 
makes sense: for those programs where widening does not take place the difference 
in performance between Fecht's domain and our SHw with the \7[00 widening is very 
limited. Analysis of aqua_c shows that limiting precision may on occasions increase 
the cost (since less precision means more self-bin-unions to perform, thus even less 
precision, . . . ) . 

The results on the precision of \7[00 are so good that we are left with a ridiculous 
test-suite for checking how much we can improve by using a more cautious widening. 
Our experimentation slwwed that the gentle widening Vfoo improves over \7[00 only 
on quot_an. The same does, but at a lower price, a bigger widening 'Vg that is 
defined as \7° apart from the fact that singletons are disregarded. In other words, 
the undirected graph considered for 'Vg, given shw E SHw, is G ~ (N, E) such that 
E ~ { (x, y) I {x, y} E I(shw), x-I y} and N ~ {xI (:r, y) E E or (y, x) E E }. 

Now, suppose we perform sharing analysis without combining the sharing domain 
with Pas. Then it is important that the widening, as is the case with cautious ones, 
keeps track of singletons. Table 4 reports the results (fixpoint time and number of 
definitely not-sharing pairs) for SHw ·with \7[00 , SHw with Vi00 , and plain SHP. 
The GD analysis of bryant is particularly eloquent example of the superiority of 
cautious widenings when Pas is not used. 
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Goal-Independent II Goal-Dependent 
P+DSH+F+L P+WSH+F+L II P+DSH+F+L P+WSH+F+L 

I Program II T II T I #W II T II T I #W I 
action 0.1 0.1 1 1.1 1.4 1 
aircraft 0.2 0.2 0 0.7 0.7 0 
aqua_c 10.4 10.9 56 48.6 40.7 3 
bmtp 0.8 0.9 6 
bryant 0.1 0.1 0 0.6 1.4 1 
caslog 2.0 2.5 17 17.7 19.2 22 
chat80 0.9 1.0 2 4.3 4.9 6 
chat_parser 0.4 0.4 1 1.7 1.8 1 
dpos_an 0.2 0.2 0 0.5 0.8 1 
eliza 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 0.4 1 
lg_sys 3.3 3.9 23 
log_interp 0.2 0.4 2 0.7 0.9 1 
mixtus 0.9 0.9 4 
ochina 1.2 1.4 11 7.7 8.3 4 
parser_dcg 0.2 0.1 0 0.7 0.6 0 
peepholel 0.1 0.1 0 0.4 0.7 1 
pets_an 0.8 0.9 4 4.5 4.5 1 
peval 0.2 0.3 3 0.4 0.5 1 
plaiclp 0.7 0.7 3 
press 0.1 0.1 0 0.4 0.7 0 
quot_an 0.3 0.4 0 1.3 1.7 1 
read 0.1 0.1 0 0.3 0.6 1 
reg 0.4 0.4 4 0.4 0.4 1 
sdda 0.1 0.1 1 0.2 0.4 2 
sim 0.2 0.3 2 0.7 0.8 2 
simple 0.1 0.2 0 0.6 0.9 2 
slice 0.6 0.7 2 
spsys 0.6 0.7 5 
trs 0.2 0.3 2 0.5 0.6 1 
unify 0.1 0.1 0 0.5 0.7 0 

Table 3: Pas++ SH +Free+ Lin vs Pas+ SHW +Free+ Din using vi~o: timings 
(T) and number of (sharing) widenings (#W). 

6 Conclusion 

vVe believe we have made a significant step forward towards the solution of the prob
lem of practical, precise, and efficient sharing analysis of (constraint) logic programs. 
\Ve have studied a new representation for set-sharing that allows for the incorpo
ration of a variety of widenings. Extensive experimentation has shown that one of 
these widenings, which is based on an idea of C. Fecht, provides seemingly hard to 
beat precision and performance, when combined with Pas. \~Then this combination 
is not performed, we have also shown that "more cautious" widenings offer more 
precision at an acceptable extra-cost. 
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Goal-Independent Goal-Dependent 

SHw, Vfoo I SHw, Y'Ioo I SHP SHw, Vfoo I SHw, Y'Ioo I SHP 

I Program II T I NSP II T I NSP II T I NSP II T I NSP II T I NSP II T I NSP I 
aqua_c 4.1 10703 15.0 10899 ? ? 27.6 15754 37.8 15754 ? ? 
bryant 0.2 1066 0.2 1066 0.2 1066 1.0 1033 1.0 1781 0.9 1781 
cas log 2.1 6506 4.5 6539 744.4 7027 17.9 11054 21.8 11054 ? ? 
chat SO 0.6 2536 1.1 2536 9.1 2536 4.4 3923 7.7 3926 285.7 5111 
eliza 0.1 49 0.1 49 0.1 49 0.3 109 0.5 113 0.5 113 
lg_sys 2.7 7328 7.9 7334 725.1 7334 
ochina 0.9 2187 2.6 2189 5.0 2193 5.9 3936 9.6 3936 ? ? 
pets_an 0.6 2525 1.3 2563 19.8 2569 3.7 4664 5.3 4664 1006.5 4710 
quot_an 0.3 288 0.4 288 0.3 288 1.4 639 3.2 646 3.1 646 
simple 0.1 373 0.1 373 0.1 373 0.8 572 1.3 639 17.6 639 
slice 0.6 426 0.9 428 0.8 428 

Table 4: SHw with \7[00 vs SHw with 'VIoo vs plain SHP: timings and precision. 
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Abstract 

Aim of the paper is to assess the computational complexity of Static Semantics for disjunctive logic 
programs, according to the definition proposed by Costantini and Lanzarone, based on the notion of 
Knowledge Compilation. The computation is here divided in two phases: a pre-processing Program 
Transformation (PT) and a constructive phase IFC, which is a suitable variation of the well-founded 
model computation. The results show a complexity for the PT which is 2-EXPTIME for the resource 
time and 2-EXPSP ACE for the resource space. However, these results are really pessimistic since we 
always consider the WORST CASE, that sometimes is not even a possible scenario. The actual cost of 
the PT highly depends on the program at hand: the experiments show that in many practical cases the 
PT has a linear cost. In fact, in knowledge representation disjunctions express incomplete or uncertain 
knowledge. Therefore, their number and length should be kept as limited as possible, for the 
representation to be practically usable (otherwise, not only the complexity increases, but most queries 
would have disjunctions as answer). The IFC has a quadratic cost for the resource time, and a linear 
cost in the length of the transformed program for the resource space. Also in this case the analysis is for 
the worst case scenario. Since the IFC is performed for each query answering request, the resource time 
is crucial. For this reason we propose to introduce a step of query pre-processing with the aim of 
reducing the part of the program considered in the IFC. This is feasible because the Static Semantics 
verifies the Relevance Principle. 

1. Introduction 

As pointed out in [EG92], [EG92b], [Sch92], [CS93], in general the inference in Non-Monotonic 
Reasoning (NMR) and hence in disjunctive logic programming is more complex than the one for 
monotonic logic. Therefore we expect very high complexities whenever we deal with NMR. The key 
point is that problems of AI are computationally very difficult in the worst case. An important goal of 
todays' research is to be able to use the power of NMR, without paying all the cost of the computation. 
Formally, the question becomes: 

Given a knowledge base K, and query Q, is it possible to find a new one K' such that 

K 1----r~MR Q if and only if K' I= Q 

and, if so, what is the space allocation needed by K' ? 
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Knowledge compilation [CD98) is an AI technique for· addressing computational intractability of 

reasoning problems. It is aimed at fastening the on-line procedure of query answering by introducing a 

pre-processing phase, that can be seen (as the name suggests) as a sort of compiling. In general, the 

output of the compiling phase is computationally heavy and requires a lot of space. If we use this 

approach of non monotonic logic, in many cases it could be possible to reduce the complexity of Query 

Answering from a complexity L~ or IT~ -complete to a complexity NP or co-NP. 

The very high complexity of disjunctive programs [EG92) is due to two interacting factors: the 

disjunction in the head of the clauses and the conditions of minimality that the answer sets must respect. 

Among the different semantics which have been proposed for this class of programs, in this paper we 

consider the Static Semantics, which is a natural generalization of the well-founded model semantics 

for general logic programs. The declarative original version of Przymusinski, based on an 

Autoepistemic Logic of Knowledge and Belief, has complexity in t:, ~ [CM99). This means that this is 

the most complex semantics for disjunctive logic programs, as all the others proposed semantics are at 

most L~ -complete (this is the case for checking the existence of a perfect or of a partial stable model 

for disjunctive programs). Correspondingly, it is also much more powerful than any other semantics 

defined for this class of programs. 

Related to the notion of Knowledge Compilation, another definition of Static Semantics has been 

proposed by Costantini and Lanzarone [CL95), The computation is here divided into two phases: a pre

processing Program Transformation (PT) and a constructive phase (IFC ). This new definition of the 

Static Semantics can be seen as a first try of compiling for logic, disjunctive programs. The Iterated 

Fixpoint Computation uses the result of the Program Transformation for solving the Query Answering 

problem. ' 

In this paper, we assess the computational complexity of the Static Semantics defined as PT + IFC. The 

general result is that the PT has complexity 2-EXPTIME for the resource time and 2-EXPSPACE for 

the resource space, and the IFC has a quadratic cost for the resource time, and a linear cost in the length 

of the transformed program for the resource space. However, we try to identify the classes of programs 

for which the complexity (according to our algorithms) is tractable. In particular, this is the case when: 

the program is linearly expanded by the PT (which in our experiments seem to happen on many real 

programs), and/or the subset of the program used for query answering can be reduced. About this point, 

we specifically refer to the principle of Relevance [Dix94], which is verified by the Static Semantics. 

Consequently, the IFC can be performed not on the whole program P' which results from PT, but on the 

subset of rules which are relevant to the given query. This subset can be determined in polynomial, 

quadratic time. Then, the application of this principle results in a significant decrease of the cost of IFC,. 

which correspond to a significant increase of the efficiency of on-line query-answering. Yet, a formal 

comparison with single-step optimized algorithms is still to be made. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the Static Semantics according to [Prz94), 

and provide the reader with some necessary definitions. In Section 3 we define the Static Semantics 

according to [CL94], as Program Transformation (PT) and Iterated Fixpoint Computation (IFC). In 

Section 4 we assess the complexity of PT, in Section 5 the complexity of IFC. In Section 6 we 

summarize the results obtained, and suggest possible improvements. In Section 7 are the concluding 

remarks. All the proofs of the given results, as well as some of the algorithms that for the sake of space 

we have omitted, can be found in the extended version of this paper [CM99), 

2. Preliminary Definitions 

In this paper we discuss logical, disjunctive, ground propositional programs, and we will always refer to 

Herbrand interpretations. We restrict our attention to the Well-Founded Semantics for general logic 

programs [VGRS91) [Prz89], and of Static Semantics for general disjunctive logic programs [Prz94). 

Following the approach of [CL95], a constructive definition of Static Semantics can be obtained as an 

extension of the constructive _definition of the Well-Founded Semantics proposed in [Prz89). As it is 
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customary in the literature, we assume that the program is already instantiated, and therefore all the 
clauses are propositional, defined on a language L. The negation indicated in the clauses is non 
monotonic, hence it has to be read as 

not Cis true if and only if Cis believed to be false 

As propositional logics only support the classic negation; ,it becomes necessary to widen the language L 
with a modal operator called Belief. The atoms that do not ·contain the modal operator B are called 
objective atoms; the atoms of the form BF, where F is a generic formula in L, are called Belief atoms. 
From this language, it is possible to build an Autoepistemic Theory or Belief, defined as follows. · 

An Affirmative Belief Theory T in the language L 8 consists of a' (possibly infinite) set of clauses of 
the form: 

B 1A ... ABk ABG 1A ... A BG 1A-.BF 1A ... A -.BF11 :::JA 1v ... VA
11 

with I > O,k,m,n ~ 0, Ai's and Bi's objective atoms and Fi's , Gi's generic formulae 

The following allioms describe Belief Atoms' properties: 

• Consistency Axiom (D) 

• Normality Axiom (K) 

• Necessitation Rule (N) 

--, Bl_ 

B (F ;::,G) ;:::, (BF ;:::, BG) F and G generic formula 

F 
BF for any formula F 

• We also assume the distributivity of belief ~on junction . B(FAG):=BFABG 

Every disjunctive logic program can be transformed into a semantically equivalent Affirmative Belief 
TheoryT. 

Translation Logic Program- :Belief Theory : given logic program P, every clause of the form · 

Alv ... vA/f-BIA ... ABmAnotCJA ... AnotCIIl~l.m,n~O 

where A;. B;o C1are objective atoms, is replaced with the following formula in L 8 : 

B 1A ... ABkA B-.C1A ... A B-.C
11

::::JA1v ... vA 1 

Derivable Formulas. A formula F is derivable from a Belief Theory. if it belongs to the smallest set 
Cn•(T) of formulas in Ln which contains the theory T and all tlie instances of axioms (K) and (D) and is 
closed with respect to (N). We refer to this set as T A.A. F. Then, Cn• (T) = {F: T A.A. F} 

A Minimal Model of a Belief Theory T is a model M ofT such that it does not exist any smaller 
inodel N of T which coincides with M on belief atoms. 

The Belief Ciosure Operator 'f'T ofT defined in [Prz94], is based on the.idea of building extensions of 
a belief theory T based on another belief theory S, obtained by augmenting T with precisely those belief 
atoms BF which satisfy the condition that F is true in all minimal models of S .. The belief closure 
operator is monotonic, and its fixpoint are called Static Expansions ofT. The least fixed point of 'f'T 
is the Static Completion of T. For an Affirmative Belief Theory, the StatiC Completion is always 
consistent. The Static Semantics of a belief theory T is the set of all formulae which belongs to the 
Static Completion ofT. 

In the rest of this paper we refer to the following version of the constructive procedure for obtaining the 
well-founded model WFMp of a general logic program P. 

We assume that Bp, for every atom A in P, will contain both A and not A. 

Enhanced Immediate Consequence Operator J k: Bp is the set of literals believed true such that 
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T1 iO =={not A E Bp: A 11. J} 

T1 in+l=={AEBp:At-B~, ... ,Bkisaclausein P,{B 1,. .. ,Bk}s;;;TJ in} 

S(J) == T1 iro 
Iterated Fixpoint Computation. Let :E == S2 == S(S), and 

:E io == 4> :E in+ I == :E(:E in))== S(S(:E in)) 

:E computes as least fixed point a set WFC (Well-Founded Completion) of literals, such that if T =={A: 

A E WFC} and F =={A: not A E WFC}, we have WFMP == < T;F >. 

The following notation will be used in the following sections: 

conjunctions and disjunctions of literals are treated as sets 

D Dis a disjunction such as D 1 v D2 v ... v Dn (positive disjunction) 

-.D Dis a disjunction such as-, D1 v-, D2 v ... v-, Dn (negative disjunction) 

• "D D is any disjunction (positive and/or negative disjuncts) 

• C B is a conjunction such as B, A B2 A ... A Bn (positive conjunction) 

• -, C K is a conjunction such as -, K1 A-, K2 A. .. A-, Kn (negative conjunction) 

• "C B is a generic conjunction (positive and/or negative conjuncts) 

• -is negation , for example -,D D ==- (D D) ==not A v not B (according to De Morgan rules) 

3- The Static Semantics as Program Transformation and Well-Founded Computation 

We are now ready to introduce an alternative definition of the Static Semantics. This new definition is 

divided into two parts: first a semplification of the program, and then a variation of the well-founded 

model construction. 

We will define in fact: first, a transformation procedure for the program, which formalizes the impact of 

disjunctions in the derivation process and the correlation between implicit and explicit disjunctions; 

then, a modification in the construction of the well-founded model which links disjunction and 

negation. A procedural interpretation of the static semantics might accordingly consist in: an inefficient 

pre-processing phase, to be executed only once, and a second, efficient phase, to be executed on-line for 

each query, based on the procedural semantics for well-founded model. 

The objective of the Program Transformation is to add to the original program P, a set of clauses that 

make the disjunctions in P and all their logical consequences explicit. In the resulting program P' the 

disjunctions like (A v B v C) are treated as single, new atoms which differ from the atoms A, B and C. 

Also the atoms -, A are treated as new atoms, distinct from A. P' corresponds to an Affirmative Belief 

Theory simply by interpreting atoms -,A as B-. A, and by interpreting the connective ":-" as classical 

implication. 

Given Q, P, R, W objective atoms , D a disjunction of objective atoms and C a generic conjunction. 

The transformation from P toP', as explained in [CL95], consists of the following steps 

• initial step -links the explicit and implicit disjunctions, by applying the axiom: 
(I) ((CAW::::> Q) A (CAR::::> S) ::::> (C A (W v R)) ::::> (Q v S) 

• intermediate step - exploits the disjunctions that appear as heads in P, by applying the axiom: (2) 

. ((CAW::::> Q) ::::> (C A ( W v S)) ::::> (Q v S)) 

• final step - deletes redundant clauses, by applying the axiom: 

(3) ((C ::::>D)::::> (CAW::::> (D v S)) 

P' is equivalent to P in order to compute the Static Semantics, provided that the Herbrand base is 

redefined in the following way : 

Definition 1. 1. Expanded Herbrand base B; . 
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B; = Bp u {A : A is in P } u {not A : not A is in P } u 

{ D D : D D is in P } u {- D D : D D is in P} 

By using B;, it is possible to treat P' as a Horn program. 

Lemma 3. 1. If Pis a generic disjunctive logic program and I PI = n, then I B; I $ 2n. 

579 

The static completion of P coincides with the WFC (Well-Founded Completion) of P', that can be 
obtained by means of the Iterated Fixpoint Computation of Section 2, provided that the initial step be 
modified as follows. 

Let A,not A,D D,-. D D E B; , J!:: B;. 

(1) {not A : A e J and V D D is true (A E D D implies D D e J ) and 

V -.D D is true (not A E -,D D implies -,D D e J)} u 

(2) {not A: A e J e V D Dis true (A E D D implies D D' = D D- {A} E J)} u 

(3) {-.D D = -D D : 3 A E D D, A e J} 

Lemma 3. 2. Given J!:;;; B'; , J consistent set. Given F negative literal For negative disjunction, 

TJ io equals the set {BF: J l=min F}. 

4. Computational Complexity of Program Transformation 

Aim of this paper is to study the computational complexity in the .worst case of the approach of 
computing the static completion via program transformation and well-founded computation. 

For the Program Transformation, the resource Time it is not crucial because this operation will be 
executed only once. On the contrary, the resource Space is very important because the modified 
program P' will be stored in memory. 

Given a program P, let n be the length of P, M the number of clauses of P, L the average clause length 
and Lmax the max clause length. The following relation n = M * L is true. Moreover, if L if the length 
of a clause, there are no more than L/2 atoms in this clause , since between any couple of atoms there 
is always a logic connector. Let us introduce the following : 

Definition 4. 1. Base. Let P be a disjunctive logic program. 

Base(P) = {A I A is a propositional symbol in P} u {A I not A is in P } u 

{A I A is a propositional symbol contained in a disjunction in P } 

Base(P) is therefore the alphabet of the propositional symbols which the program P and the transformed 
program P' are based on. In this context, a literal is a generic propositional symbol in P or a disjunction 
of propositional symbols. 

Lemma 4. 1. Let P be a disjunctive logic program P and N, = I Base(P) I. The maximum number of 

distinct literals that we can build from Pis : 3N,. 

It is easy to see that, if the program has length n, it will contain up to n/2 distinct propositional symbols. 
Together with the above Lemma , this implies the following: 

Theorem 4. 1. Max Extension of P. A program P of length n can be extended until the number of 
n 

distinct literals is 32 
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Note l. The Theorem o(Max Extension provides a theoretical limit that can hardly be reached for the 
following reasons. 

I. The presence of disjunctions in a logic program P is due to some kind of incomplete knowledge. 
Therefore, the use of disjunctions should be limited to few clauses. · · 

2. If Na is about n/2, this means that the intersections between head and body of the clauses are 
minimal or empty, and so the resolution process will not apply; this is the typical case of data 
bases, and programs where relations are defined mostly extensionally. 

Lemma 4. 2. Given a clause in P such as {D T f- "D D,C H,--, C K}, the literals in D T,"D D, C H 
and ...,C K are all different. 

Lemma 4. 3. Given a program P where N = I Base(P) I, T = I Atoms(P) I, the maximum length Lmax of 
a clause is 4N * 3N. 

Example 4. I Let's consider the following program P 

a f-- b,g a f-- c,h b v c f- e,f 

and let's add the clause a v d f-- b,g,e 

The last clause is evidently a logical consequence of the first one. If we don't remove this clause right 
away, it will be considered in the initial step and the clause 

a v d f-- (b v c),g,h,e (*) will be added. 

Please note that(*) is a logical consequence of 

a f-- (b v c),g,h 

that is derived in the initial step from the first three clauses. 

As we introduce in P new clauses, it becomes more likely to encounter redundant clauses, In particular, 
the greater the number of atoms in a clause and of literals in the head, the higher is the probability that 
this clause is redundant. 

Then, it is necessary to define an algorithm for redundancy check, Redundancy(CJ,P). It is easy to see 
that the algorithm is deterministic and the time required is polynomial in the length of program P. 

We are now ready to design the algorithm Transform_! that applies the initial step of the program 
transformation. Let P be the initial program and P' the final program. Before proceeding, please be 
reminded that the test 3 A, E C B1 or the similar 3 not A1 E C C1 means 3 unique A1 (not A1). 

Note2. The initial step can be used also for reducing the program, for instance by removing the clauses 
that cannot be true because of the disjunctions contained. 

Transform_ I (P) 

input : logic program P; output : transformed logic program P' 

begin 

for each clause CL = {D T f- C H, -, C K} E P 

do { C B' :=<I> D D' :=<I> D A : = <I> -, C C': =<I> 

CP :=<1> -,CQ :=<j> 

for each clause CLB = {D D1 f- C B~o --, C C1} E P 

CL~CLB 

do { if 3 A1 E C B1 s.t. A1 E D T 
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end 

C B' : = C B' u { C B1 - A1} 

-, C C' : = -, C C' u { -, C C1} 

DD' :=DD' u DD1 

DA :=DA u{A1} 

{if3notA1E CC1 s.t .. notA1E -DT 

-.CC' :=-.CC'u{-.CC1 -notA1} 

CP: =CP uCB1 

DD' :=DD' u DD1 

-. c Q : = -. c Q u -.c ci 

-,D D : =D D u {not A1} 

CJ .- {DD' f-DA,CB',-,CC'} 

C2 :={DD' f- -.DD,CP,-,CQ} 

C3 : = redundancy(Cl,P) 

P : = P u {CJ}- {C2} 

P' : = P' u {C2}- {C4} 

P' : = P; return P' 

P' : = P' u {CJ}- {C3} 

C4 : = redundancy(C2,P) 

P : = P u {C2}- {C4} 

} 
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Note that every iteration of 'for' potentially adds a new clause that will be compared with all the other 
clauses, and that the maximum length of the clauses increases step by step. We do have a basic 
question: does the procedure end after a finite number of steps ? 

The answer is yes, for the following reasons: 

• Theorem of Max Extension of P limits the number of distinct literals that can be built from P; 

• Lemma 4. 3 relates the above limit with the maximum length of a clause; 

• The number of clauses that can be created from Base(P) is limited. 

We will now introduce several Lemmas, useful for determining the cost of Transform_]. 

Lemma 4. 4. Let P(i) be the program obtained after i iterations of 'for' cycle in Transform_]. If M(O) 
is the number of initial clauses, then the max number of clauses after i steps is: M(i):::; M(O) + i 

In order to determine the maximum number of steps, we need to determine the maximum number of 
clauses that can be formed in L = {Base(P),v,A, f- ,-,}. 

The following scheme of reasoning can be applied: 

• Lemma 4. 1 states the maximum number of atoms that can be created from the program P; we will 
name this set Atoms(P); 

• Lemma 4. 3 states that the max length of a clause is 2 * 3N; 

• we will consider all the subsets of Atoms(P) with a size :::; 2 * 3N; 

• given a subset of Atoms(P), we can determine all the possible clauses by varying the head of the 
clause among the elements in Atoms(P). 
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Summarized, this becomes : 

'v' Atom E Powerset(Atoms(P)) s. t. D = I Atom I :::; 2 * 3N there are D possible formulae. 

Example 4. 2 Given the subset {a,b,(c v d)}~ Powerset(Atoms(P)) we can form the clauses: 

a ~ b,(c v d) b ~ a,(cvd) (cvd) ~ a,b 

Formally, we have: 

Lemma 4. 5. Let P be a disjunctive logic program such as N = I Base(P) I and T = I Atoms(P) I ; then 

the maximum number of clauses that can be created from Pis Mmax 5 T/2 * 2T 

Note 3. The result actually overestimates the number of the generable clauses because it does not 
consider contradictory and redundant clauses. To do so, assumptions would be needed, about the 
number of disjunctions the given program is supposed to contain, an about the mumber of atoms these 
disjunctions are composed of 

In Lemma 4. 5, we consider only the clauses that have a disjunction in the head, so we need to 

determine how many clauses with a disjunction in the head we can create. 

Lemma 4. 6. Given a disjunctive logic program P where N = I Base(P) I, there are up to 32
N clauses 

with a disjunction in the head. 

Let us now assess the cost of Transform_} for time and space. 
The algorithm Transform_] contains two nested "for" cycles: 

• the outermost cycle considers all clauses of P, and all clauses generated in previous steps. 

• the innermost cycle considers all clauses of P, except the one selected by the external cycle. 

From Lemma 4. 4 and Lemma 4. 6 we conclude that the maximum number i of steps of Transform_] is 

i 5 32
N- M(O) 

Let C be an estimate of the cost C of the inner block of instructions, and let Mmax be the maximum 
number of clauses with a disjunctive conclusion that can be possibly generated. Then, the cost in time, 

depending on the number M of clauses, is: 

M- M- M-
T(M)=C* I,.(M(i-1))

2
=C* .I,.(M(O)+i-1)2 5 C* I,.(M(0)+i)

2 = C*(Mmax)3 

i=l i=l i=l 

Since Mmax = 32
N (from Lemma 4. 6) and N = n/2, we get T(n) = C * (3" )3 = C * 33

" 

Then, we have a cost in time which is exponential in the length n of the original program. In particular, 
since EXPTIME is the set of all decision problems solvable in time bounded by 2p(n) and since we have 

32
":::; 24

", we can conclude that the time complexity of the PT is in EXPTIME. 

An upper bound for space can be obtained by considering the global length of all clauses that can be 

generated, i. e. at most one for each processing step. From Lemma 4. 3, we have that the maximum 
length of a single clause is 4N * 3N , and then we have: 

S(N) = (Num. steps) * Lmax = 32
N * 4N * 3N = 4N 33

N 

The length of P after the base step is: S(n) = n + 4 (n/2) * 33
("'

2
l = n + 2n * 32

" 

which is again an exponential value with respect to the original length n. In particular, since 

EXPSP ACE is the set of all decision problems solvable in space bounded by 2p(n) and since we have 3 2" 

:::; 24
", we can conclude that the space complexity of the PT is in EXPSPACE. 

In summary, given disjunctive logic program P, the base step can be applied by a deterministic Turing 
Machine in exponential time and space. 
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Obsen•ation Notice that this is an overestimation of complexity, since time and space costs are actually 

not reachable. A reasonable upper bound can be found if making hypotheses on the class of programs 

under consideration. 

Below is the algorithm that implements the intermediate step of the program transformation. Like for 

the·base step, it is sufficient to compare couples of clauses, of which at least one is disjunctive. Also in 

this case a redundancy check is provided. 

Transform_2 iterates the intermediate step until the fixpoint is reached. It relies on the oracle 

Transform_2(P) input : disjunctive logic program P 

output : disjunctive logic program P' modified by intermediate step 

begin 

end 

P' : = Apply_intermediate(P) 

while (P' * P) 

P: =P' 

P' : = apply_intem1ediate(P) 

Apply_intermediate, that scans the program so as to compare every couple of clauses, and possibly add 

a new one, according to the definitions in Section 3. The new clauses are not immediately added to P, 

rather they are temporarily stored in P', so as redundant ones can be discarded. Similarly to the base 

step, only disjunctive clauses can produce new clauses to add. Therefore, the starting point is the 

maximum number of disjunctive clauses. 

Lemma 4. 7. Given disjunctive logic program P, with N = I Base(P) I and T = I Atoms(P) I, the 

maximum number of disjunctive clauses is (T- 2N) * 2T-I. 

Apply_intermediate will compare disjunctive clauses with the others, and then 

Comparisons (N,T) =(disjunctive clauses) *(clauses)= 

=(by Lemma 4. 5 and Lemma 4. 7) = (T- 2N) 2T-I * T 2T-I = 22T (T2
- 2N) /4 

Since Transform_2 caJls Apply_intermediate up to (T/2)*2 T times, the total number of comparisons is 

Comparisons(N,T) = (T3
- 2NT) * 23T /8 

If C is the cost of a single comparison , by taking T = 3N and by making the pessimistic assumption 

N=n/2, we get T(n) = C (33
"'

2
- n 3"'2) * 2exp(3"'2) I 8 

which is exponential in the length of the original program P. As far as space is concerned, the result is 

the same as for the base step, i. e. 

S(n) := n + 2n * 32
n 

Observation As before, the result applies to the worst case scenario because : 

• the length of program P increases dynamically during the program transformation and it is not 

maximum at ever)' iterations of Apply_intermediate, as assumed in the above discussion; 

• each time Apply_intermediate is called, all the clauses added in step i are considered only from 

step (i+I) on 

• the redundancy check introduced in Apply_intermediate reduces the length of P with an immediate 
effect in the current step 
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The fonnal conclusion however is that the Program Transfonnation can be executed by a detenninistic 
Turing machine working in exponential time/space with respect to the original length of P. Again, the 
results presented are very pessimistic because: 

1. the maximization of N with n/2 means that we are working with programs which are not very 
meaningful; 

2. all the transformations on the program apply to clauses with a disjunction in the head; usually a 
program should contain only few such clauses, because disjunction signifies lack of infonnation; 

3. the redundancy check removes a lot of clauses, but the actual number cannot be easily quantified 
because it highly depends on P. 

5. Computational Complexity of the Iterated Fixpoint Computation (IFC) 

After the Program Transfonnation has been applied toP, the Static Semantics of P can be computed by 
applying the Iterated Fixpoint Computation with a Modified Base Step. Based on Lemma 3. 2, a 
negative disjunction or atom is not believed true because of the lack of information, instead not A E TJ 
to if and only if J l=min not A and- D DE TJ to if and only if J !=min-D D. 

Therefore, given J k: B ~ , TJ to contains all the Atoms not A or the negative disjunctions -D D = not 
D1 v ... v not Dn that are minimally implied by J. In TJ t1 we can add all the facts in P and all the 
heads of clauses of P such that the body is in TJ to. Thus, at each step up to M elements are added in 
P. In general in TJ ti we can add: 

• all the facts in P 

• all the heads of clauses of P s. t. the body E TJ t(i- 1) 

Each iteration adds at least one element, because otherwise it means that we have already reached the 
fixed point. Therefore we have: 

Lemma 5. 1. Given a disjunctive logic program P with M clauses and J k: B ~ , the procedure for 
computing S(J) has to be iterated up toM+ 1 times. 

Each iteration implies the scan of M clauses and of the set J, which has maximum dimension equal to 
B~. 

We will now consider an algorithm for computing S(J), ComputeS(J,P), where Pis the program and J 
the current belief set. Its main part is the algorithm Apply_basic_step(JO,P ), .which applies the modified 
base step before the iteration. In fact, the complexity of ComputeS is heavily based upon the complexity 
of Apply_basic step. Let us remind the reader that S(J) = TJ teo. 

Apply_basic_step(JO,P) 

input : JO = current belief set; 

output ; Jl = new belief set 

begin 

Jl : = cp 

P = disjunctive logic program 

detennine B ~ = Extended Herb rand base of P 

Jc : = B ~ - JO 

for each atom A in Jc 
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}end 

do { Dl : = {"D D: "D D contains A} 

if 'If "D DE Dl, "D DE Jc is verified 

D2 : = { --J) D : --J) 0 contains not A} 

if V --J) 0 E D2 , --J) 0 E Jc is verified 

{ Jl : = Jl v {not A} 

03 : = {"D 0: "D 0 does not non contain A} 

if V "D 0 E 03 , "D D E J is verified 

Jl : = Jl v {not A} 

04 : = {D 0: D 0 contains A} 

VDOE 04 

Jl :=Jl v{-DO} 

} return Jl 

We may notice that: 

• B ~ can be determined by a sequential scan of P; 

• D 1, D2, D3, D4 can be determined by a sequential scan of B ~ 

• the test D D E Set, where Set is either J or Jc , requires up to log2 ( I Set I ) comparisons. 
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Since J and Jc constitute a partition of B ~, we'll test either D D E JO or D D E Jc depending on the 
truth of I m I < I 1c I . 
This implies that the search time is no more than (112)*1og2( I B ~ I = (1/2) + (l/2)1og2 n 

The cost of the algorithm Apply_basic_step is composed by: 

• the cost of determining B ~ , which is linear in the length n of P 

• the cost of determining Jc, which is linear in the length 2n of B ~ 

• for each of the max 2n atoms of Jc, the cost of identifying the sets D I, D2, D3, D4 is 2n, since one 
scan of B ~ is sufficient. Given that I D 1 I + I D21 + I D3l + I D41 :::; I B ~ I , we obtain 

2n * (l/2+1/2log2 n) = n + n log2 n:::; n2 

Globally we have that Time(Apply_basic_step) = n + 2n (n2 + 2n) = 7n + 2n3 = o(2n3
) 

Let's focus now on the cost of the algorithm ComputeS. We can identify the following components: 

• the cost of the base step is 2n 3 
; 

• the identification of all the facts in P has linear cost in n because we only need to scan P once; 

• the while loop, executed for each step of P,but the facts, checks if each atom is in Jl. P' has upton 
clauses, therefore 

n * (112+ 1121og2 n) = n/2 + n/2 (log2 n) "'n2. 

How many times will the while cycle be executed ? The sets JO and Jl can have for 1 to 2n elements. 
However, the following Lemma holds. 
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Lemma 5. 2. If JO contains all the Atoms that are in the head of the clauses of P, then Jl = TJo = JO and 
we have reached the fixed point. 

The Lemma implies that the while cycle in the algorithm ComputeS won't be executed more than M 
times, where M is the number of clauses in P. Again, we can maximize M with n and so 

Time( ComputeS)= 2n3 + n + M * n2
:::; 2n3 + n + n3 = 3n3 

The algorithm ComputeL(J,P) determines L=S2 and is very simple because, basically, it just invokes the 
algorithm ComputeS twice. It won't be reported here for its simplicity. Obviously 

Time(ComputeL) = 6n3 

We are now ready to evaluate the algorithm Compute_WFC for the Iterated Fixpoint Computation (IFC) 
of the Well-Founded Completion of P. 

Since it can be proved that the maximum number of iterations of L for reaching the fix point is M+ 1, 

Time(Compute_WFC) = (M + 1) * Time(ComputeE) = (M + 1) * 6n3
:::; 6n4 

Let us summarize what we found so far: 

The Iterated Fixpoint Computation for a disjunctive logic program P modified by the Program 
Transformation can be computed in polynomial time, so its complexity is in P. 

As concerns the resource space, the IFC requires polynomial space and so it is in PSPACE. However, if 
we consider the length of P before the Program Transformation, the space required is exponential. 

6. Summary of the results obtained and possible improvements 

So far we have proved that PT is exponential in time and can expand the length of P exponentially, 
while IFC is polynomial quadratic in time and linear in space (based on the length of P after PT). 
Because of the expansion of the program after PT, the IFC can become not feasible, even if it has a 
quadratic cost itself. The problem applies to both time and space resources. 

However, we have experimented this approach on many examples of different sizes and different kinds. 
We have considered all the examples presented in [LMR92] and [Prz94]). We have also considered 
randomly generated examples, up to a lenght of twenty clauses (since we do not have a good 
implementation yet), varying the number and the length of the disjunctions. The results of the 
experiments tell us the following. In most cases, the PT increases linearly the length of P. In some cases, 
the PT actually reduces the length of P by eliminating redundancies. This process is very similar to the 
Davis-Putnam procedure. More specifically, the PT will remove: (i) redundant clauses (the shortest 
clauses are kept); (ii) clauses that contain at least two atoms in their body that appear in a disjunction 
and that therefore cannot be verified for the exclusive OR assumption; (iii) the atoms in the body that 
are also present as facts in the program. 

In general though, the computational feasibility can be guaranteed in two ways. 

1. Working only with programs that do not expand exponentially after PT. Typically, those programs 
satisfy at least one of these conditions : (a) contain a lot of facts (b) contain only few disjunctions; 
(c) contain few distinct propositional symbols; (d) many atoms are either only in the head or only in 
the body of clauses. 

2. Given a program P and a query A, applying IFC only on a subset of the program P, called P' A that is 
the "relevant set" of P with respect to the query A. 

The basic idea that we want to support is that, given a program P and a query Q, only a subset of P is 
used during the deduction process. 

Should this idea be valid, it is possible to proceed in the following way : 

l. Execute off-line PT and store P'=PT(P) on external memory. 

2. Given query Q, determine subset P' '=Relevant_Subset(P' ,Q), 
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3. Apply IFC on P" and then verify Q. 

On (2), we specifically refer to the principle of Relevance, detailed in [Dix94] and [AB94]. In 
particular, a semantics verifies the Relevance principleif the following holds: 

given a program P, and a literal L, the truth value assigned to L depends only on the subset 
rel_rul(P,L) of rules "relevant" to L, so that 

SEM(P)(L) = SEM (rel_tule(P,L)) (L) 

The STATIC Semantics verifies the Principle of Relevance. Therefore, the IFC will be applied to P' '= 
rel_rul(P' =-PT(P)) 

All the definitions of dependency graph, dependencies_of and rel_rul introduced in [Dix94] and 
[AB94] do not need to be changed because of the disjunction. In fact, if the query Q is constituted of 

II 

conjunctions of literals, Q= C1 u C2 u ... Cn rel_rul (P, Q) = Y (rei_ rul(P, Ci)) 
i=l 

The set rel_rule can be determined in polynomial, quadratic time. Based on that, we can redefine 

Time(query_answering_on-line) = 

Time(program_reduction from P' toP'' ) + 

Time(Iterated_Fixpoint_Construction) = (n')2 + (6 n")4 

Where n'= IP' I en"= IP" I 

Please be reminded that originally it was 

(') 

Time(query_answering_on-line) = Time(Iterated_Fixpoint_Construction) = 6(n')4 <**) 

With a reduction of just 1/10 from P' to P", we have a significant decrease in the time and the 
reduction becomes bigger as n' grows. 

7. Concluding remarks 

We have assessed the computational complexity of Static Semantics, according to the definition 
proposed by Costantini and Lanzarone, based on the notion of Knowledge Compilation. The 
computation is here divided in two phases: a pre-processing Program Transformation (PT) and a 
building phase IFC. 

The results presented in previous sections show a complexity for the PT which is 2-EXPTIME for the 
resource time and 2-EXPSPACE for the resource space, so the PT is intractable (according to our 
algorithm). However, these results are really pessimistic since we overestimate many factors (in order 
not to restrict ourselves to some particular class of programs, on which more precise hypotheses could 
be made). Moreover, the redundancy check and the transformation itself might in many cases reduce the 
program length. The actual cost of the PT highly depends on the program at hand, and in particular on 
the number of distinct propositional symbols, the number of disjunctions, the occurrence of the atoms in 
the head and body of clauses. In fact, the experiments show that in most practical cases the PT has a 
linear cost. 

The IFC has a quadratic cost for the resource time and a linear cost in the length of the transformed 
program P for the resource space. Also in this case the analysis is for the worst case scenario. Since the 
IFC is performed for each query answering request, the resource time is crucial. For this reason we 
propose to introduce a step of query pre-processing with the aim of reducing the part of the program 
considered in the IFC. This is feasible because the Static Semantics verifies the Relevance Principle 
(see [Dix94]); the reduction in the size of the program considered for IFC is particularly important for 
programs with a lot of facts. 
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Throughout the paper we have produced a basic sequence of operations required for defining a 
prototype of interpreter for both PT and IFC. Among the possible future developments, we see the 
following: characterization of computationally feasible programs, also in relation to known classes of 
programs, such as disjunctive stratified programs; implementation of a prototype of interpreter. 
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Negation in Transaction Progran1s 

Carlos Viegas Damasiot, Vitor Beires Nogueirat,:l: 

Abstract 

Transaction Logic is a recent paradigm designed as a general logic of state 
change for deductive databases and logic programs. It has a model theory, 
a proof theory and its serial-Hom subset has a top-down, SLD-style proof 
procedure. The combination of declarative semantics and procedural inter
pretation turns the serial-Hom subset into a powerful language for logic pro
gramming with updates. In this work we present an extension of that proof 
procedure incorporating (stratified) negation as failure of transactions. This 
feature provides additional expressiveness of the language and eases the pro
gramming task, as illustrated. More, since we divide the transaction (query) 
evaluation in two major steps and re-use the information derived in the first 
one, we managed to overcome some lost of information of the preceding sys
tems where the information derived during previous transactions evaluation 
was discarded. Finally, we prove that our extended procedure is sound and 
complete wrt the declarative definition of perfect model semantics for negation 
as failure. 

1 Introduction 

Transaction Logic (Tn) is a recent paradigm that deals with the phenomenon of 
updating an arbitrary logical theory in a clean declarative way. Informally, we can 
see Tn as a formalism for specifying and executing procedures that is more flexible 
and expressive than most procedural systems. 

Transaction Logic is capable of performing hypothetical reasoning as well as 
changing the database, while most logics of time and actions only deal with the 
first issue. 

In this paradigm, there is no separation between non-updating queries and actions 
with side effects, both being considered atomic transactions. The execution of a 
transaction is not only characterized by an initial and a final state but also by the 
sequence of all intermediate states traversed, i.e. a transaction is characterized by 
the path it has followed. For the serial-Horn subset Tn, that path can be computed 
using a top-down, SLD-style proof procedure. 

Work partially supported by JNICT projects ACROPOLE and MENTAL. 
t Centro de Inteligi'mcia Artificial (CENTRIA), Departamento de Informatica, Universidade 

Nova de Lis boa, 2825 li<Ionte da Caparica, Portugal. E-mail: { cd, vbn}<ildi. fct. unl. pt 
j: Departamento de Informatica, Universidade de Evora, 7000 Evora, Portugal. 
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In this work we extend that proof procedure by adding (stratified) negation as 

failure transactions. This feature provides additional expressiveness of the language 
and eases the programming task, as illustrated. 

Our systems divides the transaction (query) evaluation into two parts: 

1. Finding constraints representing transaction execution paths that are indepen
dent of the database state. 

2. Evaluating those constraints with respect to the current database. 

The results in the paper provide the theoretical framework for an existing imple
mentation of transaction logic with negation as failure. 

This paper is divided as follows: in Section 2 we provide a short overview of the 
required main concepts and results of Transaction Logic; in Section 3 we describe 
the complete formal system for locally stratified transaction bases with negation; 
in Section 4 we present the proof of correctness; finally, in Section 5 we draw some 
conclusions and elaborate on future developments. 

2 Transaction Logic Overview 

In this section we start by showing the full syntax of 'Il·ansaction Logic. Then, we 
present the 'model theory restricted to Herbrand Path Structures. The proof system 
for ground serial-Horn programs is then shortly overviewed. We finish by detailing 
the declarative definition of perfect model semantics for negation as failure. This 
presentation follows closely [4, 2, 3]. 

2.1 Syntax 

Syntactically, In extends first-order logic with two binary operators: ®, called serial 
conjunction and EB, called serial disjunction1. 

The alphabet of In is constituted by countably-infinite sets of function symbols 
(F), variables (V) and predicate symbols (P); connectives(/\, V, ®, EB, •), quantifiers 
(V, 3) and auxiliary symbols such as "(", ")" and ",". 

Using the previous alphabet we can build transaction formulas according to 
the generalized inductive definition: 

• If pEP and t 1 , ... , tn are terms2 then p(tll ... , tn) is an (atomic) transaction 
formula. 

• If <P and 'ljJ are transaction formulas, then so are the following expressions: 

1 Each of these operators can be defined using the other and classical negation. 
2The generalized inductive definition of a term.is: 

- A variable is a term. 

- If f is a n-ary ( n 2: 0) function symbol and tt, ... , tn are terms then f (t1, ... , tn) is a term. 

and nothing else is a term. 
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- </; 1\ 1/J, </; V 1/J, </; 01/J, </; ffi 1jJ 3 and •</; 

- (VX)<j; and (3X)<j;, where X is a variable 

and nothing else is a transaction formula. 
One of the main concepts in Tn is the concept of path: sequence of states where 

each state represents a database. The elementary operations ( quedes and elementary 
transitions) possible in a database aren't predefined in Tn.Instead, they must be 
externally supplied, along with the language £. This extra information is given by 
the state data oracle ( Od) and the state transition oracle (at). 

The Od is a mapping from the set state identifiers to the powerset of all first-order 
formulas, i.e. specifies the static semantics of states. 

od ( i) = {first-order formulas representing the truths of that database state} 

The ot is a mapping from pairs of database state identifiers into sets of ground 
atomic formulas, i.e. the dynamic semantics of the database. 

ot ( il' i2) = {elementary updates that can transform state il into state i2 } 

This way, besides gaining generality the dynamic aspects are insulated from the 
static ones. 

2.2 Model Theory 

To formally describe the execution of a transaction statements of the follo.wing form 
are used: 

P, Do, ... , Dn I= </; (1) 

where 

• D; (0 ::; i ::; n) is a finite set of state identifiers. 4 

• P is the transaction program, i.e. a set of Tn formulas. 

• </; is a Tn formula. 

According to the authors, the notation P, D0 , ..• , Dn I= <j; means that transaction 
<j; issued on transaction program P succeeds, bringing the database from state Do 
to state Dn through an arbitrary finite number of intermediate states. 

To establish the precise interpretation of expression (1) we first have to know for 
an arbitrary path the set of atomic formulas true on that path. To simplify matters 
we will assume that our transaction bases are all ground, and therefore we restrict 
ourselves to Herbrand Path Structures. 

3 \Vhere "</J01/!" intuitively stands for "Do <P and then do 1/!" and "</JtD'IjJ" stands for "Do <P now 
or do 1jJ later" . 

4 (D0 , ..• , Dn) is the path followed. 
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Definition 1 (Herbrand Path Structures) An Herbrand path structure I is a 
mapping from the set of paths to the powerset of the H erbrand Base, i.e. for every 
path 1r we have I ( 1r) ~ 1-lB. We use the notation I ( 1r) Fe a to mean that a E I ( 1r). 
The mapping I is subject to the following restrictions: 

• Compliance with the data oracle: I((D)) Fe¢>, for every 1> E Od(D), which 
means that the view over any database state must be a model of whatever the 
oracle considers to be true on that state. 

• Compliance with the transition oracle: I( (Dt, D2)) Fe 1> whenever 
¢> E ot (Dt, D2), which means that the path structure satisfies all elementary 
updates. 

We define the partial ordering among Herbrand path structures as I :::;1f J iff for 
every'path 1r we have I(1r) ~ J(1r). 

We now have all the ingredients to define how a transaction formula, ¢>, is satisfied 
on a given path, 1r, in a path structure ],![, denoted by M, 1r F ¢>. 

Definition 2 (Satisfaction) Let M be a path structure and 1r be an arbitrary path. 

1. Base Case: M,1r F p(tt ... tn) if and only if M(1r) Fe p(tt ... tn), for any 
atomic formula p(tt ... tn). 

2. Negation: M,1r I=---,¢> if and only if it is not the case that M,1r F 1> 

3. Classical Conjunction: M,1r F ¢>1\'1/J if and only if M,1r F 1> and M,1r F '1/J 

4. Classical Disjunction: M,1r F 1> V ·1/; if and only if M,1r F ¢ or M,1r F '1/J 

5. Serial Conjunction: M,1r F ¢0'1/J if and only if M,Tft F ¢and M,1r2 F '1/J, 
for some split 7ft o 1r2 of path 1r 5 

6. Serial Disjunction: M,1r F ¢ ffi 'ljJ if and only if M,7rt F ¢ or M,1r2 F '1/J, 
for every split 7ft o 1r2 of path 1r 

We have also a special predicate arc which holds on every path < D, D' >. If a 
transaction formula 1> is satisfied by every path 1r of a path structure M, then M is 
a model of ¢>, formally: 

Definition 3 (Models of Transaction Formulas) A path structure M is a 
path-model (or simply a model) of a formula¢>, written M F ¢, iff M, 1r F ¢for 
every path 1r. A path structure is a model of a set of formulas if and only if it is a 
model of every formula in the set. 

Now we have all the elements that we need to define the meaning of (1) 
5 Given a path 1f = (D1 ..• Dn), a split of 1f is any pair of subpaths 1ft and 1r2 such that 

1ft = (D1 .•• D;) and 1r2 = (D; ... Dn), for some i (1 :::; i :::; n). · 
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Definition 4 (Executional Entailment) Let P be a transaction base, ¢ a trans
action formula and Do ... Dn a sequence of database state identifiers. Then, the 
statement (1) is true if and only if M, (Do ... Dn) I=¢ for every model, M, of P. 

Normally, before issuing transactions, we only know the initial database state D 0 . 

So, defining transaction execution is more appropriate according to the follo·wing 
definition: 

Definition 5 P, Do --- I= ¢ iff there is a database sequence Do, ... , Dn that makes 
P, Do, . .. , Dn I= ¢ true. 

2.3 Proof Theory 

Although full Tn has a sound and complete proof theory, this procedure is not easy to 
formulate within Tn itself. Fortunately, there is a important subset of In for which 
there is a top-down, SLD-style proof procedure that can be expressed within Tn 
itself. This subset is called serial-Horn program. For a Tn program with state dat'a 
oracle Qd) state transition oracle ot) transaction base p and transaction (query) Q 
to fulfill the serial-Horn conditions we must have: 

1. The transaction Q must be a serial conjunction of atoms6 . The transaction 
·base, P, must be a set of serial-Horn rules7 . 

2. The state date oracle Qd, must be either: an Atomic Oracle or a Generalized 
Horn Oracle such that for every state, s, the heads of the rules in P do not 
occur in the rules bodies in od ( s). 

The system that we propose for dealing ·with (stratified) negation as failure is 
build upon the following (simple) sound and complete inference system for verifying 
that P, D 0 , .. . , Dn I=¢, where P is a ground serial-Horn program: 

Definition 6 (Inference in Ground '2l) If Pis a ground serial-Horn transaction 
base, then '251 is the following system of axioms and inference rules, where D can be 
any database state identifier: . 

• Axioms: P, D f-9 () 

• Inference Rules: In Rules 1-3 below, a is an atomic formula, and rest is a 
serial conjunction. 

1. Applying transaction definitions: Let a +-- ¢ be a rule in P then 

P,D c __ f-9 ¢,rest 

P, D --- f-9 a, rest 

6 A serial conjunction is a formula of the form: a1 0 a 2 0 ... 0 an where each a; is an atomic 
formula. · 

7I.e. rules whose head is an atom and whose body is a serial co1_1junction. 
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2. Querying the database: If Od(D) Fe a then 

P,D --- f--9 rest 

P, D --- f--9 a 181 rest 

3. Performing elementary updates: If ot(Dl> D2) Fe a then 

P, D2 --- f--9 rest 

P, D1 --- f--9 a 181 rest 
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For an implementation of this fragment of Tn the reader may consult [5]. 

2.4 Perfect Model Semantics for Negation as Failure 

The use of negation as failure is fundamental in modern query answering procedures 
over relational and deductive databases. Nowadays, the semantics of negation as 
failure is ·well understood for normal logic programs. During the eighties it was 
identified a large class of programs where all the major semantics agree: the local 
stratified programs [1, 8]. In very general terms, a local stratified program syntacti
cally guarantees that there are no infinite recursions over negation. A negation can 
only be applied to predicates of a lower stratum (or level). 

These ideas have been carried over to Transaction Logic in [2], where it is defined 
a perfect-model semantics for negation as failure in locally stratified transaction 
bases. The authors follow the usual declarative approach in terms of the "depends" 
relation but do not address the issue of computing the semantics: 

Definition 7 (Depends relation >-) There is a arc from p to q in the dependency 
relation graph iff p occurs in the body of a rule in P that has q in the head. If •p 
appears in the body of a rule for q the arc is said to be negative 

We say that q >- p if there is a path from p to q with at least a negative arc on it. 

Definition 8 (Local Stratification) A transaction base P is locally stratified iff 
there is no infinite descending sequence of atoms such that p1 >- p2 >- ... 

The perfect-model semantics rests on a definition of preference between models: 

Definition 9 (Preference relation «) Let M and M' be two models of trans
action base P, M « JYI' iff for any path, 1r, and any atom, a, if M, 1r F a and 
M', 1r li= a, then there is a path, 1r

1
, such that 11£, 1r

1 li= b and 11£1
, 1r

1 F b, for some 
atom b >- a. 

The perfect models are defined as usual: 

Definition 10 (Perfect Model) A perfect model of P is any model that is minimal 
with respect to «. 

It is very important to notice that for locally stratified ground transaction bases 
the perfect model is always guaranteed to exist and it is unique. We say that 
P, D 0 , . .. , Dn Fper f ¢ iff ¢ holds on path < Do, . .. , Dn > for every perfect model 
of P. 
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3 Perfect Model Semantics: an operational way 

The evaluation of transactions (queries) under transaction logic is computationally 
expensive not only because the existence of a successful path depends on the cur
rent database, but also because there can exist several successful paths and, if no 
path size is specified, it is natural to obtain the one that minimizes the number of 
databases changes. This way we'll have two sorts of problems: re-computation and 
minimization. 

To address the first problem (re-computation) we use this simple idea: "in the 
evaluation of a transaction separate the aspects that don't depend on the database 
from the ones that do, saving the first ones for latter use". This way we divide the 
transaction evaluation in two major steps: 

1. Finding constraints representing transaction execution paths that are indepen
dent of the database state. 

2. Evaluating those constraints with the current database. 

To address the second problem (minimization) another simple idea: "in the e
valuation of a transaction iterate on the paths size starting with the minimum path 
size". We'll see that in order to achieve this, we start by finding constraints of size 0 
then of size 1, ... ,of size n, ... (where n is the number of conjunctions of elementary 
transitions). Also note that this process may never end. 

For the sake of simplicity, and as usual, we consider only Extended-Horn transac
tion bases, i.e. finite sets of ground Extended-Horn rules. This corresponds closely 
to the datalog case in the deductive database literature. TNe also impose local stra
tification of the transaction base. We will mention where non finiteness affects our 
results. 

Definition 11 (Extended-Horn rules) An extended-Horn rule is aformulap +
¢ where p is atomic and ¢ is an extended conjunction. Extended conjunctions are 
defined recursively as follows: 

• If p is an atom, then p and • p are extended conjunctions. 

• If ·1/11, . . . , 'l/Jn are extended conjunctions, then 'l/J1 0 ... 0 'l/Jn is an extended 
conjunction. 

Our goal is to provide an inference system that given P, Do and ¢ (extended 
conjunction formula) finds database sequence D0 , •.• , Dn such that: 

P, Do, ... , Dn Fperf ¢ 

This reduces our goal to finding the constraints derived from the transaction base 
P that succeed with the current database state. Let us start by seeing how to obtain 
those constraints. 
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3.1 Finding execution paths 

Given a transaction base we will get rid of all procedure definitions retaining only 
calls to the data and transition oracles. Therefore, a distinction between three 
types of predicates is mandatory: queries to the database, elementary transitions 
and procedure's (predicates defined in the transaction base). With the first two kind 
of predicates we build two types of constraints: 

Definition 12 (Data Oracle Constraint) A Data Oracle Constraint is an ex
pression of the form q1 1\ ... 1\ qn, where n 2: 1 and each qi (1 ::::; i ::::; n) is a query 
(or its negation). 

Definition 13 (Transition Oracle Constraint) A Transition Oracle Constraint 
is either the arc8 predicate or an expression of the form t1 1\ ... 1\ tn, where n 2: 1 
and each ti ( 1 ::::; i ::::; n) is an elementary transition (or its negation). 

With these two kinds of constraints we can build a generic one: 

Definition 14 (Extended Horn Constraint) An Extended Horn Constraint is 
any finite sequence of Data or Transition Oracle Constraints separated by 0. An 
empty sequence is represented by 0. 

Since for all purposes we can condense a sequence of data oracle constraints 
data_contraint1 0 ... 0 data_constraintn into a single one data_constraint1 1\ ... I\ 
data_constraintn {this sequence logically corresponds to a conjunction, as shown 
in [2]) from-now on we assume that any Extended Horn Constraint has its data· 
constraints condensed. Moreover, this property allows us to define constraint con
catenation as: 

Definition 15 (Constraint Concatenation (0)) Given two extended Horn 
constraints 01 and 02 their concatenation, 01 0 02, is given by: 

• If 0 1 = 0~ 0 data_constraint1 and 0 2 = data_constraint2 0 o; then 
01 0 02 = 0~ 0 (data_constraintl 1\ data_constraint2) 0 o; 

So, given an extended serial-Horn transaction base we obtain a set of extended 
Horn constraints by unfolding all the procedures and retaining the queries and el
ementary transitions, according to the following inference system (please note that 
the order between the constraint elements is relevant and that they are not evalu
ated): 

Definition 16 (Inference System SS~) If P is an extended serial Horn transac
tion base, then ss~ is the following system of axioms and inference rules, where n 
and m are natural numbers: 

8 As mentioned before arc is a special predicate which holds on every path < D, D' >. 
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1. Empty sequence 

2. If a +- ¢ E P then 

3. If q is a query then 

Pf---o ()I D 

P 1-n ¢0 restiCrute 
P 1-n a 0 restiCrute 

P 1-n restiCrest 
P 1-n q 0 restiq 0 Crest 

4. If t is an elementary transition then 

P 1-n restiCrest 
P 1-n+1 t 0 restit 0 Crest 

5. If Negp(a, n) = C,a then 
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The notation P 1-n ¢1Cq, means that the extended conjunction ¢ is true if the 
constraint Cq, is true on a path of size n + 1. The relationship to constraint logic 
programming systems is obvious. 

In order to complete our system we still need the definition of Negp(¢, n) a non
deterministic procedure which returns a constraint of size n for the negation of ¢. 
For that we require some additional definitions: 

Definition 17 (Position in a constraint) The position of a data or transition 
oracle constraint, c , in an extended Horn constraint is equal to sum of the number 
of transition oracle constraints up to and including c. 

Graphically, 

data_constraint 0 transition_constraint 0 data_constraint . .. 
Position 0 Position 1 Position 1 

The reader must notice that for each constraint there is a maximum position 
(due to its finiteness). Also, there is a direct correspondence between positions and 
database states. 

Definition 18 {Inserting a query in a constraint) Let C be an extended Horn 
constraint, q a query and i a position of C. If exists, let c; be the i1h data constraint. 
The insertion of q at position i of C is: 
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• C with q at position i, if c; does not exist; 

• C with c; 1\ q at position i instead of e;, otherwise. 

Definition 19 (Inserting an elementary transition in a constraint) Let C be 
a extended Horn constraint, t an elementary transition, i a position of C. To insert 
t at position i of C replace the ith transition oracle constraint, c;, by: 

• t, if c; = arc; 

• c; 1\ t, otherwise 

The computation of the negation of a non-elementary transaction formula is now 
possible. The difficulty lies in maintaining the appropriate sequence of all constraint 
elements. 

Algorithm 1 (Negp(¢,n)) Let CJ be the set of all constraints Cq, such that P f-n 

¢\Cq,. The output constraint C~q, is initialized with a sequence of n transition oracle 
constraint elements arc separated by 0 . 

1. WHILE C~ =1- 0 

(a) Let C E C~ 

{b) Select data or transition oracle constraint c; =1- arc from C and let i be 
its position. 

(c) Select a query or elementary transition element e from c;. 

(d) Insert ...., e in C~q, at position i. 

(e) Remove C from C~ 

2. Output C~q,· 

The algorithm is basically applying De Morgan laws (which are valid in 'Tn) to the 
set of all constraints of size n for ¢. The algorithm is non-deterministic, depending of 
the choices at steps la, lb and lc: the extended Horn constraint selected, the data 
or transition constraint selected, and finally the query or elementary transaction 
chosen. Mark that if D belongs to C~ the algorithm fails (this can only happen with 
n = 0). Clearly the algorithm terminates whenever C~ is finite. In order to provide 
a clear comprehension of our algorithm let us present an example: 

Example 1 Suppose that C~ = { (qt /\q2) 0t1 0t2, ta 0qa 0t4} , where q1, q2 and qa 
are queries; t1, t2, t3 and t4 are elementary transitions. According to the algorithm 
C~q, is initialized with arc ®arc . 

Assume that in the first iteration we select constraint t 3 0 q3 0 t4 , transition 
constraint ta (i = 1} and (obviously) element t 3 . At the end of this iteration we get 
C~q, = -,t3®arc and C~ = {(qt 1\ q2) 0 t1 0 t2}. . 

In the next iteration we select constraint ( q1 1\ q2) 0 t 1 0 t2, data constraint q1 1\ q2 
and element q1 . At the end of this iteration we get C~q, = -,q1 0 -,t30arc and 
C~ = 0. Our loop ends and we get C~q, = -,q1 0 -,t3®arc . 
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The goal of transaction logic is to obtain one arbitrary successful execution path. 

Therefore, we opted for an eager strategy to generate the constraints. Its complexity 

is exponential in the worst case. Furthermore, it is still possible to optimize the 

algorithm since, as is, redundant constraints may be produced. As an examples of 

this, consider the case of two constraints having the same data oracle elements at 

the same position. 
Since P is a locally stratified transaction base, no mutual dependencies can occur 

between the rules of the inference system and the algorithm, although dependencies 

between rules of the inference system may exist (e.g. p +- p). In practice, these 

loops can be easily avoided by adding a tabling system. 
This system is available for testing9 and was implemented using XSB Prolog10 . 

That choice was not arbitrary, but justified by the fact that XSB has an incorporated 

tabling system [7]. 

3.2 Transaction (Query) Evaluation 

In the previous section we have presented a system to derive the constraints asso

ciated with a given query to the transaction base. 'l>le now show a complementary 

inference system to evaluate those constraints and calculate a successful execution 

path. Formally, we have to check whether P, D 0 --- l=perf ¢, i.e., if there exists a 

sequence of databases Do, ... , Dn such that P, Do, . .. , Dn l=perf ¢. 

Consider a transaction base P, a database state D0 , and an extended transaction 

(query) Q11 . To evaluate the query Q we first try to find a n 2: 0 and a constraint 

C obeying P f--n QIC and then check if there is a sequence of databases Dt, ... , Dn 

that satisfies P, D- -- f-- Q in the following system. If so the query succeeds. 

Definition 20 (Inference Syste~ 8'~) (Inference in 8'~) If P is a extended serial 

Horn transaction base, then 8'; is the following system of axioms and inference rules, 

where D,D1 and D 2 can be any database state identifier: 

1. Axiom 

P,D---f--0 

2. If Od(D) l=c qt, ... and Od(D) l=c qn then 

P, D --- f-- rest 

P, D --- f-- ql 1\ ... 1\ qn 0 rest 

3. arc constraints 

P, D2 --- f-- rest 

P, D 1 --- f-- arc 0 rest 

9http:/ jcentria.di.fct.unl.pt;-vbn/tr 
10 Also available at http:/ /www.cs.sunysb.edu;-sbprolog 
11 Q is an extended conjunction, see definition (11) 
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P, D 2 --- f- rest 

P, D1 -- - f- t1 1\ ... 1\ tn 0 rest 

Before proving soundness and completeness of the inference systems, vve illustrate 
their application: 

Example 2 Suppose the following transaction base P simulating a simple mecha
nism for labeling Christmas Lights: 

labeLgood +---blinks. labeLdefective +--- ---, blinks. 
blinks +---on 0 on.del 0 on. ins. blinks +------, on 0 on. ins 0 on.del. 
blinks +---on 0 on.del 0 blinks. blinks +------, on 0 on. ins 0 blinks. 

Where on is a query to the database, to test whether the lights are on; on.del and 
on.ins are elementary transitions that represent the switching off and switching on of 
the Christmas Lights. Nate that we are assuming these operations to be non-strict12 

otherwise we wouldn't need the first query in the body of the last four rules.All the 
other atomic formulas are procedure names. 

The first two rules say that a Christmas light is labeled as good if it blinks and 
labeled defective if it doesn't blink. 

The other four rules define the normal behavior of the device: any alternating 
sequence of databases {} and {on} that must blink at least once ( {on},{}, {on} or 
{}, {on}, {}}. 

Assuming that the initial database state is { }, let us compute some sequences of 
databases that satisfy the defective labeling, i.e. P, {},--- l=perf labeLdefective. 

To obtain such databases from the inference system 8'; we first need to find n 2 0 
and Cdefective: P f-n labeLdefectiveiCdefective· 

Since the only rule for labeLdefective has body ---, blinks, applying rule 2 and then 
rule 5 of S'f those constraints Cdefective are the constraints obtained by the execution 
of Negp(blinks, n). 

For n = 0 and n = 1 there is no constraint Cbtinks : P f-n blinksiCblinks, therefore 
Cdefective is equal to D or to arc. Using this constraints in system 8'; we get: 

P, {} Fperf labeLdefective. P, {},{on} her·f labeLdefective. 

P, {}, {} herf labeLdefective. 

For n = 2, the only constraints for Cblinks are on 0 on.del 0 on. ins and •on 0 
on. ins 0 on.del. According to the algorithm for Neg we get the 9 possibilities for 
Cdefective. Due to the lack of space we're not going to present then all. Let us just 
see for instance, the paths generated by constraint---, on 0 •on. ins 0 arc: 

P, {}, {}, {} herf labeLdefective. P, {},{},{on} herf labeLdefective. 

In fact, as expected no blinking has occurred. 

12The transitions on. ins and on.del always succeed, regardless of the current database. 
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4 Correctness of Inference system ~; 

By lack of space we only point out the main results required to show the soundness 
and completeness of our rule systems with respect to the perfect model semantics 
for extended Horn transaction bases. V.fe first recall some results of perfect. models 
of normal logic programming which carry over for transaction logic. For the proofs 
see for instance [6]. Recall again that we are only taking care of the ground case. 

Proposition 1 If N ~rr M then N « M. In particular, every perfect model is 
minimal. 

Proposition 2 If P is a ground serial-Hom program then the perfect model coin
cides with the minimal model of P. 

Mark that if an Extended-Horn transaction base is locally stratified we can par
tition the transaction base into strata, which can be linearly ordered. This partition 
guarantees that a rule belonging to stratum a can only refer positively to atoms 
with rules belonging to strata less or equal to a, and negatively to atoms with rules 
pertaining to strata less than a. Furthermore, since the program is assumed finite, 
the number of strata is also finite. ·we use the notation Sf, to refer to stratum a of 
program P, and Pf3 = U01gS'f,. It is also known that: 

Proposition 3 Let P be an extended-Horn transaction base. Then the perfect model 
lvfa+l of Pa+l extends the perfect modell\1!01 of P01 , i.e. M 01 ~1T Ma+l· Moreover, the 
two models differ only on atoms defined in s~+l. 

Our first result regards the completeness of our proof system for ground serial
Horn programs, which are, obviously, locally stratifed: 

Theorem 1 Let P be a ground serial-Horn program. Then, P, Do, ... , D, Fpe,.f ¢ 
iff there is a constraint C such that P 1-, <PIC and P, D 0 , ... , D, 1- C, where¢ is a 
serial-Horn conjunction. 

The above result is expected, since the constraint is nothing more than a syntactic 
representation of the transaction formula resulting from the unfolding of the query. 
The most important result is the following, basically showing that Algorithm 1 is 
correct: 

Proposition 4 Let P be a Extended-Horn program and M an arbitrary model. As
sume that lvf, < D 0 , ... , D, >I= a iff there is a constraint C such that P 1-, ajC and 
P, D 0 , ... , D, 1- C, where a is an atomic formula. Then, .M, < D0 , ... , D, >I= •a 
iff there is a constraint C~ such that P 1-, •aJC~ and P, D 0 , ... , D, 1- C~. 

The proof of the above proposition follows from ind~ction on the number of 
constraints C for •a by application of the subsequent lemma: 

Lemma 1 .Let C be a constraint with n positions and C~(O ~ i ~ m) all the 
constraints obtained from applying Algorithm 1 to C, i.e. C~ = C. Then we have 
P, Do, ... , D, I= -.C iff P, Do, ... , D, I= V; C~. 
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The proof of soundness and completeness of our inference system relies on the 
following proposition. The technique is the same used by Bonner and Kifer to 
show that their ground inference system is sound and complete with respect to the 
transaction logic semantics for serial Horn programs. 

Theorem 2 Let P be an extended-Horn program. Assume that Pa l=perf ¢ iff there 
is a constraint C such that Po: f-n ¢1C and Po:, D0 , ... , Dn f- C, where ¢ is an 
extended conjunction. Then the same holds for Po:+l· 

Proof Sketch: For queries envolving only atoms of Po: the result holds from the 
hyphotesis and Proposition 3. For atoms of stratum o: + 1 the soundness result is 
immediate from the definitions. For a proof skeleton see [2]. The more problematic 
case is rule for the negation, which has been shown sound and complete in Propo
sition 4. Notice that for showing soundness of the rule for the negation symbol in 
stratum o: + 1 is essential to assume completeness on stratum o: ! 

For completeness, we construct the canonical model J\;{o:+l for program Po:+l as 
follows, where H Ba+l is the Her brand base of Po:+l: 

Mo:+I( <Do ... Dn >)={bE HBo:+l I 3c Po: f-n biG and Pa, Do, ... , Dn f- C} 

The following statement is a basic result for canonical programs, shown for positive 
atoms by Bonner and Kiffer (l = atom). It is also easily generalized, again by 
Proposition 4, for negations of atoms of level o: (l = • atom): 

J\;[a+l, < Do ... Dn >I= l iff 3c Po:+l f-n ljC and Pa+l, Do, ... , Dn f- C 

From this it can be shown that a similar result holds for ground extended conjunc
tions. Then, one can easily conclude that J\;{a+l is a model of Pa+l· 

Now let M be the perfect model of Po:+l we will show that ]\;{ ::;11' J\;{a+l· Since 
M is a perfect model then we must have ]\;{ « Ma+l· Assume that there is an a 
and a path 1!' such that l\1, 1!' I= a and Ma+l, 1!' If= a. This means that a must be 
of stratum o: + 1 since ]\;{ and J\;{a+l must coincide on atoms of stratum less than 
equal to o:, by theorem hypothesis. This means that there must exist b such that 
b >-- a. But this is impossible since the greatest stratum is o: + 1. This means that 
M ::;11' J\;{o:+l· The completeness result is now straightforward. 

Since P, Do, ... , Dn Fperf ¢ 
iff M,<Do, ... ,Dn>l=¢ 
then Ma+l, <Do, ... , Dn >I=¢ 
iff there is a constraint C such that 

by definiton of perfect model 
because ]\;{ ::;11' Ma+l 

Pa f-n ¢1C and Po:, Do, ... , Dn f- C by construction of modelJHo:+l· 

The desired soundness and completeness result now immediately follows. 
D 

Corollary 1 Let P be an extended-Horn program. Then P Fper 1 ¢ iff there is a 
constraint C such that P f-n c/JIC and P, D0 , ..• , Dn f- C, where ¢ is an extended 
conjunction. 

Proof Sketch: '0le have the result for P0 by Theorem 1. Since there are a finite 
number of strata then by simple induction we get the result for each stratum by 
Theorem 2. Mark that for the greatest stratum ,\ of a transaction program P we 
have P=P>,. D 
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we present an operational semantics for extended Horn programs. This 
semantics is proved correct with respect to the declarative definition of perfect-model 
semantics. It implements negation as failure in a way that we believe to be rather 
intuitive (see example). When reduced to the serial Horn case it is more eficient 
than the proof systems presented so far. This eficiency is acomplishecl by using a 
tabled system of constraints that avoids re-evaluating constraints that were already 
computed in a previous database state (notice, that this can be clone because the 
transaction base is immutable, only the database changes). 

We are already specialising this framework to an interesting subset obtained by 
restricting the data oracle (well founded semantics of logic programs) and the usual 
transition oracle (inserts and deletes). With these restrictions all the transition 
oracle constraints can be converted into data oracle ones. 

There is still a rather interesting problem that we plan to address: how to escape 
from generating redundant constraints. This problem is caused by the negation 
algorithm. 

Finally, we would like to incorporate hypothetical operators in this framework. 
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We present a powerful authorization mechanism which supports: (1) pos
itive and negative temporal authorizations; (2) user-defined temporal rules, 
by which authorizations can be derived; (3) the hierarchical organization of 
subjects and objects, with an associated mechanism for authorization inheri
tance. Despite superficial differences, the underlying formalism is essentially a 
logic programming language with temporal constraints. When inheritance and 
derivation rules are used simultaneously, there is need for conditions ensuring 
that the authorization base is free from ambiguities. For this purpose, we in
troduce a notion of safeness, which corresponds to a class of non-stratifiable 
logic programs which - nonetheless - enjoy the same nice properties as strat
ified programs. Moreover, we define an efficient algorithm for computing 
authorizations from safe specifications. 

1 Introduction 

In many application domains, the need of restricting access permissions to specific 
time intervals or periods arises naturally. Authorizations often need to be tailored to 
the pattern of users' activities; as an example, consider part-time staff that should be 
authorized for accesses only on working days between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Temporal 
authorizations are also crucial for optimizing resource usage. For instance, execution 
of resource-expensive programs might be restricted to specific time periods. 

Another crucial requirement is the possibility of expressing the relationships that 
usually exist among authorization subjects and objects. In most application do
mains, subjects and objects are hierarchically organized. The semantics of these 
hierarchies depends on the considered domain. For instance, the object hierarchy 

*An extended version of this work has been published in the proceedings of the XIII IFIP 
WG11.3 Working Conference on Database Security, Seattle, July 26-28, 1999. 

'~This author's work was done while he was at the Department of Computer Science of the 
University of Torino. 
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usually defines the composition of an object in terms of other objects (e.g., a direc
tory immediately precedes in the hierarchy the files it contains), whereas the subject 
hierarchy usually reflects the relative position of subjects within the organization. 

In this paper, we present an authorization model that provides integrated support 
for all the aforementioned features. In the model, temporal authorizations can be 
specified: positive authorizations, for granting a privilege; negative authorizations, 
for explicitly denying a privilege. A temporal authorization is an authorization that 
holds for specific periods of time. Subjects and objects are organized into hierar
chies, supporting a more adequate representation of their semantics. Authorizations 
automatically propagate along these hierarchies in that a subject may inherit au
thorizations specified for more general subjects and objects, unless different specific 
authorizations are explicitly provided. Through inheritance, many protection re
quirements can be expressed concisely. For instance, a user may authorize all the 
employees to access the files of a given directory with only one authorization, having 
as subject the class "employee" and as object the directory. Furthermore, owners 
can always specify positive and negative exceptions to such general authorizations, 
by issuing authorizations at the lowest levels in the hierarchies. Thus, the resulting 
model provides a high degree of flexibility coupled with the possibility of enforcing 
stricter controls on crucial data items. 

Our model supports also temporal derivation rules, by which many protection 
requirements can be concisely and clearly specified. For example, it is possible to 
state that two users, working on the same project, must receive the same autho
rizations on certain types of objects, or that a user can access an object in certain 
periods, provided that nobody else is allowed to access the same object in the same 
periods. 

The work reported in this paper is based on the model presented in [1], that 
supports both temporal authorizations and derivation rules. The current paper 
extends [1) with the possibility of hierarchically organizing authorization subjects 
and objects, and with the related inheritance mechanism. 

The introduction of hierarchies for authorization objects and subjects raises sev
eral theoretical and performance issues. \iVhen inheritance and authorization rules 
are used simultaneously, subtle ambiguities may easily arise, even in very simple 
specifications. 

Example 1.1 Consider the following rules: (R1 ) if subjects has write permission on 
object o, then s has also read permission on o; (R2) if s does not have read permission 
on object o, then s must not have write permission on o, either. Assume also that s' 
is the head of the administration department, and that an authorization A1 stating 
that s' can write all documents of his/her department therefore exists. Now consider 
a classified administration document o'. The security administrator tries to protect 
this document through a general authorization A2 stating that no user can read o'. 
Unfortunately, the resulting security specification is ambiguous. In fact, there are 
two mutually incompatible possibilities: 

1. An authorization A~, stating that s' can write o', is inherited from At, because 
o' is an instance of the class of documents of the administration department. By R1 , 

it follows that s' can read o'. Such inferred authorization blocks inheritance from 
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A2 ; that is, it is not derived that s' cannot read o'. 
2. An authorization A~, stating that s' cannot read o', is inherited from A2 , because 

s' is an instance of the class of all users. By R2 , it follows that s' cannot write o'. 
This blocks inheritance from A1; that is, Ai cannot be derived, and s' cannot write 
o'. 

Clearly, it would be hard to detect such ambiguities in specifications of realistic 
size, without the help of some automated tool. This task is further complicated 
by the fact that authorizations can be independently formulated by different users, 
and, generally, they are not aware of every single authorization and rule in the 
system. The standard solution to this problem (adopted in (1]) consists in requiring 
the rules to satisfy so-called stratifiability conditions. Unfortunately, stratifiability 
does not solve the problem; in Example 1.1 above, the rules R1 and R2 can be 
encoded in a specification which is stratified, according to (1]. Technically speaking, 
the problem is that inheritance introduces "hidden rules" that make authorization 
bases always equivalent to non-stratified logic programs (3]. Such programs, in 
general, may be ambiguous (in the above sense) or inconsistent. iVIoreover no general, 
efficient way of computing their models is known (the problem is NP-hard). Thus, 
dealing simultaneously with rules and inheritance requires the development of new 
techniques. 

For this purpose, in this paper, we introduce a notion of safeness, and prove 
that it guarantees the absence of ambiguities and inconsistencies in the specification. 
Implicitly, we identify a class of non-stratifiable logic programs which enjoy the same 
nice properties as stratified programs. Moreover, we define an efficient algorithm 
for computing authorizations from safe specifications, by dynamically refining a sort 
of stratification during the computation. This is a major contribution of our work, 
that pertains to the logic programming area. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
formalism we use to represent periodic time. Section 3 illustrates the basic compo
nents of the authorization model. Section 4 gives their formal semantic, introduces 
the notion of safe authorization base and gives a mechanism to check whether an 
authorization base satisfies this condition. Section 5 provides an algorithm to effi
ciently compute the set of authorizations derivable from a given authorization base. 
Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future work. 

2 Periodic Expressions 

A symbolic (user friendly) formalism to represent periodic time is provided. The 
formalism consists of a pair ([begin, end] , P) where P is a periodic expression denot
ing an infinite set of time intervals, and [begin, end] denotes the lower and upper 
bounds that are imposed on time intervals in P. 

The formalism for periodic expressions is essentially the one proposed in (6], based 
on the notion of calendars. A calendar is defined as a countable set of contiguous 
intervals, 1 numbered by integers called index of the intervals. 

1Two intervals are contiguous if they can be collapsed into a single one (e.g., [1, 2] and [3, 4]). 
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A subcalendar relationship can be established between calendars. Given two 
calendars C1 and C2 , we say that C1 is a subcalendar of C2 , (written C1 [:;;; C2), if 
each interval of C2 is exactly covered by a finite number of intervals of C1 . New 
calendars can be dynamically constructed from the existing ones, by means of a 
function generate() (cf. [1] for a formal definition), a reference time instant, and a 
basic calendar (the tick of the system), denoted by _L In the following, we postulate 
the existence of a set of calendars containing at least Hours, Days, Weeks, Months, 
and Years, where Hours is the calendar with finest granularity. 

Calendars can be combined to represent more general sets of periodic intervals, 
not necessarily contiguous, like, for instance, the set of Mondays or the set of The 
third hour of the first day of each month. Complex sets of periodic intervals, like 
the ones above, are represented by means of periodic expressions, formally defined 
as follows. 

Definition 2.1 [1] Given calendars Cd, C1, ... , Cn, a periodic expression is defined 

asP = 2::7=1 O;.C; 1> r.Cd, where 0 1 = all, 0; E 2lN U {all} and C; [:;;; C;_1 for 
i = 2, ... , n, Cd [:;;; Cn, and r E lN. 

The left-hand side of 1> identifies the set of starting points of the intervals, while 
the right-hand side specifies the duration. For example, all.Years+{3, 7}.M onthsl> 
2.M onths represents the set of intervals starting at the same instant as the third 
and seventh month of every year, and having a duration of 2 months. In practice, 
0; is omitted when its value is all, whereas it is represented by its unique element 
when it is a singleton. r.Cd is omitted when it is equal to l.Cn. The infinite set of 
time intervals corresponding to a periodic expression Pis denoted by II(P). Function 
II() is formally defined as follows. 

Definition 2.2 [1] Let P = I:7=1 O;.C; I> r.Cd be a periodic expression, then II(P) is 
a set of time intervals whose common duration is r · Cd, and whose set S of starting 
points is computed as follows: 

• if n=1, S contains all the starting points of the intervals of calendar C1 ; 

• if n > 1, and On = {n1 , ... , nk}, then S contains the starting points of the 
nih, ... , nkh intervals (all intervals if On = all) of calendar Cn included in each 
interval of II(2::7==-i1 O;.C; I> l.Cn-1)· 

For simplicity, in this paper the bounds begin and end will be denoted by date 
expressions of the form mm/dd/yy:hh, with the obvious intended meaning; end can 
also be oo. The set of time instants denoted by ([begin, end], P) is formally defined 
as follows. 

Definition 2.3 Let t be a time instant. t E Sol([begin, end], P) iff t E II(P) and 
tb ::; t ::; te , where tb, te are the instants denoted by begin and end, respectively. 
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subjects documents 

managers staff 
A 

admin papers 
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d! dn pi pk 1\-~t~""" Ann John Bob Cleo Dan 

Figure 1: An example of subject and object hierarchies 

3 The Hierarchical Temporal Authorization Model 
(HTAM) 

In this section we illustrate the basic components of our hierarchical temporal au
thorization model (HTAM for short). 

In the following, S denotes the set of subjects, 0 is the set of objects, and M 
is the set of access modes. The members of S are the identifiers with which users 
connect to the system. We suppose identifiers may refer to single users (e.g., Ann 
or Bob) or roles (e.g., staff or manager). Subjects and objects are structured into 
hierarchies. Figure 1 shows an example of subject and object hierarchies. 

HTAM supports positive and negative temporal authorizations with the following 
structure. 

Definition 3.1 [1] A temporal authorization is a triple ([begin, end] ,period, auth), 
where the pair ([begin, end], period) represents a set of time periods, and auth is 
a 5-tuple (s,o,m,pn,g), with s,g E S, o E 0, mE M, and pn E { +, }. 

'IHple ([begin,end] ,P, (s,o,m,pn,g)) states that subjects has been authorized 
(if pn = '+ ') or denied (if pn = '- ') for access modem on object 0 by subject g for each 
instant in II(P) that is greater than or equal to the instant tb denoted by begin and 
smaller than or equal to the instant te denoted by end (if end# oo). For example, the 
temporal authorization A1 = ( [1/1/96, oo] , Mondays, 2 (Matt, o1 , read,+, Bob)), 
specified by Bob, states that Matt has the authorization to read o1 each Monday 
starting from 1/1/96. 

vVe assume that conflicting temporal authorizations may be simultaneously speci
fied. This is a: natural assumption both in discretionary frameworks (where different 
grantors may concurrently grant authorizations on the same objects) and in feder
ated databases (where independently developed local security policies need to be 
merged to obtain secure interoperation). Conflicts are dealt ·with according to the 
denials-take-precedence principle [4], unless one of the conflicting authorizations is 
more specific than the others. In that case, less specific authorizations are ov,errid
den. 

2 Here and in the following we use intuitive names for periodic expressions. 
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Example 3.1 Consider the hierarchies illustrated in Figure 1. Intuitively, a tem
poral authorization such as ( [1/1/96, oo] , ..l, (staff, admin, read,+, Ann)) means 
that all the staff members can read, starting from 1/1/96, each administration doc
ument, unless explicitly stated otherwise. So for instance, in the absence of further 
authorizations, (John, d3 ,read,+, Ann) and (Bob, d7 ,read,+, Ann) hold, starting 
from 1/1/96. On the contrary, in the presence of a temporal authorization such as 
( [1/1/97, oo], ..l, (Bob, d7 , read,-, Ann)), Bob would be allowed to read document 
d7 only during 1996. More precisely, the authorization (Bob, d7 , read,+, Ann) would 
not be inherited after the end of 1996. 

Similarly, a positive authorization may block the inheritance of a negative autho
rization. On the other hand, in case of multiple inheritance, conflicts are resolved 
in a conservative fashion, according to the denials-take-precedence principle [4]. 

Example 3.2 Consider the following authorizations; none is more specific than the 
other: 

{C[1/1/96,oo] ,..l,(staff,d6 ,write,-,Cleo)), ([1/1/96,oo],..l,(Bob,admin,write,+,Cleo)) 
in this case, the negative authorization is preferred, and only (Bob, d6 , write,-, Cleo) 
is inherited. 

Furthermore, HTAjVI supports the specification of user-defined derivation rules, 
that make it possible to derive further authorizations from those explicitly given. 
Rule applicability can be constrained to specific time periods. Derivation rules are 
formally defined as follows. 

Definition 3.2 [1] A derivation rule is a triple ([begin, end], period, A op F), 
where the pair ([begin, end], period) represents a set of time periods, A is an au
thorization, F is a boolean combination of a1,1thorizations, and op is one of the 
operators: whenever , aslongas , upon. The authorization A is called the head of 
the rule; F is called body. 

Definition 3.3 [1] A temporal authorization base (TAB) is a set of temporal au
thorizations and derivation rules. 

Roughly speaking, rule ( [begin, end] , P, A op F) states that for each instant 
in Sol( [begin, end] ,P), A can be derived provided that F is valid at the same instant, 
or in a certain set of past instants (depending on op). The grantor of A should be 
the user who specifies the rule. 

The following is an intuitive account of the semantics of derivation rules. It will 
be assumed that all authorizations are granted by the same subject; therefore, the 
grantor will not be considered in the discussion. 

• ( [begin,end], P, A WHENEVER F). We can derive A for each instant in Sol([begin, end),P) 
where F is valid. 

• ([begin, end] , P, A ASLONGAS F). Authorization A can be derived at instant t 
in Sol([begin, end), P) ifF is valid for each instant in Sol([begin, end), P) from the 
first one up to t. For instance, rule R1 in Figure 2 states that tech-staff can read 
admin each working day in [1/1/96, 12/31/99] until the first working day in which 
admin-staff will be allowed to write admin. 
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(A1 ) ([95,5/20/98], ~,(rnanagers,documents,read,+,Sam)) 
I 

(A2 ) ([10/1/98,oo], Fridays,(adrnin-staff,adrnin,write,+,Sam)) 

(A3 ) ( [95, 98], Horking-days, (Cleo ,p1 ,read,- ,Sam)) 

(R1) ([96,99], Horking-days, (tech-staff,adrnin,read,+,Sam) ASLONGAS 

•(adrnin-staff,adrnin,write,+,Sam)) 

(R2 ) ( [98, oo] , Hondays and Fridays, (tech-staff, papers, write,+, Sam) UPON 

•((rnanagers,papers,read,+,Sam) V (staff,papers,read,+,Sam))) 

611 

(R3 ) ([98,99], Thursday, (Cleo,d1 ,read,-,Sam) WHENEVER (John,d2 ,read,+,Sam) II 
(Ann,d2 ,read,+,Sam)) 

Figure 2: An example of TAB 

• ( [begin,end] ,P, A UPON F). We can derive A for each instant tin Sol([begin, end], P) 

such that there exists an instant t1 in Sol([begin, end], P) t':::; t such that F is valid at 
time t1

• For instance, rule R2 in Figure 2 states that tech-staff can write papers 
each Monday and Friday starting from the first greater than or equal 1/1/98 in 
which both managers and adrnin-staff are not authorized to read papers. 

Example 3.3 Consider the TAB in Figure 2 and the subject and object hierarchies 
in Figure 1. The following authorizations can be derived: 

• (tech-staff ,adrnin,read,+,Sarn) for each Working day m [1/1/96, 10/2/98], 
from rule R1 and authorization A2. Note that 10/2/98 is the first Friday after 
10/1/98. 

• (tech-staff, papers, write,+, Sam) for each Monday and Friday from 5/22/98, 
from rule R2 and authorization A1. Note that authorization A1 implies an autho
rization for managers to read papers for each day in [1/1/95, 5/20/98]. 5/22/98 
is the first Friday in [1/1/98, oo] in which neither managers nor staff can read 
papers. 

• (Cleo,d1,read,-,Sarn) for each Thursday from 1/1/98 to 5/20/98 from rule R3 

and authorization A1. Note that A1 implies an authorization for Ann and John to 
read documents for each day from 1/1/95 to 5/20/98 and this authorization implies 
that Ann and John can read document d2 for the same days. 

4 Formal Semantics of TABs 

We start by introducing some notation. The hierarchies of subjects and objects 
are formalized by two partially ordered sets ( S, !;;;; 8 ) and ( 0, !;;;;0 ) , respectively. For 
example, according to the hierarchies illustrated in Fig. 1, we have (among other 
relationships) Ann 1;;;; 8 managers, John 1;;;;8 staff, Pi 1;;;;0 documents, and Pi !lo 
admin (1 :::; i:::; k). 

Let A be the set of all the tuples (s,o,m,pn,g). Given an authorization A= 
(s,o,m,pn,g) we use the notation s(A), o(A), m(A), pn(A), g(A) to denote the 
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corresponding components of A. Let A+ (resp. A-) denote the authorization ob
tained from A by replacing pn(A) with '+' (resp. '-'). For all A E A, A denotes 
the authorization complementary to A, that is, A+ = A- and A-_ = A+. The rela
tion '=_9 ' defined below is the equality of authorizations modulo grantors; the set 
Conflicts(A) captures the set of authorizations conflicting with A: 

A=_9 B 

Conflicts( A) 

s(A) = s(B) 1\ o(A) = o(B) 1\ m(A) = m(B) 1\pn(A) = pn(B), 
{BIB =-g A}. 

Note that B E Conflicts(A) {=::} A E Conflicts(B), and A =_9 B =} Conflicts( A) = 
Conflicts(B) . A conflicting pair consists of two authorizations A and B such that 
A E Conflicts(B) (equivalently, B E Conflicts(A)). The subject and object hierar
chies induce the following natural partial ordering ~A over A: 

A ~A B = s(A) !;;;s s(B) 1\ o(A) !;;;o o(B) 1\ m(A) = m(B) 1\ pn(A) = pn(B) 1\ g(A) = g(B). 

As usual, A CA B = A ~A B 1\ A =I= B . Finally, define the set 

Parentsr:;:.A (A) = { B I A CAB and JJC. A CA C CA B}. 

The subscripts of ~A and Parentsr:;:.A will often be dropped to enhance readability. 
Access control is based on the set of time-stamped authorizations that can be 

derived from the given TAB T. A time-stamped authorization is a pair (t, A) where 
tis a non-negative integer (a "tick" in the basic calendar) and A E A (the intuitive 
meaning is "A holds at time t"). 

Formalizing· derivability involves delicate technicalities due to the presence of 
negation as failure. Rules such as R = ([t, t], 1_, A whenever -,B-) are triggered 
only if (t, B-) is not derivable, and (t, A) should be inherited only if (t, A) is not 
derivable (according to the overriding mechanism outlined in the previous section). 
Consequently, derivable authorizations cannot be defined incrementally through a 
classical inductive definition; for example, the above rule R may be applicable at 
a certain stage of the derivation process, but as deduction goes on, (t,B-) might 
become derivable, thereby invalidating the conclusion of R. Informally speaking, in 
order to decide whether R can be applied we should guess whether (t, B-) will ever 
be derived in the future. Fortunately, a similar form of negation has already been 
formalized in logic programming, through the stable model semantics [2]; here we 
adopt the same idea. 

Intuitively, the definition of derivable authorizations models the following three 
steps:3 (i) First, the set of all derivable time-stamped authorizations, I, is guessed; 
(ii) the consequences of the given TAB T are derived incrementally, by recursively 
applying all the applicable rules ofT and inheritance; the applicability of inheritance 
and rules with negative literals in the body-like R-is checked using I to "guess 
the future"; (iii) clearly, the initial guess is correct if it coincides with what can be 
actually derived with the given rules, i.e. if I equals the set of authorizations derived 
in step (ii). 

3 The efficient algorithms introduced in the next section apply only to safe TABs and do not 
match the generate-and-test nature of the following steps. 
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Then the formal definition corresponding to the above steps is just a fixpoint 
equ\ltidn I= iii~ t w, where I is the initial guess and iii~ t w is the set of authoriza
tions obtained in step (ii). In particular, iii~ models a single application (in parallel) 
of all the applicable rules of T, 4 and the operator t w iterates ili~. 5 

To formalize iii~ in a compact way, we introduce a notion of validity relative to 
the initial guess I. Recall from the previous section that conflicting authorizations 
may be simultaneously derivable from T; in this case the denials-take-precedence 
principle is applied; validity captures this idea, and it can be extended to arbitrary 
boolean combinations of authorizations in negation normal form (NNF).6 Intuitively, 
in the following, J stands for the set of authorizations that have been derived at 
some intermediate step of the derivation (I is the initial guess). 

Definition 4.1 Let I and J be sets of time-stamped authorizations, t be a time 
point, A E A and F, Gibe boolean combinations of authorizations from A in NNF. 
The validity ofF in J at timet w.r.t. I, in symbols J, I Ft F, is recursively defined 
as follows: 

1. J, I l=t A+ if (t, A+) E J and for all B- E Conflicts(A+), (t, B-) ¢I; 

2. J,I Ft A- if (t,A-) E J; 

3. J, I l=t ·A+ if (t, A+) ¢I or there is B- E Conflicts(A+) s.t. (t, B-) E J; 

4. J,I f=t ·A- if (t, A-)¢ I; 

5. J, I Ft G1 !\ G2 if J, I Ft G1 and J, I Ft G2; 

6. J, I Ft G1 V G2 if J, I Ft G1 or J, I h G2 . 

Now we can define the immediate consequence operator iii~ that applies in parallel 
all applicable rules and performs all possible inheritance steps. In the following, J 
plays the role of the set of authorizations which have already been derived, and 
iii~( J) is the result of one more derivation step. 

Definition 4.2 

<I>~(J) = { (t,A) I (TI,P,A) E T and t E Sol(TI,P)} 

U { (t, A) I (TI, P, A whenever F) E T, t E Sol(TI, P), J,I Ft F} 

U { (t,A) I (TI,P,A upon F) E T, t E Sol(TI,P) and 

:3t1 E Sol(TI, P) such that t1 :S; t, J, I Ft' F} 

U { (t, A) I (TI, P, A aslongas F) E T, t E Sol(TI, P) and 

for all t1 E Sol(TI, P) such that t1 
::::; t, J, I Ft' F} 

U { (t, A) I ::JA1 E Parents(A). J, I Ft A1 and VA2 E Conflicts( A). A2 ¢.I, 

and if A= A+ then VA3 E Parents(Conflicts(A)), J, I Ft •A3}. 

4Note that this operator depends on I, as required by step (ii). 
5'.Ye recall the recursive definition oft: <I> t 0 = <1>(0) ; <I> t i+ 1 = <I>( <I> t i) ; <I> t w = U;>o <I> t i. 
6 A formula is in negation normal form if negation is applied only to atoms. This is the form of 

the bodies of TAB rules. 
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The first four sets in the right-hand side formalize the semantics of TAB rules; 
the last set defines the semantics of inheritance. The precedence of negative au
thorizations over positive authorizations is obtained by inheriting A+ only when no 
conflicting authorization B E Conflicts(A+) can possibly be inherited; in turn, this 
is verified by checking that no parent A3 of B is valid. 

As we have already pointed out, by iterating the above operator we obtain all 
the facts derivable from T, given the initial guess I. 

Proposition 4.1 The operator <I>f is continuous, and hence i) <I>f t 0 ~ <I>f t 1 ~ 
... ~ CJ?f t w; ii) the least fixpoint of <I>f is <I>f t w . 

Thus, the initial guess is correct iff I coincides with <I>f t w. So the notion of 
~-stable model introduced below captures the set of derivable authorizations. 

Definition 4.3 A set of time-stamped authorizations I is a ~-stable model of a 
TAB T iff I = CJ?f t w . 

Suppose that T has one ~-stable model M; then an authorization A should be 
enforced at time t iff A is valid in M at time t. 

4.1 Dynamically Stratified TABs 

A TAB may have multiple ~-stable models, or no ~-stable models at all. In this 
section, we introduce conditions that guarantee that the TAB has exactly one ~
stable model (and hence a consistent, non ambiguous semantics). 

A labeled dependency graph is a graph whose nodes are authorizations from ..4 and 
whose edges are labeled with +, - or v (accordingly, the edges are called positive, 
negative or variable). 

Let DGr(t) be the labeled dependency graph whose set of nodes is ..4 and whose 
edges are all and only the triples (A, l, B) that satisfy some of the following condi
tions: 

(DGl) For some rule (TI, P, B ( op) F) E T such that t E Sol(TI, P), A occurs 
in F; moreover, if A occurs in the scope of a negation sign ( •), then 
l = - , otherwise l = + ; 

(DG2) A E Conflicts( At), where At occurs in the body F of some rule (TI, P, B ( op) F) E 
T such that t E Sol(TI, P); moreover, if At occurs in the scope of a 
negation sign (•), then l = +, otherwise l =-; 

(DG3) A E Parents( B) and l = -; 

(DG4) A E Conflicts( B) and l = v. 

TABs will be required to satisfy the following safeness conditions. We shall prove 
that safeness guarantees the existence of a unique stable model. 

Definition 4.4 A TAB T is safe if for all t ;:: 0: 1} no cycle in DG(t) contains a 
negative edge; 2} if A, B is a conflicting pair, then every path from A to B in DG(t) 
contains a variable edge (A', v, B') such that A' =_9 A and B' =-g B. 
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A stratification of a set of authorizations A' ~ A is a mapping 1r : A' ---+ 
{ 1, ... , IA'I}. We say that 1r is compatible with a labeled dependency graph DG if: 

1) for all edges (A, l, B) in DG, n(A) :::; n(B), and 2) if l = - then n(A) < n(B). 

In the standard logic programming setting, the existence of a compatible stratifi

cation is equivalent to the "safeness" of the program. On the contrary, here safeness 

is stronger (the second condition is not enforced by the existence of a stratification). 

Intuitively, the problem is that for every conflicting pair A, B , the inheritability 

of A depends on the absence of B and viceversa. Fortunately, this cyclic (non

stratifiable) dependency does not affect the nice properties of stratifiable programs 

(i.e., the existence of a unique stable model which can be computed in polynomial 

time). 
The model of a TAB T which satisfies the safeness conditions can be constructed 

as follows. Let 1ft : A---+ { 1, ... , IAI} be a stratification compatible with DGr(t). 
We call 1ft a pre-stratification of A at time t. Define At,l = {A I 7rt(A) = l}. A 
refined stratification of At,l w.r.t. an interpretation J is a mapping at,l : At,l ---+ 
{ 1, ... , IAt,d } such that for all A, B E At,l : 

1. if (A,+, B) belongs to DGr(t) then at,l (A) ::; O't,l(B); 

2. if (A+, v, B) is in DGr(t) and ::JB' E Parents(Conflicts(A)). J, J l=t B' then O't,l(A) < 
O't,l (B); 

3. if (A-, v, B) is in DGr(t) and j::JA' E Parents(Conflicts(B)). J, J l=t A' then 

O't,l(A) < O't,l(B). 

Note that O"t,l is a stratification compatible with a modified version of DGr(t), 
where the variable edges over At,l have been either eliminated or turned into negative 

edges. The idea is that the negative cycles involving conflicting pairs can be "broken" 

dynamically, on the basis of the part of model built so far (represented here by J). 
Indeed, in the full paper it is shown that for each conflicting pair A, B , either 

at,l(A) < at,l(B) or at,~(B) < at,l(A). 
The model .M is constructed through three nested iterations, over time, pre

stratification level and refined stratification level, respectively. In order to simplify 
notation, we shall use T as an abbreviation of an arbitrary triple (t, l, i) of the form 

(0, 0, 0) or such that t 2 0, 1 :::; l :::; IAI and 1 :::; i :::; IAt,d . With a slight abuse of 
notation, the lexicographic ordering of such triples will be denoted by :::;, and the 
immediate predecessor and successor of T in this ordering will be denoted by T - 1 

and T + 1, respectively. Each time-stamped authorization (t, A) will be associated 

to a layer f!(t, A) = (t, l, i), where l = 1ft(A) and i = a1,t(A). Finally, define by 
mutual recursion: 7 

M Ur<':(O,O,O) Mr , where 

Mr 0 if T = (0, 0, 0), otherwise 
M7 <I>~r-l t w(Mr-1), where 

T(t,l,i) = {([tb, t], P, A ( op) F) I ([tb, teJ, P, A ( op) F) E T, 
t E Sol([tb, te], P), O't,l(A) = i} 

U {([tb, t], P, A) I ([tb,te], P, A) E T, t E Sol([tb, te], P), O't,l(A) = i} 

7Recall that<]>~ t O(J) = J and<]>~ t i+ l(J) = J U <J>~(<J>~ t i(J)). 
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and where O"t,l is a refined stratification of At,l w.r.t. kl(t,l,l)-l. Roughly speaking, 
T(t,l,i) is the set of rules and authorizations that can possibly be used to derive time
stamped authorizations whose layer is (t, l, i). Note that T(t,l,i) depends on 111(t,l,l)-l 
through O"t,l . 

First, it must be shown that the above construction is well defined, by proving 
that pre-stratifications 7f't and refined stratifications O"t,l exist. 

Theorem 4.1 If T satisfies the safeness conditions then 7rt and O"t,l exist for all 
t ?. 0 and for alll (1 :S l :S !AI) . 

Theorem 4.2 M is the unique t;;-stable model ofT. 

Definition 4.4 above gives a method to test whether a given TAB satisfies the 
safeness conditions. Such test is performed by checking a set of conditions, for each 
instant t ?. 0. Obviously, this test is feasible in practice only if we can safely stop 
it at some finite instant t. The particular form our rules allows us to ensure the 
existence of this finite constant, denoted in the following as max-time. max-time 
is determined as tmax + k · Pmax, where tmax is the greater instant corresponding 
to an end date expression in TAB, Pmax is the least common multiple of all the 
periodicities of the periodic expressions appearing in TAB, and k is the maximum 
number of ASLONGAS and UPON rules in TAB plus one. The important property 
is that, after instant max-time, the validity of any authorization in TAB becomes 
periodic. The proof of the existence of max-time, adapted from (1], is contained in 
the full paper. The important property is that, after instant max-time, the validity 
of any authorization in TAB becomes periodic. 

5 Access Control 

Two different strategies can be used to enforce access control: run-time derivation 
and materialization. Under the latter approach, the system permanently maintains 
all the valid authorizations derivable from a TAB. Access control therefore becomes 
very efficient; as a drawback, the materialization has to be properly updated every 
time the TAB is modified. 

Like in (1], we adopt the materialization approach. The main reason behind 
this choice is that in real systems access requests are generally considerably more 
frequent than requests modifying authorizations and/or rules. 

In the full paper, a natural extension of the results in (1] to our case is presented. 
In particular, it is proved that there exists an instant t1 which can be used to limit 
the computation. The model at time t1 can be used to check the validity of any 
authorization for each instant t?. 0. Given a model111, we call the compact version 
of 111, denoted as lv£0 , the subset of 111 satisfying the above condition. 

Figure 3 presents an algorithm to compute the compact version of the model of 
a TAB T which satisfies the safeness condition. 

In Algorithm 5.1, the treatment of the temporal aspects is similar to the one 
introduced in an analogous algorithm in (1 J. The treatment of the derivation rules is 
based on the model computation given in Subsection 4.1. It computes the difference 
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between M(t,l,o) and M(t,l+1,o) (for increasing l and t) by transforming the part of 

the TAB relevant to time t and Ievell + 1 into a TAB without inheritance. For this 

purpose, for all sets of time-stamped authorizations lvf, for all time points t and 

levels l let: 

T AB(M) = { ([t, t], _i, A) I (t, A) EM}, 

INH(M, t,l) = { ([t, t], l_,A whenever F) 17rt(A) = l, :JA1 E Parents(A).M l=t At, 

if A= A+ then VA2 E Parents(Conflicts(A)), M ~~ A2, F = 1\ -.B}, 

T(t,l) = {([tb,t],P,A(op)F) I ([tb,te],P,A(op)F) ET, 

t E Sol([begin, end], P), 1ft(A) = l} 

BEConflicts(A) 

U { ([tb, t], P, A) I ([tb, te], P, A) E T, t E Sol([begin, end], P), 1ft(A) = l}. 

Intuitively, T AB(M) transforms its argument (that will be the part of the model 

already computed) into an equivalent TAB; INH(M, t, 1) transforms the applicable 

inheritance rules into explicit -whenever rules; T(t, 1) is the restriction ofT's rules 

and authorizations to layer l at time t. Finally, for all t, l s.t. t + l > 0, let: 

Tt,l = T(t, 1) U INH(M(t,l,o)-l, t, 1) U TAB(M(t,l,o)-1 ). The next theorem states that 

the above transformation yields a well-behaved TAB that captures exactly Ievell at 

timet. 

Theorem 5.1 For all t, l s.t. t + l > 0, i) T1,1 is a stratified TAB; ii) The stable 

model of Tt,l agrees on validity with M(t,l+l,o)-l . 

The complete algorithm works as follows. First, it computes 1ft for each instant t 

between tmin and currenLmax, where tmin is the minimum instant corresponding to 

a begin date expression in TAB and current_ max is initially set equal to tmax + P max 

and incremented by Pmax at each iteration. Then for each Ievell of the stratification 

and for each instant t between tmin and current_max, the algorithm transforms the 

part of the TAB relevant to time t and level l into a TAB 'vithout inheritance 

(using the method sketched above). According to Theorem 5.1 the resulting TAB 

is stratified. Thus, we can apply the algorithm developed for such TABs (see (1]) to 

compute a stratification for Ievell, as well as the authorizations of Ievell derivable 

from the TAB at timet. 
Then the algorithm considers the computed time-stamped authorizations in two 

contiguous time intervals after tmax of length equal to (P max) and checks whether 

these sets are equivalent (Ck-l ~ Ck)· If so, the behavior is already periodic and the 

algorithm terminates. If not, and if the considered interval do not exceed max-time, 

it proGeeds with another iteration of the Repeat-until cycle, generating a larger 

model using the constant of the previous iteration incremented by Pmax· 

In practice, we expect the algorithm to terminate at the first iteration in most 

cases. The following theorem states the termination and the correctness of Algo

rithm 5.1. 

Theorem 5.2 i) Algorithm 5.1 terminates and ii) an authorization A is valid at 

time I iff one of the following conditions holds. Let i be the greatest instant appearing 

in a time-stamped authorization in M 0 , and lett* be the minimum instant such that 

t :S:: t* and t* = tmax + n · Pmax, n E lN. 
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• t:::; i, and (f,A) E M 0
; 

• t > i, and there exists an instant t', t*- P max < t' :::; t* such that t' = t- k · P max 

and (t', A) E 111°. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a powerful authorization mechanism which pro
vides support for temporal authorizations, user-defined derivation rules, and the 
hierarchical organization of subjects and objects. 

We have given a solution to the problems related to the simultaneous presence 
of inheritance and authorization rules. Variable edges, safeness and the dynamic 
stratification mechanism have no counterpart in the literature. Safeness guarantees 
that the TAB is consistent and unambiguous. Moreover, we have designed an effec
tive algorithm for computing a compact version of the unique model of safe TABs. 
In the extended version of the paper, an even more compact representation will be 
adopted, where temporal authorizations are labeled with temporal constraints. We 
shall also give a detailed analysis of the relationships with logic programming. 
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Algorithm 5.1 
INPUT: A TAB T satisfying the safeness condition 

OUTPUT: The compact version Me of the model M ofT 

METHOD: 

1. Let tmin be the minimum instant corresponding to a begin date expression in T 

2. Let tmax be the greater instant corresponding to an end date expression in T 

3. Let Pmax be the lcm of all the periodicities of the periodic expressions in T 

4. Let k be the maximum number of ASLONGAS and UPON rules in T plus one 

5. max-time := tmax + k · Pmax> k := 1, success :=false, 111e := 0 

6. Compute 1ft, for each t such that tmin ::; t ::; tmax + Pmax 

7. Repeat 
k := k + 1, cunenLmax := tmax + k · Pmax 

Compute 1ft, for each t such that currenLmax - Pmax < t ::=;currenLmax 

For t:= tmin to cwTenLrnax do 
Let I* := max{l II =1ft( A)} 
For i := 1 to l* do 

Let Tt,i := T(t,i) U INH(Me,t,i) UTAB(Me) 
Let £1, ... Lh be a stratification of T1,; 

For j := 1 to h do 
Let Tt,iJ := { ([tb, t], P, A( op )F) I ([tb, t], P, A( op )F) E Tt,i, 

(t, A) E Lj} U { ([tb, t), P, A) I ([tb, t], P,A) E Tt,i, (t, A) E Lj} 

Repeat 
For each x E Tt,iJ do 
If x = ([tb, t], P, A( op )F) and 'IB- EConflicts(A) (t, B-) ¢Me then 

If OP =WHENEVER and Me l=t F then add (t,A) to Me 

If OP = ASLONGAS and Vt' tb ::; t1 
::; t Me Ft' F then add (t, A) to Me 

If OP =UPON and 3t' tb::; t'::; t such that Me Ft' F then add (A, t) to Me 

endif 

619 

If x = ([t, t], P, A) and VB- EConflicts(A) (t, B-) ¢Me then add (t, A) to Me 

Until Me does not change 
endfor 
If Ok-1 ~ Ck then success := true 

Until success or cunenLmax > max-time 

Figure 3: An algorithm for computing the compact version of the model of a TAB 
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